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EXTENSI01N,S OF REMARKS 
COMPILATION OF STATE AND LO

CAL ORDINANCES ON NOISE CON
TROL 

HON. MARK HATFIELD 
OF OREGON 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Tuesday, October 28, 1969 

Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, on 
February 28 I delivered !DY mai~en 
speech on the subject of nOI.se pollut1?n 
before the National Council on No1se 
Abatement. From that time I continued 
to do some extensive research in the field 
and had a second opportunity to voice 
my concern over this area of environ
mental quality on October 8 at the for
mation meeting of the Noise Abatement 
Council of America. 

From my research I learned that the 
noise levels in the United States
which is considered the noisiest country 
in the world-were fast approaching 
lethal proportions in many areas of our 
Nation. The reason for such an ac
celeration in the decibel rating of our 
Nation is due to those very causes which 
have also brought air and water pollu
tion to crisis proportions : increased 
population, urbanization, industrializa
tion transportation needs, and the ac
companying lack of foresight to plan for 
and preserve our environment in this on
slaught. As you are aware, the pollution 
of our land, air, and water has become 
such a problem that we are now faced 
with a situation which, if not met imme
diately and with all of the creativity and 
ingenuity of our age, could mean the ex
termination of all forms of life in many 
areas of our planet. As yet, noise has not 
reached this proportion, but given the 
present noise increases in our environ
ment the same threat could soon pre
vail in noise pollution that does in air 
and water contamination-and by soon, 
I mean within our lifetime. 

It is with these thoughts in mind that I 
would like to present the following com
pilation of State and local ordinances on 
noise control as a suggestion of things 
that are being done by concerned indi
viduals and communities in order to pre
vent the continuing assault of noise pol
lution on our society. This data, as far as 
I know, is the only compilation of its kind 
and represents information as up to date 
as possible. In addition the compilation is 
preceded by an excellent analysis on the 
legal aspects of noise control. 

The following compilation and analy
sis of a sampling of existing statutes and 
ordinances on noise control was pre
pared in conjunction with the work of 
the Panel on Noise Abatement under the 
auspices of the Commerce Technical Ad
visory Board of the Department of Com
merce. The Chairman of this Panel is 
Dr. Jack E. Goldman, senior vice presi
dent, research and development, Xerox 
Corp. The material for this compilation 
was collected by Mr. Daniel Flynn exec
utive secretary of this Panel, and a great 
personal help to me in my research of 

the noise problem. The analysis on the 
legal aspects of the noise problem was 
carried out by a member of this Panel, 
Mr. James J. Kaufman of the law firm 
of Houghton, Pappas & Fink of Roches
ter N.Y. Mr. Kaufman has worked 
clo~ely with the problem of noise con
trol for some time through his position 
as legislative assistant to former New 
York Representative Theodore R. Kup
ferman, now a member of the New York 
Supreme Court. During his term in Con
gress Mr. Kupferman was well known for 
his innovative and concerned dealings 
with the noise pollution problem. 

This compilation and analysis is being 
published in this manner and at this time 
in order to bring it to the attention of 
my colleagues and interested State and 
local governments and the general public. 

I ask unanimous consent that the 
compilation and analysis be entered in 
the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the material 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

THE LEGAL AsPECTS OF NOISE CONTROL 

(By James J. Kaufman) 
Government Project Officer: Mr. Daniel R. 

Flynn. 
Executive Secretary, Panel on Noise Abate

ment, U.S. Department of Commerce, Wash
ington, D.C. 

SCOPE OF WORK 

· The study includes, but is not limited to, a 
compilation and analysis of a sampling of 
existing st81tutes and ordinances on noise 
control on a Federal, State and local level. 

INTRODUCTION 

Noise control by means of laws and reg
ulations involves balancing the rights and 
remedies of the individual against the rights 
and remedies of society. 

For practical purposes, noise control can 
be considered in three parts: (1) the rights 
of a complainant against the noisemaker; 
(2) the duty of a noisemaker to a com
plainant; · and (3) the relationship of Fed
eral, Sta.te, and local legislation and case law 
to achievement of a proper balance between 
the first and second considerations. 

Of the complainant's rights against the 
noisemaker, it should be recognized tha.t, no 
matter if the noisemaker is a private per
son or the government, it is more difficult to 
deal with noise disturbance than wi,th many 
other nuisances because it is largely subjec
tive.1 

In balancing the rights of the complainant 
against the noisemaker it may be well to 
keep in mind two major principles: ( 1) Each 
person must put up with a certain amount 
of annoyance, inconvenience, and interfer
ence. ,(2) To determine the amount of an
noyance, inconvenience, and interference 
that must be tolerated, the gravity of the 
harm to the complainant should be weighed 
against the utility of the conduct of his 
troublesome neighbor (noisemaker) .2 In 
other words, courts and legislatures are 
called upon to weigh the harm that is be
ing caused to the plaintiff (claimant) by the 
annoyance, against the reasonableness of 
the defendant's conduct. Also to be con
sidered is the detrimental effect, including 
considerations such as safety and cost, that 
would be caused to the defendant (and some
times to the public) if the defendant wer(J 

Footnotes at end of article. 

forced to discontinue the activity that pro
duces the disturbance. 

One remedy sought against the noisemaker 
is an injunction, brought in many cases by 
an individual complainant and in some 
cases by a class or group of those disturbed 
by a particular noise. More often, however, 
claimants disturbed by what they regard as 
excessive noise have sought as an alternative 
an award of money damages against the 
noisemaker. Injunctive relief has been largely 
unsuccessful in suits against public airport 
owners and operators for several reasons: ( 1) 
public necessity and convenience usually 
outweigh private or individual interests, the 
rationale being the fact that the air trans
portation industry serves a vital function and 
ever-present demand; second, the Federal 
government has pre-empted the field of air 
traffic control. See Allegheny Airlines v. Vil
lage of Cedarhurst 238 F. 2d 812, 815 (2d Cer. 
1956) in which the court stated that "The 
Federal regulatory system . . . has pre
empted the field (of air traffic) below as well 
as a.bove 1,000 feet from the ground." Finally, 
the courts have utilized the legal fiction of 
"legalized nuisance," discussed later in this 
text and footnotes, to justify the conduct of 
the air transportation industry which pro
duces the noise, and the attitudes of the 
Federal government which reluctantly allows 
the disturbance.a 

One example of the relationship between 
the complainant and the noisemaker may be 
found in a brief discussion of airport noise 
litigation. Airport noise suits have tradition
ally been based upon legal theories such as 
trespass, taking (eminent domain), nuisance, 
and constitutional damaging. 

LEGAL THEORIE5--CASE LAW 

The trespass theory presents difficult prob
lems relative to proof of physical invasion of 
the landowner's property. A condition pre
cedent to recovery under this theory would 
be invasion by the aircraft of the landowner's 
property (the airspace zone directly above his 
land). Moreover, difficulty in pleading may 
arise under this approach because the opera
tor of the particular air flight would have to 
be named as a defendant and only the owner 
immediately below the flight could maintain 
the action. 

The nuisance theory necessarily involves 
the weighing of the complainant's interest in 
peace and quiet against the interests of the 
noisemaker (defendant) and of the public. 
It is with respect to the airport noise litiga
tion illustration that the doctrine of "legal
ized nuisance" has particular relevance. This 
doctrine was stated in workable and useful 
terms by Lyman M. Tondel, Jr., as follows: 

"Where a public or quasi-public enterprise, 
like a railroad, or a power plant or gas works, 
or a sewer system, or any irrigation system, or 
thruway or an airport, or the like, is expressly 
authorized by legislation, nuisance claims 
that arise out of its proper operation are to 
be denied. The theory is that even if the ac
tivity in question would, if privately con
ducted, constitute a nuisance, it has been 
legalized by the legislative body which, with
in constitutional limits, authorized the par
ticular conduct on behalf of the public."' 

Mr. Tondel sta.tes that a survey of all the 
public airport cases in the last ten years 
shows only two cases in which the nuisance 
theory was considered a proper basis for re
covery. Thus, be concludes that this theory, 
although expressed and referred to as such 
in most complaints in this field, has had lit
tle success.s 

The United States Constitution affords 
protection to each citizen against the taking 
of his property without just compensation. 
According to the early common law, the claim 
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of title to the landowner's property extended 
to the universe above, as well as to the 
boundaries of the Land below (ad coelum 
theory). As a result of the increased demands 
upon aviation, however, the courts of the 
United States have declined to recognize this 
theory, considering airspace a "public high
way." 

It was not long before the Congress spe
cifically declared that the Government has a 
right of free transit in our navigable air
space, which shall include "airspace needed 
to insure safety in take off or landing of air
craft." 6 American courts, nonetheless, con
tinued to recognize the landowner's right to 
just compensation for a "talking" of his 
property for public use. In the famous 1946 
decision in United States v. Causby,7 the 
court held continuous flights of military air
craft over landowners' land, so frequent and 
at such low al·titudes as to destroy the bene
ficial use of their farm, to be a taking of their 
property which required just compensation 
under the Fifth Amendment.s With the 
Causby case the Supreme Court put an end, 
once and for all, to the ancient maxim of ad 
coelum ownership. The Court said that own
ership to the sky had no place in the modern 
world.9 

The constl:tutional taking theory, which 
has been increasingly relied upon by attor
neys is perhaps most significant.1o The ques
tion of what constitutes a taking becomes a 
key one in light of the Causby decision.u 

Sixteen years after the decision of the 
United States SupTeme Court in Causby, 
the Court in Griggs v. Allegheny Airport 12 

extended the liability for the "taking" to the 
operator of the airport. The property owner 
sued Allegheny County (operator of the 
Greater Pittsburgh Airport) and recovered 
under the Federal Constitution's 14th 
Amendment on the basis of a taking of an 
avia:tion easement over his land. The de
fendant airport operator argued reasonably 
but unsuccessfully, that if there was a tak
ing, Congress had placed liability on the 
shoulders of the Federal Government when it 
granted it the right of free transit. In up
holding the suit of the landowner, the Court 
reasoned that the airport operator must first · 
acquire an easement of flight. The Court 
said that it is the airport operator who causes 
the inte·rference, that the Government takes 
nothing, and that it is the local authority 
which decides whether or not to build an 
airport and where it is to be located.1s 

In Griggs, flights over plaintiff's country 
home were said to be "regular and almost 
continuous" at altitudes between 30 and 300 
feet above the house. The disturbance was 
considered so great that plaintiff's family 
moved from their home, which they testi
fied was rende·red undesirable and unbearable 
for their residential use. It is significant that 
in both Causby and GTiggs the plaintiffs 
found it necessary to leave their land because 
it was substantially unfit for residential 
use.H 

Post-Griggs decisions of Federal courts 
continue to require overhead flights as a pre
condition for taking of the landowner's prop
erty. Whether the U.S. Supreme Court will 
interpret inteTference resulting from lateral 
as well as overhead flights as a taking as 
post-Griggs decisions in an increasing num
ber of state courts have done is not clear.15 

What is clear is that, in addition to prov._ 
ing low and frequent flights, a plaintiff 
must show that as a result of the flights 
there has been a substantial if not complete 
deprivation of the use of his property,1e 

The effect of the foregoing decisions will 
be infl.uenced by whether or not the State 
Constitution of the state in which a claim
ant resides has provision for compensation 
due to a damaging of his property as well 
as a taking. 

Footnotes at end of article. 
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From the foregoing case law discussion at 
least these conclusions may be drawn: (1) 
A nuisance caused by operations of the Gov
ernment or a body operating under govern
mental authority and resulting from noise 
does not constitute a taking, notwilthstanding 
the fact that it causes a devaluation in mar
ket value of adjoining property. This premise 
also assumes that there is no showing of 
negligence with respect to the source of the 
noise. (2) The foregoing conclusion repre
sents the federal rule, the common law rule, 
and the rule of those states with constitu
tional language following the federal pattern 
of compensation for a taking. (3) Those 
states which have a constitution that pro
vides for compensation for property damaged 
as well as taken will permit broader recov
ery against the Government for the nuisance 
(noise). 

Case law represents only one part of a 
four-part approach to the problem of regu
lation of noise control through the law. De
cisions must be read and their effect inter
preted in the light of existing and proposed 
legislation on a Federal, State and local level. 

LEGISLATION-FEDERAL INVOLVEMENT 

An analysis of regulation on the Federal 
level suggests a perusal of the provisions of 
the Federal Aviation Act of 1958.17 The Fed
eral Aviation Agency, which is greatly inter
ested in safety and noise abatement, re
quires that each particular model or make 
of airCTaft receive an "airworthiness certif
icate," which specifies the conditions under 
which the aircraft may be used in air trans
portation. In addition, the FAA requires that 
an airline rec-eive an "air operruting certif~ 
icwte" before it may operate a given airCTaft 
and schedule service at a particular air
port.ls 

It is clear that the FAA has, under the 
Federal Aviation Act of 1958, full power to 
prescribe air traffic rules for the "protection 
of persons and property on the ground," in
cluding prescription of air traffic rules in the 
interest of noise abatement.lD 

The FAA, in exercising its statutory au
thority, has set noise limits for jet airplane 
take-offs (but not landings) and has adopted 
flight procedures at Kennedy International 
and other public airports, including the 
adoption of preferential runways systems.2t 

The FAA noise abatement program, now 
combined with the Department of Trans
portation, has gained momentum and au
thority with the signing into law of H.R. 
3400 (July 12, 1968) which added a new 
Section 611 to the Federal Aviation Act of 
1968, specifically requiring the FAA to estab
lish and enforce regulations to control air
craft noise, including sonic boom. 

Under the new law the FAA is given power 
to withhold or revoke certification of an air
plane which is too noisy by its standards. It 
should be noted that, at the present time, 
the noise factor is to be taken into account 
in the development and the manufacture of 
new aircraft. Regulation of existing models 
may be forthcom1ng in the not too distant 
future. Section 611 further directs that the 
FAA, in establishing noise standards, should 
consider whether any proposed standard "is 
consistent wt,th the highest degrees of safety" 
and whether it is "economically reasonable, 
technologically practical and appropriate for 
the particular type of aircraft to which it 
wlll apply." The FAA is expected to issue the 
first noise restrictions within the month; 
See Appendix, supra. 

Briefly and s1mply, the aircraft noise con
trol problem may be considered from two dis
tinct points of view: (1) the noise which is 
produced from the operation of the aircraft 
itself; and (2) the effect of the aircraft 
noise upon the people on the ground. 

Putting aside for the moment the fact that 
the primary source of aircraft noise is the 
engine, there are three broad approaches 
which may be utilized to achieve relief from 
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excessive aircraft noise: (1) Move the noise 
away from the people. (2) Move the people 
away from the nois~. (3) Lessen the amount 
of noise produced by the aircraft. Zoning and 
land-use problems are particularly involved 
with the first and second approaches.21 

Notwithstanding the immense problems 
which exist as a result of present jet service 
the threat of additional noise horror loo~ 
in anticipation of the proposed jumbo-jets 
and supersonic transports. Complex legal 
problems presented in new forms with respect 
to control in this area will demand careful 
consideration and sound judgment on a 
case-to-case basis. 

While considerable attention has neces
sarily been drawn to the legal problems of 
a :rcraft noise reduction and respective leg
islation and litigation, one must not over
look the state and growth of the law con
cerned with control of other noise sources. 

Aside from the proposed Federal legisla
tion mentioned earlier specifically related to 
aircraft noise control, it is significant to note 
that on April 21, 1966. A Representative from 
New York, Theodore R. Kupferman, intro
duced in the House of Representatives the 
first bill to comprehensively deal with the 
problems of noise in genera1.22 

Kupferman's bill, reintroduced in the 90th 
Congress, 1st Session, January 18, 1967, as 
H.R. 2819, and referred to the House Inter
state and Foreign Commerce Committee, 
would establish an Office of Noise Control 
within the Office of the Surgeon General 
under the Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare. This, in my opinion, is where it 
should be because general noise should be 
considered a health problem. The noise con
trol office, headed by a Director and assl&ted 
by a Noise Control Advisory Council, would 
provide grants in aid for state and local gov
ernments to research ways and means of 
control, prevention and abatement of noise. 
Moreover, the bill specifically provides that 
the Office of Noise Control would cooperate 
fully with existing Federal agencies and de
partments presently working in the field of 
jet noise abatement. 

One of the primary functions of the Office 
of Noise Control would be to act as a national 
clearing house for general and specific noise 
information. It could, upon request, dis
seminate the wealth of its accumulated 
knowledge to state and local governments 
to help them control noise at its point of 
origin. The Office of Noise Control would 
serve a similar research and educational 
function, with respect to noise from all 
sources, as the National Aircraft Noise 
Abatement Council (a private, non-profit 
council of aircraft-industry representatives) 
presently serves in the field of aircraft noise 
abatement. 

On May 16, 1969, and for the first time, the 
U.S. Department of Labor, under Secretary 
George P. Shultz, promulgated new stand
ards for industrial noise. These standards 
known as the Walsh-Healey Health and 
Safety Regulations, became effective on May 
20, 1969; they were published in the Fed~ 
eral Register, Volume 34, Number 96, Part 2, 
pp. 7948-7949. The standards only apply to 
those firms which have Federal contracts of 
$10,000 or more during the course of one 
year. 

The new regulations establish a maximum 
allowable level of 90 decibels measured on 
the A scale for a continuous eight hour per 
day exposure. As the permissible noise level 
exposures increase in decibels, the duration 
per day and per hours decreases, as follows: 
8 hours ________________________ 90 dBA 
6 hours ________________________ 92 dBA 
4 hours ________________________ 95 dBA 
3 hours ________________________ 97 dBA 
2 hours ________________________ 100 dBA 
17'2 hours ________________________ 102 dBA 

1 hour------------------------- 105 dBA Y:z hour _________________________ 110 dBA 

% hour (or less)----·------------ 115 dBA 
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For wording of Section 150-204.10 of the 

new Labor regulations, see Appendix, supra. 
On April 15, 1969, senator Joseph D. Tyd

ings introduced in the Senate a bill (S. 1818) 
designed to provide for the inclusion of con
siderations of environmental quality in the 
decision making processes of government. 
The bill, entitled the Environmental Qual
ity Act of 1969, would establish within the 
Executive Office of the President an Office 
of Environmental Quality. Headed by a Di
rector appointed by the President, the office 
would be relatively small and select, with 
the authority to review, clear, coordinate 
and appraise policies and projects of the Fed
eral Government which may adversely af
fect the quality and integrity of our environ
ment. 

The aforementioned idea was carried for
ward by President Nixon with the announce
ment on May 29, 1969, of the establishment 
of the Environmental Quality Council and 
the Citizens Advisory Committee on En
vironmental Quality, created by Executive 
Order. The Environmental Quality Council 
is composed of the Vice-President, secre
taries of Agriculture, Commerce, HEW, HUD, 
Interior, and Transportation. It is the func
tion of the Council to advise and assist the 
President with respect to environmental 
quality matters and to perform such other 
related duties as the President, from time to 
time, may prescribe. The aforementioned 
Council may be a suitable governmental ve
hicle for the institution of a central coordi
nating agency and clearing house for Federal 
noise control programs. 

One of the primary functions of an Office 
of Noise Control such as that envisioned in 
the Kupferman bill referred to earlier, or 
a central coordinating unit within the En
vironmental Council, or even a division 
within the Department of Transportation, 
would be to cooperate with all Federal agen
cies interested in noise abatement and also 
to cooperate fully with State and local gov
ernments in their programs for noise control. 
LEGISLATION-STATE AND LOCAL INVOLVEMENT 

Any Federal coordinating program must 
assist the State and local governments which, 
unfortunately to date, have been hesitant in 
initiating adequwte programs. Many state and 
local goV'ernments have no laws dealing with 
the problem of general noise control; nor 
do they have any kind of program to study 
the problem and to draft such laws. 

New York, to the author's knowledge, be
came, in July 1965, the first state in the 
United States to enact a state Highway Anti
Noise Statute. This law provides a measut"
able noise limit which can be enforced 
againsrt motor vehicles creating excessive or 
unusual noise. The act defines as excessive 
noise " ... a vehicle which produces a sound 
of 88 decibles or more on the A scale." 90· 
decibels, on the A sc·ale, therefore, is a level 
at which violations would be charged and 
arrests made. The noise is measured at road
side toll stations wha-e trucks pass at speeds 
of less than 35 Iniles per hour.2a 

California recently adopted comprehen
sive anti-highway noise legislation that 
would prohibit noise levels in excess of 82 
dBA for passenger cars and 92 dBA for 
trucks and buses.24 

Most states have motor vehicle statutes 
or codes dealing with the requirement of 
mufflers on automobiles and trucks to pre
vent excessive or unusual noise. These stat
utes, however usually fa.il to spell out quanti
tative measures in decibels at which vio
lations would occur. Thus the statutes are 
for the most part extremely difficult to en
force and are therefore usually not enforced. 
For a listing of the anti-noise laws of the 
various states by section number with a brief 
pareDJtheticail description of the type of regu
lation see Appendix, supra. For the stat-
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utory language of the state codes, see 
Appendix, supra. 

There are situations where a joillJt re
sponse from several states or cities may be 
required to effectively control an ..environ
mental problem. The joining of staJtes or 
cities in a regional response to the noise 
control problem has not been forthooining, 
with the exception of the New York Port 
Authority.25 The Port of New York Au
thority governs, among other things, air
orwft operation procedures at Kennedy In
ternational, LaGuardia, Newark and Teter
boro airports. 

The Port of New York Authority has for 
years imposed noise limitations on aircraft 
taking off from its airports and monitors 
the takeoffs to assure compliance. The Au
thority exercises its right to prescribe noise 
limits in its capacity as an airport owner
operator and not as an exercise of local gov
ernmental police power to regulate in a legis
latiV'e sense. see Port of New York Author
ity v. Eastern Airlines, Inc., E.D.N.Y. 1966, 
259 F. Supp. 745. The Authority does not 
regulate landings inasmuch as approach pro
cedures are executed off the premises in 
which iJt has a proprietory interest. More
over, the Port of New Ymk Authority's noise 
liinitation rules have been stated to be ex
pressly subordinate to the FAA rules, and 
accordingly, do not conflict With FAA pro .. 
cedures. 

Whether unauthorized regulations set by 
the airport owner which are in conflict with 
those of the FAA would be upheld is not 
clear. 

This is a gray area of the law which may 
become the next battlefield in the fight of 
the citizens who live near airports and who 
are demanding relief fTom jet noise. 

Inasmuch as most airports are owned by 
governmental bodies of one classification or 
another, we can expect increasing political 
and econoinic (including law suits) pressures 
on our local governments to find a solution. 
The Federal government Will most likely not 
be able to divorce itself from sharing heavily 
(money) in whatever solution may be found. 

Unfortunately we have not learned as 
quickly as we should have from the disasters 
which have resulted in our failure to ade
quately deal, years ago, With the problem of 
air and water pollution. A regional approach 
combining the talents and -money of several 
states should be considered in a common 
effort to establish research and development 
programs directed toward the alleviation of 
excessive noise from sources other than air
craft. Flor example, there is no reason why 
states could not join together to provide uni
form motor vehicle statutes that quantita
tively spell out the levels at which violations 
would occur. A comprehensive motor vehicle 
statute could be uniformly adopted by all 
the states patterned after that of New York 
or California, except that more sophisticated 
means of measurement and enforcement 
must be provided. 

Uniform state and/or city codes could also 
be enacted concerning requirements in con
struction and maintenance of housing and 
the problem of elimination of airborne and 
structure noises. Of course, it would be im
portant to coordinate the efforts of the Fed
eral government with the statutes of the 
states. 

When planning noise controls on various 
levels of government it is important that 
constitutional consideraUons not be over
looked. The Federal government does not en
joy the use of police power unless provided 
by the Constitution. Accordingly, the Federal 
government may act under Article I, Section 
8, of the commerce clause of the Constitution 
to regulate various matters such as l'abor 
conditions and safety. 

Police power does exist on a state level 
and may be exercised unless arbitrary, un
reasonable or capricious, and as long as its 
exercise does not deprive a person of his 
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property without due process of law ( eini
nent domain). Thus the states are more flex
ible in their ability to deal with the noise 
problem because they do not require a spe
cifically delegated legislative power as in the 
case of federal legislation. As long as the 
proposed controls of the state statute do not 
conflict with federal legislation, or areas re
served for or to the Federal government, they 
will stand, as evidenced by recent enactment 
of state air and water pollution statutes. On 
the same theory, the states have for some 
time validly legislated controls in the fields 
of licensing, health, safety, labelling and 
zoning. Moreover, loca.l levels of government 
are free to exercise police power and may 
establish maximum noise levels through en
actment of ordinances and zoning. 

While the manufacture of appliances and 
equipment could be controlled by the Fed
eral government on a finding that the ex
cessive noise produced from the itexns is or 
could be detrimental to health on the same 
basis that federal regulation of air pollution 
is justified, it is at the city code level that 
noise sources of garbage collection,26 con
struction noise,27 motor vehicles, loud 
speakers, and many other noise sources can 
be effectively controlled.28 It is important, 
however, to exercise extreme caution when 
attempting to solve the problem by simply 
passing a law. We should inquire first 
whether all is being done to deal otherwise 
with the problem. 

As part of the present study, letters were 
sent to the administrations of over fifty 
cities throughout the United States in an 
effort to determine whether they consider 
a noise problem to exist in their communi
ties, and the character and status of their 
responses, if any, to the noise problem. The 
representative of each city was asked for its 
city's ordinances and codes dealing with 
noise and whether the jurisdictions in the 
metropolitan area in question have taken a 
coordinated approach in noise control efforts. 
In addition, each city was asked to comment 
on any control measures taken, how effec
tive the enforcement has been, and whether 
noise control is considered to be a serious 
problem. 

The responses to the inquiries outlined 
above provide insight into the attitudes of 
urban areas toward noise and its control and, 
at the same time, create a broader base upon 
which to analyze the municipal codes in the 
country. Time and space do not permit an 
exhaustive reproduction of each city code in 
t'he United States dealing with noise con
trol. A representative sampling has been 
compiled, however, and is set forth in the 
statutory language of fifty-six cities, which 
appears in the Appendix, supra. 

The average city statute contains general 
statutory language prohibiting excessive 
noise and usually requires a muffler on motor 
vehicles. This type of statute has been clas
sified by the author as a "Class D" code; see 
Appendix, supra. 

The penalty for vtolation of the general 
statute, referred to above is usually a small 
fine. See Akron, Appendix, supra. In some 
cases violation is more than a mere offense 
or violation and in fact may constitute a Inis
demeanor under the penal laws of the city in 
question. See Minneapolis, Appendix, supra. 
Unless enforced, however, the punitive pro
visions of these ordinances are worthless. 
Most ordinances are not effectively enfQ["ced. 

One example of the responses of a large 
city to the complex problems of urban noise 
is seen in New York City. For decades it has 
had a basic code which contains language 
prohibitive of excessive noise in several areas. 
For reproduction of Section 435.50 of the 
city's basic noise ordinance, see Appendix, 
supra. 

The prime difficulty with the New York 
City Anti-Noise Code, and other general 
codes siinilar in statutory language (Class 
C), is the fact that no quantitative measures 
are set forth at which violations would oc-
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cur, and there is no provision for adequate 
measurement for excessive noise. Two-thirds 
of the fifty-six statutes of the cities exam
ined herein contain similar language to the 
New York City code, are general in nature, 
and could be classified Class C, notwithstand
ing an attempt to include in the sampling as 
m an y Class B cities as possible. 

Some cities, on the other hand, have taken 
a comprehensive approach to the noise prob
lem. Minneapolis, Minnesota, for example, 
lists five methods by which that city has 
at tempted to regulate noise: zoning code en
forcement; noise ord,inance enforcement; 
public nuisance action; licensing require
ments; and indirectly, in building code re
quirements. In Minneapolis' zoning code, 
the noise ordinance provides for noise limita
tions in M-1 districts and sets forth per· 
formance standards, to wit: · 

"(1) Noise.-In the M1 Districts at no 
point on the boundary of a Residence or 
Business District shall the sound pressure 
level of any operation or plant (other than 
background noises not directly under the 
cont rol of the manufacturer) exceed the 
decibel limits in the octave bands designated 
below: 

"MAXIMUM PERMITTED SOUND LEVEL (DECIBELS) 

Octave band frequency 
(cycles per second) 

0 to 75 ______ _____ ___ __ _ _ 
75 to 150 ____ _____ ______ _ 
150 to 300 ___ ____ _______ _ 
300 to 600 _____ _____ ____ _ 
600 to 1,200 ___ __ ________ _ 
1,200 to 2,400 __ __ _____ __ _ 
2,400 to 4"800 ______ __ __ _ _ 
Over 4,80u __ ____ ___ _____ _ 

Along residence 
district 

boundaries 

72 
67 
59 
52 
46 
40 
34 
32 

Along busine.>s 
district 

boundaries 

79 
74 
66 
59 
53 
47 
41 
39" 

The primary function of any anti-noise 
statute, whether on a state or local level, 
is to accomplish its purpose, to wit: control 
of specific types of noise which have been 
deemed by the community to be unwanted. 
The acid test of a noise ordinance is whether 
it is effective. Accordingly, an overly elab
orate noise ordinance on a state or local 
level, if not effective, may be of little or no 
use. One of the primary reasons a noise 
statute may not be effective could be the 
fact that it has not been accepted by the 
community whose appropriate governmental 
body enacted it. If it has not been accepted, 
it most likely will not be effectively en
forced. Also a statute, though elaborate in 
wording and design, may not be effective 
where the enforcement arm of the city is 
without enough money to facilitate those 
procedures necessary to its enforcement; for 
example, use of a sound analyzing meter. 
Examples of this problem were evidenced 
in the cities of Anchorage, Alaska, as set 
forth in the Appendix supra; Fort Lauder
dale, Florida, Appendix, supra, and Peori·a, 
Illinois, Appendix, supra. In contrast, a city 
which has had favorable experiences with 
the sound analyzer in terms of effective en
forcement is the city of Hemet, Riverside 
County, California, as set forth in the Ap
pendix, supra. 

Memphis, Tennessee, has been called t1ie 
quietest city in the United States. This city 
has essentially a general Class C anti-noise 
ordinance. It does not have an elaborate 
means of measurement of excessive sound or 
noise, and its ordinance does not spell out in 
quantitative measures the point at which a 
violation would occur. It does have, however, 
an essential ingredient in any municipallty's 
campaign against excessive noise. It has 
made a coordinated effort to educate the 
community to the need for a quieter city. In 
so doing, it has created a community re
sponse which is tantamount to an aocept· 
ance, to some degree, of voluntary noise con· 
trol. Voluntary noise control is the most ef
fective type of control. The realities of eco
nomics and human nature, however, com· 
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pel regulation to a certain extent to obtain 
compliance with suggested noise reduction 
otherwise not forthcoming. New York took a 
major step in this direction with the en
actment of a new building code proposed by 
the Polytoohnic Institute of Brooklyn. The 
building code is set forth in the Appendix, 
supra. Its provisions relating to sound char
acteristics in buildings are sophisticated a.nd 
yet not overly elaborate. It is somewhat pre
mature to effectively evaluate the building 
code. It would appear, however, that it will 
be effective. New York City hM also taken a 
new approach to control noise from sources 
other than buildings, including the tradi
tional sources of garbage collection, truck 
brakes and horns, mufflers, excavation and 
construction work and the like, with the en
actment of an Environmental Quality Ad
ministration. One of the purposes of the 
Administration is to obtain the necessary 
community acceptance of noise control. It 
should supplement the anti-noise taBk force 
set up by Mayor Lindsay in 1968 under the 
direction of Neal A. Anderson. 

New York City hopefully will now update 
its basic noise code (435.50) to a Class B type 
statute to provide quantitative measures m 
decibels at which point violations would oc
cur. In addition New York should invest in 
the necessary equipment for enforcement of 
such standards, to wit: a mobile sound anal
yzer unit. It may well be that with a co
ordinated approach, spearheaded by the En
vironmental Quality Administration, there 
will be no need to revise and rewrite the noise 
ordinance to the point where it might be 
classified as a Class A statute. New York Js 
an example of the need for a city to fit the 
statutory language, purpose and design to its 
particular requirements, bearing in mind the 
test of effectiveness. 

Municipalities are in an embarrassing posi
tion when they are confronted with a legisla
tor who would suggest a more elaborate noise 
ordinance and are met with resistance by 
other legislators who suggest that the noise 
ordinance which is presently on the books is 
not enforced. 

The regulatory code on a local level would 
be much more easily enforced if the com
plainant or police officer and the alleged 
violator both were aware that machinery 
exists to measure the noise in question. The 
handling of the alleged violation on a more 
mechanical and scientific basis would retard 
the incidence of excesive noise making, in the 
author's judgment, in the same way in which 
the use or threatened use of radar has re
tarded the amount of speeding on our high
ways. It is interesting to note the reaction of 
a defendant who has received a summons for 
speeding where radar was used, as contrasted 
with the reaction when simply stopped bY 
an officer in a patrol car after ha~ing fol
lowed and "clocked" the defendant for a cer
tain distance. This is not to say the level of 
sophistication of noise measurement has 
reached the same degree as that of testing 
and reading radar equipment by our enforce
ment agents. The analogy, however, is rele
vant in that through the education process 
our enforcement agencies and its officers can 
be taught to effectively use sound measurililg 
instruments. Once success is achieved in their 
use, the word will soon spread to the violators 
(noise-makers). At this point some of the 
violators may become aware of the need to 

. curtail their noisy activities. While they .will 
not be quieter by voluntary compliance, they 
will be forced to recognize the enforcement 
measures as a deterrent to their noisy activ
ity; they will not want to be caught. 

CONCLUSION 

First, it is helpful to consider the response 
of the law to the noise problem from at least 
four points of infiuence: (1) case law, (2) 
Federal statutes, (3) State statutes, and (4) 
local laws (County, City, Town and Vlllage). 
None of the case holdings or language of the 
statutes or ordinances at the various levels 
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should be read in a vacuum. Each factual sit
uation (noise disturbance) demanding a 
remedy must be considered unique unless a 
pattern is clear suggesting uniform treat
ment, such as the state motor vehicle codes. 

Second, with respect to aircraft noise re
duction, additional federal standards are nec
essary and will be forthcoming. The Federal 
Government will be forced to assume increas
ing authority and responsibility for noise 
control, especially in areas where it has pre
empted the field. Fact patterns squarely with
in the Griggs decision will permit recovery 
against the owner-operator of an airport but 
not the Federal Government. 

Increasing pressure, including millions of 
dollars in threatened or actual law suits, will 
be placed upon the owner of the airport to 
set noise limitations on aircraft and find ad
ditional solutions. 

Third, the real frontier to be explored in 
noise pollution is general noise reduction and 
control (not limited to aircraft). More study 
is needed in this area on all levels of govern
ment and industry. Educational efforts 
should precede regulatory efforts. Voluntary 
acceptance of control measures should come 
ahead of mandatory controls. Legislation 
such as the Kupferman bill is needed. The 
Federal government should aid the state and 
local governments to initiate their own pro
grams. 

Fourth, any statute or ordinance dealing 
with noise reduction should include quanti
tative measures or standards which spell out 
the point at which the noise intended to be 
controlled is excessive. Sophisticated meas
urement and enforcement procedures should 
be applied. 

Unfortunately most cities have failed to 
take a coordinated approach to the noise 
problem. There hM not been enough fore
sight and imagination exercised by those in 
control of our local governments to retard 
the increase in noise pollution. 

More planning, thought, and action is 
needed in this area. Model codes should be 
devised by those familiar with the field and 
should be fitted to meet local circumstances 
and needs. Lawyers should look outside their 
profession to those with acoustical engineer
ing and scientific expertise for help in work
ing out practical and enforceable statutory 
controls. 

Fifth, in balancing the rights of an in
dividual disturbed by a particular noise 
against a government authorized activity 
causing noise (nuisance) and deemed essen
tial and free from negligent operation, the 
government activity will prevail. Recoveries 
against the government for nuisance will be 
broader under states with constitutions con· 
taining language for compensation for dam· 
age as well as a taking of property. 

Sixth, everyone must tolerate noise to some 
extent. To what extent must be determined 
on each set of facts and circumstances. More 
can be done to abate noise than most people 
presently realize. We must face the noise 
pollution problem immediately and squarely, 
and allocate whatever funds, energy and tal
ent are available to place this serious en
vironmental problem under control. 

FOOTNOTES 
1 See Spater, George A., "Noise and the 

Law." 63 MichL. Rev 1373 (June 1965). Cer
tain noises, however, can do visible physical 
damage, the best known being the ability 
even at low volumes to break gl~ass. Scholes, 
The Oxford Companion to Music, 6, 14, (8th 
ed. 1950); Spater supra, p . 1374, footnote 4. 

For some time noise has been most com
monly and simply defined as an unwanted 
sound. The subjective quality of noise has 
often been described by the dassic phrase, 
"One man's music is another man's noise." 

2 Restatement of the Law of Torts. Vol. 4, 
Sec. 822, comment on cLause (d), Sec. 826 
( 1939) ; language adapted by this writer. 

8 See American Airlines, Inc. et ral v. Town 
of Hempstead, et al, 272 F. Supp. 226 (1966) 
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where the town of Hempstead added a new 
article to its unnecessary noise ordinance 
forbidding operation of a mechanism or de
vice (including airplanes) which created a 
noise in excess of certain limits. Nine major 
airlines, the Port of New York Authority, the 
Airline Pilots Association, three airline pilots 
as representatives of their class, and the FAA 
sued to enjoin the enforcement against them 
of the ordinance. Distrtct Judge Dooling up
held the suit and struck down the ordinance 
on the basis that legislative regulation of air
craft procedures based on the exercise of 
local police power is a field which has been 
pre-empted by the Federal Government. The 
Court decision was affirmed by the United 
States Court of Appeals for the Second Cir
cuit, 398 F. 2d 369 (1968), and the Supreme 
Court denied certiorari in January 1969 (37 
U.S. Law Week 3247). 

4 See Tondel, Lyman M., Jr., "Noise Litiga
tion at Public Airports", Alleviation of Jet 
Aircraft Noise Near Airports. Report of Pres
ident's Jet Aircraft Noise Panel, Office of 
Science and Technology, Executive Office of 
the President (March 1966), E.g., Richard v. 
Washington Terminal Co. 233 U.S. 546 (1919), 
et al. cited. 

In Richards v. Washington Terminal Co. 
" ... the plaintiff, whose house was approx
imately one hundred feet from defendant's 
railroad track and tunnel, brought an action 
to recover for damage to his property result
ing from an alleged nuisance. Plaintiff suf
fered (1) from the noise, vibration, and 
smoke of the passing trains cracking the 
walls ... breaking glass in the windows, and 
disturbing the peace and slumber of the oc
cupants, and (2) from gas and smoke forced 
out of the tunnel and directed onto plaintiff's 
property by a fanning system. Defendant's 
activities, however, had been authorized by 
the government--its tracks and tunnel were 
located, constructed, and maintained under 
acts of Congre!'l5. There was no claim that the 
trains were negligently constructed, oper
ated, or maintained. 

"The Court held that the plaintiff, like 
all other property owners along a railroad 
right-of-way, was required to bear Without 
redress the amount of noise, vibration, and 
smoke incident to the running of the trains. 
However, the plaintiff was entitled to com
pensation to the extent he was damaged by 
the fan arrangement which artificially con
centrated gas and smoke on the plaintiff to 
a degree not shared by other property own
ers ... and this, Without, so far as appears, 
any real necessity existing for such damage. 

"The general conclusion to be drawn from 
Richards v. Washington Terminal is that 
under federal law no right of action exists 
in private property owners for noise made 
by an entity functionng under authority of 
the government (and, a fortiori, for noise 
made by the government itself) even though 
the noise may cause a decline in the value 
of affected property. In such circumstances 
both damages and equitable relief are denied. 

"It is necessary, however, to qualify this 
broad rule somewhat by two limitatons: first, 
the activity being performed by the govern
ment or government-authorized entity must 
be sanctioned by law; second, the facility 
creating the noise must be properly designed 
and operated and in certain limited cases a 
government authorized entity will be held re
sponsible when it has not properly located 
the facility." 

5 Of the six public non-military airport 
cases where damages have been recovered 
in the United States over the last 10 years, 
five recoveries involving a total of $71,584 
were against civil airport operators on a con
stitutional taking theory. In addition $690,-
670 has been recovered in this 10 year period 
in 21 cases brought against the U.S. Gov
ernment where cases involved military air
ports. Twenty of these 21 recoveries were on 
a constitutional taking theory and one, Weis
berg v. United States, 193 F. Supp. 815 (1961), 
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for $750 was on a negligence theory. Mr. 
Tondel states the following: 

". . . one reason for the greater success 
that plaintiffs have had against the United 
States is that in many cases the government 
has admitted a taking, leaving only the 
amount of compensation." 

Quoted from Tondel supra note 4 at pp. 
123--4; In Anderson v. Lockheed Aircraft 
Corp., 1955 U.S. & Can. Av. 182 (Cal. Super. 
Ct, Los Angeles County 1955) which involved 
a public airport only in a technical sense, 
$12,500 in damages was recovered. In another 
case, which arose in Georgia, the court held 
that the complaint stated a cause of action, 
so that the case should not have been dis
missed on the pleadings, Chronister v. City 
of Atlanta, 99 Ga. App. 447, 108 S.E. 2d 731 
6 Av. Cas. 17,448 (1959). 

8 Federal Aviation Act of 1958, 72 Stat. 737, 
4a U.S.C. Sec. 1301 (24). 

1 328 U.S. 236 (1946); See Tondel supra 
note 4; The court in Clasby said at p. 263, 
"The airspace, apart from the immediate 
reaches above the land, is part of the pub
lic domain." 

The Federal Aviation Act supra, note 6, 
Sec. 104, states: 

"There is hereby recognized and declared 
to exist in behalf of any citizen of the United 
States a public right of freedom of transit 
through the navigable airspace of the United 
States." 

Sec. 101, Subdiv. 24, of the Federal Avia
tion Act defines navigable airspace at that 
" ... above the minimum altirtudes of flight 
prescribed by regulations issued under this 
chapter, and shall include airspace needed 
to insure safety in takeoff and landing of 
aircraft." 

For a recent case where the court allowed 
only nominal damages for a suit based upon 
the trespass theory, and even that decision 
was reversed · on appeal, see Cheskov v. Port 
of Seattle, 55 Wash. 2d 416, 348 P. 2d 673, 
6 Av. Cas. 18, 176 (Tex. ctv. App. 1964). 

8 328 u.s. 256, 259 (1946). 
9 Tondel, supra note 4 at p. 124, 328 U.S.C., 

at 261. 
10 See Goldstein, Sidney, "Legal and Prac

tical Limitations on Noise Control Methods," 
Report, Committee No. 4, Internartional Con
ference on the Reduction <Yf ·Noise and Dis
turbance Caused by Civil Aircraft, London 
(November 1966); For more deta.iled treat
ment of i,his subject by the same author see 
Goldstein, Sidney, "A Problem in Federal
ism, Property Rights In Air Space and Tech
nology," Alleviation of Jet Aircraft Noise 
Near Airports, Report of the President's Jet 
Aircraft Noise Panel, Office of Science and 
Technology, Executive Office of the President 
(March 1966). 

11 In it the court held that there had been 
a taking when it had been found that over
flights, and landing and takeoff procedures 
were so frequent and at such low altitudes 
that the beneficial use of the plaintiff's farm 
had been des·troyed. Damages were awarded 
plaintiff in subsequent proceedings for loss 
of a.bout 150 chickens which had flown into 
the walls and killed themselves from fright 
resulting from the lights and noises of the 
aircraft during takeoff and landing pro
cedures. 

12 363 U.S. 84 (1932); See also 20 Fordham 
L. Rev. 803 (1962) 57 N.W. U. L. Rev. 346 
(1962) 3; 1962 Ill. L. F. 274; 24 U. Pitt. L. 
Rev. 603 (1963); 63 Mich. L. Rev. 1373 (1963). 

1a 369 U.S. 84 ( 1962); Goldstein supra note 
10; In Causby, Suit was filed in the Court 
of Claims against the United States which 
was both airport manager and airline owner. 
Subsequent litigation, however, encountered 
difficulties with which the Causby holding 
was not faced. The question became which 
party to sue; the airport manager, the offend
ing airline, or the United States, who, after 
all, was responsible for approving the flight 
path? This problem was not fully solved until 
Griggs v. Allegheny County supra note 12. 
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note 12, which illustrate recent judicial lan
guage with respect to theories of "taking," 
"nuisance," and "trespass," see among others: 
Batten v. United States, 306 F 2d 580 (lOth cir 
1962), cert. den., 371 U.S. 955 (1962) rehear
ing den., 372 U.S. 923 (1963). This case is 
especially significant because it denied plain
tiff the right to recover even though damages 
were proven. The court found no taking 
where military flights were not overhead. 
Case notes on Batten among others include 49 
Cornell L. Q. 116 (1963; 29 S. Air L. & Com. 72 
(1963) 24 Ohio St. L. J. 579 (1963); See also 
Kettelson, Ernest S., "Inverse Condemnation 
of Air Easements," 97 R. Prop. Prob. and T J 
101 (Spring, 1968). Whether the result would 
have been the same if plaintiff had brought 
its cause of action under the Federal Tort 
Claims Act (28 U.S.C. 1364 (b)) on the theory 
of wrongful conduct of the government (in 
allowing the noise disturbance from the 
planes during warm up and take off) rather 
than under a taking theory is questionable. 
The Federal Tort Claims Act is not relevant 
to this discussion, generally, because its cov
erage includes only those complaints formed 
in theories of nuisance or negligence, thereby 
excluding trespass and eminent domain. C. F. 
Tucker Act, 28 U.S.C. 2041; See Thornburg v. 
Port of Portland, 233 Or. 178, 376 P. 2d 100 
(1962); In Thornburg, the Oregon Supreme 
Court described a taking as follows: 

"The idea that must be expressed to the 
jury is that before the plaintiff may recover 
for a taking of his property he must show by 
the necessary proof that the activities of the 
Government are unreasonably interfering 
with his use of his property, and in so sub
stantial a way as to deprive him of the prac
tical enjoyment of his land. This loss must 
then be translated factually by the jury into 
a reduction in the market value of the land." 
For case note discussion of Thornburg see 
among others 1963 Duke L. J. 563; 41 Texas 
L. Rev. 827 (1963: See also Martin v. Port of 
Seattle, 64 Wash. 2d 324, 391 P. 2d 540 (1964) 
cer. den. 379 U.S. 989 (1965); Hillsborough 
County Aviation Authority v. Beniterz, 200 
So. 2d 194 (Fla. 1967) . 

u Thornburg supra note 14; State ex rel., 
Royal et al., v. City of Columbus, 3 Ohio St. 
2d 154 ( 1965) ; See Goldstein supra note 10 
at p. 16. 

1s See Mortui v. Port of Seattle, 391 P. 2d 
540, 8 Av. Cas. 18, 324 (Wash. 1964) cert. 
den., 399 U.S. 980 ( 1965) ; About 50% of the 
states have Federal-type constitutional pro
visions compensating for property "taken 
for public use." The other states provide 
compensation for property taken or dam
aged, including: Ala., Alaska, Ariz., Ark., 
Calif., Colo., Ga., TIL, Kent., La., Minn., Miss., 
Mo., Mont., Neb., N.M., N.D., Okla., Penn., 
S.D., Tex., Utah, Va., Wash., W.Va., and Wy. 
In Ala., Ky., and Penn., the "damaged lan
guage" is limited to action by municipali
ties and public ut111ties with the power of 
eminent domain, N.C. has no state constitu
tional provision governing eminent domain, 
but property owners there are protected by 
the 14th Amendment of the Federal Con
stitution, as well as by judicial interpreta
tion of the State Due Process Clause. Cor
mack, "Legal Concepts in Cases of Eminent 
Domain." 41 Yale L. J. 221, 222 (1931); Spa
ter supra note 1 at King County, Wash., June 
29, 1960. 

17 Federal Aviation Act of 1958, Sec. 307 (c), 
Stat. 749, (49 U.S.C. Sec. 1348 (c).) supra 
note 6. 

18 14 C.F.R. Sec. 121 3(A), 121.97 (1956). 
19 Federal Aviation Act of 1958, supra note 

17; Federal agency authority will continue 
to expand in this area; See Harris Committee 
Report, H. Rep. 36, 88th Cong. 1st Sess 
(1963), and more recently, the Federal Aid
to-Airports Act, Public Law 88-280 (approved 
March, 1964). 

20 14 C.F.R. Sec. 91.87 (g), 93.33.33 (1965); 
Kennedy Control Tower Buletin No. 63-3, as 
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amended by No. 63-11. By altering the path 
of the aircraft the noise transmitted to those 
below is naturally reduced. This plan has 
been put to good use except during traffic 
problems or bad weather, when safety de
mands other ttight procedures. 

21 See Goldstein supra note 10; An unsuc
cessful attempt by a village to enforce a lo
cal ordinance which would have prohibited 
aircraft flight within its boundaries at alti
tudes of less than 1,000 feet, offered an ex
ample of the impracticability of moving the 
people away from the noise, is found in Alle
gheny Airlines et al., Port of New York Au
thority et aZ. v. Cedarhurst, 132 F. Supp. 871 
(D.C.E.D.N.Y. 1955), A1f'd 258 F. 2d 812 (2 
Cir. 1956); see also City of Newark v. Eastern 
Airlines, 159 F. Supp. 750 (D.C.N.H. 1958); 
see also Randall supra note 23; Stephen, John 
E., "Regulation by Law of Aircraft Noise Lev
els from the View Point of United States 
Airlines," pp. 49-63, International Conference 
on the Reduction of Noise and Disturbance 
Caused by Civil Aircraft, London (November 
1966). 

22 As Legislative Assistant and Legal coun
:Sel to Representative Kupferman during 
the 89th Congress and the first Session of 
the 90th Congress, I had an opportunity to 
experience the resistance to this legislation 
as well as problems of drafting, economics, 
and agency involvement. On balance, the 
bill has received criticism chiefly on the 
basis of the unnecessary creation of an addi
tional bureau. Its supporters, however, ar
gue that the bill is not regulatory in nature 
or scope and that centralization is needed in 
an effort to disseminate educational infor
mation and to create and administer signif
icant abatement programs. The bill's chief 
problem is the apathy and insensitivity of 
legislators and their constituents to the 
problem of noise pollution. When the Prob
lem reaches crisis proportions it will, of 
course be treated with more legislative in
terest. It would be a welcome and economical 
change, however, if the Congress would take 
steps now to avoid what will soon be a criti
cal environmental problem. Hopefully, our 
sad experiences with delay in the field of air 
and water pollution will serve as reminders 
of the cos~ of procrastination in the pollu
tion field. 

23 According to the New York State Police 
Department, "Since October 1, 1965, when 
Section 386 of the Vehicle and Traffic Law 
became effective, the Division of State Police 
has made 45 arrests. None of the arrests re
sulted in court trials. Of the 45 persons ar
rested, 43 of them pleaded guilty and were 
convicted. The remaining two cases were 
closed as the violators were from without 
New York State and could not be located 
after they failed to appear as a result of 
traffic tickets. Our enforcement and judicial 
system is adequately prepared and equipped 
to deal with the sound measurement accord
ing to the existing provisions of section 386, 
Subdivision 2 of the Vehicle and Traffic Law. 
However, when it is noted that the 45 arrests 
were made after checking 9,569 vehicles, it 
would appear that further study and evalua
tion is necessary to determine whether the 
present measurement of sound pressure levels 
is efficacious." 

Kirwan, William E., Superintendent, by 
Robert E. Sweeney, Jr., April 15, 1968. 

The author does not share the view that 
our enforcement and judicial system is ade
quately prepared and equipped to deal with 
sound measurement and related problems 
under this section. As a practical matter, 
anti-noise and muffier violations are usually 
dismissed because of inadequate provision for 
enforcement measurement and proof in 
court. 
~ See West's Annotated California Code, 

Sec. 23130; (Comprehensive motor vehicle 
Noise Statute). 

2G See Goldstein supra not 10 at p. 33. 
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~Robert Alex Baron, a private citizen who 
has demonstrated considerable interest in 
the noise abatement cause, recently told the 
Fourth International Congress on Noise 
Abatement at Baden Baden Germany, in 1966, 
that 
" ... in one 26-year period, garbage collec
tions moved up to first place in a list of the 
ten most disturbing noises in New York City.'' 

The garbage is usually collected early in 
the morning (3-5 a.m.). The operation of the 
turnstile which pulverizes the refuse and 
jams it into the garbage truck, together with 
the clang from the metal garbage can and 
metal objects within it, combine to cause a 
substantial racket which rudely awakens 
many residents in apartments throughout the 
block. 

New York City's acting Commissioner of 
Purchase recently joined forces with the San
itation Commissioner to reverse the noise 
trend of garbage collection by ordering 800 
"quiet trucks to be used for sanitation pur
poses." (See N.Y. Times, August 18, 1967). 

zr Mr. Baron supra note 32 also stated that 
" ... New Yorkers are assaulted each year by 
the noise of some 10,000 demolition and 
building projects, plus 80,000 street repair 
projects. New York City does little or noth
ing to abate construction noise. In common 
with most cities, it exempts daytime con
struction from any noise control and allows 
loopholes for night time construction. Con
struction noise, like most other sources, is 
often excused as a 'temporary nuisance', 
even though it exists nearly every day and 
many nights, year after year." 

28 The National Institute of Municipal Law 
Officers has set forth in a book by Charles 
S. Rhyne three "model ordinances," which 
would regulate and prohibi·t the folloWing: 
(1) certain use of sound trucks; (2) certain 
uses of sound advertising from aircraft; and 
(3) unnecessary noise. This book--entitled 
"Municipal Control of Noise-Sound Trucks, 
etc.''-together with a.nnota.tions provdde<t, 
makes an excellent reference source for cities 
in their exploration of ways to draft codes 
or improve their existing ones. It also speaks 
of the Constitutional right of freedom of 
speech and the valid! ty of local noise control 
sta.tutes. 

29 Sec. 435-50 of the N.Y.C. Administrative 
Code states generally that "the creation of 
any unreasonably loud, disturbing city noise 
did not continue. Finally, in August of 1967, 
Ne.-, York City again awakened to the noise 
problem. Neil H. Anderson, Executive Vice 
President of the New York Board of Trade, 
was appointed chairman of a committee di
rected to study the problem and produce" 
... some noise rulings which will bring these 
developments (qudeter trucks, tires, mufflers) 
into everyday use." 

See statement by Neil H. Anderson before 
New York City Council during hearings on 
reorgandzation of the City Government, Local 
Law 280, Int. No. 261, ch. 56, as reported 
Congressional Record August 31, 1967, at 
page H 11529. 

Hopefully, the New York City task force 
will produce hard results in the noise re
duction and control field in addition to its 
study of the problem. 

APPENDIX 

A. FEDERAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS 

[Reproduced from Federal Register, 
May 20, 19691 

§ 50-204.10 Occupational noise exposure. 
(a) Protection against the effects of noise 

exposure shall be provided when the sound 
levels exceed those shown in Table I of this 
section when measured on the A scale of a 
standard sound level meter at slow response. 
When noise levels are determined by octave 
band analysis, the equivalent A-weighted 
sound level may be determined as follows: 

(b) When employees are subjected to 
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sound exceeding those listed in Table I of 
this section, feasible administrative or engi
neering controls shall be utilized. If such 
controls fail to reduce sound levels within 
the levels of the table, personal protective 
equipment shall be provided and used to 
reduce sound levels within the levels of the 
table. 

(c) If the variations in noise level involve 
maxima at intervals of 1 second or less, it is 
to be considered intermittent. In such cases, 
where the duration of the maxima are less 
than 1 second, they shall be treated as of 1-
second duration. 

(d) In all cases where the sound levels ex
ceed the values shown herein, a continuing, 
effective hearing conservation program shall 
be administered. 

Table 1.-Permissibl·e noise exposures 1 

Sound 
level 

Duration per day, hours: dBA 

8 ---------------------------------- 90 
6 ---------------------------------- 92 
4 ---------------------------------- 95 
3 ---------------------------------- 97 
2 ---------------------------------- 100 
1~ -------------------------------- 102 
1 ---------------------------------- 105 
~ --------------------------------- 110 
~ or less--------------------------- 115 

1 When the daily noise exposure is com
posed of two or more periods of noise ex
posure of different levels, their combined 
effect should be COillSidered, rather than the 
individual effect of each. If the sum of the 
following fractions: C1/T1+C2/T2 .... 
Cn/Tn exceeds unity, then, the mixed ex
posure should be considered to exceed the 
limit value. Cn indicates the total time 
of exposure at a specified noiselevel, and Tn 
indicates the total time of exposure per
mitted at that level. 

Exposure to impulsive or impact noise 
should not e~ceed 140 dBA peak sound pres
sure level. 

[Reproduced from Federal Register, 
Jan. 11, 1969] 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

[14 CFR Parts 2·1 and 36] 
[Docket No. 9337; Notice No. 69-1] 

Noise standards: Aircraft type certification 
Notice of Proposed Rule Making 

The Federal Aviation Administration is 
considering the adoption of a new Part 36 
of the Federal Aviation Regulations prescrib
ing aircraft noise standards for subsonic 
transport category airplanes, and for sub
sonic turbojet powered airplanes regardless 
of category. These standards would apply 
to certain type certificates, and to certain 
changes to type certificates, and would apply 
to certificates or changes issued by the Ad
ministrator on or after the effective date of 
these proposed standards, regardless of the 
date of application. 

Interested persons are invited to partici
pate in tne making of the proposed rule by 
submitting such written data, views or argu
ments as they may desire. Communications 
should identify the docket number and be 
submitted in duplicate to the Federal Avia
tion Administration, Office of the General 
Counsel, Attention: Rules Docket, GC-24, 
800 Independence Avenue SW., Washington, 
D.C. 20590. All communications received on 
or before March 12, 1969, will be considered 
by the Administrator before taking action 
upon the proposed rule. The proposals con
tained in this notice may be changed in 
the light of comments and will be available, 
both before and after the closing date -for 
comments, in the Rules Docket for examina
tion by interested persons. 

Public Law 90--411 adds new section 611 
to the Federal Aviation Act of 1958. This sec
tion provides that "the Administrator of the 
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Federal Aviation Administration, after con
sultation with the Secretary of Transporta
tion, shall prescribe * * * standards for the 
measurement of aircraft noise and sonic 
boom and shall prescribe* * * such rules and 
regulations as he may find necessary to pro
vide for the control and abatement of air
craft noise and sonic boom, including the 
application of such standards, rules, and reg
ulations in the issuance, amendment, modi
fication, suspension, or revocation of any cer
tificate authorized by this title" (Title VI). 

Senate Report 1353 on Public Law 90-411 
states that, while other approaches to a.ircraft 
noise control must be thoroughly srtudied and 
employed, "the first order of business is to 
stop the oocal~tion of aircraft noise by im
posing standards whitch require the full a,p
plLcation of noise reduction technology" (p. 
2). The type cert.ifioatllon standards in this 
notice are designed to implement this fil'lsrt 
order of business by concentr:aJting on the 
aircraft thlat are most Likely to mise the air
craft noise levels in a.irport neighborhoods. 
These aircraft include subson.i'c transport 
cBJtegory !ilirplanes regardless of means of pro
pulsion and subsonic turbojet power a,ir
p]anes regardless of orutegory. 

Section 611(b) (3), as added by Public Ltllw 
90-411, states that the Administrator, in pre
scribing and BJmending stand·ards, rules, and 
vegulamons under the new se,ction, shaU 
"consid&- whether any proposed standard, 
rule, or regularoion is consistent Wlith the 
highest degree of safety in air commerce or 
adr transportation in the public interest." 

New Part 36 therefore provides ( § 36.3) 
thlat (1) ea,ch a.irpla.ne must meet the appld.
ca,ble airworthiness regulations under all con
ditions in which noise compliance is shown, 
and (2) all noise reduction operating proce
dures and other information developed for 
the flight crew under Part 36 must be con
sistent with the applicable airworthiness re
quirements. After, as well as before, the adop
tion of notes standards, the levels of safety 
defined in the appUcable airworthiness stand
ards w.l.ll OOilltrol completely the safety ap
proval of any mrcraft. Thus, new Pa,rt 36 is 
in no way an addition to or Mnendment of 
any airwortlhdness srtandard but is rather an 
entirely separate source of type certification 
standards that must be compatible with the 
applicable airworthiness Sttandiards. 

This nortdce follows a his,tory of FAA par
ticipation in noise abatement programs in
volving Government, industry, and interna
tional groUJPS. That a~otlvity predated Publdc 
Law 90-411. In October 1965, the Office of 
Science and Technology, a,t the request of the 
President, sponsored a symposium on the a.ir
cmft noise problem. The conclUS!ions of thds 
symposium are contained in the document 
entitled "Allevd·ation of Jet Aircraft Noise 
Near Airports--A Report of the Jet Airc:ra!'t 
Noise Panel", published by the Office of Scd.
enoo and Technology in March 1966. In his 
Transportation Message of March 2, 1966, the 
President directed that a oonceTted effort be 
made by the Federal Government to com
bait the growing problem of jet aircraft noise 
near airports. In response, the Office of Sci
ence and Technology, in cooperation with the 
FAA, the National Aer<mautics and Space Ad
ministr31tion, and the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development, initiated an "Air
ooaft Noise Allevilation Progmm" to imple
ment specific reoommendatlons in the above 
cited dOC'Ulllenrt. 

One of the recommendations in that 
document was that certification of aircraft 
for noise be considered as one critical step in 
the alleviation of the aircraft noise prob
lem. This view was endorsed by the London 
Conference as reflected in the document 
"Aircraft Noise-Report of an International 
CQnference on the Reduction of Noise and 
Disturbance Caused by Civil Aircraft", pub
lished in 1967. That conference was held on 
November 22-30, 1966, and represented 26 
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countries and 11 international organiza
tions concerned with aircraft noise. Begin
ning in September 1966, a series of drafts of 
noise certification concepts prepared by the 
FAA were submitted to industry and refined 
in the light of industry comments. In Febru
ary 1966, an informal Task Force represent
ing Government and industry was estab
lished to recommend the most desirable con
cept of a noise certification rule. 

Beginning in early 1967, discussions were 
held with the Governments of the United 
Kingdom and France in order to obtain the 
benefits of their aircraft noise abatement 
programs, and to explore the possibility of 
worldwide aircraft noise abatement agree
ments. Much information has been ob
tained that is useful in achieving the ob
jectives of Public Law 90-411, particularly 
the use of the concept of Effective Perceived 
Noise Level in units of EPNdB as the evalua-

. tor of subjective response, and the use of 
three points of measurement (approach, 
takeoff, and sideline) . 

Finally, in July 1968, the aircraft manu
facturing industry proposed a variation of 
the same three-point concept and strongly 
recommended adopting the concept of maxi
mum instantaneous perceived noise level in 
units of PNdB as the measure of subjective 
response. For reasons stated below, the FAA 
is unable to support the adoption of this 
measure of subjective response. 

This notice is based on both the experi
ence gained in 3 years of FAA coordination 
with the aircraft industry and on informa
tion obtained from the United Kingdom and 
Fl'lance thtat the AA considers to be most ap
propriate for regulatory action. However, 
since formal rule making is now being pro
posed under the express terms of Public Law 
90-411, certain proposals contrary to the 
suggestions of the industry and those of the 
United Kingdom and France are contained in 
this notice in order to fulfill the intent of 
the public law. The mosrt significant of these 
are (1) the elimination of the concept of 
a separate noise certificate, (2) the applica
tion of noise measurement, noise evaluation, 
and noise reduction standards (including a 
specified noise ceiling), to all airplanes that 
have turbojet engines with bypass ratios of 
two or more, regardless of the date of appli
cation for the type certificate or change to a 
type certificate, (3) the application of noise 
measurement, noise evaluation, and noise 
reduction standards (but without a specified 
noise ceiling) to airplanes that do not have 
turbojet engines with bypass ratios of two 
or more, for which application for a type 
certificate, or change to a type certificate, is 
made on or after the publication date of this 
notice, but before the effective date of the 
final rule, (4) the application of noise meas
\UTement and noise evaluation standards, 
and the application of a requirement to ob
tain the lowes·t levels that are reasonably 
obtainable through the use of operating pro
cedures and other information for the :flight 
crew, to airplanes that do not have turbojet 
engines with bypass ratios of two or more, for 
which application for a type certificate, or 
change to a type certificate, is made before 
the publication date of this notice, and (5) 
the adoption, not only of a noise ceiling, but 
also of a noise floor, or objective, that must 
be achieved where reasonable, in each type 
design, for which application for a type 
certificate, or change to a type certificate 
is made on or after the publication d31te of 
this notice. 

The elimination of the concept of a sepa
rate noise cel'ltificate is made to conform 
with the provision of Public Law 90-411, 
which provides for the application of noise 
standaJrds to certificates issued under tiltle 
VI of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958. Fur
ther, the FAA believes it is desirable to in
troduce the technology of noise reducation 
to the aircraft industry in the form of air-
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craft certification processes with which it is 
familiar, Il!amely type, production, and air
worthiness certification. Finally, any forth
coming international agreement that each 
noise-approved aircraft be so marked for 
international recognition can be fulfilled by 
placing a statement of noise compliance on 
the airworthiness certificate. 

In proposed § 36.201 (a), the application 
of noise measurement, noise eV'aluation and 
noise reduction standards, including a' spe
cified noise ceiling, to airplanes that have 
turbojet engines with bypass ratios of two 
or more, regardless of the ·date of application 
for the type certificate or change, is believed 
to be reasonable since the FAA has been 
working closely with existing applicants for 
such type certificates. Under this guidance, 
these applicants have been planning for max
imum noise reduction from the earliest stages 
of their type certification prograJmS. The full 
use of noise reduction technology has been 
avaUable to assist them in this effort. The 
FAA believes that it would not be consistent 
with the intent of Public Law 90-411 to per
mit the type certification of these aircraft 
without requiring the full use of that tech
nology. The FAA, therefore, believes that 
good cause exists for applying the ceiling 
values of Appendix C to those applicants 
regardless of the date of application. Appen
dix C represents the FAA's judgment con
cerning noise levels achievable by those ap
plicants, as a class, although further indi
vidual noise reductions may be required. 

In proposed § 36.201 (b), the appli.cation of 
noise measurement, noise evaluation, and 
noise reduction standards, excluding the ceil
ing values of Appendix C, to applications for 
type certificates, or changes, for airplanes 
that do not have turbojet engines with by
pass ratios of two or more, made on or after 
the publication date of this notice, but be
fore the effective date of the proposed rule, 
is proposed since: ( 1) The potential for es
calation of noise exists for type designs for 
which application is made during this pe
riod, just as much as it exists for applica
tions made after the effective d•ate of the 
rules, and this potential escalation should 
not be ignored, (2) there are existing means 
of noise reduction that can be applied to 
airplanes that do not htave turbine engines 
with bypass ratios of two or more, which 
means should not be ignored, rand (3) how
ever, since existing technology wiU not nec
essarily allow the attainment of the ceiling 
values of Appendix Cat all measuring points 
for these aircraft, and the applicants may 
have previously made substantial commit
ments without knowledge of the impending 
rulemaking, it is not believed Appendix c 
can veasonably be applied to those aircraft 
as a class. The FAA, therefore, believes that 
good cause exists for this limited retroactive 
application of Part 36. 

A serious question of reasona,bleness exists 
with respect to applications, for airplanes 
without high bypass ratio engines, made be
fore the publication date of this notice. Un
like applications made af.ter the date of the 
notice, the decision to make an application, 
and all of its attendant planning and invest
ment, could not have been made with knowl
edge that the FAA is considering regula·tory 
changes that could affec·t them. These appli
cants may be well along in their type certifi
cation programs. It is, therefore, believed 
that the attainment of noise reduction 
through acoustical and other design changes 
would be unreasonable. However, the poten
tial noise problem created by these applica
tions cannot be ignored. Noise me31Sure
ment and evaluation should be accomplished 
to assess the noise levels of these aircraft 
for possible retrofit requirements -in the fu
ture. The development of operational pro
cedures to obtain the lowest noise levels that 
can be obtained through such procedures is 
a reasonable burdten on •the applicant and 
wm be a valuable guide ·to flight crews. The 
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information placed in the Airplane Flight 
Manual will provide valua.ble assistance to 
persons concerned with airport noise plan
ning. Weighing all of these factors, the FAA 
believes that there is good cause for the 
Umited retroactive application of noise 
standards specified in§ 36.201(c). 

The proposed adoption of a noise floor, or 
objective, is discussed below. 

In general, this notice provides the follow
ing bases for preventing further escala-tion 
of aircraft noise: 

(a) This notice a.dopts Effective Perceived 
Noise Level (EPNL) in units of EPNdB, 
which includes the effects of strong tones 
and long durations of noise exposure in order 
to evaluate the qualities of aircraf-t noise 
that are particul;arly offensive to persons on 
the ground. A primary objective of noise reg
ulation is the translation of the physical 
causes of subjective human annoyance into 
mathematioal units of measurement that, in 
f.act, measure thrut annoyance and are precise 
enough for regulatory purposes. After much 
study, the FAA believes that EPNL is the 
only avaHwble noise measurement concept 
that can be a.dwpted to achieve this objec
tive. Since subjec:tive annoyance caused by 
air·cr.a.ft noise relates to the entire complex 
noise signature of the aircraft, which resullts 
from a complete flyover of the aircraft, any 
truly effective measure of that annoyance 
must consider the effects of (1) frequency, 
(2) noise level, (3) duration, and (4) strong 
tones. It has been argued that the FAA 
should accept the measurement of instan
taneous frequency and noise level, without 
correction for duration and strong tones. 
This is the method that would result if the 
concept of Perceived Noise Level (PNL) were 
adopted as has been urged by some segments 
of the aviation community. However, acous
tical research has shown that an aircraft 
may receive a given noise rating based on 
noise level and frequency (without correc
tion for duration and tone), but actually gen
erate much more actual annoyance (·because 
of durations and tones) than another air
craft that receives a similar r:ating, also based 
on noise level and frequency (without cor
recti·on for duraJtion and tone). Thus, the 
FAA believes that any regulation limited to 
the concept of PNL could permit the con
tinued escalation of subjective annoyance 
even though prescribed PNL values are fully 
complied with. A correction for dti.rrutions 
and tones must therefore be included if the 
objective of meaningful noise reduction at 
the source i·s to be achieved. While EPNL is 
sli~htly more complicated than PNL because 
it corrects for durwtions and tones, it is this 
very characteristic which provides the FAA 
with a basis for measuring not only the an
noyance effects of current aircraft, but also 
the unknown and potentially highly annoy
ing tones and durations in the noise signa
tures of future aircraft. 

(b) This notice provides a regulatory basis 
for bringing a wide variety of subsonic trans
port category and subsonic turbojet pow
ered airplanes under noise measurement and 
evaluation procedures so that knowledge 
may be gained to support research and de
velopment aimed at improving the ability 
to predict, during the early phases of type 
certification, the noise levels that can be 
expected in actual operation. As the ability 
to predict noise levels improves, more pre
cise standards· can be applied. 

(c) This notice provides takeoff power 
and climb gradient achievement require
ments that encourage the shrinking ofl the 
noise-exposed areas around airports in cases 
where local land planning can take advan
tage of this potential. 

(d) This notice provideS' a sliding scale of 
noise limits related to aircraft weight in 
order to provide aircraft manufacturers, air
port operators, and land use planners with 
guides to future conduct. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 

The proposals in this notice take the fol
lowing two forms. First, Part 21 is amended 
to provide exceptions• to the procedural rules 
that protect type certification applicants, 
under certain conditions, from the applica
tion of regulations issued after the date 
of application, amended to eliminate the 
present limitation to "airworthiness" stand
ards, and amended to provide that stand
ard airworthiness certificates would indicate 
compliance with noise standards. Second, 
new Part 36 is added containing type certi
fication standards concerning noise only. 
This new part contains a basic rule ( § § 36.1 
through 36.401), an Appendix A ( § § A36.1 
through A36.3) , · an Appendix B ( § § B36.1 
through B36. 7) , and an Appendix C ( § § 
C36.1 through C36.7'). 

Certain provisions of the proposals in 
this Notice should be emphasized. The 
amendments to § § 21.21, 21.29, 21.31, and 
21.33 are made to reflect the fact that the 
applicable type certification standards are 
no longer limited to "airworthiness" stand
ards. Note that the amendment to § 21.29 
would make foreign aircraft subject to the 
same noise standards as U.S. aircraft. 

In order to prevent the escalation of noise 
exposure, the primary question, so far as 
changes to aircraft are concerned, is whether 
that change may increase that exposure, 
not whether the change is "major" or "mi
nor." Under § 21.95, a change that increased 
noise exposure, if "minor" from an air
worthiness standpoint (as defined in § 
21.93), could be approved under any method 
approved by the Administrator, whereas 
"major" changes must be approved on the 
basis of the submission of substantiating 
data and necessary descriptive data for in
clusion in the type design. This latter meth
od is the intent of proposed Part 36. There
fore, § 21.93 would be amended to provide 
that, for the purpose of Subparts D and E of 
Part 21, all changes in type design that may 
increase the noise exposure created by a 
Transport Category or turbojet powered 
airplane would be classified as "major 
changes" irrespective of their effect on the 
airworthiness of the airplane. This is· par
ticularly important with respect to § 21.113, 
Requirement for a Supplemental Type Cer
tificate. 

New § 21.183(e) is proposed as a means of 
meeting any future international agreement 
that each aircraft be identified with respect 
to noise compliance. For reasons discussed 
below, the statement of noise compliance is 
not proposed for aircraft using the noise pre
diction allowance of § C36.5(c). 

In proposed § 36.2, note that the appli
cability of rules to changed type certificates 
includes only those changes that may in
crease the noise exposure created by the air
plane. As proposed, this provision would in
clude applications for supplemental type cer
tificates by operators or other persons as well 
as applications for amended type certificates 
by the holders of type certificates. 

Proposed § 36.3 is drafted to ensure com
pliance with subsection (b) (3) of Public Law 
90-411, which directs the Administrator of 
the FAA to "consider whether any proposed 
standard, rule, or regulation is consistent 
with the highest degree of safety in air com
merce or air transportation in the public in
terest." This is more fully discussed a.bove. 

Proposed § 36.101 refers to Appendix A, 
which contains the basic noise measurement 
procedures that the FAA believes to be neces
sary in obtaining the raw data from which 
conversion to Effective Perceived Noise Level 
in units of EPNdB can be ma.de. 

Proposed § 36.103 refers to Appendix B, 
which contains the procedures for convert
ing measured noise into Effective Perceived 
Noise Level in units of EPNdB. Appendix B 
contains material extracted from FAA Tech
meal Report FAA-N0-68-34, entitled "Air
craft Noise Evaluation", dated September, 
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1968. The need for EPNdB as the required 
measure of subjective response is discussed 
above. 

Section 36.201 contains the requirement 
that reduced noise levels be achieved. Public 
Law 90-411 provides that, in issuing regula
tions to protect the public from "unneces
sary" aircraft noise, the Administrator shall 
"consider whether any proposed standard, 
rule, or regulation is economically reason
able, technologically practicable, and appro
priate for the 'particular type of air
craft * * *'".In Senate Report 1353, with re
spect to currently possible aircraft noise re
ductions, the Senate Commerce Committee 
stated that "within the limits of technology 
and economic feasibUity, it is the view of the 
committee that the Federal Government 
must assure thrut the 'potential reductions 
are in fact realized'" (p. 3). The committee 
also indicated (p. 2) that its intent is that 
the standards imposed to stop the escalation 
of aircraft noise should "require the 'full ap
plication of noise reduction technology.'" 
As explained below, Appendix C of proposed 
Part 36 contains general maximum noise 
levels for transport category and turbojet 
powered airplanes as a class. While this class 
ceiling is an appropriate means of prevent
ing the further escalation of aircraf.t noise, 
it has serious deficiencies in meeting the 
above-mentioned intent of Public Law 9Q-
411. 

First, the values in Appendix C cannot be 
regarded as even approaching a.cceptable 
noise values in and of themselves. They are 
therefore fundamentally different from the 
airworthiness standards used in type certi
fication. Second, since a class ceiling is also 
subject to the reqiurement of reasonable~ 
ness, it can be no lower than would be ap
propriate for the noisiest type design within 
the class. Therefore, no reasonable class ceil
ing can provide a basis for the full applica
tion of noise reduction technology except 
with respect to the noisiest type design with
in the class. In short, no reasonable class 
ceiling can permit the FAA to act to ensure 
that potential noise reductions available in 
particular type designs are in fact realized. 
Yet it is only in the full application of noise 
reduction technology to particular type de
signs that the most significant reductions of 
aircraft noise at the source can be ensured. 
After considering all available regulatory 
means, the FAA believes that the best way 
to ensure the attainment of the maximum 
noise reductions that are economically rea
sonable, technologically practicable, and ap
propriate for each particular type design, is 
to supplement the general noise ceiling in 
Appendix C with a noise floor, or objective to 
be sought, and with a requirement incorpo
rating the standard specified in the Public 
Law. Therefore, § 36.201 provides that the 
noise levels must be reduced to be as near 
to 80 EPNdB as is "economically reasonable, 
technologically practicable, and appropriate 
to the particular type design." The ceiling 
values in Appendix C can provide valuable 
functions in defining a predictable noise 
limit for airport planning, for aircraft opera
tors, and for other segments of aviation, and 
for Federal, State, and local governments for 
whom the prediction of aircraft noise is es
sential for rational planning for a total "sys
tems approach" to aircraft noise veduction. 
However, the FAA cannot responsibly accept 
those values as satisfactory where further 
noise reductions are available and reason
able. Where those further reductions are 
available, are economically reasonable, tech
nologically practical, and appropriate to the 
the particular type design, the FAA cannot 
ignore them by waiting until all type designs 
are expected to be quiet enough to permit 
lowering the noise ceiling for the entire 
class. By then, of course, any type designs 
that could have been substantially quieter 
would have been approved, and aircraft pro
duced under them, without the realization 
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of the actually available noise reductions. It 
is not believed that such a result is consistent 
with Public Law 90-411. 

The noise floor of 80 EPNdB is proposed as 
an objective to aim for, and to achieve where 
economically reasonable, technologically 
practicable, and appropriate to the particular 
type design. It is recognized that this objec
tive will not be appropriate for many current 
type designs. However, this objective is im
portant because it makes it clear to all appli
cants that no increment of noise above 80 
EPNdB can be considered acceptable, in and 
of i·tsel!, where it can be elirm.inated practi
cally and reasonably. This figure is proposed 
as a reasonable boundary between noise lev
els that are high enough to interfere with 
communications and to obstruct normal life 
in homes or other buildings that are not de
signed with specific acoustical objectives, 
and lower noise levels which, while not com
pletely benign, nevertheless allow those activ
ities to proceed. Where this goal can be 
reached in a given case, and can be justified 
as economically reasonable, technologically 
practical, and appropriate to the particular 
type design, the FAA does not intend to 
ignore this potential reduction. 

In order to provide a specific frame of 
reference for determining whether a given 
noise reduction is economically reasonable, 
technologically practical, and appropriate to 
the particular type design, proposed § 36.203 
specifies the particular noise sources, and 
corresponding noise reduction techniques, 
that will be considered by the FAA in making 
this determination. 

While it is recognized that proposed 
§ 36.203 provides considerably more specific 
guidelines than are provided in certain of 
the airworthiness standards for type certifi
cation, the FAA believes that such specificity 
is appropriate in order to assist in determin
ing whether a given reduction of a given 
noise from a given source is appropria,.te for a 
given type design. Conversely, it is believed 
that the guidelines in § 36.203 are broad 
enough to permit necessary design flexibility. 
For example, under § 36.203(d) (1), the ap
plicant is forewarned that, for turbofan en
gines, forward radiated compressor whine 
must be considered. However, he is given 
latitude in the design or selection of types of 
"acoustical treatment" and in deciding 
whether "acoustical treSJtment" or "choked 
inlet" are appropriate means of noise 
reduction. 

Since the application of noise standards 
will be a novel experience for many manu
facturers, there may be some who feel that 
the standards i~ Part 36 should be supple
men ted with more specific requirements re
sponsive to their individual type designs, at 
least during their first type certification pro
grams under the new rules. The FAA agrees 
that this may be useful and that applicants 
should have this opportunity. Proposed 
§ 21.16(c) would therefore provide for the 
issuance of special conditions applying the 
aircraft noise type certification standards of 
Part 36 to the applicant's particular type de
sign. Unlike the current special conditions 
for airworthiness type certification, the 
noise special conditions would only be issued 
1f requested by the applicant. Like the air
worthiness special conditions, however, the 
noise special conditions would be issued in 
accordance with § 21.16(b), which provides 
among other things, that they are issued as 
rules of particular applicabtuty, after afford
ing the applicant and other interested per
sons an opportunity to participate in the 
rulemaking. 

In summary, Appendix C does not repre
sent a moratorium on continued research to 
progressively lower the necessary noise levels 
in particular new type designs where eco
nomically reasonable, technologically prac
ticable and appropriate to those particular 
type designs. 
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Section 36.301 provides the basis for gen
erating operating procedures and other in
formation for the flight crew, so that noise 
levels substantiated during type certification 
can be obtained in operation by making the 
information available to the flight crew in 
the Aircraft Flight Manual (§36.401). 

Section 36.401 is necessary in order to pro
vide the flight crew with operating pro
cedures and other information necessary to 
permit the flight crew to obtain the full noise 
reduction possible for the aircraft, within 
the limits of safe operation. The information 
furnished under this section will enable the 
flight crew to know which combinations of 
weight and thrust will permit or prevent the 
obtaining of substantiated noise levels in 
operation. Note that, under§ 36.401(b), the 
weight at which the takeoff noise test is 
complied with, 1f less than the airworthiness 
maximum weight, becomes the maximum 
weight of the aircraft and must be furnished, 
as such, in the operating limitations section 
of the Airplane Flight Manual. However, 
proposed § 36.203 makes it clear that no re
duction in maximum weight will be required 
to achieve noise levels less than those in 
Appendix C. 

In Appendix C, the following should be 
noted: Section C36.5 provides that the pre
scribed noise levels must be shown by flight 
test. It is not believed that other tests or 
analysis alone are adequate for this purpose. 
The "tradeoff" in § C36.5(b) is proposed in 
order to reflect the fact that total noise ex
posure is cumulative and that certain lim
ited exceedances at certain measuring points 
are therefore acceptable if compensated by 
noise reductions at other measuring points. 
The "noise prediction allowance" in § C36.5 
(c) is proposed in order to provide a reason
able result in cases in which acceptable 
noise prediction techniques are used by the 
applicant but fail for reasons beyond con
trol, and achieving the prescribed noise lev
els would not be economically reasonable, 
technologically practicable, or appropriate 
under the particular type certification pro
gram. While § C36.5(c) allows a reasonable 
result by permitting the issue of a type cer
tificate, its values exceed, those proposed in 
international discussions. Therefore, it is 
proposed to limit the statement of noise com
pliance, on the airworthiness certificate, to 
airplanes that fully comply with paragraphs 
(a) and (b) of § 36.5. Otherwise the state
ment of noise compliance would not have 
a precise meaning for international purposes. 
While the FAA would require noise approval 
of the type design, it is in the interests of 
international standardization, not of FAA 
requirements, that separate statements of 
noise compliance would be issued for each 
aircraft individually. If international agree
ment later requires, that statement could of 
course also be issued for aircraft using the 
noise prediction allowance. 

During discussions with industry, the mat
ter of the takeoff speed to be required under 
Appendix C received considerable attention. 
On the one hand, there are factors which 
would tend to lower the desirable speed. 
These include the need to have the capa
bility of minimizing the noise-exposed areas 
on the ground where this capab1l1ty can be 
used to alleviate local noise problems. This 
capability is obtained through decreasing 
airplane speed by increasing climb angles. 
On the other hand, the margin of s~fety, 
which is needed to account for gusts, wind
storms, maneuvering, pilot distraction, and 
emergencies, increases as speed increases. The 
FAA believes that these conflicting interests 
should result in a. speed between 10 and 20 
knots above the speed V 2• However, further 
industry comment is necessary in order to 
arrive at a satisfactory specific speed within 
that range. This notice therefore specifies 
that range of speeds ( § C36.7). · 

While this notice is limited to those air
craft most directly related to the current 
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escalation of aircraft noise, the FAA is study
ing the relevance of the concepts in this 
notice to other aircraft such as small tur
bine propeller powered and reciprocating en
gine powered airplanes, vertical and short 
takeoff and landing aircraft (including ro
torcraft), and supersonic aircraft. The FAA 
is also studying the relevance of the con
cepts in this notice to aircraft now in serv
ice, particularly subsonic transport category 
and subsonic turbojet powered airplanes. As 
these studies proceed, further proposals will 
be issued for public comment. 

The FAA is also studying various types of 
operating rules for obtaining optimum noise 
levels around airports. Where such study in
dicates that appropriate rules can be de
veloped, they will be issued as a notice of 
proposed rule making for public comment. 

Finally, it should be noted that aircraft 
type certificated under the noise standards 
of proposed Part 36 may be subject to further 
noise reduction in the form of rules applica
ble to operators, when appropriate operating 
rules can be developed. 

In summary, the proposals in this notice 
should be placed in broad perspective. The 
notice does not promise the immediate 
achievement of socially acceptable noise levels 
in airport neighborhoods where the re
sponsible State or local governments have 
not, or cannot, act to achieve land use com
patib1lity for their existing or planned air
ports. Further, this notice does not promise 
a Federal substitute for the actions that air
port operators, as proprietors, can take and 
have traditionally and responsibly taken, to 
make their airports fit the particular needs 
of their locales, such as establishing the con
ditions under which their airports and air
port fac1lities may be used, including the 
issuance of specific noise ce1lings. These lim
itations on this notice reflect the statement 
of the Senate Commerce Committee, concern
ing Public Law 90-411, that "it is not the in
tent of the committee in recommending this 
legislation to effect any change in the existing 
apportionment of powers between the Fed
eral and State and local governments • • •. 
The proposed legislation will not affect the 
rights of a State or local public agency, as 
the proprietor of an airport, from issuing . 
regulations or establishing requirements as 
to the permissable level of noise which can 
be created by aircraft using the airport • • •· 
Just as an airport owner is responsible for 
deciding how long the runways will be, so 
is the owner responsible for obtaining noise 
essements necessary to permit the landing 
and takeoff of the aircraft. The Federal Gov
ernment is in no position to require an air
port to accept service by larger aircraft and, 
for that purpose, to obtain longer runways. 
Likewise, the Federal Government is in no 
position to require an airport to accept serv
ice by noisier aircraft, and for that purpose 
to obtain additional noise easements. The 
issue is the service desired by the airport 
owner and the steps it is willing to take to 
obtain the service. In dealing with this is
sue, the Federal Government should not sub
stitute its judgment for that of the States or 
elements of local government who, for the 
most part, own and operate our Nation's 
airports. The proposed legislation is not de
signed to do this and wm not prevent air
port proprietors from excluding any air
craft on the basis of noise considerations. 0! 
course, the authority of units of local gov
ernment to control the effects of aircraft 
noise through the exercise of land use plan
ning and zoning powers is not diminished 
by the bill." 

In his statement to the Subcommittee 
on Transportation and Aeronautics of the 
Committee on Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce o! the House of Representatives 
on November 15, 1967, in suppor·t of H.R. 
3400 and S. 707, which led to Public Law 
90-411, the Secretary of Transportation in
dicated that approaches involving more than 
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local community actions might require 
further legislation. Thus, he stated "In the 
field of compatible land use, the Depart
ment is developing a computerized method 
of predicting aircraft noise exposure _ at air
ports. The methodology has been applied to 
three principle airports • • • and plans are 
underway to apply it to 29 additional air
ports. This, in turn, will now enable HUD 
to inventory the land use at these airports. 
This noise exposure forecast land-use in
ventory will then be applied to or be appli
cable by the balance of the airports. As a 
result, we shall for the first time have a 
precise grasp of the actual magnitude of the 
problems of compatible land use projected 
through 1975. It will be on the basis of this 
understanding that any necessary legisla
tion will be drafted and submitted enabling 
the Federal Government to assist, at long 
last, local communities in making the en
vironment of the airport neighborhood one 
in which noise from aircraft does not gener
ate noise from an outraged citizenry." 

In the meantime, this notice plays an 
important role by providing airport operators 
and State and local governments, as well as 
other concerned persons who are responsible 
for local noise control planning, with depend
able, predictable noise parameters to be used 
as a basis for that planning. For example, 
local governments would be able to make 
administrative decisions covering zoning, 
general urban planning, highway and other 
transit systems, schools, hospitals, parks, and 
recreation facilities on the basis of noise ceil
ing specified in the type certification regula
tions. Airport operators, as proprietors, would 
be able to base their actions on known noise 
levels substantiated during type certification. 
But, under this notice, responsibility for all 
local noise control planning remains exclu
sively local. 

In consideration of the foregoing, it is 
proposed to amend Subchapter C of Chapter 
I of Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regula
tions as hereinafter set forth: 

A. Amend Part 21 of the Federal Avia
tion Regulations as follows: 

1. Add a new § 21.16(c) to read: 
§ 21.16 Special conditions 

• • • 
(c) If requested by the applicant, special 

conditions applying the aircraft noise type 
certification standards of Part 36 to the ap
plicant's particular type design are issued by 
the Administrator in accordance with para
graph (b) of this section. 

2. Amend § 21.17(a) by changing the word 
"§ 25.2" appearing in the introductoroy clause 
to the words"§§ 25.2 and 36.2." 

3. Amend § 21.21 (b) by deleting the word 
"airworthiness" wherever it appears, and by 
inserting the word "airworthiness," in sub
paragraph {b) {1), between the words "that 
any" and the words "provisions not." 

4. Amend § 21.29(a) {1) to read: 
§ 21.29 Issue of Type Certificate: Import 

Products 
• • • • 

( 1) If the country in which the product 
was manufactured certifies that the product 
has been examined, tested, and found to 
meet the applicable aircraft noise standards 
of this subchapter, and has been examined, 
tested, and found to meet the applicable 
airworthiness requirements of-

5. Amend§ 21.31 (c) by inserting the words 
"or other required characteristics" between 
the words "the airworthiness" and the words 
"of later products." 

6. Amend § 21.33 (b) ( 1) by deleting the 
word "airworthiness." 

7. Amend § 21.93 by designating the cur
rent text as paragraph (a), and by adding 
a new paragraph (b) to read: 
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§ 21.93 Classification of changes in type de
sign. 

(b) For the purpose of this subpart, and 
Subpart E, all changes that may increase 
the noise exposure created by a Transport 
Category or turbojet powered airplane are 
classified as "major changes" irrespective of 
their effect on the airworthiness of the 
airplane. 

8. Amend § 21.101(a) by changing the 
word "§ 25.2" appearing in the introductory 
clause to the words "§§ 25.2 and 36.2". 

9. Amend § 21.115 by deleting the word 
"airworthiness" in the Section heading and 
in paragraph (a) . 

10. Add a new § 21.183(e) to read: 
§ 21.183 Issue of standard airworthiness cer

tificates for normal, utility, acrobatic, 
and transport category aircraft 
• • 

(e) Statement of noise compliance. An ap
plicant for a standard airworthiness certifi
cate for subsonic transport category or sub
sonic turbojet powered airplane that meets 
the noise level standards of Appendix C of 
Part 36 without using the noise prediction 
allowance of § 036.5 (c) is issued a statement 
of noise compliance on that certificate. 

B. Add the following new Part 36 of the 
Federal Aviation Regulations: 

Part 36-Noise standards: Aircraft type 
certification 

Sec. 
36.1 
36.2 
36.3 

Subpart A-General 

Applicability. 
Special retroactive requirements. 
CompatibUity with. airworthiness 

requirements. 
Subpart B-Noise Measurement and 

Evaluation 
36.101 Noise abatement. 
36.103 Noise evaluation. 
Supart 0--:-Noise Levels and Airplane Flight 

Manual 
36.201 Required noise reduction. 
36.203 Noise sources and means of noise 

reduction. 
36.301 Operating procedures and other 

information . 
36.401 Airplane Flight Manuel. 
Appendix A-Aircraft noise measurement 

under § 36.101 
Appendix B-Noise evaluation under § 36.103 
Appendix C-General noise limits of trans

port caltegory and turbojet 
powered airplanes under 
§ 36.201 

Subpar-t A-General 
§ 36.1 Applicability 

(a) This part prescribes noise standards 
for the issue of type certificates, and changes 
to those certificates that may increase the 
noise exposure created by the airplane, for 
subsonic transport category airplanes and for 
subsonic turbojet powered airplanes. 

(b) Each person who applies under Part 21 
of this chapter for a type certificate, and each 
person who SApplies for a change to a type 
certificate that may increase the noise expo
sure created by the airplane, must show com
pliance with the applicable requirements in 
this part. 
§ 36.2 Special retroactive requirements 

Notwithstanding § § 21.17 and 21.101 orf this 
chapter, and irrespective of the date of ap
plication, each applicant for a new type 
certificate and each person who applies for 
a change to a type certificate that may in
crease the noise exposure created by the air
craft must show compUance wi•th the ap
plicable provisions of this part. 
§ 36.3 Compatib111ty with airworthiness re

quirements 
It must be shown that the airplane meets 
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the airworthiness regulations constituting 
the type certification basis of the airplane 
under all conditions in which compliance 
with this part is shown, and that all operat
ing procedures and other information for the 
flight crew approved under this part are con
sistent with the airworthiness regulations 
constituting the type certification basis of 
the airplane. 

Subpart B-Noise Measurement and 
Evaluation 

§ 36.101 Noise measurement 
The noise generated by the airplane must 

ibe measured under Appendd.x A of this part 
or under an approved equivalent procedure. 
§ 36.103 Noise evaluation 

Noise measuremen·t informwtion obtained 
under § 36.101 must be evaluated under Ap
pendix B of this part or under an BJPProved 
equivalent procedure. 

Subpart a-Noise Levels and A·irplane 
F'light Manual 

§ 36.201 Requirement noise reductions 
(a) For appUcations made before the effec

·tive date of this part for a.drplanes that have 
turbine engines with bypass ratios of 2 or 
more, and for all oapplications made on or 
after the effective date of this part, it must 
be shown that the noise levels of the air
plane, measured and evaluated as prescribed 
in §§ 36.101 and 36.103, at the measuring 
points prescribed in Appendix C of thi,s 
part-

( 1) Are reduced to be as near to 80 
EPNdB as is economically reasonable, tech
nologically practical, and appropriate to the 
particular type design, including considera 
tion of the noise sources and means of noise 
reduction prescribed in§ 36.203; and 

(2) Do not exceed the general noise limits 
prescribed in Appendix C of this part. 

{b) For applications made after {the pub
lication date of this notice) but before the 
effective date of this part, the noise levels 
of airplanes that do not have turbine engines 
with bypass ratios of 2 or more must conform 
to paragraph (a) (1) of this section. 

(c) For applications made before {the pub
lication date of this notice) for airplanes 
that do not have turbine engines with bypass 
ratios of 2 or more, the lowest noise levels, 
reasonably obtainable through the use of the 
operating procedures and other information 
for the flight crew developed under § 36.301, 
must be obtained. 
§ 36.203 Noise sources and means of noise 

reduction 
(a) General. No reduction in maximum 

weigh!t is required for achieving noise levels 
less than those in Appendix C. However, in 
determining whether those lesser noise levels 
are economically reasonable, technologically 
practicable, and appropriate to the particu
lar type design, in addition to aerodynamic 
considerations, the noise sources and means 
of noise reduction in this section must 
also be considered in complying with the 
noise reduction requirements of § 36.201. 

(b) Reciprocating engine powered air
planes. The following noise sources and cor
responding means of noise reduction must be 
considered for reciprocating engine powered 
airplanes: 

( 1) Propeller noise, and its reduction by 
selection of appropriate blade design and tip 
speed. 

(2) Exhaust noise, and its reduction by 
the use of mufflers. 

(c) Turbine propeller powered airplanes. 
The following noise sources and correspond
ing means of noise reduction must be con
sidered for turbine propeller powered air
planes: 

( 1) Propeller noise, and its reduction by 
seleotion of appropriate blade design and tip 
speed. 

(2) Forward radiated compressor noise, 
and its reduction by acoustical treatment. 
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(d) Turbojet powered airplanes without 

turbofans. The following noise sources and 
corresponding means of noise reduction must 
be considered for turbojet powered airplanes 
without turbofans: 

( 1) Forward radiated compressor noise, 
and its reduction by acoustical treatment or 
by choked inlet, as applicable. 

(2) Jet exhaust noise, and its reduction 
by jet noise suppressors. 

(3) Turbine noise, and its reduction by 
acoustical treatment. 

(e) Turbojet powered airplanes with tur
bofans. The following noise sources and cor
responding means of noise reduction must 
be considered for turbojet powered airplanes 
with turbofans: 

( 1) Forward radiated compressor and fan 
noise, and its reduction by acoustical treat
merut or choked inlet, as applicable; 

(2) Aft radiated fan noise, and its reduc
tion by acoustical treatment. 

(3) Primary and secondary jet exhaust 
noise, and its reduction by jet suppressors 
and selection of the bypass ratio of the 
engine. 

( 4) Turbine noise, and its reduction by 
acoustical treatment. 
§ 36.301 Operating procedures and other in

formation 
Operating procedures, and any other infor

mation for the flight crew that 1s necessary 
for obtaining the noise reductions prescribed 
in § 36.201 must be developed, including the 
effect of all ranges of weight and thrust for 
which approval under th'is par.t is requested. 
§ 36.401 Airplane Flight Manual 

(a) The approved portion of the Airplane 
Flight Manual must contain all operating 
procedures and other information approved 
under § 36.301, and the effect of all ranges 
of weight and thrust for which approval 
under this part is requested. 

(b) If the weight used in meeting the 
takeoff noise requirements of this part is less 
than the maximum weight established under 
the applicable airworthiness requirements, 
that lesser weight must be furnished, as the 
maximum weight, in the operating limita
tions section of the Airplane Flight Manual. 

B. STATE CODE CITATIONS 

1. Alabama: Title 36: Motor Vehicles; Sec. 
36 (Torns); Sec. 39 (Prevention-Unnecessary 
Noise). 

2. Alaska: no statute. 
3. Arizona: Art. 16: Motor Vehicles; Sec. 

28-955 (Muffler required). 
4. Arkansas: Title 75: Motor Vehicles; Sec. 

725 (Horns); Sec. 726 (Muffler required}. 
5. California: Title 11, Sec. 415 (Disturb

ing the peace; noise-criminal penalty for 
violation); Vehicle Code, Sec. 23130. 

6. Colorado: Sec. 13-5-104 (Horns); 13-5-
105 (Muffler required}. 

7. Connecticut: Title 14, Ch. 246, Sec. 14-
80(e) (Muffler required). 

8. Delaware: Ch. 43, Sec. 4311 (Muffler 
required). 

9. District of Columbia: Title 1, Sec. 1-
244(9) (Authority given to " ... commis
sioners of the District of Columbia ... to 
make, modify and enforce usual and ·reason
able policy regulations . . . to regulate or 
prohibit loud noises with horns, gongs, or 
other instruments . . . as they may think 
necessary to public safety.") 

10. Florida: Sec. 317.63'1 (>Muffler re
qui-red). 

11. Georgia: Sec. 68-1717 (Muffler re
quired). 

12. Hawaii: Sec. 267-1 (Nuisance defined to 
include making loud and troublesome noises 
at night); Sec. 311-24 (Unlawful to ride 
motor scooter with muffler designed to in
crease noise) . 

13. Id·aho: Sec. 49-835 (Muffier required). 
14. Illlnois: Ch. 95 Y:z, Sec. 213 (Muffier re

quired); Ch. 24, Sec. 11-5-2 (Riots and dis
turbances; corporate authorities may prevent 
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or suppress ... noises, disturbances, and dis
orderly assemblies in any public or private 
place). 

15. Indiana: Sec. 47-2230 (Muffler re-
quired). 

16. Iowa: Sec. 321.436 (Muffler required} . 
17. Kansas: Sec. 82a-809 (Muffler required). 
18. Kentucky: Sec. 84.220(6) & 85.180(5) 

(Governing bodies of cities may generally 
adopt regulations to control noise); Sec. 
189.140 (Muffler required-not uniform lan
guage). 

19. Louisiana: Ch. 1, R.S. 32:352 (Muffler 
required). 

20. Maine: Ch. 11, Title 29, Sec. 1362 (Shall 
not operate automobile in manner which 
would produce excessive noise); Sec. 1364 
(Muffler required). 

21. Maryland: Art. 66¥:!, Sec. 294 (Muffier 
required); Art. 27, Sec. 124 (Disorderly con
duct-prohibits willfully acting in a disor
derly manner by making loud and unneces
sary noises) . 

22. Massachusetts: Ch .. 272, Sec. 41 (Dis
turbance in public library by making noise) ; 
Sec. 44 (Public disturbance, breach of peace 
or disturbing others by noise) ; Ch. 90, Sec. 16 
(Prohibits operation of automob1le so as to 
produce excessive noise); Ch. 111, Sec. 143 
(Liinltation on trade and employment found 
to be a nuisance). 

23. Michigan: Sec. 257.707(a) (Muffler re
quired). 

24. Minnesota: Sec. 360075(15) (Limitation 
on the use of loud speaker from airplane) ; 
Sec. 169.69 (Muffler required). 

25. Mississippi: Title 11, Sec. 2088 (Crim
inal penalty for making noise with intent 
to disturb family): Sec. 2090.5 (Disturbance 
in public place) ; Oh. 2, Title 30, Sec. 8251 
(Mufiler required). 

26. Missouri: Sec. 304.560 (Muffler re
quired): Sec. 562.240 (Disturbing the peace). 

27. Montana: Sec. 32-21-146 (Muffler re
quired). 

28. Nebraska: Bee. 39-777(a 7 b) (Muffler 
required). 

29. Nevada: Sec. 486.100 (Power cycle to 
be equipped with muffler). 

30. New Hampshire: Sec. 263:46 (Muffler 
required). 

31. New Jersey: Sec. 39:3-70 (Muffler re
quired); Sec. 39:4-78 (No person shall load 
a vehicle or drive a vehicle so loaded with 
iron or other material that it may strike to
gether unless it is properly deafened so as to 
cause no unnecessary noise); Art. 1, Sec. 
40:48-1(8) (Governing body of municipality 
may adopt regulation to regulate ringing of 
bells, crying of auctioneers, etc.). 

32. New Mexico: Sec. 64-20-44(a) (Muf
fler required}. 

33. New York: Sec. 44(a & c), Navigation 
Law (sound of exhaust on gasoline motor 
boat to be muffied); Art. 9, Sec. 375.31 (Muf
fler required); Sec. 381.1 (Motorcycle muffler 
required). 

34. North Oarolina: Sec. 20-128 (Muffler 
required). 

35. North Dakota: Sec. 39-11-29 (Muffler 
required). 

36. Ohio: Sec. 2923.41 (No person shall, 
after a request to desist, continue noise 
which disturbs peace); Sec. 4513.22 (Muffler 
required, but it has held that this is for 
exhaust and not noise, State v. Cox, 193 N.E. 
2d 287). 

37. Oklahoma: Art. 47, Sec. 12-402 (Muf
fler required) . 

38. Oregon: Sec. 483.446(3) (No person 
shall make unnecessary or unreasonably loud 
or harsh sound by means of horn or other 
warning device); Sec 483.448 (Muffier re
quired). 

39. Pennsylvania: Ch. 1, Art. 75, Sec. 828 
(Muffler required). 

40. Rhode Island: Sec. 31-23-13 (Mufller 
required). 

41. South Carolina: Sec. 46-601 (Muffier 
required). 
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42. South Dakota: Sec. 44.0350 (Muffler 

required). 
43. Tennessee: Ch. 9, Sec. 59-901(a.) (Pro

hibits use of horn to make any unneces
. sary or unreasonS~bly loud or harsh sound); 

Sec. 59-902 (Muffler required). 
44. Texas: Title 13, Ch. 1, Art. 796 (Horn 

only permitted as warning device) ; Art. 797 
(Muffier required). 

45. Utah: Sec. 41-6-147(a) (Muffler re
quired). 

46. Vermont: Title 23, Oh. 13, Sec. 1097 
(Fine for operation of motor vehicle in city 
while the muffier cutout is open). 

47. Virginia: Sec. 46.1-301 (Muffier re~ 
quired). 

48. Washington: Sec. 9.76.010 (Limitation 
of noisy businesses on Sabbath); Sec. 
46.37.390(1) (Muffler required). 

49. West Virginia: Sec. 17C-15-34(a) (Muf
fler required). 

50. Wisconsin: Title 44, Sec. 347.39 (Muffler 
required). 

51. Wyoinlng: Sec. 31-204 (Horns: no horn 
or other warning device shall emit an un
reasonably loud or harsh sound); Sec. 31-
205(a) (Muffler required). 

C, STATE STATUTORY LANGUAGE 

Alabama 
Title 36: Motor Vehdcles; Section 36, 

Section 39 
§ 36. Horns and warrung devices.-(a) 

Every motor vehicle when operated upon a 
highway shall be equipped with a horn in 
good working order capable of emitting a 
sound audible under normal conditions for a 
distance of not less than two hundred feet. 
It shall be unlawful for any vehicle to be 
equipped with or for any person to use upon 
a vehicle any siren or for any person at any 
time to use a horn otherwise than as a rea
son'Sible warning or to make any unnecessary 
or unreasonably loud or harsh sound by 
means of a horn or other warning device. 

(b) Every pollee and fire department and 
fire patrol vehicle and every ambulance used 
for emergency calls shall be equipped with a 
bell, siren or exhaust whistle of a type ap
proved by the highway director. 

(c) Any person violating any of the provi
sions of this section shall be guilty of a mis
demeanor. (Ib.) 

§ 39. Prevention of noise, smoke, etc., muf
fler, cut-outs regulated.-(a) No person 
shall drive a motor vehicle on a highway un
less such motor vehicle is equipped wdth a 
muffler in good working order and in con
stant operation to prevent excessive or un
usual and annoying smoke. 

(b) It shall be unlawful to use a muffler 
cut-out on any motor vehicle upon a high-
way. · 

(c) No vehicle shall be moved, or driven on 
any highway unless such vehicle is so con
structed or loaded as to prevent its contents 
from dropping, sifting, leaking, or otherwise 
escaping therefrom; if by such dripping, sift
ing, dropping, or leaking such contents may 
be or become dangerous, obnoxious, or in
jurious either to the road or to persons or 
vehicles traveling or moving along, over or 
upon the highway. 

(d) Any person violating any provisions of 
this section shall be guilty of a Inlsdemeanor. 
(lb.) 

Arizona 
Article 16: Motor Vehicles; Section 28-955 
§ 28-955. Muffler; prevention of noise and 

air pollution.-(a) Every motor vehicle shall 
at all times be equipped with a muffler in 
good working order and in constant opera
tion to prevent excessive or unusual noise, 
and no person shall use a muffler cut-out, 
bypass or similar device upon a motor ve
hicle on a highway. 

(b) The engine and power mechanism of 
every motor vehicle shall be so equi.pped and 
adjusted as to prevent the escape of excessive 
fumes or smoke. 
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(c) Beginning with motor vehicles and 

motor vehicle engines of the 1968 model year, 
motor vehicles and motor vehl.cle engines 
shall be equipped with emissions control de
vices that meet the standards established by 
the state board of health. As amended Laws 
1967, Ch. 2, § 5. 

Arkansas 
Title 76: Motor vehicles; section 725, section 

726 
75-725. Horns and warning devices.-(a) 

Every motor vehicle when operated upon a 
highway shall be equipped with a horn l.n 
good working order and capable of emitting 
sound au<Mible under normal conditions from 
a distance of not less than 200 feet, but no 
horn or other warning device shall emit an 
unreasonably loud or harsh sound or a 
whistle. The driver of a motor vehicle shall, 
when reasonably necem;ary to insure safe 
operation, give audible warning with his horn 
but sha;ll not otherwise use such horn when 
upon a highway. 

(b) No vehicle shall be equipped with nor 
shall any person use upon a vehicle any 
siren, whistle, or bell, except as otherwise 
permitted in this subdivisdon. It 1s permissi
ble but not required that any commercial 
vehicle be equ1pped with a theft alarm tig
nal device which is so a;rranged that it can
not be used by the driver as an ordinary 
warning signa;I. Any authorized emergency 
vehicle may be equipped with a siren, whistle, 
or bell, capable of emitting sound audible 
under normal conditions from a distance of 
not less than 500 feet and of a type approved 
by the department, but such siren shall not 
be used except when such vehicle is operated 
in response to an emergency call or in the 1m
mediate pursuit of an a;ctual or suspected 
violator of the law, in which said latter 
events the driver of such vehicle shall sound 
said siren when necessary to warn pedestrians 
and other drivers of the approa;ch thereof. 

(c) No bicycle shal1l be equipped with nor 
shall any person use upon a bicycle any siren 
or whistle. [Acts 1937, No. 300, § 125, p. 1103; 
Pope's Dig., § 6785.] 

75-726. Mufflert>-"Cut out" prohibited.
Every motor vehicle shall at all times be 
equipped with a mumer in good workdng or
der and in constant operation to prevent ex
cessive or unusual noise and annoying 
smoke, and no person shall use a muffler cut 
out, by pass, or simi'lar device upon a motor 
vehicle on a highway. [Acts 1937, No. 300, 
§ 126, p. 1103; Pope's Dig., § 6786.] 

California 
Title 11, section 415, public pea;ce; section 

23130, vehicle code 
§ 415. Distur;bing the peace; noise; use of 

publlc streets of unincorporated town for 
offensive conduct, horse ra;cing, or shooting; 
indecent language; punishment.-Every 
person who maliciously and willfully dis
turbs the pea;ce or quiet of any neighbor
hood or person, by loud or unusual noise, or 
by tumultuous or offensive conduct, or 
threatening, traducing, quarreling, challeng
ing to fight, or fighting, who, on the public 
streets of any unincorporated town, or upon 
the public highways in such unincorporated 
town, run any horse race, either for a wager 
or for amusement, or fire any gun or pistol 
in such unincorporated town, or use any 
vulgar, profane, or indecent language within 
the presence or hearing of women or chil
dren, in a loud and boisterous manner, is 
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon convic
tion by any Court of competent jurisdiction 
shall be punished by fine not exceeding two 
hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in the 
County Jail for not more than ninety days, 
or by bath fine and imprisonment, or either, 
at the discretion of the Court. (Enacted 
1872. As amended Code Am. 1877-8, c. 299, 
p. 117, § 1.) 

§ 23130. Noise Limits.-(a) No person shall 
operate either a motor vehicle or combina-
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tion of vehicles of a type subject to registra
tion at any time or under any condition of 
grade, load, a;cceleration or deceleration in 
such a manner as to exceed the following 
noise limit for the ca;tegory of motor vehicle 
based on a distance of 50 feet from the cen
ter of the lane of travel within the speed 
limits specified in this section: 

(1) Any motor vehicle 
with a manufac
turer's gross vehicle 
weight rating of 
6,000 pounds or 
more, any combina
tion of vehicles 
towed by such 
motor vehicle, and 
any motorcycle 
other than a motor-
driven cycle _______ _ 

(2) Any other motor 
vehicle and any 
combination of 
vehicles towed by 
such motor vehicle •• 

Speed limit of 
35 mph or less 

(dbA) 

88 

82 

Speed limit of 
more than 

35 mph (dbA) 

92 

86 

(b) The department shall adopt regula
tions establishing the test procedures and in
strumentation to be utilized. 

(c) This section applies to the total noise 
from a vehicle or combination of vehicles 
and shall not be construed as limiting or 
precluding the enforcement of any other 
provisions of this code relating to motor ve
hicle exhaust noise. 

(d) For the purpose of this section, a 
motor truck, truck tractor, or bus that is 
not equipped with an identification plate or 
marking bearing the manufa;cturer's name 
and manufa;cturer's gross vehicle weight 
rating shall be considered as having a manu
footurer's gross vehicle weight rating of 6,000 
pounds or more if the unladen weight is 
more than 5,000 pounds. 

(e) No person shall have a cause of ac
tion relating to the provisions of this sec
tion against a manufacturer of a vehicle or 
a component part thereof on a theory based 
upon breach of express or implied warranty 
unless it is alleged and proved that such 
manufacturer did not comply with noise limit 
standards of the Vehicle Code applicable to 
manufacturers and in effect at the time such 
vehicle or component part was first sold 
for purposes other than • • •. 

Colorado 
Section 13-5-104, Section 13-5-105 

13-5-104. Horns or warning devices.-(!) 
Every motor vehicle when operated upon a 
highway shall be equipped with a horn in 
good working order and capable of emitting 
sound audible under normal conditions 
from a distance of not less than two hundred 
feet, but no horn or other warning device 
shall emit an unreasonable loud or harsh 
sound or a whistle. The driver of a motor 
vehicle when reasonably necessary to insure 
safe operation shall give audible warning 
with his horn but shall not otherwise use 
such horn when upon a highway. 

(2) No vehicle shall be be equipped with 
nor shall any person use upon a vehicle any 
siren, whistle, or bell, except as otherwise 
permitted in this section. It is permissible 
but not required that any commercial vehicle 
be equipped with a theft alarm signal device 
which is so arranged that it cannot be used 
by the driver as an ordinary warning signal.. 
Any authorized emergency vehicle may be 
equipped with a siren, whistle, or bell, capa
ble of emitting sound audible under normal 
conditions from a distance of not less than 
five hundred feet but such siren shall not be 
used except when such vehicle is operated in 
response to an emergency call or in the im
mediate pursuit of an actual or suspected 
violator of the law, in which said latter 
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events the driver of such vehicle shall sound 
said siren when necessary to warn pedestrians 
and other drivers of the approach thereof. 

(3) No bicycle shall be equipped with nor 
shall any person use upon a bicycle any siren 
or whistle. 

( 4) The chief engineer of the department 
of highways shall adopt standards and speci
fications applicable to head lamps, clearance 
lamps, identification and other lamps on 
maintenance equipment when operated on 
the highways of this state in lieu of the 
lamps otherwise required on motor vehicles 
by this article. Such standards and speci
fications may permit the use of flashing 
Ughts for purposes of identification on main
tenance equipment when in service upon the 
highways. The standards and specifications 
for lamps referred to in this section shall 
correlate with and, so far as possible, con
form with those approved by the "American 
association of state highway officials," pro
vided, that vehicles commonly known as 
"snowplows" which are authori:z:ed to travel 
day or night, either with or against traffic, 
shall always carry a flashing blue light. 

Source: L. 35, p. 828 § 145; CSA, C. 16, 
§ 260; CRS 53, § 13-4-106; L. 59, p. 230, §2. 

(EDrroa's NoTE.-As to standards as dis
tinguished from rules and regulations, see 
Casey v. People (1959} 139 C. 89, 336 P.2d 
308; Prouty v. Heron (1953) 127 C. 168, 255 
P.2d 755; and compare 3-16-1 et seq.) 

13-5-105. Mufflers-prevention of noise.
( 1) Every motor vehicle subject to registra
tion and operated on a highway shall at all 
times be equipped with an adequate mumer 
in constant operation and properly mal.n
tained to prevent any excessive or unusual 
noise and no such muffler or exhaust system 
shall be equipped with a cut-off, bypass, or 
similar device. No person shall modify the 
exhaust system of a motor vehicle in a man
ner which wm amplify or increase the noise 
emitted by the motor of such vehicle a;bove 
that emitted by the muffler originally in
stalled on the vehicle and such original muf
fler shall comply with all of the require
ments of this section. 

(2) A mumer is a device consisting of a 
series of chamber or baffie plates, or other 
mechanical design for the purpose of receiv
ing exhaust gas from an internal combustion 
engine, and effective in reducing noise. 

Source: L. 51, p. 165, § 2; CSA, C. 16, 
§ 261; CRS 53, § 13-4-107; L. 61, p. 214, § 25. 

Connecticut 
Title 14, chapter 246, section 14-80(e), motor 

vehicles 
(e) Each motor vehicle shall be so op

erated, equipped, constructed and adjusted as 
to prevent unnecessary noise. 

Delaware 
Chapter 43, section 4311, Motor Vehicles 
§ 4311. Muffler; cut-out prohibited.-(a) 

No person shall drive a motor vehicle on a 
highway unless such motor vehicle is 
equipped with a muffler in good working 
order and in constant operation to prevent 
excessive or unusual noise. 

(b) No person shall use a "muffler cutout" 
on any motor vehicle upon a highway. 

District of Columbia 
Title 1. section 1-244(9} 

§ 1-224. Police regulations authorized in 
certain cases.-The Commissioners of the Dis
trict of Columbia are hereby authorized and 
empowered to make, modify, and enforce 
usual and reasonable police regulations in 
and for said District as follows: 

• • 
Ninth. To regulate or prohibit loud noises 

with horns, gongs, or other instruments, or 
loud cries, upon the streets or public places, 
and to prohibit the use of any fireworks or 
explosives within such portions of the Dis
trict as they may think necessary to public 
safety. 
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Florida 

Section 317.631, Motor Vehicles 
317.631. Muffiers, prevention of noise and 

smoke.-Every motor vehicle sha.ll at all 
times be equipped with a muffler in good 
working order and in constant operation to 
prevent excessive or unusual noise or an
noying smoke, and no person shall use a 
muffler cutout, bypass, or similar device upon 
a motor vehicle on a highway. 

Georgia 
Section 68-1717 

68-1717. Muffiers, prevention of noise.-(a) 
Every motor vehicle shall at all times be 
equipped with a muffler in good working 
order and in const!).nt operation to prevent 
excessive or unusual noise and annoying 
smoke, and no person shall use a muffier 
cut-out, bypass, or similar device upon a 
motor vehicle on a highway, except that this 
section shall not apply to tractors. 

(b) The engine and power mechanism of 
every motor vehicle shall be so equipped and 
adjusted as to prevent the escape of exces
sive fumes or smoke. 

(c) It shall be unlawful for any person to 
sell or offer for sale any muffler which causes 
excessive or unusual noise or annoying 
smoke, or any muffler cut-out, bypass, or 
similar device for use on a motor vehicle, or 
to sell or offer for sale any motor vehicle 
equipped with any such muffler, muffler cut
out, bypass, or similar device. (Acts 1953, 
Nov. Bess., pp. 556, 613; 1962, p. 653.) 

Hawaii 
Section 267-1, Common Nuisances; Sec. 

311-24, Traffic Violations 
§ 267-1. Defined.-The offense of common 

nuisance is the endangering of the public 
personal safety or health, or doing, causing 
or promoting, maintaining or continuing 
what is offensive, or annoying and vexatious, 
or plainly hurtful to the public; or is a public 
outrage against common decency or common 
morality; or tends plainly and directly to 
the corruption of the morals, honesty and 
good habits of the people; the same being 
without authority or justification by law: 

• • • Making loud and troublesome noise 
by night; 

• .. 
§ 311-24. Regulation of exhaust pipe and 

muffier.-It shall be unlawful for any person 
to drive upon the public highways any motor 
scooter, as hereinafter defined, the exhaust 
pipe or muffler of which has been so changed 
from the factory design as to increase the 
volume or audibility of the explosions within 
the motor thereof. L. 1941, c. 140, s. 2. [R. L. 
1945, s.11718.] 

Idaho 
Section 49-835, Motor Vehicles 

49-835. Mufflers, prevention of noise.-(a) 
Every motor vehicle shall at all times be 
equipped with a muffler in good working 
order and in constant operation to prevent 
excessive or unusual noise and annoying 
smoke, and no person shall use a muffler cut
out, bypass, or similar device upon a motor 
vehicle on a highway. 

(b) The engine and power mechanism of 
every motor vehicle shall be so equipped and 
adjusted as to prevent the escape of exces
sive fumes or smoke. (1953, ch. 273, § 152, 
p.478.] 

Illinois 
Chapter 95¥2, Sec. 213, Motor vehicles; chap
ter 24, Sec. 11-5-2, public order regulations 

§ 213. Muffiers, prevention of noise.-Every 
motor vehicle shall at all times be equipped 
with a mufHer in good working order and in 
constant operation to prevent excessive or 
unusual noise and annoying smoke, and no 
person shall use a muffier cutout, bypass or 
similar device upon a motor vehicle on a 
highway. 1935, July 9, Laws 1935, p. 1247, art. 
XV,§ 116. 

§ 11-5-2. Riots and disturbances.-The cor-
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porate authorities of each municipality may 
prevent or suppress riots, routs, affrays, 
noises, disturbances, and disorderly assem
blies in any public or private place. 1961, May 
29, Laws, 1961, p. 576, § 11-5-2. 

Indiana 
Section 47-2230, Motor Vehicles 

47-2230. Mufflers, prevention of noise.
( a) Every motor vehicle shall at all times 
be equipped with a muffler in good working 
order and in constant operation to prevent 
excessive or unusual noise or annoying smoke, 
and no person shall use a muffier cutout, by
pass or similar device upon a motor vehicle 
operated on a street or a highway. 

(b) The engine and power mechanism of 
every motor vehicle shall be so equipped and 
adjusted as to prevent the escape of excessive 
fumes or smoke. [Acts 1955, ch. 170, § 36, p. 
416; 1961, ch. 260, § 1, p. 589.] 

Iowa 
Section 321.436, Motor Vehicles 

321.436. Muffiers, prevention of noise.
Every motor vehicle shall at all times be 
equipped with a muffler in good working 
order and in constant operation to prevent 
excessive or unusual noise and annoying 
smoke, and no person shall use a muffler cut
out, by-pass or similar device upon a motor 
vehicle on a highway. 

Kansas 
Section 82a-809, Motor Vehicles 

82a--809. Muffiing devices.-The exhaust of 
every internal combustion engine used on 
any motorboat shall be effectively muffied 
bj equipment so constructed and used as to 
muffle the noise of exhaust in a reasonable 
manner. The use of cut-outs is prohibited, 
except for motorboats competing in a regatta 
or boat race approved as provided in section 
82a--814 of the General Statutes Supplement 
of 1959, or acts amendatory thereof or sup
plemental thereto, and for such motorboats 
while on trial runs, during a period of not 
to exceed forty-eight (48) hours immediately 
preceding such regatta or race and for such 
motorboats while competing in official trials 
for speed records during a period not to 
exceed forty-eight (48) hours immediately 
following such regatta or race. [L. 1959, ch . 
321, § 9; L. 1961, ch. 471, § 4; July 1.) 

Kentucky 
Section 84.220(6), section 85.180(5), Orga

nization and Government of Cities; Section 
189.140, Motor Vehicles 
84.220 [3058; 3058-1; 3058-12; 3058-17; 

3058-19) Nuisances; noises and disturb
ances; an.imals at large; abuse of animals.
The general council may, by ordinance: 

(6) Restrain and prevent all noises, per
formances and practices tending to the col
lection of persons on the streets and side
walks; 

85.180 (3290; 3290-14; 3290-16; 3290-23; 
3290-28) Nuisances; firearms; disorderly con
duct; noises and disturbances; animals.
The common council may, by ordinance: 

( 5) Provide for the prevention, suppression 
and punishment of all riots and breaches of 
the peace, noises, disturbances and disorderly 
or unlawful assemblies, either within the city 
or within one mile of the city limits; 

189.140 [2739g-25) Mufflers.-Every motor 
vehicle with an internal-combustion, steam 
or air motor shall be equipped with a suit
able and e1ficient mu1fier. No person while on 
a highway shall operate a motor vehicle with 
the mufll.er cut out or removed. No cut out 
shall be so arranged or connected as to per
mit its operation or control by the driver of 
·any motor vehicle while in position for driv-
ing. 

Louisiana 
Chapter 1, R.S. 32:352, Motor Vehicles 
§ 352. Mufflers; requirements; prevention 

of excessive noise, fumes and smoke.-( a) 
Every motor vehicle shall at all times be 
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equipped with a muffler in good working or
der and in constant operation to prevent 
excessive or unusual noise. 

(b) No person shall use a muffler cut-out, 
bypass or similar device upon a motor ve
hicle on a highway of this state. 

(c) The engine and power mechanism of 
every motor vehicle shall be so eqUipped and 
adjusted as to prevent the escape of exces
sive fumes or smoke. Acts 1962, No. 310, § 1. 

Maine 
Chapter 11, Title 29, Section 1362, Section 

1364, Motor Vehicles 
No signaling device shall be unnecessarily 

sounded so as to make a harsh, objectionable 
or unreasonable noise, and no bell or siren 
shall be installed or used on any motor ve
hicle except that fire and police department 
vehicles and ambulances, and vehicles op
erated by state, city and town fire inspectors, 
city and town fire chiefs, assistant fire chiefs, 
police chiefs and assistant police chiefs may 
be so equipped for use only when responding 
to emergency calls, and such motor vehicles 
used by sheriffs and deputy sheriffs, and such 
motor vehicles used by inland fisheries and 
game wardens as may be designed by the De
partment of Inland Fisheries .and Game and 
such motor vehicles used by coastal wardens 
as may be designated by the Department of 
Sea and Shore Fisheries, and such motor 
vehicles used by United States Government 
law enforcement officials, and such motor 
vehicles used by a state or municipal depart
ment which controls or supervises electrical 
alarm and communication systems. 

§ 1364. Muffiers; prevention of noise.-No 
person shall operate a motor vehicle on any 
way unless the same be equipped at all times 
with an adequate muffler in constant opera
tion and properly maintained to prevent any 
excessive or unusual noise. No such muffler 
or exhaust system shall be equipped with a 
cut-out, by-pass or similar device. No person 
shall operate a motor vehicle the exhaust sys
tem of which has been modified so as to 
amplify or increase the noise emitted by the 
motor of such vehicle above that emitted by 
the muffler originally installed on the ve
hicle, and such original muffler shall comply 
with all of the requirements of this section. 

Maryland 
Article 66Y2, Section 294; Article 27, 

Section 124, Annotated Code 
§ 294. Mufflers; modification of exhaust 

system to increase noise.-(a) Every motor 
vehicle operated or driven upon the highways 
of this State, shall at all times be equipped 
with an adequate muffler in constant opera
tion and properly maintained to prevent any 
excessive or unusual noise. No such mufll.er 
or exhaust system shall be equipped with a 
cutout, bypass, or similar device. No person 
shall modify the exhaust system of a motor. 
vehicle in a manner which will amplify or 
increase the noise emitted by the motor of 
such vehicle above that emitted by the 
muffier originally installed on the vehicle 
and such original muffier shall comply with 
all the requirements of this section. 

(b) A muffler as used herein is defined as 
a device consisting of a series of chambers 
or baffle plates, or other mechanical design 
for the purpose of receiving exhaust gas 
from an internal combustion engine, and 
effective in reducing noise. (An. Code, 1951, 
§ 258; 1943, ch. 1007, § 235; 1963, ch. 311.) 

Massachusetts 
Chapter 272, sec 41, sec 44, crimes and pun

ishments; chapter 90, sec 16, motor ve
hicles; chapter 111, sec 143, public health 
§ 41. Disturbance of libraries.-Whoever 

wilfully disturbs persons assembled in a 
public library, or a reading room connected 
therewith, by making a noise or in any other 

· manner during the time when such library 
or reading room is open to the public shall 
be punished as provided in the preceding 
section. 
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§ 44. Arrest and custody of intoxicated per

sons.-Whoever is found in a state of intoxi
cation in a public place, or is found in any 
place in a state of intoxication committing a 
breach of the peace or disturbing others by 
noise, may be arrested without a warrant by 
a sheriff, deputy sheriff, constable or police 
officer, and kept in custody in a suitable 
place until he has recovered from his intoxi
cation. 

§ 16. Offensive or illegal operation of motor 
vehicles.-No person shall operate a motor 
vehicle, nor shall any owner of such vehicle 
permit it to be operated, in or over any way, 
public or private, whether laid out under 
authority of law or otherwise, which motor 
vehicles are prohibited from using, provided 
notice of such prohibition is conspicuously 
posted at the entrance to such way. No per
son operating a motor vehicle shall in a 
thickly settled or business district open the 
muffler cut-out or sound a bell, horn or other 
device for signaling so as to make a harsh, 
objectionable or unreasonable noise, or at 
any time permit such motor vehicle to make 
any unnecessary noise, by opening the 
muffler cut-out, or otherwise, or permit any 
unreasonable amount of smoke to escape 
from such vehicle. No person shall use on or 
in connection with any motor vehicle a spot 
light, so called, the rays from which shine 
more than two feet above the road at a 
distance of thirty feet from the vehicle, ex
cept that such a spot light may be used for 
the purpose of reading signs, and as an aux
iliary light in cases of necessity when the 
other lights required by law fail to operate. 

§ 143. Trade or employment attended with 
noisome and injurious odors; assignment of 
places; prohibition; appeaL-No trade or em
ployment which may result in a nuisance or 
be harmful to the inhabitants, injurious to 
their estates, dangerous to the public health, 
or may be attended by noisome and injurious 
odors shall be established in a city or town 
except in such a location as may be assigned 
by the board of health thereof after a public 
hearing has been held thereon, subject, how
ever, to the provisions of any ordinance or 
by-law adopted therein under sections 
twenty-five to thirty A, inclusive, of chapter 
forty, or corresponding provisions of earlier 
laws, and such board of health may prohibit 
the exercise thereof within the limits of the 
city or town or in places not so assigned, in 
any event. Such assignments shall be enter
ed in the records of the city or ·town, and 
may be revoked when the board shall think 
proper. 

Michigan 
Section 257.707(a). Mason's Michigan 

Supplement, Motor Vehicle 
257.707 Muffler; excessive fumes or smoke. 

SEc. 707. (a) Every motor vehicle shall at 
all times be equipped with a muffler in good 
working order and in constant operation to 
prevent excessive or unusual noise and an
noying smoke, and no person shall use a 
muffler cutout, bypass, or similar device upon 
a motor vehicle on a highway. 

.Minnesota 
Section 360.075(15). Public Rights and 

Privileges; Section 169.69, Motor Vehicles 
( 15) Except while in landing or taking off, 

flies at such low levels as to endanger per
sons on the surface beneath, or engages in 
advertising through the playing of music or 
transcribed or oral announcements, or makes 
any noise with any siren, horn, whistle, or 
other audible device which is not necessary 
for the normal operation of the aircraft, ex
cept that sound amplifying devices may be 
used in aircraft when operated by or under 
the authority of any agency of the state or 
federal government for the purpose of giving 
warning or instructions to persons on the 
ground; or 

169.69. Mufflers.-Every motor vehicle shall 
at all times be equipped with a muffler in 
good working order which blends the exhaust 
noise into the overall veh>icle noise and is in 
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constant operation to prevent excessive or 
unusual noise, and no person shall use a 
muffler cutout, bypass, or similar device 
upon a motor vehicle on a street or highway. 
The exhaust sy&tem shall not emit or pro
duce a sharp popping or crackling sound. Ev
ery motor vehicle shall at all times be 
equipped with such parts and equipment so 
arranged and kept in such state of repair as 
to prevent carbon monoxide gas from enter
ing the interior of the vehicle. 

Mississippi 
Title 11, Section 2088, Section 2090.5, Grimes 

and Misdemeanors 
§ 2088. Disturbance of family-noises and 

offensive conduct.-A person who wilfully 
disturbs the peace of any family or person 
by an explosion of gunpowder or other ex
plosive substance, or by loud or unusual 
noise, or by any tumultuous or offensive con
duct, shall be punished by fine and im
prisonment, or either; the fine not to exceed 
one hundred dollars, and the imprisonment 
not to exceed six months in the county jail. 

§ 2090.5. Disturbance in public place.
Any person who shall enter any public place 
of business of any kind whatsoever, or upon 
the premises of such public place of business, 
or any other public place whatsoever, in the 
State of Mississippi, and while therein or 
thereon shall create a disturbance, or a 
breach of the peace, in any way · whatsoever, 
including, but not restricted to, loud and 
offensive talk, the making of threats or at
tempting to intimidate, or any other conduct 
which causes a disturbance or breach of the 
peace or threatened breach of the peace, shall 
be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con
viction thereof shall be fined not more than 
five hundred dollars ($500.00) or imprisoned 
in jail not more than six (6) months, or both 
such fine and imprisonment. 

Chapter 2, Title 30, Section 8251, Motor 
Vehicles 

Mufilers, prevention of noise: Every motor 
vehicle shall at all times be equipped with 
a muffler in good working order and in con
stant operation to prevent excessive or un
usual noise . . . and no person shall use 
a mufiler cutout, bypass or similar device 
upon a motor. vehicle on a highway. 

Missouri 
Section 304.560, Motor Vehicles; Section 

562.40, Crimes and Punishments 
304.560. Other equipment of motor vehi

cles-!. Signaling devices: Every motor vehi
cle shall be equipped with a horn, directed 
forward, or whistle in good working order, 
capable of emitting a sound adequate in 
quantity and volume to give warning of the 
approach of such vehicle to other users of 
the highway and to pedestrians. Such signal
ing device shall be used for warning pur
poses only and shall not be used for making 
any unnecessary noise, and no other sound
producing signaling device shall be used at 
any time. 

2. Mufiler cutouts: Muffler cutouts shall 
not be used and no vehicle shall be driven in 
such manner or condition that excessive and 
unnecessary noises shall be made by its ma
chinery, motor, signaling device, or other 
parts, or by any improperly loaded cargo. The 
motors of all motor vehicles shall be fitted 
with properly attached mufflers of such ca
pacity or construction as to quiet the maxi
mum possible exhaust noise as completely as 
is done in modern gas engine passenger mo
tor vehicles. Any cutout or opening in the 
exhaust pipe between the motor and the 
muffler on any motor vehicle shall be com
pletely closed and disconnected from its op
erating lever, and shall be so arranged that 
it cannot automatically open, or be opened 
or operated while such vehicle is in motion. 

562.240. Disturbing the peace.-If any 
person or persons shall willfully disturb the 
peace of any neighborhood, or of any fam
ily, or of any person, by loud and unusual 
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noise or by offensive or indecent conversa
tion, or by threatening, quarreling, challeng
ing or fighting, every person so offending 
shall, upon conviction, be adjudged guilty of 
a misdemeanor. (R.S.1939, § 4636) 

Montana 
Section 32-21-146, Motor Vehicles 

32-21-146. Mufflers, prevention of noise.
(a) Every motor vehicle shall at all times be 
equipped with a muffler in good working 
order and in constant operation to prevent 
excessive or unusual noise and annoying 
smoke, and no person shall use a muffler cut
out, by-pass, or similar device upon a motor 
vehicle on a highway. 

Nebraska 
Section 39-777 (a) & (b), Motor Vehicles 
39-777. Muffler; requirement; cut-out pro

hibited; load; spilling prohibited.-(a) No 
person shall drive a motor vehicle on a. high
way unless such motor vehicle is equipped 
with a. muffler in good working order and in 
constant operation to prevent excessive or 
unusual noise and annoying smoke. 

(b) It shall be unlawful to use a "muffler 
cut-out" on any motor vehicle upon a high
way. 

Nevada 
Section 486.100, Motor Vehicles 

486.100. Power cycle to be equipped with 
muffler.-Every power cycle which is operated 
upon the public highways, streets and roads 
of this state shall be equipped with a muf
fler. 

[Part 5:198:1951; A 1955, 241.] 
(61) 

New Hampshire 
Section 263:46, Motor Vehicles 

263:46 Muffler, Preventfon of Noise.
!. Every motor vehicle shall at all times be 
equi:ppect with a. mufiler in good working 
order and in constant operation to prevent 
excessive or unusual noise, and no person 
shall use a. mumer cut-out, by-pass or simi
lar device upon a motor vehicle on a high
way. 

U. The engine and power mechanism of 
every motor vehicle shall be so equipped and 
adjusted as to prevent the esoape of excessive 
fumes, smoke, flame, gas, oll or fuel residue. 

III. No person shall modify the exhaust 
syst·em of a motor vehicle in any manner 
which wm amplify or increase the noise 
emitted above that emitted by the origillial 
muffler installed in the vehicle and such 
original muffler shall comply with all the 
requirements of this section. 

IV. A muffler is a device consisting of a 
series of chambers, or bafflepla tes, or other 
mechanical design for the purpose of receiv
ing exhaust gases and effectively reducing 
noise. 

New Jersey 
Section 39:3-70, Section 39:4-78, Motor Ve

hicles; Article 1, Section 40:48-1(8), Mu
nicipalities Generally 
39:3-70. Mufilers.-Every motor vehicle 

having a combustion motor shall at all times 
be equipped with a muffler in good working 
order and in constant operation to prevent 
excessive or unusual noise and annoying 
smoke, and no person shall use a. mumer cut
out, bypass or similar device upon a motor 
vehicle on a highway. 

39:4-78. Carrying metals.-No person 
shall load a vehicle or drive a vehicle so 
loaded with iron or other material that may 
strike together, unless it is properly deafened 
so as to cause no unnecessary noise. 

40:48-1. Ordinances; general purpose.
The governing body of every municipality 
may make, amend, repeal an.ct enforce ordi
nances to: 

Auctions and noises.-8. Regulate the 
ringing of bells and the crying of goods and 
other commodities for sale at auction or oth
erwise, and to prevent disturbing noises; 
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New Mexico 

Section 64-20-44(a), Motor Vehicles 
64-20-44. Muffiers, prevention of noise.

( a) Every motor vehi·cle shall at all times 
be equipped with a muffier in good working 
order and in constant operation to prevent 
excessive or unusual noise, and no person 
shall use a muffier cut-out, bypass, or simi
lar device upon a motor vehicle on a bighway. 

New York 
Section 44(a) & (c), Navigation Law; Article 

9, Section 375.31, Section 381.1, Motor Ve
hicles 
§ 44-a. Sound of exhaust on gasoline motor 

boat to be muffied.-A person who operates a 
boat, barge, vessel or other floating structure, 
on any of the lakes, rivers, streams, canals or 
other waters of the state, excepting Lake Erie 
and the Saint Lawrence river, and the waters 
of Lake Ontario outside of Great Sodus and 
Fair Haven bays, propelled wholly or partly 
by an engine operated by the explosion of gas, 
gasoline, naphtha or other substance, without 
having the exhaust from the engine run 
through a muffier so constructed and used as 
to muffie the noise of the exhaust in a reason
able manner, shall be guilty of a misdemean
or; but the provisions of this section shall not 
apply to any boat, barge, vessel or floating 
structure while actually competing in a def
inite race over a given course held under the 
auspices of any bona fide club or racing as
sociation, between the hours of nine o'clock 
in the morning and sunset, provided due 
written notice of the date of such race or 
regatta has been given to the commissioner 
of transportation at least fifteen days prior 
to such race, pursuant to the provisions of 
section thirty-six, and all the proVisions of 
such section having been complied with. 

Hydroaeroplanes, except those on the 
waters of Lake George which are engaged in 
the business of carrying passengers for hire or 
sightseeing purposes to and fro over the 
waters of the lake, shall not be deemed boats 
or floating structures within the meaning of 
this section. 

§ 44-3. Motor boats to be proVided with 
muffiers; exceptions.-It shall be unlawful to 
use a boat propelled in whole or in part by 
gas, gasoline or naphtha, or similar explosive 
medium, unless the same is proVided with an 
under-water exhaust or muffier so construct
ed and used as to muffie the noise of the ex
plosion. The provisions of this section shall 
apply only to tidal waters of the waters of 
this state wherein the tide ebbs and flows and 
shall not apply to boats competing in a race 
held under the direction of a duly incorpo
rated yacht club or racing association. Any 
person who operates a boat in Violation of the 
provisions of this section shall be guilty of 
a misdemeanor and punishable by a fine of 
not more than twenty-five dollars. 

31. Mufll:ers. Prevention of noise. Every 
motor vehicle, operaJted or driven upon the 
highways of the state, shall at all times be 
equipped with an adequate muffier in con
stant operation and properly maintained to 
prevent any excessive or unusual noise and 
no such muffier or exhaust system shall be 
equipped with a cut-out, bypass, or sim1la.r 
deVice. No person shall modify the exhausrt 
system of a motor vehicle in a manner which 
will amplify or increase the noise emitted 
by the motor of such vehicle above that 
em~tted by the muffier originally installed on 
the vehicle and such original muffier shall 
comply with all the requirements of this 
section. 

Section 381. Motorcycle Equipment 
1. Every such motorcycle shall have a suit

a-ble mumer or device to prevent unnecessary 
noise from exhaust gases, and the use of 
so-called "cut-outs" is prohibited. 

North Carolina 
Section 20-128, Motor Vehicles 

§ 20-128. Prevention of noise, smoke, ·etc.; 
muffier cut-outs regularted.-(a) No person 
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shall drive a motor vehi'cle on a highway 
unless such motor vehicle is equipped with 
a muffier in good working order and in con
stant operation to prevent excessive or un
usual noise, annoying smoke and smoke 
screens. 

(b) It shall be unlaWful to use a "muffier 
cut-out" on any motor vehicle upon a high
way. 

North Dakota 
Section. 39-11-29, Motor Vehicles 

39-11-29. Muffiers required-Muffier cut
out prohibited.-No person shall drive a 
motor vehicle on a high way unless such 
motor vehicle is equipped with a muffier in 
good working order and in constant opera
tion to prevent excessive or unusual noise 
and annoying smoke. No person shall use a 
"muffier cut-out" on any motor vehicle upon 
a highway. 

Ohio 
Section 2923.41, Crimes; Section 4513.22, 

Motor Vehicles 
§ 2923.41 [Disturbance of the peace.]-No 

person shall, after a request to desist, make, 
continue or cause to be made by the use of 
any horn, bell, radio, loud speaker, or by the 
operation of any instrument or deVice, any 
unreasonably loud, disturbing, and unneces
sary noise or noises of such a character, in
tensity and duration as to disturb the peace 
and quiet of the community or to be detri
mental to the life and health of any individ
ual, and no person shall willfully conduct 
himself in a noisy, boisterous or other dis
orderly manner by either words or acts which 
disturb the good order and quiet of the com
munity. Any person so offending shall be 
fined for each offense not less than ten dol
lars nor more than fifty dollars. 

§ 4513.22 Muffiers; excessive smoke or gas, 
(GC § 6307-94) .-Every motor vehicle with 
an internal combustion engine shall at all 
times be equipped with a muffier which is in 
good working order and in constant opera
tion, and no person shall use a muffier cut
out, by-pass, or similar device upon a motor 
vehicle on a highway. 

No person shall own, operate, or have in his 
possession any motor vehicle equipped with a 
device for producing excessive smoke or gas, 
or so equipped as to permit oil or any other 
chemical to flow into or upon the exhaust 
pipe or muffier of such vehicle, or equipped 
in any other way to produce or emit smoke or 
dangerous or annoying gases from any por
tion of such vehicle, other than the ordinary 
gases emitted by the exhaust of an internal 
combustion engine under normal operation. 

Oklahoma 
Article 47, Section 12-402, Motor Vehicles 
§ 12-402. Mumers prevention of noise.

Every motor vehicle shall at all times be 
equipped with a muffier in good working 
order and in constant operation to prevent 
excessive or unusual noise and annoying 
smoke, and no person shall use a muffier cut
out, bypass or similar device upon a motor 
vehicle on a highway. No person shall modify 
the exhaust system of a motor vehicle in any 
manner which will amplify or increase the 
noise or sound emitted louder than that 
emitted by the muffier originally installed on 
the vehicle. 

Oregon 

Section 483.446(3), Section 483.448, Motor 
Vehicles 

(3) No person shall, 8lt any time, use a 
horn otherwise tham. as a reasonable warning 
or make any unnecessary or unreasonably 
loud or harsh sound by means of a horn or 
other warning deVice. 

483.448 Mufflers; unnecessary noise pro
hibited.-(1) No person shall drive a motor 
vehicle on a highway unless it is equipped 
with a muffier in good working order and in 
constant operation to prevent excessive or 
unusual noise and annoying smoke. 
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(2) No person shall equip any motor ve

hicle with a "muffier cut-out." 
(3) No person shall operate, and no owner 

of any motor vehicle shall permit to be oper
ated upon any public road, street or highway, 
any motor vehicle so as to cause any greater 
noise or sound than is reasonably necessary 
for the proper operation of such motor 
vehicle. 

Pennsylvania 
Chapter 1, Article 75, Section 828, Motor 

Vehicles 
§ 828. Prevention of noise.-(a) No per

son shall operate a motor vehicle, except fire 
department and fire patrol apparatus, on a 
highway unless such motor vehicle is 
equipped with a muffier, in good working 
order and in constant operation, to prevent 
excessive or unuswal noise. 

(b) It shall be unlawful to use a muffier 
cutout, or a bypass in a muffier, on any motor 
vehicle, except fire department and fire 
patrol apparatus. 

(c) No person shall operate a motor ve
hicle on any highway ( 1) equipped with a 
muffier from which the batHes plates, screens 
or other original internal parts have been re
moved and not replaced; or (2) equipped 
with an exhaust system which has been mod
ified in a. manner which will amplify or in
crease the noise emitted by the motor of such 
vehdcle above that em1tted by the muffier 
originally installed on the vehicle. 

Rhode Island 
Section 31-23-13, Motor Vehicles 

32-23-13. Muffier.-Every motor vehicle 
shall at all times be equipped with a mU!f
fier in good working order and in constant 
operastion to prevent excessdve or unusual 
noise and annoying smoke, and no person 
shall use a muffier cut out, bypass, or similar 
device upon a motor vehicle on a highway. 

South Carolina 
Section 46-601 

§ 46-601. Muffier, prevention of noise, 
fumes and smoke.-Every motor vehicle shall 
at all times be equipped with a mUJfiler in 
good working order and in constant 9'J>era
tion to prevent excessive or unusual noise 
and annoying smoke and no person shall use 
a muffier cut-out, bypass or similar device 
upon a motor V'ehicle upon a highway. The 
engine and power mechanism of every motor 
vehlicle shall be so equipped and adjusted 
as to prevent the escape of excessive fumes 
and smoke. 

South Dakota 
Section 44.0350, Motor Vehicles 

44.0350 Prevention of noise, smoke, etc.: 
muffier cut-outs regulated.-No person shall 
drive a motor vehicle on a highway unless 
such motor vehicle is equipped with a muf
fler in good working order and in constant 
operation to prevent excessive or unusual 
noise and annoying smoke. 

It shall be unlaWful to use a "muffier cut
out" on any motor vehicle upon a highway. 

No vehicle shall be driven or moved on any 
highway unless such vehicle is so con
structed or loaded as to prevent its contents 
from dropping, shifting, leaking, or other
wise escaping therefrom. 

Tennessee 
Chapter 9, Section 59-901 (a), Section 59-902, 

Motor Vehicles 
59-901. Hom-Bells, sirens or exhaust 

whistle on emergency vehicles.-(a) Every 
motor vehicle, when operated upon any road, 
street or highway of Tennessee shall be 
equipped with a horn in good working order 
capable of emitting sound audible under 
normal conditions from a distance of not less 
than two hundred (200) feet, and it shall be 
unlaWful, except as otherwise provided in this 
section, for any vehicle to be equipped with 
or for any person to use upon a vehicle any 
siren, exhaust, compression or spark plug 
whistle or for any person at any time to use 

-
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a horn otherwise than as a reasonable warn
ing or to make any unnecessary or unreason
ably loud or harsh sound by means of a hom 
or other warning device. 

59-902. Mufilers-Mufiler cutouts prohib
ited. (a) No person shall drive a motor ve
hicle on any road, street or highway unless 
such motor vehicle is equipped with a muf
:fler in good working order and in constant 
operation to prevent exces.sive or unusual 
noise and annoying smoke. 

(b) It shall be unlawful to use a "mufiler 
cutout" on any motor vehicle upon any road, 
street or highway. 

Texas 
Title 13, Chapter 1, Article 796, Article 797, 

Motor Vehicles 
Art. 796. Horn or noise device.-Every 

motor vehicle shall be equipped with a bell, 
gong, horn, whistle or other device in good 
working order, capable of emitting an abrupt 
sound adequate in quality and volume to 
give warning of the approach of such motor 
vehicle to pedestrains and to the rider or 
driver of animals, or of other vehicles and 
to persons entering or leaving street, in
terurban or railroad cars. Every person 
operating a motor vehicle shall sound said 
bell, gong, horn, whistle or other device 
whenever necessary as a warning of danger 
but not at other times or for other purposes. 
Any person while operating a motor vehicle 
who shall violate this article shall be fined 
not more than one hundred dollars. 

Art. 797. Device to prevent unusual noise, 
etc.-Every motor vehicle must have devices 
in good working order which shan ~a;t all times 
be in constant operation to prevent excessive 
or unusual noises, annoying smoke, and the 
escape of gas or steam. Pipes c.arrying ex
haust gas from the engine shall be directly 
parallel to the ground or slightly upward. 
Devices known as "Muffler cutouts" shall 
not be used within the limits of any in
corporated city or town or an any public 
highway where the territory contiguous 
thereto is closely built up. Any person vio
lating any provision of this article shall 
be fined not to exceed one hundred dollars. 

Utah 
Section 41-6-147(a), Motor Vehicles 

41-6-147. Muffler.-Prevention of noise, 
smoke and fumes.-(a) Every motor vehicle 
shall at all1times be equipped with a muffler 
in good working order and in constant opera
tion to prevent excessive or unusual noise 
and annoying smoke, and no person Shall use 
a mufiler cutout, by-pass or similar device 
upon a motor vehicle on a highway. 

Vermont 
Title 23, Chapter 13, Section 1097, Motor 

Vehicles 
§ 1097. Operating with muffler cut-out 

open.-A person who moves a motor vehicle 
on its own power in a ci·ty, incorpora.ted vil
lage or in the thickly settled part of a town, 
while the mufiler cut-out of such vehicle is 
open, shall be fined not more than $25.00. 

Virginia 
Section 46.1-301. Motor Vehicles 

§ 46.1-301. Muffler in good working order 
required.-No person shall drive and no own
er of a motor vehicle shall permit or allow 
the operation of any owned vehicle upon a 
highway unless such motor vehicle is 
equipped wi·th a muffler or mufilers of a type 
installed as standa;rd factory equipment, or 
comparable to tha.t designed for use upon 
the particular vehicle as standard factory 
equipment, in good working order and in 
consta.nt operation tJo prevent excessive or 
unusual noise, annoying smoke and escape 
of excessive gas, steam or oil. A muffi.er shall 
not be deemed :to prevent excessive or un
usual noise if it permits or allows the es
cape of noise in excess of that permitted by 
the standard facroory equipment muffler of 
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private passenger motor vehicles or trucks of 
standard make. 

Washington 
Section 9.76.010, Crimes and Punishments; 

Section 46.37.390(1), Motor Vehicles 
9.76.010 Defined.-Every person who, on 

the first day of . the week, shall promote any 
noisy or boisterous sport or amusement, dis
turbing the peace of the day; or who shall 
conduct or carry on, or perform or employ 
any lwbor about any trade or manufacture, 
except livery stables, garages and works of 
necessity or charity conducted in an orderly 
manner so as not to interfere with the re
pose and religious liberty of the community; 
or who shall open any drinking saloon, or 
sell, offer or expose for sale, any personal 
property, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor: 
Provided, That meals, without intoxicating 
liquors, may be served on the premises or 
elsewhere by caterers, and prepared tobacco, 
milk, frui·t, confectionery, newspapers, mag
azines, medical and surgical appliances may 
be sold in a quiet and orderly manner. 

46.37.390---Mufilers prevention of noise and 
smoke. ( 1) Every motor vehicle shall at all 
times be equipped with a muffler in good 
working order and in constant operation to 
prevenrt excessive or unusual noise and an
noying s·moke, and no person shall use a 
muffler cut-olllt, by pass or similar device 
upon a motor vehicle on a highway. 

West Virginia 
Section 17C-15-34(a), Motor Vehicles 

§ 17C-15-34. Mufilers; prevention of noise, 
fumes and smoke.-(a) Every motor veihicle 
shall at all times be equipped witJh a mufiler 
in good working order and in constant opera
tion to prevent excessive or unusual noise 
and annoying smoke, and no person shall use 
a muffle·r cutout, bypass, or similar device 
upon a motor vehicle on a highway. 

Wisconsin 
TLtle 44, Sec 347.39, Motor Vehicles 

347.39. Mufilers.-(1) No person shall op
erate on a highway any motor vehicle subject 
to registration unless such motor vehicle is 
equipped with an adequate muffler in con
stant operation and properly maintained to 
prevent any excessive or unusual noise or 
annoying smoke. 

(2) No mufiler or exhaust system on any 
vehicle mentioned in sub. ( 1) shall be 
equipped with a cu:tout, by-pass or similar 
device nor shaJl there be installed in the ex
haust system of any such vehicle any device 
to ignite exhaust gases so as to produce :flame 
wLthin or without the exhaust system. No 
person shall modify the exhaust system of 
any such mOitor vehicle in a manner which 
will amplify or increase :the noise emitted by 
the motor of such vehicle above that emitted 
by the mufflell" Olriginally installed on the ve
hicle, arul such original mufflEllt" shall comply 
with all the requirements of this sec·tion. 

(3) In this section, "mufiler" means a de
vice consiSiting of a series of chambers of 
baffle plates or other mechanical design for 
receiving exhaust gases from an internal 
combustion engine and which is effective in 
reducing noise. 

Wyoming 
Section 31-204. Section 31-205 (a), Motor 

Vehicles 
§ 31-204. Horns and wa;rning devices.

( a) Every motor vehicle when operated up
on a highw:ay shall be equipped with a horn 
in good working order and capable of emit
ting sound audible under normal conditions 
fll'om a distance of not less than 200 feeJI;, burt 
n10 hmn or other warning device shall eiD.ilt 
an unreasonably loud or harSih sound or a 
whistle. The drlver of a mototr vehicle Slhall 
when reasonably necessary :to insure salfe 
operwtion give audible ~rning with his 
horn but shall not otherwise use such horn 
wh.en upon a highway. 
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(b) No vebicle shall be eqUipped with nor 

sihall any person use upon a vehicle any 
siren, whistle, or bell, except as otherwise 
permitted in this section. 

(c) It is permissible but not required that 
any commercial vehicle be equipped with a 
theft al:arm signal device which is so ar
ranged that it cannot be used by the driver 
as an ordinary warning signal. 

(d) Any authorized emergency vehicle 
may be equipped wi.th a siren, whistle, or 
bell, capable of emitting sound audible under 
normal conditions from a distance of not less 
than 500 feet and of a type approved by the 
department, but such siren shall not be used 
except when such v·ehicle is operated in re
sponse to an emergency call or in the im
mediate pursuit of an actual or suspected 
violater [violator) of the law, in which said 
latter events the driver of such vehicle shall 
sound said siren when reasonably necessary 
to warn pedestrians and other drivers of 
the approacih thereof. 

§ 31-205. Mufilers.-(a) Every motor ve
hicle shall at all times be equipped with a 
mufiler in good wor}dng order and in con
stant operation to prevent excessive or un
usual noise and annoying smoke, and no per
son shall use a muffler cut-out, bypass, or 
similar device upon a motor vehicle on a 
highway. 

D. CITY CODE CITATIONS 

Action, Massachusetts (D) • pop. 7,238* •. 
a. protective zoning bylaw, Sec. II, Sub. 

Sec. I, performance standards. 
2. Akron, Ohio (C) pop. 290351. 
a. city ordinance 115. 
b. city code, Sec. 355.06, sec. 931.32, Sec. 

1155.02-.05 & 1155.99. 
c. Baldwin's Ohio Revised Code Annotated, 

Sec. 2923.41. 
3. Albany, New York (C) pop. 129,726. 
a. city ordinance, Art. 5.755, Art. 6.490. 
4. Albuquerque, New Mexico (C) pop. 

201,189. 
a. Bernalillo County Zoning Ordinance, 
Sec. 2, Sec. 10 (B), Sec. 12, Sec. 13, Sec. 17. 
b. Albuquerque Zoning Ordinance, Sec. 2, 

Sec. 7 ( A2c) , Sec. 12 ( A9) , Sec. 12 ( A26) , .Sec. 
13(A2b), Sec. 13(A7f), Sec. 13(A8a), Sec. 13 
(B3), Sec. 13(B4), Sec. 14(A2), Sec. 14(A30), 
Sec. 14(B2), ·Sec. 15 (A1), Sec. 15 (A44), Sec. 
15(A48), Sec. 16(A3b), Sec. 16(A17), Sec. 18 
(A3), Sec, 25(B3). 

c. Albuquerque Animal Control Ordinance 
#2059, Sec. 19, Sec. 23. 

d. Trafilc Code, Sec. 71-37. 
e. HEW: An Occupational Health Program 

for the City of Albuquerque, June 1963. 
5. Anaheim, California (C) pop, 104,184. 
a. public health and safety, Sec. 6.44.020. 
b. city ordinance, Ch. 6.70. 
6. Anchorage, Alaska (B) pop. 44,237. 
a. city ordinance, Sec. 13-9(b--f), sec 19-

179 (ar-c, h). 
7. Atlanta, Georgia (C) pop. 487,455. 
a. city ordinance, Sec. 20-30, Sec. 13-6, Sec. 

17-342,Sec.17-344,Sec.28-10. 
8. Beverly H1lls, California (A) pop. 30,817. 
a. city ordinance #1243. 
9. Birmingham, Alabama (C) pop. 340,887. 
a. city code, Sees. 3-9, 7-3, 26-9, 34-143, 

34-146. 
b. city ordinance #65-30. 
c. nuisances, Art. II, Sec. 35-10, Sec. 35-11, 

Sec.35-12,Sec.35-14,Sec.44-4. 
10. Boston, Massachusetts (C) pop. 697,197. 
a. city ordinance, Sec. 97, Sec. 54. 
11. Buffalo, New York (C) pop. 532,759. 
a. City ordinance, Art. XVII, Sees. 1701-

1704; Ch. 60, Sec. 17.6(6); Ch. 9, Sec. 5(1), 
Sec. 6, Sec. 8(1), Ch. 7, Sec. 113. 

b. Vehicle and Traffic, Art. 9, Sec. 375.1. 
12. Chicago, Illinois (B) pop. 3,550,404. 
a. zoning ordinance, Ch. 194A, Sec. 99, 

Sec.106. 
b. building code, Sec. 10.5, 10.6. 

*Class. 
••Population bas:ed on 1960 census. 
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13. Cincinnati, Ohio (C) pop. 502,550. 
a.. city ordinance, Sec. 511.2, Sec. 511.16, 

Sec. 901.L7, Sec. 901L8. 
14. Columbus, Ohio (B) pop. 471,316. 
a. business regulation and licensing code, 

Art. 5, Ch. 531. 
b. general offenses code, Ch. 2327. 
c. zoning code, Ch. 3342.03,3343.11. 
15. Concord, New Hampshire (D) pop. 

28,991. 
16. Dallas, Texas (B) pop. 679,684. 
a.. zoning ordinance, Sec. 10.420-426. 
17. Dayton, Ohio (B) pop. 262,332. 
a.. city ordinance, Sec. 420. 
b. zoning ordinance, Sec. 211.15. 
18. Denver, Colorado (C) pop. 493,887. 
a.. city ordinance, Sees. 310.8, 372.1-10, 

507.6, 842.1-3, 955-10. 
b. "Should the Zoning Ordinance be 

Amended as to Those Sections That Relalte to 
Volume of Sound Generated?" (report). 

c. application for Federal grant with De
partment of Health and Hospitals as con
trolllng agency. 

d. zoning regulations, Art. 612. 
e. motor vehicles, Art. 507.6, 507.6-1. 
f. "Sound Control Proposal." 
19. Detroit, Michigan (C) pop. 1,670,144. 
a. city ordinance, Chapter 171, Sec 39-1-40 

(1), Sec 39-1-37(5), Sec 39-1-38(6), Sec 
39-1-39(7) (8), Sec 38-6-22(3), Sec 38-6-26. 

b. Progress Report 1967, Air Pollution Con-
trol Division, Detroit Health Department, 
p 7, p 12. 

c. Repor:t on Potential Noise Problems 
Arising out of Helicopter Operations, Oity 
Bureau of Air Pollution Oontrol. 

20. Fair Lawn, New Jersey (B) pop. 36.421. 
a.. city ordinance #471, #802. 
21. Fort Lauderdale, Florida (C) 83,648. 
a. police ordinance, Sec 28-32. 
b. building code, Sec 4903.3. 
c. zoning ordinance, Sec 47-14.1(a.), Sec 

47-65.2 (c. 3). Sec 47-78.1 (b). Sec 47-81.1, 
Sec 47-82(c), Sec 47-82.1 (j). 

22. Hartford, Connecticut (C) pop. 162.178. 
a. Health Department, under nuisance 

control ordinance, Chapter 21, Sec 21, Sec 
41-97. 

23. Hemet, California. (B) pop. 7,943. 
a. city ordinance #535. 
24. Houston, Texas (C) pop. 938,219. 
a. city ordinance, Sec 20.52, Sec 20.53(12). 

Sec 20-70-72. 
25. Indianapolis, Indiana (C) pop. 476.258. 
a. city ordinance, Sec 9-911, Sec 9-912, 

Sec 9-913; Chapter 3, Sec 10, Cha;pter 4, Sec 
10(401, 402, 406, 407, 410, 411, 412); Chapter 
3 Sec 10(302, 307). 

26. Ka.nsa.s City, Missouri, (C) pop. 475,539. 
a. city ordinance, Chapter 24, Chapter 25, 

Sec 4. 
27. Little Rock, Arkansas (C) pop. 107,813. 
a. city ordinance, Sec 25.71-77, Sec 25.157, 

Sec 25.159, Sec 25.114. 
28. Las Vegas, Nevada (C) pop. 64,405. 
a. city ordinance, Title 10, Cha;pter 20, Sec 

38, Sec 42; Title 6, Chapter 1, Sec 24. 
29. Los Angeles, California (C) pop. 2,479,-

015 
a.. City ordinance #98, 332 
b. Municipal Code, Sees. 28.12, 41.32, 41.40, 

41.42, 41.44 42.00, 63.51, 87.51 
c. Council resolutions concerning aircraft 

noise, motorcycles, trucks, buses 
d. city zoning, Sec. 12.14-6 (b) 
e. recommendation for establishment of a. 

noise administrator 
30. Maderia Beach, Florida (C) pop. 3,943 
a.. city ordinance #11, #228 
31. Memphis, Tennessee (C) pop. 497,524 
a.. city ordinance, Sec. 769, Sec. 227 
32. Miami, Florida. (B) pop. 291,688 
a. building code, Art. 22, Sec. 1, Sec. 2 
b. city ordinance, Ch. 36 
33. Milwaukee, Wisconsin (C) pop. 741,324 
a.. city ordinance #19, #371, 577 
b. city code, Sec. 6.36 & 6.37; Sec. 8.80(4b, 

10k); Sec. 80.1 & 80.2; Sec. 90.27; Sec. 100.31; 
Sec. 101.282 & 101.283; Sec. 295 (3); Sec. 105.6 
& 105.7 & 105.29-32 
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34. Minneapolis, Minnesota (B) pop. 482,-
872 

a.. memorandum on noise control 
b. zoning districts 
c. zoning ordinance, Ch. 875,870.060 
d. city ordinance, Sec. 561.01; Sec. 375.010 

& 375.020 & 375.060; Sec. 356,010 & 356.020 & 
356.080 & 356.100 & 356.110 

e. criminal code, Sec. 609.74, Sec. 609.745 
35. Newark, New Jersey (C) pop. 405.220 
a. city ordinance, Sec. 17, Ch. 3 
36. New Haven, Connecticut (D) pop. 

152,048 
37. New Orleans, Louisiana (C) pop. 627,525 
a. zoning ordinance, Sec. 5 
b. city ordinance, Sec. 42.42-45 
c. building code, Art. 5103 
d. motor vehicle code, Sec. 38-161 (C-15) 
38. New York, New York (A), (C) pop. 7,-

781,984 
a. city code, Chapter 18, Sec 435-5.0 & 435-

6.0 
b. building code, Sub-Art 1208 
c. 1968 Environmental Protection Admin

istration, Local Law #3, Chapter 57 
39. Norfolk, Virginia (C) pop. 304,869 
a. city code, Sec 2(16), Sec 6(10), Sec 

29(6), Sec 31(48) & 31(69-71), Sec 38(3), 
Sec 54(67) & 54(68) 

b. motor vehicle code, Sec 29(6) & 29(777) 
& 29(778) 

40. Oklahoma. Oity, Oklahoma (C) pop. 
324,253 

a. city ordinance #11,298; #11,293, #10,543 
41. Peoria, lllinois (B) pop. 103,162 
a. city ordinance, Sec. 7000, #7028 
42. Philadelphia., Pennsylvania. (C) pop. 

2,002,512 
a. city ordinance, Chapter 10-400 
43. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. (C) pop. 

604,332 
a.. PL 20, Art 19(3); CL 26, Sec S; CL 33, 

Sees 
b. vehicle code, Sec 820, Sec 828 
c. city ordinance 10, 40, 56, 172, 186, 209, 

217,433,580 
d. NIMLO-model ordinance prohibiting 

unnecessary~ noise 
e. newspaper article 
44. Portland, Oregon (C) pop. 372,676 
a.. police code, Sec 16-1608(b-1 & 2), Sec· 

1701-1706 
45. Raleigh, North Carolina (C) pop. 93,931 
a. city ordinance, Sec 15-30 & 15-31 & 15-

32; Sec 18-4; Sec 4-3 & 4-20 
46. Rochester, New York (C) pop. 318,611 
a.. city ordinance, Chapter 75 
47. Sacramento, California (C) pop. 191, 

667 
a. city ordinance, 2414, 4th Series; 2248, 

4th Series 
48. Saint Lou1s, Missouri (C) pop. 750,026 
a. city ordinance 760 
b. trafllc code, Sec 826.070 & 826.010 
49. Salt Lake City, Utah (C) pop. 189,454. 
a. City ordinance, Sec. 1-3-15. Sec. 20-

17-28 and 20-25, (8-12), Sec. 46-15 (247-250). 
50. San Antonio, Texas (C) pop. 587,718. 
a. City code, Chapter 25, Sec. 26: 10, Sec. 

28, Sec. 27:15, Sec. 38:38. 
b. Zoning ordinance. 
c. Building code. 
51. San Diego, California (C) pop. 573,224. 
a. City ordinance, Sec. 56.35 and 56.35.1, 

Sec. 11.12. 
b. Proposed city ordinance. 
52. San Francisco, California. (B) pop. 

740,316. 
a. Police code, Chapter 8, Part 2, Sec. 773, 

Sec. 774, Sec. 777, Sec. 1257, Sec. 42, Sec. 43, 
Sec. 46. 

b. Trafllc code, Sec. 94. 
c. Building code, Sec. 1614.1F(2). 
53. San Jose, California (C) pop. 204,196. 
a. City ordinance No. 10411. 
54. Seattle, Washington (C) pop. 557,087. 
a. City ordinance No. 90007, No. 90726. 
55. Tucson, Arizona (B) pop. 212,892. 
a. City code, Art. n, Sec. 11 (75-83>. 
b. Zoning code, Sec. 23-322 and 23-336 and 

23-391 and· 23-404. 
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56. Warwick, Rhode Island (B) pop. 68,504. 
a. City code, Sec. 8.4.9 and Table I and 

Table II. 
E. CITY CODE DESCRIPTION 

When considering the local noise con
trol ordinances and codes of various cities 
throughout the United States it may be 
helpful in an evaluation of their language to 
distinguish the various levels of their sophis
tication. For this purpose codes of the cities 
considered have been divided into class A, 
B, C, and D. Cities designated Class A have 
a higher degree of sophistication in statu
tory language relating to noise control than 
others. This class includes quantitative 
standards for detailed measurement and 
suitable enforcement techniques. Class B 
includes those cities with some type of 
standard for a quantitative measurement of 
sound with generally less efllcient and ef
fective provisions for measurement and en
forcement. Class C would include the gen
eral body of noise control statutes which 
recite in one way or another noise as a nui
sance or as being prohibited but lacking 
quantitative standards or enforcement tech
niques other than discretionary issuance 
of a ticket by local enforcement agencies. 
Class D would include cities which have lit
tle or no reference to noise in their codes. 

1. Acton, Mass.: Glass D 
The only reference to noise in the local 

codes in the town of Acton is found in the 
Acton Protective Zoning Bylaw (Section II 
of the General Regulations, Subsection I, 
Performance Standards) where it is generally 
stated that ... 

"No land or building shall be used or occu
pied in any manner as to create any danger
ous, injurious, noxious or otherwise objec
tionable fire, explosion, radioactive or other 
hazard, noise or vibration ... " 

Town Manager of Acton states: 
"To date the Town has not had any serious 

problems with noise control." -
2. Akron, Ohio: Glass 0 

"The operation or maintenance of noise
making, noise-amplifying, or noise-producing 
instruments ... (which may disturb the 
peace) . . . or good order of the neLghbor
hood . . . is . . . declared a nuisance." 

The whistle of a locomotive shall not be 
blown within the city " ... except in case 
of impending danger." Radios and other 
sound devices are not to be used ". . . for 
the purpose of soliciting trade or attracting 
attention to any wares, goods, merchandise 
. .. or device offered for sale ... " Squealing 
tires of ". . . a motor vehicle within the 
Oity ... " are prohibited. Loud speakers, 
horns, etc., are not to be used to create 
". . . any unreasonably loud, disturbing . . . 
(or) ... unnecessary noise .... ;" penalties 
for violations of the aforem·entioned sections 
are provided in the code and by a fine not to 
exceed in the most severe case $3()0.00. 

3. Albany, N.Y.: Glass 0 
. Objectionable noise prohibited; "Noise 

which oon.sti·tutes a nuisance ... " 
It is interesting to note the following 

response from the Director of Planning of the 
City of Albany to the Mayor: 

"At the time we were drafting the new 
zoning ordinance Candeub's people recom
mended.some very sophisticated standards for 
measuring noises to be included in the ordi
nance. The committee didn't think that any
one in the Oity including ourselves would 
know how to use the standards so we only 
included the paragraph below. The standards 
that Candeub's recommended, as I recall, re
quired some type of special equipment for 
measuring purposes that we didn't have." 

The following is the paragraph from the 
zoning ordinance referred to above. 
"6.490 Noise 

"Noise which constitutes a nuisance such 
as a. high pitched squeal, or hum or any 
similar sound on a continuous or sustained 
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basis shall not be permitted beyond the 
property 1ine." 

4. Albuquerque, N.Mex.: Class 0 
References to noise generally prohibited 

are contained in the Comprehensive Zoning 
Ordinance. In the Albuquerque Animal Con
trol Ordinance, Section 19 states: 

"It shall be unlawful for. any person to 
willfully kill any song bird, or to rob the 
nest of such bird." 

Section 23 states that: 
"Any animal or animals that habitually or 

continuously bark, howl or otherwise disturb 
the peace and quiet of the inhabitants of the 
City of Albuquerque ... are declared to be 
an animal nuisance." 

An Occupational Health Program for the 
City of Albuquerque was published in June 
1963 under the auspices of the Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare, Public 
Health Service, and Division of Occupational 
Health. The publication contains references 
to noise as one of the hazards encountered 
in the 146 industrial establishments surveyed 
in Albuquerque City. 

Director of the Albuquerque Department 
of Environmental Health: 

"Our Building Department Official has in
formed me that our present building code 
does not refer to noise control. There is, how
ever, a working agreement whereby the City 
airport runway which is most closely asso
ciated with the residential areas is used by 
large or noisy aircraft only on rare occasions 
to minimize noise problems in the area. As 
an indication that we are not endeavoring 
to achieve complete silence, you will note 
that Section 19 of our Animal Control Ordi
nance protects song birds and their nests. 

"I am not aware of any coordinated ap
proach concerning noise control efforts in 
our metropolitan area. Since we do not have 
extensive noise control measures other than 
separation by zoning, we have had little en
forcement experience. 

"Many of us in environmental health have 
a dual role to play regarding noise control. 
For instance, we like to encourage minimal 
noise in food establishments yet must insist 
on smooth, impermeable easily washable 
ceilings and walls instead of soft, absorbent 
acoustical tile. This does, however, help point 
out that as in air and water pollution, it is 
important to stop the problem at its source, 
not to attentuate it after it is reaching out 
into the work area or into the community. 

"A 1963 industrial health study indicated 
thrat serious problems were recognized at that 
time. Increased industrial activity in the 5¥2 
years since the study ha.s undoubtedly in
creased the number of workers who are ex
posed to undesi:rably high levels of sound 
in their occupation. These work locations can 
probably be identified and modified some
what easier than can the squealing of tires 
or brakes, bla.ring of horns, etc., so called 
"teenage music" and other noise affecting 
our general populace. 

"Unfortunately, our scope of etfort will not 
permit us to study the psychological dam
age caused by the stress of waiting for the 
"next" bark, the crash after the squeal of 
braked tires, the next loud neighborhood 
party or the blast of the radio or T.V. ad com-
ing back on. · 

"Our State Department of Environmental 
Services has acquired a sound level meter and 
we hope to utmze it for industrial as well as 
general community conditions." 

5. Anaheim, Calif.: Class 0 
Unnecessary, annoying, and discomforting 

noise is prohibited. 
6. Anchorage, Alaska: Class B 

Section 19-179 of the Anchorage Code 
states: 

"A vehicle which produces a sound level 
equal to or in excess of the sound limit shall 
be deemed to make or create excessive or 
unusual noise." 

OXV--2028-Part 24 
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The Sound limit (set forth in sub(3) of 

(h), definil.tiOns) : -
" ... eighty-eight (88) decibels as measured 

by pl,a.cing the microphone of the general 
purpose sound level meter at a height of ap
proximrutely five (5) feet and at a distance of 
fifty (50) feet plus or minus two (2) feet, 
tram the center of the !Jane in which the ve
hicle is traveling, and amy measurement of 
the sound level shall be made at speeds of 
less than twenty-five (25) miles per hour." 

A representative from the City of Anchor
age states: 

"The Oity . . . has not yet had to deal with 
noise control on any l.arge scale basis, and no 
problem is an1:1Lcipated in this area for some 
time in the future. The industrial level and 
type here is IlJOit suc:h as yet to creaJte much 
of a problem. 

"The City has a gen~al - nuisance ordinance 
covering unnecessary or unusual noises, the 
use of sound amplifying devices, and the op
eration of noisy construction tools, e.g., a 
triphammer. The City also has a noisy muffler 
ordinance whioh is somewhat of a new ap
proa.ch in that it represents an empirioal at
tempt to define a "sound limit" measured in 
decibels, and which is exceeded by any motor 
vehicle, that vehicle shall be deemed to make 
an e:x.oessl. ve or unusual noise. It should be 
noted, however, tha.t this modern attempt to 
define a "noisy mufHea-" faliled and the au
thorities had to fall back on the tl"aditionaJ. 
test (a judgment of the arresting offi<:er) be ... 
cause accurate use of the instrument meas
uring the level of decibels required a strictly 
controlled environment which wru:; impra.c
tioal to create for every case of noisy mufHer." 

7. Atlanta, Ga.: Class 0 
Atlanta's representative: 
"No coordiiDJated approaoh has been taken 

in noise control efforts by the metropoltiJa.n 
area of Atlia.nta. 

"We feel thialt enforcement of the ... regu
latwns hras been fairly successful, and we do 
not consider noise oonJtrol to be a serious 
problem in our city." 

Atlanta's Oode oontaJ.ns the usua.l pro
hibitory sootlon of various noises, sets up 
noise oones around hopsltals, prohibll.ts bark
ing and the use of sound eqmpment for ad
vertnsing, li.InLts the use of sound equipment 
and otJher devices, and prohibits blowing of 
loco:motlive whdstle.s in the Oi:ty. 

8. Beverly Hills, Calif.: Class A 
Assistant Director of Building for ·the City 

of Beverly Hills: 
"In 1966, the Beverly Hills City Council 

adopted a very restrictive Noise Ordinance 
which we feel has been quite effective in 
controlling loud, unnecessary noises, espe
cially in our residential zones. 

"Although the Ordinance places controls 
on all kinds of noise-making machinery, the 
air-conditioning unit is the one single piece 
of equipment that requires most of our at
tention. Window air-conditioning units have 
been very troublesome because of the lack 
of insulation inside the unit itself. 

"Generally, we only investigate noise prob
lems that come to our attention through 
complaints and, so far, we have been one
hundred percent effective in obtaining 
compliance. 

"The most serious noise problem is still 
that produced by the automobile, truck and 
motorcycle. However, this problem is pre
empted by the State of California and, there
fore, out of our jurisdiction." 

The City of Beverly Hills Ordinance de
fines loud and unnecessary noises in its 
definitions Section (Article 1) . Defined are 
words and phrases including ambient noise, 
bel, decibel, spectrum, sound pressure level, 
band pressure level, cycle, frequency, micro
bars, sound-level meter, and sound analyzer. 
Under the Section dealing with noises in 
machinery, the Code contains a Table of 
Limiting Noise Levels: 

"Noise level at any band pressure shall not 
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exceed either that shown below, or the am
bient noise level by more than three (3) 
decibels, as measured by and recorded from 
an approved Sound-level Meter and/or a 
Sound Analyzer." 

Following thereafter is a chart relating to 
Octave Band Center Frequency Cycles per 
Second and Band Pressure Level in Decibels 
re 0.0002 Microbars. 

9. Birmingham, Ala: Class 0 
The City Clerk of the City of Brimingham: 
"To my knowledge, there is no program 

which attempts to coordinate noise control 
efforts in this general metropolitan area. 
From past experience, the Birmingham area 
has never been faced with really serious prob
lems of noise control, therefore, it would 
appear that the present regulations are suf
ficient for the experiences of this City.'' 

10. Boston, Mass.: Class 0 
Acting Corporation Counsel for the City of 

Boston: 
"The City of Boston has ... only two ordi

nances presently dealing with the problem 
of noise ... Neither ordinance is widely en
forced. 

"Excessive and disturbing noise, particu
larly from jet aircraft and building construc
tion, is considered to be a serious problem 
affecting the health and welfare of the peo
ple of Boston. Existing municipal regula
tions, in my opinion, are not adequate to 
deal with these problems and I am not aware 
of any Massachusetts state law which has 
been effective in this regard." 

11. Buffalo, N.Y.: Class 0 
Police Department intra-departmental 

memo from the Inspector Division of Patrol: 
"Relative to your query regarding any ex

periences the Police Department may have 
encountered with the enforcement of noise 
control measures the following observations 
are forwarded for your evaluation. 

"Chapter 25 Sec. 1701 C.O. deals with pro
hibited noises i.e., blaring radios, noisy par
ties, barking dogs, etc. Violations of this type 
are dealt with by the Police on an individual 
basis, and merely quieted. Only when a con
dition persists for an unreasonable length of 
time and after individuals have been warned 
of the violation, are summonses issued. 

"This section also prohibits the use of 
amplifying systems, unless a permit is is
sued by the Police Commissioner. We have 
encountered very few problems in this area 
and do not consider amplifying systems used 
in this capacity to pose any noise control 
problem. 

"Occasionally Police have been confronted 
by the use of bullhorns at some rallies, but 
because of the volative nature of some of the 
gatherings, the requirements for a permit are 
eased. The amount of noise generated at 
these gatherings proves minimal. 

"Section 375 of the V. & T. Law (this refers 
to State Statute) prohibits loud or modified 
mufHers and summonses are issued regularly 
in this respect. However the section which 
prohibits the unnecessary use of an auto 
horn is employed only when a complaint is 
registered relative to a specific incident. 

"There are a number of incidents which 
the Police have experienced, wherein people 
living in industrial areas have complained of 
noise because of the operations of a factory 
or warehouse, espeically in the summer 
months. However most of the owners of the 
enterprises have cooperated in reducing the 
noise level as far as possible. 

"It is my opinion that at this time, the 
present noise control regulations are suffi
cient to control any situation that may arise, 
and that the control of unnecessary noise 
does not pose any problem. 

"There is to my knowledge no governmen
tal agency in the Buffalo area that is directly 
concerned with the problem of noise control. 
It is pr1mar1ly a problem that 1s dealth with 
by law enforcement agencies on a •called for' 
service basis. 
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"However there is a definite need for some 

type of an educational program to make the 
public aware of the need for their coopera
tion in reducing the noise levels especially 
in the densely populated Urban Areas." 

12. Chicago, Ill.: Class B 
Section 10.5 of the City Building Code pro

vides performance standards with respect to 
noise. Specific measurements (Octave Band 
Cycles per Second) are set forth with Maxi
mum Permitted Sound Level in Decibels 
along Residence District Boundaries and 
Business District Boundaries specified. Sound 
measurements are made with a sound level 
meter and associated octave band filter 
(manufactured according to standards pre
scribed by the American Standards Associa
tion). 

Commission of Buildings of the City of 
Chicago: 

"In connection with sound acoustics, at 
the present time consideration is being given 
to the need for the formulation of regula
tions and design criteria for sound level con
trol on the interior of buildings used for 
dwelling purposes. 

"We have had very little opposition in 
connection with the enforcement of noise 
control ordinances, which have proven ef
fective. 

"On occasion, it has been necessary to in
voke section 99-60.1, Building Operations at 
Night, in connection with construction work. 
However, only in a few instances has it been 
necessary to resort to court action. 

"The performance standards wi·th refer
ence to noise, as outlined in the Chicago 
Zoning Ordinance, are frequently used in 
connection with complaints. Sound level 
readings have been taken, and the results 
have been evaluated upon the basis of the 
performance standards. There has been no 
opposition to the use of the standards. 

"The subject of noise control is an im
portant problem and the public is becoming 
increasingly aware of the need for control 
measures. This is especially true with ref
erence to the need for sound level control 
measures on the interior of buildings.'' 

13. Cincinnati, Ohio: Class 0 
Assistant Health Commissioner for the En

vironmental He.alth Services: 
"The City of Cincinnati has two ordinances 

of which I am aware which deal with noise 
... At the present time, the Board of Health 
has no regulations pertaining to noise. We 
have been looking into this matter for some 
time because of my own conviction that 
noise control is necessary if we are to con
tinue to exist in an urban environment. 

"The present regulations are not very prac
tical and are enforced only with great dif
ficulty. We need better methods of enforce
ment and a more fundamental approach to 
noise control. For example, it is useless for us 
to have regulations regarding noise and the 
operation of vehicles if we don't at the same 
time have the manufacturers working on re
ducing truck noise, particularly trucks in low 
gear. 

"I cannot say whether noise control is a 
serious problem or not. The question that 
must be asked first is how serious is noise 
as an environmental problem. I believe it to 
be a problem, but I cannot gauge its serious
ness at this time. In some areas it is a very 
serious problem; in other areas it is incon
sequential. 

"Though we do not have any particular 
building code reference to noise. I think it 
is worth noting that many of the buildings 
being put up in this community and in other 
communities will undoubtedly be the slums 
of tomorrow in part because there are no 
regulations regarding noise control between 
apartments and even between buildings. As 
a result of this lack of noise control in our 
building codes, some of our buildings are 
probably obsolete the day they open. We are 
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looking into this entire situation at the pres
ent time and will soon be attempting to 
mount a program of noise control on a very 
pragmatic base." 

14. Columbus, Ohio: Class B 
Performance standards for residential dis

tricts and commercial districts stating max
imum permissible decibel levels (" ... meas
ured with a sound level meter and an octave 
band analyzer conforming with specifications 
of the American Standards Association"). 

15. Concord, N.H.: Class D 
The City Manager of the City of Concord 

states that Concord has ". . . no Ordinances, 
Laws, Regulations or Codes which refer di
rectly or indirectly to noise control." 

16. Dallas, Tex.: Class B 
Zoning ordinance restricting noise with 

performance standards; permissible noise 
levels for retail and commercial districts and 
residential districts. 

The City Manager reports : 
"At the present time, the pollution abate

ment office of the Health Department is seek
ing to gather information as a basis for 
preparation of noise control ordinance which 
w111 be aimed at the quality as well as the 
quantity of noise nuisance." 

The PubUc Health Engineer states: 
"Noise pollution, or unwanted sound, has 

only recently been considered a community 
hazard in our society: it has become a wide
spread problem which touches all of us. The 
most common effect is one of annoyance; 
however, exposure to high noise levels may 
cause temporary or permanent deafness, and 
by making speech difficult, reduce working 
efficiency or contribute to accidents. 

"The industrial noise survey is the means 
by which a number of noise measurements 
and observations are made in order to eval
uate noise situations. Such evaluations in 
the Dallas area have, as the result of a 
shortage of personnel, been limited to in
vestigations resulting from citizen com
plaints. For example, noise pollution surveys 
and/or investigations during the period 
1964-1967 numbered approximately nine (9) 
per year; in 1968, this number rose to nine
teen (19). 

"Assuming that an increase in staff may 
be forthcoming, it is hoped that future noise 
surveys, as performed by mem.bers of this 
Department, will assist in: (a) accomplish
ing adherence to established noise criteria; 
(b) evaluating the risk to noise-induced 
hearing loss; (c) indicating the need for en
gineering control measures; (d) evaluating 
control measures; and (e) evaluating com
plaints and safety hazards.'' 

17. Dayton, Ohio: Class B 
Zoning ordinance with performance stand

ards. 
Superintendent of the Division of Build

ing Inspection: 
"We have, since 1925, had an ordinance 

amended on occasions, which controlled 
those noises outlined theJ:"ein. This ordi
nance, while helpful, was difficult to enforce, 
since it had no real standards of measure
ment for control. While the noise level could 
and was measured, we had to refer to a 
table in a mechanical engineer's handbook 
to determine typical sound levels. This failed 
to impress citizens who had complained, 
since they invariably said, 'I don't care 
whether it, (the noise) , is typical of a quiet 
home, it still bothers me.' 

"To remedy this matter we provided stand
ards for noise levels based on frequencies in 
our new Zoning Ordinance, which was ap
proved by Commission action on February 
7, 1968. To d.ate we have had little or no oc
casion to investigate noise levels or enforce 
this ordinance. We anticipate, however, that 
with the increase in air conditioning units 
in homes, apartments, etc., the problems in
volving noise control will increase." 
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18. Denver, Colo.: Class 0 

The City of Denver is particularly of in
terest because of its experience in investi
gation and consideration of the need for 
more adequate noise control. Unfortunately, 
the City Council found insufficient funds 
". . . to enable the enforcement agencies to 
purchase the proper equipment deemed 
necessary to obtain compliance with all or
dinances as applicable to noise." 

The Zoning Administrator provided a 
study entitled, "Should the Zoning Ordi
nance be Amended as to Those Sections that 
Relate to Volume of Sound Generated?" by 
Harold G. Martin, Denver, Colorado (Aug
ust 11, 1967). 

Zoning Administrator: 
"Said report was prepared with the hope 

that City Council would appropriate suffi
cient funds to enable the enforcement agen
cies to purchase the proper equipment to ob
tain compliance with all ordinances as ap
plicable to noise. Council could not find 
funds to enable the agencies to proceed. 

"Subsequently, the agencies involved in 
noise problems decided to approach Council 
as a eoordinated centralized project, whereby 
one agency would employ the technicians, 
clerks, have control of all equipment, but 
train police officers, building inspectors, zon
ing inspectors, safety and excise inspectors 
in the use of the equipment. 

"Again our project was doomed for delay 
because of the lack of funds till we found a 
Federal grant under Public Law 89-749 and 
we submitted our application ... 

"You will note that the Department of 
Health and Hospitals is to be the controlling 
agency, supported by Zoning and Police De
partment personnel. The report also covers 
proposed changes in present ordinances on 
Zoning and new regulations to be adopted by 
the Environmental Health Section. 

"Yes, we do consider "noise" as a serious 
problem and feel that the problem will tend 
to increase over the years unless action on 
controls is instituted now." 

19. Detroit, Mich.: Class 0 
A Director of the Wayne County Air Pol

lution Control Division of the Wayne County 
Department of Health: 

"Although we have not developed a com
prehensive specific set of requirements on 
noise as such, we have been most active in 
resolving existing neighborhood nuisance 
situations as well as initiated actions de
signed to cur.b excessive noise from motor
cycles and air conditioning systems. We are 
enclosing a copy of the recently passed City 
of Detroit Ordinance regulating the sale of 
motorcycles as well as the accompanying 
regulations. This document was developed in 
cooperation with the motorcycle industry 
after a period of a year and a half of hearings 
and technical discussions. We are in the 
process of conducting similar technical 
meetings with representatives of the na
tional air conditioning industry inasmuch 
8iS installation of all home air conditioners 
has increasingly created public nuisance 
sl!tuations primarily from noise genera.ted 
from the air conditioning compressors and 
fan systems. 

"Our basic enforcement mechanisms on 
most industrial and comm.ereial noises are 
use of our common law provisions as well as 
Section 39-1-37 of the Detroit City Code. We 
have been most successful in solving the 
sev·eral hundred complaint situations reg
istered to our agency each year by applica
tion of this provision of law. To date where 
prosecution for resolution of a problem was 
necessary, we have not lost any case, pri
marily because of the accumulation of suffi
cient technical data to prove our point. We 
are enclosing a copy of our agency's last 
year's progress report and refer you to page 
7 ... as well as page 12 listing some statisti
cal data on the types of noise and their 
incidence. 
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"Several years ago, our agency at the re

quest of the Detroit City Plan Commission 
initiated a technical r~view of potential noise 
arising out of helicopter o~rations. 

"The nature of the noise situation in ur
ban areas is such where each year new de
vices and systems are employed which are 

. increasingly adding to the din of our com
munities. A Federal program designed along 
the lines of the air pollution grants pro
gram directed toward the noise abatement 
field would be most helpful to agencies such 
as ours in accelerating and expanding noise 
abatement activities." 

20. Fair Lawn, N.J.: Class B 
The zoning ordinance was amended to 

provide performance standards setting forth 
an Octave Band Cycles per Second relation
ship with Sound Pressure Level in Decibels. 

Senior Sanitarian of the Borough of Fair 
Lawn: 

" ... regarding noise control, with its 
amending Ordinance which refines noise 
measurement for more efficient control. Both 
of these Ordinances are enforced by the 
Health Department of the Borough upon 
complaint by a resident. Most complaints 
are of· poorly designed or located Air Con
ditioning units. Particularly those located 
between residential buildings, creating a 
sounding chamber resulting in an amplifi
cation of the original sound. 

"Our Borough of 40,000 population is pre
dominantly residential, but we do have 
s'Ome industry. On occasion a complaint of 
industrial noise is registered, and abate
ment obtained after a survey and reading is 
made. We use a screening instrument for 
this purpose made by the General Radio 
Corp., West Concord, Mass. Type 1·55•5-A." 

21. Fort Lauderdale, Fla.: Class C 
City Manager: 
"I'm afraid we must confess that our 

present position with regards to noise or
dinances or other forms of similar legisla
tion per se is rather scant. 

"We do have some hopeful noise oriented 
llmits and controls included within the 
framework of various sections of our Codes 
of Ordinances but none of these can really 
b~ effectively described or enforced as noise 
ordinances, they are both too general in 
application and broad in scope." 

With respect to the language in the Police 
Ordinances: 

"While it does not establish limits of noise 
tolerances, it does establish limits for time 
of day and year in which noises are consid
ered more objectionable. If the times indi
cated appear strange, remember we are a 
tourist oriented city wtih most of our ac
tivity during the winter months." 

And to the Air Conditioning Section of the 
Building Code: 

"It applies specifically to noise problems 
related to air conditioning and refrigeration 
machinery only. Too general in application
it is difficult to agree on what "reasonable 
noise levels" are or what "good working or
der" is. Not definitive enough." 

Regarding the Zoning Ordinances: 
"In a very broad manner they attempt to 

regulate or abate noises in various zoning 
districts. Here again, the limiting terms are 
not definitive enough. When and to whom 
does a noise oocome obnoxious? 

"It is apparent from the above com
mentary that what we need most is a prac
tical effective sound measuring device that 
would be portable and simple to operate and 
that would meet reasonable standards es
tablished by professional acoustical engi
neers. Such devices and their results would 
also have to oo acceptable in the event a 
challenge led to court litigation. To this end, 
a study committee was established about 
two years ago. They sus~nded further ef
forts in this direction when it became ap
parent from information gathered from 
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acoustical consultants that the cost for the 
sophisticated equipment recommended was 
beyond our anticipated ex~nditure limits. 

"Additionally the equipment wouldn't 
lend itself for the practical and simple uses 
that would meet our needs. 

"We agree completely on the need for ef
fective and praotioal legislation in noise 
control ... " 

22. Hartford, Conn.: Class C 
Mayor: 
"Noise control under Chapter 21 is gen

erally enforced by the Police Department 
with the assistance of the Health Depart
ment. Chapter 41-97 is enforced by the De
partment of Licenses and Inspections with 
the assistance of the Health Department. 
Any other noise problems are enforced by 
the Health Department under Nuisance Oon
trol ordinances. 

"To date, we have been able to handle the 
problem using the above approach. There has 
been some increase in the number of noise 
complaints received but it has not yet 
reached any major proportions. There has 
been no coordinated area approach to the 
problem." 

23. Hemet, Calif.: Class B 
The City Manager states: 
" ... we ... consider noise control to be 

a very serious problem and have at least 
taken initial steps to help solve this prob
lem in a small way. 

"We have some industrial manufacturing 
within the corporate limits of our ctty and 
the noise emanating therefrom has created 
a nuisance problem to the adjoining residen
tial neighborhood. In view of the foregoing, 
we have placed certain noise limits on me
chanical noises produced in manufacturing 
zones, and added these to a former ordinance 
dealing with nuisance noises created by loud 
speakers, etc. plus persistent, loud noise gen
erally. 

"To enforce our noise ordinance, we pur
chased a Model 1558A Octave Band Noise 
Analyser with a 156Q-P6 microphone assem
bly and have trained several police officers in 
the use of this instrument. I might add that 
the cost involved has been well worth it as 
our technical approach to measuring sound 
is impressive both to the offender and the 
offended." 

24. Houston, Tex.: Class C 
Director of Public Health: 
"We do not have any specific deciool levels 

written into the ordinances, but we do use 
levels as guidelines which have proved bene
ficial over the past few years. 

"Enforcement of noise control with the 
present ordinance has been very good. Very 
seldom is court action necessary. Generally, 
industry has been very cooperative with noise 
control one~ they were made aware of the 
problem that they were causing a nuisance 
in the neighborhood. 

"Noise control does not seem to be a seri
ous problem at this time for our City, but 
with the increasing use of larger jet air
planes and with more industries moving in
to the area, noise control could be a serious 
problem over the next few years because of 
lack of zoning ordinances and specific deci
bel levels in defining noise pollution." 

25. Indianapolis, Ind.: Class C 
26. Kansas City, Mo.: Class C 

Mayor: 
"The most aggravating problem that has 

faced the City, although in a limited way, 
deals with noise of aircraft and air condition
ing machines. Nothing has been done con
cerning the former problem, however, the 
City has met with moderate success in han
dling problems dealing with air condition
ing devices. Usually these are treated as a 
general nuisance and action is threatened 
under these ordinances. 

"We have had a few complaints concerning 
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amplifiers in connection with church and 
revival meetings, and also amplifier systems 
promoting car sales. These, too, have been 
quite successfully handled through the gen
eral nuisance approach." 

27. Little Rock, Ark.: Class C 
City Attorney: 
"While our city is no different than any 

other of i'ts size and larger in that we do 
have a noise problem to a degree, otherwise 
there would have been no need for the legis
lation enclosed, we would hasten to observe 
that the problem is controlled quite effec
tively." 

28. Las Vegas, Nev.: Class c 
Deputy City Attorney: 
"Noise is not considered a serious problem 

in our city and very few complaints have 
been filed under our noise ordinance. Of the 
three ordinances cited above ('Modification 
of Exhaust Systems,' 'Mufflers,' and (gen
eral chapter dealing with) 'Noises') the 
muffler and exhaust system ordinances are 
most often used to reduce noise." 

29. Los Angeles, Calif.: Class c 
A resolution was passed February 19, 1968, 

whereby " ... the City Council urge(d) the 
adoption of H.R. 3400, S. 707 or similar legis
lation ... (to) provide an early solution to 
(the noise) . . . problem. . . ." 

City Administrative Officer: 
"The City of Los Angeles presently has a 

number of specialized Municipal Code sec
tions dealing with excessive noise. In addi
tion, in 1951 the Los Angeles City Council 
passed an ordinance setting regulations for 
automobile wash racks. There have been no 
additional ordinances since that date. There 
have, however, been Council resolutions 
which are concerned with specific noise prob
lems, i.e. aircraft noise, motorcycles, trucks 
and buses, etc. 

"In order to coordinate noise abatement 
regulations, the Los Angeles City Planning 
Commission has recommended the creation 
of a Noise Administrator in the City Admin
istrative Office. The proposal is presently un
der study." 

30. Madeira Beach, Fla.: Class 0 
Mayor: 
"Our community is not one that has the 

major problems of metropolitan areas; we are 
a small community of five thousand (5,000), 
located on the Gulf of Mexico, and primarily 
a tourist-oriented community. 

"The ... regulations (we have) seem to 
suffice our needs, since we have relatively 
few problems related to noise. It is a rare 
occasion, if not the exception, to have some
one in our Municipal Court for offenses of 
this nature." 

31. Memphis, Tenn.: Class C 
32. Miami, Fla.: Class B 

City Manager: 
" ... to the best of my knowledge, we 

have not encountered difficulty in enforcing 
(opresent noise ordinances). They appear to 
be quite adequate for this area, and at pres
ent I do not consider noise control to be a 
serious problem." 

33. Milwaukee, Wis.: Class c 
34. Minneapolis, Minn.: Class B 

35. Newark, N.J.: Class C 
36. New Haven, Conn.: Class D 

Assistant to the Director of Administra
tion: 

"I regret to say that after going through 
the many codes and ordinances of the City 
of New Haven I could not find one that 
would lend itself to the regulation of noise." 

37. New Orleans, La.: Class c 
38. New York, N.Y.: Class A, C 

New York rece-ntly enacted (Sub-Article 
1208.0) Noise Control Measures in Multiple 
Dwellings (Sections 435-5 and 435-6 of Chap
ter 18 of Administrative Code). The compre-
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hensive and realistic Noise Control in Mul
tiple Dwellings Section is probably the most 
sophisticated approach in building codes to 
date. 

New York's general anti-noise code is a 
Class C statute. 

A Counsel to the Mayor: 
"The ... provisions of the Administrative 

Oode were formulated to control noise pro
ducing activities and noise producing ma
chinery which may become a public nuisance. 
ViolaJtors are subject to fine and/or impris
onment. The new Building Code establishes 
detailed specifications for the sound insula
tion of apartments in multiple dwellings and 
for the installation and use of sound pro
ducing machine·ry. 

"For lack of an adequate standard of com
parison, and because the Building Code has 
just gone into effect, it is difficuLt to evaluate 
the effectiveness of the present noise control 
laws. 

"Up to the present time, New York City 
has lacked comprehensive approaches to the 
problem of noise control. This year, however, 
the City Council enacted Mayor Lindsay's 
proposal to create an Environmental Protec
tion Administration . . . This enactment con
solidates in the Administration the necessary 
expertise and leverage to promulgate a com
prehensive noise aba.tement program for New 
York City." 

39. Norfolk, va.: Class c 
Assistant City Attorney: 
"To date, there has been no coordinated 

approach taken by the various jurisdictions 
in our metropolitan area in regard to the 
problem of noise pollution. We do not con
sider noise control to be a serious problem 
and our present regulations have proven ef
fective in a.bating the problems that do 
arise. 

"Most of the C31Ses we have experienced 
have involved noisy animals or the like. In 
prosecuting such cases, we require the com
plainant to secure a warrant and to appear 
in court to testify on behalf of the City. We 
have experienced no problems along these 
l~nes." 

40. Oklahoma City, Okla.: Class c 
41. Peoria, Ill.: Class B 

Administrative Assistanrt to the City Man
ager: 

"There have been no coordinated efforts 
by va.rious jurisdictions to combat noise. 
However, the City of Peoria, at the request 
of an interested citizen and the ASsociation 
of Commerce, establlished a citizens commit
tee several months ago to study the problem. 
Mr. John Carter of Caterp111a.r Tractor Com
pany, who is on another noise committee of 
national scope, is chairman of the committee. 
They have drafted a prelimlnary ordinance 
they wHl submit to the City Council at a 
future date ... We have also purchased 
two deolbel meters to aid in future enforce
ment. 

"When the Peoria noise ordinance was 
first passed, it was considered a pioneer ordi
nance. However, it was somewhat difllcult to 
enforce. We had purchased a complex decibel 
meter which was difll.cult to operate and, as 
a result, it was ineffective. Anot·her problem 
was tak:lng cases to court. The judge actually 
went outside and liistened to the vehicles 
and decided the mumer was not loud enough 
to be oppressive. Because of problems such 
as tbis, we essentially stopped enforcing the 
Ordinance ... 

42. Philadelphia, Pa.: Olass 0 
43. Pittsburgh, Pa.: Class C 

City SoUcitor: 
" ... when the City seeks to prohibit noise 

as a public nuisance or otherwise, and such 
noise is made by amplification of the human 
voice, the prohibition might be considered as 
an interference with the constitutional guar
antee of freedom of speech. Court decisions 
on this matter indicate that an ordinance 
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absolutely prohibiting the use of amplifica
tion devices would be questionable, but that 
one restricting volume would probably be 
upheld." 

44. Portland, Oreg.: Class C 
Director for the Bureau of Noise Abate

ment: 
" ... it is difficult to suppress the general 

noise level within the City. I am thinking of 
such causes as jet airplanes, diesel freight 
trucks, and to some extent, industrial oper
ations. I feel that people tolerate or become 
accustomed to these auditory bombardments. 

"Our complaints have usually concerned 
a specific source, i.e., a plywood mill installed 
a new chipperloader which screeched when 
running without a load. A super-market in
stalled many-ton a.ir conditioning equipment 
which sounded like a wind tunnel to the 
neighbors. Generally, we have been able to 
find a solution to these complaints by con
ferring with the people involved. 

"I don't know how to stop noise in the 
community, but perhaps the answer is partly 
in planning quiet areas separated from the 
noisemaking activities. I am sure that trucks 
and airplanes cannot be adequately con
trolled on the local level." 

45. Raleigh, N.C.: Class c 
Asssociate City Attorney: 
"We have n9t, in Raleigh, encountered 

many problems or complaints concerning 
various noise levels. In those few instances 
where some problem has been encountered, 
the complaint usually related to the noise of 
some industrial complex. Without exception, 
we have found the industl'ial and manufac
tural community quite willing to work with 
us and they have, in fact, upon request taken 
any steps necessary to alleviate the condi
tion existing." 

46. Rochester, N.Y.: Class c 
47. Sacramento, Calif.: Class C 

City Clerk: 
"Present regulations seem to be adequate 

and noise control is not a serious problem 
in Sacramento." 

48. St. Louis, Mo.: C~ass c 
Assistant City Counselor: 
"At this time, there has been no coordi

nated approach in the St. Louis metropolitan 
area regarding efforts to control noise. 

"Our experience in the enforcement of 
noise control regulations is limited, in that 
the majority of prosecutions brought in the 
municipal court system involve noise viola
tions committed by the operators of vehicles 
on public streets, i.e., faulty mu:fHers, tail
pipes, spinning tires, etc., or animal noises, 
i.e., barking dogs etc. 

"It is my opinion that the noise control 
problem has not yet reached sufficient pro
portions so as to generate a public demand 
for an immediate solution, although the ir
ritating level of noise generally is steadily 
increasing. 

"In general our present regulations are ade
quate but will require revision in the near 
future." 

49. Salt Lake City, Utah: Class c 
Assistant City Attorney: 
"To our knowledge there has been no co

ordinated approach to noise pollution among 
the various agencies in the Salt Lake City 
metropolitan area. 

"Without minimizing the seriousness of 
the noise pollution problem, our present 
ordinances have demonstrated their effective
ness under conditions as they exist at the 
present time in this area. 

"Our municipal airport is so situated with 
relation to the densely populated areas that 
it ·has been of little concern in reference to 
the noise problem. 

"The only problem of significance which 
has arisen in the past is noise from auto
mobile racing which is permitted at the Utah 
State Fair Grounds which is located in an 
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area within the City of Salt Lake in which 
there is also located a residential area. 

"Salt Lake City is fortunate to have un
usually wide streets in its metropolitan busi
ness area which permit the free flow of traf
fic without undue congestion. 

"Another factor which probably minimizes 
the problem in this area is that Salt Lake 
City is not a highly industrialized community 
and our long range planning and zoning 
programs have succeeded in locating busi
nesses or industries, which may be consid
ered unusually noisy or bothersome, in in
dustrial areas removed from areas of the city 
which are primarily residential." 

50. San Antonio, Tex.: Class C 
Chief of Police: 
"The City Ordinances of San Antonio ... 

are adequate to keep noise at a reasonable 
level in San Antonio. Persons residing near 
highways or freeways are somewhat annoyed 
by truck noise. The same applies to resi
dences in the vicinity of railroad tracks and 
in the airport vicinities. 

"Teenage bands with amplified instru
ments and playing in private homes occa
sionally causes complaints. However current 
laws are adequate for this." 

51. San Diego, Calif.: Class C 

City Manager: 
". . . no provisions in our Building Code 

to enforce types of construction which 
would specifically attenuate loud noises." 

52. San Francisco, Calif.: Class B 
Section 1614.1.F of the Building Code con

tains a special provision entitled sound gen
eration relating to the public parking of 
structures and vehicles used in construction. 

"The mechanical means for parking the 
vehicles, with or without vehicles therein, 
shall not cause an increase during operation, 
of more than five ( 5) decibels in the noise 
level above the existing power average sound 
level of several readings taken at 15 second 
intervals for a period of five ( 5) minutes with 
the mechanism not in operation. 

"The test readings shall be taken at the 
property line of the structure or at any point 
outside such line and at the same time of 
day or night. 

"All sound level meter readings and per
formance, including definitions and units, 
shall be in accordance with the American 
Standards Association standards . . " 

53. San Jose, Calif.: Class C 
Airport Manager: 
"The only ordinance which the City has 

concerning the Airport controls the minimum 
height of the aircraft as they approach the 
Airport from the City. To my knowledge, we 
are the only City which has such an ordi
nance, copy of which is attached. We have a 
Noise Abatement Committee which consists 
of representatives of the airlines using the 
Airport, and the Airport staff. We have de
fined certain pa.tterns to reduce noise over 
residential areas by placing the turning ot 
aircraft over commercial and industrial areas 
and have required all jet aircraft to use full 
runway length for take-off and have not per
mitted them to take off from the intersec
tion of taxiways and runways. 

"We do have several suits filed against the 
City, which are pending. We definitely feel 
that aircraft noise and noise control is a 
very serious problem and are somewhat en
couraged by results indicated by research to 
date on the "quiet engine." We feel that the 
Federal Government is going to have to as
sist Airports in acquiring additional land 
and/or air rights for from one to two miles 
from the approach end of the runway and 
thBit they are going to have to force the air
lines to refit their existing aircraft with 
quieter engines and combustion chambers 
with less smoke . . . 

"I appreciate the chance to comment on 
a very important subject and again state that 
the Federal Government is, of necessity, going 
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to have to be both the catalyst and the leader 
in seeing that these problems are solved." 

54. Seattle, Wash.: Class C 
55. Tucson, Ariz.: Class B 

Assistant City Attorney: 
"Chapter 11 of our Code is the chapter on 

Crimes and Offenses against the City, Pros
ecution of individuals or businesses and vio
lation of the various sections of the Chapter 
are few and far between primarily because 
the offended parties are reluctant to make 
formal complaints, and the police are not 
able to stay on or near the offending premises 
and wait for a violation. Things out here are 
pretty well spread out and we are blessed 
so far with an absence of noisy industry. 

"Chapter 23 of the Code deals with Plan
ing and Zoning ... Again I am unaware of 
any noise violations although I do know we 
have seriously attempted to control air pol
lution under this chapter and State statutes. 

"In summary, you have undoubtedly gath
ered that noise is not a particularly serious 
problems in Tucson." 

56. Warwick, R.I.: Class B 
"At the specified points of measurement 

the sound pressure level of noise radiated 
continuously from a facility at nighttime 
shall not exceed the values given in Tables I 
and II in any octave band of frequency. The 
sound pressure level shall be measured with 
a Sound Level Meter and an Octave Band 
Analyzer that conform to specifications pub
lished by the American Standards Associa
tion." 

City planner: 
"The only present legislative provisions for 

noise control in Warwick are found in sec
tions 8.4.9 and Table I of section 8 in the 
city Zoning Ordinance ... The standards 
utilized in the ordinance are operational and 
apply to light and heavy industrial zones 
only. There is no general legislation for noise 
abatement and control throughout the city. 

"Generally, enforcement of the provisions 
of the Zoning Ordinance occurs within one 
of two situations. When plans are reviewed 
for an industrial building that is likely to 
generate significant levels of noise, a deposi
tion is obtained from the engineer responsi
ble for the plans indicating that he is aware 
of the requirements of the Zoning Ordinance 
and that to the best of his knowledge and 
ability the building will conform to its rele
vant provisions. The second situation is one 
in which an existing industry appears to be 
violating the ordinance. Measurements can 
theoretically be made and the ordinance en
forced. Usually, however, the situation is one 
in which an industry is operating at night 
with windows open and a simple, expedient 
solution can be found. 

"The presence of the Theodore Francis 
Greene State Airport within the City of 
Warwick of course has profound implica
tions for noise levels in the community. In
creases in air traffic and the changeover to 
jet aircraft ... make inputs of major pro
portions to noise in Warwick. Because the 
Airport falls within the purview of the State 
and Fed.er.al Governments the municipality is 
limited in its effol'ts to control the noise gen
erated by airport activities to expressing its' 
problems and needs to the appropriate State 
and Federal agencies. 

"Prognosis 
"Warwick has received funding under the 

701 program to carry out, among o.ther items, 
a zoning revision study which will address 
itself in part to the question of community 
noise control standards. However, while such 
standards and appropriate enforcement pro
cedures if adopted would do much, they 
would not comprehend the major factor of 
the Airport. The city must ... bring to bear 
on those agencies and persons which may 
provide means of dealing with the airport. 

"The · City o! Warwick is deeply involved 
with questions of noise control in an im-
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mediate sense. We stress our particular in
terest in efforts to provide a legislative basis 
for the enforcement of equitable standards 
and the special problems of airports in the 
urban environment as they affect us." 

E. CITY STATUTORY LANGUAGE 

Acton, Massachusetts 
Protective Zoning Bylaw 

I. Performance Standards.-No land or 
buHding shall be used or occupied in any 
manner as to create any dangerous, injuri
ous, noxious or otherwise objectionable fire, . 
explosion, radioactive or other hazard, noise 
or vibration; smoke, dust, odor or other form 
of air pollution; electrical or other disturb
ance; glare, liquid or solid refuse or wastes. 

Akron, Ohio 
Ordinance 115-1940 regulating the use of 

noise-making devices for advertising 
purposes 

Section 1. The operation or maintenance of 
noise-making, noise-amplifying, or noise
producing instruments or devices by which 
the peace or good order of a neighborhood is 
disturbed, is hereby declared a nuisance. It 
shall be unl•awful for any person, firm or 
corporation to operate or maintain any radio, 
phonograph, player piano, calliope, or any 
noise-making device, noise-amplifying, or 
noise-producing instrument or device in any 
public or private place, by which the peace 
and good order of the neighborhood is dis
turbed, or persons owning or occupying prop
erty in the neighborhood are subjected to a 
nuisance; and the use of any such device, 
apparatus, radio, ticker or other noise
making and noise-emitting device for general 
advertising purposes, or for the purpose of 
soliciting trade or attracting attention to any 
wares, goods, merchandise, instrument or 
device offered for sale, is hereby prohibited. 
Provided, however, that nothing herein con
tained shall prohibit the use of loud speakers 
or musical instruments on automobiles 
when used for the purpose of general com
mercial advertising, if a permit shall first be 
obtained therefor from the Mayor . . . 

Section 2. That any person, firm or cor
poration violating any of the provisions of 
this ordinance shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor and fined not less than 
Twenty-five Dollars ($25.00) nor more than 
Fifty Dollars ($50.00), and for the second or 
subsequent offense, the Mayor of the City 
of Akron may revoke the license of such per
son, firm or corporation. 

Code 355.06 Blowing Whistles.-No per
son shall blow the whistle of any locomotive 
within the City, except in case of impending 
danger (1953, C 29, Sec. 2). 

Code 931-.32 Squealing tires; penalty.
(a) No person shall operate a motor vehicle 
within the City in such a manner as to cause 
a loud noise by spinning or squeaJing the 
tires thereof on the surface of a public street 
or place. 

(b) Whoever violates this section shall be 
fined not more than fifty dollars ($50.00). 
(Ord 53-1968, Passed 1-16-68). 

Chapter 1155-0ffenses Against the Public 
Peace. 

1155.02 Disturbing the peace--No person 
shall disturb the peace and good order of the 
City by intoxication, fighting, using obscene 
or profane language, or by clamor and 
noise ... 

1155.03 Noisy Advertising-No person shall, 
by ringing a bell or gong, or by using a phono
graph or other instrument for producing or 
reproducing sounds, or by using loud or boi
sterous language or by any unusual noise 
whatever, advertise goods, wares or merchan
dise for sale, either at auction or in any other 
manner, or by any such means advertise any 
show, theater, exhibition or entertainment. 

1155.04 Noise machinery.-No person shall 
maintain, run or operate any steam, gas, 
gasoline or other engine, boiler, press, ma
chine or other apparatus so constructed or 
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operated as to make any unnecessary noise, 
to the annoyance and discomfort of the peo
ple of the city. 

1155.05 Noise-producing instruments.-No 
person shall operate or maintain any radio, 
phonograph, player piano, calliope, or any 
noise-making device, noise-amplifying or 
noise-producing instrument or device in any 
public or private place, by which the peace 

. and good order of the neighborhood is dis
turbed, or persons owning or occupying prop
erty in the neighborhood are subjected to a 
nuisance. 

The use of any such device, apparatus, 
radio, ticker or other noise-making and noise
emitting device for general advertising pur
poses, or for the purpose of soliciting trade 
or attracting attention to any wares, good, 
merchandise, instrument or device offered 
for sale, is prohibited. 

1155.99 Penalties.-(a) Whoever violates 
any provision of this chapter where no pen
alty is otherwise provided shall be fined not 
more than three hundred dollars ($300.00) 
or imprisoned not more than thirty days 
or both. 

2923.41 Disturbing the peace; penalties.
No person shall, after a request to desist, 
make, continue or cause to be made by the 
use of any horn, bell, ra<iio, loud speaker, or 
by the operation of any instrument or device, 
any unreasonably loud, disturbing, and un
necessary noise or noises of such a character, 
intensity and duration as to disturb the peace 
and quiet of the community or to be detri
mental to the life and health of any in
dividual, and no person shall willfully con
duct himself in a noisy, boisterous or other 
disorderly manner by either words or acts 
which disturb the good order and quiet of 
the co~unity. Any per&<>n so offending shall 
be fined for each offense not less than ten 
dollars nor more than fifty dollars. ( 125 v 
211. Eff. 10-2-53) (Baldwin's Ohio Revised 
Code Annotated, 1964) 

Albany, New York 
Zoning ordinance 

Article 5.755 Objectionable noise.-All 
noise and soun<is which might cause discom
fort and annoyance or which may interfere 
with enjoyment of normal use of property 
and buildings. 

Article 6.490 Noise.-Noise which consti
tutes such as a high pitched squeal, buzz or 
hum or any similar sound on a continuous or 
sustained basis shall not be permitted beyond 
the property line. 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance, 

Bernalillo County, 1968 
Section 2. Purpose.-The regulations and 

restrictions of this ordinance are designed to 
lessen congestion in the streets and public 
ways; to secure safety from fire, panic and 
other dangers; to promote health an<i the 
general welfare; to provide adequate light 
and air; to prevent the overcrowding of land; 
to avoid undue concentration of population; 
to fac111tate the adequate provisions for 
transportation, water, sewerage, schools, 
parks, and other public requirements; to 
conserve the value of bulldf.ngs an<i lands; 
and to encourage the most appropriate use 
of land throughout the unincorporated areas 
of Bernalillo County. 

Section 10. C-1 Commercial zone--
B. Use Regulations. (1) Permissive Uses. 
44. • • • (d) Activities or products shall 

not be objectionable due to odor, <lust, smoke, 
noise, vibration, or other causes 

50. Sign advertising • • • (h) The sign 
shall have no audible devices. 

B. Use Regulations. (2) Conditional Uses.
a. Amusement enterprise • • • 

2. Circus, carnival, or enterprise of similar 
type, provided it be located at least 300 ft. 
from any dwelling which is a conforming 
use, shall be permitted at one location for a 
period of not more than 7 days. The hours 
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of operation, including the time of erection 
and dismantling of equipment, shall be be
tween 6 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. 

4. Kart track, including "go-cart" track 
and similar facility, provided that the site 
contains at least 3 acres; the track shall be 
located at least 1,000 ft. from any dwemng 
and at least 100 ft. from any public way; the 
spectator area shall be protected * * * and 
hours of operation shall be between 9 a.m. 
and 10 p.m. 

5. Kiddieland, including children's play
land and children's amusement park, pro
vided that amusement devices shall be located 
at least 300 ft. from any dwelling; hours of 
operation shall be between 9 a.m. and 10 
p .m.; * * * any public address system shall 
be modulated * * * 

Section 12. M-1 Heavy manufacturing 
zone.-The purpose of the zone is to pro
vide for industrial operations of all types 
except that certain potentially hazardous or 
nuisance-type industries as specified * * * 
below are permitted only after public hear
ing and review to assure protection of the 
public interest and surrounding property 
and persons. 

Section 13. Special use permit regulations 
(A) .-(2) To assure that the proper per
formance standard and conditions are, 
whenever necessary, imposed upon uses 
which are, or which reasonably may be ex
pected to become obnoxious, dangerous, of
fensive or injurious by reason of the emis
sion of noise, smoke, dust, fumes, vibration, 
ordor, or other harmful or annoying sub
stances; 

Section 17. Administration.-A. Zoning 
Administrator, (2) Powers and Duties. 4. 
That any conditions are deemed necessary 
to protect the public health, safety, and 
general welfare. Such conditions may in
clude requirement relative to * * * open 
space and buffers * * * landsca¢ng and 
maintenance thereof * * * noise, vibra
tion, odor, and health hazards. 

COMPREHENSIVE ZONING ORDINANCE, ALBU
QUERQUE, N. MEx .. 1968, No. 2726 

Section 2. Purpose.-This ordinance is in
tended to promote the general health * * * 
and welfare of the people of the city * * *; 
and to conserve and stabilize the value of 
property. 

Section 7. R-1 One-family dwelling zone.
A2c. Home occupation * * * provided: ( 6) 
There is no external evidence of the activity, 
such as commercial vehicles, outside stor
age, noise * * * emitted from the permises. 

Section 12. C-1 Neighborhood commercial 
zone.-

A9. Dog obedience club, provided: 
a. An outside exercise ground is enclosed 

with a solid wall or fence at least six feet 
high. 

b. Animals are not kept on the premises 
overnight. 

c. Animals are not kept in a structure for 
periods longer than the hours during which 
obedience training is in progress. 

A26. Service stations * * * a. Lubricat
ing, tube or tire repairing, battery charg
ing, or the like, is conducted within a com
pletely enclosed building. 

A29. Studio for instruction in music or 
dance. 

Section 13. C-2 Community commercial 
zone.-Outdoor: circus, carnival or enter
prise of similar type, provided: 

(2) The use is located at leas·t 300 feet 
from a dwelling which is a conforming use. 

(4) Hours of operation, including the time 
for erection and dismantling of equipment, 
are between 6 a.m. and 11:30 p .m. 

A7f. Hospital for animals, provided there 
is no outside kennel or pen. Outside exercise 
runs must comply with the following: 

(1) A run must be enclosed with a solid 
wall or fence at least six feet high. 

ABa. Automotive and trailer sales or rent
als, and service and repair storage, provided: 
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(2) Repair of automobiles or trailers is 
conducted within a completely enclosed 
building. 

B3. * * * shOJ? in which products may be 
manufactured * * *. 

a. All activities are conducted within a 
completely enclosed building. 

c. Activities or products are not objection
able due to * * * noise, vibration * * * 

B4. Transfer or storage of household goods, 
provided: 

d. Servicing of trucks is permitted only 
within a building or an area completely en
closed by a solid wall or fence at least eight 
feet high. 

Section 14. C-3 Heavy commercial zone.
A2. Uses which must be conducted within a 
completely enclosed building: 

a. Automotive repairing or overhaul-
ing * * * 

b. Bottling plant. 
c. Cold storage plant. 
d. Hospital for animals. 
e. Ice plant (wholesale). 
f. Laundry, cleaning, or dyeing 

works * * * 
g. Manufacturing * * * ot the follow

ing * * * 
The Manufacturing * • * of the follow

ing* * * 
i. Sheet metal working * * * 
A3. Uses which must be conducted in a 

completely enclosed building or within an 
area enclosed on all sides by a wall or fence 
at least six feet high which must be solid 
when it faces or abuts land not zoned C-2, 
C-3, M-1, or M-2: 

a. Rental, sales, display, and repair of op
erative contractor's and heavy farm equip
ment. 

b. Building material storage or sales. 
c. Contractor's equipment storage, or con

tractor's plant. 
d. Feed or fuel storage or sales. 
B2. Automobile dismantling yard, pro

vided: 
a. All activities are conducted within a 

completely enclosed building or within an 
area enclosed on all sides by a solid wall or 
fence at least six feet high. 

Section 15. C-4 Central business district 
zone.-A1 Amusement enterprise: 

a. Indoor: Auditorium, concert hall, bil
liard or pool hall, sports or entertainment 
arena, bowling alley, dance hall, nigh·t club, 
game of skill, theater, penny arcade, shooting 
gallery, skating rink, and swimming pool. 

b. Outdoor: Circus, carnival • * • pro
vided the use in one location does not exceed 
a period of 14 days. 

A44. Service station for automobiles • • • 
provided: 

a. • • • repair is conducted wirthin a com
pletely enclosed building. 

A48. Specialty retail store * • • Manu
facturing, compounding, processing, assem
bling, or treating in conjunction with the 
above-described activities • • • provided: 

a. All activities are conducted within a 
completely enclosed building. 

Section 16. M-1 Manufaoturtng zone.-A3b. 
Repair of automobiles or trailers is conducted 
within a completely enclosed building. 

A16a. Automobile dismantling yard, pro
vided all activities are conducted in a com
pletely enclosed building or are enclosed by 
a solid wall or fence at least six feet high. 

A17. Uses which must be conducted in a 
completely enclosed building or within an 
area enclosed on all sides by a wall or fence 
at least six feet high • • • 

a. Concrete or cement products manufac
turing • • • 

b. Gravel, sand, or dirt removal * • • 
c. Truck terminal, tractor, trailer, or truck 

storage • • * 
Section 18. SU-1 Special use zone.-A3. In 

approving an application, the City COmmis
sion may impose requirements as may be 
necessary to implement the purpose Of this 
ordinance. 
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Section 25. Administra.tion.-B3. When ap

proving an application, the Board must im
pose conditions as required by this ordinance 
together with additional conditions neces
sary to safeguard· the public welfare, safety, 
health, morals, convenience, and best inter
est of the adjoining property and neighbor
hood. 

B3a. Special exceptions: ( 2) * * * Prac
tical difficulty or unnecessary hard·ship can
not be found when financial gain or loss or 
monetary savings is the basis for the claim 
of hardship. 
Albuquerque Animal Control Ordinance No. 

2059, February 1962 
Section 19. Song birds, killing and rob

bing of nests prohibited.-It shall be unlaw
ful for any person to willfully kill any young 
bird, or to rob the nest of such bird. 

Section 23. Animal nuisances prohibited.
Any animal or animals that habitually or 
continuously bark, howl or otherwise disturb 
the peace and quiet of the inhabitants of the 
City are declared to be an animal nuisance. 
It shall be unlawful for any person to keep, 
harbor or maintain an animal nuisance as 
defined about within the City of ... 

EXHIBIT "D" 
(Re: Noise-Albuquerque, New Mexico) 

Section 71-37 of Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Traffic Code: Muffiers Required.-It shall be 
unlawful for any person to operate a motor 
vehicle if such vehicle is not provided with a 
properly attached muffier, of construction 
sufficient to muffie or deaden the sound from 
said motor, and no person shall use a muf
fler cutout, bypass, or similar devices upon a 
motor vehicle. 

AN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PROGRAM FOR THE 
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE, JUNE 1963 

(From the Department of Health, Education, 
and Wel!fare, Public Health Service, Divi
sion of OccupatLonaJ Heal<th, Occupational 
Health Field Station, Salt Lake C'ity, Utruh) 

The Labor Force 
Practically 40 % of the State labor force 

is employed in Bernalillo County. The 1960 
census indicates that most (93%) of the 
County labor force is employed in the 
Albuquerque m-banized area. Since employ
ment data were not available for the City 
of Albuquerque statistics in Ta.ble I are 
shown for Bernalillo County. 

Industry in .f\..J.buque:rque is essentially 
service and market oriented to meet the 
everyday needs of its people and the gov
ernment. It is also diverse and alert to 
technological changes, with potential health 
b.Ma.rds inherent in many of the operations 
and enterpri·ses. Because of the a.bsence of 
heavy industry, manufacturing is considered 
Of less economi·c importance. However, 
it does employ 16.6 % of the work force in 
Bernalillo County. Trade and service in
dustries dominate the private employment 
picture. Together they account for 44.5 % 
Of the 4,563 reporting units and 54.3 % of 
the 59,958 employees in Bernalillo County as 
reported by County Business Patterns in 
1959 (Table I) . On a small but quite ubiqui
tous scale, a variety of health hazards usu
ally associated with manufacturing are 
also encountered in trade and service estab
lishments. The hazards associated with in
ternal maintenance units such as automo
bile repair shops, at dairies, maintenance 
shops in hotels, etc., should not be over
looked as sites of potential occupational 
health problems. 

Industries Surveyed 
As all Of Aubuquerque's work places could 

not be studied in the time allotted, the sur
vey was limited to a sample of manufactur
ing and service industries. The 146 estab
Lishments surveyed (listed in Table II) rep
resent about 5% coverage of the workiing 
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force and about one-half of the manufactur
ing concerns within Albuquerque. 

Survey Findings on Exposur e.-some in
dustries were more closely associated with 
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health exposures difficult to control, such 
as . . . concrete block and brick manufac
turing plants where workers are exposed 
to . . . noise from machinery. 

TABLE 111.- HAZARDS ENCOUNTERED IN 146 INDUSTRIAL ESTABLISHMENTS SURVEYED IN ALBUQUERQUE CITY 

Potentially hazardous 
operations observed 

Number 
Number of with some 

Exposure operations control 

Dust_ ______ __ __ __ ____ ___________ 80 40 
Gases and vapors __ __ ___ _______ .. 40 23 
Weld ing fumes ____________ ------- 64 31 
Other fumes ______ __________ ----- 79 25 Mists ____________ __ ________ _____ 15 3 
Petroleum solvents ____ ____ _______ 13 2 
Halogenated solvents __ ______ _____ 16 7 
Other chemicals _______ ---------- _ 127 34 Noise _____________ ________ __ ____ 13 1 
Temperature extremes ____________ 11 4 
Ultraviolet__ _____________________ 17 6 
Skin irritants ____________________ 21 5 

Tota Is ___________ ________ - 496 181 
Percent_ ___________ -- - ---_ 100.0 36. 4 

Interpretation.-Of the 146 industrial es
tablishments included in the study, 496 
existing or potentially hazardous situations 
were recognized and only 181 (36.4 % ) in
dicated some control measure. Potentially 
hazardous dusts were observed in 80 various 
locations. Only 4.P (50 % ) of the operations 
indicated some attempt at controlling the 
hazard. Of the 429• exposures, 89 (20.7% ) 
were in situations where the control meas
ures were very effective or exposure and 
hazard to health appeared minimal; 291 
(67.7 % ) were exposed to quantities of dust 
which may or may not constitute a severe 
hazard depending on the effective use of 
controls; and 49 (11.4 % ) worked in dusty 
situations which may constitute a severe 
health hazard due to the lack of adequate 
cont rol measures or prolonged exposure. 

Recommendations 
Ideally, an occupational health program 

at the local level should have as its objective 
the prevention of the work situation or en
vironment from causing damage to the 
health of any employed individual. To im
plement such an objective would require 
such activities as an occupational medical 
service, epdidemiological studies, health edu
cation services, as well as industrial hygiene 
engineering. Activities of this scope would 
require a large staff of skilled specialists. 
Until the growth and development oj Albu
quer que's industry and labor force demands 
such a complete program the following rec
ommendations are made: 

5. The following minimum basic indus
trial hygiene survey equipment should be 
purchased: 

a. Noise measuring equipment (sound sur
vey meter). 

Anaheim, California 
Public Health and Safety 6.44.020-6.52.010 

6.44.020 Unnecessary, annoying, discom
. !orting noises. • It is hereby declared to be a 
nuisance and shall be unlawful to make, 
cause or suffer or permit to be made or 
caused upon any premises, any unnecessary 
noises or sounds which are physically an
noying to persons of ordinary sensitiveness or 
which are so harsh or so prolonged or un
natural or unusual in their use, time or 

• A worker fulfilling his dally obligations in 
a plant may encounter several hazardous 
situations, thus, a single workman may 
actually represent several different exposures. 
The figures in Table III represent individual 
exposures and not necessarily the total num
ber of employees subjected to hazardous sit
uations. 

Number of exposures 

Minimal Some Severe 
Total hazard hazard hazard 

429 89 291 49 
207 93 83 31 
323 77 216 30 
378 94 242 42 
49 0 38 11 

125 62 47 16 
110 22 23 65 
748 274 371 103 
159 10 116 33 

51 30 16 5 
44 12 25 7 

182 139 35 8 

2,.805 902 1, 501 402 
100. 0 32.2 53.5 14.3 

place as to occasion physical discomfort. 
( Ord. 799 § 27 part as amended by Ord. 1341; 
April 14, 1959). 

Title 6, is hereby amended by adding 
Chapter 6.70, reading as follows: Chapter 
6.70-Sound pressure levels. 

Section 6.70.010.-Sound produced in ex
cess of the sound pressure levels permitted 
herein are hereby determined to be objec
tionable and constitute an infringement 
upon the right and quiet enjoyment of 
property in this City. 

No person shall, within the City, create 
any sound, radiated for extended periods 
from any premises which produces a sounct 
pressure level at any point on the property 
line in excess of sixty (60) decibels, (Re 
0.0002 Microbar) read on the A-scale of a 
sound level meter. Readings shall be taken 
in accordance with the instrument manufac
turers' instructions, using the slowest me
ter response. 

The sound level measuring microphone 
shall be placed at any point on the property 
line, but no closer than three (3) feet from 
any wall and not less than three (3) feet 
above the ground, where the above listed 
maximum sound pressure level shall apply. 
At any point the measured revel shall be the 
average of not less than three (3) readings 
taken at two (2) minute intervals. To have 
valid readings, the levels must be five (5) 
decibels or more above the levels prevailing 
at the same point when the source(s) of the 
alleged objectionable sound are not operating. 

Sound pressure levels shall be measured 
with a sound level meter manufactured ac
cording to American Standard S1.4-1961 pub
lished by the American Standards Associa
tion, Inc., New York City, New York. 

Traffic sounds, sound created by emer
gency activities, and sounds created by gov
ernmental units shall be exempted from the 
applications of this ordinance. Sound cre
ated by construction or building repair. of 
any premises within the City shall be ex
empt from the applications of this ordi
nance during the hours of 6 :00A.M. to 10:00 
P .M. 

Section 6.70.020-Violations and penal
ties.-Any person who shall violate any of 
the provisions of this Chapter or any section 
or part of a section thereof, whether such 
violation shall consist of the commission of 
an act forbidden thereby, or the failure to 
perform any act required thereby, shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and punish
able under Section 1.01.370 of this Code. 

Section 6.70.03Q--Enforcement.-The build
ing officials of the City of Anaheim shall 
enforce the provisions of this Chapter. 

Adopted by ordinance, No. 2526, June 18, 
1968. 
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Anchorage, Alaska 

City Ordinance: Health and Sanitation 
Section 13-9 : Enumeration of additional 

acts and conditions constituting a nui
sance.-(b) Making any unnecessary or un
usual noise which either annoys, injures or 
endangers the comfort, repose, health or 
safety of the public, except as otherwise per
mitted in this Code. The pollee chief shall 
order the placing of as many signs as he may 
deem necessary within one hundred fifty feet 
of any portion of the grounds and premises 
on which is located a hospital or other insti
tution reserved for the sick, or any school 
calling special attention against noise. 

(c) Except as otherwise provided in this 
Code, no person without a written permit 
from the pollee chief, shall use, play or per
form upon any bugle, hand organ, barrel 
organ, barrel accordion, hurdygurdy or other 
musical instrument upon any street, alley 
or public place. 

(d) Excepting devices officially used by 
governmental units, no person, for the pur
pose of attracting the attention of the public, 
shall use any radio, recording music or sound 
amplifying device of any kind, the sound 
from which is cast directly upon a street, 
alley or public place. The city manager shall 
have the authority, on written application to 
him, to permit the broadcast by use of sound 
amplifying devices under conditions pre
scribed by him. 

(a) No person shall operate or use any pile 
driver, power shovel, pneumatic hammer or 
other apparatus the use of which is attended 
by loud or unusual noise, in conducting any 
building operations between the hours of ten 
p.m. and seven a.m., except by written per
mission of the city manager, and then only 
in case of emergency. 

(f) No person shall operate any noise
creating blower or power fan, or any internal 
combustion engine, the operation of which 
cause noise due to the explosion of operating 
gases or fluids , unless the noise made there
by is so muffled as not to cause annoyance 
to the public. 

Section 18-179. Excessive noise; mufil.ers; 
sound level meter; 

(a) Excessive noise.-No motor vehicle, 
other than an authorized emergency vehicle 
or a vehicle moving und,er special permit, 
which makes or creates excessive or unusual 
noise, shall operate on the streets, alleys, 
roadways, sidewalks and public ways of the 
city. 

(b) Sound l imit.-A vehicle which pro
duces a sound level equal to or in excess of 
the sound limit shall be deemed to make or 
create excessive or unusual noise. No arrest 
shall be made in any case where the sound 
limit is exceeded by less than a two decibel 
tolerance. 

(c) Mujfier.-Any motor vehicle shall at 
all times be equipped with a muffier in good 
working order and in constant operation 
which shall be so designed and constructed 
that it will effectively prevent excessive or 
unusual noise or that it will prevent any 
noise in excess of that emitted by the muf
fler originally installed in the vehicle and 
such original muffier shall comply with the 
standards set by the manufacturer of the 
vehicle. For the purpose of this subsection, 
if sound in excess of the sound limit shall 
emanate from a vehicle, such evidence may 
be admitted as corroborating and not prima 
facie evidence that the muffier was emitting 
noise in excess of that emitted by the muf
fler originally on the vehicle. 

(h) For the purpose of this section the 
following definitions shall apply: 

(1) "Mujfier" shall be a device consisting 
of a series of chambers and baffie plates or 
other mechanical device designed for the 
purpose of receiving exhaust gas from an 
internal combustion engine and effective in 
reducing the noise emitted from the engine 
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to the practical minimum consistent with 
reasonable engine efficiency. 

(2) "Decibel" shall mean the unit for 
measurement of relative sound levels as in
dicated and measured by a general purpose 
sound level meter (such as General Radio 
Company type 1565-A or its equivalent de
fined by American Standards Association 
specificationS 1.4-1961) operated on the "A" 
scale. 

(3) "Sound limit" shall be eighty-eight 
(88) decibels as measured by placing the 
microphone of the general purpose sound 
level meter at a height of approximately five 
(5) feet and at a distance of fifty (50) feet 
plus or minus two (2) feet, from the center 
of the lane in which the vehicle is traveling, 
and any measurement of the sound level 
shall be made at speeds of less than twenty
five (25) miles per hour. (Ord. No. 1243, 12-
4-56; Ord. No. 41-66, 6-28-66) 

Amendment note-Ord. No. 41-66, adopted 
June 28, 1966, amended § 49-178 to read as 
set out. Formerly said section dealt with 
mufflers. 

Atlanta, Georgia 
Section 2Q-30: Noises; prohibited, enumer

ation.-(a) It shall be unlawful for any per
son to make, continue or cause to be made 
or continued any loud, unnecessary or un
usual noise or any noise which either annoys, 
disturbs, injures or endangers the comfort, 
repose, health, peace or safety of. others in 
the city. 

(b) The following acts among others are 
declared to be loud, disturbing and unneces
sary noises in violation of this section, but 
such enumeration shall not be deemed to 
be exclusive, namely: 

( 1) Horns, signaling devices. The sounding 
of any horn or signaling device on any auto
mobile, motorcycle or other vehicle on any 
street or public place in the city, except as 
a danger warning, the creation of any un
reasonably loud or harsh sound by means 
of any such signaling device and the sound
ing of any such device for an unnecessary 
and unreasonable period of time. The use 
of any signaling device except one operated 
by hand or electricity, the use of any horn, 
whistle or other device operated by engine 
exhaust and the use of any such signaling 
device when traffic is for any reason held up. 

(2) Radios, phonographs, similar devices. 
The using, operating . or permitting to be 
played, used or operated any radio receiving 
set, musical instrument, phonograph or other 
machine or device for the producing or re
producing of sound in such manner as to 
disturb the peace, quiet and comfort of the 
neighboring inhabitants or at any time with 
louder volume than is necessary for conven
ient hearing for the person who is in the 
room, vehicle or . chamber in which such 
machine or device is operated and who is a 
voluntary listener thereto. The operation of 
any such set, instrument, phOIIlograph, ma
chine or device between the hours of 11 : 00 
p.m. and 7:00a.m. in such a manner as to be 
plainly audible at a distance of fifty feet from 
the building, structure or vehicle in which it 
is loca.ted shall be prima facie evidence of a 
violation of this section. 

(3) Loudspeakers, amplifiers for advertis
ing. The using, operating or permitting to be 
played, used or operated of any radio receiv
ing set, musical instrument, phonograph, 
loudspeaker, sound amplifier or other ma
chine or device for the producing or repro
ducing of sound which is cast upon the 
public streets for the purpose of commercial 
advertising or attracting the attention of the 
public to any building or structure. 

Announcements over loudspeakers can only 
be made by the announcer in person and 
without the aid of any mechanical device. 

(4) Yelling, shouting, etc. Yelling, shout
ing, hooting, whistling or singing on the 
public streets, particularly between the hours 
of 11:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. or at any time 
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or place so as to annoy or disturb the quiet, 
comfort or repose of persons in any office, 
dwelling, hotel or other type of residence or 
of any pernons in the vicinity. 

(5) Animals, birds. The keeping of any 
animal or bird which by causing frequent 
or long continued noise shall disturb the 
comfort or repose of any persons in the 
vicinity. 

(6) Steam whistles.• The blowing of any 
steam whistle attached to any stationary 
boiler except to give notice of the time to 
begin or stop work or as a warning of fire 
or danger or upon request of proper city 
authorities. 

(7) Exhausts. The discharge into the open 
air of the exhaust of any steam engine, sta
tionary internal combustion engine or motor 
boat except through a mufHer or other device 
which will effectively prevent loud or ex
plosive noises therefrom. 

(8) Defect in vehicle or load. The use of 
any automobile, motorcycle or vehicle so 
out of repair, so loaded or in such manner as 
to create loud and unnecessary grating, 
grinding, rattling or other noise. 

(9) Loading, unloading, opening boxes. The 
creation of a loud and excessive noise in 
connection with loading or unloading any 
vehicle or the opening and destruction of 
bales, boxes, crates and containers. 

(10) Construction or repair of buildings.• 
The erection (including excavating) demoli
tion, alteration or repair of any building 
other than between the hours of 7:00 a.m. 
and 10 :00 p.m. on weekdays, except that the 
building official may determine when the loss 
or convenience that would result to any 
party in interest is of such nature as to war
rant special consideration, then the building 
official may grant a permit for a period not 
to exceed ten (10) days or less for such work 
to be done within the hours of 10:00 p.m. 
and 7:00 a.m. 

(11) Schools, courts, churches, hospitals. 
The creation of e.ny excessive noise on any 
street adjacent to any school, institution of 
learning, church or court while the same are 
in use, or adjacent to any hospital, which un
reasonably interferes with the working of 
such institution, or which disturbs or unduly 
annoys patients in the hospital; provided, 
that conspicuous signs are displayed in such 
streets indicating that the same is a school, 
hospital or court street. 

(12) Hawkers, peddlers, vendors. The 
shouting and crying of peddlers, hawkers 
and vendors which disturbs the peace and· 
quiet of the neighborhood. · 

(13) Noises to attract attention. The use 
of any drum or other instrument or device 
for the purpose of attracting attention by 
creation of noise to any performance, show 
or sale. 

(14) Transportation of metal rails, similar 
materials. The transportation of rails, pil
lars or columns of iron, steel or other material 
over and along streets and other public 
places upon carts, drays, cars, trucks or in 
any other manner so loaded as to cause 
loud noises or as to disturb the peace and 
quiet of such streets or other public places. 

( 15) Pile drivers, hammers, similar equip
ment. The operation between the hours of 
10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. of any pile driver, 
steam shovel, pneumatic hammer, derrick, 
steam or electric hoist or other appliance, the 
use of which is attended by loud or unusual 
noise. 

( 16) Blowers. The operation of any noise
creating blower or power fan or any internal 
combustion engine, the operation which 
causes noise due to the explosion of operat
ing gases or fluids, unless the noise from 
such blower or fan is muffled and such engine 

*Amendment note-Ord. No. 1967-16, § 1, 
adopted February 20, 1967, revised § 20-30 
( 10), the extent of the revision being such as 
to preclude a detailed analysis. 
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is equipped with a mufHer device sufficient to 
deaden such noise. 

( 17) Sound trucks. • The use of mechanical 
loudspeakers or amplifiers on trucks or other 
moving or standing vehicles for advertising 
or other commercial purposes. 

The use of sound trucks for noncommer
cial purposes during such hours and in such 
places and with such volume as would con
stitute such use as a public nuisance; pro
vided, that the provisions of this section 
shall not apply to or be enforced against: 

(a) Any vehicle of the city while engaged 
in necessary public businesses. 

(b) Excavations or repairs of streets by 
or on behalf of the city, county or state at 
night when public welfare and convenience 
renders it impossible to perform such work 
during the day. 

(c) The reasonable use of amplifiiers or 
loudspe_akers in the course of public ad
dresses which are noncommercial in char
acter. (Code 1953, § 36.55; Ord. No. 1967-16, 
§ 1, 2-20-67) 

Section 13-6. Noise zone around hospitals.
( a) Established. The streets in frorit of or 
surrounding hospitals or sanitariums shall 
have what is known as a noise zone within 
a dstance of three hundred feet of the 
grounds thereof, in all directions, and where 
signs are erected along the street, within a 
distance of three hundred feet of the grounds 
of any such hospital or sanitarium in all 
drections, this shall constitute the noise zone, 
whether these signs are erected by the city or 
by the aut horities in charge of such hospitals 
or sanitariums. 

(b) Quiet to be maintained. It shall be 
unlawful for any person within a noise zone 
around a hospital, to cry out the sale of 
wares therein, to use whistles or other noise
making devices, to drive any vehicle at such 
rate of speed as shall create a disturbing 
noise, to drive any motor vehicle with the 
mufHer cutout open, or to make or cause to 
be made any loud noise in any manner what
soever. (Code 1953, §§ 20.2, 20.3) 

Section 17-342. Sale of ice cream, merchan
dise from vehicles-Requirements as to park
ing; sound equipment to be stopped.-All 
vendors or hucksters operating trucks, carts 
or other types of equipment for sale of ice 
cream or other merchandise on the streets 
of the city shall, before making any sale, park 
their vehicle at the right curb, and and at 
least eight feet from any other vehicle that 
may be parked on the street and not less 
than one hundred feet from any intersecting 
street. When the vehicle stops, all sound 
equipment or other devices used to notify 
patrons of the presence of the vendor shall 
be stopped and shall not be resumed until 
the vehicle is again put in motion. (Code 
1953, § 40.36) 

Section 17-344. Same-Requirements as to 
operation of sound equipment, other de
vlces.-No vehicle ustng sound equipment or 
other method of attracting customers shall 
operate such sound equipment or other de
vice · after 9:30 p.m. druily nor between the 
hours of 9 :30a.m. and 12:00 noon on Sunday. 
Nor shall such sound equipment or other de
vice be operated within one block af a church 
between the hours of 7 : 00 p.m. a.nd 9 :00 p.m. 
on Sundays. No vehicle, including pushcarts 
selling ice cream, shall be opera.ted within 
one block of any public school in the city be
tween the hours of 8:00a.m. and 3:00p.m. on 
days in which sohools are actually in sess,ion. 
(Code 1953, § 40.38) 

Cross reference-Sound trucks generally, 
§ 20-30(b) (17) . 

Section 28-10. Blowing of whistles.-No 
looomotive whistle shall be blown within the 
oity limits except where it is necessary to pre
vent aocidents, or where it is nece9S'ary to 
thus signal the engineers of opposing trnins 
of the approach of any passenger tra.in or a.ny 
section following the same, or when it is 
necessary to signa-l a brakeman. 
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Beverly Hills, California 

Ordinance No. 1243 of the city of Beverly 
Hills amending Article 1, of Chapter 8, of 
Title 4, of the Beverly Hills Municipal 
Code relating to loud and unnecessary 
noises 
The Council of the City of Beverly Hills 

does hereby ordain as follows: 
Section 1. Article 1, of Chapter 8, of Title 

4, of the Beverly Hills Municipal Code relat
ing to loud and unnecessary noises is 
amended in its entirety to read as follows: 

Article 1. Loud and Unnecessary Noises 
Section 4-8. 101. Definitions.-For the pur

poses of Section 4-8. 107 of this article, cer
tain words and phrases used herein are de
fined as follows: 

(a) "Ambient noise." Ambient noise is the 
all-encompassing noise associated with a giv
en environment, being usually a composite 
of sounds from many sources, near and far. 

(b) "Bel." The bel is a unit of level when 
the base of l.ogarithm is ten (10). Use of the 
bel is restricted to levels of quantities pro
portional to power. 

(c) "Decibel." The decibel is one-tenth of 
a bel and is a unit of level when the base of 
the logarithm is the tenth root of ten, and 
the quantities concerned are proportional to 
power. 

(d) "Spectrum." A spectrum is a function 
of time and is a description of its resolution 
into components, each of different frequency 
and usually of different amplitude and phase 
and is also used to signify continuous range 
of components, each of different frequency 
and usually of different amplitude and phase 
and is also used to signify continuous range 
of components usually wide in extent within 
which waves have some speciffed character
istics such. as "audio-frequency spectrum" 
and is also applied to functions of variables 
other than time. 

(e) "Sound pressure level." The sound pres
sure level, in decibels, of a sound is twenty 
(20) times the logarithm to the base ten 
(10) of the ratio of the pressure of this sound 
to the reference pressure, which reference 
pressure must be explicitly stated. 

(f) "Band pressure level." The band pres
sure level of a. sound for a specified frequency 
band is the sound pressure level for the 
sound contained within the restricted band. 
The referenc.e pressure must be specified. 

(g) "Cycle." A cycle is the complete se
quence of values of a. periodic quantity that 
occur during a period. 

(h) "Frequency." The frequency of a func
tion periodic in time is the reciprocal of the 
primitive period. The unit is the cycle per 
unit time and must be specified. 

(i) "Microbars." A microbar is a unit of 
pressure commonly used in acoustics and is 
equal to one dyne per square centimeter. 

(j) "Sound-level meter." A sound-level 
meter is an instrument including a micro
phone, an amplifier, an output meter, and 
frequency weighting networks for the meas
urement of noise and sound levels in a speci
fied manner. 

(k) "Sound analyzer." A sound analyzer is 
a device for measuring the bandpressure level 
or pressure spectrum level of a sound as a 
function of frequency. 

(1) All technical definitions are in accord
ance with America;n Standard Sl. 1-1960 en
titled "Acoustical Terminology." 

section 4-8.102. General provisions: Un
lawful noise.-No person within the City 
shall make, or cause the making of, or suffer 
or permit to be made, upon any premises 
owned occupied, or controlled by such per
son ar{y loud, unusual, penetrating, or bois
terous noise, disturbance, or commotion, 
which shall cause discomfort or annoyance 
to a reasonable perosn of normal sensitive
ness. 

The standards which shall be considered 
in determining whether a violation of this 
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section exists shall include, but shall not be 
limited to. the following: 

(a) The volume of the noise. 
(b) The intensity of the noise. 
(c) Whether the nature of the noise is 

usual or unusual. 
(d) Whether the origin of the noise is nat

ural or unnatural. 
(e) The volume and intensity of the back-

ground noise, if any. . 
(f) The proximity of the noise to residen

tial sleeping facilities. 
(g) The nature and zoning of the area 

within which the noise emanates. 
(h) The density of inhabitation of the 

area within which the noise emanates. 
(i) The time of the day or night the noise 

occurs. 
(j) The duration of the noise. 
(k) Whether the noise is recurrent, inter

mittent or constant. 
(1) Whether the noise is produced by a 

commercial or non-commercial activity. 
Section 4-8.103. Exceptions.-(a) Pro

hibited hours defined. For the purposes of 
this section, "prohibited hours" shall mean 
after the hour of 8:00 p.m. of any day, before 
the hour of 8:00a.m. of any day, at any time 
on any Sunday, and at any time on any of 
the following holidays (provided if any 
named holiday falls on a Sunday, the follow
ing Monday shall constitute the holiday): 
January 1, May 30, July 4, Labor Day, No
vember 11, Thanksgiving Day and Decem
ber25. 

(b) Commercial operations. No person 
shall operate or cause the operation of, or 
suffer or permit the operation upon any 
premises owned, occupied or controlled by 
such person, of any tool, machine or other 
thing designed or used for the manufacture 
of goods, wares or merchandise for the con
struction or operation of any building or 
structure, or for any commercial purpose, 
the noise from which can be heard at any 
point on any other premises during pro
hibited hours. 

(c) Permit required. A permit may be is
sued authorizing noises prohibited by this 
section whenever it is found that the public 
interest will be served thereby. Applications 
for permits shall be in writing and shall be 
accompanied by an application fee in the 
amount of Five and no/100ths {$5.00) Dollars 
and shall set forth in detail facts showing 
that the public interest will be served by the 
issuance of such permit. Applications shall 
be made to the Building and Planning Direc
tor; provided, however, with respect to work 
upon or involving the use of a public street, 
alley, building or other public place under 
the jurisdiction of the Public Works Depart
ment, applications shall be made to the 
Public Works Director. No permit shall be 
issued unless the application is first ap
proved by the Public Works Director, Build
ing and Planning Director, Pollee Chief and 
the Administrative Officer. Anyone dissatis
fied with the denial of a permit may appeal 
to the Council. 

Section 4-8.104. Noises: Animals and fowL
No person wlthin the City shall keep, or 
permit the keeping of, upon any premises 
owned, occupied or controlled by such person 
any animal or fowl the type, behavior or 
quantity of which shall cause discomfort or 
annoyance to a reasonable person of normal 
sensitiveness. 

Sect~on 4-8.105. Noises: Motors.-(a) 
Starting and operating motors. It shall be 
unlawful for any person within the C1Jty 
to start or operate, or cause to be started or 
operated, any gas, gasoline, kerosene, dis
tilla~te, benzine, oil burning or other engine 
or motor within the City unless such engine 
or motor shall have a device thereunto at
tached in good working order which shall at 
all times be in constant operation, to pre
vent excessive or unusual or annoying noise 
from the exhaust of such motor or engine. 
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(b) Possession of motors. Every gas, gaso

line, kerosene, distillate, benzine, oil burn
ing or other motor or engine within •the City 
shall have a device in good working order 
which shall be at all times in con&tan.t op
eration to prevent excessive or unusual or 
annoying noise from exhaust gases of such 
zn.otor or engine when the engine or motor 
is running or is in operation. 

Section 4-8.106. Noises: Loudspea.kers.
It shall be unlawful for any person, other 
than personnel of law enforcement or gov
ernmental agencies, to in&tall, use or oper
ate a loudspeaker or amplifying device in a 
fixed or mova~ble position or mounted upon 
any vehicle within the City for the purpose 
of giving instructions, directions, talks, ad
dresses or lectures to any persons or assem
blages of persons in or upon any street, alley, 
sidewalk, park, place or public property with
out a permit so to do from the Police Chief. 
The Police Chief, in granting or denying suoh 
permit, shall consider the constitutional 
right of free speech of all persons, including 
the applicant, bUJt shall also consider the 
volume of traffic, both vehicular a.nd pedes
trian, and the effect, if any, of granting 
such permit upon the orderly movement of 
traffic, the peaceable passage or presence of 
persons, in, on, to or across the street, alley, 
sidewalk, park, place or public property, the 
possi-ble disorder or unlawful injury to per
sons or property, the possible tendency to 
incite crime, tlie possible invasion of the 
right of privacy, the threat of the over
throw of the lawfully esta-blished govern
ment or a.ny agency or portion thereof by 
force and the possi·ble unlawful breach or 
distlwbance of the public peace if the permit 
is granted. The Pollee Chief shall grant or 
deny the permit alter considering such mat
ters. 

Section 4-8. 107. Noises: Machinery.-It 
shall be unlawful to operate any machinery, 
equipment, pump, fan, air-condi·tioning ap
paratus or similar mechanical device, in any 
manner so as to create any noise which 
would cause the noise level at the adjoining 
property line to exceed either the Limiting 
noise spectra set forth in the table below, or 
to exceed the ambient noise level by more 
than three (3) decibels. 

Table of Limiting Noise Levels 
Noise level at any band pressure shall not 

exceed either that shown below, or the am
bient noise level by more than three (3) 
decibels, 8IS measured by and recorded from 
an approved Sound-level Meter and/or a 
Sound Analyzer. 

Octave band Band pressure level 
Center frequency in decibels re; 0.0002 
Cycles per second microbars 
All pass (combined frequency bands)--- 60 

31.5 ---------------------------- 59 
63 -------------------- 58 

125 ---------------------------- 49 
250 ---------------------------- 41 
500 -------------------- 35 

1000 ---------------------------- 30 
2000 ---------------------------- 28 
4000 ---------------------------- 26 
8000 ---------------------------- 25 

16000 --------------------------- 24 
Section 2. The City Clerk shall cause this 

ordinance to be published once, within fif
teen days after its passage, in the Be~erly 
Hills Citizen, a newspaper of general clrcu
lation, printed, published, and circulated in 
this City; shall certify to the adoption and 
publication of this ordinance and shall cause 
this ordinance and his certification, to
gether with proof of publication to be en
tered in the Book of Ordinances of this City. 

Section 3. This ordinance shall become 
effective and in full force and effect at 12:01 
a.m. on the thirty-first day after its passage. 

Adopted the 17th day of May, 1966. 
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Birmingham, Alabama 

ctty Code 
Sec. 3-9. Noisy and obnoxious ad.vertis

ing.a..._(a) It shall be unlawful for the pro
prietor, manager or other person in charge or 
control of any place of business in the city to 
advertise, or attempt to attract attention, .to 
such place of business, or any article of mer
chandise therein, or any business, sale or 
event being conducted therein, by causing or 
allowing any radio, phonograph, phonograph 
record, bell, drum, horn or other instrument 
located upon, at or in such phase of business, 
to be played, operated or sounded in such 
manner that the sound crewted, emitted or 
transmitted by such instrument shall be 
audible to persons upon any public street of 
the city; provided, that it shall be l&wful from 
time to time to demonstrate any such instru
ment to prospective purchasers thereof in 
such place of business, notwithstanding re
sultant sound may escape to a public stre«~t; 
and p~ovided further, that the provisions of 
this subsection (a) shall not apply to any 
type of carillon which is located in or on any 
premises in the city and is played, operated or 
sounded so as to cause music or musical notes 
or a time strike to emanate from such carillon 
or from amplifiers attached thereto and lo
cated in or on the same premises. 

(b) It shall be unlawful for any person 
to drum or solicit any person on any siderwalk 
or street in the city, either orally or by means 
of cards or handbills, to enter any store or 
other place of business for the purpose of 
buying, or negotiating for the sale of, any 
goods, WQires or merchandise, or for the 
rendition of any service. 

(c) It shall be unlawful for any person to 
advertise from any vehicle upon any str'eet 
or other public way by means of any loud 
speaker, amplifier, radio, phonograph, phono
graph record, bell, drtlilll, horn or other 
instrument, or by any other loud noise, with
in that portion of the city bounded on the 
north by the north line of Eighth Avenue, 
North, on the east by the east line of Twenty
third Street, on the south by the south line 
of Morris Avenue, and on the west by the west 
line of Seventeenth Street, or within a radius 
of one block of any school or hospital, or 
within a rad:ius of one block of any church 
on Sunday. 

(d) It shall be unlawful for any person to 
advertise from any vehicle upon any street or 
other public way by means of any loud speak
er, amplifier, radio, victrola, victrola record, 
bell, drum, horn or other instrument, or by 
any other loud noise, within the city between 
the hours of 7:00P.M. and 9:00 A.M. (Code 
1914, § 124; Ord. No. 1671-F.) 

Sec. 7-3. Noisy animals or fowL-It shall be 
unlawful to confine, harbor, or keep on a 
lot, place or premises, any animal or fowl 
which habitually, continuously or intermit
tently makes or emits sounds or noises of 
such volume, nature and extent as to be a 
public nuisance by reason of being obnox
ious or annoying to the ordinary persons in 
that neighborhood. (Code 1944, § 138) . 

Sec. 26-9. Prevention of noise, etc. It shall 
be the duty of the operator of a tourist home 
located in a district zoned for apartment 
house uses to exercise every possible pre
caution in order to minimize the noise and 
other inconvenience to neighboring resi
dents. (Code 1944, § 691.) 

Sec. 34-143. Horns and warning devices. 
(a) Every motor vehicle, when operated upon 
a street of the city, shall be equipped with 
a horn in good working order capable of 
emitting a sound audible under normal con
ditions for a distance of not less than two 
hundred feet. It shall be unlawful for any 
vehicle to be equipped with or for any per
son to use upon a vehicle any siren, or for 
any person at any time to use a horn other
wise than as a reasonable warning, or to 

3 As to prohibition against use of noise 
makers for advertising purposes, see § 35-10 
(g) of this Code. 
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make any unnecessary or unreasonll!bly loud 
or harsh sound by means of a horn or other 
warning device. 

(b) Every pollee and fire department and 
fire patrol vehicle, and every ambulance used 
for emergency calls, shall be equipped with 
a bell, siren or exhaust whistle of a type 
approved by the state highway director. 
(Code 1944, § 1276.) 

Sec. 34-146. Mufil.ers and exhaust. (a). No 
person shall drive a motor vehicle on a street 
unless such motor vehicle is equipped with a 
muffler in good working order and in con
stant operation to prevent excessive or un
usual and annoying smoke. 

(b) It shall be unlawful to use a muffler 
cutout, bypass, a muffler without baffles or 
similar device on any motor vehicle upon a 
street (Code 1944, § 1279.) 
Ordinance No. 65-30 to Amend Subsection 

(a) of Section 34-~46 of the General Code 
of the City of Birmingham, 1964 
Be it ordained by the Council of the City 

of Birmingham that Sub-section (a) of Sec
tion 34-146 of the General Code of the City 
of Birmingham, 1964 be and said Sub-section 
(a) is hereby amended to read as follows: 

"(a) No person shall drive a motor vehicle 
on a street unless such motor vehicle is 
equipped with a muffler in good working order 
and in constant operation to prevent ex
cessive or unusual noise and annoying 
smoke." 

Article II. Noises.' 
Section 35-10. Illegal noises generally.

It shall be unlawful and a nuisance for any 
pers'On to ma-ke or cause :to be made any 
unreasonably loud, disturbing or unneces
SM"Y noise in the city. It shan· also be un
lawful and a nuisance f'or any person to 
permit any such noise to be made in or 
upon any house or premises owned or pos'
sessed by him or under his management 
or control. The foll-owing acts, among others, 
are declared to be loud, disturbing or un
necessary noises in violation of this· sec
tion, but such enumeration shall not be 
deemed to be exclusive: 

(a) Blowing horns. The sounding of any 
horn or signal device on any automobile, 
motorcycle, bus or vther vehicle, except as 
a danger signal when and as required by 
ordinances• of the city or by the Code of 
Alabama, Title 36; the creation by means 
of any such signal device of any unreason
able, loud or harsh sound; and the sounding 
of such d-evice for an unnecessary or unrea
sonable period of time. The provisions of this 
section regulating the sounding of a horn 
or signal device on vehicles shall not apply 
to authorized emergency vehicles while the 
driver of such vehicle is· operating the same 
in an emergency in the necessary perform
ance of public duties, and when the sound
ing of such horn or signal device is made 
as a warning or danger signal. 

(b) Pets.5 The keeping of any animal or 
bird which, by causing frequent or long 
continued noise, sha-ll disturb the comfort 
or repose of any ordinary person in the 
vicinity. 

(c) Blowing steam whistles. The blowing 
of any steam whistle attached to any sta
tionary boiler, except to give notice of the 
ttme to begin or stop work or as a warning of 
danger. 

(d) Unmuffled engine exhausts.a The dis
charging into the open air of the exhaust of 
any steam engine, stationary internal com
bustion engine, motor vehicle or motor 
boat engine, except through a muffler or 
other device which will effectively prevent 
the emission of loud or explosive noises 
therefrom. 

4 As to prevention of noise in tourist 
homes, see § 26-9 of this Code. As to blow
ing locomotive whistle, see § 44-4. 

5 See also, § 7-3 of this Code. 
6 As to muffiers and cutouts on motor ve

hicles, see § 34-146 of' this Code. 
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(e) Peddlers, etc.1 The shouting or crying 

of peddlers, hawkers and vendors which dis
turbs the peace and quiet of the neighbor
hood. 

(f) Fireworks. The explosion of firecrackers, 
sky-rockets, Roman candles, pinwheels or 
any other form of fireworks, except the 
display of fireworks in public parks or 
other open places within the city under a 
permit issued by the fire marshal, pursuant 
to the Fire Prevention Code of the City.8 

(g) Use of noisemakers for advertising 
purposes.9 The use of any drum, pan, pail, 
bell, horn, trumpet, loudspeaker or other 
instrument or device for the purpose of at
tracting attention or intended to attract at
tention to any performance, show or sale or 
display of merchandise, or for any other ad
vertising purposes; provided, that the pro
visions of this subsection (g) shall not apply 
to any type of carillon which is located in 
or on any premises in the city and is played, 
operated or sounded so as to cause music or 
musical notes or a time strike to emanate 
from such carillon or from amplifiers at
tached thereto and located in or on the same 
premises. 

(h) Calliopes or amplifiers on vehicles. 
The use of calliopes, mechanical loudspeak
ers or amplifiers on any vehicles used for ad
vertising or other purposes, except when a 
permit for such use over a specified route is 
issued by the mayor and except within the 
time specified in such permit. (Code 1944, 
§ 813; Ord. No. 1671-F.) 

Section 35-11. Outside speakers emanating 
music on public streets.-It shall be un
lawful and a nuisance for any person to have 
or permit a speaker or other device to be 
attached to any music machine which is de
signed to or does carry the sound of music 
emanating from such machine to a public 
street; provided, that the provisions of this 
section shall not apply to any type of caril
lon which is located in or on any premises 
in the city and is played, operated or sounded 
so as to cause music or musical notes or a 
time strike to emanate from such carillon 
or from amplifiers attached thereto and lo
cated in or on the same premises. (Code 
1944, § 815; Ord. No. 1671-F.) 

Section 35-12. Transmitting music audible 
to persons outside premises during certain 
hours.-Between the hours of 11:00 P. M., 
and 8:00 A. M., it shall be unlawful and a 
nuisance for any person in charge of any 
music machine to operate or to permit such 
music machine to be operated in such .man
ner that the sound created, emitted or 
transmitted by such music machine shall be 
audible to persons upon any public street 
or private premises; provided, that the pro
visions of this section shall not apply except 
between the hours of 11 : 00 P. M., and 7: 00 
A. M., to any type of carillon which is lo
cated in or on any premises in the city and 
is played, operated or sounded so as to cause 
music or musical notes or a time strike to 
emanate from such carillon or from ampli
fiers attached thereto and located in or on 
the same premises. (Code 1944, § 816; Ord. 
No. 1671-F.) 

Section 35-14. Radios and television.-Be
tween the hours of 11:00 P. M. and 8:00 
A. M., it shall be unlawful for any person in 
charge of any radio or television receiving set 
to operate or to permit such radio or tele
vision receiving set to be operated in such 
manner that the sound created, emitted or 
transmitted by such radio or television re
ceiving set shall be audible to persons upon 
any public street or private premises. (Code 
1944, § 818.) 

Section 44-4. Blowing locomotive whis-

7 As to peddlers and hawkers generally, see 
ch. 39 of this Code. 

8 Editor's note.-The Fire Prevention Code 
of the city is not set out in this Code. It is 
on file in the offlce of the city clerk. 

9 As to noisy and obnoxious advertising, see 
§ 3-9 of this Code. 
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tles.-No person shall blow any locomotive 
whistle within the city, except as a necessary 
signal of danger, in compliance with law or 
to give warning of a house on fire in the city. 
(Code 1944, § 970.) 

Boston, Massachusetts 
City Ordinances 

Unnecessary noises 
Section 97.-(a) Subject to the provisions 

of this section, the creation of any unreason
ably loud disturbing and unnecessary noise 
in the city is prohibited. Noise of such char
acter, intensity and duration as to be detri
mental to the life or health of any individual 
is prohibited. 

(b) The following acts are declared to be 
loud, disturbing and unnecessary noises in 
violation of this section, burt said enumera
tion shall not be deemed to be exclusive, 
namely: 

1. The sounding of any horn or signal de
vice on any automobile, motorcycle, bus, 
street car or other vehicle while not in mo
tion, except as a danger signal; the sounding 
of any horn or signal device on any such 
vehicle while in motion, except as a danger 
signal after or as brakes are being applied 
and deceleration of the vehicle is intended; 
and the sounding of any such horn or signal 
device for an unnecessary and unreasonable 
period of time; provided that any such noise 
shall be plainly audible at a distance of one 
hundred feet. 

2. The playing of any radio, phonograph, 
or any musical instrument or other instru
ment intended or utilized so as to reproduce 
sound, in such a manner or with such vol
ume as to annoy or disturb the quiet, cozn.. 
fort or repose of persons in any dwelling, 
hotel or other type of residence; provided 
that any such noise shall be plainly audible 
at a distance of fifty feet and provided that 
nothing herein contained shall be construed 
to prohibit playing by a band and or orches
tra in a hall, building. or in the open air. 

3. The keeping of any animal or bird 
which by biting or by causing frequent or 
long continued noise shall disturb the quiet, 
comfort or repose of any person in the 
vicinity. 

4. The use of any automobile, motorcycle, 
street car or other vehicle so out of repair or 
so loaded or in such manner as to create 
loud and unnecessary grating, grinding, rat
tling or other noise; provided that any such 
noise shall be plainly audible at a distance 
of one hundred feet. 

5. The blowing of any steam whistle at
tached to any stationary boiler, except to 
give notice of the time to begin or to stop 
work or as an alarm or danger signal. 

6. The discharge into the open air of the 
exhaust of any steam engine, stationary in
ternal combustion engine, motor vehicle, 
motor boat or outboard motor engine, ex
cept through a muffler or other device which 
will effectively prevent loud or explosive 
noises therefrom. 

7. The erection, demolition, alteration, or 
repad.r of any building, and excavation in 
regard thereto, except between the hours of 
seven a.m. and six p.m. on weekdays or ex
cept, in the interest of public safety or wel
fare, upon the issuance of and pursuant to a 
permit from the building commissioner, 
which permit may be renewed for one or 
more periods of not exceeding one week each. 

8. The creation of any excessive noi&e on 
any street adjacent to any school, institutAon 
of learning, or court while the same is in 
session, or adjacent to any hospital or 
church, which unreasonably interferes with 
the conduct of the foregoing; provided that 
any such noise shall be plainly audible at 
distance of twenty-five feet and provided 
that a conspicuous warn[ng sign, using ap
propriate words, has been displayed in such 
street indicating that the same is a school, 
hospital, church or court street. 
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9. The creation of a loud and excessive noise 

in connection with loading or unloading any 
vehicle or the opening and destruction of 
bales, boxes, crates and containers. 

Ordinance Sept. 30, 1850: Section 54.
No person, other than musicians in a lawful 
parade or procession or itinerant musicians 
licensed thereto by the police commissioner, 
shall, in any street except as a warning of 
danger, ring or cause to be rung any bell, or 
use or cause to be used any musical or noise
making :instrument. 

Buffalo, N.Y. 
Oity Ordinances 

Article XVII: Noise control 
§ 1701. Prohibited noises. Subject to the 

provisions of this article, the creation Off any 
unrea&onably loud, disturbing and unneces
sary noise in the Clity of Buffalo is prohibited 
as a public nuisance. Noise of such char
acter, intensity and duration as to be detri
mental to the life, health or welfare of any 
individual in the Clity of Buffalo is prohibited 
as a public nuisance. 

The following acts, among others, are de
clared to be prima facie evidence of ·a viola
tion of this article and declared to be the 
loud, diisturbing and unnecessary noises pro
hibited herein, but said enumeration shall 
not be deemed to be exclusive: 

1. Animals and birds. The keeping in any 
building or upon any premises of any animal 
or bird which by frequency or long continued 
noise shall disturb the comfort and repose of 
any person in the vicinity. 

2. Defect in vehicle or load. The use of any 
automobile, motorcycle or other vehicle in 
such manner or so out of repair or so loaded 
as to create loud and rmnecessary grating, 
grinding, rattling or other noise. 

3. Horns and signaling devices. The round
ing o!f any horn, bell or other signaling de
vice on any automobile, motorcycle, street 
car or other vehicle on any street or public 
place in the Clity, except as a danger warn
ing; the creR.tion by means of any such sig
naling device of any unreasonably loud or 
harsh round; the sounding of any such de
vice for an unnecessary and · unreasonable 
period of time; the use of any such signal
ing device except one operated by hand 
or electricity; the use of any horn, whistle 
or other device operated by engine exhaust, 
and the use of any such signaling device 
when traffic is for any reason held up. 

4. Steam whistles. The blowing of any 
steam whistle attached to any stationary 
boiler, except to give notice of the time to 
begin or to stop work or as a warning of 
danger. 

5. Exhausts. The discharge into the open 
air of the exhaust from any stationary steam 
engine, stationary internal combus.tion en
gine or motorboat engine, except through a 
muffler or other device which will effectively 
prevent loud or explosive noises therefrom. 

6. Compressed air devices. The use of any 
mechanical device operated by compressed 
air unless the noise created thereby is effec
tively muffled and reduced. 

7. Schools, courts, churches and hospitals. 
The creation of an'y excessive noise on any 
street adjacent to any school, institution of 
learning, church or court while the same 
are in use, or adjacent to any hospital, which 
unreasonably interferes with the workings of 
such institution, or which disturbs or unduly 
annoys patients in the hospital, provided con
spicuous signs are displayed on such streets 
indicating that the same is a street wherein 
quiet is required. 

8. Loading and unloading. The creation of 
loud and excessive noise in connection with 
loading or unloading any vehicle, or the 
opening and destruction of bales, boxes, 
crates and containers. 

9. Yelling and shouting. Yelling, shouting, 
hooting or singing on the public streets, par
ticularly between the hours of eleven o'clock 
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p.m. and seven o'clock a.m., or at any time 
or place so as to annoy or disturb the quiet, 
comfort or repose of persons in any office, 
factory or any dwelling, hotel or other type 
of residence, or of any person in the vicinity. 

10. Radios and phonographs. The using, op
erating or permitting to be played, used or 
operated, of any radio receiving set, musical 
instrument, phonograph or any other ma
chine or device for the producing or repro
ducing of sound in such manner as to disturb 
the peace, quiet and comfort of the neigh
boring inhabitants at any time with a louder 
volume than is necessary for the convenient 
hearing of the person or persons who are in 
the room, vehicle or chamber in which such 
machine or device is operated and who are 
voluntary listeners thereto; the operation of 
any such set, instrument, photograph, ma
chine or device between the hours of eleven 
o'clock p.m. and seven o'clock a.m. in such 
manner as to be plainly audible at a distance 
of fifty feet from the building, structure or 
vehicle in which it is located, shall be prima 
facie evidence of the violation of this article 
and shall be presumed to be of such volume 
as to annoy or disturb the sleep, comfort 
and repose of any person in the vicinity. 

11. Prohibited hours. Unreasonably loud, 
disturbing and unnecessary noise or sound 
during and between the hours from eleven 
o'clock p.m. to seven o'clock a.m., which un
reasonably interferes with the sleep, com
fort, health and repose of any individuals 
in the vicinity and hearing of such noises 
or sounds. 

12. Construction or repair of buildings. 
The erection, including the excavation, demo
lition, alteration, or repair of any building 
or structure other than between the hours 
of seven o'clock a.m. and six o'clock p.m. on 
week days, except in case of urgent necessity 
in the interest of publi~ health and safety, 
and then only under permit from the director 
of buildings, which permit may be renewed 
for periods of three days or less while the 
emergency continues. Such operations are 
completely prohibited on Sundays and legal 
holidays, except under the permit above 
described. 

13. Peddlers. The shouting and crying of 
peddlers, hawkers and vendors which disturb 
the peace and quiet of the neighborhood. 

§ 1702. Commercial purposes. No person, for 
commercial, business or advertising purposes, 
shall create, cause to be created or permitted 
upon any premises in the city of Buffalo un
der his control, any disturbing noise of such 
volume and character as to unreasonably 
disturb the public or persons in the vicinity. 

Music or other sounds produced or repro
duced on player pianos, phonographs, talk
ing machines or by radio through loud speak
ers or by sound amplifying equipment or de
vice, when of sufficient volume as to be dis
tinctly heard for a distance of fifty feet out
side the building, premises or structure 
where produced, or sufficiently audible upon 
any public street or place to attract and con
gregate a crowd thereon, is hereby declared 
to be a disturbing noise and a public nui
sance. This definition, however, is not ex
clusive. 

1. Aircraft and boats. The making of any 
noise in any street, park or public place in 
the city of Buffalo by means of any air
craft, or any boats on the water within the 
jurisdiction of the city, by operation of sound 
producing or sound amplifying equipment 
thereon, for any purpose whatsoever is pro
hibited. 

2. Noise-making equipment. The advertise
ment or calling attention to any advertise
ment, article, business, calling or profession 
upon any public street, sidewalk, park or 
public place or entrance to a place of busi
ness, building or premises within the city of 
Buffalo by means of any horn, musical in
strument, whistle, megaphone, siren, bell, 
radio, mechanical piano, phonograph or other 
sound producing or sound amplifying 
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mechanism, instrument or device, is 
prohibited. 

3. SOund equipment carried on convey
ance. The operation and use in or upon any 
automobile, truck or other vehicle or con
veyance upon any public street, park or pub
lic place Within the city of Buffalo of any 
horn, mechanical instrument, megaphone, 
siren, bell, radio, mechanical piano, phono
graph or other sound producing or sound am
plifying mechanism, instrument or device for 
such commercial, business or advertising pur
poses, is hereby prohibited. 

4. Exceptions. This section shall not ap
ply to the use of a horn, bell or other signal
ing apparatus when the same is necessary or 
authorized for the protection of persons or 
property, or when attached to or us·ed by any 
fire or police car or apparatus, or hospital 
apparatus in responding to a call, or to radio 
sets installed in passenger automobiles not 
stepped up w1 th sound or special amplifying 
devices, nor shall this section apply to duly 
authorized public parades, that is, parades of 
public interest as contrasted with private 
parades conducted for commercial purposes. 

§ 1703. Non-commercial purposes. The op
eration rand use in a.nd upon any building, 
structure, premises, or on any street, park, 
parkway or public place, or on any automo
bile, truck or other vehicle or conveyance, of 
any sound producing or sounct amplifying 
mechanism, instrument or device, producing 
or reproducing the human voice and speech 
only, whereby the sound of such voice and 
speech is cast upon the public streets, parks, 
parkways and places, shall not be deemed a 
violation of this article under the following 
conditions and circumstances and with com
plete compliance With all requirements here
in and the proper application for issuance 
and the proper use of the permit hereinafter 
mentioned: 

1. Such use and operation shrall be on mat
ters of public interest and concern or reU
gious purposes only. 

2. Such volume of sound of the human 
voice shall be so controlled that it will not 
be audible for a distance in excess of one 
hundred feet from its course, and so that 
said volume is not unreasonable, loud, rau
cous, jarring, disturbing or a nuisance to 
persons Within the area of audibility. No 
sound amplifying equipment shall be oper
ated with an excess of fifteen watts of power 
in the last stage of am.plification. 

3. Such dissemination of sound shall not 
be permitted to interfere with and adversely 
affect the normal and safe flow of vehicle and 
pedestrian tramc. 

4. The only sounds permitted are human 
speech and voice. 

5. No such sound amplifying equipment 
shall be permitted to be used so as to inter
fere with and be disturbing to any public 
gathering lawfully assembled Within audible 
range of such sound equipment and assem
bled for purposes other than to hear the pro
gram emanating from such sound equip
ment. 

6. Operation and use of such sound am
plifying equipment shall be permitted only 
during the following hours of the day, such 
period being between eleven-thirty o'clock 
a.m. and one-thirty o'clock p.m. and between 
the hours of three o'clock p.m. and five 
o'clock p.m., except on Sundays and legal 
holidays when no operations shall be per
mitted. An e«ception to such time limita
tion can only be made by separate permit of 
the common council upon a showing and 
proof of unusual and necessary importance 
and interest to the public welfare, health or 
safety. 

7. No such sound amplifying eqUipment 
shall be used to unreasonably interfere with, 
annoy or harass any person, firm or corpora
tion in their home, residence, place of busi
ness or other location. 

8. No such sound amplifying equipment 
shall be continued in operation when it can 
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be heard on the public streets for a maxi
mum continuous period of over fifteen min
utes at any one time at any one location, in
cluding a one-half mile radius therefrom, 
and shall not be operated or used at any one 
location, including a half mile radius there
from, more than one time in a seven-day 
period. 

9. No such sound amplifying equipment 
placed upon a sound truck, vehicle or other 
conveyance shall be continued in operation 
While such sound truck, vehicle or convey
ance is in motion or in transit. 

10. SOund shall not be issued within five 
hundred feet of hospitals, court houses, 
schools or churches. 

11. The human speech emitted shall not 
be profane, lewd, indecent or slanderous. 

12. No such sound amplifying equipment 
shall be operated upon the folloWing streets 
and within the following downtown con
gested trafllc area, bounded and described as 
follows: 

Beginning at the intersection of Washing
ton Street and SOuth Park Avenue northerly 
along Washington Street to Exchange Street; 

Easterly along Exchange Street to Ellicott 
Street; 

Northerly on Ellicott Street to Virginia 
Street; 

Westerly and southwesterly on Virginia 
Street to Niagara Street; 

Southerly on Niagara Street to Georgia 
street; 

Southwesterly on Georgia Street to Perry 
Boulevard; 

Southerly on Perry Boulevard to Court 
Street; 

Easterly on Court Street to the Lower Ter
race; 

Southerly on the Lower Terrace to Evans 
Street; 

Southwesterly on Evans Street and as con
tinued to the Buffalo River; 

Southeasterly along the Buffalo River to 
a point opposite the place of beginning, 

And thence northerly to the place of begin
ning. 

13. No such sound amplifying equipment 
shall be operated in any location whenever 
the commissioner of police upon investiga
tion shall determine that the condition of 
vehicular or pedestrian tramc, or both, are 
such that the use of such sound amplifying 
apparatus will constitute a threat to the 
safety of pedestrians or vehicle operators, or 
where he shall determine that conditions of 
overcrowding or street repair or other physi-

. . cal conditions are such that the use of such 
sound amplifying apparatus will deprive the 
public of the right to the safe, comfortable, 
convenient and peaceful enjoyment of any 
public street, park or place, for street, park 
or public purposes, or will constitute a threat 
to the safety and welfare of the public. 

14. A permit must be obtained under this 
section from the commissioner of police of 
the ct.ty of Buffalo, and he shall issue such 
permit subject to all the conditions and re
strictions contained herein. The commis
sioner shall not deny a permit for any spe
cific time, location or use to any applicant 
who fully oompldes with the provisions of 
this section, except for one or more of the 
reasons specified herein, or for the non
payment of the fee prescribed herein, or to 
prevent overlapping in the granting of 
permits. 

A denial by the commissioner of police to 
issue a permit hereUIIlder, may be reviewed 
by a board consisting of the mayor, comp
troller and president of the council. Such 
board on written petition of the applicant 
shall hold a hearing to determine if such 
application for a permit was properly denied 
under the provisions of this section. If the 
board decides the application and permit 
were improperly denied by the commissioner 
of police, it shall order him to issue such per
mit upon compliance by the applicant With 
all applicable provisions of this section, 
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and said commissd.oner of police shall there
upon issue such permit. 

The applicant for a permit to use or cause 
to be used sound amplifying equipment, 
whether placed upon a truck or conveyance 
or otherWise for the non-commercial pur
poses above described, shall file an applica
tion statement in Wl'liting with the com
missioner of police at least five days prior 
to the date of the proposed use. This state
ment shall be filed in duplicate and shall 
state the following: 

(a) Name and home address of the appli
cant. 

(b) Business address of appldcant. 
(c) License number and motor number of 

the sound truck, if any, to be used by appli
cant. 

(d) Name and address of person who 
owns the sound truck and amplification 
equipment. 

(e) Name and address of persons having 
direct charge of sound truck. 

(f) Names and addresses of all persons who 
Will use or operate the sound truck and per
sons using and operating sound amplification 
equipment. 

(g) Name and address of any organization 
sponsoring or responsible for the use and op
eration of said sound amplifying equipment. 

(h) A general statement of the purpose for 
which the sound amplifying equipment Will 
be used and a general statement of the sub
ject matter to be broadcast. 

(i) A statement as to the streets, sections, 
parks or public places of the city at, on or in 
which the said sound amplifying equipment 
wm be used, giving locations. 

(j) Proposed periods of operation of said 
sound amplifying equipment and length of 
time of each individual operation. 

(k) The number of days of proposed op
eration of such sound amplifying equipment 
under the permit, not exceeding three days. 

(1) General description of the sound am
plifying equipment which is to be used and 
vehicle on which it is carried, if any. 

(m) Maximum sound producing power of 
the sound amplifying equipment to be used, 
stating: 

(1) Wattage to be used. 
(2) Volume in decibels of the sound which 

will be produced. 
(3) The maximum distance sound will be 

thrown from the sound amplifying equip
ment. 

(n) Such other pertinent information as 
the commissioner of police may deem neces
sary to enable him to carry out the provisions 
of this section. 

(o) A statement by the applicant that he 
and all other persons using such sound am
plifying equipment under a permit herein 
shall abide by all the restrictions and require
ments of this section, and will observe and 
abide by all the rules, laws, ordinances and 
regulations controlling the use of the public 
streets, parkways and public places. 

Each permit issued pursuant to this sec
tion shall describe the specific location in 
which such sound amplifying device, equip
ment or apparatus may be used or operated 
thereunder, the exact period of time for 
which such amplifying apparatus, equipment 
or device may be operated in such location, 
the maximum volume of sound which may 
be employed in such use or operation, and 
such other terms and conditions as may be 
necessary for the purpose of securing the 
health, safety, comfort, convenience and 
peaceful enjoyment by the public of their 
rights to use the public streets, parks or 
places for street, park or other public pur
poses, protecting the health, welfare and 
safety of the inhabitants of the city and 
securing the peace, quiet and comfort of all 
its inhabitants. 

One copy of the aforesaid application shall 
be attached to the permit and become a part 
thereof and shall be delivered to the appli
cant who shall keep such permit and at-
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tached application in his possession during 
the time of use of such sound amplifying 
apparatus under such permit. Such permit 
and attached application shall be promptly 
displayed and shown to any police omcer of 
the city of Buffalo upon request. 

Any false statement in such application 
for a permit and any failure to abide by the 
limitations set forth under the permit and 
application, shall be deemed a distinct and 
separate violation of this section. No permit 
shall be gr-anted covering more than a period 
of three days. All applications shall be 
checked by the bureau of identification of 
the department of police, and the police 
records C1f any persons whose names appear 
on said application shall be attached thereto. 

Each applicant for a permit issued under 
the provisions of this section shall pay a fee 
of three dollars for the use of each such 
sound amplifying device, equipment or ap
paratus for each day of use; provided, how
ever, that permits for the use of sound 
amplifying devices or apparatus shall be 
issued to any bureau, commission, board or 
department of the United States, the state 
of New York, the county of Erie and the city 
of Buffalo without fee. 

All monies collected herein by the depart
ment of police shall be the property of the 
city of Buffalo, and shall be accounted for 
and turned over weekly to the treasurer of 
the city. 

No permit shall be issued where it appears 
that the applicant or any other person whose 
name appears on the application as a par
ticipant in the broadcasting of such sound, 
or under whose auspices such sound is to be 
broadcast, has been convicted of a crime or 
disorderly conduct. 

§ 1704. General provisions. Nothing con
tained in this article shall be construed to 
prevent the production of music in connec
tion with any military, civic or authorized 
parade, funeral procession or religious cere
mony, nor to prevent any musical perform
ance conducted under the consent of munic
ipal authorities. 

The provisions of this article shall not 
apply to police omcers and firemen while in 
the discharge of their duties. 

The provisions of this article shall be liber
ally construed to prevent excessive, unrea
sonable, disturbing and unnecessary noise, 
due consldera;tion being given to the cir
cumstances, time of day, particular location 
of each violation and the demands of the 
public health, safety and welfare. 

This article shall not be construed as pro
hibiting the use of sound amplifying equip
ment or devices during unusual and non
commercial . events conducted by the na
tional, state, county or municipal govern
ment. 

The term "sound amplifying device, equip
ment or apparatus" shall mean any radio de
vice or apparatus, or any device or appara
tus for the amplification of any sounds from 
any radio, phonograph or other sound-mak
ing or sound-producing device, or any device 
or apparatus for the reproduction or ampli
fication of the human voice or other sound. 

The word "person" as used herein, shall 
include the singular and plural, and shall 
also mean and include any person, firm, cor
poration, association, club, partnership, so
ciety, union or any other form of association 
or organization. 

It is the intention herein that each sep
arate provision of this ordinance shall be 
construed and deemed independent of all 
other provisions herein, and it is further the 
intention that if any provision of this article 
shall be declared to be invalid, all other pro
visions thereof shall remain valid and en
forceable. 

Chapter LX: (Trame Ordinance) § 17. Ve
hicles. Subd. (6) Load must be secured so no 
loud noises occasioned. 

(6) The use of a vehicle in the city is 
prohibited when it is so loaded with iron or 
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other material as to create loud noises while 
in transit. 

Chapter IX: (Disorderly Conduct) § 5. Dis
turbances and intoxication. Subd. (1) No 
person shall make or assist in making any 
riot, unrea.')l()nable noise or disturbance at 
or within any house or building or in a 
public place. 

§ 6. Discharging firearms or other weapons. 
No person shall fire, shoot or discharge, in 
any place or building, any firearms, air gun, 
spring gun, archery device propelling or pro
jecting an arrow, cannon or artillery piece, 
provided, however, that the prohibitions 
above contained shall not apply to a lawfully 
licensed amusement or to a duly authorized 
rifle, pistol or archery range or to any duly 
authorized police or military personnel. 
Further exceptions may be made hereto 
by written permit of the commissioner of 
police under circumstances beneficially and 
directly affecting the public health, welfare 
and safety. 

§ 8. Profane language. Subd. (1) No person 
shall use profane or obscene language in a 
public place, or in a building in so loud a. 
tone that it shall be heard by persons not 
within said building. 

Chapter VII: (Regulatory Ordinances) 
§ 113. (This Article concerned Railroads.) It 
shall not be lawful for any person i:Q. the 
employ of any railroad company operating 
within the limits of the city to permit the 
whistle of the locomotive under his control 
to be blown, except for necessary signal pur
poses. Any person violating the provisions of 
this section shall pay a penalty of $25.00 for 
such offense. 
Article 9-Equipment of Motor Vehicles and 

Motorcycles 
Sec. 
375. Equl.Jpment. 
376. Lamps, signaling devices and reflectors 

on commercial vehlcles. 
377. Vehicles engta.ged in the tmnsportation 

of logs and other m.M;e.riaJ.s. 
378. Motor vehdcles engaged in the tmnspor

tation of inflammable liquids. 
379. Motor vehdcles engaged in the transpor

tation of inflammable liquids. 
380. Motor vehicles engaged in the transpor-

tation of dangerous articles. 
381. Motoreycle equipmeillt. 
382. Hydraulic brake fluid. 
§ 375. Equd.pment 

1. Eve·ry motor vehdcle operated or driven 
upon the public highways of the state, shall 
be provided with adequate brakes and steer
ing mechanism in good working order and 
sufficient to oontrol such vehicle at all times 
when the same is in use, and a suita.ble and 
adequate horn or other device for signaling, 
which horn or device shall produce a sound 
su1H.ciently loud to serve as a danger warning 
but shall not be used other than as a reasOil
able warning nor be unnecessa.rlly loud or 
harsh. 

• • • • • 
(d) The Provisions of this subdivision shall 

not apply to motor vehicles, trailers and 
semitrailers registered pursuant to suibdivi
sion thirteen of section four hundred one 
of this chapter, and not operated upon the 
public highways in excess of one and one-half 
miles by ddrect route between farms or por
tions of farms under single or common 
ownership or operation. 

26. A gong or siren wMstle shall not be used 
on any vehicle other than an authorized 
emergency vehicle. This shall not be con
strued to apply to a gong or siren designed 
and used solely as a burglar alarm on a 
vehicle. 

31. Mu1H.em. Prevention 01! noise. Every mo
tor vehicle, operated or drliven upon the high
ways of the strute, shall at all times be 
equipped with an adequate mumer in con
stant operation and properly maintained to 
prevent any excessive or unusual noise and 
no such mumer or exhaust system shall be 
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equipped with a cut-out, bypass, or similar 
device. No person shall mOdify the exhaust 
system of a motor vehicle in a manner which 
will amplify or increase the noise emd tted by 
the motor 01! such vehWle above that emitted 
by the mumer originally installed on the ve
hicle and such original mumer shall comply 
with all the requirements of this seotion. 

A mumer is a device consisting 01! a series 
of Cihambers or ba1H.e plates, or other mechan
ical design for the purpose of receiving ex
haust gas from an internal combustion en
gine, and effective in reduC!ing nodse. 

Chicago, Illinois 
Zoning Ordinance: Sec. 99 and Sec. 106 

(Provisions of the Municipal Code are in
Cluded in the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
Chapter 194A. Sound level readings are taken 
when complaints are filed.) 

Noise 
99-56. Sundry noises restricted.-No per

son shall make, or cause, permit or allow to 
be made, upon a public way, or in such close 
proximity to a public way as to be distinctly 
and loudly audible upon such public way, 
any noise of any kind by crying, calling or 
shouting or by means of any whistle, rattle, 
bell, gong, clapper, hammer, drum, horn, 
hand organ, mechanically operated piano, 
other musical instrument, wind instrument, 
sound amplifier, or similar mechanical device 
provided, that the said restrictions shall not 
apply to any licensed peddler crying or call
ing for the purpose of advertising goods, 
wares or merchandise when lawfully using 
any public alley in the city between the hours 
of 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. (Amend. Coun. J. 
12-21-39, p. 1396.] 

99-57. Hand organs.-No person shall use 
or perform with any hand organ or other 
musical instrument or device, for pay or in 
expectation of payment, in any public way 
or public place of the city before nine o'clock 
a.m. or after nine o'clock p.m. of any day, 
under a penalty of not less than ten dollars 
nor more than twenty-five dollars for each 
offense. 

99-58. Transporting rails and pillars.-All 
ralls, pillars, and columns of iron, steel, or 
other metal which are being transported on 
the public ways of the city shall be so loaded 
as to avoid causing loud noises or disturbing 
the peace and quiet of such public ways, 
under a penalty of not more than twenty-five 
dollars for each offense. 

99-59. Steam whistle.-No person shall 
blow or cause to be blown, within the city, 
the steam whistle of any stationary steam 
plant as a signal for commencing or suspend
ing work, or for any other purpose. 

This section shall not be construed as for
bidding the use of steam whistles as alarm 
signals in case of fire, collision, or other im
minent danger. 

99-60. Pneumatic hammer.-It shall be 
unlawful for any person to construct or 
maintain, within two hundred feet of any 
residence, a factory wherein are used pneu
matic hammers or other apparatus which 
cause loud or unusual noises. Any person vi
olSiting any of 'i;he provisions of this section 
shall be fined not less than twenty-five dol
lars nor more than one hundred dollars for 
each offense, and each day's violation shall be 
considered a separate and distinct offense. 

90-60.1. Building operations at night.-It 
shall be unlawful for any person to use any 
pile driver, shovel, hammer, derrick, hoist, 
tractor, roller or other mechanical apparatus 
operated by fuel or electric power in bullding 
or construction operations between the hours 
of 9:30 o'clock in the evening and 8:00 
o'clock in the morning, except for work on 
public improvements and work of public
service utilities, within 600 feet of any bulld
ing used for residential or hospital purposes. 

Any person violating this section shall be 
fined not less than fifty dollars for each of
fense, and each day's violation of the same 
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shall constitute a separate and distinct of
fense. [Added. Coun. J. 10-31-51, p. 1166; 
3-6-63, p. 9023.] 

Violation of Chapter Provisions 
99-74. Penalty.-Any person violating a.ny 

of the provisions of this chapter shall be 
fined not less than five dollars and not 
more than two hundred dollars for each 
offense, except where othea:wise specifically 
provided. A separate and distinct offense 
shall be held to have been committed eaoh 
day any person continues to violate any of 
the provisions hereof. [Amend. Coun. J. 6-
11-47, p. 308; 6-30-54, p. 7829.) 

106-17. Noises prohlbited.-No bellman or 
crier, nor any drum, fife, or other instrument 
of music, nOT any show signal or other means 
of attract>ing the attention of the pubUc, 
other than a sign or :flag, shall be employed 
or permitted to be used in connection with 
any auction sale at or near any place of 
such sale, or at or near any auction room. 

106-19. Penalty.-Any person violating 
any of the provisions of this chapter, where 
no other penalty is provided, shall be fined 
not less than ten nor more than two hundred 
dollars for each offense. 

Building Code Sec. 10 
10.5 Performance Standards-Noise--Use 

and Bulk Regulations. 
( 1) Any use established in a Manufactur

ing District after the effective date of this 
comprehensive amendment shall be so op
erated as to comply with the performance 
standards governing noise set forth herein
after for the district in which such use shall 
be located, provided that such performance 
standards shall not be applicable to the 
structural alteration or relocation of exist
ing buildings occurring hereafter or the en
largement, expansion or addition to existing 
uses occurring hereafter when such altera
tion, relocation, enlargement, expansion or 
addition takes place upon property which, 
at the time of the passage of this compre
hensive amendment, is owned or occupied by 
the same person, firm or corporation, or their 
respective heirs, legal representatives or suc
cessors, making such alteration, relocation, 
enlargement, expansion or addition and, pro
vided further, that such performance stand
ards also shall not be applicable to new 
construction by such owner or occupier uppn 
previously undeveloped property which, at 
the time of such construction, is contiguous 
to an existing manufacturing use and, at 
the time of the passage of this comprehen
sive amendment, is being held by such owner 
or occupier for development for manufac
turing purposes. All such construction, al
teration. relocation, enlargement, expansion 
or addition to which the performance stand
ards hereinafter set forth shall not be ap
plicable shall, nevertheless, be controlled so 
as not tc become a nuisance to adjacent 
uses. 

(2) Sound levels shall be measured with a 
sound level meter and associated octave band 
filter manufactured according to standards 
prescribed by the American Standards As
sociation. Measurements shall be made using 
the fiat network of the sound level meter. 
Impulsive type noises shall be subject to the 
performance standards hereinafter prescribed 
provided that such noises shall be capable 
of being accurately measured with such 
equipment. Noises capable of being so meas
ured, for the purpose of this comprehensive 
amendment, shall be those noises which 
cause raptd :fluctuations of the needle of the 
sound level meter with a variation of no more 
than plus or minus two decibels. Noises in
capable of being so measured, such as those 
of an irregular and intermittent nature, shall 
be controlled so as not to become a nuisance 
to adjacent uses. 

(3) In all instances in which an M2 or 
M3 District does not adjoin a Residence or 
Business District, the performance stand
ards governing noise for the M1 Districts 
shall apply at the nearest Residence or Busi
ness District boundary line. 
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10.5-1 Performance Standards-Noise
M1-1 To M1-5 Restricted Manufacturing Dis
tricts. 

In the M-1 to M-5 Districts inclusive, 
at no point on the boundary of a Residence 
or Business District shall the sound pressure 
level of any individual operation or plant 
{other than background noises produced by 
sources not under the control of this ordi
nance, such as the operation of motor vehicles 
or other transportation facilities) exceed the 
decibel levels in the designated octave bands 
shown below for the districts indicated. 

Octave band 
cycles per second 

0 to 75 _____________ _ 
75 to 150 ___________ _ 
150 to 300 __________ _ 
300 to 600 __________ _ 
600to 1,200 ________ _ 
1,200 to 2,400 •••••••• 
2,400 to 4,800 _______ _ 
Above 4,800. ________ _ 

Along residence 
district bound· 

aries-Maximum 

r:~~if~e3e~?~~~~ 

72 
67 
59 
52 
46 
40 
34 
32 

Along business 
district bound· 

aries-Maximum 

r:~~if~e3e~?~~~~ 

79 
74 
66 
59 
53 
47 
41 
39 

10.5-2 Performance Standards-Noise-
M2-1 To M2-5 General Manufacturing Dis
tricts. 

In the M2-1 to M2-5 Districts inclusive 
at no point either on the boundary of a resi
dence or business district or at 125 feet from 
the nearest property line of a plant or oper
ation, whichever distance is greater, shall 
the sound pressure level of any individual 
operation or plant {other than background 
noises produced by sources not under the 
control of this ordinance, such as the oper
ation of motor vehicles or other transpor
tation facil1ties) exceed the decibel levels 
in the designated octave bands shown below 
for the districts included. 

Octave band cycles 
per second 

o to 75 _____________ _ 
75 to 150 ___________ _ 
150 to 300 __________ _ 
300 to 600 __ ________ _ 
600 to 1,200 _________ _ 
1,200 to 2,400 __ _____ _ 
2,400 to 4,800 _______ _ 
Above 4,800 _________ _ 

Maximum per-
mitted sound level 

in decibels along 
residence district 

boundaries or 125 
feet from plant or 

operation property 
line 

72 
67 
61 
56 
50 
45 
41 
38 

Maximum per· 
mitted sound level 

in decibels along 
business district 

boundaries or 125 
feet from plant or 

operation property 
line 

79 
74 
68 
62 
56 
51 
47 
44 

10.5-3 Performance Standards-Noise-
M3-1 To M3-5 Heavy ManufactUJring Dis
tricts. 

In the M3-1 to M3-5 Districts inclusive, at 
no point either on the boundary of a resi
dence or business district or at 125 feet from 
the nearest property line of a plant or opera
tion, whichever distance is greater, shall the 
sound pressure level of any individual opera
tion or plant (other than background noises 
produced by sources not under the control of 
this ordinance, such as the operation of mo
tor vehicles or other transportation facilities) 
exceed the decibel levels in the designated 
octave bands shown below for the districts 
included. 

Maximum per
mitted sound level 

in decibels along 
residence district 

boundaries or 125 
feet from plant or 

Octave band cycles operation property 
per second line 

0 to 75_ ____ _________ 75 
75 to 150___ ___ ___ __ _ 70 
150 to 300 ____ _______ 65 
300 to 600__ ___ ___ ___ 59 
600 to 1,200____ __ ___ _ 53 
1,200 to 2,400__ ______ 48 
2,400 to 4,800__ ______ 44 
Above 4,800__________ 41 

Maximum per
mitted sound level 

in decibels along 
business district 

boundaries or 125 
feet from plant or 

operation property 
line 

80 
75 
70 
64 
58 
53 
49 
46 
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10.6 Performance Standards-Vibration

Use and Bulk Regulations. 
Any use established in a Manufacturing 

District after the effective date of this com .. 
prehensive amendment shall be so operated 

. as to comply with the performance standards 
governing vibration set forth hereinafter 
for the district in which such use shall be 
located. No use already established on the 
effective date of this comprehensive amend
ment shall be so altered or modified as to 
conflict with, or further conflict with, the 
performance standards governing vibration 
established hereinafter for the district in 
which such use is located. 

10.6-1 Performance Standards-Vibration
M1-1 To M1-5 Restricted Manufacturing Dis
tricts. 

In the M1-1 to M1-5 Districts inclusive, 
any use or portion thereof creating intense 
earth-shaking vibrations such as are created 
by heavy drop forges, or heavy hydraulic 
surges shall be set back at least 300 feet from 
the lot lines on all sides, except for lot lines 
adjoining an M3 District where such set back 
shall not be required, but in no case shall 
any such vibration be allowed to create a 
nuisance or hazard beyond the lot lines. 

10.6-2 Performance Standards-Vibration
M2-1 To M2-5 General Manufacturing Dis
tricts.-

In the M2-1 to M2-5 Districts inclusive, 
any use or portion thereof creating intense 
earth-shaking vibrations such as are created 
by heavy drop forges, or heavy hydraulic 
surges, shall be set back at least 300 feet from 
the boundary of a Residence, Business, or 
Commercial District and at least 150 feet from 
the boundary of an M1 District, unless such 
operation is controlled in such a manner as 
to prevent transmission beyond the lot lines 
of earthshaking vibrations perceptible with· 
out the aid of instruments. 

10.6-3 Performance Standards-Vibration
M3-l To M3-5 Heavy Manufacturing Dis
tricts. 

In the M3-1 to M3-5 Districts inclusive, the 
performance standards governing vibration 
in the M2 Districts shall apply. 

Cincinnati, Ohio 
City Ordinances: Ch. 511; Sec. 901 

Chapter 511: Miscellaneous 
§ 511-2. Loud Noise in the Operation of 

Vehioles.-It shall be unlawful for any per
son to operate a motor vehicle upon any 
street or highway so as to create loud or 
excessive noise. Any person operating a ve
hicle on a street or highway which emits 
or creates sound or noise in excess of 95 
decibels as measured on the A scale of a. 
General Radio Company No. 1551-A sound 
level meter, or equivalent, stationed at a 
distance of not less than twenty (20) feet to 
the right of the vehicle as said vehicle passes 
the sound level meter, shall, prima facie, 
be guilty of producing loud or excessive noise. 
Nothing herein shall be construed to pro
hibit the blowing of horns when necessary 
to prevent an accident or the use of sirens 
or other similar devices on authorized emer
gency vehicles. 

Any person violating the provisions of this 
section shall, upon conviction thereof, be 
punished by a fine of not to exceed twenty
five dollars ($25.00) for the first offense and 
for the second and subsequent conviction 
within one year thereafter by a fine of not 
to exceed one hundred dollars ($100.00). 

{Ordained by Ord. No. 43o-1953, effective 
Oct. 30, 1953; amended by Ord. No. 406-1958, 
effective Dec. 13, 1958). 

§ 511-16. Noisy Muffiers.-No person shall 
sell, or give away for use upon, or install, or 
use on any motor vehicle operated in the city 
of Cincinnati, any type of muffler that shall 
modify the exhaust system of a motor ve
hicle in any manner that will amplify or in
crease the noise emitted by the motor of such 
vehicle. 

(Ordained by Ord. No. 353-1957, effective 
Oct. 11, 1957). 
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§ 901-L7. Loud Noises.-It shall be un

lawful for any person, firm or corporation to 
operate or cause to be operated, any whistle, 
rattle, bell, gong, clapper, hammer, drum, 
horn, player piano, calliope, radio, phono
graph, or other sound-producing or sound
amplifying instrument or in any other way 
to create noise or sound in such manner as 
to disturb the peace and quiet of a neighbor
hood or to interfere with the transaction of 
business or other ordinary pursuits. Any 
violation of this section shall be punishable 
by a fine of not to exceed twenty-five dol
lars ($25.00); but nothing herein shall be 
construed to affect the usual and reasonable 
operation of steam railroads, electric rail
ways and motor buses, or to prohibit the rea
sonable use of automobile warning signals, 
the reasonable ring of church bells or · the 
reasonable and ordinary noises attendant on 
athletic contests or lawful public or semi
public meetings, parades or celebrations. 

(oC 618) 
§ 901-LB. Loud Noises, Music.-It shall be 

unlawful for any person, association, firm 
or corporation, operating a restaurant, hotel, 
summer garden or other place of refreshment 
or entertainment to permit, or for any per
son in or about such restaurant, hotel, sum
mer garden or other place of refreshment 
or entertainment to engage in, the playing 
or rendition of music of any kind, singing, 
loud talking or other noises on or about 
the premises, in such manner as to disturb 
the peace and quiet of the neighborhood, 
having due regard for the proximity of places 
of residence, hospitals, or other residential 
institutions and to any other conditions af
fected by such noises. 

It shall be prima facie unlawful for any 
person, association, firm or corporation, op
erating a restaurant, hotel, s'.lmmer garden 
or other place of refreshment or entertain
ment to permit, or for any person in or about 
such restaurant, hotel, summer garden or 
other place of refreshment or entertainment 
to engage in the playing or rendition of 
music of any kind, singing, loud talking or 
other noises on or about the premises during 
the night season after eleven o'clock p.m. 

In every charge of violation of this sec
tion the affidavit shall state the hour at 
which the offense is alleged to have occurred. 

Any person, association, firm or corpora
tion violating this section shall be fined not 
to exceed two hundred dollars ($200.00). 

(oC 618-1) 
Columbus, Ohio 

Business Regulation and Licensing Code: 
Art. 5 

Article Five-Businesses 
Chapter 531: Amplifi<eation Equipment; 

Sound Trucks 
531.01 Definition.-For the purpose of this 

chapter the following words and phrases 
shall have the meanings ascribed to them by 
this section: · 

"Aircraft" shall mean any contrivance 
now known or hereafter invented, used or 
designed for navigation or flight in the air. 

"Sound amplification equipment" shall 
mean any machine or device for the amplifi
cation of the human voice, music or any 
other noise or sound, but shall not be con
strued as including standard radios or pho
nographs and other devices of like nature 
when used and heard only by persons who 
are in the building, vehicle or aircraft or on 
the privately owned premises where such ra
dio, phonograph or similar device is located, 
nor as including warning devices on author
ized emergency vehicles or aircraft, or horns 
or any other warning devices used only for 
traffice safety purposes. 

"Sound truck" shall mean any vehicle, hav
ing mounted thereon or attached thereto, 
any sound amplification equipment. (§ 28.7.) 

531.02 Use in aircraft prohibited.-No per
son shall operate or cause to be operated in 
and over the City any aircraft with sound 
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amplification equipment in operation, the 
sound from which is plainly audible to per
sons on the streets or public grounds of the 
City. (§ 28.8.) 

531.03 Commercial use restriction.-No 
person shall operate or cause to be operated 
for commereial advertising purposes any 
sound amplification equipment, the sound 
from which is plainly audible to persons on 
the streets or public grounds. (§ 28.9.) 

531.04 Regulations for noncommercial 
use.-The operation of sound amplification 
equipment for noncommercial purposes shall 
be permitted subject to the limitations set 
forth in C.C. 531.05 through 531.10. ( § 28.10.) 

531.05 Registration statement.-No person 
shall operate or cause to be operated on 
the streets or public grounds any sound 
amplification equipment, or operate or cause 
tfl be operated any sound amplification 
equipment for the purpose of conveying the 
sound thereon on and over the streets or 
public grounds without first, in either case, 
filing a written registration statement with 
the Director of Public Safe.ty. Nothing herein 
stated shall be construed as requiring a 
registration statement to be filed in case 
o:· the operation of sound amplification 
equipment on privately owned premises 
when the sound from such is not audible 
beyond the limits of such premises or where 
such sound is not greater than is reasonably 
necessary to be plainly audible to persons 
lawfully assembled on such premises as vol
untary listeners thereto. 

Such registration statement shall be filed 
in duplicate and shall state the following: 

(a) Name, home address and place of bust
ness of applicant. 

(b) Name, home address and place of bust
ness of owner of sound amplification 
equipment. 

(c) Name and address of person having 
direct charge of sound amplification 
equipment. 

(d) General description of sound ampU
fication equipment including statement 
whether to be employed as a stationary in
stallation or on a moving sound truck. 

(e) If sound truck used, its license and 
motor number. 

(f) The noncommercial use or purpose for 
which sound amplification equipment will be 
used. 

(g) If moving sound truck used, a general 
description of the sections of the City in 
which it will be used. 

(h) If sound amplification equipment is 
to be operated from stationary installation, 
a general statement as to such location and 
as to size of the area which will be occupied 
by any lawful assemblage volrmtarily assem
bled for the purpose of listening thereto. 

(i) The proposed times that such sound 
amplification equipment will be in operation. 

(j) The approximate maximum distance 
for which sound will be thrown from the 
sound amplification equipment during the 
proposed operation. 

The Director of Public Safety shall return 
to each such applicant one copy of such 
registration statement duly certified by the 
Director as a copy of such application. No 
person required herein to file a registration 
statement shall operate any sound amplifi
cation equipment unless such person has in 
his possession a certifi·ed copy of the regis
tration statement, and this copy shall be 
promptly displayed and shown to any police
man on request ( §28.10.) 

531.06 Attracting attention to buildings.
No person shall operate or cause to be oper
ated, for the purpose of attracting the atten
tion of the public to any building, structure 
or location, any sound amplification equip
ment, the sound from which is plainly audi
ble to persons on the streets or public 
grounds. (§ 28.10.) 

531.07 Equipment near hospitals, schools, 
churches.-No person shall, within one hun
dred and fifty yards of a hospital, school, 
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church or courthouse, in actual use of such, 
operate or cause to be operated any sound 
amplification equipment, the sound from 
which is plainly audible to persons on the 
streets or public grounds. ( § 28.10.) 

531.08 Indecent l•anguage.-No person 
shall operate or cause to be operated any 
sound amplification equipment the sound 
from which is profane, lewd or indecent. 
( § 28.10.) 

531.09 Only human voices or music to be 
amplified.-No person shall operate or cause 
to be operated any sound amplification 
equipment for which a registration statement 
is herein required to be filed except for the 
purpose of the amplification of the human 
voice or music. ( § 28.10.) 

531.10 Volume.-The operation of sound 
amplification equipment for the purpose of 
the amplification of any noncommercial 
speech, address, announcement or music to 
persons lawfully assembled as voluntary lis
teners thereto shall be permitted, but no per
son shall operate or cause to be operated 
any sound amplification equipment, the 
sound from which is plainly audible to per
sons on the streets or public grounds, with
out controlling the volume of sound so as 
not to be greater than reasonably required 
to be plainly audible throughout the area 
of such l,awful voluntary assemblage. 
( § 28.10.) 

531.11 Regulations for sound trucks.-No 
person shall operate or cause to be operated 
any sound amplification equipment, the 
sound of which is plainly audible to persons 
on the streets and public grounds, for any 
pUl"ppse except as set forth in C. C. 531.10; 
provided, however, that the requiren...ent of 
the presence of a lawful assemblage of vol
untary listeners shall not be applicable to 
the use of sound amplification equipment 
on moving sound trucks, which ar.e operated 
in accordance With the limitations herein
above set forth and the following additional 
regulartions: 

(a) Such operation is forbidden on Sun
days and legal holidays and between the 
hours of 5:00 p.m. and 9:00 a.m., except as 
an integral part of an authorized parade. 

(b) Such sound truck shall be operated at 
a speed of at least ten miles per hour except 
when such truck is stopped or impeded by 
traffic, in which case the sound amplification 
equipment shall not be operated for longer 
than one minute at each suoh stop. 

(c) Except as an integral part of an au
thorized parade, the operation of such sound 
truck shall be forbidden within the down
town congested traffic area, bounded by and 
including Naughten Street on the north, 
Grant Avenue on the east, Mound street on 
the south anct Riverside Driv·e and West 
Street on the west. 

(d) Such sound truck shall not be operated 
over the same street or portion of any public 
grounds more than once during any one day. 

(e) The volume of sound from such sound 
truck shall be controlled so that it will not 
be audible for a distance in excess of one 
hundred yards from the sound truck and so 
that such volume is not unreasonably loud, 
raucous, jarring, disturbing or a nuisance to 
persons within the area of audibility. ( § 
28.11). 

531.12 Exceptions.-Nothing contained in 
this article shalJ be construed as prohibiting 
the ringing or playing of bells or chimes in 
or upon church buildings, as prohibiting the 
amplification of yuletide music during a pe
riod of not to exceed two weeks immediately 
prior to and including Christmas to the ex
tent that such amplifioation of yuletide 
music is not unreasonably loud, raucous, 
jarring, disturbing or a nuisance to persons 
within the area of audibility, as prohibiting 
the use of sound amplification equipment on 
private premises for the communication of 
instructions and warnings to or between em
ployees in the ordinary conduct of a business 
or industry to the extent that such amplifl-
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cation is not greater than is reasonably nec
essary to be plainly audible to such em
p loyees, nor as prohibiting the use of sound 
amplification equipment in emergencies for 
the preservation of the life, limb, health and 
property of any person. ( § 28.12.) 

General Offenses Oode: Ch. 2327 
2327.11. Nighttime operation of noisy busi

ness in residence area.-No owner, proprietor, 
manager or superintendent of a manufactory, 
or other business or plant, in which machin
ery or other instrumentalities are used which 
produce loud or disturbing noises, in a resi
dence block or square bounded by three or 
more public streets, in which more than sixty 
per cent in area of the surface of the land is 
owned or used for residence purposes, shall 
keep open or operate such factory, plant or 
business between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 
6:00 a .m .; provided, however, that this sec
tion shall not apply to any person while en
gaged in the construction or reconstruction 
of a public street or highway pursuant to a 
contract with the Cit y of Columbus or State 
of Ohio. (Ord. 635-63.) 

2327.12. Blowing whistles.-It shall be un
lawful for any railroad company or any agent 
or employee of any railroad company or for 
any person to blow or sound any locomotive 
whistle, or other steam whistle, within the 
corporate limits. 

The provisions of this section shall not be 
construed so as to prevent the blowing or 
sounding of any locomotive whistle in case of 
immediate danger, or of the blowing or 
sounding of any steam whistle when it may 
be necessary, in notifying employees of fac
tories of the time of commencing and stop
ping work. ( § 28.2.) 

2327.13. Noise near hospitals.-No person 
shall emit or cause any loud noise within one 
hundred and fifty feet from the outer lines of 
the building or grounds of any hospital. 
( § 28.3.) 

2327.14. Sounding instrument to gain busi
ness.-No person shall employ any bell man, 
or use or cause to be used any bell or other 
sounding instrument, as a means of attract
ing people to an auction or other place, or to 
gain passengers for any carriage, cab, hack, 
coach, or omnibus, or other vehicle. No per
son shall permit any such bell or sounding 
instrument to be used for or on his account. 
( § 28.4.) 

2327.15. Disturbing persons with bell or 
noisemaker.-No person designedly shall dis
turb or annoy any person or assembly with 
bells, horns, drums, or by any other noise, or 
by ringing doorbells. ( § 28.5.) 

Zoning Code: Ch. 3343 
3843.11 Noise, seismic effects and partic

ulate matter; performance standards for 
EQ Excavation and Quarrying Districts.
(a) (1) As measured at any street or other 
property line, the maximum sound intensity 
resulting from blasting or drilling shall not 
exceed one hundred decibels. 

(2) The quantity of explosive in any pri
mary shot shall be controlled to prevent 
damage to any structure of normal con
struction or to avoid creation of a nuisance 
to surrounding property and shall not ex
ceed that specified in the following table: 

Distance from blast area to 
nearest structure, neither 
quarry owned nor quarry 
leased (in feet) 

100 I_. _-- - - .. __ - -------_----
200. - ------------- - ---------
300 ___ - ---------------------
400 __ -- ----------------- - ---
500.------ - -----------------
600_-- -------------------- --
700 __ - - ------- - - - ------ ---- -
800.- - -------- - -- - - - -- - -----
900_ --- ---------------------1,000 __ _________________ ___ _ _ 

Maximum quantity of explo
sives pershotforinstantaneous 

firing or per delay for delay 
firing in pounds 

Normal Abnormal 
overburden overburden 2 

340 
420 
525 
635 
BOO 
950 

1,175 
1, 500 
1, 830 
2,250 

70 
78 

100 
125 
160 
200 
245 
300 
360 
430 

Footnotes at end of table. 
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Distance from blast area to 
nearest structure, neither 
quarry owned nor quarry 
leased (in feet) 

Maximum quantity of explo
sives per shotfor instantaneous 

firing or per delay for delay 
firing in pounds 

Normal 
overburden 

1,200_____ _____ _____ _________ 3, 500 
1,400 ___ -- ------------ -- -- - ----------------
1,600 ___ __ - ---- - ---------- - --- - ----- - ------
1,800 __ _ -- ---- - --- - --- - ------- - -------- - ---
2,000 ___ - -----------.---- - ----- - ----------- -

Abnormal 
overburden 2 

610 
820 

1, 250 
1, 900 
3, 000 

1 Minimum allowable distance when approved missile pro
tection methods are used. 

2 More than 50 feet to bedrock. 

( 3) When ground frequency and displace
ment in relation to the quantity of explosive 
in a primary blast can be determined by ap
proved instrumentation, such blast shall be 
controlled in accordance with the maximum 
allowable amplitudes of ground vibration in 
relation to vibration frequency specified in 
the following table: 
Table of frequency.-Amplitude relations f r e

quency of maximum amplitude ground 
motion in cycles per second inches 

Up to 10 ______ _____ ___ Not more than 0.0305 

20 ---- - ---------- ------- -- - -- - ----- 0.0153 
30 ---- - - --- - --------- - - - ------ ----- 0.0102 
40 - --- - - ------ --- - - ---- - - -- - - ------ 0.0076 
50---·--------- --------- - ---------- 0.0061 
60 ---- -- - - - --- - ----------------- --- 0.0051 

334J.03 Noise.-All noise shall be muffled 
so a.c; not to be objectionable due to inter
mittence, beat frequency or shrillness and, 
as measured at any property line, shall not 
exceed the following intensity in relation to 
sound frequency: (See C. C. 3343.10 for re
quirements for EQ Excavation and Quarrying 
Districts) . 
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the American Standards Association. ( § 47.07; 
Ord. 154Q-58.) 

(b) Secondary Blasting. 
( 1) Whenever practicable, oversize frag

ments shall be reduced to shovel or crusher 
size by use of the ball method. 

(2) Mud-capping shall be prohibited. 
(3) Not more than ten pounds of explo

sives shall be detonated at" any one time in a 
secondary blast. 

(c) Other requirements . 
Any users authorized in an EQ District 

shall comply with C. C. 3341.03. ( § 47.07; Ord. 
1540- 58.) 

Dallas, Tex. 
Zoning Ordinance 

1o-420 Noise. 
10-421 Measurement of noise shall be 

made with a sound level meter and octave 
band analyzer· meeting the standards pre
scribed by the American Standards Associa
tion. The instruments shall be maintained 
in calibration and good working order. Oc
tave band corrections may be employed in 
meeting the response specification. A cali
bration check shall be made of the system 
at the time of any noise measurement. 
Measurements recorded shall be taken so as 
to provi~e a proper representation of the 
noise source. The microphone during meas
urement shall be positioned so as not to 
create any unnatural enhancement or dim
inution of the measured noise. A windscreen 
for the microphone shall be used when re
quired. Traffic, aircraft and other transporta
tion noise sources and other background 
noises shall not be considered in taking 
measurements except where such back
ground noise interferes with the primary 
noise being measured. Times when the level 
of the primary noise being measured does 
not exceed that of the background noise in 
all octave bands shall be considered as "off 

MAXIMUM PERMITTED SOUND lEVElS, IN DECIBELS, FOR times" of the primary noise in determining 
M- 1 AND M-MANUFACTURING DISTRICTS the corrections from Table 5, 1o-426b. 

Octave band in cycles 
per second 

0 to 150 __ _______ ________ __ _ _ 
150 to 300. ____ ____ ___ ______ _ 
300 to 600. __ -- - ----- ---- - __ _ 600 to 1,200 _____ __ ____ ______ _ 
1,200 to 2,400 __ ___ __________ _ 
2,400 to 4,800 __________ _____ _ 
Above 4,800 __ __ __ ___________ _ 

Along 
residence 

district 
boundaries 
(decibels) 

65 
57 
50 
45 
40 
34 
32 

District 
boundaries 

along 
commercial 

(decibels) 

75 
67 
60 
55 
50 
43 
40 

1Q-422 Permissible Noise Level: I-1 and 
I-2, Planned Development Districts (Indus
trial) .-a. At no point at the bounding prop
erty line of any use in the I-1, I-2 or PD 
District shall the sound pressure level of 
any operation or plant exceed the decibel 
limits specified in the octave bands desig
nated in Table 1, nor shall the sound pres
sure level at any I-1, I-2 or PD District 
boundary line adjacent to a residential, re
tail or commercial district exceed the decibel 
limits specified in the octave bands desig
nated by Table 3 for Residential Districts 

Such sound levels shall be measured with and Table 4 for Retail and Commercial 
a sound level meter and an octave band Districts. 
analyzer conforming with specifications of b . Table 1. 

TABLE 1.- MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE DAYTIME OCTAVE BAND DECIBEl liMITS AT THE BOUNDING PROPERTY liNE OF A 
USE IN THE 1-1, 1-2, PlANNED INDUSTRIAl (PO) DISTRICT 

Octave band (c.p.s.) 

37 75 150 300 600 1200 2400 4800 A 
75 150 300 600 1200 2400 4800 9600 scale 

Decibel band limit(db re 0.0002 microbar) ______ 86 76 70 65 63 58 55 53 65 

Note : A scale levels are provided for monitoring purposes only. 

1o-423 Permissible Noise Level: I -3 Dis- District boundary line adjacent to a resi
trict.-a. At no point at the bounding prop- dential, retail or commercial district exceed 
enty line of any use in the I-3 District shall the decibel limits specified in the octave 
the sound pressure level of any operation or bonds designated by Table 3 for Residential 
plant exceed the decibel limits specified in Districts and Table 4 and Retail and Com
the octave bands designated in Table 2, nor mercia! Districts. 
shall the sound pressure level at any I-3 b. Table 2. 

TABLE 2.- MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE DAYTIME OCTAVE BAND DECIBEl liMITS AT THE BOUNDING PROPERTY liNE OF A 
USE IN THE 1- 3 DISTRICT 

Decibel band limit (db re 0.0002 microbar) ___ __ _ 

37 
75 

90 

75 
150 

80 

Note: A scale levels are provided for monitoring purposes only. 

150 
300 

74 

Octave band (c.p.s.) 

300 600 1200 2400 4800 
600 1200 2400 4800 9600 

69 65 62 60 58 

A 
scale 

70 
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10424 Permissible Noise Level: Residen- districts shall the sound level pressure from 
tial Districts.-a. At no point on the district any operation, use or occupancy exceed the 
boundary line of any residential type district decibel limits specified in the octave bands 
nor at any point on the bounding property designated in Table 3. 
line of any use within the boundary of such b. Table 3. 

TABLE 3.-MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE DAYTIME OCTAVE BAND DECIBEL LIMITS, AT OR WITHIN THE BOUNDARY OF A 
RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT 

37 
75 

75 
150 

Decibel band limit(db 0.0002 microbar) _______ _ 80 68 

Note: A scale levels are provided for monitoring purposes only. 

10-425 Permissible Noise Level: Retail and 
Commercial Districts.-a. At no point on 
the district boundary line of any retail or 
commercial type district, nor at any point 
on the bounding property line of any use 
within the boundary of such districts shall 

150 
300 

61 

Octave band (c.p.s.) 

300 600 1, 200 2, 400 4, 800 
600 1, 200 2, 400 4, 800 9, 600 

55 51 48 45 43 

A 
scale 

56 

the sound pressure level from any opera
tion, use or occupancy exceed the decibel 
limits specified in the octave band limits, 
designated in Table 4. 

b. Table 4. 

TABLE 4.-MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE DAYTIME OCTAVE BAND DECIBEL LIMITS, AT OR WITHIN THE BOUNDARY OF A 
RETAIL OR COMMERCIAL DISTRICT 

37 
75 

75 
150 

Decibel band limit(db 0.0002 microbar) _______ _ 84 73 

Note: A scale levels are provided for monitoring purposes only. 

10-426 Special Noise Level Corrections.-
a. Corrections shall be made to the basic 
octave band levels specified in Tables 1, 2, 3 
and 4 for the specific conditions listed in 
accordance with Table 5. 

b. Table 5. 

TABLE 5.-GORRECTIONS PERMITTED TO 
BASIC OCTAVE BAND LEVELS 

Noise is present at nighttime __________________ Subtract 7 db 
Noise contains strong pure-tone components or 

is impulsive (meterreading changes at a rate 
greater than 10 decibels per second) _________ Subtract 7 db 

And an "off time" between 
successive "on times" 

of at least-

Hours Level 

Noise has an "on time" of no 
more than-

0.5 minute ______________ _ 
5.0 minutes _____________ _ 
10.0 minutes ____________ _ 
20.0 minutes ___________ _ _ 

1 Add 10 decibels to permitted level. 

Dayton, Ohio 

M! 
1 
2 
4 

(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 

City Ordinance, Sec. 420: separate pamphlet 
issued by the Police Department 

SUMMARY OF THE NOISE ABATEMENT ORDI
NANCE--CITY OF DAYTON, 0~10 

(Issued by Division of Police) 
The reasons for the ordinance: 
We never completely adjust our physical, 

mental or nervous systems to noise. Every 
sound registers in our minds. Although our 
sub-conscious minds may try to ignore irrel
evant sounds, such noises often repeated 
cause fatigue, mental discomfort and de
creased effi.ciency. 

It has been estimated that noise costs 
thousands of dollars a day. In offices and 
factories, decreased efficiency has been 
traced directly to the constant impact of 
unnecessary noise. Distracting noise can and 
does cause costly errors and accidents. 

Noise which enters your bedroom while 
you sleep registers on your mind and causes 
unnecessary mental activity. Such sounds 
result in increased physical activity while 

150 
300 

67 

Octave band (c.p.s.) 

300 600 1, 200 2, 400 4, 800 
600 1, 200 2, 400 4, 800 9, 600 

62 58 55 52 50 

A 
scale 

63 

asleep, because they induce instinctive ac
tion. 

In an effort to make Dayton a more peace
ful and restful place in which to live, and 
for the benefit of all those who live and 
work in Dayton, the City Commission has 
passed a Noise Abatement Ordinance. For 
your information and guidance, this pam
phlet gives you the highlights of the six
teen sections of this ordinance. 

It is lllegal: 
1. To use an automobile horn except as a 

danger warning. 
2. To use radios, phonographs, etc. between 

midnight and 7:00a.m. so that they may be 
heard at a distance of 50 feet from the 
building in which they are located. 

3. To use loud speakers, amplifiers, etc., for 
commercial advertising in such a way the 
sound is cast upon a public street. 

4. To yell, shout or whistle between mid
night and 7:00 a.m. so as to disturb or annoy 
others. 

5. To keep animals or birds which cause 
frequent or loud noise disturbing persons in 
the vicinity. 

6. To blow a stoom whistle except as a dan
ger signal or notice of time to begin or stop 
work. 

7. To permit the discharge of the exhaust 
of any steam or internal combustion engine, 
motor boat vr motor vehicle except through 
a muffi.er which prevents loud or explosive 
noises. 

8 To use an automobile or other vehicle so 
out' of repair or so loaded in such a manner 
that it creates unnecessary noise. 

9. To create loud and excessive noise in 
loading or unloading vehicles or in destroy
ing boxes, crates, etc. 

10. To erect, demolish or alter any build
ing after 6:00 p.m. or before 7:00 a.m. or 
on Sundays except where a special permit has 
been granted by the Building Inspector. 

11. To create excessive noise in the vicinity 
of any school, court, church or hospital while 
in use. 

12. For hawkers or peddlers to disturb the 
peace and quiet by shouting or crying their 
wares. 

13. To use drUins or other noise making 
instruments for attracting attention to any 
performance, show or sale. 
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14. To transport ralls, plllars or columns 

of metal or other material loaded in such a 
manner as to cause loud noises or disturb 
the peace and quiet. 

15. To use pile drivers, pneumatic ham
mers, steam shovels or other appliances re
sulting in loud or unusual noises between 
10:00 p.m. and 7:00a.m. 

16. To operate any noise-creating blower 
or power fan or internal combustion engine 
unless equipped with a mufiling device to 
deaden the noise. 

Violation of any of the provisions of this 
ordinance is punishable upon conviction by 
a fine of not more than $200.00 or imprison
ment not longer than 30 days or both. 

Revised City Code 
Section 420. Noises declared a detriment to 

public health.-It is found and declared 
that: 

(a) The making and creation of loud, un
necessary or unusual noises within the limits 
of the City of Dayton is a condition which 
has existed for some time and the extent and 
volume of such noises is increasing; 

(b) The making, creation or maintenance 
of such loud, unnecessary, unnatural or un
usual noises which are prolonged, unusual 
and unnatural in their time, place and use 
effect and are a detriment to public health, 
cotnfort, convenience, safe·ty, welfare and 
prosperity of the residents of the City of 
Dayton; and 

(c) The necessity in the public interest 
for the provisions and prohibition herein
after contained and enacted, is declared as a 
matter of legislative determination and pub
lic policy, and it is further declared that the 
provisions and prohibitions hereinafter con
tained and enacted are in pursuance of and 
for the purpooe of securing and promoting 
the public health, comfort, convenience, 
safety, welfare and prosperity and the peace 
and quiet of the City of Dayton and its in
habitants. 

Sec.1: Ord. 16964: 8-2-50; amend. 
Sec. 1: Ord. 12624: 1Q-28-25. 
Section 42Q-l. Noise prohibited.-It shall 

be unlawful for any person to make, con
tinue, or cause to be made or continued any 
loud, unnecessary or unusual noise or any 
noise which either annoys, disturbs, injures 
or endangers the cotnfort, repose, health, 
peace or safety of others, Within the limits 
of the City. 

Sec. 2: Ord. 16964: 8- 2-50. 
Section 42D-2. Noise defined.-The follow

ing acts, among others, are declared to be 
loud, disturbing and unnecessary noises in 
violation of this ordinance, but said enumera
tion shall not be deemed to be exclusive, 
namely: 

(1) HCYms, Signaling Devices, etc. The 
soundng of any horn or signaling device on 
any automobile, motorcycle, trolley coach or 
other vehicle on any street or public place of 
the City, except as a danger warning; the 
creation by means of any such signaling de
vice of any unreasonably loud or harsh 
sound: and the sounding of any such device 
for an unnecessary and unreasonable period 
of time. The use of any signaling device ex
cept one operated by hand or electricity; the 
use of any horn, whistle or other device oper
ated by engine exhaust; and the use of any 
such signaling device when traffic is for any 
reason held up. 

(2) Radios, Phonographs, etc. The using, 
operating, or permitting to be played, used 
or operated any radio receiving set, musical 
instrument, phonograph, or other machine or 
device for the producing or reproducing of 
sound in such manner as to disturb the 
peace, quiet and comfort of the neighboring 
inhabitants or at any time with louder vol
ume than is necessary for convenient hear
ing for the person or persons who are in the 
room, vehicle or chamber in which such ma
chine or device is operated and who are vol
untary listeners thereto. The operation of 
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any such set, instrument, phonograph, ma
chine or device between the hours of twelve 
o'clock P.M. and seven o'clock A.M. in such 
manner as to be plainly audible at a distance 
of fifty (50) feet from the building, struc
ture or vehicle in which it is located shall be 
prima facie evidence of a violation of this 
section. 

(3) Loud Speakers, Amplifiers fo~ Adver
tising. The using, operating or permitting to 
be played, used or operated of any radio re
ceiving set, musical instrument, phonograph, 
loudspeaker, sound amplifier, or other ma
chine or device for the producing or repro
ducing of sound which is cast upon the pub
lic streets for the purpose of commercial 
advertising or attracting the attention of the 
public to any building or structure. 

(4) Yelling, Shouting, etc. Yelling, shout
ing, hooting, whistling, or singing on the 
public streets, particularly between the hours 
of 12 P.M. and 7 A.M. or at any time or place 
so as to annoy or disturb the quiet, comfort, 
or repose of persons in any office, or in any 
dwelling, hotel or other type of residence, or 
of any persons in the vicinity. 

( 5) Animals, Birds, etc. The keeping of 
any animal or bird which by causing fre
quent or long continued noise shall disturb 
the comfort or repose of persons in the 
vicinity. 

(6) Steam Whistles. The blowing of any 
locomotive •steam whistle or steam whistle 
attached to any stationary boiler except to 
give notice of the time to begin or stop work 
or as a warning of fire or danger, or upon 
request of proper City Authorities. 

(7) Exhausts. The discharge into ~he open 
air of the exhaust of any steam engme, sta
tionary internal combustion engine, motor 
boat or motor vehicle except through a 
muffler or other device which will effectively 
prevent loud or explosive noises therefrom. 

(8) Defect in Vehicle or Load. The use of 
any automobile, motorcycle, or vehicle so out 
of repair, so loaded or in such manner as to 
create loud and unnecessary grating, grind-
ing, rattling or other noise. . 

(9) Loading, Unloading, Open:mg ~oxes. 
The creation of a loud and excessive nmse in 
connection with loading or unloading any 
vehicle or the opening and destruction of 
bales boxes, crates, and containers. 

( 10') construction or Repairing of Build
ings. The erection (including excavating), 
demolition, alteration or repair of any build
ing other than between the hours of 7 A.M. 
and 6 P.M. on week days, except in cases of 
urgent necessity in the interest of public 
health and safety, and then only with a per
mit from the Building Inspector, which per
mit may be granted for a period not to ex
ceed three ( 3) days or less while the emer
gency continues and which permit may be 
renewed for periods of three days or less 
while the emergency continues. If the Build
ing Inspector should determine that the 
public health and safety will not be impaired 
by the erection, demolition, alteration or re
pair of any building or the excavation of 
streets and highways within the hours of 
6 p.M. and 7 A.M., and if he shall further 
determine that loss or inconvenience would 
result to any party in interest, he may grant 
permission for such work to be done within 
the hours of 6 P.M. and 7 A.M., upon appli
cation being made at the time the permit 
for the work is awarded or during the progress 
of the work. 

( 11) Schools, Courts, Churches, Hospitals. 
The creation of any excessive noise on any 
street adjacent to any school, institution of 
learning, church or court while the same are 
in use, or adjacent to any hospital, which 
unreasonably interferes with the workings of 
such institution, or which disturbs or unduly 
annoys patients in the hospital, provided con
spicuous signs are displayed in such streets 
indicating that the same is a school, hos
pital or court street. 

(12) Hawkers, Peddlers. The shouting and 
crying of peddlers, hawkers and vendors 
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which disturbs the peace and quiet of the 
neighborhood. 

{13) Drums. The use of any drum or other 
instrument or device for the purpose of at
tracting attention by creation of noise to 
any performance, show or sale. 

(14) Metal Rails, Pillars and Columns, 
Transportation Thereof. The transportation 
of rails, pillars or columns of iron, steel or 
other material, over and along streets and 
other public places upon carts, drays, cars, 
trucks, or in any other manner or loaded 
as to cause loud noises or as to disturb 
the peace and quiet of such streets or other 
public places. 

(15) Pile Drivers, Hammers etc. The opera
tion between the hours of 10 P.M. and 7 A.M. 
of any pile driver, steam shovel, pneumatic 
hammer, derrick, steam or electrical hoist 
or other appliance, the use of which is at
tended by loud or unusual noise. 

(16) Blowers. The operating of any noise
creating blower or power fan or any in
ternal combustion engine, the operation 
which causes noise due to the explosion of 
operating gasses or fluids, unless the noise 
from such blower or fan is muffied and such 
engine is equipped with a muffier device suf-
ficient to deaden such noise. · 

Sec. 2: Ord. 16964: 8-2-50. 
Section 420-3. Penalties.-Any person who 

violates any provision of this ordinance shall 
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon 
conviction thereof shall be fined not exceed
ing $200.00 or by imprisonment for not more 
than 30 days, or by both said fine and said 
imprisonment. 

Sec. 2: Ord. 16964: 8-2-50. 
Section 420-4. Separability.-It is the in

tention of the City Commission that each 
separate provision of this ordinance shall be 
deemed independent of all other provisions 
herein, and it is further the intention of the 
City Commission that if any provision of this 
ordinance be declared to be invalid, all other 
provisions thereof shall remain valid and en
forceable. 

Sec. 2: Ord. 16964: 8-2-50. 
Section 420-5. Definitions.-(a) "Person". 

The word "person" as used herein shall in
clude the singular and the plural and shall 
also mean and include any person, firm, cor
poration, association, club, partnership, so
ciety or any other form of association or 
organization. 

{b) "Sound Truck". The words "sound 
truck" as used herein shall mean any motor 
vehicle, or horse-drawn vehicle, having 
mouillted thereon, or attached thereto, any 
sound amplifying equipment. 

(c) "Sound Amplifying Equipment". The 
words "sound amplifying equipment" as used 
herein shall mean any machine or device for 
the amplification of the human voice, music 
or any other sound. "Sound amplifying 
equipment" as used herein shall not be con
strued as including standard automobile 
radios when used and heard only by occu
pants of the vehicle in which installed or 
warning devices on authorized emergency 
vehicles or horns or other warning devices on 
other vehicles used only for traffic safety pur
poses. 

Sec. 1: Ord. 16974: 8-23-50. 
Section 420-6. Prohibition of sound trucks 

and sound amplifying equipment.- No per
son shall use or cause to be used a sound 
truck with sound amplifying equipment in 
operation within the City of Dayton; pro
vided, however, that in the event of a public 
disaster, act of God, or other emergency, any 
public utillty company may disseminate in
formation to the public by sound amplifying 
equipment. 

Sec. 1: Ord. 22186: 8-3--66; amends Sec. 1: 
Ord. 19039: 4-30-58; amends Sec. 1: Ord. 
16974: 8-23-50. 

Section 420-7. Repealed by Sec. 2: Ord. 
22186: 8-3--66. 

Section 420-8. Penalties.-Any person who 
violates any provision of this ordinance shall 
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be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon 
conviction thereof shall be fined not exceed
ing Two Hundred Dollars {$200.00) or by 
imprisonment for not more than thirty (30) 
days, or by both said fine and said imprison
ment. 

Sec. 1: Ord. 16974: 8-23-50. 
Section 420-9. Separability.-It is the in

tention of the City Commission that each 
separate provision of this ordinance shall be 
deemed independent of all other provisions 
herein, and it is further the intention of the 
City Commission that if any provision of 
this ordinance be declared to be invalid, all 
other provisions thereof shall remain valid 
and enforceable. 

Sec. 1: Ord. 16974: 8-23-50. 
Section 420-10. Definitions.-(a) "Person" 

The word "person" as used herein shall in
clude the singular and plural and shall also 
mean and include any person, firm, corpora
tion, association, club, partnership, society or 
any other form of association or organization. 

(b) "Aircraf.t"-The word "aircraft" as 
used herein shall mean any contrivance now 
known or hereafter invented, used, or des
ignated for navigation or for flight in the 
air. The word "aircraft" shall include heli
copters and lighter-than-air dirigibles and 
balloons. 

(c) "Sound amplifying equipment"-The 
words "sound amplifying equipment" as used 
herein shall mean any machine or device for 
the amplification of music, the human voice, 
or any othe:r noise or sound. "Sound amplify
ing equipment" shall not be construed as in
cluding warning devices on authorized emer
gency aircraft or any horns, or other warn
ing device used only for traffic safety pur
poses. 

Sec. 1: Ord. 16966: 8-2-50. 
Section 420-11. Sound Ampliflcatlon From 

Aircraft Prohibited.-No person shall op
erate, or cause to be operated, any aircraft 
for any purpose in or over the City of Day
ton with sound amplifying equipment in op
eration. 

Sec. 1 : Ord. 16966: 8-2-50. 
Section 420-12. Penalties.-Any person 

who violates any provision of this ordinance 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined not 
exceeding Two Hundred Dollars {$200.00), 
or by imprisonmenrt for not more than thirty 
(30) days, or by both said fine and said im
prisonment. 

Sec. 1: Ord. 16966: 8-2-50. 
Excerpt From City of Dayton, Ohio 

Zoning Ordinance 
Adopted February 7, 1968 

211.15 Noise. 
211.15A Method of measurement.-For the 

pUTpOSe of measuring the intensity and fre
quency of sormd, the sound level meter, the 
octave band analyzer, and the impact noise 
analyzer shall be employed. The flat net
work and the fast meter response of the 
sound level meter shall be used. Sounds of 
short duration as from forge hammers, punch 
presses, and metal shears which cannot be 
measured accurately with the sound level 
meter shall be measured with the impact 
noise analyzer. 

Octave band analyzers calibrated in the 
Preferred Frequencies (American Standa.rds 
Association Sl.B-1960, Preferred Frequencies 
for Acoustical Measurements) shall be used 
with Table I (A through D). Octave band 
analyzers calibrated With pre-1960 octave 
band (American Standards Association Z24. 
10-1953, Octave Band Filter Set) shall use 
Table II (A through D) below. 

For impact sounds measured with the im
pact noise analyzer, the sound pressure levels 
set forth in Tables I and II (A through D) 
may be inCI'Ieased by six decibels in each oc
tave band. 

211.15B Exemptions.-The following uses 
and activities shall be exempt from the noise 
level regulations: 
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(1) Noises not directly under the control 

of the property users. 
(2) Noises emanating from construction 

and maintenance acti vi·ties between 7: 00 
A.M. and 9:00P.M. 

(3) The noises of safety signals, warning 
devices, and emergency pressure reLief valves. 

(4 ) Transient noises of moving sources 
such as automobiles, trucks, airplanes and 
railroads. 

211.15C -Required Performance Level.-No 
operation or activity shall cause or create 
noise in excess of the sound levels prescribed 
below. 

211.15D Standards in the B-3 General B -usi
ness District, B-4 Central Business District 
and 1-1 Light Industrial District.-(1) At 
the district boundaries. In the B-3, B-4 and 
the I-1 Districts at no point on or beyond 
the boundary of the zoning district, shall 
the sound pressure level resulting from any 
use, operation or activity exceed the maxi
mum permitted sound levels as set forth in 
Tables IA and IIA. 

Table IA, Preferred frequencies 
Center frequency, cycles per second: 

Maximum permitted sound 
pressure level, decibels 

31.5 ---------------------------- 65 
63.0 - --------------------------- 67 

125.0 ---------------------------- 66 
250.0 ---------------------------- 59 
500.0 ---------------------------- 52 

1, 000.0 ---------------------------- 46 
2,000.0 ---------------------------- 37 
4,000.0 ---------------------------- 26 
8,000.0 ---------------------------- 17 

Table IIA, Pre-1960 Octave Bands 
Octave band, cycles per second: 

Maximum permitted sound 
pressure level, decibels 

20- 75 -------------------------- 67 
75- 150 -------------------------- 66 

150- 300 -------------------------- 61 
300- 600 -------------------------- 54 
600-1200 -------------------------- 47 

1200-2400 ---------------- ---------- 39 
2400-4800 -------------------------- 29 4800-10 l{C_________________________ 20 

(2) At lot lines. In the B-3, B-4 and the 
I-1 Districts !lit no point on or beyond the 
boundary of any lot, shall the sound pressure 
level resulting from a~ny use, operation or 
activity exceed the maximum permitted 
decibel levels for the designated octave bands 
as set forth in Tables IB and IIB. 

Table IB, Preferred frequencies 
Maximum permitted 

Center frequency, sound pressure level, 
cycles per second: decibels 

31.5 ------------- -------------- 76 
63.0 --------------------------- 74 

125. 0--------------------------- 68 
250.0--------------------------- 63 
500. 0 --------------------------- 57 

1,000.0-------------------- ------- 52 
2,000.0-- ------------------------- 45 
4,000.0--------------------------- 38 
8,000.0--------------------------- 32 

Table liB, Pre-1960 octave bands 
Maximum permitted 

Octave band, sound pressure level, 
cycles per second decibels 

20- 75 ------------------------ 75 
75- 150 ------------------------ 70 

150- 300 ------------------------ 64 
600-1200 ------------------------ 53 

1200-2400 - - ---- ------------------ 47 
2400-4800 ------------------------ 40 
4800- 10 l{C_____________ ________ 34 

211.15E Standards in the I-2 General In-
dustrial District.-In the I-2 District at no 
point on or beyond the boundary of the zon
ing district, shall the sound pressure level 
resulting from any use, operation, or ac
tivity exceed the maximum permitted sound 
levels as set forth in Tables IC and IIC. 
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Table IC, Preferred frequencies 
Maximum permitted 

Center frequency, sound pressure level, 
cycles per second: decibels 

31.5 -------------------------------- 76 
63.0 ------------------------------- 74 
125.0 ------------------------------- 68 
250.0 ------------------------------- 63 
500.0 ------------------------------- 57 
1,000.0 ----------------------------- 52 
2,000.0 ----------------------------- 45 
4,000.0 ----------------------------- 38 
8,000.0 ----------------------------- 32 

Table llC, Pre-1960 octave bands 
Maximum permitted 

Octave band, Sound pressure level, 
cycles per second: decibels 

20-75 ------------------------------ 75 
75-150 ----------------------------- 70 
150-300 ---------------------------- 64 
300-600 ---------------------------- 59 
600-1200 --------------------------- 53 
1200-2400 -------------------------- 47 
2400-4800 -------------------------- 40 4800-10 l{C_________________________ 34 

211.15F Standards in the 1-3 Heavy Indus-
trial District.-(1) In the I-3 District at no 
point on or beyond the boundary of the zon
ing district, shall the sound pressure level 
resulting from any use, operation, or activity 
exceed the maximum permitted sound levels 
as set forth in Tables ID and IID. 

Table ID, Preferred frequencies 
Maximum permitted 

Center frequency, sound pressure level, 
cycles per second: decibels 

31.5 ------------------------------- 90 
63.0 ---- ---------------------------- 81 
125.0 ----- - ------------------------ 71 
250.0 ------------------------------ 66 
500.0 ------------------------------ 61 
2.000.0 ----------------------------- 52 
4,000.0 ----------------------------- 50 
8,000.0 ----------------------------- 47 

Table liD, Pre-1960 octave bands 
Octave band, Maximum permitted sound 
cycles per second: pressure level, decibels 

20-75 --------------------------- 83 
75-150 --------------------------- 74 

150-300 --------------------------- 67 
300-600 -------- ------------------- 62 600-1200___________________________ 57 

1200-2400___________________________ 53 
2400-4800________________ ___________ 51 
4800-10 l{C_________________________ 48 

(2) Between the hours of 9:00 P.M. and 
7.00 A.M., the sound levels shall not exceed 
the maximum permitted sound pressure 
levels prescribed for the I-2 District in Sec
tion 211.15E. 

Denver, Colorado 
City Ordinances 

310.8. Disturbance of the Peace. Park, 
parkways, mountain parks or other recrea
tional facilities of the City and County of 
Denver etc. to disturb by loud or unusual 
noises. 

372.1-10. Flight Regulations: Authority to 
Director of Aviation. No person shall make 
any unusual, unnecessary or disturbing 
noises with any aircraft. 

507.6. Mufflers, Prevention of Noise. Au
thority of Police Department. 

842.1 . Disturbin.!J the Peace; Offensive Lan
guage. Authority of Police Department. 

842.2. Unlawful to Produce Loud and Rau
cous noises upon Public property; Loud 
Speakers. Authority of Police Department. 

842.3. Unlawful to emit into public places 
Loud and Raucous Noises. "or any other in
strument of any kind or character whatever 
that emits loud and raucous noises upon or 
over the streets or other public places of the 
City and County of Denver." 

955.10. Prescribed Methods for Peddling. 
Authority of Police Department. 

For one additional ordinance on noise, see 
attached Exhibit 1. Said report was pre-
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pared with the hope that City Council 
would appropriate sufficient funds to enable 
the enforcement agencies to purchase the 
proper equipment to obtain compliance with 
all ordinances as applicable to noise. Coun
cil could not find funds to enable the agen
cies to proceed. 

ExHmiT 1 
PROBLEM PRESENTED: "SHOULD THE ZONING 

ORDINANCE BE AMENDED AS TO THOSE SEC• 
TIONS THAT RELATE TO VOLUME OF SoUND 
GENERATED?'' 

(Prepared for Study and Discussion by Har
old G. Martin, Denver, Colorado, August 
11, 1967) 
Except for a change in decibel readings 

all Sections of the Zoning Ordinance as 
presently in effect, relates to "Sound" read; 
as follow: 

Volume of Sound Generated. 
Every use, unless expressly exempted by 

this ordinance, shall be operated so that 
the volume of sound inherently and recur
rently generated does not exceed fifty-five 
decibels at any point of any boundary line 
of the Zone Lot on which the use is located. 

Since the adoption of the Zoning Ordi
nance in 1956 the Department has been 
faced with an ever increasing number of 
complaints on sound and principally since 
the advent of window type air-conditioners. 

From the Departments records we have 
had but one violation serious and expensive 
enough for the viola tor to appeal our order 
to the Board of Adjustment which resulted 
in the complainants, violator and Board 
working out a compromise. Why, a compro
mise? Because the evidence presented by 
the Oity would not have held up on appeal 
to the Courts, in that the ordinance as writ
ten, was not specific as to standards for tests 
as to degree of sound created. 

The ordinance as to decibel level is ac
tually meaningless because no frequency 
char!lloteristics nor reference values are 
specified. 

To quote Mr. PaulL. Michael of State Col
le~e, Pennsy~vania, "A decibel is just a log
anthmic rat1o that is dimensionless, there
fore, a reference quantity must be specified 
to make the decibel level meaningful. Stating 
55 decibels without a reference is similar 
to stating that "something is 10 times as 
large as " without completing 
the sentence. 

Thus an ordinance on sound prescribing 
that volume of sound shall not exceed 5 dec
ibels is meaningless without a specified 
frequency reference. 

About three years ago Westinghouse of
fered to bring a friendly test case in our 
courts as to sounds, in excess of our stand
ards, which were produced by window type 
air-conditioners. 

This proposal was discussed with the City 
Attorney and a City Engineer and it was 
decided that the Section on Sound in the 
Zoning Ordinance was not specific enough 
in standards to warrant the challenge. 

The Zoning Department proceeded to re
search f'Or a solution and in our course 
of action and study were advised by the 
lea·ding manufacturers of sound equipment, 
Acoustic Engineers and the U.S. Department 
of Commerce that our ordinance as relates 
to sound was very inadequate and that one 
of the best ordinances written and proven 
practical was being used by Montgometry 
County, Maryland, of which we have a copy. 

All authorities suggested that our proposed 
revision incorporate that reference should 
be made to standards published by the Amer
ican Standards Association and that any 
equipment, regardless ot manufacturer, 
meet these standards of -readings as would 
be taken on a "Sound Level Meter and on 
an Octave-Band Analyzer." 

Our first question is "Why we measure 
'noise'"? 

That we are annoyed by a noisy device 
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and a noisy environment, that noise may in
terfere With our s'leep, our work, and our 
recreation, or that very intense noise may 
cause hearing loss is frequently the basic 
fact that leads to noise measurements and 
attempts at quieting. In order to make the 
most significant measurements and to do 
the job of quieting most efficiently, it is 
clearly necessary to learn about these effects 
of noise, and how they disturb the citizens. 

This answer then begs another question, 
what measures sound? 

This is best answered in stating, a Sound
Level Meter, which is best defined that the 
apparent loudness that we attribute to a 
sound varies not only With the sound pres
sure but also With the frequency (or pitch} 
of the sound. In addition, the way it varies 
With frequency depends on the sound pres
sure. This effect ca:r.. be taken into account 
to some extent for pure tones by including 
certain "weighting" networks in an instru
ment designed to measure sound-pressure 
level, and then the instrument is called 
a sound-level meter. In order to assist in 
obtaining reasonable uniformity among dif
ferent instruments of this type, the Ameri
can Standards Association in collaboration 
with scientific and engineering societies has 
established a standard to which sound-level 
meters should conform. 

The instrument used to measure sound
pressure level consists of a microphone, at
tenuator, amplifier, and indicating meter. 
This instrument must have an over-all re
sponse that is uniform ("flat") as a function 
of frequency, and the instrument is cali
brated in decibels. 

Now, that we have a reading on the Sound-
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level meter, how do we analyze the reading? 
We analyze the reading by an Octave-Bank 
Analyzer which is an instrument whereby 
even if a sound-level meter were perfect (i.e., 
fit with no tolerance all design objectives of 
the ASA Standards) , the reading obtained by 
it in any given noise field is inadequate for 
a complete understanding of the problem. It 
is easy to .see why this is so. The number of 
decibels indicated by a sound-level meter 
tells nothing about the frequency distribu
tion of the noise. It is true that by judicious 
use of the weighting networks in a sound
level meter one can learn something about 
the frequencies present, but this knowledge 
is only qualitative. For most important prob
lems it is necessary to use some type of fre
quency analyzer to determine the noise 
spectrum. 

The Octave-Band Analyzer makes possible 
the simple and rapid analysis of noises hav
ing complex spectra. It operates directly from 
the output of a microphone or sound-level 
meter. It can be used for all frequency anal
yses, except those requiring a detailed knowl
edge of the frequency spectrum. 

Therefore, we have already seen that a 
sound-measuring system may consist of the 
sound-survey meter or of the basic sound
level meter operated alone or with a wide 
variety of microphones, analyzers and record
ers. Confronted with so many possible 
choices, we ask, "What instruments should 
we select to do our job?" 

The selection of the components of the 
sound-measuring system will depend en
tirely on what we wish to obtain from the 
measurements. If we are interested simply in 
comparing the noise in one office with that 
in another, the Sound-Survey Meter may be 
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used. On the other hand, if we must deter
mine the effect at all frequencies, a sound
level meter and analyzer must be used. Sim
ilarly, we may want a measure of the loud
ness of the noise, the sound level, the sound
pressure level, the dominant pitch, the over
tone structure, the extent to which it inter
feres With conversion, sleep or some other 
characteristic, and :::or each of these we must 
use a certain instrument or combination of 
instruments, such as the Sound-Level Meter 
and Octave Band Analyzer. 

Three of the largest companies in the field 
of sound were contacted, General Rac'Ji.o 
Company, Mine Safety Appliance, and Band 
K Instruments, Inc., who have demonstrated 
their equipment and are willing to bring 
their traveling laboratories for any future 
test requested by council, city attorney, en
gineers and all other interested parties. 

Subsequently, the agencies involved in 
noise problems decided to approach Council 
as a coordinated centralized project, whereby 
one agency would employ the technicians, 
clerks, have control of all equipment, but 
train police officers, building inspectors, zon
ing inspectors, safety and excise inspectors 
in the use of the equipment. 

Again our project was doomed for delay 
because of the lack of funds till we found 
a Federal grant under Public Law 89-749 and 
we submitted our application as you will 
note in Exhibit 2 attached hereto. 

You will note that the Department of 
Health and Hospitals is to be the controlling 
agency, ·supported by Zoning and Police De
partment personnel. The report also covers 
proposed changes in present ordinances on 
Zoning and new regulations to be adopted by 
the Environmental Health Section. 

DETAILED BUDGET FOR THIS PERIOD (DIRECT COSTS ONLY)-FROM JUNE 1, 1968, THROUGH MAY 31, 1969 

Total re- Total re-
Percent quested Amount Percent quested Amount 

Annual time or for Applicant requested Annual time or for Applicant requested 
salary effort project share from PHS salary effort project share from PHS 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

PERSONNEL EQUIPMENT 

Director, Environmental Health Service •• $15, 172 5 $760 $760 0 3 each sound level meters-B. & K. 2203--- - ---- - -- - -------- $2,310 0 $2, 310 
Public Health engineer_ ________ ____ ___ 13, 164 20 2,632 2,63~ 0 3 each octave filter set-B. & K. 1613 _____ __________ ________ 1,290 0 1, 290 
Acoustical engineer 1 ______ _ _____ _ ____ - 12,000 100 12,000 $12,000 3 each pistonphone-B. & K. 4220 ________________ ________ __ 735 0 735 
Sanitarian II .. __ --------- - ----------- 9, 420 50 4, 710 4, 710 0 1 each graph level recorder-B. & K. 
Sanitarian 1..------------------ ------ 8, 244 60 4, 946 4,946 0 2305B _____ ________ ____ ___ ____ ______ ______ ___ __________ 2, 360 2, 360 

Do __ _ ---- ____ _ --_----- - -- - --- - -- 8, 244 10 824 824 0 1 each vibration accelerometer-B. & K. Do _______ ___________ __________ __ 8, 244 10 824 824 0 4312 ____ ____________ _____ ___ _____________ _____________ 170 170 
Zoning inspector 1'------- ----- ------- 9, 852 30 2, 955 2, 955 0 2 each Magra neopilot syne tape re-
Zoning inspector'- --- - --- - --- - -- ----- 8, 244 30 2,~1~ 2,473 0 corder and accessories ____ __ _______ __ _____ ______________ 1, 225 1, 225 
Police officer (captain) ___________ __ __ _ 11, 100 5 555 0 1 each IBM typewriter __ _ --- - -------------------------- ___ 685 685 
Police officer (technician) ___________ --_ 9,120 40 3,648 3, 648 0 Shipping costs. ____________________________ ______________ 12 12 
Police officer (patrolman) ___ __________ _ 8, 352 20 1, 670 1, 670 0 
Clerk stenographer!__ _______ _________ 4,392 100 4,392 0 4, 392 TotaL __ __ ____ __ - -- -- -- --- - --------------------- __ - 8, 952 8, 952 
Fringe benefits __ --- - __ -- - - - ------ - ----- -- ------ - ---- -- -- - 4, 413 4,413 0 

TotaL _____ ___ __ ___ ___ - ----------- ___ __________ ___ _ 55,755 $30, 411 25,344 
TotaL ________ ____ ____ -- __ - --- - - - - -- ----- ------ -- - - 46,803 30,411 16, 392 

Note: Consultant services (include fees and travei)-Consulting services may be required in lieu of an acoustical engineer. 

The City and County of Denver like many 
communities is confronted with the problem 
of noise. Three local government agencies, 
(Occupational Health Section of the Denver 
Department of Health and Hospitals, Zoning 
Administration, ahd the Police Department) 
have united in an effort to suppress com
munity noise. 

The objectives are to reduce occupationally 
induced noise and to develop enforceable 
community standards that will control or 
eliminate annoyance-type noise. 

Local governmental agencies have long been 
aware of the noise problem in the -commu
nity. However, due to the lack of equipment, 
inadequately trained personnel and archaic 
ordinances, each have been hampered in their 
approach to noise control. 

The plan is to acquire essential equipment, 
train personnel, conduct a community noise 
evaluation study, introduce new and modified 
noise control ordinances, and initiate noise 
control methods. 

At the conclusion of the grant period, the 

participating agencies will definitely continue 
the program. 

COMMUNrrY NOISE EVALUATION AND CON
TROL-A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN FOR THE 
CrrY AND COUNTY OF DENVER 

The City and County of Denver like many 
communities is confronted with the problem 
of noise. Noise may well have far-reaching 
effects on the economy of the community as 
well as on the health and well-being of its 
citizens. 

To cope with the problem, three agencies 
of loeal government (Occupational Health 
Section of the Denver Department of Health 
and Hospitals, Zoning Administration and 
Police Department) have combined in a co
operative effort to promote, develop and 
maintain an environment free from the 
harmful and annoying effects of noise. How
ever beoause of limited resources and inade
quately trained personnel only minor goals 
have been realized in the past. 

1. Project Objectives.-A. To reduce occu-

pationally-induced hearing loss in the com
munity by locating, evaluating and control
ling the many sources of noise in the 
industrial environment. 

B. To develop enforceable community 
standards that will control or eliminate 
nui&ance-type noise having an effect on the 
mental and physical well-being of the citi
zens of Denver. 

2. Project Evaluation.-To measure the 
time spent on this project by the different 
personnel of the three agencies, log sheets 
and mM statistical data cards wlll be used. 
This information will be summarized month
ly and will show individual and total time 
allotted to the project. 

To determine the effectiveness of the proj
ect all significant information will be 
recorded. This l.nform.a.tion Will include the 
number of complaints received, investigations 
made, orders written and the disposition and 
result of each complaint investigated. When 
noise evaluations are made at industrial 
plants and nuisance noise problems are in-
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vestigated, statistical information will be 
tallied showing the extent of each problem, 
public health importance and corrective 
methods needed, recmnmendations or orders 
written, and the final disposition and result 
of the investigation. Quarterly reports of this 
information will be made and compiled into 
an annual report. 

Follow-up evaluations and studies will be 
used to determine progress being made in the 
program. Industrial noise measurements and 
the screening of certain exposed employes 
prior to and after sound levels have been 
reduced will serve as the indication of reduc
tion in potential hearing losses. The measure
ment of noise levels in ltey locations of the 
community at the beginning of and through
out the program will determine the effect of 
the enforceable noise standards once they 
are provided. 

3. Project Head and Background.-Noise 
can be defined as sound in the audible fre
quency range which by virtue of its loudness 
and pitch is unpleasant or has a deleterious 
effect on the human ear. 

The effects of noise on man include the 
following: 

A. Psychological effects.-Although there 
are many variations in individual response, 
noise can startle, annoy and disrupt con
centration, sleep or relaxation. 

B. Interference with Communication.
Noise which is not intense enough to cause 
hearing damage may still disrupt speech com
munication and the hearing of other desired 
sounds. Such disruptions will affect perform
ance on jobs which depend upon reliable 
communication. Even more important, how
ever, is the fact that the inability to hear 
commands or danger signals due to excessive 

·noist increases the probability of severe 
accidents. 

C. Physiological effects.-Exposure to cer
tain levels of noise may cause temporary or 
permanent hearing loss. Temporary hearing 
loss is recoverable after a period of removal 
from further exposure. However, prolonged 
exposures (months or years) to excessive 
noise levels can produce permanent hearing 
impairment. 

In addition, if the noise exposure is severe, 
aural pain, nausea and reduced muscular 
control can also occur. 

In order to evaluate properly the noise ex
posure it is essential that adequate equip
ment be available. This equipment should 
include, as a minimum, units which will 
provide an on-the-spot analysis of noise be
ing generated and sophisticated enough to 
examine all of the characteristics (con
tinuous, impact, intensity and frequency) 
of sound and at the same time make a per
manent recording of noise levels. 

That noise is a serious community prob
lem has come to the attention of the par
ticipating agencies in various ways. Through 
complaints received and routine investiga
tive activities, the Occupational Health Sec
tion has uncovered many industrial plants 
requiring noise evaluation and control. The 
Zoning Administration, which regulates the 
volume of sound and ground vibration be
tween adjacent properties, has been burdened 
with increasing noise complaint. Being ill
equipped, untrained and hampered by an 
archaic noise ordinance, it cannot conduct a 
complete evaluation and control program. 
The Police Department, on the other hand, 
while empowered to enforce existing traffic 
noise control ordinance, is confronted with 
the problem of providing documented evi
dence of violation in numerous court cases. 

4. Method oj Procedure.- A. The first and 
most essenti81l activity to be undertaken is 
the acquisition of equipment. Once acquired 
the equipment will be made available to all 
participating agencies but will be maintained 
by the Occupational Health Section. 

B. Next in the order of priority is the 
training of personnel. For this purpose funds 
have been allocated for travel and tuition of 
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key individuals to various schools and semi
nars offering instructions in noise evaluation 
and control. 

C. The employment of an acoustical en
gineer, if successful, will fulfill an important 
adjunct to the training of personnel as well 
as make available the technical skills re
quired for noise control. If this vacancy can
not be filled, the services of a consulting firm 
wHl be contracted. 

D. Each agency will act independently in 
its area of responsib111ty but will be coordi
nated by the Denver Department of Health 
and Hospitals in achieving noise control. 

Police Department.-Police technicians es
pecially trained in noise evaluation and con
trol will conduct routine and complaint-type 
investigations. Noise levels recorded during 
the time of investigation will serve as docu
mented evidence of violation during court 
proceedings. It is anticipated that the exist
ing ordinance (Appendix A-"Article 506 
Mufflers, Prevention of Noise") concerning 
vehicular noise control will be amended in 
order to be more inclusive and descriptive of 
violations. 

E. The project objectives during the pro
posed three year grant period wlll be met in 
the following manner: 

FIRST YEAR 

1. Acquire essential equipment. 
2. Conduct training of personnel. 
3. Initiate a comprehensive noise evalua

tion study. 
4. Introduce new or modified noise control 

ordinances to City Council. 
SECOND YEAR 

1. Continue program of personnel train
ing. 

2. Continue noise evaluation study. 
3. Initiate noise control procedures. 

THmD YEAR 

1. Complete training of personnel. 
2. Complete noise evaluation study. 
3. Continue procedures to obtain commu

nity noise control. 
5. Participation of Other Agencies.-The 

Denver Department of Health and Hospitals 
and its Neighborhood Health Centers will 
support the project objectives by providing 
the serV'ices of qualified medical personnel to 
conduct audiometric testing as the need 
arises. An additional participant in the proj
ect will be the Civil Defense office of the 
City and County of Denver, which has ex
pressed a desire to use the sound measuring 
equipment to determine the effectiveness 
of the warning system in various locations 
throughout the city. 

6. Program Continuation.-Because of a 
constant need for noise evaluation and con
trol the participatl.ng agencies will definitely 
continue to support this project. Training 
of additional personnel will be carried out by 
the existing staff. Equipment ma.intenance 
can be budgeted annually by each agency 
through their operatl.ng budgets. The pro
curement of any new equipment, if neces
sary, can be requested by all three agencies 
in the form of a joint request. 

7. Project Stajfing.-The employment of 
an acoustical engineer will be necessary for 
the specified time of the grant. This engi
neer will be employed by the Department of 
Health and Hospitals. If a qualified person 
cannot be located, a contract with a private 
consulting engineering firm will be arranged. 

The present professional staff of the Oc
cupational Health Section consists of a reg
istered professional sanitary engineer, a 
chemical engineer, and three registered pro
fessional sanitarians with experience and 
training in industrial hygiene. 

The Zoning Department personnel includes 
two persons, each with over ten years ex
perience in the investigation of noise com
plaints and primary knowled-ge in the use of 
basic field sound equipment. 

Police Department personnel include a 
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captain and two technicians with many years 
experience in 1aw eruforcement and traffic 
control. 

All of the above individuals except the 
acoustical engineer are presently employed 
and have been designated to participate in 
the project. These people will receive spe
cialized training in noise evaluation and 
control under the proposed grant. 

8. Facilities A vailable.--Office facilities 
available are those presently used by the 
three agencies. These are ample and adequate 
with the necessary desks, fil,e space, secre
tarial space and storage area. 

Article 612-Zoning Distriot Regulations 
(Portion Pertaining to Noise Only) 

District: R-0, R-I, R-2, R-2-A. 
Volume of Sound Generated.-Every use, 

unless expressly exempted by this ordinance, 
shall be so operated that the volume of sound 
inherently and recurrently generated does 
not exceed fifty-five decibels at any point 
of any bcrundary line of the Zone Lot on 
which the use is located. 

Vibration Generated.-Every use shall be 
so operated that the ground vtbration in
herently and recurrently generated is not 
perceptible, without instruments, at any 
point of any boundary line of the Zone Lot 
in which the use is located. 

District: R-3, R-4, B-1, B-2, I-P, I-0, 
R-3-X, B-A-1, B-A-2, R-5. 

Volume of Sound Generated.-Every use, 
unless expressly exempted by this ordinance, 
shall be so operated that the volume of sound 
inherently and recurrently generated does 
not exceed sixty decibels at any point of any 
boundary line of the Zone Lot on which the 
use is located. 

Vibration Generated.-Every use shall be 
so operated that the ground vibration in
herently and recurrently generated is not 
perceptl:ble, without instruments, at any 
point of any boundary line of the Zone Lot 
on which the use is located. 

District: R8-1, R8-2, R8-3, Rs-4. 
Volume oj Sound Generated.-Every use, 

unless expressly exempted by this ordinance, 
shall be so operated that the volume of sound 
inherently and recurrently generated does 
not exceed sixty-five decibels at any point 
of any boundary line of the Zone Lot on 
which the use is located. 

Vibration Generated.-Every use shall be 
so operated that the ground vibration inher
ently and recurrently generated is not per
ceptible, without instruments, at any point 
of any boundary line of the Zone Lot on 
which the use is located. 

Distr.tct: B-3, B-4, B-5, B-6, I-o, B-8, 
B-A-3, B-A-4. 
Article 507 Equipment of Vehicles (Portion 

Pertaining to Noise Only) 
.6. Mufflers, Prevention of Noise. Every 

motor vehicle shall at all time be equipped 
with a muffler .in good working order and in 
constant operation to prevent excessive, rau
cous, or unusually loud noise, smoke, or 
flame, and no person shall operate a motor 
vehicle upon the streets and highways of this 
Oity and County which is not so equipped, 
or which is equipped with a muffler cut-out, 
bypass, Hollywood pipes or any similar de
vice. A muffler is defined for the purpose of 
this article as a device consisting of a series 
of chambers or other mechanical devices for 
the purpose of receiving exhaust gases from 
an internal combustion engine which is de
signed for the purpose of breaking up the 
sound tones and the diffuston of smoke and 
flame emitting therefrom . 

. 6-1. No person shall sell, give away for 
use upon, install, or cause the installation 
to be made, or use upon any motor vehicle 
operated in the Oity and County of Denver, 
any type of muffi.er or other device that will 
modify the exhaust system of a motor vehicle 
in any manner so as to 81Illplify or increase 
the noise emitted by the motor of such 
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motor vehicle to the point where it becomes 
excess! ve or unreasonable to the ear of the 
ordinary person. 

ExHmrr 2-A 
SOUND CONTROL PROPOSAL 

A bill fc51' an ordinance rel111ting to zoning 
changing the section pertruining to volume 
of sound genera ted 
Be it enacted by the council of the city 

and county of Denver 
Section 1. The seotion relating to Limita

tions on External Effects of Uses, and par
ticularly the subsection relating to Volume 
of Sonnd Generated hereby changed to read 
as follows: 

Sections 612.12-2{2) ., 612.13-2{2) ., 612.14-
2(1) .; Volume of Sound Generated. Every use, 
unless expressly exempted by this ordinance, 
shall be so operated so as not to be objection
able due to intermittence, beat frequency or 
shrillness. In no event shall the sound pres
sure level of noise radiated continuously 
from a facility at nighttime exceed at the 
boundary line of the Zone Lot on which the 
use is located the values given in Table I (set 
out hereafter) in any octave band frequency. 
However, the sound pressure levels of noise 
radiated at nighttime shall not exceed the 
zone lot line the values gtl.ven in Table II 
(set out hereafter) in any octave band fre
quency. 

TABLE I 
Maximum permissible sound-pressure 

levels at the zone lot line for noise radiated 
from a facility between the hours of 9 
P .M. and 7 A.M. 

(Sound Pressure Level Decibels re 0.0002 
dyne/ cm2 ) 

Frequency band cycles per sound: 
20-75 ------------------------------ 85 
75-150 ----------------------------- 76 
150-300 ---------------------------- 70 
300-600 ---------------------------- 65 
600-1,200 -------------------------- 56 
1,200-2,400 ------------------------- 54 
2,400-4,000 ------------------------- 52 
4,000-10,000 ------------------------ 49 
If the noise is not smooth and continuous 

and is not radiated between the hours of 
9 P.M. and 7 A.M., one or more of the cor
rections in Table III below shall be added 
to or subtracted from each of the decibel 
levels given in Table I. 

TABLE II 

Maximum permissible sound-pressure levels 
at a zone lot line for noise radiated contin
uously from a facUlty between the hours of 
9 P.M. and 7 A.M. 

(Sound Pressure Level Decibels re 0.0002 
dyne; cm2 ) 

Frequency band cycles per sound: 
20-75 -- - --------------------------- 62 

TABLE I 
Maximum permissible sound-pressure levels 

at the Zone Lot line for noise radiated con
tinuously from a facility between the hours 
of 9 P.M. and 7 A.M. 

(Sound Pressure-level Decibels re 0.0002 
dyne; cm2 ) 

Frequency band cycles per sound: 
20-75_- ------------ -· ---------------- 79 
75-100-------------------------~---- 74 
150-300----------------------------- 66 
300-600----------------------------- 59 
600-1,200---------------------------- 53 
1,200-2,400-------------------------- 47 
2,400-4,000-------------------------- 41 
4,000-10,000------------------------- 39 

If the noise is not smooth and continuous 
and is not radiated between the hours of 9 
P.M. and 7 A.M., one or more of the correc
tions in Table III below shall be added to or 
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subtracted from each of the decibel levels 
given in Table I. 

TABLE III.-TYPE OF OPERATION IN CHARACTER 
OF NOISE 

[Correction in Decibels] 
Daytime operation only: plus 5. 
Noise source operated less than 20% of 

any one-hour period: plus 5*. 
Noise source operated less than 5% of any 

one-hour period: plus 10*. 
Noise source operated less than 1% of any 

one-hour period: plus 15*. 
Noise of impulsive character (hammering, 

etc.): minus 5. 
Noise of periodic character (hum, screech, 

etc.) : minus 5. 
Detroit, Michigan 

Nuisances-Chapter 171. Oompiled Ordi
nances of the CLty of Detroit 

Maintaining a Nuisance 39-1-40.-sec. 1. 
Nuisances not to be created or maintained. 
No owner or occupant, firm or corporation 
having control or management of any dwell
ing or any building, structure, excavation, 
business pursuit, matter or thing, shall allow 
any nuisance to be created or to exist on 
the premi:ses of which such person, firm or 
corporation, is the owner or exercises control 
or manage.ment thereof; nor sha.U any per
son, firm or corporation owning or occupy
ing any public or private street, alleyway or 
any premises whatever, or having control or 
management thereof, within the limits of the 
Cilty of Detroit, create or maintain a nuisance 
thereon. 

Noise Producing Devices 39-1-37.-sec. 5. 
The operating or maintaining of noise mak
ing, noise amplifying or noise producing in
struments or devi·ces by which the peace or 
good order of the neighborhood is disturbed 
is hereby declared a nuisance. It shall be un
lawful for any person, firm, association or 
corporation by himself or another to opera,.te 
or maintain any radio, phonograph, player
piano, calliope, or other noise making, noise 
amplifying or noise producing instrument or 
device in any public or private place in 
such manner by which the peace and good 
order of the neighborhood is disturbed or 
persons owning or occupying property in the 
neighborhood are disturbed or annoyed. (Ef
fective June 11, 1926, Ord. 243-B.) 

Vendor's Noise or Commotion 39-1-38.
Sec. 6. It shall be unlawful for any hawker, 
vendor, hucks•ter, peddler, salesman, agent 
or other person by himself or another, selling 
his wares or merchandise, or disposing of his 
services or granting ·any privileges from any 
public or private place or structure unen
closed in whole or in part, to make a com
motion or make unnecessarily loud noises for 
the purpose of attracting others, whereby 
the peace or good order of the neighborhood 
is disturbed, or persons owning or o£cupying 
property in the neighborhood are disturbed 
or annoyed. (Effective November 11, 1927. 
Ord. 12-c.) 

Sec. 7. It shall be unlawful for any per
son in any vehicle to make a commotion or 
make unnecessarily loud noises, whereby the 
peace and good order of the neighborhood 
is disturbed, or persons owning or occupying 
property in the neighborhood are disturbed 
or annoyed. (Effective November 11, 1927. 
Ord. 12-c.) 

Penalty 
Sec. 8. Any person, persons, firm or cor

poration or anyone acting in behalf of said 
person, persons, firm or corporation violating 
any of the provisions of this ordinance shall 
upon conviction thereof be subject to a fine 
not exceeding five hundred ($500.00) dollars 
or to imprisonment ln the Detrolit House of 
Correction for a period of not more than 
ninety (90) days or both such fine and im
prisonment in the discretion of the court; 

*Apply one of these corrections only. 
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Provided, Th.a.t on a second conviction of 
violating any of the provisions of Section one 
( 1) of this ordinance a fine of not less than 
fifty {$50.00) dollars nor more than five hun
dred ($500.00) dollars or imprisonment in 
the Detroit House of Correction for not more 
than ninety (90) days or both such fine and 
imprisonment in the discretion of the court; 
and Provided further, That on a third or any 
subsequent conviction or convictions of 
violating any of the provisions of Section one 
( 1) of this ordinance, th81t the punishment 
shall be imprisonment in the Detroit House 
of Correction for not less than ten (10) days 
nor more than ninety (90) days, and a fine 
of not less rthan :fif·ty ($50.00) dollars, nor 
more than five hundred ($500.00) dollars. 
(Effective February 19, 1941. Ord. 174-D.) 

Sec. 38-6-22. Approval of the air pollu
tion control divisdon as required in section 
38-6-20 may be obtained by amy one of the 
following methods: 

By the manufacturer submitting complete 
test results to the air pollution control di
vision providing such tests are made in 
accordance with the regulations and are 
supervised and attested to by a recognized 
notse consultant or a r.egistered professiona1 
engineer not regularly in the employ of the 
manufacturer. 

Sec. 38-6-26. No person shall operate, upon 
any street, highway, frozen public lake, 
stream or pond or other place open to the 
general public, including any area desig
nated for the parking of vehicles, a motor
cycle or motor driven cycle that is not 
equipped with a muffier. No person shall 
operate a motorcycle or motor driven cycle, 
upon any street, highway, frozen public lake, 
stream or pond or other place open to the 
general public, including any area desig
nated for the parking of vehicles, which has 
a cut-out, muffier bypass device, special 
noise making equipment, or a muffier which 
has been so modified as to be ln conflict with 
these regulations. A person violating this sec
tion shall upon conviction be subject to a 
fine of not less than twenty-five dollars 
($25.00). 

Section 2. This ordinance is declared neces
sary for the preservation of the peace, health, 
safety and welfare of the people of the 
City of Detroit and is hereby given immedi
ate effect. 

PROGRESS REPORT 1967, AIR POLLUTION CON
TROL DIVISION, DETROIT HEALTH DEPART
MENT 

(By Morton Sterling, Director) 
NOISE AND VIBRATION CONTROL 

Public concern over noise associated with 
urban living again remained high. The 
number of complaints received during the 
past year was the second highest ever re
corded. Work on .a motorcycle noise ordi
nance continued and has been submitted to 
the Corporation Counsel for review. It is ex
pected that the Common Council will take 
action on it during 1968. 

Meetings with air conditioning industry 
have taken place regarding an ordinance reg
ulating the noise from home air conditioning 
systems. It is anticipated that this ordinance 
will be submitted to the Common Council in 
the comlng year. 

CLASSIFICATION OF NOISE COMPLAINTS RECEIVED IN 1967 

Type Complaints Locations 

Air compressors_______ ___________ 28 24 
Air conditioners__ _____________ __ _ 33 27 
Bump shops and stationary vehicles. 17 12 
Fans and blowers _________________ 65 20 
Materials handling________ __ ______ 125 35 
Presses and shears____________ ___ 39 9 
Steam cleaners and steam exhausts_ 3 1 
Miscellaneous___ _________________ 62 35 

--------TotaL___ ________ _________ 372 163 
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REPORT ON POTENTIAL NOISE PROBLEMS lower frequency range, Which is less annoying 
ARISING OUT OF HELICOPTER OPERATIONS than equal levels in the higher frequencies. 

(By Edmund Moranty and Austin Tomlinson, There also appears to be some reluctance on 
Bureau of Air Pollution Control, Depart- the part of manufacturers and operators to 
ment of Building and Safety Engineering, use mufflers due to the resultant increase in 
City -of Detroit) engine back pressure. For these reasons it is 
Approved by: Morton Sterling, Chief, Bu- felt that the recommended distances should 

reau of Air Pollution Control. not be affected by muffler considerations un
less further data comes to our attention to 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS dictate otherwise. 
Present day reciprocating engine-driven 4. In view of the many variables attendant 

helicopters, produce an overall loudness level with helicopter design and performance, 
of sufficient magnitude to require considera- such as size, type of engine, etc., it is recom
tion in the seleotion of heliport sites and mended that in preference to the establish
flight patterns. The mor·e pertinent conclu- ment of definite distance limitations, ade
sions of this inves·tigation are as follows: quate technical data be required for each 

1. Loudness levels vary with each make proposed heliport so a reasonably accurate 
and design of helicopter. prediction of community response can be 

2. The recommended distances to various made. 
property users are shown in the chart. The INTRODUCTION AND PROCEDURE 
distances apply to a commeroial heli.port with At the request of the Director of City 
4 to 20 flights per day using present-day Planning, an investigation of the noise levels 
reciprocating engine-driven helicopters. It is resulting from heliport operations was in
recognized that private heliports would be stituted by the Bureau of Air Pollution Con
used less frequently and these distances trol. The purpose of the study was to deter
would not necessarily be applicable. mine the minimum distance between this 

3. Information on the effect of engine ex- operation and residential land users to pre
haust mufflers on total helicopter noise is in- vent a community noise nuisance problem. 
adequate to determine the probable effects The following steps were taken to obtain 
on a community. Noise reduction obtained by information on the noise characteristics of 
the use of mufflers would normally be in the helicopters: 

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM DISTANCES IN FEET 

Air conditioned 
Offices and offices and 

Hospitals Urban residential commercial commercial 

Class of helicopter I (pounds) Day Night Day Night Day Night Day Night 

1- to 6,000 _________________________ 800 1,600 400 800 300 600 250 250 
2-from 6,000 to 12,500 __________ _____ 1, 600 3, 200 800 1, 600 600 1, 200 400 400 
3-from 12,500 to 20,000 ______________ 3, 200 6, 400 1, 600 3, 200 1, 000 2, 000 800 800 

1 Classes by weight according to the Helicopter Council of the Aircraft Industries Association of America. 

1. Data was requested from leading manu
facturers of helicopters regarding the over
all noise level and frequency characteristics 
of their aircraft. The information supplied 
by the manufacturers consisted of the over
all sound-pressure level at certain distances 
and a frequency spectrum at one of these 
distances. Under free field conditions, a single 
measurement of sound-pressure level at a 
known distance from a point noise source 
is enough information to predict the level at 
any other point up to approximately 1,000 
feet since the sound-pressure level V'aries in
versely as the distance from the source. At 
distances greater than 1,000 feet, other fac
tors tend to increase the attenuation and 
this has been considered in the development 
of the recommended distances. 

2. Letters were sent to federal agencies, 
noise abatement councils, and major cities 
in this and other countries requesting in
formation on any noise problems caused by 
the operation of helicopters. 

3. Abstractions from technical reports and 
magazine ~rticles were made (see Bibliog
raphy). 

4. The above information is related pri
marily to reciprocating engine-driven hell
copters. In view of the presently deficient 
data available on helicopters powered by 
other types of propulsion equipment, this 
report only considers reciprocating engine
driven helicopters. 
METHOD OF PREDICTING COMMUNITY RESPONSE 

TO HELICOPTER NOISE 
A. Residential-Three methods of predict

ing community response were studied: 
1. K. N. Stevens, W. A. Rosenblith, and 

R. H. Bolt, "A Community's Reaction to 
Noise". 

2. Horace 0. Parrack, Ph.D., Wright Air 
Development Center, USAF, "Community 
Reaction to Noise." 

3. A. C. Pietrasanta and K. N. Stevens, 
"Noise Exposure in Communities Near Jet 
Air Bases." 

The three methods are quite similar. They 

all superimpose the noise spectrum on a 
family of curves designating a level.rank and 
then apply corrections to determine a com
posite noise rating. This rating is then plotted 
on a Composite Noise Rating vs. Community 
Response Curve (Fig. 1) and the expected 
response is predicted. The above empirical 
relations were developed by researchers and 
were determined af·ter a study of a large 
number of case histories involving commu
nity reaotion to noise. The me.thods differ 
only in the manner of calculating and apply
ing the correction factors . 

After study, it was decided that we would 
use Stevens, RosenbUth and Bolts oomposite 
noise rating method of predicting community 
reaction in residential areas, since it has been 
used in several similar studies. Briefly, this 
method superimposes the measured or cal
culated octave band spectrum of the noise 
onto a family of curves that define the noise 
level rank (Fig. 2). This noise level rank is 
given by the highest area into which the 
spectrum protrudes in any band. The ranks 
are designated from "a" to "m". The lower 
boundary "a" is the average threshold of 
hearing for octave bands of noise and the 
upper boundary "m" represents a noise spec
trum in which people can communicate only 
by shouting in each other's ear at a dis
tance of a few inches. Correction factors 
for the Noise Spectrum Character, Peak Fac
tor, Repetitive Character, Background Noise, 
Time of Day, and Adjustment to Exposure 
(Table I) are added and a Composite Noise 
Rating is obtained. This rating is plotted on 
a Composite Rating vs. Community Response 
Curve (Fig. 1), and the anticipated Commu
nity Response is obtained. The p~ocedUTe 
given above is intended mainly as a guide. As 
more experienoe is obtained in the field of 
neighborhood noise problems, it can be ex
pected that some revisi'On of the numerical 
values will be found desirable. 

It should be noted that a decision must be 
made to determine the degree of community 
reaction that is to be considered acceptable. 
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From past experience of the Bureau in con
trol activLties. it is believed th~t sporadic 
complaints wOillld represent a.n acceptable 
condition. Therefore, Point D on the Com
posite Noise Rating Curve has been selected 
for use in this report. 

As an example of the above method, the 
Bell 47-J helicopter noise spectrum, at 400 
feet as provided by the Bell Corporation, is 
plotted on the Noise Level Rank Curves (Fig. 
2) . It is noted that the highest band level is 
"h". Applying the correction factors from 
Table I as follows, for a wide band noise 0, 
an impulsive noise +1, 4 to 20 exposures per 
day -3, background noise for urban residen
tial -1, daytime -1, and previous condi
tiondng 0, a total of -4, the Composite Noise 
Rating of D is obtained. Then from Figure 3 
sporadic complaints are predicted. 

B. Commercial and Industrial. 
In order to predict the reactions of people 

engaged in commercial activities to heli
copter noise, a shift in the method of evalua
tion was required. The method of S. S. Ste
vens was used. This involves the deter
mination of the loudness level in phons and/ 
or the calculation of the speech interference 
level. 

The loudness level, in phons, of a sound is 
numerically equal to the sound-pressure 
level in decibels of a pure tone of frequency 
1000 CPS, which is judged by normal observ
ers to be equivalent in loudness. As in other 
sound-pressure measurements, the reference 
pressure is 0.0002 microbar. Table II quotes, 
among other things, the now generally ac
cepted criteria in phons relating to social 
comfort. Experience has shown a loudness 
level of 60 phons will generally not cause 
complaints, and a loudness level of over 80 
phons will produce widespread complaints. 

The average sound-pressure level in deci
bels ·for the three octave bands, 600-1200, 
1200-2400, and 2400-4800, is called the 
speech-interference level. The following re
quirements for communication in the pres
ence of noise levels corresponding to various 
speech-interference level curves are given 
briefly: 

1. S.I.L.=45, normal voice at 10 feet. 
2. S.I.L.=55, normal voice at 3 feet, raised 

voice at 6 feet. 
3. S.I.L.=65, raised voice at 2 feet, very 

loud voice at 4 feet. 
4. S.I.L.=75, very loud voice at 1 foot. 
By definition, any noise which exceeds the 

requirements of S.I.L.=45 will interfere in 
some way with normal conversational speech. 

For the purpose of this study, we have as
sumed the S.I.L. of 55 to be the maximum 
acceptable value to prevent nuisance condi
tions. It is felt this level is reasonable since 
the community background noise approxi
mates this value (see Fig. 16). 

For example, in Fig. 4 the level for the 
600-1200 band is 59DB, 1200-2400 band is 
56DB, and the 2400-4800 band is 50DB. The 
average of 59, 56, and 50 is 55, the speech
interference level. 

MAJOR SOURCES OF HELICOPTER NOISE 
The three main sources of noise from re

ciprocating engine-driven helicopters are: 
A. Engine.-The predominant noise from 

the reciprocating engine is the exhaust. From 
Hubbard & Lassiter's tests (with a nine 
cylinder 600 H.P. engine), the noise consists 
mainly of discrete frequencies ranging be
low 600 CPS. Although it is recognized that 
there is some noise associated with the high
velocity exhaust-gas stream, this component 
of noise is much lower in level than the dis
crete low-frequency components. The other 
engine noises from valves, gears, carburetor, 
and supercharger are believed to be in the 
same frequency range as the exhaust and 
are usually 10 to 15 decibels less. 

B. Gear train.-Another source of noise is 
produced by the meshing of gear teeth, and 
consists of two components, i.e., tooth-con
tact frequency and natural frequency. 
Tooth-contact frequency is a function of the 
number of gear teeth and the rotational 
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speed of the gear. When the natural fre
quency of the tooth-gear combination is at 
some integral multiple of the tooth-contact 
frequency, a strong noise component is de
tected. This usually occurs from 600 to 4800 
CPS. 

C. Rotor.-The noise from rotors can also 
be conveniently considered as two separate 
components; namely, the rotational and vor
tex components. Currently used blade di
mensions and operating conditions are such 
that the rotational noise of the tail rotor 
(below 100 CPS) and the vortex noise of the 
main rotor predominate in the overall heli
copter spectrum. Since the vortex noise has 
its maximum on the axis of rotation of the 
rotor, it is the major noise observed on the 
ground which is produced by the main rotor 
while the helicopter is hovering. 

Figure 15 is a noise spectrum of a conven
tional helicopter with a 600 H.P. reciprocat
ing engine hovering 100 feet overhead. This 
graph shows the relative contributions and 
frequency analysis of the three main sources 
of noise from this type of helicopter. 
Possible Future Development in Helicopter 

Design Which Could. Affect Noise Genera
tion 
It is recognized that helicopters may be 

developed having different noise character
istics than present models. A rotor-tip jet 
propelled unit, "Fairey Rotodyne••, is already 
in the flying stage. Recent tests made by the 
Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation, 
London, England, indicate that distances of 
over % mile are needed between the heli
copters and adjacent land users before the 
noise approaches acceptable levels. Noise 
suppressors are being developed for the Rota
dyne, but sufficient information is not now 
available to attempt to predict their effect 
upon the community. 

Due to the constantly changing status of 
helicopter design and operational character
istics, it would appear inadvisable to estab
lish fixed distance limitations regulating 
noise which would apply to any helicopter. 

Experiences of Other Cities on Helicopter 
Operations 

Letters were forwarded to 28 major cities 
in the United States; London, England; 
Brussels, Belgium; and Paris, France request
ing information on ordinances regulating the 
installation and operation of heliports and 
comments on noise nuisance situations aris
ing from .helicopter operations. Answers were 
received from 22 U.S. cities, London, Brus
sels, Paris, and Rotterdam. 

A majority of the cities reported no spe
cific regulations regarding the location or 
operation of heliports. However, most of the 
cities have ordinances regulating aircraft 
and, by definition, include helicopters in that 
category. 

The cities having heliports report infre
quent noise complaints. but point out that 
the heliports are located on piers over the 
water, in areas having high overall noise 
levels, or at regular airports, and that their 
flight paths are over open water, railroad 
tracks, or expressways. 

The following information is considered 
the most pertinent of that received from the 
various cities: 

1. Paris, France reported a major noise 
problem. Complaints were received from 
nearby residences. movie theaters, radio sta
tions, and an old age home. The problem was 
reduced by increasing the approach altitude 
from 300 meters (1,000 feet) to 600 meters 
(2,000 feet), by rerouting the approach so 
that the entire flight is over the Seine River, 
and by cancelllng all training 1lights from 
the heliport. 

2. A London, England ordinance states that 
a helicopter shall not fly below such height 
as would enable it to alight without danger 
to persons or property on the surface in the 
event of failure of a power unit. Except with 
the written permission of the Minister and in 
accordance with any conditions or limita-
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tions therein specified, a helicopter shaJ.l not 
fly over a congested area of a city, town, or 
settlement below a height of 1,500 feet above 
the highest fixed object within 2,000 feet of 
the helicopter. Extensive noise studies were 
conducted, and some of this information is 
incorporated herein. 

3. Experiences in New York, New York, 
have been limited to heliports located on 
airports or on an area near the waterfront 
where the helicopter noise would not be 
above the noise level of other commercial 
activities. Some complaints were received on 
helicopters enroute, but none around the 
heliports. 

4. Los Angeles Co., Calif. has a compre
hensive zoning ordinance which specifically 
mentions heliports. A special use permit is 
required from the Commission under such 
conditions as it deems necessary for the 
protection of the public health, safety, and 
general welfare providing any use or por
tion thereof causing noise shall be performed 
in such a manner as not to create a nui
sance or hazard on any adjacent property. 

5. Chicago, Illinois pe1mits heliports in 
all business, commercial, and manufactur
ing districts, but only with special permits·. 
There appears to be no other standard of 
location for control of proximity to rest
den tial areas. 

6. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania prohibits any 
aircraft from flying less than 1,000 feet un
less landing or taking off from a licensed 
airport. Helicopters may fly at less than 
minimum altitude if such operations are 
conducted without hazard to persons or 
property on the surface, and they may land 
in congested areas provided they have the 
permission of the Director of Safety and 
the property owner. 

7. Milwaukee, Wis'Consin has one privately
owned heliport outside of the regular com
mercial airport. It has been in operation 
about two months, with no nuisance com
plaints. resulting from its operation. The 
method used for predicting community re
sponse to noise· situations, as outlined by 
the Public Health Engineer, is· similar to 
the one used in this report. The actual re
sponse of residents had invariably fallen 
within the limits of the predicted response. 

8. Fort Worth, Texas has two licensed heli
ports within the city limits. The traffic pat
tern for both is over open country, such 
as golf courses, highways, etc., with a mini
mum altitude of 1,000 feet. They have not 
experienced many noise complaints. 

9. Minneapolis, Minnesota has one heli
port on top of a large building in the center 
of town. It is doubtful a problem would 
arise unless night fiights are instituted. 

10. Cincinnati, Ohio has an airport on the 
outskirts of town, and has not received any 
complaints. 
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11. Modesto, California prohibits land

!ngs anywhere but at the airport. 
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TABLE I.-LIST OF CORRECTION NUMBERS TO BE APPLIED 
TO LEVEL RANK TO GIVE NOISE RATING 

Influencing factor 

Noise spectrum 
character. 

Possible conditions 

Pure-tone components_ 

Peak factor_ ___________ Wide-band noise _____ _ 

Repetitive character 
(about 3-1! minute 
noise duration 
assumed). 

Impulsive._----- - - __ _ 
Not impulsive ________ _ 
Continuous exposures 

to 1 per minute. 
10-60 exposures per 

hour. 
1-10 exposures per 

hour. 
4-20 exposures per 

day. 
1-4 exposures per day_ 
1 exposure per day ___ _ 

Background noise ••••••• Very quiet suburban __ _ 
Suburban _____ -------_ 
Residential urban _____ _ 
Urban near some 

industry. 
Area of heavy industry. 

Time of day ____________ Nighttime ____________ _ 
Daytime only _________ _ 

Adjustment to exposure. No previous condition
in~. 

Considerable previous 
conditionin~. 

Extreme conditioning __ 

Correction 
number 

+1 
0 

+1 
0 
0 

-1 

-2 

-3 

-4 
-5 
+1 

0 
-1 
-2 

-3 
0 

-1 
0 

-1 

-2 

TABLE II-NOISE CRITERIA 

loudness level 
(S.S. Stevens) phons General situation 

ng }Intolerable ___ --------- ________ _ 

90 Unpleasantly noisy _____________ _ 

~g }Noisy but acceptable ____________ _ 

~g }Moderately noisy _______ ________ _ 

~g }Quiet to very quiet_ ______ -------

Telephone 
use Conversation 

(1) Voice~ very loud at 1 tt------------------} Shoutmg at 2-3ft ______________________ _ 
Voices raised at 2ft _____________________ } 

(I) Very loud at 4ft ________________________ _ 
Shouting at 8 fL.-----------------------Normal at 3ft ___________________________ } 

(2) Voices raised at 6ft. ___________________ _ 

Very loud at 12 tt-----------------------
(2) Easy and naturaL-----------------------

(2) 

S.l.l. 
DB 

85-75 

65 

55-45 

1 Not satisfactory. 
2 Satisfactory. 
Table II gives the noise criteria on 2 bases: (a) Loudness levels in Phons, and (b) the speech interference level of Beranek et al, 

together with an indication of the difficulty of using the telephone. 

Fair Lawn, New Jersey Mayor and Council of the Borough of Fair 
Borough of Fair Lawn Lawn, Bergen County. New Jersey. at a regu-

Noti lar meeting o! said Mayor and Council held 
ce at the Municipal Building in Fair Lawn on 

Notice is hereby given that the following the 27th day of June 1950. 
ordinance was amended and passed on sec- Donald de Bruin, 
ond and final reading and adopted by the Acting Borough Clerk. 
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Ordinance No. 471 

"An ordinance to preserve the public peace 
and good order; to prevent disturbances and 
to provide penalties for the violation thereof 
in the Borough of Fair Lawn, N.J." As 
Amended. 

Be it ordained by the Council of the 
Borough of Fair Lawn, as follows: 

Section 1. No person shall, by noise or con
duct, disturb or destroy the peace of the 
neighborhood, or the quiet or repose of 
others in the neighborhOOd, to the detriment 
of health, morals or security of any human 
being. 

Section 2. The doing of any of the follow
ing acts so as to cause a loud, disturbing or 
unnecessary noise shall be deemed to be a 
violation of this Ordinance. 

The enumeration of the acts herein set 
forth shall not be deemed to be exclusive. 

Such acts shall be deemed to be particu
larly disturbing when carried on between the 
hours of 11 P.M. and 8 A.M. on any weekday, 
and at any time on the sabbath. 

(a) The playing of any radio, phonograph 
or other musical instrument. 

(b) The sounding of any horn or other 
signal device on any motor vehicle. 

(c) The keeping of any animal or bird 
whioh shall emit frequent or long continued 
noises. 

(d) The uttering of any loud, offensive, 
violent, indecent or profane language. 

(e) The use of any mechanical equipment, 
such as bulldozers, steam shovels, mechanical 
saws, presses, tools or other devices, except 
when required in the public interest. 

(f) The shouting, ringing of bells and cry
ing of peddlers, hawkers, vendors, solicitors 
and canvassers. 

(g) The use of any sound truck, loud 
speaker, sound amplifier or other such in
strument. 

(h) The conduct of any business or com
mercial enterprise that attracts the general 
public and by reason thereof causes con
tinued loud or disturbing noises. 

Section 3. Any person Violating any of the 
provisions of this Ordinance shall be subject 
to a penalty of imprisonment in. the County 
Jail for a term not exceeding ninety days or 
by a fine not exceeding $200.00, or both. The 
Magistrate before whom any person is con
Victed of Violating any of the provisions of 
this Ordinance shall have power to impose 
any fine or term of imprisonment not exceed
ing the maximum fixed herein. 

Section 4. This Ordinance shall take effect 
upon passage and publication as provided by 
law. 

Approved: June 27, 1950. 
Legal Notice 

Notice is hereby given that the following 
ordinance was passed on second and final 
reading as amended and adopted by the 
Borough Council of the Borough of Fair 
Lawn, Bergen County, New Jersey, at a regu
lar meeting of said Borough Council held at 
the Municipal Building in Fair Lawn on the 
25th day of September, 1962. 

DONALD DE BRUIN, 
Borough Clerk. 

Ordinance No. 802 
"An ordinance to amend and supplement 

an ordinance to preserve the public peace 
and good order, to prevent disturbances: and 
to provide penalties for the violation thereof 
in the Borough of Fair Lawn." as amended 

Be it ordained by the Borough Council of 
the Borough of Fair Lawn as follows: 

Section One. That Ordinance 471, being an 
ordinance to preserve the public peace and 
good order: to prevent disturbances; and to 
provide penalties for the violation thereof in 
the Borough of Fair Lawn adopted on May 
27, 1950, be amended and supplemented as 
follows: 

a. RenUlllber existing Section 3 as Sec
tion 5. 
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b. Renumber existing Section 4 as Sec

tion 6. 
c. Add the following Sections: 
Section 3 (a) when measured from the 

point of annoyance to an establishment 
wherein a noise originates, as stated in a 
written complaint filed with the Chief of 
Police; the sound pressure level radiated over 
a measurable period of time from an estab- · 
lishment, residence, business or other facility 
between the hours of 11 p.m. and 7 a.m. 
shall not exceed the following in any octave 
band of frequency. 
Octave Band Sound Pressure Level 
Cycles per Second in Decibels 

0 to 75--------------------------- 72 
75 to 150-------------------------- 67 

150 to 300__________________________ 59 
300 to 600-------------------------- 52 
600 to 1200------------------------- 46 

1200 to 2400------------------------- 40 
2400 to 4800_________________________ 34 
above 4800-------------------------- 32 
Operation or radiation of noise only be-

tween the hours of 7 a.m. and 11 p.m. plus 5. 
Sounds of periodic character (e.g. hum, 

pure tones or tones, screech) Ininus 5. 
(b) The sound pressure level shall be 

measured with a Sound Level Meter and 
Octave Band Analyzer that conforms to the 
latest revision of specifications published by 
the American Standard Association, New 
York, N.Y., in effect at the time of the 
measurements. 

(c) Noises incapable of being so measured, 
such as those of an irregular and intermit
tent nature, shall be controlled so as not to 
become a nuisance. 

Section 4. This ordinance shall be known 
as the "Anti-Noise Ordinance of the Bor
ough of Fair Lawn." 

Section Two. This ordinance shall take ef
fect upon final passage and publication, as 
required by law. 

Approved: September 25, 1962. 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

Police Ordinance 
"Sec. 28-32. Hours noisy businesses may 

operate.-It shall be unlawful for any person 
to perform labor or work, or to operate or 
conduct any business or enterprise in the City 
(except gasoline filling stations as provided in 
Sec. 28-33) on any day except between the 
hours of 8:00A.M. to 6:00P.M. from Decem
ber first of each year to July first of each year 
and except between the hours of 7:00 A.M. to 
7:00 P.M. from July 1st of each year to 
December first of each year, aJt a location so 
close to inhabited dwellings." 

Passed third reading this the 17th day of 
April, 1956. 

Building Code 
Sec. 4903.3 NOISE CONTROL.-The follow

ing special requirement.G shall apply to the 
control and regulation of noise nuisance from 
air conditioning and refrigeration machinery: 

(a) All equipmerut, existing or hereafter in
stalled, regardless of location, shall be m&in
tained in good working order. Equipment so 
located that normal operaJting noises create 
a nuisanc·e to adjacent owners or occupants 
shall be provided with sound proofing, or 
sound absorbing batHes, or enclosures, as ap
proved, to insure maintenance of a reason
able noise level. 

(b) All equipment on outer walls, on roofs, 
or in other exposed locations, which are un
duly noisy, and which cause valid complaints 
from adjoining property owners or occupants, 
may be required to be relocaJted, redesigned 
or enclosed in noise retarding rnateriaJs when, 
in the opinion of the Building Inspector or 
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Inspector, 
such enclosure is neceseary or would be 
effective. 

(c) Special consideration shall be given to 
the planning of all future installations to 
minimize the noise nuisance to adjoining 
property owners or occupants, and the Build-
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ing Inspector or Air Conditioning and 
Refrigation Inspector shall have authority to 
reject or require the re-design of any system 
which, in his opinion, would cause such a 
noise nuisMlce. ( Ord. No. G-1448, § 1, 10-7-58; 
effective 1-1-59) 

Zoning 
Sec. 47-14.1.-(a) Zoning-Pla;ce per

mitted 
Parking lots permitted under this 

section may be used only between the hours 
of 7:00 a.m., and 11:00 p.m., and shall not be 
provided to meet the requirements for drive
in restaurants, bars, beer gardens or night 
clubs. 

R-4 (Multi-Res & Hotels); 
"Sec. 47-65.2. Special Accessory Uses. 

* * 
(c) The following regulations and limita

tions shall apply to the uses set out in para
graphs (a) and (b) of this section, to-Wit: 

* * * 
( 3) There shall be no show windows or 

displays relating to such special accessory 
uses on the exterior of the building or visible 
from adjacent property or any street except 
Atlantic Blvd. Rooms used for entertainment 
such as at bars and night clubs shall be ade
quately enclosed and soundproofed so that 
the noise level Will not interfere with the 
quiet enjoyment of adjacent residential 
property. 

Zoning Code (Industrial) 
Sec. 47-78.1. Uses prohibited.-The uses 

prohibited in B-3 district shall be as follows: 
(a) The use of any portion for open stor

age without 5-foot concrete wall in the rear 
and on the side of said site. 

(b) Any indUSitry or business which is ob
noxious because of dust, dirt, smoke, fumes, 
odors, noises, vibrations, radioactive waves or 
dangerous hazards. 

(c) Any use not specifically permitted in 
section 47-78. (Ord. No. C-1126, § 4, 5-17-55) 

Fort Lauderdale Industrial Air Park 
Article VIII-B. "M-1-A" District. . 
Sec. 47-81.1. Purpose of district. 
The purpose of the M-1-A zone is to govern 

all uses of land offered for sale within the 
boundaries of the Fort Lauderdale Industrial 
Air Park as they are now existing or may be 
hereafter set. The M-1-A Industrial Zone is 
to assure that industrial development will 
not have an undesirable effect because of 
smoke, sound, dust, dirt, noxious gases, odor, 
vibration, heat, or electromagnetic interfer
ence. (Ord. No. G-1968 § 1, 10-29-63; Ord. No. 
G-66-46, § 1, 8-2-66) 

Article IX. "M-1" District. 
Sec. 47-82. Uses permitted. 
The uses permitted in M-1 district (indus

trial) shall be as follows: 
(c) Any lawful business not obnoxious be

caus·e of dust, dirt, smoke, fumes, odors, noise, 
vibrations, radioactive waves or substances 
which possess an abnormal explosion hazard. 

Sec. 47-82.1. Uses permitted where site ap
proved. Whenever application is made for a 
building permit to erect any building or im
provement upon any site in M-1 district 
wherein the premises in the opinion of the 
building inspector may be or are contem
plated being used for: 

(j) Any operation which may be obnoxious 
because of emission of dust, dirt, smoke, 
odors, fumes or abnormal explosion hazards; 

Hartford, Connecticut 
Health Department, under nuisance control 

ordinance 
Chapter 21: Noise 

Sec. 21.1. Loud, disturbing and unneces
sary noise prohibited.-The creation and 
continuation of any loud, disturbing and un
necessary noise in the city is prohibited. It 
shall be unlawful for any person to cause, 
make or contribute to creating any loud or 
disturbing noise of such character, intensity 
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or duration as to be detrimental to the life 
or health of any individual, or such noise 
as disturbs the quiet and peace of residents 
of the city. (Code 1949, § 2•5-1) 

Section 21-2. Enumeration of acts de
clared loud and d:isturbing.-The following 
acts among others are declared to be loud, 
disturbing, annoying and unnecessary noises 
in violation of this chapter, but this enu
meration shall not be deemed to be exclu
sive: 

(a) Blowing horns. The sounding or blow
ing of any horn or signal device on any auto
mobile, motorcycle, motorbus or other ve
hicle, except as a danger signal if another 
vehicle is approaching apparently out of con
trol, or if in motion only as a d·anger signal; 
the creation by means of any signal de·vice 
of any loud or harsh noise, and the sounding 
of such device for any unnecessary or unrea
sonable period of time. 

(b) Radios, phonographs, etc. The play
ing of any radio, television set or phono
graph or any musical instrument in such 
manner or with such volume as to annoy or 
disturb the quiet, comfort or repose of per
sons in any dwelling, hotel or other resi
dence. 

(c) Animals. The keeping of any animal or 
bird which, by making frequent or long con
tinued noise, shall disturb the comfort or 
repose of persons in the vicinity. 

(d) Use of vehicle. The use of any auto
mobile, motorcycle or vehicle so out of repair 
or so loaded, or used or repaired in such 
manner as to create loud or unnecessary 
noises, particularly grating, grinding, rat
tling or other disturbing noises. 

(e) Blowing whistles. The blowing of any 
steam whistle attached to any stationary 
boiler, except to give notice of the time to 
begin or stop work or as a warning of danger. 

(f) Exhaust discharge. The discharge into 
the open air of· the exhaust from any steam 
engine, stationary internal combustion en
gine, motorboat engine or motor vehicle, ex
cept through a muffler or other device which 
will effectively prevent loud or explosive 
noises therefrom. 

(g) Devices using compressed air. The use 
of any mechanical device operated by com
pressed air, unless the noise created thereby 
is effectively muffled and reduced. 

(h) Building operations. The erection (in
cluding excavation), demolition, alteration 
or repair of any building in a residential or 
business dis·trict other than between the 
hours of seven o'clock a.m. and six o'clock 
p.m. on week days, except in cases of neces
sity in the interest of public safety, and then 
only with permission from the proper city 
officials. 

(i) Noises near schools, hospitals, churches, 
etc. The creation of any excessive noise on 
any street adjacent to any school, institu
tion of learning, library, sanatorium, hospi
tal or court, while the same is in session, or 
adjacent to any church during church serv
ices, which interferes with the work or wor
ship in any such place or institution; pro
vided, that signs shall be displayed in such 
streets indicating that there is a school, 
hospital, church, library, sanatorium or court 
thereon. 

( j) Loading and unlaading operations. The 
creation of loud and excessive .noises in con
nection with the loading or unloading of 
any vehicle, or the opening or disposition of 
bales, boxes, cartes and containers. 

(k) Bells or gongs. The sounding of any 
bell or gong attached to any building or 
premises which disturbs the quiet or repose 
of persons in the vicinity thereof. 

(1) Hawking, peddling or soliciting. Shout
ing, loud talking, crying or soliciting by ped
dlers, hawkers and other vendors which 
disturbs the quiet and peace of the neigh
borhood or of persons therein. 

(m) Advertising. The use of any drum, 
loudspeaker or other instrument or device for 
the purpose of attracting attention to any 
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performance, show, or sale, or to the display 
or advertisement of merchandise, by the crea
tion of noise. 

(n) Business establishments. The opera
tion of any business establishment between 
the hours of eight o'clock p.m. and seven 
o'clock a.m. in such manner as to create loud 
and disturbing noises, of such frequency or 
such volume as to annoy or disturb the quiet 
and comfort of any neighborhood or of per
sons therein, and particularly the creating of 
disturbing noises of such frequency and 
volume as to annoy or disturb the quiet, 
comfort, peace or repose of persons in any 
dwelling, hotel, boardinghouse or other type 
of residence. (Code 1949, § 25-2) 

Cross reference-As to noise control on air 
conditioning equipment, see § 41-97. 
Sec. 21-3. Snow removal exempted. 

The removal of snow, sleet and ice by any 
person, firm or corporation from its parking 
lots and driveway fac111ties between the 
hours of eight o'clock p.m. and seven o'clock 
a.m. shall not constitute a violation of this 
chapter. (Ord. No. 4-65, 2-8-65) 

Amendment note-Ord. No. 465 added § 
21-3 to Ch. 21. 
Sec. 41-97. Noise control. 

( 1) All moving apparatus used in air con
ditioning shall be fastened securely to its 
own foundations, which should be a single 
unit for both driver and driven apparatus, 
and this foundation should be carried on a 
noise-inert substance such as rubber in shear 
or cork under and around the edges of the 
foundation. 

(2) No metal duct shall connect directly to 
any fan or housing without a fiexible collar 
such as canvas or asbestos cloth. The latter 
shall be required for all direct-fired warm 
air units. 

(3) Piping connections from pumps where 
practicable, shall be made with fiexible hose, 
with the machinery on a fioating foundation. 

( 4) Sharp edges of metal facing an air cur
rent shall be rounded or streamlined. Sheet 
metal partitions, housings and large ducts 
shall be so designed and braced that there 
will be no excessive vibrating or rattling when 
air is being delivered. 

(5) For elimination of noise nuisance, air 
velocities should be kept within safe limits in 
accordance with recognized standards of good 
practice. 

(6) Where fans, motors, compressors and 
the like are placed in rooms under or ad
jacent to occupied rooms, provision shall al
ways be made to reduce noise transmission. 

Cross reference-As to noise generally, see 
Ch. 21. 

Hemet, Calif. 

Ordinance No. 535 of the City of Hemet, Cali
fornia, amending section 12.2, chapter 12, 
of the Code of the City of Hemet, regarding 
nuisances 
The City Council of the City of Hemet, 

California, does hereby ordain as follows: 
Section 1: Subsection 10 of Section 12.2, 

Chapter 12, of the Code of the City of Hemet 
is hereby amended by adding thereto the fol
lowing paragraph: 

"10. Unauthorized operation of loud speak
ers, etc. Any person desiring to operate or use 
any loud speaker or amplifying devi:se on any 
public street, or in any public place, or out
side of any building facing upon a public 
street, shall apply to the Chief of Police for 
a permit to so use or operate, and the 
Chief of Police shall have the power to issue 
or deny such permits and each permit shall 
be issued upon such reasonable conditions as 
the Chief of Police shall see fit to impose. 
The applicant shall have the right to appeal 
the decision of the Chief of Police In such 
matters to the City Council and upon re
quest, the City Clerk shall set the matter on 
the agenda of the next regular or adjourned 
regular meeting of the City Council. The de
cision of the City Council in such matters 
shall be final." 

October 29, 1969 
Section 2: Subsection 11 of Section 12.2, 

Chapter 12, of the Code of the City of Hemet 
is hereby amended to read as follows: 

11. (a) Persistent loud noises generally. 
The persistent emission or maintenance of 
any noise produced by human, animal, fowl 
or mechanical, electrical or other means, 
which disturbs the peace or comfort, or is 
injurious to the health of the entire com
munity or neighborhood or any considerable 
number of persons." 

(b) Electrical and mechanical noise pro
duced in M and C-M Zones. The production 
of any electrical or mechanical sound or 
noise from any property within the City 
zoned M or C-M and projected onto residen
tial property that shall exceed the limits es
tablished and hereinafter set forth, such as 
but not limited to that produced by air con
ditioning equipment, electric generatom, 
fans, blowers, pumps, turbines, saws, engines 
and other like machinery. 

"The level of such sound or noise shall be 
determined by a Sound Level Meter and Oc
tave Band Filter approved by the American 
Standards Association, and measurements 
shall be made at the property line of the 
residential property concerned olosest to the 
property upon which the sound or noise is 
produced. 

"The limits hereinabove referred to shall 
be in aocordance with the following table: 

"TABLE OF Ll MITING NOISE LEVELS 

Octave frequency band in cycles 
per second 

Below 75 _____________________ --------- __ 
75 to 150 _______________________________ _ 
151 to 600 ______________________________ _ 
601 to 2,400 _____________________________ _ 
Above 2,400 ____ _ ---------- ______________ _ 

Maximum per
missible sound 
pressure I evels 

in decibels re 
0.002 microbar 

65 
60 
55 
45 
40 

"In the event such noise is produced not 
more than 20% of any one hour, add 5 deci
bels; in the event such noise or sound is 
produced not more than 5% of any one hour, 
add 10 decibels, in the event such noise or 
sound is produced not more than 1% of any 
one hour, add 15 decibels. These corrective 
factors shall apply only in the hours of 7 
o'clock a.m. to 10 o'clock P.M. 

"Any person desiring to operate or use 
any machinery of equipmen.t that will pro
duce sound or noise in excess of the limits 
hereinabove established, on a temporary 
basis and/ or for a specific purpose, shall 
apply to the Chief of Police for a permit to 
so use or operate. The Chief of Police shall 
have the power to deny or issue such permit, 
upon such reasonable conditions as he shall 
see fit to impose. The applicant shall have 
the right to appeal the decision of the Chief 
of Police to the City Council and upon re
quest, the City Clerk shall set the matter on 
the agenda of the next regular or adjourned 
regular meeting of the City Council. The 
decision of the City Council in such matters 
shall be final." 

Section 3: This ordinance is hereby de
clared to be an emergency ordinance the 
emergency being as follows: 

There are at present certain noise produc
ing activities taking place in the City of 
Hemet which are reportedly interfering with 
the health, safety and welfare of a substan
tial number of residents of said City. In 
order to effectively control such activities 
and to establish reasonable standards to 
assist the authorities in such control. this 
ordinance is necessary. 

Section 4: The City Clerk shall certify to 
the adoption of this ordinance and shall 
cause a copy of the same to be published in 
The Hemet News, a newspaper of general 
circulation printed and published in the 
City of Hemet, in the manner prescribed by 
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law for the publishing of ordinances of said 
City. 

Introduced at an adjourned regular meet
ing of the City Council held the 24th day of 
October, 1966. 

Moved, Passed and adopted at a regular 
meeting of the City Council held the 12th 
day of December, 1966, by the following vote: 

Houston, Tex. 
Partial code of ordinances Cirty of Houston, 

Texas-Health and Sanitation. 
Sec. 20-52. General Definitions.-Whatever 

is dangerous to human health or welfare, or 
whatever renders the ground, the water, the 
air or food a hazard or an injury to hu.znan 
health, is hereby declared to be a nuisance. 
(Code 1942, Sec. 1012) 

Sec. 20-53. Specified nuisances enumer
ated.-The following specific acts, conditions 
and things are declared to constitute a public 
nuisance and are hereby prohibited and made 
unlawful: 

(12) Noise. The emissions of noise in such 
a manner or to such a degree as to be a 
source of discomfort to persons living or pass
ing in the vicinity. (Cross reference-As to 
the prevention of noises generally, see Sec. 
20-70) 

Sec. 20-70. Noises-Declaration of find
ings.-(a) The making and creation of loud, 
unnecessary or unusual noises within the 
limits of the city ts a condition which has 
existed for some time and the extent and 
volume of such noises is increasing; 

(b) The making, creation or maintenance 
of such loud, unnecessary, unnatural or un
usual noises which are prolonged, unusual 
and unnwtural in their time, place or use 
affect and are a detriment to public health, 
comfort, convenience, safety, welfare and 
prosperity of the residents of the city; and 

(c) The necessity in the public interest 
for the proviS'ions and prohibitions herein
after contained and enacted, is declared as 
a matter of legislative determination and 
public policy, and it is further declared that 
the provisions and prohibitions hereinafter 
contained and enacted are in pursuance of 
and for the purpose of securing and promot
ing the public health, comfort, convenience, 
sa.fety, welfare and prosperity and the peace 
and quiet of the city and its inhabitants. 

Sec. 20-71. Same-causing, prohibited.
Lt shall be unl·awful for any person to make, 
continue, or cause to be made or continued 
any loud, unnecessary or unusual noise or 
any noise which either annoys, disturbs, in
juries or endangers the comfort, repose, 
health, peace or safety of others, within the 
liimts of the city. 

Sec. 20-72. Same-Acts or conditions pro
hibited.-The following ac-ts, among others, 
are declared to be loud, disturbing and un
necessary noises in violation of this division, 
but said enumemtion shall not be deemed to 
be exclusive, namely: 

(1) Horns, signaling devices, etc. The 
sounding of any horn or signaling device or 
any automobile, motorcycle, street car or 
other vehicle on any street or public place 
of the cLty, except as a danger warning; the 
creation by means of any such signaling de
vice of any unrea,sonably loud or harsih 
sound; and the sounding of any such device 
for an unnecessary and unreasonable period 
of time. The use of any signaling device ex
cept one operated by hand or electricity; 
the use of any horn, whistle or other device 
operated by engine exhaust; and the use of 
any such signaling device when traffic is for 
any reason held up. 

(2) Radios, phonographs, etc. The using, 
operating, or permitting to be played, used 
or operated any radio receiving set, musical 
instrument, phonograph, or other machine 
or device for the producing or reproducing 
of sound in such manner as to disturb the 
peace, quiet and comfort of the neighbor
ing inhabitants or at any time wl•th louder 
volume tha,n is necessary for convenient 
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hearings for the person or persons who are 
in the room, vehicle or chamber in which 
such machine or device is opemted and who 
are voluntary listeners thereto. The opera
tion of 8Jny such set, instrument, phono
graph, machine or device between the hours 
of eleven o'clock p .m. and seven o'clock a.m. 
in such a mannerr as to be plainly audible 
at a distance of fifty feet from the build
ing, structure or vehicle in which i-t is lo
cated shall be prima facie evidence of a vio
lation of this section. 

(3) Loud speakers, amplifiers for adver
tising. The using, operating or permitting to 
be played, used or operated of any radio 
receiving set, musical instrument, phono
graph, loudspeaker, sound amplifier, or other 
machine or device for the producing or re
producing of sound which is cast upon the 
public streets for the purpose of commercial 
advertising or attracting the attention of the 
public to any building or structure. 

(4) Yelling, shouting, etc. Yelling, shout
ing, hooting, whistling, or singing on the 
public streets, particularly between the hours 
of eleven o'clock p .m. and sev.en o'clock a.m. 
or at any time or place so as to annoy or dis
turb the quiet, comfort, or repose of persons 
in any office, or in any dwelling, hotel or 
other type of residence, or of any persons in 
the vicinity. 

(5) Animals, birds, etc. The keeping of any 
animal or bird which by causing frequent or 
long continued noise shall disturb the com
fort or repose of any persons in the vicinity. 

(6) Steam whistles. The blowing of any 
locomotive steam whistle or steam whistle at
tached to any stationary boiler except to give 
notice of the time to begin or stop work or 
as a warning of fire or danger, or upon re
quest of proper city authorities. 

(7) Exhausts. The discharge into the open 
air of any exhaust of any steam engine, sta
tionary internal combustion engine, motor 
boat, or motor vehicle except through a muf
fler or other device which will effectively pre
vent loud or explosive noises therefrom. 

(8) Defect in vehicle or load. The use of 
any automobile, motorcycle, or vehicle so out 
of repair, so loaded or in such manner as to 
create loud and unnecessary grating, grind
ing, rattling or other noise. 

(9) Loading, unloading, opening boxes. The 
creation of a loud and excessive noise in 
connection with loading or unloading any 
vehicle or the opening and destruction of 
bales, boxes, crates, and containers. 

(10) Construction or repairing of buildings. 
The erection (including excaV!atdng), demo
lri<tion, al:tera1iion or repadr of any building 
other than between the hours of seven 
o•otock a.m. and six o'c·lock p.m. on week 
days, exoept i.n case of urg•ent necessity in 
the interes,t of public health and safety, and 
then only with a permit from the building 
inspector, whioh permit may be granted for a 
period not to exceed three days or less while 
the emergency continues and whlich permit 
may be renewed for periods of thx:ee days or 
less while the emergency continues. If the 
build'irng inspeotor should determine tn.at the 
public health and safety wm not be impaired 
by the erootion, demollition, altemtion or re
pair of any building or the excavation of 
streets and hligihways wi.thin the hours of six 
o'cLock p.m. and seven o'clock a.m., and if 
he shall further de,termine that loss or incon
venience would result to any party in in
terest, he m:ay g:mnt permission for such 
work to be done wi·thin the hours of six 
o'clock p.m. and seve·n o'clock a .m ., upon 
appUoation being made at the time permli.t 
for the work is awarded or during the prog
ress of the work. 

( 11) Schools, courts, churches, hospitals. 
The creatlion of any exc-essive noise on any 
street adjacent to a.ny school, institution orf 
learning, church or court while the same are 
in use, or ooja.crent to any hospital, which 
unreasonably interferes with the workings 
of such institution, or which disturbs or un-
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duly annoys patdents in the hospital, pro
VIided conspicuous signs are displayed in such 
streets incMcaJting that the same is a school, 
hospital or court street. 

(12) Hawkers, peddlers. The shouting and 
crying of peddlers, hawkers and vendors 
which disturbs the peace and quiet of the 
neighborhood. 

(13) Drums. The use of any drum or other 
instrument or d·evioe far the purpose of a;t
tr.acting attention by creation of noise to any 
perform:anoe, show or sale. 

(14) Metal rails, pillars, and columns, 
transportation thereoj. The tr:ansportlation of 
rrails, piUars, or columns of iron, steel or 
otlher materLal, over and along streets and 
other public places upon carts, drays, cars, 
trucks, or in any other Ill!ailner so loaded as 
to cause loud noises or as to disturb the 
peace and quiet of such streets or other pub
lic places. 

(15) Street railway carrs, operation thereof. 
The causing, permitting or continuing any 
exc-essive, unnecessary and avoidJable noise 
in the operation Of a street railway oar. 

(16) Pile drivers, hammers, etc. The opera
tion between the hours of ten o'clock p.m. 
and seven o'clock a.m., or any time on Sun
days, of any pile driver, steam shovel, pneu
matic hammer, derrick, steam or electric 
hoist or other appU:ance, the use of which 
is attended by loud or unusual noise. 

(17) Blowers. The operation of any noise
creating blower or power fan or any internal 
combustion engine, the operation of which 
causes noise due to the explosLon of opemt
ing gases of fiuids, unless the noise from 
such blower or fan is muffled and such en
engine is equipped with a muffler device suffi
cient to deaden such noise. 

Indianapolis, Ind. 
City Ordinances 

9-911. Quiet zones for hospitals.-(!) 
There is hereby created and established, un
der the control of the board of public safety, 
a zone of quiet on the streets and in the 
territory embraced within each block and a 
reasonable area adjoining the location where 
any part of the premise of any hospital is 
situated, which hospital is owned, controlled 
or operated by any governmental unit, or by 
any recognized private hospital organization. 

(2) It shall be the duty of said board to 
direct the city traffice engineer, by a survey 
of the extent of traffic and effect of unneces
sary noises, to determine the area and loca
tion of each such quiet zones and to place 
or cause to be placed or maintained at each 
and every street intersection therein and 
at any other places affected thereby conspic
uous signs displaying the words, "Notice, 
hospital zone of quiet." 

(3) No person or vehicle of any kind en
tering any area so marked as a zone of quiet 
shall approach or pass any such hospital 
premises with the motor, or muffler and ex
haust of such vehicle racing or roaring, or 
make any loud noises, by horn or otherwise, 
nor shall the brakes of any such vehicle be 
used unnecessarily so as to emit any screech
ing sound. It shall be the duty of all op
erators of vehicles and all other possible, rea
sonable quiet within such zone. 

(4) The pollee shall enforce all provisions 
of this chapter relating to any kind of quiet 
zone. 

9-912. Additional quiet zones.-(1) There 
are hereby created and may be at any time 
similarly established by the board of public 
safety other zones of quiet in any area. where 
a church, or public or private school, or a 
court, is located and it shall be the duty of 
said board to direct the city traffic engineet 
to cause to be placed on lamp or utility posts, 
or in other conspicuous places on each of the 
street corners, or elsewhere, nearest such 
church, school, or court, as may be practi
cable, in the area or block where such 
church, school, or court is located, appropri
ate signs or placards displaying the relevant 
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words, "Notice, church (or school), (or court) 
zone of quiet." 

(2) Temporary quiet zones may be simi
larly located, by order of said board of pub
lic safety, or of the chief of police, in any 
area where any person who is dangerously 
ill may reside, or be located, by an applica
tion made to such authorities. The board of 
public safety, under an order, or by general 
rules and regulations prescribed by it, may 
also create, or authorize the police to estab
lish, for any other purpose relating to the 
city's exercise of its general pollee powers, 
temporary quiet zones, which shall be so 
posted by temporary signs placed in such 
manner as adequately to serve each such 
area. The regulations prescribed in this 
chapter, applicable to other zones of quiet, 
except the extent and manner of posting 
signs therefor, shall also apply to any such 
temporary zones of quiet, so created or 
established. 

(3) The conduct of any person, making, 
causing, or permitting to be made, any un
necessary noises of any kind whatsoever, in
cluding those prohibited in hospital zones 
of quiet, or playing as itinerant musicians, 
or making loud noises or outcries for the 
purpose of advertising, or selling, any goods, 
wares or merchandise, or attracting the at
tention and inviting the patronage of any 
person to any business, or producing by any 
mechanical means any loud musical or other 
loud sound, upon any public ways or areas 
within any kind of zone of quiet, established 
in accordance with any provisions of this 
chapter, or code, is hereby declared to be a 
nuisance and is prohibited. 

9-913. Penalty as to all quiet zones.-For 
any violation of any section or provision of 
this chapter, relating to any kind of zone of 
quiet, established pursuant to this chapter, 
or code, such person, upon conviction, shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding twenty
five dollars for each such offense. 
Chapter 3: Provisions prohibiting unneces

sary noises 
Section. 
10-301. 
10-302. 
10-303. 
10-304. 
10-305. 

Public policy on noises. 
Unlawful noises. 
Penalties for aforesaid noises. 
Definitions regarding sound trucks. 
Non-commercial use of sound 

trucks-Registration. 
10-306. Regulations of non-commercial 

sound trucks. 
10-307. Commercial advertising by sound 

trucks prohibited. 
10-308. Penalties relating to saund trucks. 
10-309. Definitions regarding aircraft. 
10-310. Non-commercial use of aircraft used 

for sound amplifying purposes. 
10-311. Regulations for non-commercial use 

of aircraft. 
10-312. Commercial advertising by aircraft 

prohibited. 
10-313. Penalties relating to aircraft. 
10-314. Separability clause. 

10-301. Public policy on noises.-It is 
hereby declared, as a matter of public policy 
of this city, as follows: 

(a) That the making and creation .of loud, 
unnecessary or unusual noises of various 
kinds and by various means within the limits 
of this city have so increased as to constitute 
a public nuisance. 

(b) That the making, creation or main
tenance of such loud, unnecessary, unnat
ural or unusual noises which are prolonged 
in their time, place and use, affect and are 
a detriment to public health, ()()mfort, con
veni·ence, safety, welfare and prosperity of 
the residents of this city. 

(c) That the necessity in the public in
terest for the provisions and prohibitions 
hereinafter contained and ordained is de
clared, as a matter of legislative determina
tion for this decl•aration of public policy, to 
be designed to secure and promote the public 
health, comfort, convenience, safety, welfare 
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and prosperity, and the peace and quiet of 
the inhabitants and visitors in this city. 

10-302. Unlawful noises.-It shall be un
lawful for any person to make, continue, or 
cause to be made or continued any loud, un
necessary, or unusual noise, or any noise, 
whi·ch either annoys, disturbs, injures or en
dangers the comfort, repose, health, peace, or 
safety of others, within the limits of the city; 
and accordingly the following acts, among 
others, are declared to be loud, disturbing 
a,nd unnecessary noises in viol,ation of this 
ordinance, but said enumeration shall not be 
deemed to be exclusive, namely: 

( 1) Horns, signaling d·evices, etc. The 
sounding of any horn or signaling device on 
any automobile, motorcycle, street car, or 
other vehicle, on any street or public place of 
the city, except as a danger warning; the 
creation by means of any such signaling de
vice of any unreasonably loud or harsh 
sound; the sounding of any such device for 
an unnecessary and unreasonable period of 
time; the use of any signaling device except 
one operated by hand, air or electricity; the 
use of any horn, whistle or other device oper
ated by engine exhaust; and the continued 
or repeated use of any such signaling device 
when traffic is for any reason held up, or in 
any parade, or in any group of vehicles. 

(2) Radios, Phonogra,phs, etc. The using, 
operating, or permltting to be played, used 
or operated any radio, or television receiving 
set, musical instrument, phonographs, cal
liope, or other machine or device for the 
producing or reproducing of sound in such 
manner as to disturb the pea,ce, quiet and 
comfort of the neighboring inhabitants, or at 
any time with louder volume than is neces
sary for convenient hearing for the person 
or persons who are in the room, vehicle or 
chamber in which such m-achine or device is 
operated and who are voluntary listeners 
thereto; except when a permit therefor for 
some special occasion is granted. The opera
tion of any such set, instrument, phono
graph, machine or device between the hours 
of eleven o'clock P.M. and seven o'clock A.M. 
in such a manner as to be plainly audible at a 
distance of fifty feet from the building, struc
ture, or vehicle, in which it is located shall 
be prima facie evidence of a violation of this 
section. 

(3) Loud Speakers, Amplifiers for Adver
tising. The using, operating or permitting 
to be played, used, or operated of any radio, 
or television receiving set, musical instru
ment, phonograph, loudspeaker, sound am
plifier, or other machine or device for the 
producing or reproducing of sound, at any 
places upon the public streets, or in any 
vehicles used for the transportation of per
sons for hire, as a common carrier, for the 
purpose of commercial or other kind of ad
vertising, or attracting the attention of the 
public to any activity, or building or struc
ture, and is so used as to disturb and annoy 
other persons in their business, or homes, or 
elsewhere in their right of personal privacy 
and quiet. 

(4) Yelling, Shouting, etc. Yelling, shout
ing, hooting, whistling, or singing on the 
public streets, particularly between the 
hours of ten P.M. and seven A.M., or at any 
time or place so as to annoy or disturb the 
quiet, comfort, or repose of persons in any 
office, or in any dwelling, hotel or other type 
of residence, or of any persons in the vicinity. 

( 5) Animals, Birds, etc. The keeping of any 
animal or bird which by causing frequent 
or long continued noise shall disturb the 
comfort or repose of any persons in the 
vicinity. 

( 6) Steam Whistles. The blowing of any 
locomotive steam whistle, or steam whistle 
attached to any stationary boiler, or one 
operated by any other means, except to give 
notice of the time to begin or stop work, 
or as a warning of fire or danger, or upon 
request of proper city authorities. 

(7) Exhausts. The discharge into the open 
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air of the exhaust of any steam engine, in
ternal combustion engine, or any other type 
of engine or power unit, on a motorboat, 
motor vehicle, motorcycle, or other vehicle, or 
craft of any kind, except through a muffi.er 
or other device which will effectively reduce 
and prevent loud or explosive noises there
from. 

(8) Defect in Vehicle or Load. The use of 
any automobile, motorcycle, or other kind 
of vehicle so out of repair, or so loaded, or 
in such manner as to create loud and un
necessary grating, grinding, rattling or other 
noises. 

(9) Loading, Unloading, Opening, Boxes. 
The creation of a loud and excessive noise in 
connection with loading or unloading any 
vehicle, or the opening and destruction of 
bales, boxes, crates, and containers. 

(10) Construction or Repairing of Build
ings. The erection, excavating for, demoli
tion, alteration or repair of any building, 
other than between the hours of seven A.M. 
and six P.M. on week days, except in case 
of urgent necessity in the interest of public 
health and safety, and then only with a 
permit from the city building commissioner, 
which permit may be granted for a period 
not to exceed three days while the emergency 
continues and which permit may be renewed 
for periods of three days or less while the 
emergency continues. If the building com
missioner should determine that the public 
health and safety will not be impaired by the 
erection, demolition, alteration or repair of 
any building, or the excavation therefor, or 
of streets and highways, within the hours of 
six o'clock P.M. and seven o'clock A.M., and 
that loss or inconvenience would result to 
any party in interest, he may grant permis
sion for such work to be done within the 
hours of six o'clock P.M. and seven o'clock 
A.M., upon application being made at the 
time the permit for the work is issued, or 
during the progress of the work. 

(11) Schools, Courts, Churches, Hospitals. 
The creation of any excessive noise on any 
street adjacent to any school, institution of 
learning, church, or court while the same are 
in use, or adjacent to any hospital, which 
unreasonably interferes with the operation 
thereof, or which disturbs or unduly annoys 
patients in the hospital; Provided conspicu
ous signs are displayed in such streets in
dicating that the same has been declared and 
is a school, hospital, or other such quiet 
zone. 

( 12) Hawkers, Peddlers. The loud shouting 
and crying of peddlers, hawkers and vendors 
which disturbs the peace and quiet of the 
neighborhood. 

( 13) Drums. The use of any drum, horn, 
or other instrument or device for the pur
pose of attracting attention by creation of 
noise to any performance, exhibition, show, 
or sale; except in a parade or place for which 
a permit has been granted. 

(14) Metal Rails, Pillars and Columns, 
Transportation Thereof. The transportation 
of rails, pillars or columns of iron, steel or 
other material, over and along streets and 
other public places upon carts, drays, cars, 
trucks, or in any other manner so loaded as 
to cause loud noises or as to disturb the 
peace and quiet of such streets or other 
public places. 

(15) Street Railway Cars, Operation 
Thereof. The causing, permitting or continu
ing any excessive, unnecessary and avoidable 
noise in the operation of a bus, or street rail
way car, or caused by defective conditions 
therein, or of Us tracks. 

(16) Pile Drivers, Hammers, etc. The op
eration between the hours of ten o'clock 
P.M. and seven o'clock A.M. of any pile 
driver, steam shovel, pneumatic hammer, der
rick, steam or electric hoist, or other appli
ance, the use of which is attended by loud or 
unusual noise. 

(17) Blowers. The operation of any noise
creating blower or power fan, or any internal 
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combustion engine, the operwtion which 
causes noise due to the explosion of operat
ing gases or :fluids, unless the noise from 
such blower or fan is mutlled and such en
gine is equipped with a muftler device suffi
cient to deaden such noise. 

10-303. Penalties for aforesaid noises.
Any person who commits any act, contrary 
to any of the aforesaid provisions of tMs 
chapter, relating to such various noises, 
upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not 
exceeding one hundred dollars, or by impris
onment for not more than ten days, or by 
both said fine and said imprisonment. 
Regulating and prohibiting certain uses of 

sound trucks 
10-304. Definitions regarding sound 

trucks .-(a) "Person." The word "person" as 
used herein and elsewhere in this chapter 
shall have the meaning defined in this code. 

(b) "Sound truck." The words "sound 
truck," as used herein, shall mean any motor 
vehicle, or horse-drawn vehicle, having 
mounted thereon, or attached thereto, any 
sound amplifying equipment, or device. 

(c) "Sound amplifying equipment." The 
words "sound amplifying equipment," as 
used herein, shall mean any machine or de
vice for the amplification of the human 
voice, music, or any other sound. "Sound 
amplifying equipment," as used herein, shall 
not be construed as including standard 
automobile radios when used and heard only 
by occupants of the vehicle in which they 
are installed, or warning sirens, horns, or 
other devices on authorized emergency vehi
cles, or horns or other warning devi·ces on 
other vehicles used only for traffic safety 
purposes. 

10-305. Non-commercial use of sound 
trucks-Registration.-!. Registration re
quired. No person shall use, or cause to be 
used, a sound truck, with its sound amplify
ing equipment in operation, for non-com
mercial purposes in this city, before filing 
a registration statement with the city con
troller in writing. This regdstration statement 
shall be filed in duplicate and shall state 
the following: 

( 1) Name wnd home address of the appli
cant. 

(2) Address of place of business of appli
cant. 

(3) License number and motor number of 
the sound truck to be used by applicant. 

(4)Name and address of person who owns 
the sound truck. 

(5) Name and address of person having 
direct charge of sound truck. 

( 6) Names and! addresses of all persons 
who will use or operate the sound truck. 

(7) The purposes for whlch the sound 
truck will be used. 

(8) A general statement as to the sec
tion or sections of the city in which th.e 
sound truck will be used. 

(9) The proposed hours of operation of the 
sound truck. 

(10) The number of days of proposed oper
ation of the sollitld truck. 

( 11) A general description of the sound 
amplifying equipment which is to be used. 

(12) The maximum sound producing 
power of the sound amplifying equipment to 
be used in or on the sound truck; stwting 
the following: 

(a) The wattage to be used. 
(b) The volume in decibels of the sound 

which will be produced. 
(c) The approximate maximum distance 

for which sound will be thrown from the 
sound truck. 

( 13) That it will not be used for any sub
versive or unJawful purpose, and will com
ply with all laws and regulations applicable 
thereto. 

2. Registration statement amendment. All 
persons using or causing to be used, sound 
trucks for non-commercial purposes shall 
amend any registration statement, filed pur
suant to sub-section 1 of this section, within 
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forty-eight hours after any change in the 
information therein furnished. 

3. Registration and identification. The city 
controller shall return to each such appli
cant one copy of said registration statement, 
duly certified by him as a correct copy of 
said application, and this copy shall be in 
the possession of any person operating the 
sound truck at all times while its sound 
amplifying equipment is in operation, and 
said copy shall be promptly displayed and 
shown to any policeman of this city, upon 
request. 

10-306. Regulations of non-commercial 
sound trucks.-Non-commercial use of sound 
trucks at any time and places in this city, 
not herein excluded, with sound amplifying 
equipment in operation, shall be subject to 
each of the following conditions and regu
lations: 

(1) The only sound permitted are music or 
human speech. 

(2) Operations are permitted for four 
hours each day, except on Sundays and legal 
hoHdays, when no operations shall be au
thorized. The permitted four hours of op
eration shall be between the hours of eleven 
thirty A.M. and one thirty P.M. and between 
the hours of four thirty P.M. and six thirty 
P.M. 

(3) Sound amplifying equipment shall not 
be operated unless the sound truck upon 
which such equipment is mounted is op
erated at a speed of at least ten miles per 
hour, except when said truck 1s stopped or 
impeded by traffic, or the speed limit is low
er at such place, and where stopped by traf
fic the said sound amplifying equipment shall 
not be operated for longer than one minute 
at each such stop. 

( 4) Sound shall not be issued within one 
hundred yards of hospitals, schools, 
churches, or courthouses, or in any area 
established by the city as a quiet zone. 

( 5) No sound truck with its amplifying 
device in operation shall be operated on any 
of the streets within the central congested 
traffic area of this city, as at any time defined 
by this code, or a later ordinance. 

(6) The human speech and music ampld
:tled shall not be profane, lewd, indecent, 
slanderous, subversive, or unlawful. 

(7) The volume of sound shall be con
trolled so that it will not be audible for a 
distance in excess of one hundred feet from 
the sound truck and so that said volume is 
not unreasonably loud, raucous, jarring, dis
turbing, or a nuisance and annoyance to 
persons within the area of audibility. 

(8) No sound amplifying equipment shall 
be operated within excess of 15 watts of 
power in the last stage of amplification;, 

(9) No use thereof shall be violative of any 
statute, state or national, or of this code, or 
any later ordinance. 

10-307. Oommercial advertising by sound 
trucks prohibited.-No person shall operate, 
or cause to be operated, any sound truck for 
commercial sound advertising purposes, at 
any time or places in this city, with the 
sound amplifying equipment in operation. 

10--308. Penalties relating to sound 
trucks.-Any person who violates any of the 
aforesaid provisions of this chapter relating 
to sound trucks, upon conviction thereof, 
shall be fined not to exceed twenty-five 
dollars, or by imprisonment for not more 
than ten days, or by both said fine and said 
imprisonment. 

10--309. Definitions regarding aircraft.-(1) 
"Aircraft." The word "aircraft," as used here
in, shall mean any contrivance now known, 
or hereafter invented, used, or designated for 
navigation or for :flight in the air. The word 
"aircraft" shall include all types of airpl•anes, 
helicopters and lighter-than air dirigibles and 
balloons. 

(2) ''Sound amplifying equipment." The 
words ••sound amplifying equipment," as 
used herein, shall mean any machine or de
vice for the ampli:tloation of music, the hu
man voice, or any other noise or sound. 
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"Sound amplifying equipment" shall not be 
construed as including warning devices on 
authorized emergency aircraft, or any horns, 
sirens, or other warning device used only for 
traffic safety purposes. 

10-310. Non-commerctal use of aircraft used 
for sound amplifying purposes.-1. Registra
tion required. No person shall operate, or 
cause to be operated, any aircraft for non
commercial purposes, in or over this city, 
with sound amplifying equipment in opera
tion, before filing a registration statement 
with the city controller in writing. This reg
istration statement shall be filed in dupli
cate and shall state the following: 

(1) Name and home address of applioa.nt. 
(2) Address of place of business of appli

cant. 
(3) Federal N. C. registration number and 

aircraft motor number of the aircraft to be 
used by applicant. 

( 4) Name and address of person who owns 
the aircraft. 

(5) Name and address of person having di
rect charge of the aircraft. 

(6) Names and addresses of all persons who 
will use or operate the aircraft. 

(7) The purpose for which the aircraft will 
be used. 

(8) A general statement as to the section 
or sections of the city over which the aircraft 
will be used. · 

(9) The proposed hours of operation of 
the aircraft. 

(10) The number of days of proposed oper
ation of the aircraft. 

( 11) A general description of the sound 
equipment which is to be used. 

(12) The maximum sound producing 
power of the sound amplifying equipment to 
be used in or on the aircraft. 

(a) The wattage to be used. 
(b) The volume in decibels of the sound 

which will be produced. 
(c) The approximate maximum distance 

for which sound will be thrown from the 
aircraft. 

(13) That it will not be used for any sub
versive or unlawful purpose, and will comply 
with all laws and regulations applicable 
thereto. 

2. Registration statement amendment. All 
persons using, or causing to be used, aircraft 
for non-commercial purposes shall amend 
any registration statement filed pursuant to 
the preceding sub-section of this chapter 
within forty-eight hours after any change in 
the information therein furnished. 

3. Registrrution and identification. The city 
controller shall return to each such appli
cant one copy of said registration statement, 
duly certified by him as a correct copy of 
said 8ippllcation, and this copy Shall be in 
the possession of any person operating the 
aircr.aft at all times while its sound ampli
fying equipment is in operation and said 
copy shan be promptly displayed and shown 
to any policeman of this city, upon request. 

10-311. Regulations for non-commercial 
use of aircraft.-Non-commercial announce
ments with sound amplifying equipment 
from aircraft flying or oper8ited at any time 
in or over any part of this city shall be sub
ject to such of the following conditions and 
regulations: 

(1) The only sounds permitted are music 
or human speech. 

(2) Sound announcements are permitted 
only between the hours of eleven thirty A.M. 
and one thirty P.M. and between the hours 
of four thirty P.M. and six thirty P.M. 

(3) Sound amplifying equipment shall 
not be operated while an aircraft is :flying at 
an altitude of less than fifteen hundred feet. 

(4) Sound shall be issued from one loud
speaker only on each aircraft. 

(5) The cone or radius of sound from the 
loudspeaker sh:all be directed so as to cover 
at one time an area on the ground of less 
than seven hundred yards square and so as 
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to avoid hospitals, schools, churches, or 
courthouses, or any area established by the 
city as a quiet zone. 

(6) Human speech and music amplified 
shall not be lewd, indecent, slanderous, sub
versive, or unlawful. 

(7) The volume of sound shall be con
trolled so that it is not audible on the ground 
over an area in excess of seven hundred 
yards square and so that said volume is not 
unreasonably loud, raucous, jarring, disturb
ing, or a nuisance and annoyance to persons 
within the area. of audibility. 

(8) No use thereof shall be violative of 
any statute, state or national, or of this 
code, or of any later ordinance. 

10-312. Commercial advertising by aircraft 
prohibited.-No person shall operate, or cause 
to be operated, any aircraft for commercial 
sound advertising purposes, at any time or 
places in or over this city, with the sound 
amplifying equipment in operation. 

10-313. Penalties relating to aircraft.-Any 
person who commits any act contrary to any 
provision of this chapter, for which no spe
cific penalty is prescribed, upon conviction 
thereof, shall be fined not exceeding one 
hundred dollars, or by imprisonment for not 
more than thirty days, or by both said fine 
and said imprisonment. 

10-314. Separability clause.-The common 
council declares and intends that each sec
tion and provision of this chapter shall be 
separable from and independent of any other 
provisions thereof that may be found invalid, 
if possible to be carried out without the lat
ter, and that it would have so ordained, re
gardless of such elimination of any such pro
visions so found invalid. 

Chapter 4: Violations against peace, and 
good order 

Section. 
10-401. Public peace and order shall be main-

tained. 
10-402. Disorderly persons. 
10-403. Disorderly place or dive. 
10-404. Obscene conduct. 
10-405. Disturbing municipal peace by as• 

sault or assault and battery. 
10-406. Aiding, abetting or promoting same. 
10-407. Noisy houses disturbing the peace. 
10-408. Endurance contests. 
10-409. Display of inflammatory flags, ban

ners or signs. 
10-410. Disturbing religious worship. 
10-411. Commercial disturbance of religious 

worship. 
10-412. General penalty. 

10-401. Public peace and order shall be 
maintained.-It shall be unlawful for any 
person to act in a violent, turbulent, quarrel
some, boisterous, indecent, or disorderly 
manner, or to use profane, vulgar, lewd, or 
obscene language, or to do anything tending 
to disturb the good order, peace, or dignity 
of the city and of its inhabitants or other 
persons. 

10-402. Disorderly persons.-All persons 
who shall make, aid, countenance, or assist in 
making any improper noise, riot, disturbance, 
breBich of the peace, or diversion tending to 
a. breach of the peace, within the limits of 
the city; all persons who shall collect in 
bodies or crowds for any unlawful purposes, 
or for any purpose to the annoyance or dis
turbance of other persons; all persons who are 
idle or dissolute and go about begging, all 
persons who use or exercise any juggling, 
cheating, or other unlawful games or plays; 
all persons who are found in houses of ill
fame or gaming houses; all persons lodging 
in or found at any time in sheds, barns, 
stables, or unoccupied buildings, or lodging, 
or found in the open air on any lands or pub
lic ways or places, not giving a. good account 
of themselves; all persons who shall wilfully 
assault another in the city, or be engaged in, 
aid, or abet in any fight, quarrel, or other 
disturbance in the city; all persons who 
stand, loiter, or stroll about in any place in 
the city waiting or seeking to obtain money 
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or other valuable things from others by vio
lence, trick or fraud., or to aid or assist there
in; all persons that shall engage in any 
fraudulent scheme, device or trick to obtain 
money or other valuable thing in any place 
in the city, or who shall aid, abet, or in any 
manner be concerned therein; all touts, 
ropers, steerers, or cappers, so-called, for any 
gambling room or house of ill-fame, or so 
acting for any person of either sex, who shall 
ply or attempt to ply their calling in any 
public way or place in the city; all persons 
found loitering about in any hotel, barroom, 
dramshop, tavern, gambling house, or disor
derly house, or wandering about the streets 
either by night or day without any known 
lawful means of support, or without being 
able to give a satisfactory account of them
selves; all persons who shall have or carry 
any pistol, knife, dirk, knuckles, slingshot, or 
other dangerous weapon, concealed on or 
about their persons; and all persons who are 
known to be thieves, burglars, pickpockets, 
robbers, or confidence men, either by their 
own confession or otherwise, or by having 
been convicted of larceny, burglary, or other 
crime against the laws of the state, who are 
found lounging in, prowling, or loitering 
around any railroad depot, banking institu
tion, place of public amusement, auction 
room, hotel, store, shop, public way, public 
conveyance, public gathering, public assem
bly, courtroom, public building, private 
dwelling house, house of ill-fame, gambling 
house, or any other private or public 
place, and who are unable to give a reason
able excuse for being so found; shall be 
deemed disorderly persons, and upon convic
tion thereof, shall be severally fined not less 
than one dollar nor more than two hundred 
dollars for each offense, to which may be 
added imprisonment for not exceeding thirty 
days for any subsequent such offenses. 

10-404 Obscene conduct .-Whoever utters 
within said city, any obscene or licentious 
language, where there are persons other than 
males to be offended thereby; or who applies 
words to the person of another, or who uses 
in the presence of another, any opprobrious 
or vile epLthet involving moral turpitude, or 
profaning God, Jesus Christ, or the Holy 
Ghost; or by the use of profane, vile or in
decent language, or loud and unusual noises, 
collects or causes to be collected upon any of 
the streets, ways or public places of the city, 
a crowd of three or more persons; or dis
turbs the peace and quiet of said oi.ty, or of 
its inhabitants, by loud talking or the mak
ing of unusual noises, or by crying any alarm 
without good cause; or by threatening any 
person, or challenging him to fight, or men
acing him with physical injury or pecuniary 
loss; or whoever accosts or approaches any 
person of the opposLte sex, unknown to such 
person, and by word, sign or gesture attempts 
to speak to or become acquainted with such 
person, against his or her will, in a public 
street or in any public place in ·said city, 
except in the transaction of legitimate busi
ness; or whoever· attempts to entice or pro
cure a person of the opposite or same sex to 
commit an unlawful act; or whoever accosts 
or approaches any person and by word, sign 
or gesture, suggests or invLtes the doing of 
any indecent or unnatural act; on conviction, 
shall be fined in any sum not more than one 
hundred dollars, to which may be added 
imprisonment not exceeding thirty days. 

10-406. Aiding, abetting or promoting 
same.-Lt shall be unlawful for any person 
to disturb the public peace by promoting or 
encouraging, aiding or abetting any assault, 
or battery, fight, riot, or ncnsy and turbulent 
proceeding in any street, or other public 
place, or place of general resort within this 
city, or in any dwelling house or other private 
building, when such fight, riot, or other 
noisy, or boisterous proceedings, committed 
therein shall tend to disturb any person re
siding or being in the vicinity of such private 
house or building. Any person violating the 
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provision of this section shall be fined not ex
ceeding three hundred dollars, or imprisoned 
not more than ninety days. 

10-407. Noisy houses disturbing the 
peace.-Any person who shall permit noisy 
or riotous persons, or persons of disorderly 
character, to assemble in any house owned, 
occupied or controlled by him, to the an
noyance or disturbance of the neighborhood, 
shall be guilty of the offense of keeping a. 
noisy house, and of a disturbance to the 
public peace, and on conviction therefor 
shall be punished any sum not exceeding 
twenty-five dollars, and on conviction of a 
second or later offense, there shall be added 
imprisonment not exceeding thirty days. 

10-410. Disturbing religious worship.-Any 
person who shall disquiet or disturb any con
gregation or assembly met for religious wor
ship by making a noise, or by rude and in
decent behavior or profane discourse within 
the place of worship, or so near to the same 
as to disturb the order and solemnity of the 
meeting, shall be fined not exceeding fifty 
dollars for each offense. 

10-411. Commercial disturbance of reli
gious worship.-It shall also be an offense for 
the operator or person in charge of any busi
ness enterprise, after being advised as to the 
hours, times and place of religious services, to 
advertise such business or enterprise with 
music, or by loud hawking, outcry, or other 
means, or by the making of noises incidental 
to such business, whereby he disturbs any 
religious service or assembly; and any such 
person so doing shall be fined not to exceed 
fifty dollars for each offense. 

10-412. General penalty.-Any person con
victed of any violation of any section of this 
chapter, for which a specific penalty is not 
provided, shall be fined not to exceed three 
hundred dollars for each offense. 

Chapter 3-Provisions prohibiting 
unnecessa;ry noises 

Section. 
10-302. Unlawful noises. 
10-307. Commercial advertising by sound 

truck prohibited. 
10-302. Unlawful noises.-Except as in this 

section otherwise provided, it shall be un
lawful for any person to make, continue, or 
cause to be made or continUJed, any loud, un
necessary, or unusual noise, or any noise 
which either annoys, disturbs, injures or 
endangers the comfort, repose, health and 
peace or safety of others within the limits 
of the city; and accordingly the following 
acts, among others, are declared to be loud, 
disturbing and unnecessary noises in viola
tion of this ordinance, but sa.ld enumera
tion shall not be deemed to be exclusive, 
namely: 

( 1) Horns, signaling devices, etc.-The 
sounding of any horn or signaling device 
on any automobile, motorcycle, street car, or 
other vehicle, in any street or public place of 
the city, except as a danger warning; the 
creation by means of any such signaling de
vice of any unreasonably loud or harsh 
sound; the soundling of any such device for 
an unnecessary and unreasonable period of 
time; the use of any signaling device, ex
cept one operated by hand, air or electricity; 
the use of any horn, whistle or other device 
operated by engine exhaust; and the con
tinued or repeated use of any such signaling 
device when traffic is for any reason held up, 
or in any parade, or in any group of vehicles. 

(2) Radios, phonographs, etc.-The using, 
operating, or permitting to be played, used 
or operated, any radio or television receiving 
set, musical instrument, phonograph, cal
liope, or other machine or device for the pro
ducing or reproducing of sound in such man
ner as to disturb the peace, quiet and com
fort of the neighboring inhabitants, or at 
any time with louder volume than is nec
essary for convenient hearing for the person 
or peTsons who are in the room. vehicle or 
chamber in which such machine or device 
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is operated and who are voluntary listeners 
thereto; except when a permit therefor for 
some special occasion is granted. The opera
tion of any such set, instrument, phono
graph, machine or device between the hours 
of 11 o'clock P.M. and 7 o'clock A.M. in 
such manner as to be plainly audible at a 
distance of fifty feet from the build·ing, 
srt.rtroture, or vehicle, in which it is located, 
shall be prima facie evidence of a V'iolation 
of this section. 

(3) Loud speakers, amplifiers for advertis
ing.-The using, operating, or permitting to 
be played, used or operated, of any radio, 
or televisd.on receiving set, musical instru
ment, phonograph, loud speaker, sound am
plifier, or other machine or device for the 
producing or reproducing of sound, at any 
place upon the public streets, or in any ve
hicles used for the transportation of per
sons for hire, as a common carrier, for the 
purpose of commercial or other kind of ad
vertising, or attracting the attention of the 
public to any activity, or building or struc
ture, and is so used as to disturb and annoy 
other persons in their business, or homes, 
or elsewhere, in their right of personal pri
vacy and quiet. 

(4) Yelling, shouting, etc.-Yelling, shout
ing, hooting, whistling, or singing on the 
public streets, particularly between the 
hours of 10 P.M. and 7 A.M., or at any time 
or place so as to annoy or disturb the quiet 
comfort, or repose of persons in any office, 
or in any dwelling, hotel or other type of 
residence, or of any persons in the vicinity. 

(5) Animals, birds, etc.-The keeping of 
any animal or bird which by causing fre
quent or long continued noise shall disturb 
the comfort or repose of any persons in the 
vicinity. 

(6) Steam whistles.-The blowing of any 
locomotive steam whistle, or steam whistle 
attached to any stationary boiler, or one 
operated by any other means, except to give 
notice of the time to begin or stop work, or 
as a warning of fire or danger, or upon re
quest of proper city authorities. 

(7) Exhausts.-The discharge into the 
open air of the exhaust of any steam engine, 
internal combustion engine, or any other 
type of engine or power unit, on a motor
boat, motor vehicle, motorcycle, or other 
vehicle or craft of any kind, except through 
a mumer or other device which will e1Iec
tively reduce and prevent loud or explosive 
noises therefrom. 

(8) Defect in vehicle or load.-The use 
of any automobile, motorcycle, or other kind 
of vehicle so out of repair, or so loaded, or 
in such manner as to create loud and un
necessary grating, grinding, rattling or other 
noises. 

(9) Loading, unloading, opening boxes.
The creation of a loud and excessive noise 
in connection with loading or unloading any 
vehicle, or the opening and destruction of 
bales, boxes, crates, and containers. 

(10) Construction or repairing of build
ings.-The erection, excavating for demoli
tion, alteration or repair of any building, 
other than between the hours of 7 A.M. 
and 6 P.M. on week days, except in case of 
urgent necessity in the interest of public 
health and safety, and then only with a 
permit from the city building commissioner, 
which permit may be granted for a period 
not to exceed three days while the emer
gency continues and which permit may be 
renewed for periods of three days while the 
emergency continues. If the building com
missioner should determine that the pub
lic health and safety will not be impaired 
by the erection, demolition, alteration or re
pair of any building, or the excavation there
fore, or of any streets and highways, within 
the hours of 6 o'clock P.M. and 7 o'clock 
A.M., and that loss or inconvenience would 
result to any party in interest, he may grant 
permission for such work to be done within 
the hours of 6 o'clock P.M. and 7 o'clock 
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A.M., upon application being made at the 
time the permit for the work is issued, or 
during the progress of the work. 

(11) Schools, courts, churches, hospi
tals.-The creation of any excessive noise on 
any street adjacent to any school institu
tion of learning, church, or court while the 
same are in use, or adjacent to any hospital, 
which unreasonably interferes with the op
eration thereof, or which disturbs or unduly 
annoys patients in the hospital; Provided 
conspicuous signs are displayed in such 
streets indicating that the same has been 
declared and is a school, hospital, or other 
such quiet zone. 

(12) Hawkers, peddlers.-The loud shout
ing and crying of peddlers, haWkers and 
vendors which disturb the peace and quiet 
of the neighborhood. 

( 13) Drums.-The use of any drum, horn, 
or other instrument or device for the pur
pose of attracting attention by creation of 
noise to any performance, exhibition, show, 
or sale; except in a parade or place for which 
a permit has been granted. 

(14) Metal rails, pillars and columns, trans
portation thereof.-The transportation of 
rails, pillars or columns of iron, steel or other 
material, over and along the streets and 
other public places upon carts, drays, cars, 
trucks, or in any other manner so loaded 
as to cause loud noises or as to disturb the 
peace and quiet of such streets or other pub
lic places. 

(15) Street railway cars, operation there
of.-The causing, permitting, or continuing 
any excessive, unnecessary and avoidable 
noise in the operation of a bus or street rail
way car, or caused by defective conditions 
therein, or of its tracks. 

(16) Pile drivers, hammers, etc.-The op
eration between the hours of 10 o'clock P.M. 
and 7 o'clock A.M., of any pile driver, steam 
shovel, pneumatic hammer, derrick, steam or 
electric hoist, or other appliance the use of 
which is attended by loud or unusual noise, 
except when being operated by a public util
ity in connection with emergency repairs of 
such utility. 

( 17) Blowers.-The operation of any noise 
creating blower or power fan, or any internal 
combustion engine, the operation of which 
causes noises due to the explosion of operat
ing gases or fluids, unless the noise from such 
blower or fan is mumed and such engine is 
equipped with a mumer device sufficient to 
deaden such noise. 

(18) The using, operating or playing, or 
permitting to be used, operated or played, 
any bell, radio, musical instrument, phono
graph, loud speaker, sound amplifier, or other 
machine or device for the producing or re
producing of sound, in or upon any vehicle 
used for the transportation and sale of any 
goods, wares, or mel"chandise in or upon any 
of the streets or highways within the limits 
of the City of Indianapolis, and which sound 
producing instruments are set to produce 
any noise, music or sound in excess of 115 
decibels, measured at six inches from sound 
producing amplifier or speaker; the use and 
operation of any vehicle so equipped, with 
such sound producing equipment in opera
tion, between the hours of 10:00 o'clock P.M. 
and 10:00 o'clock A.M., of the succeeding 
days; or the use or operation of any such 
sound producing equipment in or upon any 
such vehicle while such vehicle is moving 
along or upon any such street or highway, it 
being the intent and purpose hereof to permit 
such use of such sound producing equipment 
in or upon any such vehicles only when such 
vehicle is parked or standing still in or upon 
any such street or highway and during the 
hours herein provided. [G. 0. 9, 1959, as 
amended, eft'. May 29, 1959.] 

10-307. Commercial advertising by sound 
truck prohibited.-Except as in 10-302 other
wise provided, no person shall operate, or 
cause to be operated, any truck for commer
cial sound advertising purposes at any time 
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or place in this city the sound amplifying 
equipment in operation. [G. 0. 9, 1959, as 
amended, e1I. May 29, 1959.] 

Kansas City, Mo. 
City Ordinances 

Chapter 24: Noise* 
Article I. In General 

Sec. 24.1 Noises and disturbances in public 

Sec. 24.2 
Sec. 24.3. 
sec. 24.4 
Sec. 24.5 

Sec. 24.6 
Sec. 24.7 
Sec. 24.8 
Sec. 24.9 

place. 
Unnecessary noises-Prohibited. 
Same--Enumeration. 
Same--Penalties. 
Same--E1Iect of sections 24.2 to 

24.4. 
Locomotives. 
Noise near hospitals. 
Gasoline engines near residences. 
Motor vehicles, testing or repair-

ing. 
Sec. 24.10 Loading or unloading near resi

dences at night. 
Sec. 24.11. Playing musical instruments. 
Sees. 24.12-24.16. Reserved. 

Article II. Sound trucks 
Sec. 24.17. Application of article. 
Sec. 24.18. Definitions. 
Sec. 24.19. Permits. 
Sec. 24.20. Application, fee for permit. 
Sec. 24.21. Posting permit. 
Sec. 24.22. Permit violations. 
Sec. 24.23. Revocation or suspension permit. 
Sec. 24.24. Rules and regulations governing 

operation. 
Sec. 24.25. Penalty for violation of article. 
Sees. 24.26-24.30. Reserved. 

Article III. Peddlers 
Sec. 24.31. Definitions. 
Sec. 24.32. Permit required. 
Sec. 24.33. Fee for, duration of permit. 
sec. 24.34. Possession of permit. 
Sec. 24.35. Revocrution and suspension of per-

mit. · 
Sec. 24.36. Use of sound-producing devices-

Generally. 
Sec. 24.37. Same--Citywide use. 
Sec. 24.38. Same--Use near schoo·ls. 
Sec. 24.39. Same-Use while stopped. 
Sec. 24.40. Same--Audibility limited. 

Article I. In general 
Sec. 24.1. Noises and disturbances in public 

place.-No person shall make, aid, counte
nance or assist in making any noise, disturb
ance or improtJer diversion in or upon any 
street, sidewalk, park, public square or other 
public place. (R. 0. 1956, § 37.010) 

sec. 24.2. Unnecessary noises-Prohibited.
Subject to the provisions of section 24.3, 
the creation of any unreasonably loud, dis
turbing and unnecessary noise in the city is 
prohibited. Noise of such character, intensity 
and duration as to be detrimental to the life 
or health of any individual or which un
reasonably interferes wi·th the comfort of 
any individual is prohibited. (R. 0. 1956, 
§ 37.020) 

Sec. 24.3. Same--Enumeration.-The fol
lowing acts, among others, are declared to 
be loud, disturbing and unnecessary noises, 
in violation of section 24.2, but such enu
_meration shall not be deemed to be exclu
sive, namely: 

(a) Horns or signal devices. The sounding 
of any horn or signal device of any automo
bile, taxicab, motorcycle, bus or other ve
hicle, whether or not in motion, except when 
necessary to give warning of threatened col
lision with another v·ehicle or with a pedes
trian; provided however, that nothing herein 
contained shall be deemed to apply to emer
gency vehicles, including but not limited to, 
ambulances, police department motorcycles, 
automobiles and vehicles, and fire depart
ment automobil-es, apparatus and vehicles. 

(b) Radios, phonographs, musical instru
ments. The playing of any radio, phonograph 
or any musical instrument in such a manner 
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or with such volume, particularly during 
the hours between 11:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m., 
as to annoy or disturb the quiet, comfort 
or repose of persons in any dwell1ng, hotel 
or other type of residence. 

(c) Use of vehicles. The use of any auto
mobile, motorcycle or vehicle so out of re
pair, or loaded in such a manner as to cre
ate unreasonably loud or unnecessary grat
ing, grinding, rattling or other noise. 

(d) Steam whistles. The blowing of any 
steam whistle attached to any stationary 
boiler except to give notice of the time to 
begin or stop work or as a warning of 
danger. 

(e) Exhaust discharge. The discharge into 
the open air of the exhaust of· any steam 
engine, stationary internal combustion en
gine, motor vehicle or motorboat engine, 
except through a muffier or other device 
which will effectively prevent loud or ex
plosive noises therefrom. 

(f) Devices operated by compressed air. 
The use of any mechanical device operated 
by compressed air unless the noise created 
in the operation of the engine or compressor 
of such device is effectively mutHed and 
reduced. The use of any such device oper
ated by compressed air within the district 
bounded by 8th Street, Truman Road, Oak 
Street and Broadway is prohibited between 
the hours of 11:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. 

(g) Building operations. The erection, in
cluding excavating, demolition, alteration 
or repair of any structure in a residential 
or business district other than between the 
hours of 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on week
days, except in case of urgent necessity or 
in the interest of public safety, and then 
only with a permit trom the director of 
public works. 

(h) Loading and unloading operations. 
The creation of a loud and excessive noise 
in connection with loading or unloading 
any vehicle or the opening and destruction 
of bales, boxes, crates and containers. 

(i) Bells and gongs. The sounding of any 
bell or gong in or upon any street, sidewalk, 
park, public square or other public place, or 
in or upon any piazza, porch, balcony, steps 
or platform over, upon, near or adjoining any 
such street, sidewalk, park, public square or 
other public place, or attached to amy build
ing or premises, which disturbs the quiet or 
repose of persons in the vicinity thereof, as 
a means of attracting people to any auction, 
store or other place, except where a specific 
license is granted by proper authorities. 

(j) Hawkers and peddlers. The shouting 
and crying of peddlers, hSJwkers and vendors 
which disturbs the quiet and peace of the 
neighborhood. It shall be unlawful for any 
huckster to cry aloud and announce the sale 
of wares or merchandise upon a.ny of the 
public streets of the city within one block of 
any hospital or building occupied as a hos
pital, schoolhouse, college or semLna.ry. 

(k) Noises to attract attention. The use 
of any drum, loudspeaker or other instru
ment or device for the purpose of attracting 
attention by creation of noise to any per
formance, show or sale or display of mer
chandise, except where a specific license is 
grSJnted by proper authorities. 

(I) Loudspeakers or ·amplifiers. The use of 
mechanical loudspeakers or amplifiers on 
trucks or other moving vehicles, or sta
tionary stands for advertising or any other 
purpose, except where a specific license is 
granted by proper authorities. 

(m) Musical instruments in streets. No 
person shall use or perform with any hand 
organ or other musical 1IlB'trument or device, 
for pay or in expectation of paymen·t, in any 
of the streets or public places in the city be
fore 9:00a.m. and after 9:00p.m. of any day. 
(R. 0. § 37.030, amend. by Ord. No. 29130, 
8-23-63) 

Sec. 24.4. Same-Penaltioo.-Any person 
who shall violate any of the pro'VIis1ons of 
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section 24.2 or 24.3 shall be punished as 
follows: 

(a) Upon conviction for the first offense, 
by a fine not to exceed five dollars ($5.00) or 
by imprisonment not to exceed five (5) days; 

(b) Upon a conviction for the second of
fense within one year from the commission of 
the first offense, by a fine not to exceed ten 
dollars ($10.00) or by imprisonment not to 
exceed fifteen ( 15) days; 

(c) Upon conviction for a third offense 
within one year from the commission of the 
first offense, by a fine not to exceed fifteen 
dollars ($15.00) or by imprisonment not to 
exceed fifteen (15) days; 

(d) Upon conviction for the fourth offense 
and all subsequent offenses within one year 
from the commission of the first offense, by 
a fine not to exceed twenty dollars ($20.00) 
or by imprisonment not to exceed twenty (20) 
day·s, or both. 

Upon arrest, any person charged hereunder 
shall be permitted to make bond in a sum 
not to exceed the maximum fine hereunder. 
(R. 0. 1956, § 37.040) 

Sec. 24.5. Same-Effect of sections 24.2 to 
24.4.-sections 24.2 to 24.4 shall not be con
strued as repealing or modifying any similar 
e~ting section except so far as inconsistent 
therewith, and shall not repeal or modify any 
section relating to emergency vehicles. (R. 0. 
1956, § 37.050) 

Sec. 24.6. Locomotives.-No person in 
charge of or on any steam locomotive shall 
unnecessarily blow the whistle thereof with
in the city; and no such person shall un
necessarily let off any steam from any loco
motive, at or within one hundred (100) feet 
of any street in the city limits. This section 
shall not, however, be construed to prevent 
the necessary blowing of a whistle in an 
emergency as a warning in case of apparent 
danger, nor the blowing Of a whistle for 
making signals necessary for the safe opera
tion of the engine, or a train of cars, but no 
such signal blast shall exceed two (2) seconds 
in length, and not more than five (5) of such 
signal bla.sts shall be blown in immedirute 
succession. (R. 0. 1956, § 37.060) 

Charter reference-Power to regulate or 
prohibit blowing of whistles, § 1 ( 47). 

Oross reference-Railroads generally, chap
ter 28. 

Sec. 24.7. Noise near hospitals.-No person 
shall either cause or perm:it any automobile 
or motorcycle to emit or produce an un
usuSJlly loud, annoying or dll:;tressing sound, 
or shall utter a loud, piercing or distressing 
cry or call within three hundred (300) feet 
of a hospital or sanitarium. (R. 0. 1956, 
§ 37.080) 

Cross reference-Hospitals generally, chap
ter 19. 

Sec. 24.8. GSJSoline engines near resi
dences.-No gasoline engine shall be used or 
operated for manufacturing purposes within 
two hundred ( 200) feet of any building U!>ed 
exclusively for residence purposes; provided 
that such residence is in a block in which 
the majortty of the buildings, not counting 
outhouses, are used for residence purposes. 
(R. 0. 1956, § 37.090) 

Sec. 24.9. Motor vehicles, testing or repair-
1ng.-Between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 
6:00a.m., no person shall engage in the work 
of testing, adjusting or repairing any motor 
vehicle, or any accessory thereof, at any pub
lic garage or repal,r shop located within one 
hund-red seventy-five (17'5) feet of any build
ing used for residence purposes. (R. 0. 1956, 
§ 39.820) 

Sec. 24.10. Loading or unloading near resi
dences at night.-No person shall load or un
load goods, wares, merchandise, boxes, 
bottles, containers or any other thing, from 
any vehicle to any building, dock or 
other place, or into any vehicle from 
any building, dock or other place within 
one hundred (100) feet of any building 
used for residence purposes, between the 
hours of 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m., where 
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such loading or unloading results in the 
producing of noise sufficient to disturb 
the peace, rest or comfort of persons occupy
ing a building used for residence purposes 
within one hundred (100) feet of the place of 
such loaddng or unloading. (R. 0. 1956, 
§ 37.100) 

Sec. 24.11. Playing musiCSJl instruments.
Except as otherwise provided herein, no per
son shall play upon or take any part in the 
playing upon or accompanying while played 
upon, any musical instrument in or upon 
any street or sidewalk; provided that this 
section shall not be so construed as to apply 
to funeral occasions, election days, holidays, 
mill1tary parades or parades by church or 
secret organizations; but no person shall 
play upon, take part in playing upon or ac
companying while played upon, any such 
instrument within one block of any house 
of worship during the hour of worship on 
Sunday. (R. 0. 1956, § 53.170) 

Sees. 24.12-24.16. Reserved. 
Article II. Sound Trucks• 

Sec. 24.17. Application of article.-The 
provisions of this article shall not apply to 
agencies of the United States Government, 
the state or the city in the operation of 
sound trucks in the performance of their re
spective public duties. (R. 0. 1956, § 37.180) 

Sec. 24.18. Definitions.-(a) Sound truck. 
For the purpose of this article, a "sound 
truck" is any vehicle equipped for the 
broadcasting of speech, music or other sound 
by means of amplification through horns, 
loudspeakers or other devices for reception 
by other than the occupants of the vehicle. 

(b) Operation. By the term "operation," 
as used in this article, is meant the opera
tion of the machinery or equipment carried 
on such truck for the purpo.se of amplifying 
sound. (R. 0. 1956, § 37.100) 

Sec. 24.19. Permits.-(a) Required. It shall 
be unlawful for any person to operate a 
sound truck within the corporate limits of 
the city without first procuring a permit 
from the director of welfare to be known 
.as a "sound truck permit". 

(b) Duration, scope. Such permit shall 
continue in full force and effect ten (10) 
days unless sooner revoked or suspended by 
the director of welfare, and shall be in addi
tion to any licenses and fees required by 
law for the operation of motor vehicles. 
(R. 0. 1956, § 37.110) 

Sec. 24.20. Application fee for permit.
Application for a sound truck permit shall 
be mooe upon a form furnished by the di
rector of welfare and .a fee of two dollars 
($2.00) shall be paid for each such permit. 
(R. 0. 1956, § 37.120) 

Sec. 24.21. Posting permit.-The sound 
truck permit issued under the provisions of 
this article shall be posted in a conspicuOIUs 
place in the driver's compartment of the 
sound truck to which it was issued. (R. 0. 
1956, § 37.130) 

Sec. 24.22. Permit violations.-It shall be 
unlawful for any person to display or have in 
his possession any sound truck permit know
ing same to be fictitious, cancelled, sus
pended or altered; to use such permit on any 
vehicle other than the one to which the per
mit is issued; or to refuse to surrender any 
permit to the director of welfare upon re
quest. (R. 0. 1956, § 37.140) 

Sec. 24.23. Revocation or suspension of per
mit.-A sound truck permit may be revoked 
or suspended by the director of welfare for 
a violation of any provision of this article or 
of the rules and regulations herein provided 
for. Before revocation or suspension, the 
holder shall be given a hearing before the 

• Cross references--Advertising generally, 
chapter 2; operation of trucks, § 34.266 et 
seq. 

state law reference--City authorized to 
license, tax and regulate vehicles, private 
and public, RSMo, § 73.110(17). 
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director of welfare upon forty-eight ( 48) 
hours' notice. (R. 0. 1956, § 37.150) 

Sec. 24.24. Rules and regulations govern
ing operation.-All sound trucks operating on 
the streets of the city, except during the holi
day season from December fifteenth of each 
year to January second of the following year, 
shall conform to the following regulations: 

(a) Location generally. Such trucks shall 
not operate in the district bounded by Broad
way and Holmes Street, the Missouri River 
and 25th Street, inclusive, nor in the district 
bounded by 46th Street and 71st Street, 
Holmes Street and State Line, inclusive. 

(b) Boulevards, schools, hospitals. Such 
trucks shall not operate on any boulevard 
within the limits of the city, nor while pass
ing any school or hospital. 

(c) Hours, days, manner of operation. Such 
trucks shall operate only between the hours 
of 8:00a.m. and 7:00p.m. on week days, and 
shall not operate on Sundays or legal holi
days. They shall not be permitted to give 
off excessive noise or blasts. 

(d) Advertising. Sound trucks shall carry 
no signs or advertisements placed in such a 
way as to interfere with the front or lateral 
views of the driver of the same, nor carry 
signs or advertisements in such a manner as 
to be hazardous to traffic. 

(e) Movement, speed. Such trucks shall be 
opera ted only while such trucks are actually 
in motion and they must be kept moving 
in the normal line of traffic so as not to re
tard traffic, and as far as possible, at a speed 
of not less than fifteen ( 15) miles per hour. 

(g) Frequency of use. Such trucks shall 
not be operated on any streets between any 
two intersecting streets more than twice in 
any one day. (R. 0. § 37.160, amend. by Ord. 
No. 21081, 5-31-57) 

Sec. 24.25. Penalty for violation of arti
cle.-Every person convicted of violating any 
of the provisions of this article shall be pun
ished by a fine of not less than ten dollars 
($10.00) nor more than five hundred dollars 
($500.00). (R. 0. 1956, § 37.170) 

Sees. 24.26-24.30. Reserved. 
Article III. Peddlers • 

Sec. 24.31. Definitions.-PeddZer. The word 
"peddler," as used herein, shall include any 
person, whether a resident of the city or not, 
traveling by foot, wagon, automotive vehi
cle, from house to house or from street to 
street, carrying or transporting goods, wares, 
merchandise, meats, fish, fruits, garden 
truck, farm products, dairy and ice cream 
products or provisions, or any and all salable 
items, offering and exposing the same for 
sale or making sales and delivering articles 
to purchasers, or who without traveling from 
place to place shaLl sell C1f offer the same for 
sale from a wagon, automotive vehicle, rail
road car, or other vehicle; and further pro
vided that one who solicits orders and as a 
separate transaction makes deliveries to 
purchasers as a part of a scheme or design to 
evade the provisions of this article shall be 
deemed a peddler subject to the provisions 
qf this article. The word "peddler" shall in
clude the words "hawker'' and "huckster". 

Person. The word "person", as used herein, 
shall include the singular and the plural 
and shall also mean and include any per
son, firm, corporation, association, club, co
partnership or society, or any other organi
zation. (R. 0. § 87.190, added by Ord. No. 
29130, 8-23-63) 

Sec. 24.32. Permit required.-No person de-

• Charter reference-Power to prohibit 
and restrain noises, § 1 ( 49) . 

Cross references-License fees for hawkers, 
hucksters, § 21.156; signs, special regulaitions, 
§§ 21.445, 21.446; activity regulated generally, 
§§ 26.19, 26.20; products 'to be dispensed from 
ourbside, § 21.450; sales near schools, § 21.451; 
presence of minors on vehicles, § 21.452; 
shouting and crying of hawkers and ped
dlers, § 24.3 (j). 
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fined as a peddler shall carry on his trade, 
calling or business making use of any sound 
or noise device described herein without first 
obtaining a permit for such sound or noise 
device from the director of welfare, on forms 
provided by him. (R. 0. § 37.200, added by 
Ord.No.29130,8-23-63) 

Sec. 24.33. Fee for, duration of permit.
Permits herein shall be five dollars ($5.00) 
per month per vehicle used or for a peddler 
traveling by foot, and said permit may be 
issued for any part of or up to one year. 
(R. o. § 37.200, added by Ord. No. 29130, 8-
23-63) 

Sec. 24.34. Possession of permit.-Permits 
issued pursuant to this article shall be kept 
in the personal possession of the peddler at 
all times while acting as a peddler. (R. 0. 
§ 37.200, added by Ord. No. 29130, 8-23-63) . 

Sec. 24.35. Revocation and suspension of 
permit.-A permit issued under this article 
may be revoked or suspended by the director 
of welfare for a violation of any of the pro
visions of this article or the rules and regu
lations herein provided. Before revocation 
or suspension, the holder shall be given a 
hearing before the director of welfare upon 
three (3) days' written notice. (R.O. § 37.220, 
added by Ord. No. 29130, 8-23-63) 

Sec. 24.36. Use of sound-producing de
vices-Generally.-It shall be unlawful to 
use, operate or play or permit to be played, 
used or operated any bell, gong, radio, mus
ical instrument, phonograph, loudspeaker, 
sound amplifier or other machine or device 
for the producing of sound used for the 
transportation, display or sale of any goods, 
wares or merchandise in and upon the streets 
or highways within the limits of the utes 
after a school session. (R. 0. § 37.210(2), 
added by Ord. No. 29130, 8-23-63) 

Sec. 24.37. Same-Citywide use.-Peddlers 
may use sound devices in all parts of the 
city: 

(a) Hours. Between the hours of 10:00 a.m. 
and 8:30 p.m. on weekdays and 10:00 a.m. 
and 8:30p.m. on Sundays. 

(b) Locations. Except in the area bounded 
by Broadway on the west, Holmes Street on 
the east, 6th Street Trafficway on the north 
and 18,th Street on the south. (R. 0. § 37.210 
(1), added by Ord. No. 29130, 8-23-63) 

Sec. 24.38. Same-Use near schools. Ped
dlers shall not use sound devices within one 
block of or within a six hundred (600) foot 
radius of any church in session or any hos
pital. No sound device shall be used within 
one block of or within a six hundred (600) 
foot radius of any school while in session or 
thirty (30) minutes prior to or thirty (30) 
minutes after a school session. (R. 0. § 37.21 
(2), added by Ord. No. 29130, 8-23-63) 

Seo. 24.39. Same-Use while stopped.
Peddlers shall not operate sound devices 
while stopped, except that if when stopping 
the sound devices is midway in a cycle, the 
cycle may be completed. In no instance, how
ever, may any noise be emitted from the 
sound device for more than three (3) min
utes a.f,ter stopping. (R. 0. § 37.210(4), added 
by Ord. No. 29130, 8-23-63) 

Sec. 24.40. Same-Audlb111ty limited.
Peddlers shall not operate any sound device 
in such manner that the sound therefrom 
can be heard in more than a one city block 
radius or more than a six hundred (600) foot 
radius. (R.O. § 37.210(5), added by Ord. No. 
29130,8-23-63) 

Sec. 25.4. Certain businesses near resi
dences.-(a) No business or enterprise, the 
conduct of which causes or produces any 
noises, vibrations, smoke, dirt, dust, odors 
or gases to such extent as to be detrimental 
or injurious to the comfort, peace or health 
of other persons, shall hereafter be located 
and conducted within one hundred fifty 
(150) feet of any building used exclusively 
for residence purposes at the time of the 
location of such business or enterprises; nor 
shall any building be erected or constructed 
for the purpose of conducting any business 
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or enterprise therein at a place where the 
conduct of such business or enterprise shall 
be unlaWful under the terms of this section. 

(b) No permit shall be issued for the 
erection of any building intended to be used 
for the purpose of conducting any business 
or enterprise to be located at a place where 
the conduct of such business or enterprise 
shall be unlaWful under the terms of this 
section. (R. 0. 1956, § 38.040) 

Charter reference-Power to prohibit or 
regulate business detrimental to health, COIID
fort, etc. § 1 (29). 

Little Rock, Ark. 
City Ordinances 

Sec. 25-71. Noises prohibited-In generaL
The creating of any unreasonably loud, 
disturbing and unnecessary noise of such 
character, intensity or duration as to be 
detrimental to the life or heaUh of any in
dividual, or in disturbance of the public 
peace and welfare is prohibited. (Ord. No. 
6232, §§ 1, 2, 6-16-41) 

Sec. 25-72. Same-Specific noises pro
hibited.-The following acts, among others, 
are declared to be loud, disturbing and un
necessary noises and noises in violation of 
city ordinance, but this enumeration shall 
not be deemed to be exclusive, namel.N: 

(a) The sounding of any horn or signal 
device on any automobile, motorcycle, bus, 
streetcar or other vehicle while not in mo
tion, except as a danger signal if another ve
hicle is approaching apparently out of con
trol, or if in motion only as a danger signal 
after or as brakes are being applied and 
deceleration of the vehicle is intended; the 
creation by means of any such signal device 
of any unreasonably loud or harsh sound; 
and the sounding of such devices for an un
necessary and unreasonable period of time. 

(b) The playing of any radio, phonograph 
or any musical instrument in such a man
ner or with such volume, particularly dur
ing the hours between ten-thirty o'clock p.m. 
and seven o'clock a.m. as to annoy or disturb 
the quiet, comfort or repose of persons in 
any office, hospital, or in any dwelling, hotel 
or other type of residence, or of any persons 
in the vicinity. 

(c) Yelling, shouting, hooting, whistling, 
or singing on the public streets, particularly 
between the hours of ten thirty o'clock p.m. 
and seven o'clock a.m., or at any time or 
place so as to annoy or disturb the quiet, 
comfort or repose of persons in any hospital, 
dwelling, hotel or other type of residence, or 
of any persons in the vicinity. 

(d) The keeping of any animal, bird, or 
fowl which by causing frequent or long con
tinued noise shall disturb the comfort or 
repose of any person in the vicinity. 

(e) The use of any automobile, motorcycle, 
or vehicle so out of repair, so loaded, or in 
such a manner as to create loud and un
necessary grating, grinding, rattling or other 
noise. 

(f) The blowing of any steam whistle at
tached to any stationary "loiler except to give 
notice of the time to begin or stop work or 
as a warning of fire or danger, or upon re
quest of proper city authorities. 

(g) To discharge into the open a.tr of the 
exhaust of any steam engine, stationary in
ternal cotnbustion engine, motor vehicle or 
motorboat engine except through a muffier 
or other device which will effectively prevent 
loud or explosive noises therefrom. 

(h) The erection (including excavation), 
demolition, alteration or repair of any build
ing in any residential district or section, the 
excavation of streets and highways in any 
residential district or section other than be
tween the hours of seven o'clock a.m. and six 
o'clock p.m. on weekdays, except in case of 
urgent necessity in the interest of public 
health and safety, and then only with a per
mit from the building inspector, which per
mit may be granted for a period not to ex
ceed thirty days while the emergency con-
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tinues, provided, however, that if an emer
gency arises when a permit is not obtainable, 
the necessary work may be done and reported 
to the building inspector at the earliest date 
that his office is open after the emergency 
arises and he shall issue a permit effective 
retroactively to the beginning of the emer
gency. If the building inspector should deter
mine that the public health and safety will 
not be impaired by the erection, demolition, 
alteration or repair of any building, or the 
.excavation of streets and highways within 
the hours of six o'clock p.m. and seven o'clock 
a.m., and if he shall further determine that 
loss or inconvenience would result to any 
party in interest, he may grant permission 
for such work to be done within such hours 
upon application being made at the time the 
permit for the work is awarded or during the 
progress of the work. 

(i) The creation of any excessive noise on 
any street adjacent to any school, institu
tion of learning, church or court while the 
same is in session, or adjacent to any hos
pital, which unreasonably interferes with the 
workings or sessions thereof, provided, how
ever, that in case of emergencies when 
the public health, safety or general welfar~ 
is in danger, n-ecessary work may be done 
immediately by first securing a permit from 
the building inspector, if this is obtainable, 
or if it is not first obtainable, the necessary 
work may be done and at the first opportu
nity reported to said building inspector, who 
shall issue a permit effective retroactively 
to the beginning of the emergency, provided 
also that where underground repair or con
struction work is necessary adjacent to or in 
the vicinity of a school, an institution of 
learning, a church, a court, or hospital, the 
building inspector may issue a permit for 
same, said work to be done at reasonable 
hours to be designated by said building in
spector. 

(j) The creation of loud and excessive noise 
in connection with unloading or loading any 
vehicle or the opening and destruction of 
bales, boxes, crates and containers. 

(k) The use of any drum, loudspeaker or 
other instrument or device for the purpose 
of attracting attention by creation of noise 
to any performance, show or sale or display 
of merchandise. 

(1) The use of mechanical loudspeakers or 
amplifiers on trucks or other moving or 
standing vehicles for advertising or other 
purposes. 

(m) The giving by any railroad company 
operating a steam or diesel engine, or by the 
operator thereof of any railroad steam or 
diesel signal other than the fol1owing: 

(1) Railroad yard engines (as set out in 
"definitions" in the uniform code of oper
ating rules and as adopted by the Missouri 
Pacific Lines, the Rock Island Lines, and the 
St. Louis Southwestern Railroad Lines in 
November, 1940), when using whistle signals 
may use only signal 14-G and 14-P as de
fined in said uniform code of operating rules. 

(2) Railroad trains (as set out in "defini
tions" in the said uniform code of operating 
rules) where using whistle signals may use 
only whistle signal 14-D, 14-E, 14-G, 14-K, 
14-L, 14-N, and 14-P. Provided, however, that 
no signal given by any yard engine or train 
shall consume more than five seconds over all 
time. (Ord. No. 6232, § 3, 6-16-41) 

Cross references-Building permits, Ch. 9; 
disturbance of schools prohibited, § 25-114. 

Sec. 25-73. Same--Exemptions.-None of 
the terms or prohibitions of sections 25-71 
and 25-72 shall apply to or be enforced 
against: 

(a) Any vehicle of the City of Little Rock 
while engaged upon necessary public busi
ness. 

(b) Excavations or repairs of bridges, 
streets or highways by or on behalf of the 
city, Pulaski County, or the State of Arkan
sas, during the nighttime, when the public 
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welfare and convenience renders it impossi
ble to perform such work during the day. 

(c) The reasonable use of amplifiers or 
loudspeakers in the course of public ad
dresses which are nonoomercial in character. 

(d) Necessary warning signals given by an 
ambulance operator or ~icensed physician 
while answering an emergency call for medi-. 
cal assistance. ( Ord. No. 6232, § 4, 6-16-41) 

Sec. 25-74. Same--Drive-ins; sounding of 
horns.-Any person operating a vehicle and 
sounding the horn on same at any place 
where cold drinks and/or sandwiches are 
served, after nine o'clock p.m., at any place 
in the city, shall be deemed gull ty of a mis
demeanor and upon conviction shall be fined 
in any sum not less than two dollars nor 
more than five dollars. (Ord. No. 5638, § 1, 
9-12-38; Ord. No. 5779, § 1, 7-31-39; Ord. No. 
5937, § 1, 7-2-40) 

Sec. 25-72. same--Violations; penalty.
Any person, firm and/or corporation violat
ing any of the provisions of sections 25-71, 
25-72 or 25-74 shall, except as provided by 
section 25-73, be guilty of misdemeanor and 
upon conviction shall be fined not less than 
one dollar nor more than fifty dollars for 
each offense. (Ord. No. 6232, § 5, 6-16-41) 

Sec. 25-76. Nuisances-Abatement; juris
diction.-In every case in which any person 
shall be found guilty of a violation of any of 
the provisions of this chapter or any other 
ordinance of the city in relation to nuisances, 
it shall be competent for, and shall be the 
duty of the municipal court, if the circum
stances of the case require it, to make an 
order requiring the removal, abatement or 
discontinuance of the nuisance shown in 
such case, and to order and direct that if 
within a reasonable and given time therein 
named, the same shall not be removed, 
abated or discontinued by the person or 
persons proceeded against therefor, such 
nuisance shall be abated or removed by the 
chief of police with such assistance as he 
may deem necessary to call to his aid for that 
purpose, and in such case the person pro
ceeded against shall be responsible for all 
the costs and expenses incurred in the re
moval or abatement of such nuisance by the 
chief of police. (Digest 1932, § 1585) 

State law reference-Cities authorized to 
ab!llte, prevent or remove nuisances, to de
clare what are such, and to punish the au
thors or continuers thereof, § 19-2304, Ark. 
Stats. 

Sec. 25-77. Same-Procedure and penal
ties.-All proceedings for the prevention, 
abatement .or removal of any of the nuisances 
referred to in this chapter or any other ordi
nance of this city shall be commenced by 
having the party charged therewith sum
moned or notified to appear before the mu
nicipal court, or if the circumstances require, 
by having him arrested and brought before 
said court, and thereupon such party shall 
have opportunity and it shall be his duty 
to show cause, if any he may have, why he 
should not be fined on account of such 
nuisance, and an order made requiring the 
abatement, removal or discontinuance of the 
same, and in all cases where such an order 
shall be made, the party found responsible 
for such nuisance shall be subjected to a pen
alty of not exceeding fifteen dollars per day 
for each and every day that such nuisance 
may be unlawfully continued after the mak
ing of such order. In all such proceedings 
for the prevention, removal or abatement of 
any such nuisance, the municipal court shall 
have full power and authority to make any 
and all necessary or appropriate orders for the 
purpose of accomplishing such objects and 
enforcing and carrying into effect the provi
sions of this section. (Digest 1932, § 1586) 

Sec. 25-114. Schools-DistU.l"lbing.-Any 
person OT persons who shall by any boisterous 
or other noisy conduct disturb or annoy any 
public or private school in this city, or any 
person not a student who, after being duly 
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notified to keep off the school grounds during 
school hours by the board of directors or the 
superintendent or principal teacher in charge 
of any such school, or who shall continue to 
trespass or ~o upon such grounds or to loiter 
around or near such grounds, whether at 
recess or during the session of said schools, 
or who shall by word or gesture attempt to 
annoy or attract the attention of the stu
dents at such. schools, shall be guilty of a 
misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be 
fined in any sum not exceeding twenty-five 
dollars. (Digest 1932, § 1830) 

Sec. 25-157. Noise; beer consumption; 
loitering, and parking.-(a) It shall be un
lawful for any person while on or adjacent to 
the premises of a drive-in restaurant to race 
the motor of any car, to suddenly start or 
stop any car, or to make or cause to be made, 
any other loud or unseemly noise. It shaJl 
also be unlawful for any other person parked 
on the premises of such restaurant, to blow 
or cause to be blown any automobile horn 
or motorcycle born at any time while so 
parked. 

(b) It shall be unlawful for any patron 
or other person on the premises of a drive
in restaurant, whether in or out of an auto
mobile, to drink any beer unless purchased 
on the premises. It shall be unlawful for a 
group of three or more persons to congre
gate and linger at any location on the prem
ises of a drive-in restaurant other than in 

. the restaurant building, or in a legally
parked motor vehicle. Persons so congregat
ing and lingering shall be deemed guilty of 
loitering. No person shall drive a motor 
vehicle onto the premises of a drive-in res
taurant and then from said premises with
out parking such motor vehicle, unless there 
is no unoccupied parking space available on 
said premises. 

(c) It shall also be unlawful for any per
son to leave any unoccupied motor vehicle 
on any drive-in restaurant parking lot and 
to leave the premises thereof except With 
the knowledge and consent of the operator 
of the restaurant. (Ord. No. 11,528, §§ 2-4, 
10-5-64) 

Sec. 25-159. Penalty for violation of article 
provisions.-Any person found guilty of 
violating any of the provisions of this article 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor 
and shall be fined not more than one hun
dred. dollam ($100.00) or imprisoned for not 
more than thirty (30) days, or be given both 
such fine and imprisonment at the discretion 
of the Court (Ord. No. 11,528, § 6, 1G-5-64) 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
City Ordinance 

Ordinance No. 98,332 
[As amended by Ordinance No. 101,801.] 
An ordinance regulating the operation of 

automobile laundries and wash racks in the 
City of Los Angeles. 

Whereas, there are at the present time 
almost 100 automobile laundries or wash 
racks being operated in the City of Los An
geles in which machinery is used which pro
duces excessive noise and Vibration, many of 
which are located in close proximity to sur
rounding residential areas so that the health 
and welfare of the occupants of the residen
tial buildings are seriously affected and im
paired, and said occupants are being de
prived of the reasonable use and enjoyment 
of their homes, and 

Whereas, the excessive noise and vibra
tion resulting from the operation of said 
automobile laundries and wash racks are 
such as to seriously affect and interfere with 
the occupations of the business and profes
sional occupants of the commercial buildings 
in the immediate vicinity of such automobile 
laundries and wash racks. 

Now, Therefore. 
The People of the City of Los Angeles Do 

Ordain as Follows: 
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Section 1. [As amended by Ordinance No. 

101,801.] Section 1 of Ordinance No. 98,332, 
entitled "An Ordinance regulating the op
eration of automobile laundries and wash 
racks in the City of Los Angeles," approved 
July 30. 1951. is hereby amended to read: 

Section 1. On and after 60 days from the 
effective date of this amendment, no person, 
firm or corporation shall operate or continue 
to operate, within the City of Los Angeles, 
other than in "M1," "M2" or "M3" Zones, any 
automobile laundry or wash rack in which 
power driven or steam cleaning machinery is 
used, unless the automobile laundry or wash 
rack is conducted in accordance with the fol
lowing requirements: 

(a) Any automobile l.aundry or wash rack, 
in which power driven or steam cleaning ma
chinery is used, shall be so sound-proofed, 
the entire development shall be so arranged, 
and the operations shall be so conducted that 
the noise emanating thereform, as measured 
from any point on adjacent property, shall 
be no more audible than the noise emanat
ing from the ordinary street traffic and from 
other commercial or industrial uses measured 
at the same point on said adjacent property; 
except that in no event shall it be necessary 
to reduce the noise from such laundry or 
wash rack as measured from any point on 
an adajacent lot in an "A" or "R" Zone to 
below 65 decibels, or as measured from any 
point from adjacent property in a "C" or 
"M" Zone to below 70 decibels. 

The comparison between the noise emanat .. 
ing from the automobile laundry or wash 
rack and from the street and commercial or 
industrial uses shall be made at the same 
time of day. The decibel reading shall be the 
power averages from several readings. 

All sound level meter performance, includ
ing the definitions and units shall be in ac
cordance with the American Standards Asso
ciation, standards Z 24.1, z 24.2 and Z 24.3, 
copies of which are on file in the office of the 
City Clerk. 

(b) Where the adjacent property is vacant 
or unused, the Building and Safety Commis
sion may extend the time within which to 
reduce the noise emanating from the wash 
rack or laundry, so as to comply with there
quirements of this ordinance, as measured 
from such adjacent lots. The Board also may 
permit deviations from these requirements in 
such other oases and for such periods of time 
as it finds that no one will be adversely af
fected. 

Sec. 2. The Department of Building and 
Safety shall enforce the provisions of this 
ordinance. 

Sec. 3. It shall be unlawful for any person 
to violate any provision or to fail to comply 
with an'Y of the requirements of this ordi
nance. Any person violating any of the pro
visions or failing to comply wi·th any of the 
mandatory requirements of this ordinance, 
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Any person 
convicted of a misdemeanor under the said 
provisions, unless provisions are otherwise 
herein made, shall be punishable by a fine 
of not more than $500 or b'Y imprisonment 
in the Oity Jail for a period of not more than 
six months, or by both such fine and impris
onment. Each such person shall be guilty 
of a separate offense for each and every day 
during any portion of which any violation of 
any provision of this ordinance is committed, 
continued or peNnitted by such person and 
shall be punishable accordingly. In addition 
to the penalties hereinabove provided, any 
condition caused or permitted to existt in 
violation of any of the provisions of this 
ordinance shall be deemed a public nui
sance and may be, by this Oity summ.arily 
abated as such, and each day that such con
dition continues shall be regarded as a new 
and separate offense. 

Sec. 4. The Cilty Clerk shall certify to the 
passage of this ordinance and cause the same 
to be pubUshed in some dally newsp111per 
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printed and published in the City of Los 
Angeles. 

I hereby certify that the foregoing ord[
nance was passed by the Council of the Ci-ty 
of Los Angeles, at its meeting of July 19, 
1951. 

WALTER C. PETERSON, 
City Clerk. 

Approved this 30th day of July, 1951. 
FLETCHER BOWRON, 

Mayor. 
Municipal Code Sections 

Sec. 28.12. Airplanes-Loud speakers on.
No person, while flying any type of aircraft 
over this City, shall operate thereon any loud 
speaker, siren or other device, except the 
unmuffied exhaust of each aircraft, which 
makes any noise or sound sufficiently loud 
to attract the attention of persons on the 
ground; provided that the Board of Police 
Commissioners may issue a temporary per
mit for a period of time not to exceed 
twenty-four hours to persons to operate a 

· loud speaker, siren or other noise making 
device on aircraft, if the Board determines 
that such operation may be necessary in 
connection with any important celebration 
in this City. 

Sec. 41.32. Theatres--Bound amplifiers.
No person shall use, operate or employ any 
sound amplifying system in connection with 
or in conjunction with or as a part of the 
production, staging, exhibition or projection 
of any show in such a manner that any 
voice, tone, sound wave, musical tone or vi
bration emitted therefrom or transmitted 
thereover or through the same is carried 
in tones or sounds audible to the human 
ear to a point distant more than fifty (50) 
feet from the property line where such show 
is being conducted. Provided, that where any 
such show is being conducted within any 
enclosure or structure, the exterior of such 
structure or enclosure shall be construed to 
mean the P'roperty line of the premises where 
the same is being conducted, for the pur
pose of this section. 

Sec. 41.40. Noise due to construction, ex
cavation work-When prohibited.-(a) No 
person shall, between the hours of 9:00P.M. 
and 7:00A.M. of the following day, perform 
any construction or repair work of any kind 
upon, or any excavating for, any building or 
structure, where any of the foregoing en
tails the use of any power driven drill, rivet
ing machine, excavator or any other ma
chine, tool, device or equipment which makes 
loud noises to the disturbance of persons 
occupying sleeping quarters in any dwelling 
hotel or apartment or other place of resi
dence, and any person who knowingly and 
willfully violates the foregoing provision shall 
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor punish
able as elsewhere provided in this Code. 

(b) The provisions of Subsection (a) shall 
not apply to any person who performs the 
construction, repair or excavation work in
volved pursuant to the express written per
mission of the Board of Police Commission
ers. The Board of Police Commissioners may 
grant such permission, upon application in 
writing, where the work proposed to be done 
is effected with public interest, or where 
hardship or injustice, or unreasonable delay 
would result from the interruption thereof 
during the hours above-mentioned, or where 
the building or structure involved is devoted 
or intended to be devoted to a use immedi
ately incident to public defense; nor shall 
the provisions of this section in any event 
apply to construction, repair or excavation 
work done within any district zoned for 
manufacturing or industrial uses under the 
provisions of Chapter 1 of this Code, nor to 
emergency work necessitated by any flOOd, 
fire or other catastrophe. 

Sec. 41.142. Music reproducing devices
Hours of operation (Added by Ord. No. 111,-
348, E1f. 7/4/58) .-No owner, manager or 
other person having charge of any place of 
public resort where any phonograph, loud 
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speaker or other electrically or mechanically 
operated device for the reproduction or emis
sion of music is played for hire, shall allow 
the playing or operation of ·such device 
therein, between the hours of 2:00 o'clock 
A.M. and 5:00 o'clock A.M. of any day. 

Sec. 41.44. Miniature golf courses and driv
ing fairways (Added by Ord. No. 111,348, Eff. 
7/4/58.)-(a) Hours of Play. No person own
ing, operating, managing or conducting a 
miniature golf course or driving fairway 
shall allow any person to play or practice 
upon such miniature golf course between the 
hours of 2:00 o'clock A.M. and 6:00 o'cloc·k 
A.M. of any day. 

(b) Hours for Use of Mechanical Devices. 
No person owning, operating, managing or 
conducting a miniature golf course or driv
ing fairway shall allow any work or labor 
with instruments or mechanical devices 
which are propelled by electric, steam or au
tomotive power, to be performed upon such 
miniature golf course or driving fairway be
tween the hours of 12:30 o'clock A.M. and 
7:00 o'clock A.M. of any day. 

(c) Noise Signs. Persons owning, operat
ing, managing or conducting a miniature 
golf course shall place in a conspicuous place 
on said golf course, at least four signs upon 
which are written in legible English, in let
ters at least two inches in height, words or 
phrases requesting patrons to refrain from 
loud talking and unnecessary noise at all 
times while on the golf course. Such signs 
shall be placed where they can easily be 
seen by the patrons. 

(d) Illumination. 
1. The playing field of a miniature golf 

course or driving fairway shall not be illumi
nated between the hours of 2:00 o'clock A.M. 
and 3:00 o'clock A.M. of any day, except 
with such illumination as may be necessary 
only for the proper care and cleaning of such 
places. 

2. The illumination of the playing field of 
any miniature golf course or driving fair
way shall be such that no direct rays from 
the reflector or source of illumination shall 
fall upon any portion of any building used 
for living or sleeping quarters not under the 
ownership or control of the owner or operator 
of such golf course. 

3. Where electric lamps are used there shall 
be installed a reflector o1' a type that shall 
not permit any portion of the lamp to pro
ject beyond the plane of the opening of 
the reflector, if the golf course or driving 
fairway is located less than 400 feet from any 
structure used for dwelling purposes. 

4. The provisions of this section shall not 
apply to festoons or similar lights, streamers 
or assemblies used for advertising or attract
ing attention to such golf courses, provided 
that the lamps used therein do not exceed 
25 watts each and are extinguished between 
the hours of 11:00 o'clock P.M. and 7:00 
o'cloc·k A.M. of the following day. 

(e) Sound Devices. No person shall use, 
operate or employ any sound amplifying sys
tem, radio or sound producing machine, de
vice or instrument or permit any music of 
any kind to be played in or upon any mini
ature golf course or driving fairway between 
the hours of 10:00 o'clock P.M. of any day 
and 7:00 o'clock A.M. of the succeeding day. 

Sec. 42.00.-• • • 
(e) Street-Sidewalk-Public Way-"Solicit

ing"-"Crying"-Prohibited. 
( 1) Except as otherwise provided in Sub

section (j) of this section, it shall be unlaw
ful for any person in or on any street, side
walk, or other public way to: 

(A) Importune or solicit the purchase of 
any goods, wares or merchandise or the em
ployment of any services or facilities; 

(B) Cry, solicit or proclaim the availabil
ity of any gOOds, wares or merchandise, or 
of any services or facilities; 

(C) Cry, solicit for or proclaim any show, 
eXhibition, entertainment tour, excursion, 
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sight-seeing trip, real estate, or oil well view
ing or inspection trip; or 

(D) Make any statement or gesture for the 
purpose of commanding, announcing, adver
tising, or calling attention to any of the fore
going. 

(2) It shall be unlawful for anyone who 
is visible or audible to any person on any 
street, sidewalk or public way, in a loud, 
boisterous, r·aucous, offensive or insulting 
manner to: 

(A) Importune or solicit such person to 
purchase any goods, wares or merchandise, or 
to employ a;ny services or fooillties; 

(B) Cry, solicit or proclaim to such pe.rson 
the availab111ty of any goods, wares or mer
chandise, or services or facilities; 

(C) Cry, solicit or proclaim any show, ex
hibition. entertainment tour, excursion, 
sight-seeing trip, real estate or oil well view
ing or. inspection trip; or 

(D) Make any. statement, or gesture, for 
the purpose of commanding, announcing, 
advertising, or calling attention to any of 
the foregoing. 

(3) Nothing in this subsection shall be so 
construed as to apply to a sightseeing tour 
operating under and by virtue of a permit 
from and regulations of the Public Utilities 
Commission of the State of California and 
for which tour a fixed charge is made to the 
person carried. 

(f) Electrical Hook-Up System for Pur
pose of Advertising, Prohibited-Exceptions. 
Radio Dealers. No person shall use, operate 
or employ any system of electrical hook-up 
or connection, including, but not limited to 
any public address system, loud speaker sys
tem, sound amplifying system, whether tht: 
source thereof is from a human voice, re
cording, electric transcription or musical 
tone in any part of this City for the pur
pose of crying, proclaiming advertising, call
ing attention to, any goods, wares, or mer
chandise or place of business, or for the pur
pose of directing attention to, advertising, 
publicizing, or soliciting patronage or cus
tom, to or for any show, exhibition or event, 
or entertainment, in such a manner as to 
permit or allow the sound emitted there
from or transferred thereover, or carried 
through such system or systems to travel 
into, on or over any street, sidewalk or any 
space occupied by any such street or side
walk in tones or volume audible to a person 
of average hearing faculties or capacity. 

Provided that the provisions hereof shall 
not apply to the use of rolling stock or vehi
cles equipped with such system of the kind 
or character referred to herein used in ac
cordance with the provisions of this Code 
regulating the use thereof: 

Provided further, the provisions hereof 
shall not apply to the use of a radio receiving 
set by a duly and regularly licensed radio 
receiving set dealer for the purpose of demon
strating a radio receiving set where the 
volume of sound used or employed in such 
demonstration is not more than is reasonably 
necessary for the purpose of demonstrating 
such radio receiving set and such dealer has 
otherwise complied with this code and the 
ordinance of this city. (Amended by Ord. No. 
113,547, Eff. 6/ 27 / 59.) 

(g) Street-Sidewalk-Loud or Unusual 
Noises Prohibited-ExceptLons. No person, 
except as otherwise provided in subsection 
"J" of this section, upon any street or side
walk or in any doorway or entrance to any 
building opening into any such street or side
walk not set back at least ten (10) feet from 
the front property line within any district de
fined in this section, shall blow any bugle, 
horn or trumpet, or beat any drum, or ring 
any bell, or make any other loud or unusual 
noise, for the purpose of advertising, an
nouncing or calling attention to any goods, 
wares or merchandise, or for the purpose of 
advertising, announcing or calling attention 
to any show, exhibition, entertainment or 
event, or play any musical instrument, sing, 
or in any way attract attention to the person 
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or persons so doing, or to any goods, wares or 
merchandise, which they may have on their 
person or in their possession, custody, or con
trol, whether the same is offered for sale to 
the public or given to the public; provided 
that nothing in this subseC'tion shall apply 
to the playing of music by a band or to the 
blowing of a bugle upon a street or sidewalk 
for which a special permit in writing so to do 
shall have first been issued by the Chief of 
Police, which permit shall specify the time 
when and the place where such music may be 
so played or such bugle may be blown; and 
provided further, that outside of the districts 
herein defined any regularly licensed peddler 
may call his wares in an ordinary tone of voice 
or may ring a bell not exceeding four inches 
in diameter or blow a horn not exceeding 8 
inches in length and not exceeding 4 inches 
in diameter at the bell end, upon any street 
or sidewalk in front of the residence of any 
customer of such peddler, for the purpose of 
calling the attention of such customer to the 
presence of such peddler in the street or side
walk in front of the residence of such 
customer. 

Sec. 63.51. Park regulations.-Within the 
limits of any public park or recreational 
fac111ty in the City of Los Angeles under the 
control, operation or management of the 
Board of Recreation and Park Commission
ers, the Los Angeles County Department of 
Parks and Recreation or the Los Angeles 
Memorial Coliseum Commission, no person 
shall: (Amended by Ord. No. 121-319, Eff. 
4/7/62.) 

Sec. 87.51. Sound vehicles-where prohib
ited.-No person shall drive, operate, propel 
or park any sound vehicle with the sound
making device, sound-amplifying device, or 
loud-speaker thereof in use or operation: 

1. Within the Central Traffic District, at 
anytime; 

2. Within 300 feet of any hospital or school, 
at any time; 

3. Upon Hollywood Boulevard between Ver
mont Avenue and La Brea Avenue, at any 
time; 

4. Upon Wilshire Boulevard, at any time; 
5. Upon Sunset Boulevard, at any time; 
6. Upon Vine Street, at any time; 
7. Upon any public street or way between . 

the hours of 4:30 o'clock P.M. and 9:00 
o'clock A.M. of the following day; 

8. Upon any publ:ic street or way on any 
Sunday. 

RESOLUTION 

Whereas, the problem of airport noise is 
evident at the Los Angeles International Air
port and every major airport throughout the 
United States; and 

Whereas, the development and adoption of 
rules and standards to regulate noise abate
ment are still pending; and 

Whereas, the impact of aircraft-generated 
noise upon the residents near our airports is 
increasing in both volume and area and will 
be intensified by projected aircraft volume; 
and 

Whereas, thirty-five bills prescribing re
medial action have been assigned to the 
House Interstate and Foreign Commerce 
Committee; and 

Whereas, H.R. 3400 and S. 707 authorizes 
federal rules and standards to regulate air
craft noise abatement; 

Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the 
City Council urge the Chairman of the 
House Interstate and Foreign· Commerce 
Committee to schedule this subject for early 
hearing; and 

Be it further resolved, that the City Coun
cil urge the adoption of H.R. 3400, S. 707 or 
similar legislation that wm provide an early 
solution to this problem and that the City 
Clerk with the assistance of the Chief Leg
islative Analyst provide David L. Wallerstein, 
the City's Legislative Representative in 
Washington, with sufficient copies of this 
action for distribution to appropriate persons. 

October 29, 1969 
RESOLUTION 

Whereas, the Noise Abatement Committee 
of the City of Los Angeles was established 
two years ago in April, 1961, for the serious 
consideration of finding means to eliminate 
or reduce noise emanating from the freeways 
and from other sources; and 

Whereas, in connection therewith (C.F. 
97637), a Council Resolution (Freeway Truck 
Noise) and a Police, Fire and Traffic/State, 
County and Federal Affairs joint committee 
report was adopted recommending that the 
Mayor (Poulson) be requested to join with 
the City Council in setting up the Noise 
Abatement Committee to be composed of rep
resentatives of interested City departments 
and citizens; and in addition a Police, Fire 
and Traffic Committee report (C.F. 97637 
Sup. No.2) was later adopted recommending 
th•at the Mayor be requested to activate said 
Committee; and 

Whereas, said special Committee, which 
has been meeting monthly for the past two 
yea.rs, is composed of approximately 35 rep
resentatives from various City and State 
governmental agencies, private industry, and 
including interested citizens of each Council 
District; and 

Whereas, during this period the Noise 
Abatement Committee has studied all aspects 
of the noise problem through its six sub
committees-Airport, Industrial, Neighbor
hood Nuisances, Press Communications, 
Street and Highways, and Standards-and 
has obtained much information and has dis
covered what fields of enforcement are al
ready under control by other governmental 
jurisdictions; and 

Whereas, airpl·ane noise and flight patterns 
are under the Aviation Agency of the Federal 
Government and jet noises are continually 
being studied by the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, and, in addition, 
the City Department of Airports has est•ab
lishect ground noise regulations; auto muf
flers are under regulations prescribed in the 
State Vehicle Code; occupational hazards 
and industrial noise are presently being 
studied by the State Committee on Industrial 
Noise and the State Department of Industrial 
Relations; disturbing-the-peace type noises 
are under City Municipal Code Sections and 
the California Penal Code Sections; and 

Whereas, the California Department of 
Highway Patrol will soon submit its report 
to the State Legislature on proposed changes 
in the muffler noise regulations (V.C. Sections 
21160 and 27160) for adequate enforcement 
of excessive noise; and 

Whereas, after carefully considering all 
available factors on the subject matter, your 
Noise Abatement Committee has reached the 
following conclusions and recommendations: 

1. Trucks and buses : 
Over 10,000 pounds: 
87 dbA measured at 50 feet-Maximum Al

lowable Limit 
93 dbA measured at 25 feet-Maximum Al

lowable Limit 
Under 10,000 pounds: 
80 dbA measured at 50 feet-Maximum Al

lowable Limit 
86 dbA measured at 25 feet-Maximum Al

lowable Limit 
2. Passenger Cars: 
78 dbA measured at 50 feet-Maximum Al

lowable Limit 
84 dbA measured at 25 feet-Maximum Al

lowable Limit 
3. Motorcycles, including other vehicles: 
87 dbA measured at 50 feet-Maximum Al

lowable Limit 
93 dbA measured at 25 feet--Maximum Al

lowable Limit 
4. PNdb-vs.-dbA: dbA system was rec

ommended rather than the PNdb system. 
(Decibel A-scale; Perceived Noise Level). 

5. Constant speed-vs.-acceleration: Rec
ommend both-the constant legal speed test, 
or in compliance with International Stand-
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ards Organization standards for acceleration 
test. 

6. Exempt vehicles: Recommended. that 
emergency fire equipment be excluded from 
the proposed legislation. 

Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the City 
Councll of the City of Los Angeles does hereby 
approve the above-mentioned recommenda
tions, and that said recommendations be 
transmitted by the City Clerk to the Cali
fornia Department of Highway Patrol for 
consideration during the preparation of its 
final report to be submitted to the State 
Legislature; and 

Be it further resolved, that said Highway 
Patrol Department be respectfully requested 
to submit a copy of said final report to the 
City Council of Los Angeles for its 
information. 

Be it further resolved, that by the adoption 
of this resolution, the members of the Noise 
Abatement Committee be commended for 
giving of themselves, their time and services 
in the interest of civic noise abatement, and 
in view of the Committee having now ob
tained its over-all objectives, that this special 
Committee, with the concurrence of the 
Mayor, be de-activated. 

City Zoning Plan (1964) 
Sec. 12.14(6) Automoblle service station, 

tire and tube repairing, battery servicing, 
automobile lubrication, automobile laundry 
or wash rack, provided that: 

(b) Any automobile laundry or wash rack, 
in which power driven or steam cleaning 
machinery is· used, shall be so sound-proofed, 
the entire development shall be so ar
ranged, and the operations shall be so con
ducted that the noise emanating therefrom, 
as measured from any point on adjacent 
property, shall be no more audible than 
the noise emanating from the ordinary 
street traffic and from other commercial or 
industrial uses measured at the same point 
on said adjacent property; except that in 
no event shall it be necessary to reduce the 
noise from such laundry or wash rack as 
measured from any point on an adjacent lot 
in an "A" or "R" Zone to below 65 decibels, 
or, to below 70 decibels, as measured from 
any point from adjacent property in a "C" 
or "M" Zone. 

The comparison between the noise ema
nating from the automobile laundry or wash 
ra;ck and from the street and commercial 
or industrial uses shall be made at the same 
time of' day. The decibel readings shall be 
the power averages from several readings. 

All sound level meter performance, in
cluding the definitions and units, shall be 
in accordance with the American Standards 
Association, standards Z 24.1, Z 24.2 and 
Z 24.3, copies of which are on file in the office 
of the City Clerk. 

Every wash rack shall be so constructed 
or arranged so ·that entrances, exits, and 
openings therein shall not face any residen
tial property within 100 feet thereof. 
(Amended by Ord. No. 110,663, Eff. 2/9/58.) 

GENERAL RECOMMENDATION 

To the Mayor, City Council, and City Ad
ministrative Officer: From the Los Angeles 
City Planning Commission, for the establish
ment within the Office of the City Adminis
trative Officer of an Assistant C1ty Adminis
trative Officer for Noise AdministraJtion 
(Noise Administrator). 

JUSTIFICATION FOR POSITION 

Noise is becoming progressively more ob
jectionable and injurious in the urban en
vironment. Motor vehicles, motorcycles, con
struction equipment, and aircraft contribute 
to increasing noise pollution. Not only ~1ave 
acoustical and. medical experts warned that 
noise is approaching levels injurious to hu
man hearing in parts of the City, but prop.:: 
erty owners have instigated suits for per-
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sonal and property damages claimed caused 
by intensive noise. 

Unless actions are taken to control noise, 
it will continue to intensify, resultant in
jury and damage will increase, more and 
more suits for damages will occur. Contin
ued disregard of environmental noise could 
so reduce the livability of cities that their 
economic as well 8iS physical health would be 
impaired. 

It is clear that noise has joined polluted 
water, smog, nuclear radiation, and bacterio
logical contamination as a significant deter
minant of the health and habita:bility of 
the urban environment. 

If urban noise is ignored until a crisis sit
uation h8iS developed, it will be too late to 
restore the environment without enormous 
expense, great disruption of noise-producing 
ootivities which have been allowed to ac
cumulate without limitation, and geneml 
economic strain. 

The time to plan and act for the present 
and future is now. 

NOISE ADMINISTRATOR 

The position of Assistant City Adminis
trative Officer for Noise Administration 
(Noise Administrator) should include the 
following initial responsibilities: 

1. Be generally and specifically informed 
concerning noise-producing sources and sit
uation throughout Los Angeles; 

2. Recommend legislative actions by City 
Council and 8idininistratl.ve actions by city 
departments which wm reduce noise pollu
tion; 

3. Develop standards and suggest methods 
of controlling the type and intensity of 
sound permitted in the open-air or exterior 
environment of Los Angeles by any source 
within its boundaries, including motor ve
hicles of all kinds, aircraft, and construction 
equipment; 

4. Working with the Los Angeles Depart
ment of Building and Safety (Building 
Code), City Planning Department (Zoning 
Regulations) , County and State heaLth agen
cies and others directly involved, establish 
interior environmental standards for acous
tical provisions wiJthin new and extensively 
renovated buildings and structures; 

5. Encourage and promote improvements 
in the design of vehicles, equipment, and 
structures which reduce exterior and interior 
noise at the source; 

6. Together with others involved, repre
sent the urban enV'ironmental interests of 
Los Angeles with county, regional, state, and 
federal agencies, private enterprise, courts, 
general public, and those concerned with or 
affecting noise pollution. 

OPERATIONS OF THE OFFICE OF THE NOISE 
ADMINISTRATOR 

To the fullest extent possible, this Office 
should opemte through existing municipal 
departments and agencies. It would work 
with these organizations to achieve their 
maximum contribution to reducing noise 
pollution. Ooordiillation of many different 
rules, regulations, and actions by various 
municipal organizations will be needed. The 
Noise Administrator would suggest, recom
mend formally, stimulate, and generally take 
the lead in reducing env-ironmental noise 
contamination. 

The size and cost of the operation would 
therefore be relatively small, and offset by 
revenues from fines for noise violations, if 
such were imposed. Like the Office of Petro
leum Administration, it would emphasize 
high quality of personnel, recommendation, 
and action rather than numbers and bu
reaucratic expansion. It would deliberately 
seek to remain as small, alertly active, and 
widely effective as possible. 

Las Vegas, Nevada 
City Ordinances-Motor Vehicle C'ode 

10-20-38: Modification of exhaust sys
tems.-No person shall modify the exhaust 
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system of a motor vehicle in a manner which 
will amplify or increase the noise emitted 
by the motor of such vehicle above that 
emitted by the muffier originally installed on 
the vehicle and the original muffier shall 
comply with all of the requirements of this 
Code. 

10-20-42: Muffiers.-It shall be unlawful 
for any person to ride, drive or propel or 
cause or permit to be ridden, driven or pro
pelled any motor vehicle in, upon, or along 
any street or to operate or cause or per
Init to be operated the motor in any such 
vehicle in any street or other public place 
if such motor vehicle or the motor in such 
vehicle is not provided with a good and 
sufficient muffier properly attached there
to or if the exhaust from the motor of 
such vehicle is ejected otherwise than 
through such muffier, or if such exhaust 
is ejected toward the surface of the street 
or ground. 

It shall be unlawful for any person oper
ating a self propelled vehicle upon the streets 
to permi-t the pipes, muffier or other de
vices to emit the sounds of exhaust in a 
loud and annoying manner; it being the 
intention of this Section to compel the 
operation of such self propelled vehicles in 
as noiseless a manner as possible. 

6-1-24: Noises.-Subject to the provisions 
of this Section, the creating of any unrea
sonably loud, disturbing and unnecessary 
noise within the Limits of the City 
is prohibited. 

Noise of such character intensity or du
raJtion as to be detrimental to the life or 
health of any individual, or in disturbance 
of the public peace and welfare is pro
hibited. 

The following acts, among others, are 
declared to be loud, disturbing and un
necessary noises and noises in violation of 
this Section but this enumeration shall not 
be deemed to be exclus·ive: 

(A) The sounding of any horn or sig
nal device on any automobile, motorcycle, 
or bus while in motion, except as a danger 
signal if another vehicle is approaching ap
parently out of control, or if in motion 
only as a danger signal after or as brakes 
are being applied and deceleration of the 
vehicle is intended; the creation by means 
of any such signal device of any unreason
ably loud or harsh sound; and the sound
ing of such device for an unnecessary and 
unreasonable period of time. 

(B) The playing of any radio, phonograph 
or a musical instrument in such a manner or 
with such volume, particularly during the 
hours between 11:00 P .M., and 7:00A.M., as 
to annoy or disturb the quiet, comfort or re
pose of any persons in any office, hospital, 
dwelling, hotel or other type of residence or 
of any pers-ons in the vicinity. 

(C) Yelling, shouting, hooting, whistling 
or singing on the public streets, particularly 
·between the hours of 11 : 00 P.M., and 7:00 
A.M., or at any time or place so as to annoy 
or disturb the quiet, comfort or repose of any 
persons in any hospital, d·welling, hotel or 
any other type of residence or of any persons 
in the vicinity. 

(D) The keeping of any animal, bird or 
fowl which by causing frequent or long con
tinued noise shall disturb the comfort or re
pose of any person in the vicinity. 

(E) T:ne use of any automobile or motor
cycle so out of repair, so loaded or in such 
manner as to cause loud and unnecessary 
grating, grinding, rattling or other noises. 

(F) The blowing of any steam whistle at
tached to any stationary boiler except to give 
notice of the time to begin or stop work or 
as a warning of fire or danger, or upon re
quest of proper City authorities. 

(G) To discharge into the open air the ex
haust of any steam engine, stationary in
ternal combustion engine, motor vehicle er 
motor boat engine except through a muffier 
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or other device which will effectively prevent 
loud or explosive noises therefrom. 

(H) The erection, including excavation, 
demolition, alteration or repair of any build
ing in any residential district or section, the 
excavation of streets and highways in any 
residential district or section, other than be
tween the hours of 7:00A.M., and 6:00P.M., 
on week days, except in case of urgent neces
city in the interest of public health and 
safety, and then only with a permit from the 
Building Inspector, which permit may be 
granted for a period not to exceed thirty 
(30) days while the emergency continues. If 
the Building Inspector should determine 
thwt the public health and safety will not be 
impaired by the erection, demolition, altera
tion, or repair of any building, or the excava
tion of streets and highways within the hours 
of 6:00P.M., and 7:00A.M., and if he shall 
further determine that loss or inconvenience 
would result to any party in interest, he m.ay 
grant permission for such work to be done 
within the hours of 6:00P.M., and 7:00A.M., 
upon application being made at the time the 
permit for the work is awarded or during the 
progress of the work. 

(I) The creation of any excessive noise on 
any street adjacent to any school, institution 
of learning, church or court while the same · 
are in session, or adjacent to any hospital, 
which unreasonably interferes with the work
ings or sessions thereof. 

(J) The creation of a loud and excessive 
noise in connection with loading or unload
ing any vehicle or the opening and destruc
tion of bales, boxes, crates and containers. 

(K) The use of any drum, loudspeaker or 
other instrument or device for the purpose of 
attracting attention by creation of noise to 
any performance, show or sale or display of 
merchandise. 

(L) The use of mechanical loudspeakers 
or amplifiers on trucks or other moving or 
standing vehicles for advertising or other 
purposes. 

(M) Exceptions:. None of the terms or pro
hibitions hereof shall apply to or be enforced 
against: 

1. Any vehicle of the City while engaged 
upon necessary public business. 

2. Excavations or repairs of bridges, streets 
or highways by or on behalf of the City, 
Clark County, or the State of Nevada, during 
the night season, when the public welfare 
and convenience renders it impossible to per
form such work during the day. 

3. The reasonable use of amplifiers or loud
speakers in the course of public addresses 
which are noncommercial in charac·ter; pro
vided that a permit therefor has been first 
obtained from the Board of Commissioners. 

4. Provided that public dissemination 
through radio loudspeakers, of items of news 
and matters of public concern and athletic 
activities shall not be deemed a violation of 
this Section if the same be done under per
mission obtained from the Board of Oommis
sioners. (Ord. 412; 4-25-50) 

Memphis, Tennessee 
An Ordinance Prohibiting Unnecessary Noise 

in the Oity of Memph·is and Providing Pen
alties Therefor 
Section 1. Be it ordained by the Board of 

Commissioners of the City of Memphis, that, 
subject to the provisions of this Ordinance, 
the creating of any unreasonably loud, dis
turbing and unnecessary noise within the 
limits of the City is prohibited. 

Section 2. Be it further ordained that noise 
of such character, intensity, or duration as 
to be detrimental to the life or health of any 
individual, or in disturbance of the public 
peace and welfare is prohibited. 

Section 3. Be it further ordained, that the 
following acts, among others, are declared 
to be loud, disturbing and unnecessary noises 
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and noises in violation of this ordinance, but 
this enumeration shall not be deemed to be 
exclusive, namely: 

A. The sounding of any horn or signal 
device on any automobile, motorcycle, bus, 
street car or other vehicle while not in mo
tion, except as a danger signal if another 
vehicle is approaching, apparently out of con
trol, or if in motion only as a danger signal 
after or as brakes are being applied and de
celeration of the vehicle is intended; the 
creation, by means of any such signal device 
of any unreasonably loud or harsh sound; 
and the sounding of such device for an un
necessary and unreasonable periOd of time. 

B. The playing of any radio, phonograph 
or any musical instrument in such a manner 
or with such volume, particularly during the 
hours between 11 P.M. and 7 A.M. as to an
noy or disturb the quiet, comfort or repose 
of persons in any otllce, hospital, or in any 
dwelling, hotel or other type of residence, 
or of any persons in the vicinity. 

C. Yelling, shouting, hooting, whistling, 
or singing on the public streets, particularly 
between the hours of 11 P.M. and 7 A.M. 
or at any time or place so as to annoy or 
disturb the quiet, comfort or repose of any 
persons in any hospital, dwelling, hotel or 
other type of residence or of any persons in 
the vicinity. 

D. The keeping of any animal, bird or fowl 
which by causing frequent or long con
tinued noise shall disturb the comfort, or 
repose of any person in the vicinity. 

E. The use of any automobile, motorcycle, 
street car or vehicle so out of repair, so 
loaded or in such manner as to cause loud 
and unnecessary grating, grinding, rattling 
or other noise. 

F. The blowing of any steam whistle at
tached to any stationary boiler, except to 
give notice of the time to begin or stop work 
or as a warning of fire or danger, or upon 
request of proper City authorities. 

G. To discharge into the open air the ex
haust of any steam engine, stationary inter
nal combustion engine, motor vehicle or mo
tor boat engine, except through a muffler or 
other device which will effectively prevent 
loud or explosive noises therefrom. 

H. The erection (including e2reavating), 
demolition, alteration, or repair of any build
ing in any residential district or section, the 
excavation of streets and highways in any 
residential district or section, other than be
tween the hours of 7 A.M. and 6 P.M. on 
week days, except in the case of urgent ne
cessity in the interest of public health and 
safety, and then only with a permit from 
the Building Commissioner, which permit 
may be granted for a period not to exceed 
thirty days while the emergency continues. 
If the Building Commissioner should de
termine that the public health and safety 
will not be impaired by the erection, demoli
tion, alteration or repair of any building or 
the excavation of streets and highways with
in the hours of 6 P.M. and 7 A.M. and if he 
shall further determine that loss or incon
venience would result to any party in inter
est, he may grant permission for such work 
to be done within the hours of 6 P.M. and 7 
A.M. upon application being made at the 
time the permit for the work is awarded or 
during the progress of the work. 

I. The creation of any excessive noise on 
any street adjacent to any school, institu
tion of learning, church or court while the 
same are in session, or adjacent to any hos
pital, which unreasonably interferes with 
the workings or sessions thereof. 

J. The creation of a loud and excessive 
noise in connection with the loading or un
loading of any vehicle or the opening and 
destruction of bales, boxes, crates and 
containers. 
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K. The use of any drum, loud-speaker or 

other instrument or device for the purpose 
of attracting attention by creation of noise 
to any performance, show or sale or display 
of merchandise. 

L. The use of mechanical loud-speakers 
or amplifier on trucks or other moving or 
standing vehicles for advertising or other 
purposes. 

Section 4. Be it further ordained, that 
none of the terms or prohibitions hereof 
shall apply to or be enforced against: 

a. Any vehicle of the City of Memphis 
while engaged upon necessary public 

' business; 
b. Excavations or repairs of bridges, 

streets or highways by or on behalf of the 
City of Memphis, Shelby County or the 
State of Tennessee, during the night season, 
when the public welfare and convenience 
renders it impossible to perform such work 
during the day. 

c. The reasonable use of amplifiers or 
loud-speakers in the course of public ad
dresses which are non-commercial in 
character. 

Section 5. Be it further ordained, that any 
person violating any of the provisions of 
this ordinance shall be guilty of misde
meanor and upon conviction shall be fined 
not less than One Dollar ($1.00) nor more 
than Fifty Dollars ($50.00) for each offense. 

Section 6. Be it further ordained, that if 
any phrase, clause or section of this ordi
nance be held unconstitutional, such uncon
stitutionality shall not affect the remainder 
thereof. 

Section 7. Be it further ordained, that this 
ordinance take effect from and after its pas
sage, the matter being one of urgency and 
necessity, and the public welfare requiring 
it. 
No. 227-An Ordinance to amend section 

769 ( 1) (b) of the Memphis Municipal Code, 
enacted March 15, 1949, pertaining to 
noise-generally, so as to include among 
the enumerated noises which are prohib
ited, sound devices, including but not lim
ited to loud speakers or other devices for 
the reproduction and amplification of 
sound, either independently or in connec
tion with motion pictures, radio or tele
vision 
Section 1. Be it ordained by the Mayor and 

Board of Commissioners of the City of Mem
phis, that Section 769 ( 1) (b) of the Memphis 
Muructpal Code, enac·ted MrurCih 15, 1949, be 
and the same is amended by inserting in the 
first sentence thereof after the phrase "musi
cal instrument" and before the phrase "in 
such manner" the phrase "or sound device 
including but not limited to loud speakers 
or other devices for reproduction or ampli
fication of sound, either independently or in 
connection with motion pictures, radio or 
television", so that said section will read: 

"(b) Radios, phonographs, etc. The play
ing of any radio, phonograph, or any musical 
instrument or sound device, including but 
not limited to loud speakers or other devices 
for reproduction or amplification of sound, 
either independently or in connection with 
motion pictures, radio or television, in such 

. manner or with such volume, particularly 
during the hours between 11:00 P.M. and 
7:00 A.M., as to annoy or distul"lb the quiet 
comfort or repose of persons tn any office, 
hospital or in any dwe111ng, hotel, or oj;her 
type of residence, or of any person in the 
vicinity." 

Section 2. Be it further ordained, that the 
foregoing ordinance take effect from and 
after its passage, the public welfare requir.ing 
it. 

Sept. 15, 1952. 
Passed on third reading, September 23, 

1952. 
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Madeira Beach, Florida 

Ordinance No. 11 making it unlawful for any 
person or owner in charge of any store, 
garage, filling station, apartment house, 
theatre, restaurant or other premises where 
persons gather or enter for purposes of 
amusement or trade in the town of Madeira 
Beach to themselves disturb or to permit 
the disturbance of the neighbors or public 
peace by loud cries, boisterous songs, ma
chines or instruments the use of which 
produce loud music or noises, or other noise 
interrupting the peace or quietude of the 
neighborhood at any and all places, after 
the hour of eleven o'clock p.m. and before 
the hour of eight o'clock a.m., providing a 
penalty therefor and other matters in re
gard thereto 
The town of Madeira Beach does ordain as 

follows: 
Section 1. That is shall be unlawful for any 

person or persons, owner, manager, or em
ployee in charge of any store, garage, filling 
station, apartment house, theatre, restaurant 
or other premises where persons gather or 
enter for purposes of amusement or trade, 
within the corporate limits of the town, 
either by their own action or to permit or 
allow any persons who may resort to their 
premises by day or by night to disturb the 
neighbors or public peace by loud cries, 
boisterous songs, operate musical machines, 
instruments, or other musical devices, the 
use of which produces loud music or noises 
or to make other noises interrupting the 
peace or quietude of the neighborhood, at 
any and all places within the corporate limits 
after the hour of eleven o'clock P.M. and 
before the hour of eight o'clock A.M. 

Section 2. Any person or persons, owner, 
manager or employee in charge who shall 
be convicted of a violation of this ordinance 
shall be punished by a fine not exceeding 
five hundred ($500.00) Dollars or an im
prisonment not to exceed sixty (60) days, 
either or both. 
Ordinance No. 228 amending chapter 12, code 

of ordinances of the city of Madeira Beaoh, 
by striking the word "seventeen" from sec
tion 12-13 and the word "seventeen" from 
section 12-14, and substituting therefor the 
word "eighteen"; and by striking the words 
"ten o'clock p.m." in section 12-18 and 
substituting therefor the words "eleven 
o'clock p.m." 
Whereas, there occurred in the printed 

Code of Ordinances of the City of Madeira 
Beach certain typographical errors; and 

Whereas, it is desirable that such errors 
be corrected so that the Code of Ordinances 
as adopted shall follow the language of the 
original ordinances; 

Now, therefore, be it ordained by the Board 
of Commissioners of the City of Madeira 
Beach: 

Section 1. That Chapter 12, Code of Ordi
nances of the City of Madeira Beach, be 
amended by striking the word "seventeen" in 
Section 12-14, and substituting therefor the 
word "eighteen" in each of suoh sections. 

Section 2. That said Chapter 12 be fur
ther amended by striking the words "ten 
o'clock p.m." in Section 12-18 and substitut
ing therefor the words "eleven o'clock p.m." 
in such section. 

Miami, Florida 
Building Code 

Article XXII-Performance standards 
Section 1: GeneraL-All uses in the C-4 

( general commercial) district, C-5 ( commer
cial district), I-1 (light industrial) district, 
and the I-2 (general industrial) district, shall 
conform to the standards of performance de
scribed within this Article below and shall 
be so constructed, maintained and operated 
so as not to be injurious or offensive to the 
occupants of adjacent premises by reason of 
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the emission or creation of noise, vibration, 
smoke, dust or other particular matter, toxic 
or noxious waste materials, odors, fire and 
explosive hazard or glare. 

Section 2: Noise.-Every use shall be so 
operated as to comply with the maximum 
performance standards governing noise de
scribed below. Objectiona.ble noises due to 
intermittance, beat frequency or shrlllness 
shall be muflled or eliminated so as not to 
become a nuisance to adjacent uses. Sound 
levels shall be measured with a sound level 
meter and associated octave band filter 
manufactured according to standards pre
scribed by the American Standards Associa
tion. 

Octave bands 
in cycles 
per second 

0 to 75 _____________ _ 
75 to 150 ___________ _ 
150 to 300 __________ _ 
300 to 600 _________ _ _ 
600 to 1,200 _________ _ 
1,200 to 2,400 _______ _ 
2,400 to 4,800. ______ _ 
Over 4,800 __________ _ 

Along property 
line abutting a 

residential district 
between 8 a.m. 

and 6 p.m.' 
(Maximum per

mitted sound 
level in decibels) 

72 
67 
59 
52 
46 
40 
34 
32 

Along property 
line abutting in 

industrial or 
commercial district 

(Maximum per
mitted sound 

level in decibels) 

79 
74 
66 
59 
53 
47 
41 
39 

1 Permissible sound level between 6 p.m. and 8 a.m. shall be 
decreased by 3 decibels in each of the octave bands. 

City ordinance 
Chapter 36: Noise. 
36-1. Unnecessary, excessive or unusual 

noi.ses-Genernlly. 
36-2. Same-Near hosp[tals and schools. 
36-3. Loud or bo,isttJeroUIS noises generally. 
36-4. OperaJtion of radios, phonogmphs or 

other soundmaklng devioes; bands, 
orohesrWa5 and musicilans--Genern;l
ly. 

36-5. Same-Hours of opemtion of juke 
boxes, radios, etc. 

36-6. Permit reqmred for use of sound 
trucks, etc. 

36-7. Ringing bells, bOOitd.ng pans, pails, 
etc.; whistltes and gongs. 

36-8. Use of horns or warning devices. 
36-9. Barbecues, softdrink stands and res

taurants. 
36-10. steam whistles. 

§ 36-11. DiSCihlarge of combustibles. 
§ 36-12. Whistles or gongs simllaa- to those 

on emergency vehicles. 
36-13. PHe-drivers, steam shovels, pneu

matic hammers, etc. 
36-14. Emission of steam and other gases. 
36-15. Noise-creating blowers, power fans 

or internal combustion engines. 
36-16. Mufflers for motorboats. 
36-17. Sound amplifioatton from aircr;aft 

prohibited. 
Sec. 36-1. Unnecessa.ry, excessive or un

usual noises-Genera.Uy.-It shall be unlaw
ful to make loud, unnecess.ary, eXJcessive or 
unusual noise in the city. (Oode 1957, § 41-1.) 

Sec. 36-2. Same-Near hospitals and 
schools.-It shall be unlawful for any person, 
by himself or by the operation of any in
strument, agency or vehicle, to make any 
unnecessary or unseemly noises within one 
hundred feet of any portion of the grounds 
and premises on which is located a hospital 
or other institution reserved for the sick, or 
any school during school hours. The city 
manager shall place as many signs as he 
may deem proper within or near zones here- · 
by created, calling attention to the prohibi
tion against unnecessary noises within such 
zones. (Code 1957, i 41-2). 

Sec. 36-3. Loud or boisterous noises gener
ally.-No person shall create any loud or 
boisterous noise which may annoy persons 
on any street or sidewalk or in any building 
adjacent thereto. (Code 1957, § 38-37.) 
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Sec. 36-4. Operation of radios, phonographs 

or other sound-making devices; bands, or
chestras and musicians-Generally.-It shall 
be unlawful for any person owning, occupy
ing or having charge of any building or prem
ises or any part thereof, in the city, at any 
time to cause or suffer or allow any loud, 
unnecessary, excessive or unusual noises in 
the operation of any radio, phonograph or 
other mechanical sound-making device or in
strument, or reproducing device or instru
ment, or in the playing'of any band, orches
tra, musician or group of musicians, or in 
the use of any device to amplify the music 
of any band, orchestra, musician or group of 
musicians, where the noise or music is plainly 
audible at a distance of one hundred feet 
from the building, structure, vehicle or prem
ises in which or from which it is produced. 
The fact that the noise or music is plainly 
audible a,t a distance of one hundred feet 
from the vehicle or premises from which it 
originates constitutes prima facie evidence 
of a violation of this chapter. (Code 1957, 
§ 41-3.) 

Sec. 36-5. Same--Hours of operation of 
juke boxes, radios, etc.-It shall be unlaw
ful for any person owning, occupying or 
having charge of any business establishment, 
or any part thereof, in the city, to cause or 
suffer to cause the playing or operating of 
music boxes, juke boxes, radios, musical in
struments or any other musical devices on 
or about the premises between the hours of 
11:00 P.M. and 7:00A.M. the followine: dav. 
unless such music boxes, Juke boxes, radios, 
muscial instruments and other devices are 
played or opera ted in a closed building and 
the sound is not audible from outside the 
building so as to disturb the quiet, comfort 
or repose of persons in any dwelling, hotel 
or other type of residence. Upon a second 
conviction of violation of this section the 
municipal judge may at his discreton revoke 
and termnate any license issued under chap
ter 30 to the licensee. (Code 1957, § 41-5.) 

Sec. 36-6. Permit required for use of sound 
trucks, etc. *-No sound truck or other vehicle 
equipped with amplifier or loudspeaker shall 
be driven upon any street for the purpose of 
selling, offering for sale or advertising in any 
fashion or for any other use whatsoever, 
except in accordance with a perm! t issued by 
the chief of polic. Such permit shall only 
be issued by the chief of police after approval 
by the city manager, upon recommendation 
by the chief of police. (Code 1957, § 38-38; 
Ord. No. 6414, § 1.) 

Sec. 36-7. Ringing bells, beating pans, 
pails, etc.; whistles and gongs.-It Shall be 
unla,wful for any person to ring any hand 
bell, beat or strike any pan, pail or other 
like article, or sound any gong or blow any 
whistle or horn, or other than musical in
struments when used as part of a band of 
music or orchestra, except to give necessary 
signals upon a motor vehicle, motorcycle, bi
cycle or simila,r vehicle; or to cry out the. sale 
of goods, wares or merchandise; or to make, 
aid, continue or encourage or assist in mak
ing any other loud or unusual noises on the 
streets of the city. (Code 1957, § 41-6.) 

Sec. 36-8. Use of horns or warning de
vices.-It shal'l be unlawful in the city to 
sound any horn or signal device on any vehi
cle unnecessarily at any time in any quiet 
zone or other place or to use any such horn 
or signal device for giving or making a signal 
not necessary for traffic safety purposes. Such 

* Annotation.-The right of a cit'izen to use 
the public streets is not absolute, but may be 
controlled and regulated in the interest of 
the public good. This section does not pro
hibit operation of vehicles on streets or un
duly restrtct freedom of speech. It is a reason
able protection of homes and business houses 
from distracting noises. State v. Headley, 48 
So. 2d 80. 
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horns or signal devices shall not be used in 
the city for advertising purposes. (Code 1967, 
§ 38-24.) 

Sec. 36-9. Barbecues, soft-drink stand!:J and 
restaurants.-It shall be unlawful to blow, 
ring or sound any automobile horn, chime or 
bell on or about premises used in conjunc
tion with the operation of any barbecue or 
soft-drink stand or restaurant where such 
barbecue or soft-d.rfnk stand or restaurant 
premises are located within a distance of one 
hundred feet from improved residential prop
erty, unless such blowing, ringing or sound
ing shall be necessary for the protection of 
life or property. (Code 1957, § 41-7.) 

Sec. 36-10. Steam whistlles.-It shall be 
unlawful to blow any steam whistle except 
as follows: 

For an alarm of fire; upon locomotive 
engines for the purpose only of giving neces
sary safety signali:J; upon stationary engines 
in factories or other industrial establish
ments at the time of beg:lnning or quitting 
work in such establishments; upon vessels, 
craft and floats for the purpose of giving 
only necessary marine signal!:J. Air-raid warn
ing signals are hereby excepted. (Code 1957, 
§ 41-8.) 

Sec. 36-11. Discharge of combustibles.-It 
shall be unlawful to fire or discharge a gun, 
squibs, crackers, gunpowder or other combus
tible substance in the streets or elsewhere for 
the purpose of making noise or disturbance, 
except upon proclamation or by written per
mission of the city manager. (Code 1957, 
§ 41-9.) 

Sec. 36-12. Whistles or gongs similar to 
those on emergency vehicles.-It shall be 
"unlawful for any person to carry or use upon 
any vehicle any gong or siren whistle similar 
to that used on ambulances or vehicles of the 
police or fire departments. (Code 1957, 
§ 41-10.) 

Sec. 36-13. Pile-drivers, steam shovels, 
pneumatic hammers, etc.-It shall be unlaw
ful for any person in conducting any build
ing operations between the hours of 10:00 
P. M. and 7:00 A. M. to operate or use any 
pile-driver, steam shovel, pneumatic ham
mer, derrick, steam or electric hoist or other 
apparatus, the use of which is attended by 
loud or unusual noise, except by written per
mission of the city manager, and then only 
in case of emergency. (Code 1957, § 41-11.) 

Sec. 36-14. Emission of steam and other 
gases.-It shall be unlawful to permit or 
cause the emission of steam or other gases 
if such emission cannot be done without the 
production of disturbing noises. (Code 1957, 
§ 41-12.) 

Sec. 36-15. Noise-creating blowers, power 
fans or internal combustion engines.-It shall 
be unlawful to operate or cause to be operated 
any noise-creating blower or power fan or any 
internal combustion engine, the operation of 
which causes noises due to the explosion of 
operating gases or fluids, unless the noise 
from such blower or fan is muffled and such 
engine is equipped with a mufller device suffi
cient to deaden such noises, so that the same 
shall not cause annoyance to the public or 
disturb the rest and quiet of persons residing 
or occupying property near enough thereto to 
be annoyed by the unmuffled blower, fan or 
exhaust of any such engine. (Code 1957, 
§ 41-13.) 

Sec. 36--16. Mufflers for motorboats.-It 
shall be unlawful for any person to operate, 
or for the owners of any motorboat or out
board motorboat to permit sa.m.e to be oper
ated upon any river, bay or waterway 1n the 
city unless such motorboat or outboard 
motorboat is equipped with an adequate 
muffler, which muffler shall not be open or 
cutout while the boat is being operated. 
(Code 1957, § 41-14.) 

Sec. 36-17. Sound amplification from air
craft prohibited.-No person shall operate, 
or cause to be operated, in or over the city 
any aircraft for any purpose with sound am
plifying equipment ln operation, and no per-
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son shall operate, or cause to be operated, in 
or over the city any aircraft for commercial 
sound advertising purposes. 

The word "aircraft", as used in this sec
tion, shall mean any contrivance used or des
ignated for navigation or for fiight in the 
air. The word "aircraft" shall include heli
copters and lighter-than-air dirigibles and 
balloons. The words "sound and amplifying 
equipment" shall mean any machine or de
vice for the amplification of music, the 
human voice or any other noise or sound for 
the purpose of disseminating such music, 
human voice or any other noise or sound to 
persons on the ground. "Sound amplifying 
equipmerut" shall not be construed as in
cluding warning devices on authorized emer
gency aircraft or any horns or other warning 
device used only for traffic safe.ty purposes. 
(Code 1957, § 41-15.) 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Ordinance No. 19 to Amend Section 8(}-26 -

of the Milwaukee Code Relating to Noises 
in Other Than Manufacturing Districts 
The Mayor and Common Council of the 

City of Milwaukee do ordain as follows: 
Part 1. Section 8(}-26 of the Milwaukee 

Code is hereby amended as follows: 
8(}-26. Noises in Other Than Manufactur

ing Districts. 
Except in a purely manufacturing dis

trict, no corporation, partnership or per
sons shall conduct its or his business be
tween the hours of 8 P.M. and 6 A.M. as 
to cause any loud or sharp noises or concus
sion, unless such corporation, partnership, 
or person shall have first obtained a permit 
from the Commissioner of Health. Such per
mits shall be issped by the Commissioner of 
Health only when it appears to the satisfac
tion of the said Commissioner that the con
duct of such business between said hours 
will not be injurious to the health of those 
residing in the vicinity of the place where 
such business is being conducted; provided, 
however, that the said Commissioner may 
grant such permit when it appears to his sat
isfaction that the work proposed during the 
hours prohibited is a necessity. Any person, 
firm or corporation violating any of the pro
visions of this section shall upon conviction 
thereof be punishable by a fine not exceed
ing one hundred dollars. 

Part 2. All ordinances or parts of ordi
nances contravening the provisions of this 
ordinance are hereby repealed. 

Part 3. This ordinance shall take effect and 
be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 
Passed May 3, 1960. 

An Ordinance No. 371 to Amend Section 78-
18 of the Milwaukee Code Relating to 
Dogs: Disturbing the Peace 
The Mayor and Common Council of the 

City of Milwaukee do ordain as follows: 
Part 1. Section 78-18 of the Milwaukee 

Code is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78-18. Dogs: Disturbing the Peace. 
It shall be unlawful for any person to own, 

keep, have in his possession, or harbor any 
dog which, by frequent and habitual howl
ing, yelping, barking, or otherwise, shall 
cause serious annoyance or disturbance to 
persons or to the neighborhood, provided 
that the provisions of this section shall not 
apply to hospitals conducted for the treat
ment of small animals which are approved 
by the health department, to medical uni
versities, to premises occupied or used by the 
Wisconsin Humane Society, or to premises 
occupied or used by the city pound. No per
son shall be convicted under the provisions of 
this section except upon evidence of two or 
more persons of a different household, and 
no warrant shall be issued except upon re
quest of the health dep~rtment. Any person 
violating the provisions of this section shall 
be fined not less than $5 nor more than 
$25, 
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Part 2. All ordinances or parts of ordi

nances contravening the provisions of this 
ordinance are hereby repealed. 

Part 3. This ordinance shall take effect 
and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 
Passed July 25, 1967. 

Ordinance No. 577 to amend Section 85-14 
of the Milwaukee Code, relating to per
mitting clock chimes at or near any place 
of business 
The Mayor and Common Council of the 

City of Milwaukee do ordain as follows: 
Part 1. Section 85-14 of the Milwaukee 

Code is hereby amended to read: · 
85-14. Barkers, etc., not permitted. No 

solicitor, bellman or crier, or any drum, fife, 
or other instrument of music, or any show 
or signal, noise or other means of attracting 
the attention of the public, other than clock 
chimes or a stationary or fixed sign or fiag, 
shall be employed, suffered or permitted to 
be used at or near any place of sale or auc
tion or show house, motion picture theaters, 
stores or any other place of business fronting 
or abutting on any public thoroughfare in 
the City of Milwaukee, under a penalty of 
not to exceed fifty dollars for each and every 
offense together with costs of prosecution. 

Part 2. All ordinances or part of ordinances 
contravening the provisions of this ordinance 
are hereby repealed. 

Part 3. This ordinance shall take efi'ect and 
be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 

Passed January 27, 1953. 
6-36. Barking Prohibited.-It shall be un

lawful for any person to sing, call, cry out, 
shout, or engage in what is commonly known 
as barking, to attract customers or solicit 
trade,_ on or upon any street, sidewalk or 
public place within the city of Milwaukee 
on Sunday; before 9 a.m. and after 5 p.m. 
on any week day; within zones of quiet, and 
within two hundred feet of any school or 
church. 

No person shall, on Sunday, before 9 a.m. 
and after 5 p.m. on any week day; within 
zones of quiet; and within two hundred feet 
of any school or church make, cause, permit 
or allow to be made, any noise of any kind 
by means of any whistle, rattle, bell, gong, 
clapper, hammer, drum, horn, musical in
strument, phonograph, talking machine, or 
any other mechanical device at any time for 
the purpose of advertising any goods, wares 
or mechandise by attracting the attention or 
inviting the patronage of any person or per
sons, upon any public street, alley or other 
public place in the city of Milwaukee. 

61-37. Penalty.-Any person convicted of 
the violation of the provisions of Section 6-
36 shall be punished by a fine of not exceed
ing twenty-five dollars ($25) or by imprison
ment in the house of correction of Milwaukee 
county not exceeding 30 days, or by both 
such fine and imprisonment, in the discre:.. 
tion of the court. 

8.80.-(4) Other Equipment. 
(a) When Equipment Required. No person 

shall operate, and no owner shall give per
mission for the operation of, any motorboat 
on the waters of this state unless such motor
boat is equipped as required by this section. 

(b) MufHers. 
1. The engine of every motorboat propelled 

by an internal combustion engine shall be 
equipped with a muffler which is so con
structed and kept in constant operation that 
it prevents excessive or unusual noise at all 
times while the engine is in operation. 

2. No person shall drive, operate or use 
any motorboat propelled by an internal com
bustion engine equipped with a muftllng de
vice which has been altered in any manner 
from the manufacturer's specifications so as 
to increase its emission of noise. 

(k) Unnecessarily Sounding Whistles. No 
person shall unnecessarily sound a horn, 
whistle or other sound-producing device on 
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any boat while at anchor or under way. The 
use of a siren on any except duly authorized 
patrol boats on patrol or rescue duty is pro
hibited. 

Chapter 80: Nuisances.-Noise, smoke, rats, 
etc. 

80- 1. Nuisance Defined.-In all cases where 
no provision is herein made defining what 
are nuisances and how the sam.e may be 
removed, abated or prevented in addition to 
what may be declared such herein, those 
offenses which are known to the common law 
of the land and the statutes of the state of 
Wisconsin as nuisances may, in case the same 
exist within the city limits, be treated as 
such and proceeded against as in this article 
provided, or in accordance with other provi
sions of law. 

80- 2. Commissioner of Health Authorized 
to Abate Nuisance.-Whenever any nuisance 
shall be found on any premises within the 
city the commissioner of health is hereby au
thorized in his discretion to cause the same 
to be summarily abated in such man~er as 
he may direct. 

90-27. Hours for Mustc.-On a tavern 
amusement premises no music, dancing or 
entertainment of any nature shall be per
mitted after 2:00a.m. on weekdays and 3:30 
a.m., on Sundays and before 10:30 a .m. of 
the same day, central standard time. 

On a tavern ballroom premises no music, 
dancing or entertainment of any nature shall 
be permi.tted after 1:00 a .m . and before 
10 :30 a.m. of the same day, central standard 
time. 

On any premises licensed to permit the 
playing of instrumental music or licensed 
as a tavern dance hall or licensed only for 
the sale of intoxicating liquor or fermented 
malt beverage, no music, dancing or enter
tainment of any nature except phonograph
soundies shall be permitted after 1:00 a .m. 
on weekdays and 1: 30 a.m. on Sundays and 
before 10:30 a.m. of the same day, central 
standard time. The playing of a phonograph
soundy shall not be permitted after 2:00 
a.m. on weekdays and 3:30 a.m. on Sundays 
and before 10:30 a .m . of the same day, central 
standard time. (Am. Ord. 19, F #48- 3360, 
passed Apr. 25, 1949.) 

100-31. Restrictions as to Noise and Time 
of Operation.-On streets that are thirty feet 
or less in width from curb to curb, except
ing streets lying adjacent or contiguous to 
parks, the use of alarm or signal bells be pro
hibited and the running or operation of such 
motor vehicles is limiting to and prohibited 
excepting only within the respective periods 
following: (A) Between the hours of 7 :30 
a.m. on Sundays, or 6:30a.m. on other days, 
and midnight for single deck coaches 
equipped with pneumatic tires, and (B) Be
tween the hours of 8:30a.m. on Sundays, or 
7:30a.m. on other days, and 10:30 p.m. for 
double deck coaches or any vehicle equipped 
with solid rubber tires. 

101-282. Horns and Warning Devices.-(1) 
No person shall operate a motor vehicle upon 
a highway unless such motor vehicle is 
equipped with a horn in good working order 
and capable of emitting sound audible under 
normal conditions from a distance of not 
less than 200 feet, but no person shall at any 
time use a horn otherwise than as a reason
able warning or make any unnecessary or 
unreasonably loud or harsh sound by means 
of a horn or other warning device. 

( 2) Except as otherwise prov.tded in this 
section, no vehicle shall be equipped with 
nor shall any person use upon a vehicle any 
siren or compression or exhaust whistle. 

(3} Any vehicle may be equipped with a 
theft alarm signal device if such device is so 
arranged that it cannot be used by the driver 
as an ordinary warning signal. 

(4) An authorized emergency vehicle shall 
be equipped with a siren, but such siren 
shall not be used except when such vehicle is 
operated in response to an emergency call or 
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in the immediate pursuit of an actual or 
suspected violator of the law, in which 
events the driver of such vehicle shall sound 
the siren when reasonably necessary to warn 
pedestrains and other drivers. 

101-283. Muffiers.-(1) No person shallop
erate on a highway any motor vehicle subject 
to registration unless such motor vehicle is 
equipped with an adequate muffler in con
stant operation and properly maintained to 
prevent any excessive or unusual noise or 
annoying smoke. 

(2) No muffler or exhaust system on any 
vehicle mentioned in subsection ( 1) shall be 
equipped with a cutout, by-pass or similar 
device nor shall there be installed in the 
exhaust system of any such vehicle any de
vice to ignite exhaust gases so as to produce 
flame within or without the exhaust sys
tem. No person shall modify the exhaust sys
tem of any such motor vehicle in a manner 
which will amplify or increase the noise 
emitted by the motor of such vehicle above 
that emitted by the muffler originally in
stalled on the vehicle, and such original 
muffler shall comply with, all the require
ments of this section. 

(3) In this section, "muffler" means a de
vice consisting of a series of chambers of 
batHe plates or other mechanical design for 
receiving exhaust gases from an internal 
combustion engine and which is effective 
in reducing noise. 

( 4) No person shall drive or propel any 
motor vehicle upon or along any highway 
or alley in the city of Milwaukee with chains 
fastened to the wheels of such motor vehicle 
in such a manner that they wlll strike any 
other part of the car on the revolution of 
the wheels or with any metal portion of the 
wheels or rims striking the pavement or 
with any part or parts of such vehicle so 
loose or out of repair as to create any loud 
or unnecessary noise. 

105-6. Use of Bells, Horns, etc. on Motor 
Vehicles Restricted.-No person or company 
using or driving, or causing to be used or 
driven, any motor vehicle on any street, alley 
or public place in the city of Milwaukee shall 
sound or cause to be sounded any bell , horn, 
gong, whistle, or other signal or noise mak
ing device or instrument on or connected 
with such motor vehicle, and no owner of any 
motor vehicle while therein or thereon shall 
allow to be sounded any bell, horn, gong, 
whistle, or other signal or noise making de
vice or instrument on or connected with such 
motor vehicle, except as a warning to other 
users of such streets, alleys, or public places 
of the approach of such motor vehicle, or 
as a warning of danger, or as a signal to a 
traffic officer or other police officer of the city 
of Milwaukee. Nothing herein shall be con
strued to prohibit the use of any bands or 
orchestras on motor vehicles used or operated 
in a non-commercial parade. The word 
"used," as it occurs in this section, shall be 
interpreted to include and apply to the use 
of any such motor vehicle either while the 
same is in motion or while the same is sta
tionary upon the streets, alleys or public 
places in the city of Milwaukee. 

105-7. Penalty.-Any person or company 
violating or failing to comply with the pro
visions of Section 105-6 shall be deemed 
guHty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined not less than five dol
lars nor more than two hundred dollars. 

105-29. Muffling Exhaust of St·ationary 
Gasoline Engines.-It shall be unlawful for 
any person or corporation to operate or cause 
to be operated any stationary gasoline en
gine, or any stationary engine deriving its 
power from an explosive exhaust, in the city 
of Milwaukee, without muffling the exhaust 
thereof by causing the exhaust to be con
veyed into a barrel, or other cavity making 
article buried in the ground or by some other 
plan of muffle that wiU decrease the sound of 
exhaust equally as much, so as not to dis
turb the peace and quiet in the locality of 
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any such engine and so as not to disturb the 
rest and quiet of people residing near enough 
thereto to be annoyed by the unmufH.ed ex
haust of any such engine. 

105-30. Penalty.-Any person or persons 
violating any of the provisions of the fore
going section shall be punished by a fine of 
not less than ten dollars nor more than fifty 
dollars for each such offense. 

Each day that any person shall operate any 
such engine in violation of the provisions of 
said section, after such person sh8/ll have re
ceived notice from any resident of the city of 
Milwaukee that such unmuffied exhaust is an 
annoyance to the said resident, or after such 
person shall have received notice from an 
officer or policeman of the said city that any 
such unmuffied exhaust is in violation of said 
section, shall be considered a separate offense 
in violation of said section. 

105-31. Muffiing of Blowers or Power 
Fans.-It shall be unlawful for any person or 
corporation to operate or cause to be oper
ated any noise creating blower or power fan 
in the city of Milwaukee without mufH.ling 
the noise therefrom by causing the blower or 
fan to be contained in some sufficient noise 
absorbing box, or by causing said blower or 
said fan to be buried in the ground, or by 
some other plan of noise absorption to de
crease the sound of said blower or fan so as 
not to disturb the peace and quiet in the 
locality of any such blower or fan, and so as 
not to disturb the rest and quiet of people 
residing near enough thereto to be annoyed 
by the unabsorbed noise of any such blower 
or fan. 

105-32. Penalty.-Any person or persons 
violating any of the provisions of the fore
going section shall be punished by a fine of 
not less than ten dollaFs nor more than fifty 
dollars for each such offense. 

Each day that any person shall operate any 
such blower or fan in violation of the pro
visions of Section 105-32, after such person 
shall have received notice from any resident 
of the city of Milwaukee that such unmuffied 
blower or fan is an annoyance to such resi
dent, or after such person shall have received 
notice from an officer or policeman of the 
said city that any such blower or fans is in 
violation of said section, shall be considered 
a separate offense in violation of said section. 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 
MEMORANDUM ON NOISE POLLUTION CONTROL 

(By Robert J. Alfton, Assistant City 
Attorney, Minneapolis) 

There are five methods by which the City 
of Minneapolis has attempted to regulate 
noise: zoning code enforcement; noise ordi
nance enforcement; public nuisance actions; 
licensing requirements; and indirectly in 
building code requirements. 

1. Zoning Code.-The Minneapolis Zoning 
Ordinance provides for noise limitations in 
M1 districts. Article X Section B, I.e. (1) 
provides for performance standards: 

"(1) Noise . ..:_In the M1 Districts at no point 
on the boundary of a Residence or Business 
District shall the sound pressure level of any 
operation or plant (other than background 
noises not directly under the control of the 
manufacturer) exceed the decibel limits in 
the octave bands designated below: 

MAXIMUM PERMITTED SOUND LEVEL (DECIBELS) 

Octave band frequency 
(cycles per second) 

0 to 75 ________ __ _____ __ _ 
75 to 150 ______ __ _______ _ 
150 to 300 __ _______ _____ _ 
300 to 600 ___ ------- ____ _ 
600 to 1,200 _____ - - ·-- ___ _ 
1,200 to 2,400 ___________ _ 
2,400 to 4,800 ___ ________ _ 
Over 4,800 ____ ------- ----

Along 
residence 

district 
boundaries 
(decibels) 

72 
67 
59 
52 
46 
40 
34 
32 

Along 
business 

district 
boundaries 
(decibels) 

79 
74 
66 
59 
53 
47 
41 
39 
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This performan·ce standard is adopted by 
reference in several other zoning districts. 
Noise in residential, business, and manufac
turing districts is also indirectly limited by 
the use restrictions placed in those districts. 

"2. Unlawful Noise.-Minneapolis Ordi
nances, Ch!lipter 875, makes certain acts un
lawful and punishable by up to ninety days 
in jail or a $100.00 fine. Violations of the 
Breach of Peace ordinance, Section 870.060 
are subject to the same penalty. 

"3. Nuisances.-The Minneapolis City Char
ter, Chapter 4, § 5(2) provides thaJt the City 
Council has the power: 

"To remove and abate any nuisance In
jurious to the public health, and to provide 
for the punishment of all persons who shall 
cause or maintain such nuisance." 

The Council has not, however, made noise 
emission a nuisance as such. 

Criminal prosecutions by the City could 
proceed under Minnesota staJtutes Sections 
609.74 or 609.745. Civil actions could proceed 
under Minnesota Statutes Section 561.01. 

4. Licensing.-Juke boxes are required to 
be licensed by Chapter 375 of the Minneapolis 
Ordinances and Section 375.060 regulates 
sound emissions. Broadcasting vehicles are 
required to be licensed by Ohapter 356 and 
Section 356.080 regulates sound emissions. 

5. Building Code.-The Minneapolis Build
. ing Code indirectly regulates noise through 
its construction and material requirements. 

Zoning Districts (Noise Standards) 
P. 2, #2-Ae!.cessory building or use. 
P. 5, #25-deoibel. 
P. 7, #48-frequency. 
P. 9, #68-lot, zoning. 
P. 11, #87-(octave band) & #88 (octave 

filter). 
P. 13, #114 (sound level) & #115 (sound 

level meter) . 
P. 14 #123-use, transitional. 
PP. 40-44, Article VI, section 9-conditiona.l 

uses. 
P. 87, Article VIII, section A, par. 2-transi

tional uses. 
(Residential Districts) 

P. 94, Article VIII, section B, par. lb (tran
sitional uses-Rl). 

P. 101, Article VIII, section B, par. lAb 
(transitional uses-R1A) . 

P. 102, Article VIII, section B, par. 2b 
(transitional uses-R2). 

P. 104, Article VIII, section B, par. 2Ab 
(transitional uses-R2A). 

P. 105, Article VIII, section B, par. 2Bb 
(transitional uses-R2B). 

P. 105, Article VIII, section B, par. 2Cb 
(transistional uses---RA). 

P. 107, Article VIII, section B, par. 3b 
(transitional uses-R3). 

P. 109, Article VIII, section B, par. 4b 
(transitional uses-R4). 

P. 113, Article VIII, section D, par. 5b 
(transitional uses-R5). 

P. 116, Article VIII, section B, par. 6b 
(transitional uses---R6). 

P. 140, Article IX, section B, par. 4a(l) (d) 
(permirt;ted uses-B2). 

P. 142, Article IX, section B, par. 4b(5) 
(conditional uses-B2). 

P. 146, Article IX, section B, par. 5a(l) (f) 
(permitted uses-B2S). 

P. 147, Article IX, section B, par. 5'b (con
ditional uses-B28). 

P. 150, Article IX, section B, par. 6(a) (1) 
(d) (permitted uses-B3). 

P. 151, Article IX, section B, par. 6b(5) 
(conditional use-B3). 

P. 155, Article IX, section B, par. 7a.(1) (c) 
(permitted uses-B35). 

P. 156, Article IX, section B, par. 7(a)
(2) (11) (permitted uses-B3S). 

P. 156, Article IX, section B, par. 7b (con
ditional uses-B3S). 

P. 160, ArtiCle IX, section B, par. 8a(1) (a) 
(permitted uses-B3C). 

P. 162, Article IX, section B, par. 8b (con
ditional uses--B3C). 
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PP. 165-166, Article IX, section B, par. 

9a(l) (d) (permitted uses-B4). 
P. 167, Article IX, section B, par. 9b(4) 

(conditional uses-B4). 
PP. 171-172, Article IX, section B, par. 

10a(l) (b) (permitted uses---B4S). 
P. 172, Article IX, section B, par. 10a(2)

_(b) (permitted uses-B4S). 
P. 172, Article IX, section B, par. 10a.(2) (h) 

(permitted uses-B4S). 
P. 172, Article IX, section B, par. lOb 

(conditional uses-B4S). 
P. 174, Article IX, section B, par. lla(l) (a) 

(permitted uses-B4C) . 
P. 174, Article IX, section B, par. 11a(2) (a) 

(permitted uses-B4C). 
P. 174, Article IX, section B, par. lla(2) (b) 

(permitted uses-B4C). 
P. 174, Article IX, section B, par. llb (con

ditional uses-B4C). 
P. 175, Article IX, section B, par. 12a(3) 

(permitted uses-B4SP). 
P. 177, Article IX, section A, par. 3a(l) & 

(2) ·(performance standards-Noise) (Manu
facturing Districts). 

P. 186, Article X, section B, par. la(2) (a) 
(permitted uses-M1). 

P. 138, Article X, section B, par. lc(l) (per
formance standards-Noise-Ml). 

P. 196, Article X, section B, par. 2a(2) (a) 
(permitted uses-M2). 

P. 197, Article X, section B, par. 2c(1) 
(performance standards-Noise-M2). 

PP. 199-200, Article X, section B, par. 
3a(2) (a) (permitted use-M3). 

P. 200, Article X, section B, par. 3c(1) 
(performance standards-Noise-M3). 

Zoning Ordinances 
Petty offenses: 875. Noise 

875.010. Unnecessary noise or odor.-No 
person, in any public or private place, shall 
make, or assist in making, by any manner or 
means, any loud, unpleasant or raucous 
noise or odor disturbing to others, unless 
the same be reasonably necessary to the pres
ervation of life, health, safety or property. 

875.020. Automobile horns.-No person 
shall sound the horn, siren or other signal 
or warning device attached to a motor ve
hicle in a public place between the hours of 
11:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. This section shall 
not apply to police, fire or public or private 
ambulance motor vehicles; and shall not be 
construed to prevent or prohibit the use or 
sounding of any such horn, siren, signal or 
warning device as a danger or warning sig
nal when such use or sounding is necessary 
in the careful and proper operation of any 
motor vehicle on the public highways, hav
ing due regard to traffic, the condition of the 
highway, .and the safety of persons or prop
erty, nor when such use or sounding is re
quired by law or ordinance. 

875.030. Sound amplifying equipment.
No person shall use or maintain any sound 
amplifying equipment when the use or 
maintenance of such equipment creates 
noises so loud and unnatural in their time, 
place, use or maintenance as to annoy, in
jure or endanger the safety, health, com
fort or repose of any persons. 

875.040. Advertising by Public Address 
Systems.-No person shall maintain and op
erate in any building a radio device or musi
cal instrument where the sound therefrom is 
cast directly upon a public street and where 
such device is maintained and operated for 
advertising purposes or for the purpose of 
attracting the attention of the passing pub
lic. Nothing herein contained shall prohibit 
the playing of records in a record shop 
where the sounds created, emitted or trans
mitted therefrom are not audible for a dis
tance of more than 25 feet from the building 
in which the record shop is located. 

875.050. Zones of Quiet.-No person in any 
Zone of Quiet shall make any unnecessary 
noise by fast driving, riding, ringing of bells, 
blowing of horns or whistles, or by cutting 
out the muffler of any motor vehicle, or in 
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any other way tending to disturb the peace 
and quiet in said zone. The City Engineer 
shall erect suitable signs to identify said 
zones. University Avenue Southeast from 
11th to 18th Avenues is a Zone of Quiet. 

870.060. Breach of the Peace. No person, in 
any public or private place, shall engage In, 
or prepare, attempt, offer or threaten to en
gage in, or assist or conspire with another to 
engage in, or congregate because of, any riot, 
fight, brawl, tumultuous conduct, act of vio
lence, or any other conduct which disturbs 
the peace and quiet of another save for par
ticipating in a recognized athletic contest. 

Criminal Code 
609.74 Public nuisance.-Whoever by his 

act or failure to perform a legal duty inten
tionally does any of the following is guilty of 
maintaining a public nuisance and may be 
sentenced to imprisonment for not more than 
90 days or to payment of a fine of not more 
than $100: 

( 1) Maintains or permits a condition 
which unreasonably annoys, injures or en
dangers the safety, health, morals, comfort, 
or repose of any considerable number of 
members of the public; or 

(2) Interferes with, obstructs, or renders 
dangerous for passage, any public highway or 
right-of-way, or waters used by the public; 
or 

(3) Is guilty of any other act or omission 
declared by law to be a public nuisance and 
for which no sentence is specifically pro
vided. 

609.745 Permitting public nuisance.-Who
ever permits real property under his control 
to be used to maintain a public nuisance or 
lets the same knowing it will be so used may 
be sentenced to imprisonment for not more 
than 90 days or to payment of a fine of not 
more than $100. 

[1963 c 753 art 1 s 609.745] 

State Statute 
561.01 Nuisance; action.-Anything which 

is injurious to health, or indecent or offensive 
to the senses, or an obstruction to the free 
use of property, so as to interfere with the 
comfortable enjoyment of life or property, is 
a nuisance. An action may be brought by any 
person whose property is injuriously affected 
or whose personal enjoyment is lessened by 
the nuisance, and by the judgment the 
nuisance may be enjoined or abated, as well 
as damages recovered. 

[R.L.s 4446] (9580) 

Licensing of various activities: 
375. Juke boxes 

375.010. Definitions.-As used in this 
Ohapter, the following terms shall mean: 

( 1) Musical juke box.-A machine which 
plays music upon the insertion of a coin or 
slug. 

(2) Movie musical juke box.-A machine 
which, upon the insertion of a coin or slug, 
shows movies and plays music at the same 
time. 

(3) Telephonic musical box.-Any device 
or instrument directly or indirectly con
nected to the public telephone sys·tem, and 
which, upon insertion of a coin or slug, emits 
music in places open to or frequented by the 
public. 

375.020. License required.-No person shall 
maintain or operate any musical juke box, 
movie musical juke box, or telephonic musi
cal box without being licensed under this 
Chapter. 

375.060. Noise restricted.-No person shall 
operate a juke box or movie musical juke box 
in such manner that the sound created, 
emitted or transmitted is audible for a dis
tance of more than 25 feet from the building 
in which it is located. 

356. Broadcasting vehicles 
356.010. Defintion.-A "broadcasting vehi

cle," as the term is used in this Cha.pter, is 
any vehicle, motor drawn or otherwise, which 
has attached to it any device for amplifying 
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and broadcasting through one or more loud 
speakers speech or music, whether produced 
from records or radio reception or vocally 
through a microphone, and which projects 
sound from such vehicle with a total speaker 
volume of more than one wa,tt. 

356.020. License required.-No person shall 
park or operate any broadcastLng vehicle 
without being licensed under this Chapter. 

356.080. Limits on sound.-Such broad
casting vehicles shall make no louder broad
cast or sound than is produced by speakers 
with a total output of not more than 20 
watts. When approaching any zone on any 
street in the vicinity of any hospital or other 
institution in which sick persons are treated 
or cared for where there is displayed a sign 
containing the words "Hospital-Quiet" or 
at schools when in session, or at funeral 
parlors during funeral services, such sound 
or broadcasting shall immediately cease and 
not commence to operate unt il arriving at a 
sufficient distance so as to avoid disturbing 
any persons within said areas. 

356.090. Vehicles not to stop.-No broad
casting vehicle shall stop a,t any place upon 
the streets or alleys of the City unless a>S a 
result of necessary traffic delays, excep·t that 
vehicles operated for the sole purpose of 
presenting a program of a charitable, educa
tional or religious nature, and not other
wise, may make s•tops at not less than one
half mile apart and not to exceed 10 minutes' 
duration, for the purpose of broadcasting; 
provided, that no stops shall be made upon 
any street or alley in that portion of the City 
bounded by Washington Avenue, lOth Street, 
3rd Avenue North and 5th Avenue South. 

356.100. Solicitation of funds prohl:bited.
No solicitation of funds shall be made by any 
person connected with the operation of such 
vehicle. 

356.110. Night or Sunday use prohibited.
No broadcasting vehicle shall be operated 
while broadcas·ting between the hours of 9 : 00 
p .m . and 8:00a.m., nor on Sunday. 

Newark, New Jersey 
City Ordinance 

Chapter 3: Noise. 
17: 3-1. Loud or unnecessary noise pro

hibited.-(a) The creation of any unrea
sonably loud, disturbing or unnecessary noise 
in the city is hereby prohibited. 

(b) Any noise of such character, intensity 
or duration as is detrimental to the life or 
health of any individual is prohibited. [R. 0. 
1951, § 19.1] 

17:3-2. Prohibited acts.-The following 
acts, among others but not by way of limi
tation, are declared to be loud, disturbing or 
unnecessary noises in violation of this chap
ter, but the following enumeration shall not 
be deemed exclusive: 

(a) Horns, signaling devices, and the like. 
The sounding of any horn or signal device 
on any automobile, motorcycle, bus, street 
car or other vehicle: 

( 1) while not in motion, except as a dan
ger signal that another vehicle is approach
ing apparently out of control; or 

(2) 1f in motion, only as a danger signal 
or where the motor vehicle statutes of New 
Jersey requires the sounding of such horn or 
signal device. 

Wherever the sounding of any horn or 
signal device is permitted or required by 

.clause "(1)" and "(2)" of this subparagraph 
" (a) ", such sounding shall be of no louder 
or longer duration than is necessary. 

(b) Radios, TVs, phonographs, etc. The 
playing or permitting the playing of any 
radio, television set, phonograph, musical in· 
strument or machine or device for the pro
duction or reproducing of sound, in such a 
manner or with such volume as to unreason
ably annoy or disturb the quiet, comfort or 
repose of persons in any dwelling, hotel or 
any other type of residence particularly be
tween the hours of midnight and 8:00 a.m. 
This restriction shall not be applicable to 
any establishment licensed by the city where-
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1n entertainment and amusements are al
lowed; provided however, such regulations as 
are already required for such licensed estab
lishments shall remain in full force and 
effect. 

(c) Animals and birds, etc. The keeping 
of any animal or bird w;h.ich by causing fre
quent or long-continued noise disturbs the 
comfort and repose. of any person in the 
vicinity. 

(d) Defect 1n vehicle or noisy load. The 
use of any automobile, motorcycle, street 
car or other vehicle so out of repair or 
loaded 1n such a manner, as to create loud 
or unnecessary grating, grinding, rattling or 
other noase. 

(e) Steam whistles. The blowing of any 
steam whistle attached to any statlonary 
boiler except to give notice of the time to 
begin a stop work or as a danger warning. 

(f) Exhausts. The d.ischarge into the open 
air of the exhaust of any steam engine, sta
tionary internal combustion engine, motor 
vehicle, motorcycle or motorboat, except 
through a muffier or other device which 
will effectively prevent Loud or expl-osive 
noises therefrom. 

(g) Compressed air device. The use of any 
mechanical device operated by compressed 
a.ir, unless the noise created thereby is muf
fled and reduced as effectively as the same 
can be, having regard to the device so used. 

(h) Construction or repairing of build
ings. The erection (including excavating), 
demolition, alteration or repair of any build
ing other than between the hours of 6 : 00 
a .m. and 7:00 p .m. on weekdays, except in 
case of urgent necessity in the interest of 
public safety and then only Wi·th a permit 
from the director of the department of health 
and welfare. 

(i) Schools, courts, churches, hospitals. 
The creation of any loud or excessive noise 
on any street adJacent to any school, institu
tion of learning, or court while the same are 
in session, or adjacent to any hospital which 
unreasonably interferes with the workings of 
such institutions; provided that conspicuous 
signs are dd.splayed in such streets indicat
ing that the same is a school, hospital or 
court street. 

(j) Loading or unloading of vehicles; 
opening or destruction of boxes. The crea
tion of a loud or excessive noise in connec
tion with loading or unloading any vehi
cle or the opening or destruction of bales, 
boxes, crates and containers. 

(k) Hawkers, peddJ.ers. The shouting or 
crying of peddlers, hawkers and vendors 
which disturbs the peace and quiet of the 
neighborhood. 

(1) Noises to attract attention. The use 
of any drum, loudspeaker, bell or other in
strument or device for the purpose of attract
ing, by creation of such noise, to any per
formMlce, show or sale or display of mer
chandise, except where the director of police 
has given permissd.on for the use of same 
on a given occasion at a given place, which 
permissaon shall limit such uses to a period 
of not exceeding ·48 hours. 

(m) Loud-speakers, amplifiers. The use 
of mechanical loudspeakers or amplifiers on 
trucks or other moving vehicles for adver
tising or other purposes in any area where 
the same is now or hereafter prohibited by 
the director, police, unless permitted by the 
said dlirector, who shall regulate the same. 
The director of police shall not permit such 
use where the effect shall cause injury to 
the health of any person. Such director of 
police may require the registering of all per
sons to whom permission may be given and 
he shall also have the power to limit the 
number of such persons to whom such per
mission is given. 

New Orleans, Louisiana 
Section 5 of the City's Zoning Ordinance 

titled "Exceptions and Modifications to Use 
Regulations." 

Power plants, heating or refrigerating 
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plants or apparatus or machinery not a part 
of the main building, which are accessory 
to permitted uses in the A-Single Family 
District, B-Two Family District, C-Four 
Family District, D-Multiple Family District, 
M-1 and M-2 Medical Service Districts and 
in the H-1 Vieux Carre Residential District, 
shall be permitted in the buildable area or 
required rear yards of th·e above-named dis
tricts only i! so placed and operated as to 
cause the least inconvenience to owners or 
tenants of adjoining lots and buildings; and 
provided that all of the above-mentioned 
activities comply with existing city ordi
nances and do not cause serious annoyance 
or injury to occupants of adjoining premises 
by reason of the emission of odors, fumes m
gases, dust, smoke, noise or vibration, light 
or glare, or other nuisances. 

Article 5103 of the New Orleans Building 
Code-"Nuisance Defined.'' 

The emission of dense smoke, soot, cinders, 
flyash, dust, sawdust, cement ash, hulls and 
obnoxious odors from any railroad engine, 
steamboat, steamship, tugboat, or any other 
self-propelled vessel, steam. roller, steam der
rick or hoist, steam pile driver, concrete 
mixer, kettle or other contrivance or ma
chine, or from any plant, mill, building, 
apartment house or premises Within the cor
porate limits of the City, shall be deemed to 
be committing a nuisance, which shall be 
summarily aba.ted by the Director. 

We have no definite regulations on the 
rumount of noise which is considered ob
noxious. Some thought has been given to 
using the decibel system. Complaints rela
tive to noise are judged on the basis of ab
normal to the general sound and the loca
tion to the usual noises of the area. The 
method used by us generally eliminates the 
nuisance. We have to use engineering meth
ods and common sense. 

Section 42-42. Noise.-Violent.B..-No person 
shall make a violent noise. (Flynn's Digest 
1896, art. 1360.) 

Section 42-43. Same-Blowing whistles.
It shall be unlawful to blow steam whistles, 
other than those on steamboats actually nav
igating the river, between the hours of 9:00 
P.M. and 6:30P.M. But nothing herein shall 
be construed as applying to locomotives at
ta,ched to steamtrains in motion or to cases 
covered by the state or United States stat
utes. (Flynn's Di.gest 1896, art. 1392.) 

Section 42-44. SBime-Drums, horns and 
trumpets.-It shall not be lawful for · any 
person to beat a drum, blow a horn or sound 
a trumpet in any street or public place with
in the limits of the city. But this provision 
shall not apply to any militia or other pro
cession or to those cases in which auctioneers 
are permitted to beat drums. (Flynn's Di
gest 1896, art. 1355.) 

Section 42-45. Same-organ grinders.
Organ grinders shall not pursue their voca
tion on the public streets or sidewalks before 
9:00A.M. or after 10:00 P.M. (Flynn's Digest 
1896, art. 1371.) 

For prohibition against peddlers annoying 
neighborhood, see § 45-4 of this Code. 

Section 38-161. Duty of Motor Vehi•cle In
spection Bureau and Director of Finance.
(c) 15. Exhaust System: Every motor vehicle 
shall at all times be equipped with a muffier 
or muffiers in good working order and in 
constant operation to prevent excessive or 
unusual noise and annoying smoke, and no 
person shall use a muffier cut-out, by-pass 
or similar device upon a motor vehicle, or 
modify the exhaust system in any way so as 
to create any unusual hazard on a stree,t or 
highway. 

New York, New York 
City Code, Chapter 18, Sec 435-5.0 & 435-6.0 

§ 435-5.0 Unnecessary noises prohibited.-
a. Subject to the provisions of this section, 
the creation of any unreasonable loud, dis-

s For sta;te law on this subject, see R.S., 
§ 14:103. 
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turbing and unnecessary noise is prohibited. 
Noise of such character, intensity and dura
tion as to be detrimental to the life or health 
of any individual is prohibited. 

b. The following acts, among others, are 
declared to be loud, disturbing and unneces
sary noises in violation of this section, but 
any enumeration herein shall not be deemed 
to be exclusive: 

1. The sounding of any horn or signal de
vice on any automol»le, motorcycle, bus, 
street car or other vehicle while stationary, 
except as a danger signal when an approach
ing vehicle is apparently oUit of control, or, 
it in motion, only as a danger signal after or 
as brakes are being applied and deceleration 
of the veh!i.ole is intended; the creation by 
means of any such signal device of any un
reasonably loud or harsh sound or the sound
ing of any such device for an unnecessary 
and unreasonable period of time. 

2. The operation of any radio, phonograph 
or use of any musical instrument 1n such a 
manner or with such volume, particularly 
between eleven post meridian and seven ante 
meridian, as to annoy or disturb the quiet, 
comfort or repose of persons in any dwelling, 
hotel or other type of residence. 

3. The keeping of any animal or bird which 
by causing frequent or long continued noise 
shall disturb the comfort and repose of any 
person in the vicinity. 

4. The use of any automobile, motorcycle, 
street car or vehicle so out of repair, so 
loaded or in such manner as to create loud 
and unnecessary grating, grinding, rattling 
or other noise. 

5. The blowing of any steam whistle at
tached to any stationary boiler except to give 
notice of the time to begin or stop work or 
as a warning of danger. 

6. The discharge into the open air of the 
eXhaust of any steam engine, stationary in
ternal combustion engine, motor vehicle or 
motor boat engine except through a muffier 
or other device which will e1fectively prevent 
loud or explosive noises therefrom. 

7. The erection, including excavating, dem
olition, alteration or repair of any building 
other than between seven ante meridian and 
six post meridian on weekdays; except in 
case of urgent necessity in the interest of 
public safety and then only with a permit 
from the commissioner of buildings, which 
permit may be renewed for a period of three 
days or less while the emergency continues. 
(Subd. b, par. 7, amended by L. 1963, ch. 
100, § 396.) 

8. The creation of any excessive noise on 
any street adjacent to any school, institu
tion of learning or court while the same is 
in session, or adjacent to any hospital, which 
unreasonably interferes with the workings 
of such institution, provided conspicuous 
signs are displayed in such streets indicating 
that the same is a school, hospital or court 
street. 

9. The creation of a loud and excessive 
noise in connection with loading or unload
ing any vehicle or the opening and destruc
tion of bales, boxes, crates and containers. 

10. The shouting and crying of peddlers, 
hawkers and vendors which disturbs the 
peace and quiet of the neighborhood. 

! 1. The use of any drum, loud speaker or 
other instrument or device for the purpose 
of attracting attention to any performance, 
show or sale or display of merchandise by 
the creation of noise. 

12. (Repealed by L. L. 1948, No. 64, Oc
tober 1.) 

c. Violations. Any person who shall violate 
any of the provisions of this section shall 
be punished as follows: Upon conviction for 
the first offense, by a fine of not less than 
five dollars and not more than ten dollars 
or by imprisonment for one day; upon con
viction of every o1fense thereafter by a fine 
of not less than ten dollars and not more 
than twenty-five dollars, or by imprison
ment for ten days, or both. (Subd. c as 
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amended by L. L. 1942, No. 50, October 29; 
L. L. 1954, No. 2, March 12; L. L. 1954, No. 
125, December 15.) 

d. Exemptions.-This section shall not ap
ply to the operation or use of any organ, 
radio, bell, chimes, or other instrument, ap
paratus or device by any church, synagogue 
or school. (Subd. d as added by L. L. 1941, 
No. 55, July 15.) · 
§ 435-6.0* Regulation of sound devices or 
apparatus.-a. Legislative declaration. It is 
hereby declared that the use or operation of 
any radio device or apparatus or any device 
or apparatus for the amplification of sounds 
from any radio, phonograph or other sound
making or sound-producing device, or any 
device or apparatus for the reproduction or 
amplification of the human voice or other 
sounds, in front of or outside of any build
ing, place or premises, or in or through any 
window, doorway or opening of such build
ing, place or premises, abutting or adjacent 
to a public street, park or place, or in or 
upon any vehicle operated, standing or being 
in or upon any public street, park or place, 
where the sounds therefrom may be heard 
upon any public street, park or place, or 
from any stand, platform or other structure, 
or from any airplane or other device used for 
flying, flying over the city, or on a boat or on 
the waters within the jurisdiction of the city, 
or anywhere on or in the public streets, parks 
or places, is detrimental to the health, wel
fare and safety of the inhabitants of the 
city, in that such use or operation diverts 
the attention of pedestrians and vehicle op
erators in the public streets, parks and 
places, thus increasing traffic hazards and 
causing injury to life and limb. It is hereby 
further declared that such use or operation 
disturbs the public peace and comfort and 
the peaceful enjoyment by the people of 
their rights to use the public streets, parks 
and places for street, park and other public 
purposes and disturbs the peace, quiet and 
comfort of the neighboring inhabitants. 
Therefore, it is hereby declared as a matter 
of legislative determination that the prohi
bition of such use or operation for commer
cial or business advertising purposes and the 
proper regulation of such use and operation 
for all other purposes is essential to protect 
the health, welfare and safety of the inhabit
ants of the city, to secure the health, safety, 
comfort, convenience, and peaceful enjoy
ment by the people of their rights to use 
the public streets, parks and places for 
street, park and other public purposes and 
to secure the peace, quiet and comfort of 
the city's inhabitants. It is hereby further 
declared as a matter of legislative determi
nation that the expense of supervising and 
regulating the use and operation of such 
sound devices and apparatus for purposes 
other than commercial and business adver
tising purposes should be borne by the per
sons using or operating such devices and 
apparatus and that the requirement of a 
nominal fee for the issuance of a permit for 

* Section 3 of L. L. 1948, No. 64, reads as 
follows: 

§ 3. Construction Clause.-If any part of 
this local law or the application thereof to 
any person or circumstances, shall for any 
reason be adjudged by a court of competent 
jurisdiction to be unconstitutional or in
valid, such judgment shall not a1fect, impair 
or invalidate the remainder of this local law 
or the application thereof to other persons 
and circumstances, but shall be confined 
in its operation to the section, subdivision, 
sentence or part of the local law and the per
sons and the circumstances directly involved 
in the controversy in which such judgment 
shall have been rendered. It is hereby de
clared to be the intent of the Council that 
this local law would have been adopted if 
such invalid section, provision, subdivision, 
sentence or part of the local law or applica
tion not been included. 
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such use and operation as hereinafter pre
scribed is intended to defray the expenses of 
regulating such use or operation for the 
health, welfare and safety of aU the people. 

b. Definitions. As used in this section: 
1. The term "sound device or apparatus" 

shall mean any radio device or apparatus, or 
any device or apparatus for the amplification 
of any sounds from any radio, phonograph, 
or other sound-making or sound-producing 
device, or any device or apparatus for the 
reproduction or amplification of the human 
voice or other sounds; · 

2. The phrase "to use or operate any sound 
device or apparatus in, on, near or adjacent 
to any public street, park or place," shall 
mean to use or operate or cause to be used 
or operated any sound device or apparatus in 
front or outside of any building, place or 
premises, or in or through any window, door
way or opening of such building, place or 
premises, abutting on or adj-acent to a public 
street, park or place, or in or upon any ve
hicle operated, standing or being in or on any 
public street, park or place, where the sounds 
therefrom may be heard upon any public 
street, park or place, or from any stand, plat
form or other structure, or from any other 
airplane or other device used for flying, fly
ing over the city, or on a boat or on the 
waters within the jurisdiction of the city, or 
anywhere on the public streets, parks or 
places. 

c. Use and operation of the sound devices 
and apparatus for commercial and business 
advertising purposes. It shall be unlawful for 
any person to use or operate any sound device 
or apparatus in, on, near or adjacent to any 
public street, park or place, for commercial 
and business advertising purpose. 

d. Use and operation of sound devices and 
apparatus for other than commercial and 
business advertising purposes; permit re
quired. It shall be unlawful for any person 
to use or operate any sound device or ap
paratus, in, on, near or adjacent to any 
public street, park or place, unless he shall 
have first obtained a permit to be issued by 
the commissioner in the manner hereinafter 
prescribed and unless he shall comply with 
the provisions of this section and the terms 
and conditions prescribed in such permit. 

e. Applications.-Each applicant for a per
mit to use or operate a sound device or ap
paratus in, on, near or adjacent to any public 
street, park or place shall file a written ap
plication with the commissioner, at the po
llee precinct covering the area in which such 
sound device or apparatus is to be used or 
operated, at least five days prior to the date 
upon which sound device or apparatus is to 
be used or operated. Such application shall 
describe the specific location in which such 
sound device or apparatus is proposed to be 
used or operated, the day and the hour or 
hours during which it is proposed to be used 
or operated, the volume of sound which is 
proposed to be used measured by decibels or 
any other efficient method of measuring 
sound, and such other pertinent information 
as the commissioner may deem necessary to 
enable him to carry out the provisions of this 
section. 

f. Issuance of permit; terms.-The com
missioner shall not deny a permit for any 
specific time, location or u_se, to any applicant 
who complies with the provisions of this 
section, except for one or more of the reasons 
specified in subdivision g hereof or for non
payment of the fee prescribed in subdivision 
h hereof, or to prevent over-lapping in the 
granting of permits. Each permit issued 
pursuant to this section shall describe the 
specific location in which such sound device 
or apparatus may be used or operated there
under, the exact period of time for which 
such apparatus or device may be operated in 
such location, the maximum volume of 
sound which may be employed in such use 
or operation and such other terms and con
ditions as may hP necessary, for the purpose 
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of securing the health, safety, comfort, con
venience and peaceful enjoyment by the peo
ple of their right to use the public streets, 
parks or places for street, park or other 
public purposes, protecting the health, wel
fare and safety of the inhabitants of the 
city, and securing the peace, quiet and com
fort of the neighboring inhabitants. 

g. Special restrictions.-The commissioner 
shall not issue any permit for the use of a 
sound device or apparatus: 

1. In any location within five hundred 
feet of a school, courthouse or church, during 
the hours of school, court or worship, re
spectively, or within five hundred feet of any 
hospital or similar institution; 

2. In any location where the commissioner, 
upon investigation, shall determine that the 
conditions of vehicular or pedestrian traffic 
or both are such that the use of such a de
vice or apparatus will constitute a threat to 
the safety of pedestrians or vehicular op
erations; 

3. In any location where the commissioner, 
upon investigation, shall determine that con
ditions of overcrowding or of street repair 
or ather physical conditions are such that the 
use of a sound device or apparatus will de
prive the public of the right to the safe, 
comfortable, convenient and peaceful enjoy
ment of any public street, park or place for 
street, park or other public purposes, or will 
constitute a threat to the safety of pedes
trians or vehicle operators; 

4. In or on any vehicle or other device 
while it is in transit; or 

5. Between the hours of ten p.m. and nine 
a.m. 

h. Fees.-Each applicant for a permit issued 
under the provisions of this section shall pay 
a fee of five dollars for the use of each 
sound device or apparatus for each day, pro
vided, however, that permits for the use of 
such sound devices or apparatus shall be 
issued to any bureau, commission, board or 
department of the United States govern
ment, the state of New York, and the city 
of New York, without fee. . 

1. The provisions of this section shall not 
apply to the use or operation of any sound 
device or apparatus by any church or syna
gogue on or within its own premises, in con
nection with the religious rites or ceremonies 
of such church or synagogue. 

j. Violations-Any person who shall violate 
any provision of this section, upon conviction 
thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not 
more than twenty-five dollars or imprison
ment for thirty days, or both. 

k . Rules and regulations-The commis
sioner shall have the power to make such 
rules and regulations as may be necessary 
to carry out the provisions of th·is section. 

(As amended by L. L. 1939, No. 172, Novem
ber 20; as renumbered by L. L. 1942, No. 50, 
October 29; and as amended by L. L. 1948, 
No. 64, October 1.) 

New York, New YOTk 

Building Code, Sub-Article 1208 
Sub-article 1208.0 Noise control in mutiple 

dwellings 
§ C26-1208.1. Requirements.-Interior 

walls, partitions, floor-ceiling constructions, 
and mechanical equipment in spaces or 
buildings of occupancy group J-2 shall be 
designed and constructed In accordance with 
the requirements of this article, to provide 
minimum protection for each dwelling unit 
from extraneous noises emanating from 
other dwelling uinlts and from mechanical 
eqUipment. In addition, airborne sound from 
exterior mechanical equipment of bUildings 
in any occupancy group shall conform to the 
requirements of this article. 

(a) Field testing.-Where conditions in
dicate that the installed construction or 
equipment does not meet the noise control 
prescribed in this article, measurements shall 
be taken to determine conformance or non
conformance. For conformance with this ar
ticle, the results of such measurements shall 
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not fall by more than 2 db to meet the re
quirements in any octave band, or by more 
than two points to meet any STC or INR 
requirements. 

(b) Materials or assemblies of materials 
utilized to meet noise control requirements 
shall comply wtih load bearing, fire protec
tion or other applicable requirements of this 
code for walls, partitions and fioor-ceiling 
constructions. 

§ C26-1208.2 Acoustical isolation of dwell
ing units.-

( a) Airborne noise.-
(1) Walls, partitions, and floor-ceiling 

constructions separating dwelling units from 
each other or from public halls, corridors, or 
stairs shall have a minimum sound trans
mission class (STC) rating of 45 for airborne 
noise. This requirement shall not apply to 
dwelling unit entrance doors. However, such 
doors shall fit closely and not be undercut. 
For permits issued after January first nine
teen-seventy-two, the S.T.C. required shall 
be 50 for airborne noise and dwelling unit 
entrance doors shall at that time, have a 
minimum S.T.C. of 35. 

(2) STC ratings shall be obtained by tests 
cond ucrted in accordance W'i th the procedures 
of reference stalnd>ard RS 12-2 eX'cept as pro
vided In (3) below. 

( 3) The STC ratings of construotlon as
semblies as listed in reference standard RS 
12-2 may be used to detennine conformance 
with the requirements 0!! ( 1) above and with 
any other sooliion thalt requires a specific 
STC rating. 

( 4) Penetrations or openings in walls par
titions, or fioors for pipe sleeves, medtoine 
cabinets, hampers, eleotrtc devices, or sizrular 
items shall be packed, sealed, lined, back
plastered, or otherwise Isolated by sufficient 
mass to maintain the required STC ratings. 

( 5) Where grilles, reg[sters, or d·iffusers In 
one dwelling unit are connected by ductwork 
w1 th grilles, registers, or diffusers In anothea
dwelllng unit, and where such connecting 
duot Is less than 7 ft. long, it shall be Uned 
with durot lining; otherWise, an approved 
sound attenuating qevice shall be Installed 
therein. Duct lining shall conform to the 
requirements of article 13. 

(b) Structure-borne noise.-
( 1) Floor-cemn.g constructions separating 

dwelling units from each other or from pub
llc halls or oorrddors shall have a minimum 
impacl noise rating (INR) of 0. 

(2) Such INR shall be obtaJned by tests 
conducted in accordance with the procedure 
of reference &ta.nd.ards RS 12-3 except as pro
vided In (3) below. 

( 3) The INR of a floor-ceiling constructions 
listed in reference staaldJard RS 12-3 shall 

.be used to determine confonnance with the 
requirements of (1) above and With any 
other paragraph that requires a speaific INR. 
Oonstructtons shall be destgned and installed 
to avoid short circuiting the isolation devices 
that are incorporated into the constructions. 

§ 026-1208.3 Noise control of mechanical 
equipment.-

( a) Minimum wlrborne noise insulation re
quirements.-

( 1) Boilea- roOIIlB.-Boiler rooms adjoining 
dwelling spaces, either vertically or horizon
t ally, shall be separated therefrom by :floor
ceiling or par1lition construotlons having a 
minimum STC rnting of 50. 

(2) Mechanical equipment spaces.--spaces 
or shafts containing air conditioning, refrig
eration, or ventilating equipment, elevator 
machinery, or other mechanical equipment 
shall be separated both vertically and hori
zontally from dwelling units by constructions 
that will provide a minimum STC rating of 
50. Spaces or shafts containing equipment 
totallng more than 75 rated h .p. shall not be 
located vertically or horizontally adjacent to 
dwell1ng units unless the total sound power 
level output of all the equipment in the 
space or shaft is certified not to exceed the 
maximum soundpower levels of table 12-3 in 
any octave band. Such sound power level 
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ratings shall be obtained by test conducted 
in accordance with the procedures of refer
ence standard RS 12-5. 

a. VentHating openings into mechanical 
equipment spaces.-Ventilating openings 
into boiler rooms and other mechanical 
equipment spaces shall not be located in 
yards or couns where there are windows 
opening from living quarters, unless such 
ventilating openings are provided with sound 
attenuating devices If needed to limit noise 
transmission to NC-40 (noise criterion) 
levels in the exposed dwellln:g units. For per
mits issued after January first, nineteen 
seventy-two, the permissible noise levels 
shall not exceed NC-35. 

b. Noise criteria requirements.-Noise cri
teria. requirements prescribed in this article 
shall be in accordance with reference stand
ard RS 12-4. 
TABLE 12-3.-MAXIMUM SOUND POWER LEVELS PER

MITTED IN MECHANICAL SPACES OR SHAFTS ADJOIN
ING DWELLING SPACES 

Maximum sound power 
level db a 

Octave bands, c.p.s., mid· db re 10-13 
frequency watts 

63.- - ----------------------- 101 
125_____________________ ___ _ 101 
250_ ----------------------- - 103 
500_ ---------------------- -- 105 
1000_____________ __________ _ 102 
2000_ --------- ·------ ----- - - 101 
4000_------- ----- - ---------- 98 8000_ ___ __________________ __ 96 

db re 1Q-12 
watts 

91 
91 
93 
95 
92 
91 
88 
86 

a. The maximum sound power levels shall be reduced 5 db in 
any octave band where the equipment data indicate pure tone 
generation. The presence of pure tones may be determined by 
means of ~ octave band analysis. The criterion for a significant 
pure-tone component shall be an audible pure-tone sound 
together with an increase of the sound pressure level in the 
corresponding ~ octave band above the mean of the 2 adjacent 
~ of at least: 

b. For permits issued after Jan. 1, 1972, the maximum sound 
power levels shall be changed as follows: 

Octave band, c.p.s., 
midfrequency 

63 ___ ______________________ _ 

125.- - ----------------------
250 ___ ----------------------
1000.- ----------------------
2000. - ----------------------
4000 •. - ---------------------8GOO • •• ____________________ _ 

Center frequency 
of Y.l octave band __________ 40- 160-

125 250 
Increase in sound 

pressure level (db) ___________ 4 

dB re 
1Q-Ja watt 

98 
97 

100 
97 
96 
93 
91 

215-
500 

630-
1, 000 

dB re 
lQ-12 watt 

88 
87 
90 
87 
86 
83 
81 

1, 000-
Hi,OOO 

1)12 

(3) Ductwork.-Ducts serving dwelling 
units shall be lined with duct lining for at 
least 20 ft. from the fan discharge or intake; 
otherwise, an approved sound attenuating 
device shall be installed therein. All toilet 
exhaust ducts shall be lined with duct lin
ing for at least 20 ft . upstream of the eXhaust 
fan intake, otherwise, an approved sound 
attenuating device shall be installed therein. 
Duct lining shall conform to the require
ments of article 13. 

(4) Exterior mechanical equipment.- • 
Mechanical equipment in a building in any 
occupancy group, when located outside of the 
building in a yard or court or on a roof, or 
where the equipment opens to the exterior 
of the building, shall be subject to the noise 
output limitations given in table 12-4 where 
one or more windows of a dwelling unit in 
any buildmg in occupancy groups J-1, J-2, 
or J-3 is located within a sphere of 100 ft. 
radius WhOS'e center is any part of the equip
ment or its housing, unless It can be shown 
that the sound pressure levels, in octave 
bands, of the exterior mechanical equipment 
as measured within the dwelling unit do not 
exceed the levels given in table 12-5. 
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TABLE 12- 4.-MAXIMUM SOUND POWER LEVELS PERMITTED FOR EXTERIOR MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT ADJOINING BUILDINGS 

Maximum sound power leve:s in octave bands-db re 10-13 watts 1 Maximum sound power levels in octave bands-db re 10-13 watts I 
Minimum distance Minimum distance 

from equipment to 
exterior window 
(ft.) 2 

Octave bands c.p.s. mid frequency from equipment to Octave bands-db re 10-u watts 
exterior window 

63 125 250 500 1, 000 2, 000 4, 000 8, 000 (ft.) 2 63 125 250 500 1, 000 2, 000 4, 000 8, 000 

12 _______ ____________ _ 99 92 88 84 82 82 82 82 12 ____________________ 89 82 78 74 72 72 72 72 25 ___________ __ ______ _ 103 96 92 88 86 86 86 86 25 ____________________ 93 86 82 78 76 76 76 76 50 _____ ______________ _ 107 100 96 92 90 90 90 90 50 __________________ __ 97 90 86 82 80 80 80 80 100 __________ ________ _ 110 103 99 95 93 93 93 93 100 ____ _______________ 100 93 89 85 83 83 83 83 

1 For permits issued after Jan. 1, 1972, the permitted maximum sound power levels for exterior 
mechamcal equipment adjoining buildings shall be changed as follows: 

2 The minimum distance shall be measured in a straight line regardless of obstructions. Interpo
lated levels may be used for distances between those given in this table. See note a. at end of 
table 12- 3. 

feet Octave bands-dB re 1Q-13 watt (1) In the event sound power level data for the exterior mechanical equipment is not available, 
the sound pressure levels in octave bands, of the exterior mechanical equipment shall be measured. 

12 __________________ 97 90 83 78 
25 __________________ 104 96 89 84 
50 _________________ _ 110 102 95 90 100 _________________ 116 108 101 96 

75 73 
81 79 
87 85 
93 91 

72 
78 
84 
90 

71 
77 
83 
89 

(2) The measurements shall be obtained with the microphone of the measuring equipment located 
at the interior of the dwelling unit affected in a line with the window nearest the exterior mechanical 
equipment. The window shall be fully open and the microphone shall be located 3 ft. away from 
the open portion of the window. 

Octave bands-dB re 1Q-12 watt 
(3) Measurements shall be obtained during times when the ambient sound pressure levels, in 

octave bands, are at least 6 db lower at all octave bands than the sound pressure levels measured 
with the exterior equipment operating. By ambient sound pressure levels is meant the measured 
sound pressure levels, at the above described measuring location, with the exterior equipment 
not in operation. 

12 _______________ __ _ 87 80 73 68 
25 __________________ 94 86 79 74 
50 ___________ _______ 100 92 85 80 
100 _________________ 106 98 91 86 

TABLE 12-5.-NOISE OUTPUT LIMITATIONS FOR EXTERIOR 
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT JYIAXIMUM SOUND PRESSURE 
LEVEL1 2 

[Not to be exceeded in any octave bands! 

Octave bands, 
center frequency (c.p.s.) 

63 
125 
250 
500 

1000 
2000 
4000 
8000 

Decibels 
re 0.0002 microbar 

64 
57 
51 
45 
41 
39 
38 
37 

1 Measurements shall be obtained with a sound level meter 
and octave band analyzer, calibrated both electronically and 
acoustically before and after the measurements are made. The 
equipment used shall meet the requirements of reference 
standards RS 12-6. . 

2 For permits issued after Jan. 1, 1972, the maximum 
sound pressure levels shall be changed as follows: 

Octave bands center 
frequencies (c.p.s.) 

63 
125 
250 
500 

1000 
2000 
4000 
8000 

Decibels 
re 0.0002 microbar 

61 
53 
46 
40 
36 
34 
33 
32 

(b) Minimum structure-borne noise and 
vibration isolation requirements.-All isola
tors used in accordance with the following 
requirements shall be approved. 
(1) Boiler rooms.-

(a) Boilers.-All boilers supported on floors 
above a story having dwelling units shall be 
supported on resilient isolators having a min
imum static deflection of 1 in. The isolators 
shall be installed directly under the struc
tural frame of the boiler. 

b. Boiler breeching and piping.-When 
boilers are equipped with mechanical draft 
fans, the boiler breechlng and piping that 
is supported from or on slabs, floors, or walls 
that are contiguous to dwelling unit shall be 
supported for a distance of 50 pipe diameters 
on or from res111ent isolators. Each isolator 
shall have a minimum static deflection of 
1 in. 
( 2) Incinera:tor charging ahutes.-

a. Metal chutes.-Metal chutes, metal 
chute supports, and;or metal chute bracing, 
shall be free of direct contact with the shaft 
enclosure and the openings provided in the 
floor construction. Metal chutes shall be 
res111ently supported at each structural sup
port location. Isolators shall provide a mini
mum static deflection of 0.30 ln. All chutes 
shall be plumb. 

65 63 62 61 
71 69 68 67 
77 75 74 73 
83 81 80 79 

b. Masonry chutes.-The interior chute 
wall shall be plumb and without obstructions 
for the full height of the shaft and shall 
have a smooth interior finish. 
(3) Piplng.-

a. Metal piping connected to power driven 
equipment shall be resiliently supported 
from or on the building structure for a 
distance of 50 pipe diameters from the power 
driven equipment. The reslllent isolators 
shall have a minimum static deflection of 1 
in. for all piping with a 4 in. or larger actual 
outside diameter and ¥:a ln. for piping with 
less than a 4 in. in actual outside diameter. 
Piping connected to fluid pressure-reduc
ing valves, shall be resillently isolated for a 
distance of 50 pipe diameters from pressure 
reducing valves and isolators shall provide 
a minimum static deflection of ¥:a ln. 

b. Equipment such as heat exchangers, ab
sorption refrigeration machines, etc., that is 
located on any floor or roof other than a floor 
on grade, and that is not power driven but 
is connected by metal piping to power driven 
equipment, shall be resilently supported 
from or on the building structure, for a dis
tance of 50 pipe diameters from the power 
driven equipment. The resilient supports 
shall be vibration isolators having a mini
mum static reflection of 1 in. and shall 
incorporate approved resilient pads having a 
minimum thickness of ~ in. 

(4) Fans.-All fan equipment located on 
any roof or floor other than a floor on grade 
shall be mounted on or from vibration iso
lators. Fan equipment with motor drives sep
arated from the fan equipment shall be sup
ported on an isolated integral rigid struc
tural base supporting both the fan and mo
tor. Fan equipment with motor drives sup
ported from the fan equipment shall be 
mounted directly on vibration isolators. Each 
isolator shall have prov,ision for leveling. 
Isolators shall incorpora:te resilient pads 
having a minimum thickness of ~ in. The 
vibration isolators shall provide a minimum 
isola:tor efficiency of 90 per cent of fan rotor 
rpm with a maximum deflection of 2 in. 
Fans and compressors of 3 h.p. or less as
sembled in unitary containers may meet this 
requirement with isolators internal to the 
container providing the isolators meet the 
above minimum isolator efficiencies. 

(5) Pumps.-All pumps of 3 h. p. or more 
located on any floor other than a floor on 
grade shall be supported on vibration isola
tors having a minimum isolation efficiency 
of 85 per cent at the lowest disturbing fre
quency. Each insolator shall incorporate a 
leveling device and a res111ent pad having a 
minimum thickness of ~ in. 

(6) Compressors.-Compressors and drives 
located on a floor other than a floor on grade 
shall be mounted on vtbration isolators hav
ing a minimum isolation efficiency of 85 per 

cent at the lowest disturbing frequency. 
Each isolator shall incorporate a leveling de
Vice and a resilient pad having a minimum 
thickness of ~ ln. 

(7) Cooling towers.-All moving parts of 
cooling towers located on a roof or floor other 
than a floor on grade shall be installed on 
vibration isolators providing a minimum iso
lation efficiency of 85 per cent at fan rotor 
rpm with a maximum static deflection of 4 
in. Each isolator shall incorporate a leveling 
device and a resilient pad having a minimum 
thickness of ~ in. 

(8) Evaporative condensers.-Evaporatlve 
and air cooled condensers located on a roof or 
floor other than a floor on grade shall be 
mounted on vibration isolators providing a 
minimum isolation efficiency of 85 per cent 
at fan rotor rpm with a maximum static de
flection of 4 in. Each isolator shall incorpo
rate a leveling device and a resilient pad 
having a minimum thickness of ~ in. 

(9) Duct connections to fan equipment.
Flexible connections shall be installed be
tween fan equipment and connecting duct
work. 

(10) Elevator machinery.-Gear-driven ma
chinery, gearless machinery, motor genera
tors, and controllers located in an elevator 
machinery room or shaft on a roof, or on a 
floor other than a floor on grade, shall be 
supported on vibration isolator pads haVing 
a minimum thickness of Y2 in. 

(c) Maximum permissible air velocities in 
ducts.-

(1) Ducts located over ceilings of dwelling 
spaces.-The maximum permissible air veloc
ity in ductwork located over the ceilings of 
dwelling spaces or in masonry shafts adjoin
ing dwelling spaces shall not exceed the 
velocities prescribed in table 12-6. 

TABLE 12-6.- MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE AIR VELOCITIES IN 
DUCTS 

Type of system 

low velocity (f.p.m.) __ 
High velocity ________ _ 

Branch 
ducts 

750 
1,000 

Submain 
ducts 

1,000 
2,000 

Main 
ducts 

1, 500 
3,000 

In the application of table 12-6 the follow
ing shall apply: 

a. Any duct that connects directly to any 
terminal device (grille, diffuser, etc.) shall 
be classified as a branch duct for a distance 
of at least 4ft. from the terminal device. 

b. Any duct that connects a branch duct 
to a main duct or to the fan shall be classified 
as a sub-main duct. No duct may be classi
fied as a submain duct if it connects to a 
terminal device by means of a connector less 
than 4 ft. in length. 

c. When a duct is connected to the fan and 
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two or more sub-main ducts it shall be classi
fied as a main duct. 

d. The maximum velocities shown in table 
12-6 for low velocity ductwork shall apply in 
all cases except where a system of round 
ductwork is used and an acoustic air control 
device with self-contained attenuation com
ponents is located in the duct work prior to 
each air terminal device. Branch ducts, if 
any, connecting the acoustic air control de
vices to the terminals shall not have air 
velocities exceeding 750 fpm. Maximum 
power level ratings for the acoustic air con
trol devices shall be 3 db less than the values 
shown in table 12-7. 

(d) Maximum permissible sound power 
levels of fan coil uni·ts, grilles, registers, dif
fusers and induction units.-sound power 
level data, in octave bands, shall be certified 
in accordance with the provisions of section 
C26-106.2, for grilles, registers, diffusers and 
induction units at design operating condi
tions and for coil units when operating at 
specified cfm. The sound power levels shall 
not exceed the levels listed in table 12-7 with 
measured in accordance with the provisions 
of reference standard RS 12-5. 

TABLE 12- 7.-MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE SOUND POWER 
LEVELS FOR TERMINAL UNITS t 

Sound power levels, db 
Octave bands, c.p.s. 
midfrequency db re 1o-13 db re 1o-12 watts 

63 ___ ---------------- -- -125 _________________ ___ _ 

250 __ -- -----------------
500_-- -- --- -------------
1,000 __ -- ----------- - ----2,000 ___ __ ______________ _ 
4,000 __ __ _______________ _ 
8,000 __ ___ ___________ ___ _ 

79 
73 
67 
62 
59 
57 
54 
53 

69 
63 
57 
52 
49 
47 
44 
43 

1 For permits issued after Jan. 1, 1972, the maximum permis
sible sound power level for terminal units shall be changed as 
follows: 

Octave bands Sound. power levels 
c.p.s. 
midfrequencies db re 10-13 watts db re 10-12 watts 

63 __ - - ------------
125_-- ------------
250_ ---------- - - - -
500_-- - --- --- -----1,000 _____________ _ 
2,000 __ --- ------ ---4,000 ________ ___ __ _ 
8,000 ________ ___ __ _ 

76 
69 
62 
57 
54 
52 
49 
48 

LOCAL LAWS OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
FOR THE YEAR 1968 

A LOCAL LAW 

66 
59 
52 
47 
44 
42 
39 
38 

To amend the New York city charter in re
lation to the consolidation of certain agen
cies into an environmental protection 
administration, prescribing the functions, 
powers and duties of such administration 
and repealing certain portions of the 
charter 
Be it enacted by the Council as follows: 
Section 1. The New York city charter is 

hereby amended by adding a new chapter, to 
be chapter fifty-seven to read as follows: 

Chapter 57 
Environmental Protection Administration 

§ 1400. Administration; administrator. 
There shall be an environmental protection 
administration, the head of which shall be 
the administrator of environmental pro
tection. 

§ 1401. Officials of the administration. The 
mayor may appoint such number of deputy 
administrators and commissioners in the 
environmental protection administration, 
within the appropriation of that administra
tion, as are authorized by this charter or in 
accordance with the provisions of this sec
tion. The administrator may appoint such 
number of deputy commissioners, assistant 
administrators and other officers of the ad-
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ministration who are in the exempt class 
of the civil service as are within the appro
priation for that administration and are au
thorized by this charter or in accordance 
with the provisions of this section. However, 
the total number of deputy administrators, 
assistant administrators, commissioners, and 
deputy commissioners shall not exceed nine
teen. In order to authorize any office specified 
within this section, the mayor shall send a 
message to the council specifying that office 
and include therein its title, purpose, func
tions, powers, duties and the qualifications, 
if any, required to hold such office. The order 
shall become effective and the office shall be 
authorized on the sixtieth day after introduc
tion unless the authorization of such office 
be · specifically disapproved by the council 
within such time. Any office which has been 
authorized pursuant to the provisions of this 
section may be abolished by the same pro
cedure under which it was authorized or by 
local law. 

§ 1402. Powers and duties of the adminis
trator. The administrator shall have the 
power to exercise or delegate any of the func
tions, powers and duties vested in him or in 
the administration by this chapter or other
wise. In the performance of his functions, 
the administrator shall have, in addition to 
such others as may be conferred upon him 
from time to time by law, the power and 
duty: 

1. to analyze the needs of the city with re
spect to the matters subject to the jurisdic
tion of the administration, prepare interme
diate and long range programs designed to 
meet such needs, and establish priorities 
among them; 

2. to prepare and transmit the budget esti
mates of the administration as prescribed 
by law; 

3. to supervise the execution and manage
ment of all programs, activities and expend
itures of the administration; and 

4. to the extent to which the organization 
of the administration is not prescribed by 
law, and in accordance wih such standards 
and policies as may be established by the 
mayor, to organize the administration into 
departments, divisions, bureaus, boards or 
offices and make assignments of powers and 
duties among them and from time to time 
change such organization or assignments. 

§ 1403. Functions of the administration. 
Except as otherwise provided by law, the ad
ministration shall perform all those func
tions· and operations performed by the city 
of New York which relate to the cleanliness 
of the streets, the disposal of wastes, the pro
vision of a pure, wholesome and adequate 
supply of water and the prevention of air 
and water pollution and of noise disturbance, 
including, without limitation, the following: 

1. Sanitation. (a) With respect to sanita
tion, the administration shall have the fol
lowing functions: 

(1) the sweeping, cleaning, sprinkling, 
flushing, washing and sanding of the streets; 

(2) the removal and disposition of ashes, 
street sweepings, garbage, refuse, rubbish and 
waste; 

( 3) the removal of ice and snow from the 
streets; 

(4) the removal of incumbrances from 
streets and the storage or disposal of such 
incumbrances in accordance with regulations 
adopted by the board of estimate, except that 
such board may provide by regulation that 
the removal and storage of household effects 
or other chattels shall be a responsibility of 
the general services administration; 

( 5) the operation, maintenance and use of 
incinerators or other plants or equipment for 
the destruction or disposition of ashes, street 
sweepings, garbage, refuse, rubbish and 
waste. 

(b) The administration may adopt regula
tions specifying the kind of ashes, garbage, 
refuse, rubbish or other material or substance 
that will be collected by the city, from whom 
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it will be taken, the manner in which it shall 
be arranged or sorted, the time when it will 
be collected and the place at which it shall 
be deposited for collection, and may prescribe 
civil penalties for a violation thereof. Every 
such regulation shall be filed with the city 
clerk, shall be published in the City Record 
and shall not take effect until so filed and 
published. 

(c) Such regulations shall be enforced by 
order of the administration. such order shall 
be addressed to the owner or owners, lessees 
or occupants of the building, structure, en
closure, vessel, place or premises affected 
thereby; but it shall not be necessary to 
designate such owner or owners, lessees or 
occupants by name in such order, but the 
premises shall be designated in the address 
so that the same may readily identified. Serv
ice of any such order may be made by de
livery of a copy thereof to the owner or 
any one of several owners, to a lessee or any 
one of several lessees, or to any person shall 
cease to record the flow of water or where a 
meter shall have been removed, and charge 
of the premises, then by affixing a copy of 
such order prominently upon the premises. If 
such order be not complied with within the 
time specified therein, the administration 
shall prosecute the person or corporation 
liable therefor for the penalty prescribed by 
the regulation violated in furtherance of 
which such order shall have been issued and 
served. 

(d) The administration may adopt regula
tions controlling the use of sidewalks and 
gutters by abutting owners and occupants for 
the disposition of sweepings, garbage, refuse 
or rubbish, and may provide that the viola
tion thereof shall be punishable by civil 
penalty, fine or imprisonment. Such regula
tions shall be submitted to the council and 
when approved by it shall be published and 
enforced in like manner as local laws. 

(e) When used in this subdivision one 
"street" includes street, avenue, road, alley, 
lane, highway, parkway, boulevard, con
course, driveway, culvert and crosswalk, and 
every class of public road, square and place, 
except a wharf, pier, bulkhead or slip by 
law committed to the cutsody and control 
of any other agency or department. 

2. Air pollution control. The administra
tion, subject to the provisions of this chapter, 
shall have jurisdiction to regulate and con
trol the emission into the open air of harm
ful or objectionable substances, including 
but not limited to smoke, soot, fly ash, dust, 
fumes, gas, vapors, odors and any products 
of combustion or incomplete combustion re
sulted from the use of fuel burning equip
ment or from the heating of fuels or refuse. 
It shall enforce all laws, rules and regula
tions with respect to suoh emissions. It shall 
make such investigations and studies as may 
be desirable for the purpose of such enforce
ment and of controlling and eliminating air 
pollution, and for such purpose shall have 
power to compel the attendance of witnesses 
and to take their testimony under oath. 

3. Noise abatement. The administration 
shall have jurisdiction to enforce all laws, 
rules and regulations to eliminate noise dis
turbances. It shall make such investigations 
and studies as may be desirable to develop 
permissible sound levels, and to correct prob
lems related to noise control, and, for such 
purposes shall have power to compel the 
attendance of witnesses and to take their 
testimony under oath. 

4. Water resources. With respect to water 
resources, the administration shall have the 
following functions: 

(a) to have charge and control: 
( 1) of all structures and property con

nected with the supply and distribution of 
water for ptUblic use not owned by private 
corporations, including all fire and drinking 
hydrants and all water meters; 

(2) of furnishing the water supply and 
maillltaining its quality, and of the lnvestlga-
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tion for and the construction of all works 
necessary to deliver the proper and required 
quantLty of wa·ter with am.ple reserve for con
ti~ncies and future demands; 

(3) of making and enforcing rules and 
regulations governing and restricting the use 
and supply of water; and 

(4) of making rules and regulations, sub
ject to the approv'al of the board of esti.Ina.te, 
fixing uniform annual charges and extra and 
miscellaneous charges for the supply of wa
ter, meter rates and minimum charges for 
the supply of water by meter, annual service 
charges and charges for meters and their con
nections and for their setting, repair and 
maintenance and charges for water where 
a meter shall fail to register correctly or shall 
cease to record the flow of water or where 
a meter shall have been removed, and in 
cases in which no fines are fixed by provision 
of law, of fixing and collecting fines for vio
la;tlons of rules and regulations; but no fines 
shall be imposed against any property unless 
notice by mail addressed to the owner at the 
property, or if his name be unknown, then 
to the "owner or occupant" thereof and a 
hearing be given. 

(b) to examine into the sources of water 
supply of any private companies supplying 
the city or any portion thereof or its inhabi
tants with water, to see that the same is 
wholesome and the supply is adequate, to 
establish such rules and regulations in re
spect thereof as are reasonable and neces
sary for the convenience of the public, and 
to exercise superintendence, regulation and 
control in respect to the supply of water 
by such water companies; 

(c) except as otherwise provided by law 
and subject to the provisions of this chapter, 
to regulwte and control emissions into the 
water within and about the city of New York 
of harmful or objectionable substances, con
taminants and pollutants; enforce all laws, 
rules and regulations with respect to such 
emissions; make such investigations and 
studies as may be desirable for the purpose of 
such enforcement and of controlling and 
eliminating pollution of such waters, and 
for such purpose to have the power to compel 
the attendance of witnesses and to take their 
testimony under oath. 

5. Sewers: (a) The administration shall 
have charge and control over the location 
construction, alteration, repair, maintenance 
and operation of all sewers including inter
cepting sewers and sewage disposal plants, 
and of all matters in the several boroughs re
lating to public sewers and drainage, and 
shall initiate and make all plans for drainage 
and shall have charge of all public and pri
vate sewers in accordance with such plans; 
and shall have charge of the management, 
care and maintenance of the sewer and drain
age systems therein; and of the licensing of 
all cisterns and cesspools; 

(b) The administrator may adopt regula
tions requiring the discharge of sewage, ref
use, factory waste and trade waste into the 
public sewers of the city, or regulating, re
stricting or prohibiting the use of public 
sewers for the discharge therein of any ma
terials or substance, and may prescribe civil 
penalties for violation thereof. Every regula
tion adopted pursuant to this section shall 
be filed with the city clerk, shall be published 
in THE CITY RECORD and shall not take effect 
until so filed and published. 

§ 1404. Environmental control board. 1. 
There shall be in the administration an en
vironmental control board consisting of the 
administrator, who shall be chairman, the 
commissioner in the administration who is 
responsible for air pollution control, the 
commissioner in the administration who is 
responsible for water pollution control, and 
two persons who are not officers in the ad
ministration at least one to be possessed of 
a broad general background and experience 
in each of the fields of air pollution control 
and water pollution control. These two mem-
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hers shall be appointed by the mayor for four
year terms except the first of such persons 
taking office shall be appointed for a two
year term. The members of the board shall 
serve without compensation. 

2. The environmental control board, in ad
dition to such other duties as may be assigned 
to it by law, shall have jurisdiction to adopt 
and amend rules not inconsistent with any 
provision of law: 

(a) regulating or pro hi biting the emission 
into the open air from any source, whether 
fixed or movable, and whether on land or 
water of any harmful or objectionable sub
stances. including, but not limited to, smoke, 
soot, fly ash, dust, fumes, gas vapors and 
odors, and the installation, construction or 
alteration of equipment giving forth such 
emissions into the open air insofar as such 
emissions are effected thereby; and 

(b) regulating or prohibiting the emission 
into the waters within and about the city of 
New York from any source whether fixed 
or movable and whether on land or water of 
any harmful or objectionable substances, 
contaminants and pollutants. 

Section 2. Chapters thirty-one, forty-one, 
sections 683(a) (4) and 687 of chapter twenty
eight, and sections 734 ( 1) through ( 4) and 
736 of chapter thirty are hereby repealed. 

Section 3. Subdivision i of § 93 of the New 
York city charter is amended to read as 
follows: 

i. He shall prescribe systems of accounting 
for city agencies whose revenues arising out 
of the use of facilities and services supplied 
by such agency constitute fiftv oer centum 
or more of the appropriation provided for the 
operation of such agency, which systems of 
accounting shall conform so far as practica
ble to standard public utility accounting 
practices. The comptroller shall publish in 
his annual report statistical data in regard 
to the financial operations of such city 
agencies. 

Section 4. Any agency or officer to which 
are assigned by this local law any functions, 
powers and duties shall exercise such func
tions, powers and duties in continuation of 
their exercise by the agency or officer by 
which the same were heretofore exercised and 
shall have power to continue any business, 
proceeding or other matter commenced by 
the agency or officer by which.such functions, 
powers and duties were heretofore exercised. 
Any provision in any law, rule, regulation, 
contract, grant or other document relating 
to the subject-matter of such functions, 
powers or duties, and applicable to the agency 
or officer formerly exercising the same shall, 
so far as not inconsistent with the provi
sions of this local law, apply to the agency 
or officer to which such functions, powers and 
duties are assigned by this local law. 

Section 5. Any agency provided for in this 
local law to which is assigned by this local 
law substantially all of the functions, powers 
and duties of one or more agencies hereto
fore existing shall be deemed to be a con
tinuation of such agencies heretofore exist
ing and shall exercise its powers and duties 
in continuation of their exercise by the 
agencies by which the same were heretofore 
exercised and shall have power to continue 
any business, proceeding or other matter 
commenced by the agencies by which such 
powers and duties were heretofore exercised. 
Any provision in any law, rule, regulation, 
contract, grant or other document relating to 
such formerly existing agencies shall, so far 
as not inconsistent with the provisions of 
this local law, apply to such agency provided 
for by this local law. 

Section 6. Any rule or regUlation in force 
on the effective date of this local law, and 
promulgated by an agency or officer whose 
power to promulgate such type of rule is 
assigned by this local law to some other 
agency or officer, shall continue in force as 
the rule or regulation of the agency or officer 
to whom such power is assigned, except as 
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such agency or officer may hereafter duly 
amend, supersede, or repeal such rule and 
regulation. 

Section 7. All records, property and equip
ment whatsoever of any agency or part 
thereof all the functions, powers and duties 
of which are assigned to any other agency 
by this local law, shall be transferred and 
delivered to the agency to which such func
tions, powers and duties are so assigned. If 
part of the functions, powers and duties of 
any agency or part thereof is by this local 
law assigned to another agency, all records, 
property and equipment relating thereto 
shall be transferred and delivered to the 
agency to which such functions, powers and 
duties are so assigned. 

Section 8. (a) No existing right or remedy 
of any character shall be lost or impaired or 
affected by reason of ._he adoption of this 
local law. 

(b) Any license or permit in force on the 
effective date of this local law, and issued by 
an agency or officer whose power to issue 
such type of license or permit is assigned by 
this local law to some other agency or officer, 
shall continue in force according to its terms 
and the applicable law and shall then be re
newable in accordance with applicwble law 
by the agency or officer to which such power 
is assigned. 

Section 9. No action or proceeding, civil or 
criminal, pending at the time when this 
local law shall take effect, brought by or 
against the city or any agency or officer, 
shall be affected or abated by the adoption 
of this local law or by anything herein con
tained; but all such actions or proceedings 
may be continued notwithstanding that func
tions, powers and duties of any agency or 
officer party thereto may by this local law 
be assigned or transferred to another agency 
or officer, but in that event the same may be 
prosecuted or defended by the head of the 
agency or the officer to which such functions, 
powers and duties have been assigned or 
transferred by this local law. 

Section 10. Whenever by any provision of 
this local law functions, powers or duties 
are assigned to any agency or officer which 
have been heretofore exercised by any other 
agency or officer, all officers and employees 
in the classified municipal civil service who 
at the time when this local law shall take 
effect are engaged in the performance of such 
functions, powers or duties shall be trans
ferred to the agency to which such functions, 
powers or duties are assigned by this local 
law, without examination and without af
fecting existing compensation or pension or 
retirement rights, privileges or obligations 
of such officers and employees. 

Section 11. Nothing in this local law con
tained shall affect or impai.r the rights or 
privileges of officers or employees of the city 
or of any agency existing at the time when 
this local law shall take effect, or any provi
sion of law in force at the time when this 
local law shall take effect and not incon
sistent with the provisions of this local law 
in relation to the personnel, appointment, 
ranks, grades, tenure of office, promotion, re
moval, pension and retirement rights, civil 
rights or any other rights or privileges of of
fleers or employees of the city generally or 
officers of any agency. 

Section 12. If any provision of this local 
law shall be held invalid or ineffective in 
whole or in part or inapplicable to any per
son or situation, it i's the purpose and intent 
of this local law that all other provisions 
hereof shall nevertheless be separate and 
fully effective and the application of any 
such provision to other persons or situations 
shall not be affected. 

Section 13. This local law shall take effect 
on such date as the mayor shall provide by 
executive order, except that the provisions 
of § 1401 relating to authorization of offices 
in the administration shall take effect im
mediately. 
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City codes and motor vehicle codes 
City Code 

(16) To compel the abatement and re
moval of all nuisances within the city or 
upon property owned by the city beyond 
its limits at the expense of the person or 
persons causing the same, or of the owner 
or occupant of the ground or premises where
on the same may be; to require all lands, 
lots and other premises within the city to 
be kept clean, sanitary and free from weeds, 
or to make them so at the expense of the 
owners or occupants thereof; to regulate or 
prevent slaughterhouses or other noisome or 
offensive business within said city, the keep
ing of animals, poultry or other fowl there
in, or the exercise of any dangerous or un
wholesome business, trade or employment 
therein; to regulate the transportation of all 
articles through the streets of the city; to 
compel the abatement of smoke and_ dust, 
and prevent unnecessary noise therem; to 
regulate the location of stables and the man
ner in which they shall be kept and con
structed; and generally to define, prohibit, 
abate, suppress and prevent all ·things det
rimental to the health, morals, comfort, 
safety, convenience and welfare of the in
habitants of the city. 

Sec. 6-10. Certain means of advertisement 
prohi·bited.-No bellman or crier, or drum or 
other instrument causing sound of any kind, 
or any show signal or other other means of 
attracting the attention of passers-by, except 
the usual auctioneer's flag, shall be em
ployed, or be permitted to be u sed at or near 
any auction whatever. Any violation of this 
section shall be punished by a fine of fifty 
dollars for each offense. (Code 1950, § 6-11.) 

Sec. 29-6. Hospital quiet zones.-There is 
hereby created and established a "zone of 
quiet" in all territory embraced within the 
distance of three hundred feet of every hos
pital, lying-in asylum, sanatorium and other 
institution for the treatment of sick persons 
in the city. 

Upon application of any hospital in the 
city, approved by the director of public wel
fare, the director of public safety shall place, 
or cause to be placed, within such territory, 
on posts or on other conspicuous places, on 
each street on which such hospital or other 
institution may be situated or upon 

Sec. 31--48. Noise generally.1-It shall be un
lawful for any person to create any unrea
sonably loud, disturbing and unnecessary 
noise in the city, and noise of such character, 
intensity and duration as to be detrimental 
to the life or health of any person or to un
reasonably disturb or annoy the quiet, com
fort or repose of any person is hereby pro
hibited. 

The following acts, among others, are de
clared to be loud, disturbing and unneces
sary noises in violation of this section, but 
said enumeration shall not be deemed to be 
exclusive, namely: 

(a) The sounding of any horn or signal 
device on any automobile, motorcycle, bus or 
other vehicle while not in motion, except as 
a danger signal if another vehicle is ap
proaching apparently out of control, or if in 
motion only as a danger signal after or as 
brakes are being applied and deceleration of 
the vehicle is intended; the creation by 
means of any such signal device of any un
reasonably loud or harsh sound; and, the 
sounding of such device for any unnecessary 
and unreasonable period of time. 

(b) The playing of any television set, 
radio, phonograph or any musical instrument 
in such a manner or with such volume as to 
annoy or disturb the quiet, comfort or re-

1 For Charter provision as to power of city 
to prevent unnecessary noise, see Char., § 2, 
subsec. (16). 

As to sound trucks, see §§ 31-69 to 31-72 
of this Code. 
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pose of persons in any dwelllng, hotel or 
other type of residence. 

(c) The keeping of any animal which by 
causing frequent or long continued noise 
shall disturb the comfort and repose of any 
person in the vicinity to such an extent as 
shall constitute a nuisance. 

(d) The use of any automobile, motor
cycle or vehicle so out of repair, so loaded or 
in such manner as to create loud and un
necessary grating, grinding, rattling or other 
noises. 

(e) The blowing of any steam whistle at
tached to any stationary boiler, except to give 
notice of the time to begin or stop work or 
as a warning of danger.2 

(f) The discharge in to the open air of the 
exhaust of any steam engine, stationary in
ternal combustion engine or motor vehicle 
engine, except through a muffler or other de
vice which will effectively prevent loud or 
explosive noises therefrom.8 

(g) The creation of any excessive noise on 
any street adjacent to any school, institution 
of learning or court, while the same is in 
session, or adjacent to any building used as 
a place of public worship, while being so 
used, or adjacent to any hosiptal, which un
reasonably interferes with the workings of 
such school, institution or court or the serv
ices being conducted in such place of public 
worship, or which disturbs or unduly annoys 
patients in such hospitals.• 

(h) The creation of a loud and excessive 
noise in connection with loading or unload
ing any vehicle or the opening and destruc
tion of bales, boxes, crates and containers. 

(i) The shouting and crying of peddlers, 
hawkers and vendors which disturbs the 
peace and quiet of the neighborhood. 

(j) The use of any drum, loud-speaker or 
other instrument or device for the purpose of 
attracting attention, by creation of noise, to 
any performance, show or sale or display of 
merchandise. 5 

Any person who shall violate any of the 
provisions of this section shall, upon convic
tion for the first offense, be fined not less 
than five dollars nor more than twenty-five 
dollars; upon conviction of a second offense 
committed within one year from the com
mission of the first offense, be fined not less 
than ten dollars nor more than fifty dollars; 
and, upon conviction of a third or any sub
sequent offense committed within one year 
from the commission of the first offense, be 
fined not less than twenty-five dollars nor 
more than one hundred dollars. 

When any violation of any of the provi
sions of this section is committed in the 
presence of any pollee officer while in the 
discharge of his duty, he shall take the name 
and address of the person violating the 
same and shall issue a summons or otherwise 
notify such person in writing to appear be
fore the pollee judge or the judge of the 
juvenile and domestic relations court of the 
city having jurisdiction, at a time to be 
specified in such summons or notice, for a 
hearing on said alleged violation. Upon the 
serving of such summons or giving of such 
notice, the person charged with such vio
lation shall give his written promise to ap
pear at the time and place designated. 
Should any such person refuse to give such 
written promise, or having given the same, 
wilfully fail to appear pursuant thereto, such 
refusal or failure, as the case may be, shall 
constitute a violation of this section, which 
shall be in addition to the charges upon 

2 As to whistles and horns on locomotives, 
see § 38-3 of this Code. 

a As to use of mufflers on highways, see 
§ 29-777 of this Code. As to mufHers on 
motorboats, see § 54-9. 

• As to hospital quiet zones, see § 29-6 of 
this Code. As to use of amplifying equipment 
within one hundred yards of hospital, see 
§ 31-71, subsec. (d). 

5 As to advertising auctions, see § 6-10 of 
this Code. · 
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which such person was originally sum
moned or notified to appear. (Code 1950, 
§ 29-43.) 

Sec. 31-69. Sound trucks-Definltlons.
For the purposes of this and the three fol
lowing sections, the following words and 
phrases shall have the following meanings, 
respectively: 

Sound truck. The words "sound truck", as 
used herein, shall mean any motor vehicle 
or horse-drawn vehicle having mounted 
therein, or attached thereto, any sound
amplifying equipment. 

Sound-amplifying equipment. The words 
"sound-amplifying equipment",· as used 
herein, shall mean any machine or device for 
the amplification of the human voice, music 
or any other sound. "Sound-amplifying 
equipment", as used herein, shall not be 
construed as including standard automobile 
radios when used and heard only by occu
pants of the vehicle in which installed or 
warning devices on authorized emergency 
vehicles or horns or other warning devices 
on other vehicles used only for traffic safety 
purposes. (Code 1950, § 29-66.) 

Sec. 31-70. Same-Commercial advertising 
prohibited.-No person shall operate, or 
cause to be operated, any sound truck for 
commercial advertising purposes in the city 
with sound-amplifying equipment in opera
tion. (Code 1950, § 29-67.) 

Sec. 31-71. Same-Noncommercial use.
No person shall use, or cause to be used, a 
sound truck with its amplifying equipment 
in operation for noncommercial purposes in 
the city, except in accordance with and sub
ject to the following regulations: 

(a) The only sounds permitted are music 
or human speech. 

{b) Operations are permitted for four 
hours each day, except on Sundays and legal 
holidays when no operations shall be au
thorized .. The permitted four hours of oper
ation shall be between the hours of 11:30 
A.M. and 1:30 P.M. and between the hours 
of 4:30P.M. and 6:30P.M. 

(c) SOund-amplifying equipment shall 
not be operated unless the sound truck upon 
which such equipment is mounted is oper
ated at a speed of at least ten miles per 
hour, except when said truck is stopped or 
impeded by traffic. Where stopped by traffic 
the said sound-amplyfying equipment shall 
not be operated for longer than one minute 
at each such stop. 

(d) Sound shall not be issued within one 
hundred yards of hospitals,2 schools, church
es or courthouses. 

(e) No sound truck with its amplifying 
device in operation shall be operated within 
the limits of the following described area 
of the city: That certain area bounded on 
the north by the northern line of Bramble
ton Avenue, on the east by the eastern line 
of Church Street, on the south by the 
southern line of Water Street and on the 
west by the western line of Boush Street. 

{f) The human speech and music ampli
fied shall not be profane, lewd, indecent or 
slanderous. 

(g) The volume of sound shall be con
trolled so that it wm not be audible for 
a distance in excess of fifty feet from the 
sound truck and so that said volume is not 
unreasonably loud, raucous, jarring, disturb
ing or a nuisance to persons within the area 
of audibility. 

(h) No sound-amplifying equipment shall 
be operated in excess of fifteen watts of power 
in the last stage of amplification. 

(i) Sound-amplifying equipment in opera
tion on a sound truck shall be subject to 
inspection by a member of the police divi
sion at reasonable times. (Code 1950, § 29-
68.) 

2 As to hospital quiet zones, see § 29-6 of 
this Code. As to creation of excessive noise 
in street adjacent to hospital, see § 31-48, 
subsec. (g). 
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Sec. 38-3. Whistles and horns on loco

motives.-It shall be unlawful for any 
owner, lessee, operator or driver of any loco
motive to sound or permit to be sounded 
within the corporate limits of the city, be
tween the hours of 5:00P.M. and 8:00A.M., 
any whistle or horn attached to such loco
motive, except in cases where the sounding 
of such whistle or horn on the locomotive 
becomes absolutely necessary for the pro
tection of life or property, or to give appro
priate and necessary signals. 

Any viola;tion of this section shall be pun
ishable by a fine of not less than five dollars 
nor more thllin fifty dollars for each offense. 
(Code 1950, § 29-57; Ord. 18,139, 3-6-56, § 1.) 

se~. 54-67. Loud, etc., noises prohibited.
It shall be unlawful for any person, while 
aboard any motor boat, vessel, barge or any 
other water craft, whether under way, drift
ing, berthed or at anohor, to make or create 
any loud, disturbing or unreasonable noise 
of such char!l!Cter, intensity or duration as 
to be detdmental to the health or life of any 
person or to unreasonably disturb or annoy 
the quiet, comfort or repose of any person: 
(Ord. 23,824, 3-14-67, § 1.) 

Sec. 54-68. Violations of article-Pen
alty.-Any person violating any provision of 
this article for which no specifi~ penalty is 
provided shall, upon conviction thereof, be 
punished by a fine or not less than five dol
lars, nor more than fifty dolla;rs, or by con
finement in jail for not more than ten days, 
or by both su~h fine and confinement in jail, 
in the discretion of the jury or in the dis
cretion of the judge trying the case without 
a jury. (Ord. 23,824, 3-14-67, § 1.) 

Motor Vehicle Code 
Any person who makes or causes to be 

made or permits to be made by any per
son, animal, vehicle or other object under 
his control, any unnecessary noise by fast 
driving or riding, ringing of bells, blowing 
of horns or whistles, open mufflers, or other 
device or instrument or in any other way, 
within such "zone of quiet," so as to dis
turb or tend to disturb the peace, comfort 
or quiet of any inmate of such hospital, upon 
conviction, shall be punished by a fine of not 
more than twenty-five dollars for each of
fense. (Code 1950, § 27-11.) 

Sec. 29-777. Muffler in good working order 
requlred.-No person shall drive and no own
er of a motor vehicle shall permit or allow the 
operation of any owned vehicle upon a high
way unless such motor vehicle is equipped 
with a muffler or mufflers of a type installed 
as standard factory equipment or comparable 
to that designed for use upon the particular 
vehicle as standard factory equipment, in 
good working order and in constant opera
tion to prevent excessive or unusual noise, 
annoying smoke and escape of excessive gas, 
steam or oil. A muffler shall not be deemed 
to prevent excessive or unusual noise if it 
permits or allows the escape of noise in ex
cess of that permitted by the standard fac
tory equipment muffler of private passenger 
motor vehicles or trucks of standard make. 
(Code 1950, § 27-156.) 

Sec. 29-778. Muffler cutout, etc., illegaL
It shall be unlawful to sell or offer for sale 
a muffler without interior baffle plates or 
other effective muffling device, commonly 
called "gutted muffler,'' "muffler cutout" or 
"straight exhaust" or for any motor vehicle 
to be equipped with or for any person to use 
such a "gutted muffler,'' "muffler cutout" or 
"straight exhaust" while such motor vehicle 
is being operated upon a highway. (Code 
1950, § 27-157.) 

Oklahoma City, Okla. 
City Ordinances 

Emergency ordinance 
Ordinance No. 11,298 Amending sec

tion 9.3.11 (i) of title 9, revised ordinances, 
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1960, of the city of Oklahoma City, as 
amended, prohibiting the use of noise mak
ing devices that disturb the peace or annoy 
the public for the purpose of attracting at
tention to any performance, show, sale or 
display of merchandise, and declaring an 
emergency. 

Be it ordained by the council of the city of 
Oklahoma City: 

Section 1. Section 9.3.11 (i) of title 9, 
revised ordinances, 1960, of the city of Okla
homa City, as amended, is hereby amended 
to read as follows: 

9.3.11 (i). The use of any drum, loud 
speaker, instrument or device which pro
duces sound of such volume or character as 
to disturb the public peace or annoy the 
public for the purpose of attracting atten
tion to any performance, show or sale or dis
play of merchandise offered for sale is here
by prohibited." 

Section 2. (Emergency). Whereas, it be
ing immediately necessary for the preserva
tion of the peace, health and safety of the 
city of Oklahoma City and the inhabitants 
thereof that the provisions of this ordinance 
be put into full force and effect, an emer
gency is hereby declared to exist by reason 
whereof this ordinance shall take effect and 
be in full f·orce from and a!ter its passage, as 
provided by law. 

Introduced and adopted by the Council of 
the city of Oklahoma City this 24th day of 
May,1966. 

Approved by the Vice Mayor of the city 
of Oklahoma City this 24th day of May, 
1966. 

Emergency ordinance 
Ord'inance No. 11,293 amending section 10. 

23.17 of sootion 10, revised ordinances, 1960, 
of the city of Okl·ahoma Oity, a's amended, 
pl'lOhibiting the use of noise and speaking 
devices that disturb the pea.ce or annoy the 
public for the purpose o·f attra,Citdng atten
tion to any performance, show sale, or dis
play of merchandise, and declaring an emer
gency. 

Be it ordained by the council of the city 
of Oklahoma City: 

Section 1. Section 10.23.17 of Title 10, re
vised Ord·iJiliances, 1960, of the City of Okla
hOinJa O!ty, so amended, is hereby amended 
to read as follows: 

"10.23.17 Loud Noise and Speakling Deviees. 
No peddleir nor any person in his behalf, shall 
shout, make any cry-out, blow a horn, ring 
a bell or use any sound device, including any 
loud speaking radio or sound amplifying sys
tem upon any of the streets, alleys, parks, 
or other public places of said city, or upon 
any private premises in said city where sound 
of such volume or character is emitted or 
produced therefrom so as to disturb the pub
lic peace or annoy the hearers thereof upon 
the stree•ts, avenues, alleys, ox p•arks or other 
public places, or the surrounding area for the 
purpose of attracting attention to any goods, 
wares or merchandise which such licensee 
proposes to sell. 

Section 2. (Emergency). Whereas, it being 
immedi>ately necessary for the preservation 
of the peace, health and safety of The City 
of Oklahoma City and the inhabitants the~re
of tha.t the provlislons of this ord.inance be 
put into full force and effect, an eme~rgency 
is hereby declared to exl.Sit by reason whe~reot 
this ordiruance shall take eff e~ and be in full 
force from and aft&' its passage, as provided 
by law. 

Introduced and Adopted by the Council 
of The Oi ty of Okla.hom.a City this 24th d·ay 
of May, 1966. 

Emergency ordinance 
Ordinance No. 10543 amending Sub-Sec

tion H of Section .11 of Chapter 3, Title 9, 
Oklahoma City revised Ordinance, 1960, by 
prohibiting the erecting, creating, drilling, 
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constructing, or digging on any site for any 
purpose in any residential district or section 
except between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 
6:00 p .m. on weekdays; and declaring an 
energency. 

Be it ordained by the council of the city of 
Oklahoma City: 

Section 1. Sub-section (h) of Section .11 
of Chapter 3, Title 9, Oklahoma City revised 
Ordinances, 1960 is hereby amended to read 
as follows: 

9.3.1l(h) "Excavating in the streets or 
alleys or erecting, demolition, altering or re
pairing of any building or the erecting, creat
ing, drilling, constructing, or digging on any 
site for any purpose in any residential district 
or section, except between the hours of 7:00 
o'clock a.m. and 6:00 o'clock p.m. on week 
days; provided that in case of urgent neces
sity, the Building Superintendent may issue 
a permit to work between the hours of 6:00 
o'clock p.m. and 7:00 o'clock a.m. for a period 
not to exceed thirty (30) days while such 
an emergency exists. Emergency permits shall 
not be issued by the Building Superintend
ent unless he determines that the public 
peace and health will not be impaired or that 
great and irreparable loss will be sustained 
without such permit." 

Section 2. (Emergency) WHEREAS, it be
ing immediately necessary for the preserva
tion of the peace, health and safety of Okla
homa City, and the inhabitants thereof, that 
the provisions of this ordinance be put into 
full force and effect, an emergency is hereby 
declared to exist, by reason whereof this 
ordinance shall take effect and be in full 
force from and after the passage, as provided 
by law. 

Peoria, Ill. 
.7000 Supplementary Regulations 

.7001. Noise.-Noise shall be measured at 
any adjacent lot line and/or district bound
ary. At the specified point of measurement 
the sound pressure level of any activity or 
operation (except those not under the direct 
control of the industrial use, such as trans
portation facilities) shall not exceed the 
values indicated between the hours of 7 a.m. 
and 7 p.m. The instruments used for these 
measurements shall conform to all United 
States of America Standards Institute's 
specifications as of the effective date of this 
Ordinance. Impact noises shall be measured 
by means of an impact noise analyzer. Im
pact noises are those peak values more than 
3 db's higher than indicated on the sound 
level meter. Between the hours of 7 p.m. and 
7 a.m. the permissible sound levels at resi
dential district boundaries shall be reduced 
by 5 db's in each octave band or in the overall 
band in the case of impact noises. 

A. Noise adjacent to lot line. Adjacent to 
the lot line, the sound pressure level of any 
activity or operation shall not exceed the 
values tabulated in the following tables. 

Maximum permitted sound 
Maximum permitted sound levels, preferred frequency 

levels, pre-1960 octave bands octave bands 

Octave bands, cycles/ 
second 

20 to 75 ______________ _ 
75 to 150 _________ ___ _ _ 
150 to 300 ___ _____ __ __ _ 
300 to 600 ____________ _ 
600 to 1200 ___________ _ 
1200 to 2400 __________ _ 
2400 to 4800 ___ _______ _ 
4800 to 10 kilocycles ___ _ 

Note: Impact 90 db. 

Preferred center fre
db quency, cycles/second 

81 31.5 ________________ _ 

70 63.0_- - -- ----- ---- ---63 125.0 _______________ _ 

59 250.0_- -- - -----------
55 500.0_- - - ------------52 1000.0 __ ________ ____ _ 
50 2000.0 ________ __ ____ _ 

48 4000.0_- --- ----------
8000.0_ -------- - -----

db 

88 
79 
69 
52 
58 
54 
51 
49 
47 

B. Noise at commercial district boundary. 
The sound pressure level of any activity or 
operation shall not exceed the values tabu
lated in the following tables. 
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Maximum permitted sound 
Maximum permitted sound levels, preferred frequency 

levels, pre-1960 octave bands octave bands 

Octave bands, cycles/ 
second 

20 to 75 ______________ _ 
75 to 150 __ ___________ _ 
150 to 300 ____________ _ 
300 to 600 ____ ________ _ 
600 to 1200 __ _________ _ 
1200 to 2400 __________ _ 
2400 to 4800. _________ _ 
4800 to 10 kilocycles __ _ 

Note: Impact 90 db. 

Preferred center fre
db quency, cycles/second 

81 31.5 ____ ____________ _ 
70 63.0 ___________ ______ _ 
63 125.0 _________ ______ _ 
59 250.0 _______________ _ 
55 500.0.---------------
52 1000.0.--------------
50 2000.0. --------------
48 4000.0.------------- -

8000.0.- ~---- --------

db 

88 
79 
69 
52 
58 
54 
51 
49 
47 

c. Noise at residenti al district boundary. 
The sound pressure level of any activity or 
operation shall not exceed the values tabu
lated in the following tables. 

Maximum permitted sound 
Maximum permitted sound levels, preferred frequency 

levels, pre-1960 octave bands octave bands 

Octave bands, cycles/ 
second 

20 to 75 ___ __ ____ _____ _ 
75 to 150 ____ __ _______ _ 
150 to 300 ___ _ • ___ ___ _ _ 
300 to 600. __ _______ __ _ 
600 to 1,200 ________ ___ _ 
1,200 to 2,400 ____ _____ _ 
2,400 to 4,800 __ _______ _ 
4,800 to 10 kilocycles __ _ _ 

Note: Impact 80 db. 

------------------
Preferred center Ire-

db quency, cycles/second db 

74 31.5_____ ___ ________ _ 83 
61 63.0. - -- -- - ------- --- 71 
54 125.0___ __________ ___ 59 
48 250.0________________ 52 
45 500.0__ __ ___________ _ 47 
41 1,000.0____________ ___ 44 
38 2,000.0.. _____ _______ _ 40 
36 4,000.0________ _______ 37 

8,000.0____ ____ __ ____ _ 35 

.7003. Vibrations.-Vibrations shall be 
measured at any adjacent lot line and/or 
district boundary as indicated. At the speci
fied points of measurement, the vibrations 
shall not exceed the limits listed. The instru
ment used for these measurements shall be a 
three component measuring system. 

Particle velocity as specified may be meas
ured directly or if computed on the basis of 
displacement and frequency measurements 
shall be computed from the formula 6.28 FD 
where F is the frequency and vibrations per 
second and D is the single amplitude dis
placement of the vibration in inches. The 
following page contains a nomogram of the 
formula-particle velocity equals 6.28 FD 
and it may be used to determine the appro
priate particle velocity. 

For the purpose of this Ordinance, steady 
state vibrations are vibrations whioh are con
tinuous (such as a printing press) or vibra
tions in discrete impulses more frequent than 
one hundred per minute (such as an air 
compressor) . Discrete impulses which do not 
exceed 100 per minute shall be considered as 
impact vibrations (such as a drop hammer). 

Ordinance No. 7028 
An ordinance amending chapter 20 of the 

Municipal Code of Peoria relating to 
noises 
Be it ordained by the City Council of the 

City of Peoria, Illinois: 
Section 1. That Chapter 20 of the Municipal 

Code of Peoria is hereby amended by adding 
the following new section thereto: 

Sec. 20-8.1. Motor vehicle mufllers.-(a) 
For the purposes of this section, the follow
ing definitions shall apply: 

A "sound level meter" is an instrument 
standardized by the American Standards As
sociation for measurement of intensity of 
sound, namely, Z24.3-1944. 

A "decibel" is a unit of measurement of the 
intensity (loudness) of sound. Sound level 
meters which are employed to measure the 
intensity of sound are calibrated in "deci
bels". 

A "mufller" shall mean any device used 
upon a motor vehicle, whose purpose is the 
deadening of combustion noises of any en
gine thereon, or the deadening of any other 
motor noises, including, but not limited 
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to the noise of exhaust gases, or any other 
mechanical device for the deadening of the 
noise and intake of gases upon a motor ve
hicle. 

(b) No person shall operate any motor 
vehicle upon a public street or highway 
within the City of Peoria unless such motor 
vehicle is equipped with a mufller in good 
working order and in constant operation to 
prevent excessive or unusual noise or annoy
ing smoke. For the purpose of this section, 
if sound in excess of the sound limit here
inafter set forth shall emanate from a ve
hicle, such evidence shall constitute and be 
admitted as prima facie evidence that it was 
producing excessive or unusual noises. Evi
dence that a vehicle was emanating sound of 
less than the sound limit shall be relevant 
evidence, but not given prima facie effect, in 
determining whether or not said vehicle was 
emanating excessive or unusual noises. 

(c) "Sound limit" shall mean all sound 
emanating from any motor vehicle, measured 
upon the "A'• weighting scale of a sound 
level meter, in excess of the decibels meas
ured at the distances specified shown be
low. The distances shall be measured from 
the right rear wheel of the propelling unit 
of the vehicle in motion as it passes the 
sound level meter: 

Maximum permitted sound level, in decibels 
Distance: 

50 feet --------- ------- -------- - --- 85 
45 feet ------- ---- ----------------- 86 
40 feet ------------ ------- - ------- 87 
35 feet ---------------------------- 88 
30 feet---------------------------- 89.5 
25 feet ---------------------------- 91 
20 feet ---------------------------- 93 
15 feet---------------------------- 95.5 
Section 2. This ordinance shall be in full 

force and effect from and after its passage, 
approval and publication, according to law. 

Passed by the City Council of the City of 
Peoria, Illinois, this 21st day of January, 
1958. 

The city of Philadelphia 
Chapter 10-400: Noise 

§ 10-401. Ash, Trash, and Garbage Cans.
(1) No person shall make any unnecessary 
noise in the handling of ash, trash, and 
garbage cans, either in loading or unloading 
and whether full or empty. 

§10-402. Building Oonstruction.-( 1) No 
person shall carry on any building construc
tion between the hours of 6 P.M. and 6 A.M. 
except by special permit issued by the De
partment of Licenses and Inspections. 

(a) The Department of Licenses and In
spections shall issue such special permit cnly 
if it is shown that the construction work 
must proceed as a matter of emergency or 
that it will be carried on in such a way or 
in such a place that the pubUc wlll not be 
disturbed by it. 

§ 10-403. Hospitals, Churches, Court Houses 
and Schools.-(1) No person shall make any 
unnecessary noise in the v,icinity of any hos
pital or church during hours of public wor
ship, court houses during hours of holding 
court, or school during school hours. 

§ 10-404. Sound Devices.-(1) No person 
shall, with the intention to promote the sale 
of any goods or services, operate from any 
premises, building, moving vehicle or air
craft, any device whereby any sounds other 
than clock chimes or unamplified human 
voices are audible upon any street. For pur
poses of this section "sale of goods" shall be 
deemed to include shipping, loading, unload
ing, receipt or storage of any goods or mer
chandise. 

( 2) The violation of this Section is a 
nuisance and the penalty is a fine of $10. 
for the first offense, $25. for the second of
fense, and $50. for subsequent offenses, to
gether with imprisonment not exceeding 30 
days if the fine and costs are not paid wLthin 
10 days. 
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§ 10-405. Street vendors.-(1) No peddler 

or other person who plies a trade or calling 
of any nature on the streets shall use any 
horn, bell, or other sound instrument or make 
any noise tending to disturb the peace and 
quiet of the neighborhood, for the purpose 
of directing attention to his wares, trade, or 
calling. 

(2) No peddler or other person who plies a 
trade or calling of any nature on the streets 
shall cry his wares within a distance of 150 
feet of any hospital, church during hours of 
public worship, court house during hours of 
holding court, or school during school hours. 

§ 10-406. Vehicles.-( I) No person shallop
erate any vehicle which: 

(a) is so loaded that its operation causes 
unnecessary noise; or 

(b) causes unnecessary noise because of 
any mechanical or other defect; 

(c) is not equipped with a mufller to 
deaden exhaust noises. 

( 1) The use of mufller cut-outs is pro
hibited. 

(2) No person, other than police, fire, pub
lic service or ambulance vehicle operators 
shall: 

(a) sound any horn, bell, gong, siren or 
whistle which is operated by the engine ex
haust; 

(b) sound any other type of horn except 
when reasonably necessary to prevent acci
dents. 

§ lQ-407. General provisions.-( I) All other 
loud and unnecessary noises upon or near to 
the streets and other public places in the 
City are prohibited. The enumeration of par
ticular offenses defined in this Section shall 
not be construed as limiting the application 
of this subsection. 

§ 10-408. Pe:rialties.-(1) The penalty for 
violation of any provision of this Chapter 
shall be a fine of $10 for the first offense, $25 
for the second offense, and $50 for subse
quent offenses together with imprisonment 
not exceeding 30 days if the fine , together 
with costs, is not paid within 10 drays. 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Penal Law 

The Act of March 7, 1901, P. L. 20, Article 
XIX, Section 3, Cl. XXVI, 53 P. S. 23131, em
powers the City "to prevent and restraint 
riots, routs, noises, disturbances or disorderly 
assemblies, in any street, house or place in 
the city; to regulate, prevent and punish, 
discharge of firearms, rockets, powder, fire
works, or any other dangerous, combustible 
material , in the streets, lots, grounds, alleys, 
or in the vicinity of any buildings; to pre
vent and punish the carrying of concealed 
weapons". 

The Act of May 7, 1901, P . L. 20, Article 
XIX, Section 3, Cl. XXXIII, 53 P. S. 23145, 
empowers the City "to make regulations to 
secure the general health and to remove and 
prevent nuisances". 

The Vehicle Code of April 29, 1959, P.L. 
58, Section 820, 75 P.S. 820, as amended, 
makes it unlawful, except for certain emer
gency v·ehicles, "to be equipped with, or for 
any person to use upon a vehicle, any siren, 
bell, compression or spark plug whistle, or 
for any person at any time to use a horn or 
other warning device otherwise than as a rea
sonabl,e warning, or to make any unnecessary 
or unreasonably loud or harsh sound by 
means of a horn or other warning device." 

Section 828 of the Vehicle Code, 75 P.S. 
828, provides: 

"PREVENTION OF NOISE 

"(a) No person shall operate a motor ve
hicle, except fire department and fire pa
trol apparatus, on a highway unless such 
motor vehicle is equipped with a mufller, in 
good working order and in constlj.nt opera
tion, to prevent excessive or unusual noise. 

"(b) It shall be unlawful to use a mufller 
cutout, or a bypass in a muftler, on any 
motor vehicle, except fire department and 
fire patrol apparatus. 
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"(c) No person shall operate a motor ve

hicle on any highway (1) equipped with a 
muffler from which the batHes plates, screens 
or other original internal parts have been 
removed and not replaced; or (2) equipped 
with an exhaust system which has been 
modified in any manner which will amplify 
or increase the noise emitted by the motor of 
such vehicle above that emitted by the 
muffler originally installed on the vehicle." 

In connection with noises made by ve
hicles it should be noted that the Vehicle 
Code, in Section 1103{a), 75 P.S.ll03(a), pro
hibits local authorities from enacting or en
forcing any ordinance, rule or regulation 
contrary to the provisions of the Vehicle 
Code. 

The City of Pittsburgh has enacted vari
ous ordinances regulating noise. Ordinance 
of September 27, 1816, prohibits persons from 
beating drums or ringing bells after sunset, 
or from discharging firearms at anytime ex
cept in lawful defense of person or property. 
This ordinance imposes a fine for violation 
of $4.00. 

City Ordinances 
Ordinance No. 10, approved January 14, 

1915, prohibits "barking" to solicit trade, and 
imposes a penalty upon conviction of a fine 
of not less than $5.00 nor more than $100.00 
or imprisonment not exceeding 30 days. 

Ordinance No. 40, approved May 1, 1909, 
provides for designation of "hospital streets," 
and imposes a fine of $10.00, or imprisonment 
of not more than 10 days, upon conviction of 
making any unnecessary noise on "hospital 
streets". 
Ordinance No. 56 prohibiting the erection 

or location for commercial purposes of any 
device or apparatus in the front Clf prem
ises in the City of Pittsburgh, emitting 
loud sounds or noises, so as to annoy or 
disturb passersby on the public thorough
fares, excepting the announcement of any 
international, national or state events of 
public interest, and providing penalties for 
the violation thereof 
Section 1. Be it ordained and enacted by 

the City of Pittsburgh, in Council assembled, 
and it is hereby ordained and enacted by 
the authority of the same, That no person, 
for commercial purposes, shall erect or locate 
any device or apparatus in the front of his 
premises in the City of Pittsburgh which 
shall by mechanical or electrical means emit 
any loud sounds or noises, so as to annoy 
or disturb passersby on the public thorough
fares. 

Section 2. The provisions of this Ordi
nance shall not apply to any announcement 
or broadcasting of any international, na
tional or state events of public interest. 

Section 3. Any person violating the pro
visions of this Ordinance shall, upon con
viction thereof before any alderman or police 
magistrate of the City of Pittsburgh, be sen
tenced to pay a fine not to exceed Fifty Dol
lars ($50.00), and in default of payment of 
such fine, shall be imprisoned in the Alle
gheny County Jail for a period not to exceed 
thirty (30) days. 

Section 4. That any Ordinance or part 
of Ordinance, conflicting with the provisions 
of this Ordinance, be and the same is hereby 
repealed, so far as the same affects this 
Ordinance. 

Ordained and enacted into a law in Coun
cil, this 4th day of February, 1929. 
Ordinance No. 172 prohibiting unnecessary 

loud noises from aeroplanes flying over the 
city of Pittsburgh; prohibiting dropping, 
throwing or discharging therefrom ballast, 
instruments, tools. advertising matter or 
any other material, and prohibiting such 
flying over the City as will endanger prop
erty and persons 
Section 1. Be it ordained and enacted by 

the City of Pittsburgh, in Council Assembled, 
and it is hereby ordained and enacted by the 
authority of the same, That from and after 
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the approval of this ordinance, no person 
or persons, firm or corporation, shall fly or 
cause to be flown, or conduct or cause to be 
conducted, any aircraft over any part or sec
tion of the City of Pittsburgh, using in or 
upon such aircraft, or connected thereto, 
any radio, mechanical musical instrument, 
megaphone, loud speaker or other device used 
for amplification of the human voice or of 
any other sounds, for the purpose of pro
mott.ng the sale of goods, wares or merchan
dise, or for any other purpose whatsoever. 

Section 2. That, on and after the date of 
this ordinance, the use to promote the sale 
of goods, wares or merchandise, or for any 
other purpose, of such radio, mechanical 
musical instrument, loud speaker or other 
devices as aforesaid, whereby the sound 
therefrom is amplified so as to be distinctly 
audible in buildings or upon the ground and 
highways within the city limits, in viola
tion of this ordinance, shall be, and is 
hereby, declared to be a public nuisance. 

Section 3. No person or persons, firm or 
corporation, conducting or flying in any air
craft over any part of the City of Pittsburgh 
shall throw out, discharge or drop or cause 
or permit to be thrown out, discharged or 
dropped, from said aircraft, any ballast, in
struments, tools, containers, circulars, ad
vertising matter, handbills, waste paper or 
other article or material whatsoever. 

Section 4. No person or persons shall pilot 
or fly any aircraft over any part or section 
of the City of Pittsburgh, exclusive of tak
ing off or landing on a licensed landing field, 
at an altitude less than one thousand (1,000) 
feet. 

Section 5. That any person or persons, 
firm or corporation, violating any of the 
provisions of this ordinance shall, upon con
viction thereof before any police magistrate 
of the City of Pittsburgh, be fined in a sum 
not to exceed One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) 
for each offense; and, in default of payment 
thereof, be committed to the Allegheny 
County Jail or Allegheny County Workhouse 
for a period not exceeding thirty (30) days. 

Section 6. That any Ordinance or part of 
Ordinance, conflicting with the provisions 
of this Ordinance, be and the same is hereby 
repealed, so far as the same affects this Or
dinance. 

Ordained and enacted into a law in Coun
cil, this 4th day of June, 1935. 
Ordinance No. 186 supplementing the title 

and Section 4 of Ordinance No. 172, en
titled "An Ordinance prohib-iting unneces
sary loud noises from aeroplanes flying over 
the city of Pittsburgh; prohibiting drop
ping, throwing or discharging therefrom 
ballast, instruments, tools, advertising 
matter or any other material, and prohibit
ing such flying over the City as will en
danger property and persons," enacted 
June 17, 1935 
The Council of the City of Pittsburgh here

by enacts as follows: 
Section 1. That the title of Ordinance No. 

172, entitled "An Ordinance prohibiting un
necessary loud noises from aeroplanes flying 
over the City of Pittsburgh; prohibiting 
dropping, throwing or discharging therefrom 
ballast, instruments, tools, advertising mat
ter or any other ma:teria!, and prohibiting 
such flying over the City as will endanger 
property and persons," enacted June 17, 1935, 
be supplemented to read as follows: 

"An Ordinance prohibiting unnecessary 
loud noises from aeroplanes flying over the 
City of Pittsburgh; prohibiting dropping, 
throwing or discharging therefrom ballast, 
instruments, tools, advertising matter or any 
other material, and prohibiting such fiying 
over the City as will endanger property and 
persons, and regulating the altitude of flight 
and landing of helicopters." 

That Section 4 of the above Ordinance shall 
be supplemented by adding at the end of 
said section the following: 
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"Helicopters may be flown at less than 

minimum alti.tude prescribed herein ilf such 
operations are conducted without hazard to 
persons or property on the surface and at an 
altitude which will, in the event of power 
failure, permit an emergency landing without 
undue hazard to persons or property on the 
surface. Helicopters shall also be permitted 
to make landings, other than emergency 
landings in areas within congested districts 
when permission of the property owner is 
granted and where such landings are made 
with proper regard to safe practices. If heli
copters are flown at less than one thousand 
feet above the highest obstacle the pilot will 
be required to fly with due regard to places 
where emergency landings may be made with 
safety, and to maintain an altitude along the 
flight path thus selected from which such an 
emergency landing can be effected at any time 
as set forth in Rule 60, 107 of Part 6Q--Air 
Trame ~ules as promulgated by the Civil 
Aeronautics Board, effective October 8th, 
1947, and pursuant to the regulations estab
lished by the State Bureau of Aeronautics." 

Section 2. That any Ordinance or part of 
Ordinance, conflicting with the provisions of 
this Ordinance, be and the same is hereby re
pealed so far as the same affects this Ordi
nance. 

Ordained and enacted into a law in Coun
cil, this 4th day of April, 1949. 
Ordinance No. 209 prohibiting the playing 

of calliopes and the broadcasting of music, 
the human voice, and other sounds from 
loud speakers or similar devices, mounted 
upon motor or other vehicles, upon the 
streets of the city of Pittsburgh 
Section 1. Be it ordained and enacted by 

the City of Pittsburgh, in Council Assembled, 
and it is hereby ordained and enacted by 
the authority of the same, That the playing 
of calliopes and the broadcasting of music, 
the human voice, and other sounds, by means 
of loud spP.akers or similar devices, mounted 
upon motor or other vehicles upon the 
streets of the City of Pittsburgh, be and the 
same is hereby prohibited. 

Section 2. Any person violating the provi
sions of this Ordinance shall, upon convic
tion thereof before any Alderman or Police 
Magistrate of the City of Pittsburgh, be sen
tenced to pay a fine not exceeding Fifty 
Dollars ($50.00), and in default of payment 
of such fine, shall be imprisoned in the Al
legheny County Jail for a period not to ex
ceed thirty ( 30) days. 

Section 3. That any Ordinance or part of 
Ordinance conflicting with the provisions of 
this Ordinance be and the same is hereby 
repealed. so far as the same affects this 
Ordinance, and particularly Ordinance No. 
57. Series 1929, approved February 15, 1929, 
and recorded in Ordinance Book Volume 41, 
page 46, being an Ordinance entitled, "An 
Ordinance prohibiting the playing of calli
opes upon the streets within the City of 
Pittsburgh". 

Ordained and enacted into a law in Coun
cil, this 28 day of June, 1934. 
Ordinance No. 217, prohibiting the playing 

of ca111opes or similar musical instruments 
on board boats or excursion steamers while 
within the territorial limits of the City of 
Pittsburgh except with the permission of 
the Director of Public Safety, and provid
ing penalties for violation therefor 
The Council of the City of Pittsburgh 

hereby enacts as follows: section 1. The play
ing of calliopes or similar musical instru
ments on board boats or excursion steamers 
while within the territorial limits of the City 
of Pittsburgh is hereby prohibited except 
as provided in Section 2 of this Ordinance. 

Section 2. The Director of the Department 
of Public Safety may grant permission for 
the playing of calliopes or similar musical 
instruments on board boats or excursion 
steamers while within the territorial limits 
of the City of Pittsburgh provided: 
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(a) The playing of the calliope or similar 

musical instrument is limited to the hours 
of 7:00P.M. to 9:00P.M.; 

(b) The calliope or similar musical instru
ment is not played on Sunday; and 

(c) In the opinion of the Director, the 
playing of the calliope or simllar musical 
instrument does not cause undue disturb
ance to the public. 

Section 3. Any person violating the pro
visions of this ordinance shall upon convic
tion thereof before any alderman or police 
magistrate of the City be fined not less than 
$10.00 or more than $100.00 and costs, and 
in default of the payment of the fine and 
costs, said person shall be imprisoned in the 
jail of Allegheny County for a period not ex
ceeding thirty days. 

Section 4. Ordinance No. 433, approved 
November 2, 1925, and recorded in Ordinance 
Book No. 36, Page 540, is hereby specifically 
repealed. 

Section 5. That any other Ordinance or 
part of Ordinance, conflicting with the pro
visions of this Ordinance, be and the same 
is hereby repealed so far as the same affects 
this Ordinance. 

Ordained and enacted into a law in Coun
cil, this 8th day of June, 1953. 

Ordinance No. 433 
Ordinance No. 433, approved November 2, 

1925, prohibits the playing of calliopes or 
other similar musical instruments on board 
boats or excursion steamers. This ordinance 
appears to have been reenacted by Ordinance 
No. 217, approved June 18, 1953, which pro
hibits the same except by permis:::ion of the 
Director of the Department of Public Safety, 
during c_ertain times of the day. The ordi
nance imposes a penalty for violation of a 
fine of not less than $10.00 nor exceeding 
$100.00 or imprisonment up to 30 days. 
Ordinance No. 580 prohibiting disorderly 

conduct, and providing penalties for viola
tion thereof 
The Council of the city of Pittsburgh here

by enacts as follows: 
Section 1. Definitions: A person shall be 

guilty of disorderly conduct if, with the pur
pose to cause public danger, alarm, disorder, 
nuisance or i! with the knowledge that he 
is likely to create such public danger, alarm, 
disorder or nuisance he wilfully: 

(a) creates a disturbance of the public 
order by an act of violence or by any act 
likely to produce violence; or 

(b) engages in fighting or in violent, 
threatening or tumultuous behavior; or 

(c) makes any unreasonably loud noise; 
or 

(d) addresses abusive language or threats 
to any person present which creates a clear 
and present danger of violence; or 

(e) causes likelihood of harm or serious 
inconvenience by failing to obey a lawful or
der of dispersal by a police officer, where 
three or more persons are committing acts of 
disorderly conduct in the immediate vicin
ity; or 

(!) damaging, befouling or disturbing 
public property or property of another so as 
to create a hazardous, unhealthy or physi
cally offensive condition; or 

(g) commits a trespass on residen tia.l 
property or on public property. Trespass for 
the purpos·e of this ordinance shall mean: 

(1) Entering upon, or refusing to leave, 
any residential property of another, either 
where such property has been posted with 
"No Trespassing" signs, or where immedi
ately prior to such entry, or subsequent 
thereto, notice is given by the owner or 
occupant, orally or in writing, that such 
entry, or continued presence, is prohibited. 

(2) Entering upon, or refusing to leave, 
any public property in violation of regula
tions promulgated by the official charged 
with the security, care or maintenance of the 
property and approved by the governing 
body of the public agency owning property, 
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where .such regulations have been conspic
uously posted or where immediately prior to 
such entry, or subsequent thereto, such regu
lations are made known by the official 
charged with the security, care or mainte
nance of the property, his agent or a police 
officer. 

This ordinance shall not apply to peac-eful 
picketing, public speaking or other lawful 
expressions of opinion not in contravention 
of other laws. 

Section 2. Offense: It shall be unlawful for 
any person to engage in disorderly conduct 
in the City of Pittsburgh. 

Section 3. :Penalties: Any person convicted 
of violating this ordinance shall, upon the 
judgment of any alderman or police magis
trate of the City of Pittsburgh determining 
such violation, be subject to pay a fine not 
exceeding $300, and costs for each offense, 
and in default of payment thereof, shall be 
subject to imprisonment in the Allegheny 
County Jail for a period not exceeding ninety 
(90) days. 

Section 4. Severability: If any section, sub
section, sentence, clause or phrase of this 
ordinance is for any reason held to be un
constitutional, such decision shall not affect 
the validity of the remaining portions of this 
ordinance. The Ctty Council hereby declares 
that it would have passed this ordinance and 
each sectton, subsection, sentence, clause and 
phrase thereof, irrespective of the fact that 
any one or more sections, sub-sections, sen
tences, clauses or phrases be declared uncon
stitutional. 

Section 5. That any Ordinance or part of 
Ordinance, conflicting with the provisions 
of thi:s Ordinance, be and the same is hereby 
repealed so far as the same affects this 
Ordinance. 

Nimlo model ordinance prohibiting 
unneoessary noises 

[EDITOR'S NOTE.--8ee NIMLO Report 123, 
"Municipal Control of Noise-Sound 
Trucks-Sound Advertising Aircraft-Un
necessary Nois~Annotated Ordinance.") 

Be it ordained by the city council of the 
city of ... : 

Section 8-301. It is found and declared 
that: 

(a) The making and creation of loud, un
necessary or unusual noises within the limits 
of the Gi ty of . . . is a condition which has 
existed for some time and the extent and 
volume of such noises is increasing; 

(b) The making, creation or mainte·nanoe 
of such loud, unnecessary, unnatural or un
usual noises which are prolonged, unusual 
and unnatural in their time, place and use 
affect and are a detriment to public health, 
comfort, convenience, safety, welfare and 
prosperity of the residents of the City of ... ; 
and 

(c) The necessity in the public interest for 
the provisions and prohibitions hereinafter 
contained and enacted, is declared as a mat
ter of legislative determination anci pubUc 
policy, and it is further declared that the 
provisions and prohibitions here.tnafter con
tained and enacted are in pursuance of and 
for the purpose of securing and promoting 
the public health, comfort, convenience, 
safety, WeLfare and prosperity and the peace 
and quiet of the City of ... and its inhabi
tants. 

Section 8-302. It shall be unlawful for any 
person to make, continue, or cause to be 
made or continued any loud, unneoossary 
or unusual noise or any noise which either 
annoys, disturbs, injures or endangers the 
comfort, repose, health, peace or safety of 
others, within the limits of the city. 

Sootion 8-303. The following acts, among 
others, are declared to be loud, disturbing 
and unnecessary noises in violation of this 
ordinance, but said enumeration shall not 
be deemed to be exclusdve, namely: 

(1) Horns, Signaling Devices, etc. The 
sounding of any horn or signaling device on 
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any automobile, motorcycle, street car or 
other vehicle on any street or public place 
of the city, exoopt as a danger warning; the 
crea.tion by mea.ns of any such signaling de
vice of any unreasonably loud or harsh 
sound; and the sounding of any such device 
for an unnecessary and unreasonable period 
of time. The use of any signaling device ex
cept one operated by hand or electricity; the 
use of any horn, whistle or other device oper
ated by engine exhaust; and the use of any 
such signaling device when traffic is for any 
reason held up. 

(2) Radios, Phonographs, etc. The using, 
operating, or permitting to be played, used 
or operated any radio receiving set, musical 
instrument, phonograph, or other machine 
or device for the producing or reproducing 
of sound in such manner as to disturb the 
peace, quiet and comfort of the neighboring 
inhabitants or at any time with louder vol
ume than is necessary for convenient hearing 
for the person or persons who are in the 
room, vehicle or chamber in which such ma
chine or device is operated and who are vol
untary listeners thereto. The operation of 
any such set, instrument, phonograph, ma
chine or device between the hours of eleven 
o'clock P.M. and seven o'clock A.M. in such 
a manner as to be plainly audible at a dis
tance of fifty (50) feet from the building, 
structure or vehicle in which it is located 
shall be prima facie evidence of a violation 
of this section. 

(3) Loud Speakers, Amplifiers for Advertis
ing. The using, operating or permitting to 
be played, used, or operated of any radio re
ceiving set, musical instrument, phonograph, 
loudspeaker, sound amplifier, or other ma
chine or device for the producing or repro
ducing of sound which is cast upon the pub
lic streets for the purpose of commerical ad
vertising or attracting the attention of the 
public to any building or structure. 

(4) Yelling, Shouting, etc. Yelling, shout
ing, hooting, whistling, or singing on the pub
lic streets, particularly between the hours of 
11 P.M. and 7 A.M. or at any time or place 
so as to annoy or disturb the quiet, comfort, 
or repose of persons in any office, or in any 
dwelling, hotel or other type of residence, or 
of any persons in the vicinity. 

(5) Animals, Birds, etc. The keeping of 
any animal or bird which by causing fre
quent or long continued noise shall disturb 
the comfort or repose of any persons in the 
vicinity. 

(6) Steam Whistles. The blowing of any lo
comotive steam whistle or steam whistle at
tached to any stationary boiler except to give 
notice of the time to begin or stop work or 
as a warning of fire or danger, or upon re
quest of proper city authorities. 

(7) Exhausts. The discharge into the open 
air o! the exhaust of any steam engine, sta
tionary internal combustion engine, motor 
boat, or motor vehicle except through a 
muffier or other device which will effectively 
prevent loud or explosive noises therefrom. 

(8) Defect in Vehicle or Load. The use of 
any automobile, motorcycle, or vehicle so 
out of repair, so loaded or in such manner as 
to create loud and unnecessary grating, 
grinding, rattling or other noise. 

(9) Loading, Unloading, Opening Boxes. 
The creation of a loud and excessive noise in 
connection with loading or unloading any 
vehicle or the opening and destruction of 
bales, boxes, crates, and containers. 

(10) Construction or Repairing of Build
ings. The erection (including excavation), 
demolition, alteration or repair of any build
ing other than between the hours of 7 A.M. 
and 6 P.M. on week days, except in case of 
urgent necessity in the interest of public 
health and safety, and then only with a per
mit from the Building Inspector, which per
mit may be granted for a period not to ex
ceed three (3) days or less while the emer
gency continues and which permit may be 
renewed for periods of three days or less 
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while the emergency continues. If the Build
ing Inspector should determine that the 
public health and safety will not be impaired 
by the erection, demolition, alteration or re
pair of any building or the excavation of 
streets and highways within the hours of 6 
P.M. and 7 A.M. , and if he shall further de
termine that loss or inconvenience would re
sult to any party in interest, he may grant 
permission for such work to be done within 
the hours of 6 P .M. and 7 A.M., upon appli
cation being made at the time the permit for 
the work is awarded or during the progress 
of the work. 

(11) Schools, Courts, Churches, Hospitals. 
The creation of any excessive noise on any 
street adjacent to any school, institution of 
learning, church or court while the same 
are in use, or adjacent to any hospital, which 
unreasonably interferes with the workings 
of such institution, or which disturbs or un
duly annoys patients in the hospital, pro
vided conspicuous signs are displayed in 
such streets indicating that the same is a 
school, hospital or court street. 

(12) Hawkers, Peddlers. The shouting and 
crying of peddlers, hawkers and vendors 
which disturbs the peace and quiet of the 
neighborhood. 

(13) Drums. The use of a drum or other 
instrument or device for the purpose of at
tracting attention by creation of noise to 
any performance, show or sale. 

(14) Metal Rails, Pillars and Columns, 
Transportaticm Thereof. The transportation 
of rails, pillars or columns of iron, steel or 
other material, over and along streets and 
other public places upon carts, drays, cars, 
trucks, or in any other manner so loaded 
as to cause loud noises or as to disturb the 
peace and quiet of such streets or other pub
lic places. 

( 15) Street Railway Cars, Operation There
of. The causing, permitting or continuing 
any excessive, unnecessary and avoidable 
noise in the operation of a street railway 
car. 

(16) Pile Drivers, Hammers, etc. The opera
tion between the hours of 10 P .M. and 7 
A.M. of any pile driver, steam shovel, pneu
matic hammer, derrick, steam or electric 
hoist or other appliance, the use of which is 
attended by loud or unusual noise. 

(17) Blowers. The operation of any noise
creating blower or power fan or any internal 
combustion engine, the operation of which 
causes noise due to the explosion of operat
ing gases or fluids, unless the noise from 
such blower or fan is muffled and such engine 
is equipped with a muffler device sufficient to 
deaden such noise. 

Section 8-304. Penalties. Any person who 
violates any provision of this ordinance shall 
be deemed gull ty of a misdemeanor and upon 
conviction thereof shall be fined not exceed
ing$------ or by imprisonment for not more 
than ------ days, or by both said fine and 
said imprisonment. 

Section 8-305. Separability. It is the in
tention of the City Council that each sep
arate provision of this ordinance shall be 
deemed independent of all other provisions 
herein, and it is further the intention of the 
City Council that if any provision of this 
ordinance be declared to be invalid, all other 
provisions thereof shall remain valid and en
forceable. 

CITY WANTS CYCLISTS HELMETED, STATE 
WARNING RIDERS FOR Now 

(By Dale McFeatters) 
Maybe the police will prosecute motor

cyclists without helmets. 
Maybe they won't. 
Under the State's new motorcycle laws 

which went into effect a week ago, motor
cyclists are required to wear protective head
gear and eye shields of an approved type. 

However, the State hasn't specified what is 
approved and what isn't. 

State Police say they may i&Sue warnings 
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to motorcycle riders violating the helmet law, 
but they do not plan to prosecute until the 
specifications for helmets are publicized. 

CITY COPS TO ACT 
City police say they plan to ticket and 

prosecute riders without helmets. 
The protective eye shield law holds that 

the cyclist must wear a face shield, goggles 
or eyeglasses with shatter-proof lenses. 

Contact lenses are not considered protec
tive eye shields. 

The advice of both State and City police: 
Wear the helmet. 

Both "ape hangers" and clip-ons are pro
hibited under the law. 

Ape hangers, the exaggerated V-shaped 
handlebars, are prohibited by the specifica
tions which limit the height of the handle
bars to no more than 15 inches above the 
saddle. 

CRACKDOWN ON NOISE 
Clip-ons, the stubby handgrips attached 

directly to the fork, are also illegal. 
The law also outlaws bobbed fenders and 

altered mufflers. Both the muffler and the 
fenders must be stock, unaltered from the 
manufacturer's specifications. 

The muffler law, along with the helmets, 
will be the most strictly enforced of the pro
visions because of noise complaints, State 
Police indicated. 

Two peace officers who hear the cycle and 
agree the noise level is excessive can make an 
arrest. 

State Police said the motorcyclist probably 
will be let off if he can prove his muffler is 
unaltered, but if so much as a welding repair 
is detected after the cycli!St is ticketed he 
will pay the fine. 

WANT COURT TEST 
Some motorcyclists resent these laws and 

are hoping that the American Motorcycle 
Assn. or a dealer will take the helmet law to 
court to test the validity. 

Although the motorcyclists fear punitive 
enforcement by the police, State and City 
police have indicated they will go easy on 
enforcement--.except for really glaring viola
tioll&-until the laws become more exact 
by usage and explanation. 

The one provision of the new law that 
motorcyclists do agree with is the institu
tion of licenses and tests which recognize 
that cycle riding is a special skill. 

The Washington Blvd. driving examiners 
said that of 55 cyclists who took their ex• 
amination last week 10 were rejected, mostly 
because their bikes didn't meet the law. 

A rider who already has a driver's license 
can take the test any time he likes before 
his current license becomes due for renewal. 

Marshall Rausrath, mechanic at Civic 
Center Cycle in Oakland, ca;me down to the 
testing grounds to run through the test and 
get details of the new laws to answer his 
customers' questions. 

The first part of the test consists of identi
fying and demonstrating the clutch, throt
tle, brakes, lights and turn signals. 

"Believe it or not," examiner Ora Brown 
said, "we had a guy in here Who didn't know 
how to turn his lights on. We sent him home 
to learn how." 

The second part of the test consists of 
tighrt figure-eight turns in a double parking 
bay. For larger cycles, the figure eights are 
performed in the parking lot. 

The third part of the test consists of a 
double run in second gear through a serpen
tine course. 

The final portion of the test has the driver 
approach a line in second gear from 100 
yards away and stop on the line. 

TEST IS SIMPLE 

The test sounds simple and irt is, but Mr. 
Brown, a former stunt motorcyclist, says 
the maneuvers are all he needs to see to 
know if the cyclist 1s any good. 

A 16-year-old who has just received his 
learner's permit may take his test on a 
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motorcycle, but he will go through the same 
examination as an applicant taking the test 
in a car. 

While the applicant performs the same 
maneuvers expected of a learner taking his 
test on a car-keeping in lanes, signaling, 
obeying lights and double lines and, la-ter, 
answering the traffic questions-the exam
iner will also watch his ability to h andle a 
cycle. 

If the learner wants to take his test on 
both a car and a motorcycle, he can do so 
on the same day. 

Once the 16-year-old passes his examina
tion, he is subject to the junior license and 
the same traffic rules applying to cars. 

The examiners will also test a cyclist with 
a driver 's license which is not due for 
renewal. 

OTHER TERMS LISTED 
The cyclist must go to the barracks and 

fill out only those sections applicable to 
motorcycles on a renewal form. 

Then, afte·r he has passed his test his 
license is endorsed with the coded S)11mbol Y 
showing that he is duly licensed to operate 
a cycle. 

To a void an excess of cycles flooding the 
examination centers, the test does not have 
to be taken until the license becomes due for 
its two-year renewal 'which means that some 
cyclists will not have to take their tests until 
1970. 

If the cyclist lets the renewal d.ate on his 
license go by without taking the examina
tion, he must apply for a learner's permit to 
operate his cycle. 

The learner's permit prohibits, regardless 
of the age of the driver, operating the cycle 
at night and carrying a passenger, with the 
sole exception of a licensed cyclist riding as 
passenger for purposes of instruction. 

Portland, Oregcm 
Police Code 

b . Sec. 16-1608.-(1) That the dog has 
created a nuisance in the neighborhood by 
loud and frequent barking, or by damag
ing property not owned by its keeper, and; 

(2) That the dog's keeper, knowing or 
having cause to know that the dog has 
created the nuisance, suffered that nuisance 
to continue or to be repeated. 

The notice shall state the cause for its 
issuance, order the owner or keeper of the 
dog to immediately confine the dog and, 
within five days, to remove the dog from the 
City permanently. The notice shall be sent by 
certified mail to the owner or keeper of the 
dog, or shall be posted prominently upon 
the building in which the dog is kept. After 
delivery or posting of the notice, it is un
lawful not to immediately confine the dog 
or to release the dog, in the City, from con
finement. After five days from delivery or 
posting of the notice, it is unlawful to keep 
the dog, or permit it to be kept, anywhere 
in the City. 
Article 17. Prevention of unnecessary noises 

Section 16-1701. Unlawful to create 
noise.-It shall be unlawful for any person, 
to create, assist in creating, permit, continue, 
or permit the continuance of any unreason
ably loud, disturbing, or unnecessary noise. 

Section 16-1702. What constitutes a viola
tion.-[Section 16-1702 amended by Ordi
nance No. 112582 passed and effective Sep
tember 22, 1960.] 

The following acts are declared to be viola
tions of this Code, but said enumerations 
shall not be deemed to be exclusive, namely: 

(a) The keeping of any animal or bird 
which by frequent or loud continued noise 
shall disturb the comfort and repose of any 
person in the vicinity, and the attaching 
of any bell on any animal or allowing the 
same to remain on any animal. Any animal 
running at large with a bell thereon shall 
be liable to be impounded. 

(b) The blowing of any steam whistle at
tached to any stationary boiler, except to 
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give notice of the time to begin or to stop 
work, or as a warning of danger. 

(c) The use of any mechanical device op
erated by compressed air, steam or otherwise, 
unless the noise created thereby is effective
ly muffled and reduced. 

(d) The erection, including excavation, 
demolition, alteration, or repair of any build
ing other than between the hours of 7: 00 
a.m. and 6:00 p.m., except in case of urgent 
necessity in the interest of public safety. 

(e) The creation of any excessive noise on 
any street adjacent to any hospital or other 
institution reserved for the sick, or any school 
while the same is in session. 

(f) The operation of any industrial type 
internal combustion engine without having 
the same equipped with and using thereon 
a muffler, in good working operation, to pre
vent excessive noise and annoying smoke. 

(g) The use or operation of any automatic 
or electrical piano, phonograph, graphophone, 
victrola, radio, loudspeaker, or any instru
ment for sound producing or any sound am
plifying device or loudly as to disturb per
sons in the vicini-ty thereof or in such a 
manner as renders the same a public nui
sance; provided, however, that upon applica
tion to the Bureau of Police (Office of the 
Chief) permits may be granted to persons or 
business firms for the broadcast or amplifica
tion of commercial or entertainment pro
grams, or to any organization for the broad
cast of programs of music, speeches, or 
general entertainment as a part of national, 
state or city events, public festivals or out
standing events of a non-commercial char
acter, such broadcast or amplification either 
by person or a business concern or by an or
ganization, shall not be audible for a dis
tance of more than fifty feet from the instru· 
ment, speaker or amplifier, and in no event 
shall a permit be granted where any obstruc
tion to the free and uninterrupted traffic, 
both vehicular and pedestrian w111 result. 

(h) The making of any noise upon a pub· 
lie street or in such proximity thereto as to 
be distinctly and loudly audible upon such 
street, any noise of any kind by crying, call• 
ing or shouting, or by means of any whistle, 
rattle, bell, gong, clapper, horn, hammer, 
drum, musical instrument, sound amplifying 
device or other device for the purpose of ad
vertising goods, wares, or merchandise, or 
of attracting attention or of. inviting patron
age of any person to any business whatso
ever, or participation by any person in any 
public or private event; provided that news
boys may sell newspapers and magazines by 
public outcry, except as prohibited by Sec
tion 16-1705 and provided further that a 
permit for sound amplifying device to be 
used upon the streets of the city of Portland 
may be granted by the Bureau of Police upon 
application to the office of the Chief thereof, 
and the said Bureau shall have exclusive 
jurisdiction over the routing of such sound 
amplifying vehicle, and such vehicle shall in 
no event be permitted to operate within two 
hundred feet of any hospital, or within two 
hundred feet of any public or private ele
mentary or secondary school, or any college 
or university. The permit as granted by the 
Bureau of Police shall in addition to specify· 
ing the route generally, or specifically, af
firmatively provide for the hours during 
which such use of the streets may be per
mitted, and shall provide that in no event 
shall the sound emanating from any sound 
amplifying vehicle be audible for a distance 
of more than one hundred feet from the said 
vehicle. 

(i) The conducting, operating or main
taining of any garage in any residential dis
trict so as to cause loud or offensive noises 
to be emitted therefrom at any late hour at 
night, to wit: any time between 11:00 p.m. 
and 7:00 a.m. so as to be llkely to disturb 
and keep awake persons residing in the im
mediate vicinity. The term "residential dis
trict" as used in this Code shallinclud~ any 
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area where a garage is located within 100 
feet of any building or buildings used as a 
private residence, apartment house, rooming 
house, or hotel. 

(j) To conduct, carry on, or in any man
ner engage in any marathon dance, mara
thon race, marathon exhibition, walkathon, 
or human endurance test or contest in the 
City for gain or for hire in any building, 
structure, tent, enclosure, or place, and the 
renting or leasing of any building, structure, 
tent, enclosure, or place within the City to 
any person for the purpose of permitting the 
use of such building, structure, tent, en
closure, or place for a marathon dance, 
marathon race, marathon exhibition, walka
thon, or human endurance test or contest. 

(Subsection (k) of Section 16-1702 added 
by Ordinance No. 115306; amended by Ordi
nance No. 126559 passed and effective April 
11, 1968.) 

(k) To land or take off any helicopter or 
other steep-gradient aircraft at or from any 
place within the City except at a helistop 
or bellport, unless the City Council has spe
cifically authorized the same or in case of 
emergency. 

Section 16-1703. Foregoing acts declared 
nuisances.-The foregoing acts are hereby 
declared to be nuisances, and upon com· 
plaint to the Bureau of Police of any person 
disturbed or annoyed by the noises there
from the Bureau of Pollee shall thereupon 
investigate such complaint, and if found 
justified shall issue notice of such complaint 
to the person causing or permitting the con
tinuance of said noises, notifying him im
mediately to abate said nuisance. If the per
son so notified neglects to abate the same 
forthwith, a complaint shall be filed against 
the offending person. Any person, however, 
may be arrested for violation of this Code 
upon the direct complaint of any other per
son. 

Section 16-1704. Motor boats.-It shall be 
unlawful to use, operate, or cause to be 
used or operated upon the public waters 
within the city limits a boat propelled in 
whole or in part by gas, gasoline, naphtha, 
Diesel oil or other explosive material unless 
the motor or any such motor boat shall be 
provided with either an underwater exhaust 
or a muffler, or have the discharge water 
piped into the exhaust line. Any such in
stallation must be so constructed and main
tained that in its operation no noise shall 
emanate from the exhaust or muffler that 
can be heard for a greater distance than 
1000 feet from the boat. 

This section shall not apply to any pub
licly owned motor boat in government serv
ice or any motor boat owned outside the 
city limits passing through this city to some 
other distant point, or motor boat used in 
any authorized race or other demonstration. 

The harbor patrol is hereby given jur1sdic
tion to enforce the provisions of this sec
tion. 

Section 16-1705. Public outcry, when and 
where prohibited.-It shall be unlawful be
tween the hours of 11:00 p.m. of any day 
and 7:00 a.m. of the following day, for any 
person, minor or adult, engaged in offering 
for sale or selling on the streets any news
papers, magazines or periodicals, to make 
any public outcry, to shout or to make any 
audible noise for the purpose of attracting 
attention or inviting the patronage of any 
person within the following described dis
trict: 

Beginning at the intersection of the south 
line of S. W. Jefferson Street with the Wil
lamette River; thence west along the south 
line of S. W. Jefferson Street to the west 
line of S. W. 18th Avenue; thence north 
along the west line of s. W. 18th Avenue 
and the wes·t line of S. W. 19th Avenue to 
the north llne of N. W. Glisan Street; thence 
east along the north line of N. W. Gllsa.n 
Street to the east llne of N. W. Broadway, 
thence north along the east llne of N. W .. 
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Broadway to the north line of N. W. John
son ,street; thence east along the north line 
of N. W. Johnson Street to the east line of 
N. W. 6th Avenue; thence following the south 
line of the Northern Pacific Terminal com
pany's property to the W1llamette River; 
thence south following the Willamette River 
to the place of beginning. 

Outside of the above described district it 
shall be unlawful, between the hours of 9:00 
p.m. of any day and 7:00 a.m. of the follow
ing day, for any person, minor or adult, en
gaged in offering for sale or selllng on the 
streets any such newspapers, magazines or 
periodicals, to make any public outcry, to 
shout or to make any audible noise for the 
purpose of attracting attention or inviting 
the patronage of any person. 

Section 16-1706. Loading noisy materiaL
It shall be unlawful for any person to trans
port through the streets any iron or other 
material likely to make a noise unless said 
material is loaded and deadened so as to pre
vent unnecessary noise. 

Raleigh, N.C. 
City Ordinances 

Sec. 15-30. Noise-Prohibited when exces
sive.-Subject to the provisions of seotions 
15-31 and 15-32, the creation of any unreas
onable loud, disturbing and unnecessary 
noise in the city is prohibited. Noise of such 
character, intensity and duration as to be 
detrimental to the life or health of any in
dividual is prohibited. (Code 1950, § 23.1) 

Cross references-Roosters, § 4-3; dogs, 
§ 4-20; railroads, § 18-4. 

Sec. 15-31. Same-Specific prohibitions.:
The following acts are specifically declared 
to be loud, disturbing and unnecessary noises 
in violation of this Code, but such enumera
tion shall not be deemed to be exclusive: 

( 1) The sounding of any horn or signal 
device on any automobile, motorcycle, bus or 
other vehicle while not in motion, except as 
a danger signal, or if in motion, only as a 
danger signal after or as brakes are being 
applied and deceleration of the vehicle is 
intended; the creation by means of any such 
signal device of any unreasonably loud or 
harsh sound; and the sounding of such de
vice for an unnecessary and unreasonable 
period of time. 

(2) The use of any gong or siren upon any 
vehicle other than police, fire, ambulance or 
other emergency vehicles. 

(3) The playing of any radio, phonograph 
or other musical instrument in such a man
ner or with such volume, during the hours 
between eleven o'clock p.m., and seven o'clock 
a.m., as to annoy or disturb the quiet, com
fort or repose of any person or persons in 
any dwelllng, hotel or other type of resi
dence. 

(4) The use of any automobile , motor
cycle or other vehicle so out. of repair, so 
loaded, or in such manner as to create loud 
or unnecessary grating, grinding, rattling or 
other noise. 

( 5) The blowing of any ste·am whistle a-t
tached to am.y stationsary boiler except to 
give IlJOitlice of the time to begin or stop work 
or as a warning of danger. 

(6) The dischaJ.-ge into the open a.ir of the 
exhaust of any statiOil!ary internal combus
tton engine, or motor vehicle, eX'cept through 
a muffler or other device which will effeclively 
pre~ent 1oud or explosive noises therefrom. 

(7) The erection (including excavating), 
demolition, alteration or repair of any build
ing or other structure in a resddential or 
business diiSitrtcrt other tha.n between the 
hours of 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on week 
days except by permi:t from the building in
spector, when, 1n his opinion, suoh work will 
not crewte objectionable noise, but upon 
complrunrt in writing of the occupant of prop
el'ty nea.r the Iooation of the work, the build
ing inspector shall immedta.tely revoke the 
permd.t and the work shall be immediately 
disoonltinued. The building inspector may 
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permit emergency work in the preservation 
of public health or safety at any time. 

(8) The crea.td.on of any excessive noise 
on any street adJacent to any school, insti
tution of learning, or court while the sa,me 
are in session, or within one hundred and 
fifty feet of any hospital, which unreason
ably interferes with the working of such in
stitution. 

(9) The cl"ea.tion of loud and excessive 
noise in connection with loading or unload
ing any vehicles, or the opeilJI.ng and destruc
tion of bales, boxes, crates and oonta.iners. 

(10) The shouting and crying of peddleTS, 
barkers, hawkers and vendors which disturbs 
the quiet and peace of the neighborhood. 

( 11) The use of any drum, loudspeaker or 
other instrument or device for the purpose 
of attmcting attentd.on by creation of noise 
to any performance, show or sale or display 
of merchandise. 

(12) The oonduoting, operating or m:a.in
taini!llg of any garage or filHng station in any 
residential district so as to cause loud or 
offensive noises to be emitted therefrom be
tween the hours of eleven o'clock p.m., and 
seven o'clock a.m. 

( 13) The firing or discharging of firearms 
in the streets or elsewhere for the purpose 
of making noise or dlisturbanoe, elreept by 
permit from the police depal"tment. 

(14) The creation of excessive noise by the 
operation of an airplane over the ci.ty by 
stunting, diving or otherwise operating an 
airplane for the purpose of advert1sing or 
otherwise. (R. Code 1950, § 23.2; Ord. No. 
(1967)-544, § 1, 3-20-67) 

Amendm.ellit note-Ord. No. ( 1967) -544, § 1, 
amended § 15~1(7) which prior to amend
ment permi:tted construction work during 
otiher than the designated hours only "in 
oase of urgent necessity in the interest of 
public safety ... " 

Sec. 15-32. Same-Loudspeakers.-It shall 
be unlawful for any person to use or operate 
on or over any street within the city any 
radio, phonograph or other similar mechani
cal device to produce sound, or any mechani
cal loudspeaker or other sound-magnifying 
device, on any motor vehicle or other con
veyance, or stand, for advertising or other 
purposes, at a power output level of volume 
greater than ten watts or thirty-two decibels, 
and any such operation shall be unlawful un
less such loudspeakers or other mechanical 
sound-magnifying device shall be equipped 
with a meter by which the power output can 
be registered and determined so that the vol
ume may be limited in accordance with the 
restrictions hereinbefore specified; and 1t 
shall be unlawful to operate any such equip
ment or devices without a license from the 
city as provided by this Code; providing no 
such equipment or device shall be used or op
erated on the streets of the city during the 
period between sunset and nine o'clock a.m.; 
provided, further, no such equipment or de
vice shall be operated to produce music or 
other sound effects along that portion of any 
street within the block where there is located 
any school, hospital, funeral home or under
taking establishment, or where a funeral is 
being conducted at any place; and provided, 
further, that no such equipment or device 
shall be operated on the streets of this city 
on Sunday. (COde 1950, § 23.4) 

Sec. 18-4. Whistles, unnecessary blowing.
No person shall at any point within the city 
blow the whistle of an engine in an unneces
sarily loud tone or unnecessarily long. (R. 
Code 1950, § 25.4) . 

Sec. 4--3. Same--Roosters as nuisances.
It shall be unlawful for any person to keep 
or maintain on any premises or lot within 
the corporate limits any rooster that through 
loud and habitual crowing, or in any other 
manner, constitutes a neighborhood or pub
lic nuisance. Failure to abate such nuisance 
after warning from the chief of police or his 
authorized representative shall be unlawful 
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and punishable according to law. (R. Code 
1950, § 13.5) 

Sec. 4--20. Dogs as nuisances.-It shall be 
unlawful for any person to keep or maintain 
on any premises or lot any dog that, through 
loud and habitual barking, or in any other 
manner, constitutes a neighborhood or public 
nuisance. Failure to abate such nuisance af
ter warning from the chief of police or his 
authorized representative shall be unlawful 
and punishable according to law. (R. Code 
1950, § 13.4(a)) 

Rochester, N.Y. 
City Ordinance 

Chapter 75: Noise. 
§ 75-1. Unnecessary noise prohibited. 
§ 75-2. Signalling devices. 
§ 7~. Radios, phonographs and musical 

instruments. 
§ 75-4. Animals and birds. 
§ 75-5. Vehicles. 
§ 75-6. Whistles. 
§ 75-7. Discharge of exhausts. 
§ 75-8. Mechanical devices. 
§ 75-9. Building. 
§ 75-10. Institutions. 
§ 75-11. Loading. 
§ 75-12. Bells. 
§ 75-13. Peddlers and vendors. 
§ 75-14. Advertising. 
§ 75-15. Sound-prOducing devices. 
§ 75-16. Disturbance. 
§ 75-17. Penalties. 

[History: Adopted Rochester City Council 
11-25-41. Amendments noted where appli
cable.] 
§ 75-1. Unnecessary noise prohibi·ted.1-

The creation of any unreasonably loud, dis
turbing or unnecessary noise in the city is 
prohibited. Noise of such character, intensity 
or duration as to endanger public comfort, 
peace or repose or to be detrimental to the 
life or health of any individual is declared 
to be a nuisance and is prohibited. 

A violation of § § 75-2 through 16 is hereby 
declared to be a nuisance within the meaning 
of this section but such enumeration shall 
not be deemed to be exclusive. 

§ 75-2. Signalling devices.-No person shall 
sound any horn or signal device on any auto
mobile, motorcycle, bus, streetcar or other 
vehicle while not in motion, except as a 
danger signal if another vehicle is approach
ing apparently out-of-control, or if in mo
tion only as a danger signal; nor orelilte by 
means of any such signal device any unnec
essary or unreasonably loud, harsh or pro
longed sound; nor sound such device for an 
unnecessary and unreasonable periOd of 
time. Except that this subdivision shall not 
!iipply to vehicles of the Bureaus of Fire and 
Police, and such emergency vehicles of mu
nicipal departments or public service corpo
rations and ambulances as are authorized 
or marked as approved by the Commissioner 
of Public Safety. 

§ 75- 3. Radios, phonographs and musical 
instruments.-No person shall operate or 
play any radio, phonograph or any musical 
instrument in such manner or with such 
volume, at any time, particularly during the 
hours between 11:00 P .M. and 7:00A.M. as 
to annoy the quiet, comfort or repose of per
sons in any dwelling, hotel or other type of 
residence. 

§ 75-4. Animals and birds.-No person 
shall keep any animal or bird which by caus
ing frequent or long continued noise shall 
disturb the comfort or repose of any person 
in the vicinity. 

§ 75-5. Vehicles.-No person shall use an 
automobile, motorcycle, bus or vehicle so out 
of repair or so loaded or in any manner as to 
create loud or unnecessary grating, grinding, 
rattling or other noise. 

§ 75-6. Whistles.-No person shall blow or 
cause to be blown any steam whistle, except 
to give notice of the time to begin or stop 
work or as a warning of danger. 
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The blowing or operating of a whistle op

era ted by steam or other artificial means for 
more than fifteen ( 15) seconds at one ( 1) 
time during a period of thirty (30) minutes 
in any one (1) day is prohibited. 

§ 75-7. Discharge of exhausts.-No person 
shall discharge or cause to be discharged into 
the open air the exhaust of any steam en
gine, stationary internal-combustion engine, 
motor vehicle or motorboat engine, except 
through a mutner or other device which will 
effectively prevent loud or explosive noises 
therefrom.l 

§ 75-8. Mechanical devices.-No person 
shall use or cause to be used any mechanical 
device operated by compressed air unless the 
noise created thereby is effectively muffied 
and reduced. 

§ 75-~. Building.-No person shall create 
or cause to be created loud or excessive noise 
in connection with the erection (including 
excavation), demolition, alteration or repair 
of any building. 

§ 75-10. Institutions.-No person shall 
create or cause to be created any excessive 
noise on any street adjacent to any school, 
institution of learning, or court while the 
same are in session, or adjacent to any hos
pital, which unreasonably interferes with the 
workings of such institutions, provided con
spicuous signs are displayed in such ·streets 
indicating that the same is a school, hospital 
or court street. 

The making by one's self, or by the opera· 
tion of any instrument, agency or vehicle, 
any unnecessary or unseemly noise within 
one hundred fifty (150) feet of any portion 
of the grounds and premises on which 1s lo
cated a hospital or other institution reserved 
for the sick is prohibited. The Commissioner 
of Public Safety shall place as many signs 
as he may deem proper within or near the 
zones hereby created, calling attention to the 
prohibition against unnecessary noises with
in such zones. 

§ 75-11. Loading.-No person shall create 
or cause to be created a loud and excessive 
noise in connection with loading or unload
ing any vehicle, or the opening and destruc
tion of bales, boxes, crates, and containers. 

The creation of loud and excessive noise in 
connection with the handling of ash, trash, 
and garbage cans, either in loading or unload
ing, and whether full or empty is prohibited. 

§ 75-12. Bells.-No person shall sound or 
cause to be sounded any bell, except church 
bells, or gong attached to any buildings or 
premises which disturbs the quiet or repose 
in the vicinity thereof. 

§ 75-13. Peddlers and vendors.-The unrea
sonable and unnecessary sounding and crying 
of peddlers, hawkers and vendors which dis
turbs the quiet and peace of the neighbor
hood is prohibited.1 

§ 75-14. Advertising.-No person shall use 
~ny drum, loudspeaker or other instrument 
or device for the purpose of attracting at
tention by creation of loud and raucous 
noise to any performance, show or sale or 
display of merchandise. 

The making, causing, permitting or allow
ing to be made, loud and raucous noise by 
means of any rattle, clapper, hammer, drum, 
horn or any musicial instrument or mecha
nism for creating or reproducing sound, in a 
street or near enough to a street so that any 
such noise will be heard in a street, for the 
purpose of advertising any goods, wares or 
merchandise, or of attracting the attention, 
or inviting the patronage of any person to any 
occupation or business whatsoever is pro
hibited. 

It shall be unlawful for any person, firm or 
corporation, either as principal, agent or em
ployee, to play, use or operate for adver
tising purposes, or for any other purpose 
whatsoever, on and upon the public streets, 
alleys, thoroughfares or public places in the 
City of Rochester, any device known as a 
sound truck, loUdspeaker or sound ampli
fier, or radio or phonograph with a loud-
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speaker or sound amplifier, or any other 
instrument known as a calliope or any in
strument of a.ny kind or character which 
emits therefrom loud and raucous noise 
and is attached to and upon any vehicle, 
except police trucks or vehicles, operaJted or 
standing upon said public streets, alleys, 
thoroughfares or public places. (Amended 
2-23-49] 

§ 75-15. Sound-producing devices.-No per
son shall eroot, install or use any sound
producing instrument, broadcaster, radio, 
amplifier, or oonveyur-of-sound on or over 
the streets or publiic pLaces within the C1 ty 
of Roohes·ter for the purpose of advertising 
through loud and mucous noise any goods, 
wares or merchandise or any meeting, en
tertainment or event, or for the purpose CYf 
91ttraC'ttng the attention or inviting the P'a
trona.ge of any person to any business wh.aJt
soever or to any meeting, entertainment or 
event or for any other purpose. 

The provisions of this section Sihlall not 
be construed to prevent a.ny funei"al proces
sion or rel!i.gious ceren1ony; nor shall the 
terms o! this seoti.on be construed to prevent 
the produotion of musd.c in coilllJeCtion with 
any parade authorized under any provision 
of law; nor shall thls section prevent any 
musLcaJ. perfOimlance upon any public street 
or plta~Ce where a pe.rmi t has been obtained 
from the Commissioner of Public Safety fOr 
such purpose; nor shall this sec-tion prevent 
the use od' 91mplifiers or other sound produc
ing instruments in conneotion with any 
ruthletic competition or recreational event 
held on athletic fields stadiums or public 
parks, nor shall suoh provisions apply to 
police or fire appa.mtus while used in the 
performance of public duty. (Amended 2-
23-49) 

§ 75-16. DiSiturba.nce.-No person shall cre-
91te a di:Slturbance or engage in improper con
duct or abusive acts or language in any 
church, theruter, public hall or other public 
pl!ace.1 

§ 75-17. Penal.ties.-A viol,aJtion of this 
chapter is pundshable by a fine of not exceed
ing one hundred fifty dollars ($150.) or by 
imprisonment not exceeding one hundred 
fifty (150) da~. or by both suoh fine and 
imprisonment, or by a penalty of not less 
than five doHars ($5.) nor more than five 
hundred dollJMS ($500.) to be recovered by 
the City of RocheS!ter in a civil action. 
[Amended 2-23-49) 

CUy Ordinances 
Ordinance No. 2414, fourth series, amending 

sec. 26.29-1 (d), of Chapter 26 of the Sacra
mento City Code, relating to unnecessary 
noise, and making this an emergency 
measure to take effect immediately 

Sacramento, California 
Be it enacted by the council of the city 

of Sacramento: 
Section 1. Sec. 26.29-1 (d) of Chapter 26 

of the Sacramento City Code is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

(d) Construction or repairing of buildings. 
The erection (including excavation), demo
lition, alteration or repair of any building 
other than between the hours Of 7:00 A.M. 
and 6:00P.M., on Monday, Tuesday, Wednes
day, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, and be
tween 9:00A.M. and 6:00P.M. on Sunday, ex
cept in case of urgent necessity in the 
interest of public health and safety, and 
then only with a permit from the build
ing inspector, which permit may be granted 
for a periOd not to exceed three days or less 
while the emergency continues and which 
perrni t may be renewed for a period of three 
days or less while the emergency continues. 
If the building inspector should determine 
that the public health and safety will 
not be impaired by the erection, demoli
tion, alteration or repair Of any building or 
the excavation of streets and highways 
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within the hours of 6:00P.M. and 7:00A.M. 
on weekdays and 6:00P.M. and 9:00A.M. on 
Sundays, and if he shall further determine 
that loss or inconvenience would result to 
any party in interest, he may grant permis
sion for suoh work to be done within the 
hours of 6:00 P.M. and 7:00 A.M. on week
days and 6.00 P.M. and 9:00 A.M. on Sun
days, up~n application being made at the 
time the permit for the work is awarded or 
during the progress of the work. 

Section 2. That this ordinance is hereby 
declared to be an emergency measure to take 
effect i'mmediately, such emergency being 
that public welfare and necessity require 
that guests and occupants of hotels and 
apartments be protected from noises ema
nating from the construction, repair or 
demolition of buildings until after 9:00A.M. 
on Sundays. 

Section 3. This ordinance shall be pub
lished once in the official newspaper of the 
City of Sacramento and shall take effect 
immedialtely. 

Passed: October 4, 1962. 
Ordinance No. 2248, fourth series adding sec

tions 25.36-1 and 26.29-1 of chapters 25 
and 26 Sacramento City Code, prohibiting 
unnecessary noises and disturbances in 
the city of Sacramento 
Be it enacted by the Council of the City 

of Sacramento: 
Section 1. Sections 25.36-1 and 26.29-1 of 

Chapters 25 and 26, Sacramento City Code, 
are hereby added, to read as follows: 
Sec. 25.36-1. Limitations of permits issued 

by preceding section; revocation of permits 
The Chief of Police is authorized to issue 

the permits mentioned in Section 25.36 of 
this chapter, and such permits shall contain 
any limitations as to times, duration, volume, 
and places as in the judgment of the Chief of 
Police seem necessary to accomplish the ob
jects of this chapter. The Chief of Police may 
revoke such permits. 
Sec. 26.29-1. Noise-unnecessary, etc., noise 

It shall be unlawful for any person to 
make, continue, or cause to be made or con
tinued, any loud, unnecessary or unusual 
noise or any noise which either annoys, dis
turbs, injures or endangers the comfort, 
repose, health, peace or safety of others, 
within the limits of the city. 

The following acts, among others, are de
clared to be loud, disturbing, and unneces
sary noises in violation of this section, but 
said enumeration shall not be deemed to be 
exclusive, namely: 

(a) Motor Noises. Any noise made by the 
motor of any automobile, truck, tractor, 
motorcycle, not reasonably required in the 
operation thereof under the circumstances 
and shall include but not be limited to back
firing and motor racing. 

(b) Horns and Signaling Devices. The 
sounding of any horn or signaling device 
on any automobile, motorcycle, trolley coach 
or other vehicle on any street or public place 
of the City, except as a danger warning; the 
creation by means of any such signaling de
vice of any unreasonably loud or harsh 
sound; and the sounding of any such device 
for an unnecessary and unreasonable period 
of time. The use of any signaling device 
except one operated by hand or electricity; 
the use of any horn, whistle or any other 
device operated by engine exhaust; and the 
use of any such signaling device when traffic 
is for any reason held up. 

(c) Yelling and Shouting. Yelling, shout
ing, hooting, whistling, singing or blowing 
of horns on the public streets, particularly 
between the hours of 12 P. M. and 7 A. M. 
or at time or place so as to annoy or disturb 
the quiet, comfort, or repose of persons in 
any offic~. or in any dwelling hotel, apart
ment, or other type of residence, or of any 
persons in the vicinity. 

(d) Construction or Repairing of Buildings. 
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The erection (including excavation), demoli
tion, alteration or repair of any building 
other than between the hours of 7 A. M. 
and 6 P.M. except in case of urgent necessity 
in the interest of public health and safety, 
and then only with a permit from the Build
ing Inspector, which permit may be granted 
for a period not to exceed three (3) days or 
less while the emergency continues and 
which permit may be renewed for periods of 
three days or less while the emergency con
tinues. If the Building Inspector should de
termine thwt the public health and safety 
will not be impaired by the erection, demoli
tion, alteration or repair of any building or 
the excavation of streets and highways within 
the hours of 6 P.M. and 7 A. M., and if he 
shall further determine that loss of incon
venience would result to any party in inter
est, he may grant permission for such work 
to be done within the hours of 6 P. M. and 7 
A. M., upon application being made at the 
time the permit for the work is awarded 
or during the progress of the work. 

(e) Pile Drivers, Hammers. The operation 
between the hours of 10 P. M. and 7 A. M. 
of any piledriver, steam-shovel, pneumatic 
hammer, derrick, steam or electric hoist or 
other appliance, the use of which is a:ttended 
by loud or unusual noise. 

(f) Tools. The use of or operation between 
the hours of 10:00 P. M. and 7:00 A. M. of 
any power saw, power planer, or other pow
er saw, power planer, or other powered tool 
or appliance or saw or hammer, or other 
tool, so as to disturb the quiet, comfort, or 
repose of persons in any dwelling, hotel, 
apartment, or other type of residence, or of 
any person in the vicinity. 

(g) Blowers. The operating of any noise
creating blower or power fan or any internal 
combustion engine the operation of which 
causes noise due to the explosion of operat
ing gases or fluids, unless the noise from 
such blower or fan is muffled and such engine 
is equipped with a muffler device sufficient 
to deaden such noise. 

(h) Steam Whistles. The blowing of any 
locomotive steam whistle or steam whistle 
attached to any stationary boiler except to 
give notice of the time to begin or stop 
work or as a warning of fire or danger, or 
upon request of proper City Authorities. 

(i) Exhausts. The discharge into the open 
air of the exhaust of any steam engine, sta
tionary internal combustion engine, motor
boat, or motor vehicle except through a muf
fler or other device which will effectively 
prevent loud or explosive noises therefrom. 

(j) Loading, Unloading, Opening Boxes. 
The creation of a loud and excessive noise 
in connection with loading or unloading 
any vehicle or the opening and destruction 
of bales, boxes, crates, and containers. 

(k) Hawkers, Peddlers. The shouting and 
crying of peddlers, hawkers and vendors 
which disturbs the peace and quiet of per
sons in the neighborhood. 

( 1) Drums. The use of any drum or other 
instrument or device for the purpose of at
tracting attention by creation of noise to any 
performance, show or sale. 

(m) Metal Rails, Pillars and Columns, 
Transportation Thereof. The transportation 
of rails, pillars or columns of iron, steel or 
other material, over and along streets and 
other public places upon carts, drays, cars, 
trucks in any manner so as to cause loud 
noises or to disturb the peace and quiet of 
persons in the vicinity thereof. 

(n) Animals, Birds, Fowls. The keeping of 
any animal, fowl or bird which by causing 
frequent or long continued noise shall dis
turb the comfort or repose of persons in the 
vicinity. 

Violation of any of the provisions of this 
section shall constitute a misdemeanor and 
shall be punishable as provided in this chap
ter and in this Code. 
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Section 2. Publication 

The Clerk shall publish this ordinance 
once within 10 days after passage in the of
ficial newspaper of the City of Sacramento. 

Passed: December 15, 1960. 
Effective: January 14, 1961. 

Saint Louis, Mo. 
City Ordinance 

Petty Offenses: 760. Noise 
760.010. General prohibition.-No person 

shall create or cause any unreasonably loud, 
disturbing or unnecessary noise. ( 1948, c. 
44, s. 1.) 

760.020. Blowing horns.-No person shall 
sound any horn or signal device on any ve
hicle of any kind while not in motion, ex
cept as a danger signal if another vehicle is 
approaching, apparently out of control; nor 
shall such horn or signal device be sounded 
under any circumstances except as a danger 
signal, nor shall it be sounded for any un
necessary or unreasonable period of time. 
(1948 c. 44, s. 1.) 

760.030. Radios, phonographs, etc.-No 
person shall use, operate or permit to be 
used or operated any radio, phonograph, loud 
speaker, sound amplifier, or other machine 
or device for the producing or reproducing 
of sound in such a manner as to disturb the 
peace, quiet, comfort or repose of the neigh
boring inhabitants; nor shall any person use, 
operate or permit to be used or operated 
a radio, phonograph, loud speaker, sound am
plifier, or other machine or device for the 
producing or reproducing of sound at any 
time with louder volume than is necessary 
for convenient, normal hearing for the per
son or persons who are in the room, vehicle 
or chamber in which such machine or de
vice is being used or operated and who are 
voluntary listeners thereto. The operation of 
any radio, phonograph, loud speaker, sound 
amplifier, or other machine or device for the 
producing or reproducing of sound between 
the hours of 11 p.m. and 7 a.m. in such a 
manner as to be plainly audible at a dis
tance of more than 100 feet from such ma
chine or device shall be deemed excessive and 
shall be prima facie evidence of a violation 
of this section. (Ord. 50038, June 24, 1960.) 

760.040. Pets.-No person shall keep any 
animal, bird or fowl which, by causing fre
quent or long continued noise, shall tend to 
disturb the comfort and repose of any per
son in the vicinity. Any such noise which 
can be distinctly heard at a distance of 
more than 100 feet shall be deemed exces
sive. (1948, C. 44, s. 1.) 

760 .050. Vehicles in disrepair.-No person 
shall use any vehicle which is so out of re
pair, or so loaded, as to create a loud, un
necessary and disturbing noise of any kind. 
(1948, c. 44, s. 1.) 

760.060. Blowing whistles.-No person shall 
blow any steam whistle attached to any sta
tionary boiler, nor any other whistle or siren, 
except to give notice of the time to begin 
or stop work, or as a warning of danger. 
( 1948, c. 44, s. 1.) 

760.070. Use of steam for clothing.-No per
son shall use steam under pressure for clean
ing purposes in any establishment between 
10 p.m. and 7 a.m., unless the windows of 
such establishment are closed. (1948, c. 44, 
s. 1.) 

760.080. Exhaust discharge, etc.-No person 
shall discharge into the open air the blow
down of any steam engine or the exhaust 
of any stationary internal combustion en
gine, or motor vehicle, or of the escape valve 
from the unloader of any air compressor, un
less such discharge be through a muffier or 
other device which Will effectively prevent 
loud or explosive noises. (1948, c. 44, s. 1.) 

760.090. Building operations on Sunday.
No person shall excavate, erect, demolish, 
alter or repair any building or other struc
ture on Sunday, except in case of urgent 
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necessity in the interest of public safety, 
and then only with a permit, which permit 
may be renewed for a period of 3 days or less 
while the emergency continues. (1948, C. 44, 
s. 1.) 

760.100. Noises near schools, hospitals, 
churches, etc.-No person shall create any ex
cessive or unnecessary noise within 150 feet 
of any grounds or premises on which is lo
cated any hospital or institution reserved for 
the sick, or any church, or any school or other 
institution of learning, or any court, while 
the same are in session, which unreasonably 
in terfers with the proper functioning of such 
place. Conspicuous signs shall be placed in 
the public highways indicating the zones 
wherein such noises are prohibited. (1948, 
c. 44, s. 1.) 

760.110. Drums, loud speakers, etc.-No 
person shall use any drum, loud speaker, or 
other instrument or device for the purpose 
of attracting attention by creation of noise, 
nor for advertising purposes. ( 1948, C. 44, 
s. 1.) 

760.120. Band music in streets.-No mili
tary company or procession, or any person 
whatsoever, shall play any musical instru
ment in the street within one block of any 
church on Sunday during the hours of wor
ship. No band of music shall play in the street 
for any procession with advertising devices, 
nor shall any band move on the street with
out a permit from the Board of Public Serv
ice. Nothing herein contained shall prevent 
any m1Utary company organized under the 
laws of the State from parading with a band 
of music on any day except Sunday. (1948, c. 
44, s. 2.) 

760.130. Hand organs etc. played for gain.
No person shall carry any hand organ or 
other musical instrument about the streets 
for the purpose of playing music thereon in 
any street, alley or public highway or in any 
house, for private gain. No license shall be 
granted to any such person for such pur
pose. This Section shall not include music 
required for a m111tary parade, burial or other 
procession, or serenading party. (1948, c. 44, 
s. 3.) 

760.140. Use of bells, etc. to attract persons 
to auctions.-No person shall employ any 
bell man, or use or cause to be used ·any bell 
or other sounding instrument as a means of 
attracting people to an auction or any other 
place. (1948, C. 44, s. 4.) 

826.070. Muffier.-Muffier cutouts shall not 
be used and no vehicle shall be driven in 
such manner or condition that excessive and 
unnecessary noises shall be made by its ma
chinery, motor, signaling device or other 
parts, or by any improperly loaded cargo. 
The motors of all motor vehicles shall be 
fitted With properly attached muffiers of 
such capacity or construction as to quiet the 
maximum possible exhaust noise as com
pletely as is done in modern gas engine 
passenger motor vehicles. Any cutout or 
opening in the exhaust pipe between the 
motor and the muffier or any motor vehicle 
shall be completely Closed and disconnected 
from its operating lever, and shall be so ar
ranged that it cannot automatically open, 
or be opened or operated while such vehicle 
is in motion. (1948, C. 42, s. 20.) 

826. Equipment required on vehicles 
826.010. Horns.-Every vehicle shall be 

equipped with an adequate horn for warning. 
No person shall drive a motor vehicle to 
which is attached a gong, bell, whistle or 
siren, or sound such device in any street. A 
horn, bell or other device, except a siren, 
may be attached to a bicycle and a bell or 
gong may used on a streetcar. This section 
shall not apply to authorized emergency ve
hicLes. No person shall sound such horn or 
warning device except for warning purposes, 
nor use same for making unnecessary noise 
at any time. (Ord. 46687, July 6, 1953.) 
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Salt Lake City, Utah 

Oity ordinallJCes 
Section 1-3-1q. Dogs which diSiturb neigh

borhood.-No person, persons, firm or corpo
ration shall own, keep or harbor any dog 
which by loud, continued or frequent bark
ing, howling, yelping, or by noxious or offen
sive odors sh:aJl annoy, disrtmrb or endangetr 
the health and welfare of any person or 
neighborhood; such is unlawful and is here
by declared to be a nuisance and each day a 
violwtion is permitroed to exist or continue 
shall constitute a separate offense. Provided, 
however, toot this section shall not wpply 
to the municipal dog pound, veterina.ry hos
pitals or mediiC'al laboratories. 

Section 20-17-28. Noise prohi'bilted. Exce.p
tl.on.-It shall be unlawful for any peddler 
or vendor licensed or registered under the 
provisions of thd,s coopter to sound a gong, 
blow a whdstle or make any other noise to 
arotroot customers; provided that such ped
dler or vendor may ring a small bell or play 
soft music provided tlhat such ringing or 
playing does not emit sound audd.ble to the 
human ear at a distance greater than one
hlalf city block from its source. 

Section 20-25-8. Loud speakers on streets. 
Pel'llllit requLred.-It shall be unlawful for 
any person to t:nadntain, operrute, connoot or 
allow to be maintained, opemted or con
nected, any oaldope or radio apparatus, sound 
device or any talking m>aclhine or loud speak
er attached thereto in such a manner toot 
the loud speaker or ampUfier sh'all cause the 
sound from suoh apparatus or sound device 
or talking machine to be projected directly 
therefrom outlS!I.de of any building, vehi'c1e 
or out-of-doom without first obtaining a per
mit to do so, whieh shall b~ granlted only to 
broadcast important, current events or hlap
pelllings of pubUc interest. 

Section 20-25-9. ID. AppHcation :for per
mit.-Every aJPPlicant for the permit re
quired by the proceding section shall make 
appliOOJbion to the license assessor and col
lector and file therewith a statement declar
ing the street and house number of the 
place where he proposes to broadoost, the 
times and probable durrution of such broad
casts and the IliaJture, topics or tll.tles thereof. 

Seotion 20-15-10. ID. Permit fee.-The fee 
for the permit to broadoa.st shall be one 
dollar whioh shall be paJd to the license as
sessor and collector at tlhe time the applica
tion is filed. 

Section 20-25-11. ID. Referral of Applica
tion to chief of police. The application for 
a broadcasting permit together with the 
statement of the applicant shall be referred 
by the license assessor and collector to the 
chief of police shall forthwith report to the 
board of commissioners concerning the traf
fic congestion and fire hazards of the pro
posed location, and he shall recommend to 
the board of commissioners whether or not 
the permit should be granted. Upon receipt 
of such report the board of commissioners 
shall act upon the application as it shall 
deem fair, just and proper in regard to grant
ing or denying the same. 

Section 20-25-12. ID. Exception to permit 
requirements. The broadcasting permit re
quired by this chapter shall not be construed 
to prevent the operation in a reasonable 
manner by any person within any buildings, 
vehicle or structure even though the sound 
therefrom may be heard on the outside of 
such building, vehicle or structure, provided 
that the said radio apparatus, soUltld device, 
amplifier or talking machine shall not pro
ject therefrom direotly outside of any build
ing, vehicle, or out-of-doors; and provided 
further that no such radio apparatus, sound 
device, amplifier or talking machine is in any 
way fastened to or connected With any out
side wall or window in any building, vehicle 
or structure so that sound therefrom is pro-
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jected outside of such outside wall, door or 
window. 

And provided further that any caliope, ra
dio apparatus, sound device, loudspeaker or 
talking machine may be used in such manner 
that the loudspeaker or amplifier may project 
the sound therefrom directly outside of any 
building, vehicle or out-of-doors if the said 
loudspeaker or amplifier is located at least 
one hundred feet from a public street, and 
provided further that the sound projected 
from such loudspeaker or amplifier shall not 
be of sufficient volume or intensity to dis
turb the immediate neighbors or persons us
ing the nearest public street. 

And provided further that in the operation 
of any drive-in type restaurant or ice cream 
business wherein motor vehic-les are driven 
upon the premises and parked and served 
food and drink items by attendant employees 
of such business, and wherein such business 
serves food items, ice cream or ice milk prod
ucts and sof.t drinks and wherein no alco
holics beverages of any type ar,e sold or per
mitted on the premises, then for the purpose 
of controlling the movement and parking 
of said motor vehicles on the premises and 
the prompt and efficient service of such food, 
ice cream, ice milk, and soft drink items 
thereto, radio apparatus, sound devices, loud
speakers or amplifiers may project the sound 
therefrom directly outside of any building, 
vehicle or out-of-doors if the said loud
speakers and amplifiers project only vocal 
directions and instructions to said employees 
concerning the movement of, parking or, and 
service to said vehicles in a manner so that 
the sound pressure level (measured in dec
ibels referred to .002 dynes per square centi
meter) of said loudspeakers or amplifiers 
taken at the perimeter of the property line 
of said business premises, shall not exceed 
the following levels in the following octave 
bands: 

Octave band cycles per second. Sound 
level in Decibels: 600 to 1200 cycles, 50 deci
bels. 1200 to 2400 cycles, 44 decibels. 2400 
to 4800 cycles, 37 decibels. 

Section 46-15-247. Unusual noises and ex
cessive smoke. No driver of any vehicle shall 
permit said vehicle to emit any excessive or 
unusual noises or any annoying smoke. The 
engine and power mechanism of every motor 
vehicle shall be so equipped and adjusted so 
as to prevent the escape of excessive fumes. 
No motor vehicle operator shall run his motor 
with the cut-out open or make any other 
unnecessary sound disturbance or operated 
a vehicle emitting from any source an un
reasonable quantity of smoke, obnoxious 
gases, vapor, or oils. 

Section 46-15-248. Increasing noise devices 
forbidden. No person shall sell, furnish, pro
vide or purchase, nor shall any person attach 
to any vehicle any device which will or is in
tended to increase the sound of the original 
muffling equipment on any motor vehicle. 

Section 46-15-249. Use of horn. The driver 
of a motor vehicle shall, when reasonable 
and necessS/ry to insure safe operation, give 
audible warning with his horn but shall not 
otherwise use horn. 

Section 46-15-2'50. Quiet zones. The streets 
or prurts of streets described in schedule 12, 
attached hereto and made a part hereOf and 
hereby declared to be "Quiet Zones". Every 
motor vehicle shall be operated in a quiet 
zone so as to prevent all excessive and un
usual noises, and the occupants therein shall 
maintain reasonable quiet. 

San Antonio, Texas 
City Code: Chapter 25: Noise 

Sec. 25-1. "Noise nuisance"; defined, 
enuroeration.-(a) Any loud, irritating, vex
ing, or disturbing noise which causes dis
tress, annoyance, discomfort, or injury to, or 
which interferes with the comfort and re
pose of, any person of normal nervous sen
sibilities in the vicinity or hearing thereof, 
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is declared to be a "noise nuisance", unlaw
ful and is prohibited. 

(b) The following acts, among others not 
hereinafter enumerated, are declared to be 
"noise nuisances", unlawful, and Jn viola
tion of the provisions of this chapter when 
such acts are done or accomplished or car
ried or in such a manner or with such vol
ume, intensity, or with continued duration, 
so as to annoy, to distress, or to disturb the 
quite, comfort, or repose of, persons of nor
mal nervous sensibilities within the vicinity 
or hearing thereof: 

( 1) The playing of any radio, phonograph, 
juke box, nickelodeon, or any musical in
strument. 

(2) Any loud or vociferous language or any 
soliciting for, or description of, any amuse
ment house, moving picture theater, or other 
like place of amusement, or for the per
formance therein, in the entrance thereto, 
the foyer or lobby thereof, or on the side
walks adjoining the same. 

(3) The keeping of any animal, fowl or 
bird, which makes frequent or long, con
tinued noise. 

(4) The continued or frequent sounding 
of any horn or other signal device on any 
automobile or vehicle, motorcycle, bus or 
other vehicle, except as a danger signal. 

( 5) The running of any motor of any 
automobile or vehicle, motorcycle, or other 
motor vehicle so out of repair, or so loaded, 
or so operated, as to create loud, grating, 
grinding, jarring or rattling noise vibrations. 

(6) The disCharge into the open air of the 
exhaust of any steam engine, stationary in
ter>nal combustion engine, automobile, mo
torcycle, other motor vehicle or boat, except 
through a muffler or other device which pre
vents loud or explosive noises the,refrom. 

(7) The erection, including excavation, 
demolition, alteration, or repair work, on any 
building or other structure other than be
tween the hours of seven o'clock a.m. and 
six o'clock p.m. on week days, except in cases 
Of extreme and urgent necessity in the inter
est of public safety and convenience, and 
then only by permit obtained from, and 
issued by, the director of public works, or 
any of his duly appointed and acting assist
ants and employees, which permi,t may be 
renewed during the time the emergency 
exists. 

(8) The crying, calling, or shouting in per
son or by a mechanical device, or the use of 
any whistle, rS!ttle, bell, gong, clapper, ham
mer, drum, horn, loudspeaker or phonograph 
with or without an amplifier, hand organ, or 
other devices or instruments, musical or 
otherwise, for the purpose of advertising any 
candidate for elective office, any goods, wares 
or merchandise, or for the purpose of 8/t
traoting attention to or inviting persons to 
any polLtical rally, meeting or gathering, to 
any place of amusement, to any performance 
or show, or to any business or activity 
whS!tsoever. 

(9) The raucous shouting, whistling, yell
ing, singing, hooting or crying of peddlers, 
hawkers, vendors or any other persons. (Code 
1950, § 40-2; Ord. No. 18222, 8-28-52) 

sec. 25-2. Creating "noise nuisance" un
lawful.-(a) It shall be unlawful for any per
son to create or cause any noise nuisance, as 
that term is herein defined, within the cor
porate limits of the city or within· five 
thousand feet thereof. 

(b) It shall be unlawful for any person to 
permit, or allow to be created or caused, a 
noise nuisance, as that term is herein defined, 
within the corporate limits of the city or 
within five thousand feet thereof. (Code 1950, 
§ 40-1; Ord. No. 18222, 8-28-52; Ord. No. 
20902, § 1, 1-20-55) 

Sec. 25-3. Quiet zones-Created.-(A) 
Schools and other institutions of learning. -

(a) All territory embraced within a dis
tance of two hundred and fifty feet of the 
real property upon which is situated any 
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school or institution of learning, public and 
private, shall be held to be, and are hereby 
decleared to be, "Quiet Zones" during the 
period of time such schools and institutions 
of learning are in session. 

(b) All territory embraced within a dis
tance of two hundred and fifty feet of the 
real property upon which each of the here
inafter named schools and institutions of 
learning, public and private, are situated 
are hereby declared to be "Quiet Zones". 

(School and address) 
(1) Edgewood (Elm. Jr. and Sr.), 525 Cup-

ples Road. 
(2) Burleson, 4415 Monterrey. 
(3) Coronado, 435 S. San Dario. 
( 4) Gardendale, Dahlgreen Road at Castro-

ville Road. 
(5) Carver, 100 Purcell. 
(6) Stafford, 611 SW 36th Street. 
(7) Edison, 2101 Edison Drive. 
(8) Morrll Ward, 5200 South Flores. 
(9) Collier, 834 Southcross Boulevard. 
(10) Gerald Avenue, 436 Gerald Avenue. 
(11) Harding, 2717 Pleasanton Road. 
(12) Harlandale (Jr. and Sr. High), 300 

Block West Huff. 
(13) Huff Avenue, 115 East Huff Avenue. 
(14) Rayburn Drive, Rayburn Drtve at 

Burton. 
( 15) Stinson Field Homes Elem. School, 

96th Street at Apollo (Stinson Field). 
(16) Stonewall, 815 Commercial. 
(17) San Antonio Hebrew School, 112 East 

Quincy. 
(18) St. Mary's Hall, 117 East French. 
(19) Ursuline Academy, 1108 Navarro. 
(20) Central Catholic Hi,gh, 1403 North St. 

Mary's. 
(21) Peacock Military Academy, 1801 Cin-

cinnati. 
(22) Blessed Sacrament Academy, 1135 

Mission Road. 
( 23) Keystone School and Guidance Cen-

ter, 605 Augusta. 
(24) Lakeview Baptist School, 4001 West 

Martin Street. 
(25) Providence High School, 1215 North 

St. Mary's. 
(26) St. Anthony, 205 West Huisache. 
(27) St. Catherine, 738 Leal. 
(28) St. John Berchman, 1100 Harrtman. 
( 29) St. Teresa's Academy, 4018 South 

Presa. 
(30) Sunshine Cottage, 100 Dog Pound 

Road (North Entrance-Alamo Stadium). 
(31) Barkley, 1112 South Zarzamora. 
(32) Beacon Hill, 1400 West Ashby. 
(33) Ben Franklin, 1915 Wes•t Olmos Drive. 
(34) Bowie, 451 Arbor. 
(35) Eleanor Brackenridge, 831 Brooldyn. 
(36) J. T . Brackenridge, 1214 Guadalupe. 
(37) Brackenridge High School, 1635 South 

St. Mary's. 
(38) Brisco, 2015 South Flores. 
(39) Burbank High (Jr. High), 1002 Ed-

wards. 
(40) Carvajal, Arizona at Barclay. 
(41) Collins Gardens, 167 Harriman. 
(42) Agnes Cotton, Blanco Road at Fulton 

Avenue. _ 
(43) Crockett, 2800 West Commerce. 
(44) Cuney, 935 Iowa. 
( 45) De Zavala, 2300 San Luis. 
(46) Douglas Jr. High, 318 Nebraska. 
(47) Dunbar Jr. High, 1723 Ruiz. 
(48) Edison High, 2101 Edison Drive. 
(49) Eloise Japhet School (No. 43), 305 

Austin. 
(50) Eloise Japhet School (No. 51), 514 

North Center Street. 
(51) Emerson Jr. High, 1023 North Pine 

Street. 
(52) Fenwick, 1930 Waverly. 
(53) Gonzales, 500 East Magnolia. 
(54) Graebner, 530 Hoover. 
(55) Grant, 1015 North Elmendorf. 
(56) Green, 122 West Whittier. 
(57) Harris Jr. High, 201 Pruitt Avenue. 
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(58) Hawthorne Jr. High, 115 West Jo-

sephine. 
(59) Herff, 966 South Hackberry. 
(60) Hidalgo, 331 Dora. 
(61) Highland Park, 635 Rigsby. 
(62) Highland Hills, Glamis at Dollarhide. 
(63) Hillcrest, 209 West Dittmar. 
(64) Hot Wells Elem., 400 Hot Wells 

Boulevard. 
(65) Hot Wells Jr. High, 200 Cockrell. 
(66) Houston Elem., 435 West Travis. 
(67) Irving Jr. High, 2215 Morales. 
(68) Ivanhoe, 222 Retama Lane. 
(69) Jefferson High School, 723 Donaldson. 
(70) Johnson, 1811 South Laredo. 
( 71) Knox, 302 Tipton. 
(72) Lamar, 201 Parland. 
(73) Lanier Sr. High, 1514 Durango. 
(74) Madison, 2900 West Woodlawn. 
(75) Horace Mann Jr. High, 2123 West 

Huisache. 
(76) Margil, 1319 Morales. 
(77) McKinley Elem., 400 East Magnolia. 
(78) Milam, 1101 Austin. 
(79) Miller, Aurelia and Lincolnshire. 
(80) Navarro, 623 South Pecos. 
(81) Nelson, 1801 North Elmendorf. 
(82) Ogden, 2215 Leal. 
(83) Page Jr. High, 401 Berkshire. 
(84) Pershing, 1301 Van Ness. 
(85) Poe Jr. High, 110 Cooper. 
(86) Riverside, 202 School Street. 
(87) Ruiz, 1912 Vera Cruz. 
(88) S .A. Voc. and Tech. High School, 637 

Main A venue. 
(89) Smith, 823 South Gevers. 
(90) Sojourner Truth, 3602 North Main. 
(91) Laura Steele, 722 Haggin. 
(92) Storm, Brady Boulevard and South 

Galaveras. 
(93) Travis, 1915 North Main Avenue. 
(94) Twain Jr. High, 2411 San Pedro. 
(95) Tynan, 925 Gulf. 
(96) Washington, 1823 Nolan. 
(97) Wheatly High, 415 Harrison. 
(98) Will Rogers, 620 Mcilvaine. 
(99) Woodlawn, 1717 West Magnolia. 
(100) Woodrow Wilson, 1421 Clower. 
(101) Seventh Day Adventist School, 443 

Winnepeg. 
(102) Athens Avenue Elem. School, 409 

Athens Avenue. 
(103) Fleming Elem. School, 410 Athens 

Avenue. 
(104) S. San High School, 448 Dwight 

Avenue. 
(105) S. San. Jr. High School, 492 Dwight 

Avenue. 
(106) St. Agnes, 800 Block Ruiz. 
(107) St. Alphonsus, N. Rosillo and 

Tampico. 
(108) St. Ann's, 210 St. Ann. 
(109) St. Gerard's Elem.,1623 Iowa. 
(110) St. Gerard's High School, 521 South 

New Braunfels. 
(111) St. Leo's, 100 Block Octavia. 
(112) St. Mary Magdalen's, 1710 Clower. 
(113) St. Mary's, 200 Block North St. 

Mary's. 
(114) St. Michael's, 400 Block South street. 
(115) St. Paul's Lutheran School, 100 Block 

Roseborough. 
(116) St. Peter Claver, Nolan at Live Oak. 
(117) St. Olive Lutheran, 3100 Buena 

Vista Street. 
(118) Redeemer Lutheran School, 2507 

Fredericksburg Road. 
(119) Holy Rosary, Santa Maria and Brad

ford (100 Block St. LoUils). 
(120) Mt. Calvary Lutheran School, 308 

Central Park West. 
(121) Austin Elem., 621 West Euclid 

Avenue. 
(122) Bonham Elem., 925 South st. Mary's. 
( 123) Burnett Elem., 200 La Fitte. 
(124) Burnett Elem. Annex, 206 Newton. 
(125) Fannin, 1931 East Houston. 
(126) Hood Elem., 902 West Martin. 
(127) Robert E. Lee Elem., 719 Lamar. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 

(128) Maverick Elem., Raleigh and Tophill 
Drive. 

( 129) Mayfield Park Elem., Amber Place 
and Gladnell Avenue. 

(130) H. K. Williams Elem., Rivas and San 
Bernardo. 

(131) Christ the King, 2900 Block Morales 
Street. 

(132) Holy Redeemer, 230 Vargas Street. 
(133) Immaculate Heart of Mary, South 

San Saba at San Luis. 
(134) Incarnate Word High School, 727 

East Hildebrand Avenue. 
( 135) Incarnate Word Elem. School, East 

Hildebrand Avenue. 
(136) Little Flower, North Zarzamora at 

Kentucky. 
(137) Our Lady of Guadalupe, South Leo

na and San Fernando. 
(138) Our Lady of Sorrows, 3100 Block 

North St. Mary's. 
( 139) Our Lady of Perpetual Help, 2100 

Block Nebraska. 
( 140) Our Lady of the Lake High School, 

Southwest 24th Street and Durango. 
( 141) St. Martin's Hall Elem. School, 

Southwest 24th Street and Durango. 
(142) Our Lady of Victory, 202 South 

Grimes. 
(143) Sacred Heart, 2605 West Commerce. 
(144) San Fernando School, North Laredo 

and West Salinas. 
(145) St. Cecilia's, South Presa at Whit

tier. 
(146) St. Henry's, South Flores at West 

Fest. 
(147) St. Joseph's, New Laredo Highway 

at Dwight Avenue. 
(148) St. Patrick's, Crosby and Willow 

Street. 
(149) St. Phillip, 100 Block Bank Street. 
(150) Messiah Lutheran, Nogalitos at 

Hoover. 
(151) San Antonia Academy, i935 North 

Flores. 
(152) Incarnate Word College, 4701 Broad

way. 
( 153) St. Phillp's, 2120 Dakota. 
(154) San Antonio College, 1300 San Pedro 

Avenue. 
(155) Trinity University, Stadium Drive 

(Entrance Alamo Stadium) . 
(156) St. Mary's University, Santa Maria

St. Louis at Cincinnati Avenue. 
(157) Our Lady of the Lake College, South

west 24th Street at Durango. 
(158) Apostolic School, 105 Kirk Place. 
(B) Hospitals and sanitariums.-(a) All 

territory embraced within a distance of two 
hundred and fifty feet of the real property 
upon which is situated any hospital, sani
tarium or other like institution for the treat
ment of sick persons, public and private, 
shall be held to be, and are declared to be 
"Quiet Zones". 

(b) All t~rritory embraced within a dis
tance of two hundred fifty feet of the real 
property upon which each of the hereinafter 
named hosiptals, sanitariums and other in
stitutions for the treatment of sick persons 
are situated are hereby declared to be "Quiet 
Zones". 

(1) Baptist Memorial Hospital, 111 Dallas 
Street. 

(2) Bethesda, Jackson-Keller Road. 
(3) Central Clinic, 505 North St. Mary's. 
(4) Dismuke's Convalescent Home, 323 

East Carson Street. 
(5) Elm Grove Rest Home, 1953 West Ash

by Place. 
(6) Evergreen Nursing Home, 110 West 

Evergreen. 
(7) Eden Evangelical Home for the Aged, 

South Loop. 
(8) Good Samaritan Hospital, 1602 Dakota. 
(9) Grace Lutheran Sanatorium, 701 

South Zarzamora. 
(10) Robert B. Green Hosiptal, 515 Morales. 
(11) Hazell Nursing Harne, 1417 Main 

Avenue. 
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(12) Hicks' Maternity Ward and Hospital. 

501 South Hackberry. 
(13) Laurelwood Sanatorium, 2717 North 

Flores. 
(14) Maggie Diet and Rest Home, 3701 

Blanco Road. 
(15) Medical Arts Hospital, Medical Arts 

Building. 
(16) Mission Medical Center, 403 Cen

tennial. 
(17) Moody's Sanatorium, 315 Bracken

ridge. 
(18) Morgan Nursing Home, 1639 West 

Mistletoe. 
(19) Nix Memorial Hospital, 414 Navarro. 
(20) Rigsby Convalescent Home, 202 East 

Evergreen. 
(21) Saenz Clinic and Hospital, 1723 

Buena Vista. 
(22) St. Benedict's Hospital , 418 Madison. 
(23) St. Clair Convalescent Home, 841 Rice 

Road. 
(24) San Antonio Osteopathic Hospital, 

1033 North Main. 
(25) San Antonio State Hospital, South 

Pres·a Street. 
(26) Santa Rosa Hospital, 745 West 

Houston. 
(27) Surgical and Obstetrical Hospital, 

300 West Pyron Avenue. 
(28) Texas Mission Home and Training 

Sohool, 103 9th Street. 
(29) Terrell Wells' Health Resort, 603 

Hutchins. 
(30) Vaughn Nursing Home, 2700 Pleas

antonRoad. 
(31) Woodmen of the World Memorial 

Hospital, North New Braunfels Avenue. 
(Code 1950, § 40-3; Ord. No. 18222, 8-28-

52) 
Sec. 25-4. Same-Display of signs and plac

ards.-It shall be the duty of the chief 
of police to plaoe and maintain, or cause 
to be placed and maintained, on lampposts or 
other such post or object in some conspicu
ous place on every street, avenue, and alley in 
tJhe vicinity of every school or other insti
tution of learning, public and private, and 
every sanitarium, hospital or other like insti
tution, public and private, signs or placards 
which shall indicate that the same is a "quiet 
zone". Such signs or placards shall be placed 
on such streets, avenues and alleys at a 
dis.tance of not less than two hundred and 
fifty feet in every direction from the real 
property upon which is situated, any school 
or other institution of learning, or any hos
pLtal, sanit.a,rium or oth~ like institution for 
the treatment of sick persons. Such signs or 
placards sha.ll read in a manner similar to 
but not restricted to the following; 
"School-Quiet Zone", or "Hospital--Quiet 
Zone". Where proper and lawful, suoh signs 
or placards designa.ting a quiet zone may 
also designate the lawful speed limit in such 
school, or other institution of learning, zone 
or area in a mannei' similar to, but not 
restTicted to, the following: "School--Quiet 
Zone--Speed Limit -------------- M.P.H." 
(Code 1950, Ch. 40; Ord. No. 18222 8-28-52) 

Sec. 25- 5. Same-Creation of "noise nui
sance" therein.-The making, causing, or cre
ating, or permitting or allowing to be made, 
caused, or created, any loud, vexing, ir
ritating or disturbing noise whi<fu interferes 
with the operations or workings of any 
school, or other institution of learning, public 
or private, or hospital, sanitarium or other 
like institution for the treatment of sick per
sons, public or private, situated within an 
area designated as a "Quiet Zone" is hereby 
decl'IU'ed to be a "noise nuisance", unlawful 
and prohibited. (Code 1950, Ch. 40; Ord. No. 
18222, 8-28-52.) 

Sec. 26-27. Same-Toy gun, explosive, etc.; 
furnishing to minors.-It shall be unlawful 
for any person within the city to sell to, 
give to, or place in the possession of, any per
son under the age of sixteen years any 
leaded cartridge, or any explosive of any kind, 
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or to sell to, give to or place in the possession 
of any person under the age of sixteen years, 
any gun or toy gun, capable of exploding 
or discharging any explosive cap or cartridge, 
or any toy cannon, capable of exploding or 
discharging any explosive cap or cartridge, 
or any other firearm of any description, capa
ble of exploding or discharging any explosive 
cap or cartridge of any description. (Code 
1950, § 41-20) 

Sec. 26-28. Same-Carrying loaded rifle or 
shotgun; penalty.-(a) It shall be unlawful 
for any person, other than duly authorized 
peace officers, to carry a loaded rifle or shot
gun on any public street within the city or 
in a motor vehicle while the same is being 
operated on any public street within the 
city. 

(b) Any person who shall violate any of 
the provisions of this section shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon convic
tion thereof, shall be punished by a fine of 
not to exceed two hundred dollars ($200.00). 
(Ord. No. 32758, §§ 1, 2, 9-10-64) 

(Editor's note--Section 26-28 is derived 
from Ord. No. 32758, §§ 1 and 2, enacted 
September 10, 1964, and has been included 
and designated as said section at the discre
tion of the editors as said ordinance was 
nonamendatory to this Code. Supp. No. 36.) 

Sec. 26-10. Same--Maintenance of order.
It shall be unlawful for the owner, lessee, 
manager or proprietor of any theater or other 
place of amusement within the city to permit 
any vociferous language, loud hallooing, curs
ing or swearing, within such theater or place 
of amusement. Such places shall be con
ducted in a peaceable and orderly manner, so 
that no inhabitant of the neighborhood may 
be disturbed thereby. (Code 1950, § 57-8) 

Sec. 26-15. Fireworks.-It shall be unlaw
ful for any person to in any manner use, 
shoot, discharge, explode, ignite, or display 
any fireworks within the city, except as pro
vided for in this section. 

Any citizen of the city may give a public 
fireworks display, provided he secures a per
mit therefor from the city council as herein 
provided. Application therefor shall be ad
dressed to the city council, shall state the 
name and residence of the applicant, the 
time and place of the proposed exhibition, a 
description of the kind, character and quan
tity of the fireworks intended to be dis
played, and shall be accompanied by a cash
ier's or certified check for twenty-five dollars. 

The city council shall pass upon such ap
plication and may grant or reject same with
in its discretion. If same is rejected, tJhe 
check for twenty-ft.ve dollars shall be re
turned to the applicant; if it is granted, 
such check shall be deposi-ted to the general 
fund and be retained as a fee for the permit. 
A certified copy of the city council's action 
of approval shall consti·tute the applicant's 
permit. 

Sec. 38-38. Sirens, bells, whistles prohib
ited.-It shall be unlawful for any person 
operating an ambulance on the public streets 
of this city to use any audible signal by 
bell, siren, or exhaust whistle. 

San Diego, California 
City Ordinances 

Sec. 56.35. Loud, unusual noises-Pro
hibited-Exceptions.-It shall be unlawful 
for any person to make, continue·, or cause 
to be made or continued, within the limits 
of said City, any loud, unnecessary or un
usual noise which injures or endangers the 
health, peace or safety of others; provided 
however, that this Section and these Sub
sections shall not in any way affect, restrict 
or prohibit any activities incidental to sci
entific or industrial research or manufactur
ing, construction or repairing conducted in 
areas zoned for such purposes or upon lands 
which are under the jurisdiction of the 
Harbor Commission of said City. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
Sec. 56.35.1 Loud, unusual noises-Decla

ration of certain acts constituting.-The fol
lowing acts, among others, are declared to 
be loud, disturbing and unnecessary noises 
in violation of this Section but said enu
meration shall not be deemed to be exclusive, 
namely: 

(a) Horns, signaling devices, etc. The 
sounding of any horn or signaling device on 
any automobile, motorcycle, street car or 
other vehicle on any street or public place 
of the City, except as a danger warning; the 
creation by means of any such signaling de
vice of any unreasonably loud or harsh 
sound; and the sounding of any device for 
an unnecessary and unreasonable period of 
time. The use of any signaling device when 
traffic is for any reason held up. 

(b) Radios, phonographs, etc. The using, 
operating, or permitting to be played, used 
or operated any radio receiving set, musical 
instrument, phonograph, or other machine 
or device for the producing or reproducing 
of sound in such manner as to disturb the 
peace, quiet and comfort of the neighboring 
inhabitants or at any time with louder vol
ume than is necessary for convenient hear
ing for the person or persons who are in the 
room, vehicle or chamber in which such ma
chine or device is operated and who are 
voluntary listeners thereto. The operation 
of any such set, instrument, phonograph, 
machine, or device between the hours of 9:00 
o'clock P.M. and 8:00 o'clock A.M. in such a 
manner as to be plainly audible at a distance 
of fifty (50) feet from the building structure 
or vehicle in which it is located, shall be 
prima facie evidence of a violation of this 
Section. 

(c) Loud speakers, amplifiers for advertis
ing. The using, operating or permitting to be 
played, used, or operated of any radio re
ceiving set, musical instrument, phono
graph, loud-speaker, sound amplifier, or 
other machine or device for the producing of 
sound which is cast upon the streets for the 
purpose of commercial advertising or attract
ing the attention of the public to any build
ing or structure. 

(d) Yelling, shouting, etc. Loud or raucous 
yelling, shouting, hooting, whistling, or sing
ing on the public streets, particularly be
tween the hours of 9:00 o'clock P.M. and 
8: 00 o'clock A.M. or at any time or place so 
as to annoy or disturb the quiet, comfort, or 
repose of persons in any office, or in any 
dwelling, hotel or other type of residence, 
or of any person in the vicinity. 

(e) Animals, birds, etc. The keeping of any 
animal or bird which by causing frequent or 
long continued noise shall disturb the com
fort or repose of any persons in the vicinity; 
provided, however, that nothing contained 
herein shall be construed as applying to oc
casional noises emanating from legally oper
ated dog and cat hospitals, Humane Societies 
and City Pound. 

(f) Exhausts. The discharge into the open 
air of the exhaust of any steam engine, sta
tionary internal combustion engine, motor 
boat; or motor vehicle except through a muf
fler or other device which will effectively 
prevent loud or explosive noises therefrom; 
provided that this Subsection and these sub
sections shall not in any way affect, restrict 
or prohibit any activities incidental to scien
tific or industrial research, or manufacturing, 
construction or repairing conducted in areas 
zoned for such purposes or upon lands which 
are under the jurisdiction of the Board of 
Commissioners of the San Diego Unified 
Port District. 

(g) Schools, courts, churches, hospitals. 
The creation of any excessive noise on any 
street adjacent to any school, institution of 
learning, church, or court while the same 
are in use, or adjacent to any hospital, which 
unreasonably interferes with the workings 
of such institutions, or which disturbs or 
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unduly annoys patients in the hospital, pro
vided conspicuous signs are displayed in such 
streets indicating that the same is a school, 
hospital or court street. 

(h) Hawkers, peddlers. The shouting and 
crying of peddlers, hawkers and vendors 
which disturbs the peace and quiet of the 
neighborhood. 

(i) Drums. The use of any drum or other 
instrument or device for the purpose of at
tracting attention by creation of noise to 
any performance, show or sale. 

(j) Blowers. The operation of any noise
creating blower or power fan or any internal 
combustion engine, the operating gases or 
fluids, unless the noise from such blower 
or fan is muffied and such engine is equipped 
with a muffier device sufficient to deaden 
such noise; provided, however, that this Sec
tion and Subsections shall not in any way 
affect, restrict or prohibit any activities in
cidental to scientific or industrial research, 
or manufacturing, construction or repairing 
conducted in areas zoned for such purposes 
or upon lands which are under the jurisdic
tion of the Board of Commissioners of the 
San Diego Unified Port District. 

(k) Motor vehicle noises. Any excessive, 
unusual, loud or disturbing noise made by 
any motor vehicle and not reasonably nec
essary in its operation under the circum
stances and. shall include but not be limited 
to noise caused by soreechtng of tires, racing 
or accelerating the engine, backfiring the 
engine and exhaust from the engine tailpipe 
or muffler. 

(Amended 1o-6-66 by Ord. 9519 N.S.) 
Sec. 11.12 Violations-A misdemeanor.

It shall be unlawful for any person to violate 
any provision or to fail to comply with any of 
the requirements of this Code. Any person 
violating any of the provisions or failing to 
comply with any of the mandatory require
ments of this Code, shall be guilty of a mis
demeanor. Any person convicted of a misde
meanor under the provisions of this Code, 
unless provision is otherwise herein made 
shall be punishable by a fine of not mor~ 
than $500.00 or by imprisonment in the City 
Jail for a period of not more than six months 
or by both fine and imprisonment. 

Each such person shall be guilty of a sep
arate offense for each and every day during 
any portion of which any violation of any 
provision of this Code is committed, contin
ued, or permitted by such person and shall 
be punishable accordingly. In addition to 
the penalities hereinabove provided, any 
condition caused or permitted to exist in 
violation of any of the provisions of this 
Code shall be deemed a public nuisance and 
may be, by this City, summarily abated as 
such, and each day that such condition con
tinues shall be regarded as a new and separate 
offense. 
An ordinance amending chapter III, article 

3, of the San Diego Municipal Code by 
amending section 33.0701.5 regulating 
sound trucks 
Be it ordained by the Council of The City 

of San Diego as follows: 
Section 1. That Chapter III, Article 3, of the 

San Diego Municipal Code be amended by 
amending Section 33.0701.5 to read as 
follows: 

Sec. 33.0701.5 Regulations for use.-Non
commercial use of sound trucks in The City 
of San Diego with sound amplifying equip
ment in operation shall be subject to the fol
lowing regulations: 

(a) The only sounds permitted are music 
or human speech. 

(b) Operations are permitted between the 
hours of 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m., or after 
9:00 p.m. during public events and affairs· 
of interest to the general public. 

(c) Sound amplifying equipment shall not 
be operated unless the sound truck upon 
which such equipment is mounted is operated 
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at a speed of at least ten (10) miles per hour 
except when said truck is stopped or im
peded by traffic. Where stopped by traffic the 
said sound amplifying equipment shall not be 
operated for longer than one minute at each 
stop. 

(d) Sound shall not be issued within one 
hundred (100) yards of hospitals, schools, 
churches, or courthouses. 

(e) No sound truck with its amplifying de
vice in operation shall be operated within the 
Central Traffic District of The City of San 
Diego as said Central Traffic District is de
fined in Chapter VIII. 

(f) The human speech and music ampli
fied shall not be profane, lewd, indecent or 
slanderous. 

(g) The volume of s•ound shall be con
trolled so that said volume is not unrea
sonably loud, raucous, jarring, disturbing, or 
a nuisance to persons within the area of 
audibility and so that the volume of sound 
shall not exceed a sound level of 65 decibels 
at a distance of 50 feet from the sound am
plifying equipment, as measured by a sound 
level meter which meets Standard No. 5.14 
of the U.S.A. Standards Institute. 

(h) No sound amplifying equipment shall 
be operated unless the axis of the center of 
any sound reproducing equipment used shall 
be parallel to the direction of travel of the 
sound truck; provided however, that any 
sound reproducing equipment may be so 
placed upon said sound truck as to not vary 
more than 15 o either side of the axis of the 
center of the direction of travel and pro
vided further that radial, nondirectional 
type of loud speakers may be used on said 
sound trucks either alone or in conjunction 
with sound amplifying equipment placed 
within 15° of the center line of the direction 
of travel. 

(i) No sound truck with its amplifying de
vice in operation shall be driven on the same 
street past the same point more than twice 
in a period of one hour. 

Section 2 . This ordinance sha'l.l take effect 
and be in force on the thirtieth day from 
and after its passage. 

San Francisco, California 
Police Code 

Sec. 773. Regulations for Operation of 
Miniature Golf Course.-No person, attend
ing or playing upon any miniature golf 
course shall thereon cause, and no person, 
firm or corporation owning, conducting or 
operating any miniature golf course, shall 
permit or suffer thereon to be caused, any 
loud, boisterous, unusual or disorderly noise, 
sound, tumult, or outcry. Any noise, sound 
or outcry occurring between 10 o'clock P.M. 
and 9 o'clock A.M. and oopable of being 
heard more than twenty-six (26) feet from 
the exterior boundaries of any miniature 
golf course, is hereby declared to be, and 
shall be conclusively determined to be, loud, 
boisterous, unusual and disorderly. In any 
prosecution for a violation of Sections 770 
to 780, inclusive, of this Article, or in any 
proceeding for a revocation of permit, as 
hereinafter provided, the estwblishment of 
the fact of any suoh noise, sound or outcry 
as herein defined, shall conclusively impute 
responsibility therefor to the person, firm or 
corporation owning, operating or conducting 
said miniwture golf course and it shall be 
conclusively determined therefrom that said 
noise, sound or outcry was permitted or suf
fered to be caused by said person, firm or 
corporation. 

Sec. 774. Revocation of Permit.-In the 
event of any violation of Sections 770 to 780, 
inclusive, of this Article, or in the event of 
any conduct, maintenance or operation of 
any miniature golf course in such manner 
·as to disturb the peace, oonstiltute a nui
sance, depreciate the value of any hotel, 
apaJrtment, rooming-house, fiat, residence or 
hospital or as to annoy or disturb any 
roomer, lessee, tenant or occupant therein, 
the Police Department shall have power, 
upon hearing to show cause, to revoke any 
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permit issued by it for the operation of any 
miniature golf course. 

Sec. 777. Radio Regulations.-All radios, 
sound amplifiers, phonographs or other mu
sic producing apparatus shall be turned off 
or stopped on outdoor miniature golf courses 
between 10 o'clock P.M. and 10 o'clock A.M. 

Sec. 147. Disturbance of Peace, Use of Pro
fane Language, Etc., Prohibiited.-No person 
shall make in any place, or suffer to be made 
upon his premises, or premises within his 
control, any noise, disorder or tumult, to 
the disturbance of the public peace. 

Utter within the hearing of two (2) or 
more persons, any bawdy, lewd, obscene or 
profane l1anguage, words or eprthets. 

Address to another, or utter in the pres
ence of another any words, language or ex
pression having a tendency to create a 
breach of the peace. 

Utter, in any public place, or utter in the 
presence or hearing of ten (10) or more 
persons, any slanderous or vile or indecent 
words or epithets of or concerning any per
son, present or absent, unless (the bur
den of proving which shall devolve on the 
defendant) such slanderous, vile or indecent 
words or epithets were true and were ut
tered with good motives and for justifiable 
ends. 

Sec. 1257. Ringing Bells and Noises Pro
hibited.-It shall be unlawful to ring any 
bell or sound any other loud or noisy in
strument for the purpose of attracting at
tention to any auction s·ale. 

Sec. 42. AmpHfiers and Loud Speakers Pro
hibited.-It shall be unlawful for any person 
to maintain, operate, conneot, or suffer or 
permit to be maintained, operated or con
nected any loud spea~er or sound amplifier 
in such a manner as to cause any sound to 
be projeoted outside of ·any building or out 
of doors in any part of the City and County 
of San Francisco, without first procuring 
from the Ch.ief of Police of said city and 
county a permit authorizing the same. 

Sec. 43. Permdts for Outside Buildings.
The said Chief of Police may issue a permit 
to any person applying therefor, for the 
use of a loud speaker or sound amplifier to 
project sound outside of any building or 
out of doors in any part of said ci-ty and 
county, in the following cases only: 

( 1) The making of charitable appeals; 
(2) During, and as part of public events; 
( 3) In pu:blish.ing affairs of iruterest to the 

general public, provided, however, that no 
permit shall be issued for the use of such 
loud speakers or sound am.plifiers in com
mercial advertising except when issued under 
subdivisions 4 or 5 hereof; · 

(4) Where the announcement or broad
casting is in connection wi·th public events, 
such as ceremonials, games or amusements, 
and where the announcement or broadcast
ing is made for information or amusement 
of the persons assembled at such ceremoni
als, games or amusements; 

( 5) Flor the use of loud speake·rs or sound 
amplifiers upon vehicles under the condi
tions and restriotions set forth in Section 
46 of this Article. 

The permit as issued by the said Chief of 
Police shall state the name and address of 
the permittee, the authorized purpose, and 
the time and place of using such loud 
speaker or sound amplifier. Any permit is
sued hereunder is revocable Sit the pleasure 
of said Chief of Pollee. 

Sec. 46. Permits by Chief of Pollee for Am
plifiers on Vehicles-Inspection Fees-Instal
lation Regulated.-A permit may be issued by 
the Chief of Pollee for the use of a loudspeak
er or sound amplifier installed upon a vehicle, 
subject to the following restrictions and con
ditions, the violation of any of which is here
by made a misdemeanor, to wit: 

Application shall first be made to the De
partment of Electricity for testing and in
spection of the equipment proposed to be 
used on such vehicles. The applloant shall 
pay to the Department of Electricity an in-
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ltial testing and inspection fee of Thirty-two 
($32.00) Dollars and upon receipt of said fee 
the Department of Electricity shall test and 
inspect the said equipment and shall fix, 
prescribe and certify to the Chief of Police 
a maximum permitted volume and output of 
said equipment, the same to be fixed and 
determined by said Department of Electricity. 
The perm.it issued by the Chief of Police shall 
be limited to the said maximum permitted 
volume and output and shall contain the 
same as a condition and restriction thereof, 
and any operation of such equipment in ex
cess of said maximum permitted volume and 
output, as thus fixed and prescribed, shall be 
and constitute a misdemeanor. A holder of a 
permit to operate such equipment shall sub
mit the same to the Department of Electricity 
once each month for testing and inspection 
and shall pay the Department of Electricity 
the sum of Three Dollars and Fifty Cents 
($3.50) for each said testing and inspection. 
The Department of Electricity may, at its 
pleasure, demand, require and make inspec
tion of such equipment more frequently than 
once each month and the holder of a permit 
shall pay said Department the sum of Three 
Dollars and Fifty Cents ($3.50) for each such 
additional inspection. Any permit issued by 
the Chief of Police for the operation of such 
equipment shall contain the following condi
tions and restrictions, violation of any of 
which shall constitute a misdemeanor, to 
wit: 

(1) Such equipment shall not be operated 
out of doors nor in such a manner as to 
project sound out of doors between the hours 
of 10 o'clock p.m. and 10 o'clock a.m. 

(2) Such equipment shall not be operated 
within three hundred (300) feet of any por
tion of the exterior boundaries of any church, 
school, hospital, public library or undertak
ing parlor. 

(3) Such equipment shall not be operated 
upon the public streets at any time during 
which the vehicle upon which the same is 
installed is not in motion nor at any time 
during which such vehicle is proceeding at 
a rate less than ten (10) miles per hour. 

(4) While said equipment is in operation 
the vehicle upon which the same is installed 
shall not traverse any one ( 1) block in the ' 
city and county more than four (4) times in 
any one ( 1) calendar day, and shall not 
traverse any part of the City and County of 
San Francisco east of Van Ness Avenue. 

Any permit issued hereunder shall be rev
ocable at the pleasure of the Chief of Police. 
The said Chief may suspend the operation 
of such equipmenrt; at his pleasure pending 
determination by him of any proposed rev
ocation of permit. (Amend. Ord. 230-63, App-
8/29/63.) 

Traffic Code 
Sec. 94. Noises, Unnecessary, ProhibLted.:

It shall be unlawful for the operator of any 
vehicle to sound any horn or other device or 
make any loud, unusual or unnecessary noise 
within the distance of one (1) block from 
any public or private hospital, except when 
necessary to avoid an accident; provided, 
further, that the operators of said vehicles 
permitted, under the law, to be equipped 
with sirens shall not sound such sirens ex
cept when absolutely necessary. 

BUilding Code 
2. Sound generation. The mechanical 

means for parking the vehioles, with or with
out vehicles thereU1, Sh.a.ll not cause an in
crease during operation, of more than five 
( 5) decibels in the noise level above the ex
isting power average sound level of several 
readings taken at 15 second sound intervals 
for a period of five (5) minutes wtth the 
meohanism not in operation. 

The test readings shall be taken at the 
property line of the structure or at any 
point outside such line and at the same 
time of day or night. 

All sound level meter readings ·and per
formance, including definitions and units, 
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shall be in accordance with the American 
Standards Association standards, Z-24, and 
Z-24.2 and Z-24.3. (Amend. Ord. 251-61, app. 
9-11-61) 

Sec. 1614.1.G. Exit Facilities.-Public park
ing structures, Division 5. Type 4 construc
tion, shall be provided with at least one (1) 
stairway, which may be an exterior stairway, 
terminating at ground level With diroot ac
cess to the street. Such stairway shall be con
tinuous to the roof and shaJ.l be not less than 
three feet (3') in width. Basement and sub
basement exi'b:l or ramps shall be the same 
as required by Section 1611.F. 

An additional exterior stairway or fire es
c~ shall be located where and as required 
by tlhe Superintendent and the Bureau of 
Fire Prevention and Public Safety and Slhall 
be adjacent to a dry standpipe. Each addi
tional dcy standpipe shall have a stairway 
or fire escape adjacent thereto. 

Smokeproof enclosures are not required. 
(Amend. Ord. 251-61, app. 9-11-61) 

San Jose, Calif. 
City ordinance 

Ordinance No. 10411 of the City of San Jose 
Amending Chapter 5 article VII of the 
San Jose Municipal Code relating to air 
traffic rules of the San Jose Municipal Air
port 
Be it ordained by the Council of the City of 

San Jose: 
That Section 7526.2 of Article VII Chapter 

V of the San Jose Municipal Code is hereby 
amended by repealing said Section in its en
tirety and adding a new Section in place 
thereto, said new section to be numbered 
and entitled and to read as follows: 

7526.2. Same. Rules for the Operation of 
Aircraft.-(a) Take-offs. Take-offs shall be 
made from the end of the runway designated 
by the control tower. Runway 30 Left is the 
preferential take-off runway. All operations 
shall be confined to hard surface. 

(b) Landings. All landings shall be con
fined to hard surface and shall be made on 
the runway designated by the control tower. 
Runway 30 Right is the preferential landing 
runway. 

(c) Passing. There shall be no passing of 
aircraft in the landing or taxi pattern. Glide 
speeds shall be reasonable and in accordance 
with manufacturer's specifications. Safe dis
tances will be maintained between all air
.craft in the pattern and on the landing area. 
Aircraft rolling to a stop after landing shall 
immediately clear the runway by turning off 
at the nearest taxiway ahead of the aircraft 
unless otherwise advised by the control 
tower. 

(d) Turns. Unless directed by the control 
tower, no turn after take-off shall be made 
until the aircraft has passed the airport 
boundaries and has gained an altitude of 
at least four hundred (400) feet above sea 
level. 

(e) Traffic patterns. Unless otherwise di
rected or approved by the control tower, 
traffic patterns will be left hand for Run
ways 30L and 12L and right hand for Run
ways 30R and 12R. After takeoff from Run
ways 30L and 12L, aircraft shall make a 
normal left turn to leave the traffic pat
tern. After takeoff from Runways 30R and 
12R, aircraft shall make a normal right turn 
to leave the traffic pattern. 

(f) Traffic altitude. Normal traffic altitude 
shall be seven hundred fifty (750) feet above 
sea level for non-turbine-powered, fixed wing 
aircraft of less than 12,500 pounds gross 
weight. All fixed wing aircraft in excess of 
12,500 pounds gross weight, and turbine
powered, fixed wing aircraft shall enter the 
traffic pattern at not less than one thousand 
five hundred (1,500) feet above sea level. 

(g) Traffic pattern. All aircraft shall enter 
trafll.c pattern at a 45° angle at the start of 
the downwing leg. Unless otherwise directed 
by the control tower, all aircraft shall make 
at least two 90° turns of a traffic rectangle 
before landi.ng. 
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(h) Noise. All aircraft approaching from 

or taking off over populated areas shall be 
operated so as to make a minimum of en
gine and propeller noise. Where Federal Reg
ula.tions are not applicable, all aircraft on 
final approach to Runways 30 or 12, which 
are operating at less than 1,000 feet above 
sea level, shall maintain an approach path 
which is not less than 278 feet above the 
airport for each statute mile distance from 
the landing end of the runways. When ap
proaching to land on Runway 30, this re
quirement results in a minimum aircraft 
altitude of six hundred eighteen (618) feet 
above sea level over Santa Clara Street in 
the downtown area and 204 feet altitude 
above sea level over Highway 17. 

(i) Taxiing. No aircraft shall be taxied 
from the parking area onto a taxiway or run
way without clearance from the control 
tower. 

Passed to print this 17th day of December, 
1962, by the following vote: 

Seattle, Washington 
City ordinance 

Ordinance No. 90007 relating to and regulat
ing the making of loud, disturbing and un
necessary noises; defining offenses; provid
ing penalties and repealing certain 
sections of Ordinances 48022, 81599, 15956, 
80998, 65782 and 75762 and all amendments 
thereto and superseding all other ordi
nances to the extent inconsdstent therewl!th 
Be it ordained by the City of Seattle as 

follows: 
Section 1. (a) For the purposes of this 

ordinance, "Allowable level of noise" means 
not more than 95 decibles as measured on 
the A scale of a General Radio Company No. 
1551-B sound level meter, or equivalent, 
stationed at a distance of not less than 
twenty (20) feet to the side of a motor ve
hicle as such motor vehicle passes the sound 
level meter, or is stationed not less than 
twenty (20) feet from a stationary motor or 
engine. 

(b) "Motor Vehicle" shall mean every ve
hicle which is self-propelled and every vehicle 
which is propelled by electric power obtained 
from overhead trolley wires, but not operated 
upon rails. 

Section 2.1. The acts or omissions set forth 
in Sections 2.2 through 2.14 are unlawful. 

Section 2.2. Horns and other signaling de
vices. The sounding of any horn or other sig
naling device on any motor vehicle or track
less trolley on any street or public place of 
the city, or on any vessels on any waterway, 
except as specifically permitted or required by 
law, or as a danger warning, and the sound
ing of any such device for any unnecessary 
period of time. 

Section 2.3. Exhausts. The discharge into 
the open air of the exhaust of any steam 
engine, stationary or portable internal com
bustion engine, or motor vehicle except 
through a muffler in good repair or other de
vice which will effectively prevent loud or dis
turbing noises therefrom above the allow
able level of noise: Provided, that where such 
steam engine, stationary or portable internal 
combustion engine is enclosed within a build
ing used for industrial or commercial pur
poses, the allowable level of noise shall be 
measured at the nearest point on the bound
ary of the property on which such engine 
is located. This section shall not apply to 
aircraft or to supporting ground equipment 
for aircraft. 

Section 2.4. Mismanagement of Vehicles. 
The use of any motor vehicle which, because 
of it being out of repair, or because of its not 
being loaded properly, or, because of the 
manner of operation, creates a loud and dis
turbing noise. 

Section 2.5. Loading, Unloading, or Open
ing of Boxes. The creation of a loud and dis
turbing noise in connection with loading or 
unloading any vehicle or the opening de
struction of bales, boxes, crates, and contain
ers between the hours of 10:00 P. M. and 
7:00A.M. 
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Section 2.6. Blowers. The operation of any 

noise-creating blower or power fan unless 
the noise from such blower or power fan is 
adequately muffied. 

Section 2.7. Whistles. The blowing of any 
locomotive whistle, or whistle attached to 
any stationary boiler, or mechanical whistle, 
except to give notice of the time to begin 
or stop work or as a warning of fire or dan
ger or upon request of proper city authorities. 

Section 2.8. Loud Speakers, Amplifiers or 
Noise Devices for Advertising. The using of 
any radio or television set, musical instru
ment, phonograph, loud speaker, sound am
plifier, bell, drum, horn or other machine or 
device for the producing or reproducing of 
sound directed upon public streets for the 
purpose Of commercial advertising or at
tracting the attention of the public to any 
building, structure or tent. Te,mporary ex
ceptions for civic events or for civic or reli
gious organizations or for the playing of 
music during the Christmas season only may 
be authorized by the City Comptroller for 
such periods of time and under such condi
tions as may be consistent with the public 
interest. 

Section 2.9. Radios, Television Sets, Phono
graphs, etc. The playing Of any radio or tele
vision receiving set, musical iillstrument, 
phonograph, or other machine or device for 
producing or reproducing of sound in such 
manner as to disturb the peace, quiet, and 
comfort of the neighboring inhabitants. 

Section 2.10. Yelling, Shouting, etc. Yell
ing, Slhouting, hooting, whis,tling, or singing 
on the public streets, or any other place so 
as to annoy or disturb the quiet, comfort or 
repose of persons in any office, or in any 
dwelling, hotel or other type residence, or of 
anyone in the vicinity. 

Section 2.11. Domestic Pets. The keeping 
of any domestic bird or animal which emits 
frequent or long continued noise so as to 
disturb the peace, quiet anct comfort of the 
neighborhood inhabitants. 

Section 2.12. Tools. The use in a residential 
zone or the vicinity of a hotel or motel of 
hand or power tools, or machinery, result
ing in loud and disturbing noises between 
the hours of 10:00 P.M. and 7:00 A.M. 

Section 2.13. Hawkers, Peddlers, and Ven
dors. The shouting and crying of peddlers, 
hawkers or vendors on any public street or 
place or on private property so closely ad
jacent thereto that thereby crowds may be 
collected and traffic obstructed thereon. 

Section 2.14. Sirens. The sounding of si
rens on escort service except where specifically 
required or permitted by law and not for 
the purpose of calling attention to a vehicle 
or caravan. The sounding of a siren on an 
ambulance, except when operated in response 
to an emergency call, and when reasonably 
necessary to warn pedestrians and other driv
ers of the approach thereof. 

Section 2.15. None of the foregoing subsec
tions of Section 2 of this ordinance shall 
apply to emergency situations where life, 
health or property is at stake or to inter
mittent situations arising out of industrial 
research and development work carried on in 
areas zoned for industrial purposes, nor to 
those normal situations of community life 
where noise is inherent and has been long 
accepted by the community, such as activi
ties during school recess, and at public parks 
and athletic contests. 

Section 3. Anyone who violates or fails to 
comply with any of the provisions of this 
ordinance shall, upon conviction, be pun
ished by a fine not exceeding $300.00, or 
by imprisonment in the city jail not exceed
ing 90 days, or by both, and each day such 
continues shall constitute a separate offense. 

Section 4. That Sections 152 and 153 of 
Ordinance 48022 approved December 1, 1924 
as last amended by Ordinance 80950, ap
proved April 25, 1952, and by Ordinance 
88789, approved December 8, 1959, is hereby 
repealed. 

240595. Section 5. That Section 10 of Ordi-
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nance 81599, approved December 29, 1952, 
Section 1-A of Ordinance 15956, approved 
May 10, 1907, as amended by Ordinance 
63755, approved June 6, 1933, Section 122 of 
Ordinance 80998, approved May 14, 1952, 
and Section 3 of Ordinance 65782, approved 
October 31, 1935, are hereby repealed, and 
all other ordinances to the extent in con
filet with the provisions of this ordinance 
are hereby superseded. 
Ordinance 9072-6 relating to the regula

tion of loud, disturbing and unnecessary 
noises under Ordinance 90007, and amend
ing Sections 2.8 and 2.13 to exempt from 
the regulations thereunder, hawkers li
censed under and hawking in accordance 
with Sections 152 and 153 of the License 
Code (Ordinance 48022) , and repealing 
Section 4 of said Ordinance 90007 
Be it ordained by the city of Seattle as 

follows: 
Section 1. That Section 2.8 of Ordinance 

90007, entitled: "An ordinance relating to 
and regulating the making of loud, disturb
ing and unnecessary noises; defining of
fenses; providing penalties, and repealing 
certain sections of Ordinances 48022, 81599, 
15956, 80998, 65782 and 75762 and all amend
ments thereto and superseding all other or
dinances to the extent inconsistent there
with.", is hereby amended to read as follows: 

Section 2.8. Loud speakers, amplifiers or 
noise devices for advertising. The using of 
any radio or television set, musical instru
ment, phonograph, loud speaker, sound 
amplifier, bell, drum, horn or other machine 
or device for the producing or reproducing 
of sound directed upon public streets for the 
purpose of commercial advertising or at
tracting the attention of the public to any 
building, structure or tent. Temporary ex
ceptions for civic events or for civic or re
ligious organizations or for the playing of 
music during the Christmas season only may 
be authorized by the City Comptroller for 
such periods of time and under such condi
tions as may be consistent with the public 
interest. 

Provided that the pro'Z?isions of this section 
shall not apply to persons licensed under and 
hawking in accordance with the provisions 
of Sections 152 and 153 of Ordinance 48022. 

Section 2. That Section 2.13 of Ordinance 
90007 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

Section 2.13. The shouting and crying of 
peddlers, hawkers or vendors on any public 
street or place or on private property so 
closely adjacent thereto that thereby crowds 
may be collected and traffic obstructed 
thereon. 

Provided, that the provisions of this sec
tion shall not apply to persons licensed un
der and hawking in accordance with the pro
visions of Sections 152 and 153 of Ordinance 
48022. 

Section 3. That Section 4 of Ordinance 
90007 is hereby repealed. 

Tucson, Arizona 
City Codes 

Article II. Noise 
Sec. 11-75. Loud and unnecessary noise 

generally prohibited.-It shall be unlawful 
for any person to create, assist in creating, 
permit, continue or permit the continuance 
of any unreasonably loud, disturbing or un
necessary noise in the city such as produces 
annoyance, inconvenience, discomfort, or 
hurt to any person, or to the enjoyment of 
property or comfort of any person, or affects 
the safety, health, or morals of the publlc. 
(Ord. No. 2070, § 1, 8-1-60) 

Sec. 11-76. Noisy vehicles, motors prohib
ited.-It shall be unlawful for any person 
to use any automobile, motorcycle, or oth& 
vehicle, engine, or motor of whatever size, 
stationary or moving, instrument, device or 
thing, in such a manner as to create loud 
and unnecessary grating, grtnding, rattling 
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or other noise. (1953 Code, Ch. 30, § 1; Ord. 
No. 2070, § 1, 8-1-60) 

Sec. 11-77. Muffiers required on mechanical 
devices; "cut-outs" prohibited.-It shall be 
unlawful for any person to operate any me
chanical device operated by g·asollne, or 
steam or otherwise, without having the same 
equipped and using thereon a muffler, in 
good working order and in constant opera
tion to prevent excessive or unusual nQise 
and annoying smoke, and no person shall use 
a muffler cut-out, bypass or similar device. 
(1953 Code, Ch. 30, § 3; Ord. No. 2070, § 1, 
8-1-10) 

State law reference-Mufflers required on 
vehicle A.R.S. § 28-955. 

Sec. 11-78. Hours for operation of engines 
other than on public highways.-The opera
tion or use of any automobile, motorcycle, or 
other vehicle, engine, or motor of whatever 
size, stationary or moving, when used on 
tmclm or courses, not being public highways, 
between the hours of 10:30 p.m. and 8:00 · 
a.m. on weekdays and 12:00 midnight on 
Sundays shall be unlawful. (1953 Code, Oh. 
30, § 4; Ord. No. 2070, § 1, 8-1-60) 

Sec. 11-79. Noise by street vendors, adver
tisers.-It shall be unlawful to produce any 
sound in connection with the sale, advertis
ing, or display of merchandise from a push
cart, bicycle, or vehicle as bicycle and ve
hicle are defined in section 20-1 of this 
Code: 

Sec. 11-79(1). In excess of 70 decibles of 
sound, "C"-scale, measured at a distance of 
50 feet from the said push-cart, vehicle or 
bicycle; or 

Sec. 11-79(2). While such pushcart, bi
cycle, of vehicle is not in motion; or 

Sec. 11-79(3). Between the hours of 1:00 
p.m. and 3:00 p.m. and between the hours 
of 9:00 p .m. and 10:00 a.m. (1953 Oode, Ch. 
30, § 4a; Ord. No. 2086, § 1, 10-3-60) 

Cross referencer-Bond required for tran
sient merchant, § 19-27; licensee fee for ped
dlers, § 19-28 ( 105) . 

Sec. 11-80. Hours of operation of repair 
shops near residences, motels, hotels, hos
pitals, etc.-It shall be unlawful for the 
owner of, or any person employed in or about 
any repair shop in the city, situate within 
or partly within a distance of four hundred 
feet from any residence, dwelllnghouse, lodg
inghouse, hotel, motel or hospital to do or 
permit to be done, between the hours of 
11:00 p.m. and 7:00a.m. of the next day, any 
repair work requiring hammering, pounding, 
filing, sawing, drilling or the operation of 
any machinery or machines, or the use of 
any other tools and implements which can 
be heard outside of the premises occupied 
by such repair shop. ( 1953 Code, Ch. 18, 
§ 44) 

Sec. 11-81. Violations declarecr nuisances. 
-Any act in violation of this article is here
by declared to be a nuisance. ( 1953 Code. Ch, 
30, § 5; Ord. No. 2070, § 1, 8--1-60) 

Sec. 11-82. Notice and abatement of vio
lations.-Upon complaint to the police de
partment by any person disturbed or annoyed 
by noises in violation of this article, the po
lice department shall investigate such com
plaint and, if found justified, shall issue no
tice of such complaint to the person caus
ing or permitting the continuance of such 
noises, notifying hlm immediately to bate the 
nuisances. If the person so notified refuses 
or neglects to abate the same forthwith, 
complaint shall be filed against the offend
ing person. Any person, however, may be 
arrested for violation of this article upon 
the direct complaint of any other person. 
(1953 Code, Ch. 30, § 6; Ord. No. 2070, §1, 
8-1-60) 

Sec. 11-83. Exemptions.-None of the terms 
or prohibitions of this article shall apply to 
or be enforced against: 

Sec.11-83(1). Any vehicle of the city while 
engaged upon necessary public business; 

Sec. 11-83 (2). Excavations or repairs of 
bridges, streets or highways by or on behalf 
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of the city, State of Arizona, or other govern
mental agency; and 

Sec. 11-83 ( 3). The reasonable use of am
plifiers or loudspeakers in the course of public 
addresses which are noncommercial in char
acter, provided such amplifiers or loud
speakers are not used from any vehicle while 
in motion. (1953 Code, Ch. 30, § 7; Ord. No. 
2070, § 1, 8-1-60; Ord. No. 2086, § § 2, 3, 10-
3-60) 

Planning and Zoning 
Sec. 23- 322(5). Manufacturing. Manufac

turing, treatment, converting, altering, finish
ing or body and fender work, or assembling 
may bP carried on in any part of any build
ing, but only when a necessary incidental ac
cessory to a permitted principal use, pro
vided not more than twenty-five percent of 
the total area of the building is used for 
such purposes; however, any such use which, 
in the opinion of the building inspector, may 
be noxious or offensive or injurious in a 
"B-2A" business district by reason of the 
emission of odor, dust, smoke, cinders, gas 
fumes, noise, vibration, refuse matter or 
water-carried wastes, so as to be detrimental 
to the public health, safety or general wel
fare, shall be permitted only by authorization 
of the board of adjustment, as provided in 
section 23-496. 

Sec. 23-336. Manufacturing limited.-Man
ufacturing, treatment, converting, altering, 
finishing or body and fender work, or assem
bling may be carried on in any part of any 
building, but only when a necessary inci
dental accessory to a permitted principal use, 
provided not more than one-third of the total 
:floor area of the building is used for such 
purposes; however, any such use which, in 
the opinion of the building inspector, may be 
noxious or offensive or injurious in a "B-2" 
business district by reason of the emission 
of odor, dust, smoke, cinders, gas, fumes, 
noise, vibration, refuse matter or water-car
ried wastes, so as to be detrimental to the 
public health, safety or general welfare, shall 
be permitted only by authorization or the 
board of adjustment, as provided in section 
23-496(3) (a). (1953 Code, Ch. 21, § 10) 

Sec. 23-391 (18). Noise.: At no point on the 
boundary of residential or business districts 
shall the sound pressure level of any individ
ual operation or pLant exceed the decibel 
levels in the designated octave bands shown 
below. (Excluding operation of motor vehi
cles or other transportation facUities) . 

Maximum sound pressure 
Octave band level in decibels 

cycles per second: 0.002 dynes per CM2 

0 to 75-------------------------- 72 
75 to 150------------------------- 67 

150 to 300_________________________ 59 
300 to 600_________________________ 52 
600 to 1200________________________ 46 

1200 to 2400________________________ 40 
2400 to 4800------------------------ 34 
Above 4800-------------------------- 32 
Sound levels shall be measured with a 

sound level meter and associated octave 
band filter manufactured according to 
standards prescribed by the American Stand
ards Association. Measurements shall be 
made using the flat network of the sound 
level meter. Impulsive type noises shall be 
subject to the performance standards pre
scri'bed provided that such noises shall be 
capable of being accurately measured with 
such equipment. Noises capable of being so 
measured, 'for the purpose of this section, 
shall be those noises which cause rapid 
:fluctuations of the needle of the sound level 
meter with a variation of no more than plus 
or minus two decibels. Noises incapable of 
being so measured, such as those of an irreg-
ular or intermittent nature, shall be con
trolled so as not to become a nuisance to 
adjacent uses. 

Sec. 23-391 ( 22). Vibration: No vibration 
shall be permitted which is discernible be-
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yond the lot line to the human sense of feel
ing for three minutes or more duration in 
any one hour of the day between the hours 
of 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., or of thirty sec
onds or more duration in any one hour dur
ing the hours of 7:00p.m. and 7:00a.m. 

Sec. 23-404(15). Noise: At no point on the 
boundary of property having zoning other 
than I-2 shall the sound pressure level of 
any individual operation or plant exceed 
the decibel levels in the designated octave 
bands shown below. (Excluding operation of 
motor vehicles or other transportation fa
cllities) . 

Maximum sound pressure 
Octave band level in decibels 

cycles per second: 0.002 dynes per CM2 

0 to 75 -------------------- 72 
75 to 150 -------------------- 67 

150 to 300 -------------------- 59 
300 to 600 ------------------~- 52 
600 to 1200 -------------------- 46 

1200 to 2400 -------------------- 40 
2400 to 4800 --------------------- 34 

Above 4800 -------------------- 32 
Sound levels shall be measured with a 

sound level meter and associated octave 
band filter manufactured according to stand
ards prescribed in the American Standards 
Association. Measurements shall be made us
ing the flat network of the sound level 
meter. Impulsive type noises shall be sub- · 
ject to the performance standards prescribed 
provided that such noises shall be capable of 
being accurately measured with such equip
ment. Noises capable of being so measured, 
for the purpose of this section shall be those 
noises which cause rapid fluctuations of the 
needle of the sound level meter with a varia
tion of no more than plus or minus two 
decibels. Noises incapable of being so meas
ured, such as those of an irregular or inter
mittent nature, shall be controlled so as not 
to become a nuisance to adjacent users. 

Warwick, R.I. 
8, 4, 9 Noise 

Light Industrial Districts.-Industrial 
noise shall be measured from any property 
line of the tract on which the industrial 
operation is located. Industrial noise shall 
be muffled so as not to become objection
able due to intermittence, beat frequency 
or shrillness. 

Heavy Industrial Districts.-Industrial 
noise shall be measured from the . nearest 
Heavy Industrial District boundary line_ In
dustrial noise shall be muffled so as not to 
become objectionable due to intermittence, 
beat frequency or shr111ness. 

At the specified points of measurement 
the sound pressure level of noise radiated 
continuously from a facility at nighttime 
shall not exceed the values given in Tables 
I and II in any octave band frequency. The 
sound pressure level shall be measured with a 
Sound Level Meter and an Octave Band 
Analyzer that conform to specifications pub
lished by the American Standards Associa
tion. (American Standards Sound Level 
Meters for Measurement of Noise and Other 
Sounds, Z24.3-1944, and American Standard 
Specifications for an Octave-Band Filter Set 
for the Analysis of Noise and Other Sounds, 
Z24.1(}-1953, American Standards Association, 
Inc., New York, N.Y., shall be used.) 

TABLE I 

Maximum permissible sound-pressure lev
els at specified points of measurement for 
noise radiated continuously from a facllity 
between the hours of 10:00 p.m. a:nd 7:00a.m. 

Sound Pressure 
Frequency band Levels: 

cycles per second: Decibels* 

20- 75 ------------------------- 69 
75- 150 ------------------------- 54 

150- 300 ------------------------- 47 
300- 600 ------------------------- 41 
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Sound Pressure 
Frequency band Levels: 

cycles per second: Decibels• 

60(}-- 1,200 ------------------------- 37 
1,200- 2,400 ------------------------- 34 
2,400- 4,800 ------------------------- 31 
4,800-10,000 ------------------------- 28 
• According to the following formula 

Sound pressw-e Level in Decibels equal 
P1 

40log:------------
P2 

where P2 equals 0.0002 dynes1cm2 

If the noise is not smooth and continuous 
and is not radiated between the hours of 
10:00 p.m. and 7:00a.m., one or more of the 
corrections in Table II below shall be added 
to or subtracted from each of the decibel 
levels given above in Table I. 

TABLE II 

Type of operation or Correction in 
character of noise: Decibels 
Daytime operation only (plus)------- 5 
Noise source operates less than 20% 

of any one hour period (plus)------ *5 
Noise source operates less than 5% 

of any one hour period (plus)------ *10 
Noise source operates less than 1% of 

any one hour period (plus)------- *15 
Nois·e of impulsive characted (ham

mering, etc.) (minus)------------ 5 
Noise of periodic character (hum, 

screech, etc.) (minus)------------ 5 
• App.ly one of these corrections only 

(8-21-58, 10-16-58.) 

OEO NEIGHBORHOOD LEGAL 
SERVICES PROGRAM 

HON. GILBERT GUDE 
OF MARYLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. GUDE. Mr. Speaker, William 
Raspberry of the Washington Post has 
written a column about a subject which 
I feel is of considerable interest to my 
colleagues at this time. His article deals 
with the OEO neighborhood legal serv
ices program. As you know, the Senate 
has passed an amendment to the anti
poverty authorization bill which would 
give State Governors an item veto of legal 
services projects and eliminate the direc
tor's authority to override that veto. I 
am convinced that the amendment can 
do nothing but harm to the effectiveness 
of the· legal services program. If we 
permit State Governors to immunize 
State agencies or other defendants from 
lawsuits on behalf of the poor, we will 
be denying the poor equal access to the 
law. I do not believe our Governors will 
be very comfortable with the power to 
deprive their indigent citizens of the 
rights more fortunate citizens can take 
for granted. 

As a member of the District Commit
tee, I am familiar with the success of 
the neighborhood legal services program 
here. The continued development of effec
tive representation of the poor is surely 
one of our best hopes for orderly social 
reform, and I hope that when the OEO 
amendment comes to the floor for con
sideration, we will reaffirm our commit
ment to provide equal access to the 
peaceful processes of law. Mr. Raspberry's 
observations deserve serious thought. 

The article follows: 
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(From the Washington Post, Oct. 24, 1969] 
DEVELOPMENT OF POVERTY LAW Is THREAT

ENED BY SENATOR MURPHY 

(By W111iam Raspberry) 
It is easy to confuse the function of the 

Neighborhood Legal Services with that of 
other lawyers-say public defenders or court
appointed attorneys--who handle legal mat
ters for poor people. 

Much of the NLS work is precisely like 
that of the old-line programs, providing 
routine legal representation for people who 
can't afford to purchase it. 

But if that were all there was to it, NLS 
would not have become the vital force it 
is. Nor, of course, would it have aroused the 
hackles of Sen. George Murphy (R-Calif.) 

Where NLS has made its mark is not so 
much in the routine practice of law as in 
the development of poverty law. 

Take landlord-tenant law, which had un
dergone virtually no change at all over the 
past hundred years. Then came the Neighbor
hood Legal Services with its suits on be
half of poqr tenants, suits which are begin
ning to clarify the rights of tenants in 
courts that have traditionally been the 
handmaidens of landlords. 

Much law is being made in the process. 
It is no longer, for example, just a matter 
of having a judge consider whether an evic
tion has been properly carried out in terms 
of sufficient notice and that sort of thing. 

The courts had always acted on the as
sumption that a landlord could· evict, ab
sent a lease, anytime he chose to do so. They 
had never addressed themselves to such 
questions as retalita.tory evictions against 
tenants who exercised their right to complain 
about housing code violations or to organize 
tenants' groups or otherwise "make trouble" 
for landlords. 

Now it seems clear that there is underway 
a legal trend that w11llead to unprecedented 
protection of tenants, rich as well as poor, 
against the whims of their landlords. 

This sort of case law development is diffi
cult enough for litigants who can pay for 
gOOd legal counsel. It would be impossible 
for poor people except through something 
very much like the Neighborhood Legal 
Service. 

Much of the work do:Qe by NLS attorneys 
has been directed at reform of state and 
local government institutions-the a.ttack on 
welfare residency rules, for example. 

And therein lies the real mischief of Sen. 
Murphy's amendment to the antipoverty au
thorization bill. The amendment would give 
governors final veto power over NLS activi
ties. (Under present law, a governor's veto 
can be overridden by the Office of Economic 
Opportunity.) 

Can you imagine the governor of New York 
(or the mayor of Washington, D.C., for tha.t 
matter) not exercising his veto over NLS at- · 
tempts to knock down the one-year residency 
requirement for welfare recipients? Or the 
governor of California holding still while 
NLS lawyers attacked his attempt to whack 
$16 million off the state's Medicaid progra.m? 

These are matters of vital interest to poor 
people, even when they run counter to what 
state officials see as their own best interest. 

The Murphy amendment says it's all right 
for poverty lawyers to act so long as they 
don't interfere with the institutions and 
attitudes that are keeping poor peop-le poor. 
If the amendment is adopted, it could reduce 
the NLS to the sort of band-aid legal assist
ance thait court-appointed lawyers provide. 

Fortunately, opposition to the Murphy 
proposal is coming from such irreproachable 
sources as the board of governors of the 
American Bar Association and the National ·· 
Legal Aid and Defender Association. 

Congress• c.hoice is either to kill the Mur
phy amendment or to kill effective poverty 
law. 
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PRICING HOUSING OUT OF SIGHT 

HON. WRIGHT PATMAN 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Speaker, certain 
members of the banking fraternity and 
the administration have taken to pub
licly whimpering that the rising cost of 
labor and materials are driving the 
price of housing beyond the reach of the 
Nation's low- and moderate-income 
families. They wring their hands, chant 
the national housing goals and declare 
that the goals cannot be attained. If they 
would stop listening to their mutual 
lament long enough to study the figures 
they would be forced to admit that the 
cost of money is the reason our national 
housing goals are not being achieved. 

The figures they should steel them
selves to acknowledge have been devel
oped by Dr. Michael Sumichrast, chief 
economist of the National Association of 
Home Builders. He recently supplied 
them in testimony to the Joint Economic 
Committee's Fiscal Policy Subcommittee. 

Among other things, Dr. Sumichrast 
shows that the cost of labor is just the 
opposite of the description given in the 
tired routine of the bankers and the 
administration. Far from being the main 
thrust in the climbing price of houses. 
onsite labor in 1969 represented only 18 
percent of the overall cost of a home. 
In fact it has diminished by nearly one
half from the 33 percent that was its 
share 20 years ago in 1949. Furthermore, 
the cost of materials over the same pe
riod has risen all of 2 percent, from 36 
to 38 percent of the cost of a house. 

But what has happened to ·the cost of 
financing while labor's share of the cost 
of housing has plummeted and the share 
represented by the cost of materials has 
remained static? The cost of financing, 
says Dr. Sumichrast, has done nothing 
less than double its share of the overall 
cost, going from a forgotten 5 percent in 
1949 to an agonizingly burdensome 10 
percent in 1969. 

Moreover, the cost of financing, thanks 
to restrictive monetary policies over the 
past 3 years alone, has handed the home 
buyer the dubious opportunity of paying 
42 percent more in interest. Finance 
charges on permanent mortgages in 1966 
came to 6 percent, now they are 8.5 per
cent. Which is another way of saying 
that a home buyer who could afford a 
$26,000 house 3 years ago now will find 
he is buying a $20,000 home over the 
same term making the same payments. 
In other words he is getting 25 percent 
less house for the same amount of money. 
Put still another way, increasing finance 
charges now require the home buyer to 
have a minimum income which is nearly 
$1,400 more than it was 3 years ago in 
order to afford the same house at virtu
ally the same price. Part of this appalling 
landscape is the fact that financial 
charges connected with construction of 
residential units have more than dou
bled and other charges such as fees, dis
counts, and points have also been pushed 
rapidly upward during the 36-month 
period. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 

All of these things, as Dr. Sumichrast 
indicated, add up to an enormous in
equity in terms of benefiting the con
sumer. Exorbitant increases in the cost 
of financing the construction and pur
chase of a home do not produce a better, 
larger or more luxurious dwelling. 
Rather, they tend to reduce quality and 
size and put luxuries out of the question. 
The only benefits provided are construed 
solely on the money lender, who after all 
wants only to know if the home buyer 
can afford what he is purchasing, not 
whether he is satisfied with a transaction 
that now demands that he pay $32,000 on 
his $20,000 home over the 30-year term 
of the mortgage. 

Mr. Speaker, the promise made by 
Congress to fulfill the Nation's housing 
goals of 26 million units in 10 years---6 
million units of the total for low- and 
moderate-income families-will remain 
empty so long as these completely un
justifiable high interest rates prevail. 

The tables compiled by Dr. Sumichrast 
graphically illustrate the problem and its 
effect, and I inserted them in the RECORD 
at this point: 
TABLE I.-BREAKDOWN OF SOME MAJOR COMPONENTS 

OF A TYPICAL SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSE 1 

Percentage 
Item Cost of tota I 

Land cost.. •••.......•.••..•.•... $2, 620. 00 10. 16 

Land improvement: 
Financing _____ .••...••.•••..• 
Bonding fees ________ ________ _ 
Land planning _______________ _ 
Engineering. __ .. ________ ..•.. 
Rough grading ______________ __ 
Street grading ______________ __ 
Street paving ________________ _ 
Curbs and gutters ____________ _ 
Sidewalls • •. _ ..• __ •. ____ .. __ _ 
Storm sewer and drainage .. __ _ 
Major drainage ditches ....... . 
Sanitary sewers .. __________ __ 
Mains and water supply lines._ 
Water connection charges _____ _ 
Gas. __ ._. __ . ___ . _____ • ___ ._. 

49.40 ----- -------
36.40 ------------

176. 80 --- -- -- -----
140.40 ------------
140. 40 ------------
296. 40 ------------
413.20 ------------
213.20 ------------
150. 00 ------------
210.00 ------------
220. 00 ---- --------
355.00 ------------
350. 00 ------------
85.80 ------------
13.00 ------------ -

SubtotaL _________________ 2,850.00 11.05 

Totalland_____ ____________ 5,470. 00 21.20 

STRUCTURE 
Preparation: 

Per~its ~nd fees. ___ ... ____ __ 
Engmeermg .•. ________ • ____ •• 
Site work __________________ __ 
Utility connections __________ __ 
Footing and foundations •• _ •• _. 

70.00 ----------- -
91.00 --- - --------
99. 00 ------------

559.00 ------------
1,307.00 --------- ---

SubtotaL ... -------------_ 1, 856.00 7. 19 

Rough structure: 
Structural steeL ___ .. ____ .. __ 
Framing. ____ ... __ ...... ____ • 
Concrete ............ ----_. __ • 
Rough sheet metaL ________ __ 
Rough electricaL _ .. _ .. ____ .. 
Rough plumbing _____________ _ 
Rough heating .. _________ .. __ • 
Others _________ . ____________ _ 

Subtotal. _ .. _____________ __ 

Full enclosure: Roofing _________ ___________ __ 
Masonry __________________ ... 
Windows and doors •• ___ .. ___ . 
Insulation •. _______ ......... _. 
Exterior trim __ ___ ... __ • ____ __ 
Exterior paint. __ ... ________ ... 
Stairs._._ ..•.•• __ ••• __ ._._._ 
Others.. ....... __ ... ____ • __ .. 

75.00 ------------
2,852.00 ------------

780.00 ------------
70. 00 ------------

226.00 ,_ ______ -- ---
536.00 ------------
169. 00 ------------
476.00 ------------

5, 184. 00 20. 09 

190.00 ------------r, 200. oo ____________ . 
257.00 ------------
155. 00 ------------
271.00 ------------
213.00 ---------- - -
21.00 -- ----------
68.00 ------------

SubtotaL _____ .. ___________ 2, 375. 00 9. 21 

Finish trades: 
Drywall and plaster. . ________ _ 
Tile .. ________________ . ___ ••• 
Finish trim _________________ __ 
Flooring and covering •• _ .. ___ • 
Cabinets and vanities __ _____ __ 
Interior decoration ___________ _ 
Finish electricaL ........... . 
Finish plumbing _____________ _ 

707.00 ---------- --
88.00 ----------- -

1, 035. 00 -- --- -------
655.00 ------------
263.00 ---------- --
361.00 ------- - ----
221.00 ------------
540. 00 ------------
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TABLE I.-BREAKDOWN OF SOME MAJOR COMPONENTS 

OF A TYPICAL SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSE !._Continued 

Item 

STRUCTURE-con. 

Finish trades: 
Finish heaL _______________ __ 
Fin ish metaL ______________ __ 
Appliances. ____ . __ .•••. _____ _ 

Cost 
Percentage 

of total 

$168. 00 ------ ------
99.00 ------------

283.00 ------------

Subtotal_ __________________ 4. 420. 00 17.13 

Completion and inspection: 
Cleanup. ________ • __________ _ 
Landscaping_. ___ __ . ________ • 
Final inspection. _________ ... _ 
Others_. __________________ __ 

Subtotal. ______ • ________ . __ 

140. 00 ------------
304. 00 ---- -- --- ---
70.00 ------------

195.00 ------------

709. 00 2. 75 

OVERHEAD, PROFIT, AND ======= 
SALES EXPENSE 

Overhead _ •• __ ••.. __ __ _ ._. __ •• __ • 
Profit. _____ • ___ • ____ ...... _._. __ • 
Sales expense ••• __ ------------ __ _ 

970. 00 ------------
1, 274. 00 ------------

900. 00 ------------

Subtotal. __________________ 3, 144.00 12.19 

FINANCING EXPENSES 

Interim financing _____ . __________ _ 
Fees and appraisals .. ________ . __ __ 
Inspections. __ .. __________ .... ___ 
Title and recordings _____________ __ 
Fees-commitment.. .... __ ••• _._ •.• 
Interest on notes. __________ . ____ . 
Discount on mortgage ___________ __ 
Closing cost paid for customer ____ •• 
Hazard or builder's risk insurance._ 

689.00 ----------- -
221. 00 ------ -- ----
62. 00 ------------
39.00 ------------

200. 00 ---- ------ --
70. 00 ------------

1, 200. 00 ------------
140.00 ------------
21.00 ------------

SubtotaL __________________ 2,642. 00 10.24 

Selling price. ____ .. ________ 25, 800. 00 100. 00 

t For illustration purposes only since there is no such thing 
as a "typical" house. Cost was derived from the NAHB Metro
politan Cost of Homebuilding, being developed as a quarterly 
reporting of cost for several metropolitan areas. The sales price 
was derived from current median sales price as published by 
the Bureau of Census in their C-25 series. Discounts are based 
on current FN MA prices of FHA loans; assumed 20 percent 
downpayment and 25-year loan. The disclosure of discounts 
among financial charges is only to illustrate the impact of this 
direct payment on total cost. Up to now, discounts are not 
allowed to be included in the overall cost of the unit by the 
FHA, although they are unquestionably a part of the total cost 
and cannot be ignored. 

TABLE 2.-SUMMARY OF COST, 1949 AND 1969 

(In percent) 

Item 1949 1969 

Structure. _________ ._________________ 70 56 

Onsite labor______________________ 33 18 
Materials. _________ . ____ .. ______ ·_ 36 38 

Land ________________________________ 11 21 
o.verh~ad and profit..___ ______________ 15 13 
Ftnancmg _______ ______ • __ ____ ____ _ _ __ 5 10 

Average price._-- -----------_________ $9,780 $20,534 

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics and NAHB Economics 
Department. 

TABLE 3 

CONSTRUCTION LOANS 

[75 percent, 6-month loan] 

June July 21, 
1968 1969 

Loan required __________ $18,750 $19,012.50 
Interest rate (percent) __ 6.97 8.50 
Discounts (points) ______ 0.80 1.09 

6-month interest charge. $653. 43 $808.03 
Discounts •• __ .. __ .. ____ 150.00 207. 24 

Total financial charge_ 803.43 1,105. 27 

Effective interest rate 
(percent) •• _._ •••• __ • 8. 57 10.68 

Increase in financial charge ____ __ ______ •• _. _________ 26. 40 

Aug. 11, 
1969 

$19,106. 25 
8.40 
1.30 

$802.46 
248.84 

1,050. 84 

H.OO 

3. 50 
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TABLE 3- Continued 

CONVENTIONAL MORTGAGE 
(25 years, 20 percent down) 

June July 21 , 
1968 1969 

Selling price of house ___ ._ $25, 000 $25, 350 
DownpaymenL ___________ 5, 000 5, 070 

Amount of loan _________ 20.000 20, 280 
Interest rate (percent) _____ 6. 87 7. 98 
Monthly payments, prmci-

pa I and interest_ __ _____ $139. 80 $156.16 Taxes _____ _______ _______ 35. 50 39. 65 
Insurance ________________ 5. 70 5. 78 

Additional annual ex-
pense __________________________ 247. 08 

Aug 11, 
1969 

$25, 475 
5, 095 

20, 380 
8. 02 

$156. 96 
41.51 
5. 81 

32. 28 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
TABLE 3-Continued 

CONVENTIONAL MORTGAGE--Continued 

[25 years, 20 percent down] 

June Julv 21, Aug. 11, 
1968 1969 1969 

Annual income needed : 
PITIX6Q _____________ .. $10, 860. 00 $12, 095. 40 $12,256. 80 
Required additionaL ____________ ___ 1, 235. 40 161.40 

Increased costs due to financial charges: 
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TABLE 3-Continued 

MORTGAGE DISCOUNTS PAID BY BUILDER 

June July 21, Aug. 11, 
1969 1969 1969 

Discount rate (points)_______ 0. 77 1.12 

p~~~~~~: r:~discountrate -- -- $
154

' 
00 

$
283

' 
92 

(percent)___ ___ ____________________ 45. 00 
Increase in discount paid 

(percent). ____________________ ____ _ 84.40 

1. 39 
$354. 10 

24. 10 

24.70 

June 1968 to July 2l, 1969 : Source : NAHB Economics Department, Builders Economic 
1-time increase equals __ __________________ $341. 76 Council Weeklv Survey, August 1969. 
Monthly payment increases________________ 20. 59 

July 21 , 1969 to Aug. 11 , 1969 : 
1-time increases _____________ _____________ 105.75 
Monthly payment increases__ ____ _______ ___ 2. 69 

TABLE 4.-MONTHLY PAYMENTS FOR INTEREST AND PRINCIPAL AT VARIOUS INTEREST RATES AND WHAT A $100 MORTGAGE WILL BUY AT THESE RATES I 

(In percentages) 

5. 5 6~ 

Monthly payment at $1,000__________ _______________________ ______ ______________ 6. 140875 6. 443014 6. 752072 7. 067792 7. 389912 7. 718162 8. 391964 
========================================================== 

Monthly payment ($20,000 loan) __________________ ________________ __ ------------- $122. 96 $128. 86 $135. 04 $141. 35 $147. 79 $154. 36 $167.84 

~~~~~~ $f60r:;~~tlilv- mii rt&a&t! i>avmerifwiili>uv-<is-vi!ar- mort&a&e>~=~~~===~===~=== 1k ~~~: ~~ 1k ~~i: ~~ 1~: ~~g: ~~ ~~·. ~~~: ~g 1k. ~~~: ~~ 1k ~~~: ~~ & ~i:: g~ 
Change from-

5.5 percent to 8 percent. __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ------_ 25.5 --------------
19. 8 ------------- -6 percent to 8 percent_ __________________________________________________________________________ -------- ________________________________________ _ 

Change in the price of house $100 will buy-
5.5 percent to 8 percent. _______ • ___________________________________ • ________ _______ _____________________ ______ __________________________________ • -20. 42 - - ------------6 percent to 8 percent. __________________ _____________ • ___________ ____ • _____________________________ _________ -------- ____________________________ _ -16.52 ------ - -------

I The same monthly payments today at 8.5-percent interest rate will buy only a $20,200 house Source : " Monthly Payment Direct Reduction Loan Amortization Schedule" ; Financial Publish· 
(with $16,000 mortgage) as compared to $26,000 priced house (with $20,800) mortgage at 6 percent ing Co., Boston, Mass. 
in 1966. 

TABLE 5.-MONTHLY REAL ESTATE TAXES ON FHA 203B HOMES 

Year 

1963_-- ------- -------- - ------------------------------- - ---1964 ________________________________________ _____________ _ 

1965_---- ----------------------------------- - -------------
1966.-----------------------------------------------------
1967----------------- --------------------------------.----
1968.----------------- - -----------------------------------
1967 : 1st quarter_. ____________________ ___________________ -~-

2d quarter_ ________ __ _____ • ________ • ______ • ___ ••• _____ _ 
3d quarter. ___________ _____________________ • __________ _ 
4th quarter _____________________ __ •• __ ------ ________ ---

1968: 
1st quarter _____ ~- __________________________ •• ________ _ 
2d quarter. _______ ____________________________________ _ 
3d quarter __ _____________ ._. __________ • ___________ ____ _ 
4th quarter. ___________ •• _________ • _____________ • ___ ••• 

Median monthly taxes 

New 

$18.07 
19. 20 
19.49 
20. 66 
21.23 
24.77 

21.45 
20.35 
21.77 
24.35 

24. 40 
24.44 
25.90 
25. 48 

Existing 

$18.81 
19. 80 
21.11 
21.72 
23. 39 
24.54 

22.30 
22.95 
24. 16 
24.26 

24.46 
24. 34 
24. 72 
24.74 

Median monthly taxes 

Year New Existing 

1969: 
1st quarter. __________ ----------------_________________ $27. 08 $24. 75 
2d quarteL ---------------------------------- - --------- ====2=7·=1=6====2=4=. 0=9 

Percent change : 
1963-68__ _ --- - --------------------------------------- - 37. 1 30. 5 
1963: 2d quarter 1969 • • -------------------------------- 50.3 28.1' 
1st quarter 1967 to 1st quarter 1968______________________ 13. 8 9. 7 
1st quarter 1968 to 1st quarter 1969___ ___________________ 11.0 1. 2 
1st quarter 1967 to 1st quarter 1969_ ___________________ __ 26.2 11.0 
2d quarter 1967 to 2d quarter 1968_______________________ 20. 1 6. 1 
2d quarter 1968 to 2d quarter 1969____________ ____ _______ 11.1 -1.0 
2d quarter 1967 to 2d quarter 1969 ____ "------------------- 33.5 5. 0 -------------------Average annual percent change, 1963-68______________ __ 6. 2 4. 7 

Source : 1963-66, Series Data Handbook, a supplement to FHA trends covering sec. 203b, home characteristics, Department of HUD, Federal Housing Administration, Division of Research and 
mortgage characteristics, Department of HUD, Federal Housing Administration, Division of Re· Statistics, Statistics Section; June 16, 1969. 
search and Statistics, Statistics Section; 1967: 2d quarter 1969, FHA trends of home mortgage 

TABLE 6.-TOTAL FIXED MONTHLY OBLIGATIONS, PERCENT OF AVERAGE MONTHLY GROSS EARNINGS 

Average mo.nthly Median Earnings as percent 
gross earmngs total of fixed obligations 

monthly -------
U.S. pro· u.s. fixed-ob· Produc- FHA 

duction FHA l>ur· ligations, tion pur· 
Year workers chaser 1 FHA 2 workers chaser 

t~~= == == ==== == ==== ====~= == == == = = = == 
$418. 43 $641.24 $189.32 45,2 29.5 
430.65 666.50 200. 13 46. 5 30. 0 

1964.------------------ - ------------ 446.20 676.66 210, 68 47.2 31.1 1965 _________________________________ 465. 96 696. 15 219.63 47. 1 31.5 1966 ________________________________ 486.81 749.36 243. 14 49.9 32.4 1967 _______________ _________________ 497.90 820.20 266.20 53. 5 32. 5 1968 ________________________ _______ _ 530.88 869.56 282. 81 53. 3 32.5 
1967 (quarter) : · 

1st.. ____________ ----- - ---- ___ __ 487.47 807.21 263.69 54.1 32.7 2d __ _______ ________ __ _________ ,:_ 491.56 816.52 264. 78 53.9 32.4 3d ________________________ ______ 497.94 831.87 269.15 54.1 32.4 
4th _------------- - ~------ - ------ 509.63 852.21 271.92 53.4 31.9 

1 Average effective monthly income. 
2 Includes monthly housing expense, State income tax, life insurance policy premium, compulsory 

contribution to retirement fund, payments on installment accounts, mortgage payments on other 
real estate, payments on other loans and accounts, and similar items. 

Note: A¥erage annual percent change, 1962, 2d quarter 1969. 

Average monthly Median Earnings as percent 
gross earnings total of fixed obligations 

monthly 
U.S. pro· u.s. fixed-ob· Produc· FHA 

duction FHA pur- ligations, tion pur-
Year workers chaser 1 FHA a workers chaser 

1968 (quarter): 
1st._ • • ------------- - -- - ---- ____ $515.47 $855.55 $277.05 53. 7 32. 4 2d _______ __________ _____ ________ 525.08 866.30 279.49 53.2 32.3 
3d •• ---- - ------------- - --- - ----- 532.65 897.31 295. 78 55.5 33.0 
4th.- ------ - --- - ----- -- ------- - - 547. 83 897. 24 297.31 54.3 33.1 

1969 (quarter) : 
1st • •• • • ____ •• ____ ••• _. _________ 545.93 921.39 307. 89 56.4 33.4 2d. ____ _____ ____________________ 556.90 950.74 323.20 58.0 34.0 

Percentage changed: 
1962-68.-. -- -·- - --- -·-- -- ------- 26.9 35.6 49.4 ---------- ·-- - - -~- --1962, 2d quarter 1969 ____ __ _______ 33.1 48.3 70.7 ------------- - ----- -
1st quarter 1967, 1st quarter 1968 •• 5. 7 6. 0 5. 1 --------- -----------
lst quarter 1968, 1st quarter 1969 • • 5. 9 7. 7 11.1 
1st quarter 1967, 1st quarter 1969 •• 12.0 14.1 

16.8 ==~====== = ====== == = 2d quarter 1967, 2d quarter 1968 __ _ 6.8 6.1 5. 6 -- ------ ---- --------
2d quarter 1968, 2d quarter 1969 ••. 6.1 9. 7 15. 6 --- __________ ,._ --·--
2d quarter 1967, 2d quarter 1969 ___ 13. 3 16. 6 22.1 --------- -- ---------

Source: Col. 1, Survey of Current Business, U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business 
Economics, labor force employment and earnings, weekly and hourly earnings, manufacturing 
establishments; cols. 2 and 3, 1962-66 series data handbook, a supplement to FHA Trends. 
DHUD, FHA. Division of Research and Statistics Section, covering sec. 203b, home mortgage 
characteristics; 1967, 2d quarter 1969 FHA Trends of Home Mortga~e Characteristics, Department 
of Housing and Urban Development, Federal Housing Administratton, Division of Research and 
Statistics, statistics section, June 16, 1969. 
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TABLE 6-A.-SALES PRICE, INCOME AND PAYMENT REVIEW, NEW UNITS 

Median Median 
Median monthly Median Median family Median monthly Median Median family 

property mortgage total fixed income (total property mortgage total fixed income (total 
value payment obligations current income) value payment obligations current income) 

1960.-------- ----- ----- ------- $14,607 $103.81 $175.10 $7,733 1969: 
$19,753 $160.66 $307.89 $11,202 1961.----- -------------------- 14,918 106.60 185.87 7,882 1st quarter. __ ---- ______ ---
20,187 170.80 323.20 11,474 15,151 105.20 189.32 7, 899 2d quarter__ __________ ____ _ 

1962.--------------- --- -------
200.13 8,237 1963.------------------------ - 15,789 108.94 

Percentage changed: 1964.--------------------- --- - 16,063 111,49 210.68 8,484 
28.7 38.2 61.5 37.0 219.63 8, 777 1960-68 __ . __ --- _. ____ -- •. _ I 1965_ ------------------------- 16,561 114.26 

1960 to 2d quarter 1969 _____ 38. 2 64. 5 84.6 48.4 1966.---------- ___ : -- --------- 17,163 122.41 243.14 9, 226 
1967------ -------------------- 17,992 113.14 266.20 10,008 1st quarter 1967 to 1st 

3. 3 5. 6 5.'1 5. 7 143.45 282.81 10,597 quarter 1968 _____________ 
1968 _ ------------------------- 18,797 

1st quarter 1968 to 1st 1967: 
17,854 131.82 263.69 9, 855 quarter 1969 __ ___________ 6. 5 15.5 11.1 7.6 1st quarter_ _____ ___ ___ ___ _ 

2d quarter__ _______________ 17,955 131.83 264.78 9, 977 1st quarter 1967 to 1st 
10.6 21.9 16.8 13.7 3d quarter__ _______________ 18,127 135.01 269.15 10,169 quarter 1969 __ ________ ___ 

18,645 139.43 271.92 10,332 2d quarter 1967 to 2d 4th quarter_---- __ ----- ---- quarter 1968 ___ _____ _____ 4. 8 7.2 5. 6 6. 0 1968: 
18,548 139.15 277.05 10,414 2d quarter 1968 to 2d 1st quarter. __ -------------

7. 3 20.8 15.6 8.4 2d quarter__ _______________ 18,808 141.36 279.49 10,580 quarter 1969 ___ __________ 
3d quarter _________________ 19,125 152.38 295.78 10,849 2d quarter 1967 to 2d 

12.4 29.6 22.1 15.0 4th quarter __________ ______ 19,349 154.66 297.31 10,813 quarter 1969 •. __________ -

Average annual income, 
1960 to 2d quarter 1969 __________________ 4. 0 6.8 8. 9 5.1 

Source: 1960-66: Series Data Handbook, a supp!ement to FHA Trends, DHUD, FHA, Divis)o~ o! Federal Housing Administration, Division of Research and Statistics, Statistics Section, June 16, 
Research and Statistics, Statistics Section, covenng sec. 203b, hom.e ,mortgage charactenst1cs, 1969. 
1967 to 2d quarter 1969, FHA trends of home mortgage charactenstlcs, Department of HUD, 

AID TO THE ENEMY 

HON. PAUL J. FANNIN 
OF ARIZONA 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, several 
Senators are greatly respected for their 
military expertise and interest in national 
security affairs. The Senator from South 
Carolina (Mr. THURMOND) is one of the 
most listened-to men in this field. Since 
my background does not include the ex
posure to military matters that the Sen
ator from South Carolina and other 
Senators enjoy, I find myself listening 
with a great deal of interest when they 
speak. . 

Two distinguished columnists, Robert 
S. Allen ·and John A. Goldsmith, have 
called public attention to a recent mes

. sage by the Senator from South Carolina 
concerning the recent and lengthy debate 
in the Chamber on the ABM. 

Having been involved in that debate 
myself, more as a layman than a military 
expert, I find the points made by the 
distinguished Senator in his critique of 
that debate most interesting. It concerns 
me to think that it was necessary for 
Department of Defense spokesmen tore-

- veal so much of. our military strategy 
and secrets in order to answer opponents 
who were irresponsible in their charges. 

I can quite agree that our American 
system depends upon free and open de
bate and discussion of ideas, but I think 

· it particularly incumbent upon men 
who are entrusted with public office to 
be responsible in their discussion and op
position. These wanton and blunderbuss 
attacks upon the military, particularly 
upon military men, and in wholesale 
fashion, cannot be categorized as respon
sible opposition. 

There is a phrase used in British polit
ical life iri which the party out of power 
is called "the loyal opposition." During 
the time I have served in Congress as a 
member of the minority party, and while 

a member of the opposition party oc
cupied the White House, I endeavored to 
mount my opposition or support within 
that framework. Since the shoe is on the 
other foot, so far as the executive branch 
goes, I believe it would be in the best in
terests of America if we all take stock of 
our motives and our actions in support
ing or opposing the President. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the article be printed in the 
RECORD. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

HELPING THE ENEMY 
(By Robert S. Allen and John A. Goldsmith) 

WASHINGTON, October 28, 1969.-Senator 
Strom Thurmond is sternly rebuking his 
colleagues ·for thoughtlessly revealing vital 
m111tary information "that our enemies 
would have to pay millions to espionage 
agents to obtain." 

A particularly glaring instance of this was 
the Senate's recent protracted consideration 
of the $20 billion military procurement au
thorization bill. For more than eight weeks, 
pacifist and "peacenik" senators sought to 
delete or slash major weapons programs
wholly to no avail. 

During the prolonged stormy discussions, 
Thurmond points out, both opponents and 
proponents in their verbal battles made pub
lic "vast amounts of classified information." 

"Our entire m1litary strategy and concepts 
were· enumerated in full," said the South _ 
Carolinian, a ranking Republican member of 
the Armed Services Committees and a major 
general in the Army Reserve. "We talked 
about the '2 and ¥:!' concept, about our com
mitments abroad, our strategy of attacks, 
the strength of our Navy, the shortage of 
submarines. 

"We talked about our balance of deter
rents." the approaching weakness of our 
manned bombers, the successes and failures 
of our anti-ballistic missiles, the character
istics of our new battle tank, the naval 
strategy involving our aircraft carrier forces, 
the approaching obsole'scence of our Air 
Force, the strategic concepts upon which the 
C-5A is based, and other extremely impor
tant matters.'' 

All this highly valuable information, 
Thurmond asserts, was printed in the Con
gres~ional Record for any and all to read. 

"A copy of the Congressional Record sells 
for a few cents," he declares, "and anyone 
can buy it. It is not hard to imagine the 
excitement of communist military leaders 
throughout the world as they pore over the 
Congressional Record and extract informa
tion vital to their development of an effec
tive strategy against us. Can you imagine 
the copies of the Congressional Record which 
have been shipped to Russia, China, Cuba 
and other hostile countries in the last 
month?" 

SCARING OUR FRIENDS 
The "peaceniks" long fight to block de

velopment of an anti-ballistic missile (ABM) 
and the new main battle tank (MBT-70) 
was singled out by Thurmond for severe 
condemnation for revealing especially im
portant military information. 

"The debate on the ABM," the veteran leg
islator said, "precisely pinpointed the loca
tion of our planned defensive missiles, the 
capabilities and shortcomings of the multi
ple independent re-entry (MIRV) tech
niques, the size and power of our warheads, 
the number and range of our ABMs, the dis
persion of our Sprints and Spartans. 

"This debate laid bare the strength of our 
ICBMs, our Polaris and Poseidon forces, the 
make-up of our strategic bomber squadrons, 
the expected points of interception of our 
missiles, the problems with chaff, and the 
strength · and failures of the radar which 
control and guide defensive missiles." 

The opposition's wrangling over the MBT-
70 was even worse in some respects. Not only 
was crucial information disclosed, but our 
allies were shocked because this new weapons 
system is being developed in cooperation 
wilth them. 

"This 1s a joint project with West Ger
many," Thurmond pointed out, "and our 
allies must be in a state of shock over the 
fact thait we unveiled to potential enemies 
all the stren~ths and weaknesses of a vehicle 
in which our allies may some day have to 
place their young men and commit them to 
battle. It is ·Very likely that the MBT-70 will 
be the last Joint development project any 
nation will ever undertake with the U.S., the 
land of open and free discussion." 

Thurmond frankly says he doesn't know 
the answe·r to this grave problem. 

He doesn't question the right of any sena
tor to "challenge any i·tem in any bill on the 
floor of the Senate." Neither does he qu~stiqn 
the democratic process "which has made our 
government and nation powerful and in
fluential." 
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"I do not know what the answer is," says 

Thurmond, '•but I hope it is something other 
than what we have just been through. But Lt 
must be fully realized that in the many 
weeks that the military procurement bill was 
debalted i'tem by item, highly clrassified 1m
formation on weapons systems vital to the 
defense of our country was spread across the 
public record for all to see. 

"This problem is complicated by the fact 
that our enemies operate in closed societies. 
Discussions of their military problems never 
reach the public ear or printed word, and 
they have an advantage because of the op
pressive nature of the political systems under 
which they operate. While we cannot do any
thing about their system, it does seem that 
thought must be given to finding adeQ.uate 
methods to provide the necessary security 
for ourselves. 

"The debate on this year's miUtary author
ization bill amounted to a new phenomen~n 
never before witnessed in the Senate. The 
requests of the military were about the same 
as those of last year, during the Johnson Ad
ministration, when no item was seriously 
questioned on the fioor, even the expensive 
Sentinel ABM wh:ich involved a commitment 
much greater than the Safeguard ABM. 

"Secrecy is not bad when it involves the 
defense of our loved ones, our homes, our 
businesses, our cities and our nation. There 
is a difficult area here, and we must find the 
right place to draw the line between the 
people's right to know and the point at which 
our security is being compromised. Surely we 
cannot continue to lay bare our m1litary 
secrets as was done during the debate on 
the 1970 mil1tary procurement bill. We sim
ply cannot continue such a menacing and 
shocking situation." 

DEMONSTRATIONS AGAINST THE 
GOVERNMENT 

HON. RICHARD L. ROUDEBUSH 
OF .INDIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. ROUDEBUSH. Mr. Speaker, com
mentary continues on the recent Octo
ber 15 demonstrations against the Gov
ernment, and likely will continue as more 
disruptions are planned in November. 

Mr. Jack Overmyer, editor of the 
Rochester, Ind., Sentinel, has written a 
penetrating editorial concerning these 
events which I commend to the Con
gress. 

Dr. James D. Atkinson, a graduate of 
Indiana University and now a professor 
of government at Georgetown University, 
also has an interesting statement on his 
activities of October 15 which will be 
of interest to the Congress. 

The articles follow: 
[From the Rochester (Ind.) Sentinel, 

Oct. 20, 1969] 
CONSIDERED COMMENT 

Who among us likes war? 
Robert E. Lee, gazing upon the Union car

nage at the field of Fredericksburg, was over
heard to say, almost to himself, "it is well 
that war is so terrible, else we should become 
fond of it." 

In an unguarded moment, the grea.t Con
federate general thus expressed his irrecon
cilable inner confiict between an innate hu
manitarianism and the tug of Southern 
patriotism. 

As irt was with Lee, so must it be with 
many Americans today as they survey the 
national dilemma of U.S. particdpation in the 
Vietnam war. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
None of us want the war, barring those who 

profit from Lt and who are venal enough to 
wish secretly for tts continuance. Suoh ver
min always extst. 

Yet the vast majority of Americans are 
proud of our nation and of the principles 
for which it stands. They know that we want 
nothing from this war except to provide 
a people with a fair chance to choose their 
own government. 

Still, it is only a half-war. Our forces are 
held in check; we cannot, or do not, use all 
the weaponry at our disposal. We shrink, as 
shrink we should from bringing up the most 
terrifying aspect of our strength, nuclear 
force. 

And the war drags on. And more American 
boys die every day. And the peace talks in 
Paris pursue their weary, interminable con
versations. 

President Nixon has halted the bombing 
of North Vietnam; he has ordered a halt to 
offensive U.S. operations and has started the 
withdrawal of American forces. Surely this is 
proof enough to the enemy, if the enemy 
really seeks proof, that U.S. desires are to 
seek an honorable peace. 

Yet Americans pour into the streets in 
every major city of the country, as they did 
last week on Vietnam Moratorium Day, to 
call for an immediate end to U.S. participa
tion in the war. They cry that America 
should pull out . . . now I 

And while the demonstrations were peace
ful, they have not ended. Already the anti
war forces are gathering for another wide
spread protest in November. This one may 
not be as placid. 

President Nixon was right in stating that 
he would not be swayed in his Vietnam 
policies by demonstrations. Does anyone in 
his right mind expect the leader of the 
United States to bow to the will of mobs? 

These demonstrations are fueled mainly 
by young people. It is fitting and proper that 
they can dissent, for this is a basic tenet of 
democracy. Furthermore, we would grant 
them the propriety of their positions that 
the Vietnam war is immoral, for all wars are 
immoral; that the nation has problems of its 
own that need attention, for the evidence 
is all about us. 

But we submit that the way to continue 
America's greatness is not to create divisive
ness among its people in a capricious man
ner. For it seems to us that the antiwar 
faction's whole position in the matter is 
frivolous. 

Get out of Vietnam by quitting? Aftel' 
40,000 dead men on the field of combat? 
When the world's prime example of free
dom in the affairs of men has committed 
itself to not let Communism overrun yet 
another nation? To withdraw and thus deny 
both these facts would be shameful. 

This nation cannot accept shame. It can
not, by leaving Vietnam unilaterally, aban
don that nation to a totalitarian system 
that is the sworn enemy of every freedom 
that allows demonstrations to take the 
streets in the U.S. 

President Nixon knows that the nation is 
weary of this war. We believe he is sincerely, 
diligently and wisely pursuing a course that 
will take us out of it. 

What America needs, therefore, is less ir
responsible dissent and more constructive 
opposition. There will be no peace at the 
Paris talks when the enemy knows our gov
ernment's support is wavering. 

It would be more fitting if, in the next few 
weeks, the responsible forces in our society 
organized demonstrations to show the world 
that while we abhor this war, we shall not 
give it up until South Vietnam can be as
sured of its continued existence. 

For the war is a fact. Argue the reasons 
for its beginning, the complexity of its 
causes ... it is a fact. Wishing it away, even 
if that were possible, would not still the 
currents it has stirred in the affairs of this 
globe.-J.K.O. 
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STATEMENT BY PROF. J. D. ATKINSON, DE

PARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT, GEORGETOWN 
UNIVERSITY 

The Moratorium Day Committee requested 
University Professors in colleges and uni
versities across the entire United States to 
do something meaningful on October 15, 1969, 
relating to the war in Vietnam and the U.S. 
involvement in that war. Accordingly, in my 
class on the Conduct of U.S. Diplomacy at 
10:15 a.m. on Wednesday, October 15, 1969, 
I, Professor J. D. Atkinson, Department of 
Government, Georgetown University, re
sponded with a discussion of the foreign pol
icy issues relating to the Vietnam war, fol
lowing which I read a short prayer which I 
had composed for the occasion. 

I composed this prayer with the thought 
that the clergy-many of whom were adopt
ing what seemed to be a political stance on 
the Vietnam Moratorium-would not object 
to a layman reading a prayer. I also at
tempted to compose a prayer to which mem
bers of the Jewish faith, Protestants of all 
churches, and Roman Catholics would all 
alike subscribe to, if they wished. This is the 
prayer: 

0 God of Israel, of Abraham, of Isaac and 
Jacob, whom we Americans acknowledge in 
our own Declaration of Independence, grant 
that we do not dishon,or our nation by de
nying freedom to the people of South Viet
nam. 

Grant, 0 Lord that the Americans who 
have given their lives in Vietnam have not 
died in vain. 

Strike down the hand of the wicked, en
lighten the minds of the weak, of the igno
rant, and of the misguided that the United 
States may honor the pledge of Thy late 
servant, President John Fitzgerald Kennedy, 
not to abandon the poor people of South 
Vietnam. 

Do not deliver them, 0 Lord, into the 
hands of the brutalitarian Communists of 
North Vietnam whose crimes against human
ity far exceed even those of Stalin and of 
Hitler, but order that the pe·asants, the work
ers, and the other good people of South 
Vietnam be kept under Thy protection. As 
we Americans have trusted in Thee and as 
the South Vietnamese have trusted in us, 
do not, 0 Lord God, abandon either us or 
them. Amen. 

WHAT'S AHEAD FOR THE PRIVATE 
BUSINESS SCHOOL? . 

HON. JACOB K. JAVITS 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, the Oc
tober 1969 issue of the American Voca
tional Journal, published by the Ameri
can Vocational Association, contains an 
interesting article entitled "What's 
Ahead for the Private Business School?" 
written by Mr. Larry Luing, president of 
the Berkeley Schools of New York City 
and White Plains, N.Y., and East Orange, 
N.J. The Berkeley Schools are a group of 
privately owned, taxpaying educational 
institutions training executive secre
taries. Mr. Luing discusses the advent of 
big publicly held corporations into the 
independent business school field, noting 
that: 

Since these corporations are knowledge
able investors with capable research facili
ties at their disposal, there must be a future 
in proprietary education. 

The article is most timely because here 
in Washington, on October 27, 28, and 29, 
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1969, the United States Schools Associa
tion will be holding its 57th annual con
vention. UBSA is composed of some 500 
independent business schools from all 
over the country. Among other activities, 
the association founded and sponsors 
The Accrediting Commission for Business 
Schools which, since 1956, has been des
ignated by the U.S. Office of Education 
as a "nationally recognized accrediting 
agency"; accreditation is a key factor in 
determining institutional eligibility in 
the many Federal programs of student 
financial aid such as the college work
study, guaranteed student loan, and na
tional defense student loan programs; 
and the only major student financial aid 
from which proprietary school students 
are now excluded is the educational op
portunity grant program. 

I ask unanimous consent that Mr. 
Luing's article be printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

WHAT'S AHEAD FOR THE PRIVATE BUSINESS 

SCHOOL? 

(By Larry L. Luing) 
Much has been written about the private 

business school, its role in American educa
tion, and its struggle for recognition. Granted 
that business education had its beginnings in 
that bastion of free enterprise, the proprie
tary institution, and that it has been a 
major source of innovation, what does the 
future hold in store for this maverick insti
tution? Or, indeed, does it have a future? 

Historically, the business school movement 
in America dates back to colonial days when 
curriculums consisted almost entirely of pen
manship, bookkeeping, and rapid calculation; 
but it was the invention of the typewriter 
in the 1870's that led early proprietors to 
develop and promote the twin arts of type
writing and stenography, which are the cen
tral core of business education today. Based 
on the idea that education should be useful 
in the practical affairs of life, business edu
cation was for many years an alternative to 
a high school education. 

During this period the business schools 
had to train their own teachers and, in many 
instances, prepare their own instructional 
materials. As a result, several of our leading 
teacher training colleges and business edu
cation publishers can trace their origins to 
private business schools. 

. John Robert Gregg, for instance, operated 
h1s own schools in Boston and Chicago as 
the initial step in trying to popularize his 
shorthand system. Naturally, the oldest of 
our professional organizations, such as East
ern Business Teachers Association and North 
Central Business Education Association (for
merly National Business Teachers Associa
tion), were founded exclusively by and for 
educators from these proprietary institutions. 

DEMISE PREDICTED 

As the demand for business-trained per
sonnel grew and the high schools began to 
add l_:>Usiness subjects to their offerings, many 
predicted the demise of the independent 
business school. However, these schools 
merely upgraded their offerings and rees
tablished themselves as post-high school in
stitutions. For a number of years they con
tinued to train business teachers--for the 
secondary schools now in addition to their 
own. 

As different types of office machines and 
equipment, new office techniques, and more 
sophisticated processes were introduced into 
the business community, appropriate train
ing programs were established, usually sev
eral years in advance of the slower-moving 
public schoOl· systems. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
At the time business education was intro

duced into the colleges and universities, the 
prophets of doom again foresaw the end of 
prlva,te business schools. When the ere of 
community colleges and public technicalin
sti.tutes began to reach full stride, a few 
years ago, these pessimists were all the 
more convinced that such private institu
tions could nc•t hope to compete against 
their tax-supported counterparts. The 
independent businessmen -edrucators, how
ever, showed their flexibility once more 
by strengthening their traditional ties 
with the business community, critically up
da.ting their curriculums, expanding their 
placement facilities, and otherwise creating 
unique features for their clientele. 

Just as it was the private business school 
that first recognized the potential of the 
typewriter some hundred years ago, so this 
group first foresaw the tremendous employ
ment opportunities and training needs in
herent in electronic data processing. Courses 
ranging from key-punch operation to com
puter programming were offered in private 
schools perhaps a decade before public school 
systems took any significant steps to meet 
this need. This historical pattern of inno
vation applies equally to methodology and 
techniques, as well as content. 

But the question remains: In this age of 
free post-high school education for everyone, 
has the private business school outlived its 
usefulness? Far from it! We predict that the 
industry is about to change once more its 
appearance and function, like the perennial 
chameleon, and that it will emerge from the 
seventies with the following characteristics: 

WILL BECOME MORE COMPETITIVE 

With the adv·ent during the sixties of tax
supported community colleges and technical 
training centers on a large scale, private 
business schools have felt increasing com
petitive pressures. These pressures will con
tinue and accelerate. 

The typical business school will itself be
come more competitive by sharpening its 
marketing skills, improving its physical 
facilities, and upgrad.ing its programs. Al
though some private schools will undoubt
edly be forced out of existence, they will be 
primarily the small substandard schools and 
those staid old institutions whose manage
ments insist upon looking to past glories 
rather than to the future. 

MEDIA SOPHISTICATION 

The "electronic classroom" will be stand
ard in all but the smallest of schools. Dicta
tion la,boratories wLth six or more channels 
will be commonplace. The shorthland instruc
tor will have at his disposal a library of sev
eral hundred dictation tapes from which he 
may make appropriate selections for speed 
building takes, for rnaila,ble letters, for offic.e
style di.ctation, or for specialized dictation 
from a variety of career fields. 

The equipment itself wlll be easier to use, 
will be geared to giving maximum individual 
help a,t each student station, and wlll incor
pora.te many technical improvements de
signed to obviate annoying service problems 
currently so prevalent. 

Most typing rooms will also be equipped 
with multichannel receiving stations so that 
students may progress at their individual 
rates and take remedial work as needed. 
Much of the recorded rna terial will be the 
product of innovative private school instruc
tors, because commercial sources are not pro
viding the quantity and variety of recordings 
needed. 

Learning centers will be established where 
students may, at their convenience and at 
their own pace, utilize units of instruction 
that have been prerecorded on cartridges and 
correlated with visual materials. Super-8 pro
jectJ>rs for film 1o•op> and Carousel 8lide pro
jectors are especially appropriate for opera
tion in carrels. There is also a new technique 
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by which a 60-second message can ·be re
corded on a 35-millimeter slide. These learn
ing centers will be open evenings as well as 
throughout the day. 

MORE OFFICE MACHINES ROOMS 

The investment in office machines rooms 
will grow substantially as the latest models 
of computer-type calculators, stencil-pro
ducing photocopiers, automatic typewriters, 
and other newly perfected machines and sys
tems are introduced. Because of the diver
sity of equipment on which instruction must 
be given, schools will rely more and more 
upon multisensory media. 

Carrels with the same type of projective 
and audio devices as used in the learning 
laboratories will be utilized in the office ma
chines l.a.boratory. Instructors will devote 
more time to the creative work of develop
ing programs on tape and film, and tech
nician-assistants will do much of the rou
tine classroom work with students. 

Data processing departments, too, will be
come more advanced as additional schools get 
their own computers and all attempt to keep 
up with technological advances. 

The overhead projector and wan-or-ceil
ing-mounted screen will all but replace the 
chalkboard. In addition to giving the in
structor far more flexibility in his own pres
entations, this arrangement makes possible 
the use of a large variety of commercially 
prepared transparencies. 

Closed-circuit television will come into its 
own during the seventies. Business schools 
will use it for skill subjects as well as for 
charm and personality development courses. 
It will become a daily staple rather than the 
experi~ental novelty that it is in business 
schools t;od.ay. There will be more coopera
tion between institutions, with a sharing of 
television facilities and programs. Satellites 
will make worldwide educational television 
possible so that students may witness his
toric events and far-off cultural activities 
firsthand. 

A more sophisticated system of teaching 
telephone techniques will be devised. This, 
and other aspects of communication and 
human relations which are frequently poorly 
taught in schools, will be singled out for im
provement. 

Computer-assisted instruction will be in
troduced on an experimental basis, creating 
new opportunities for innovating in the tra
ditional business subjects. 

BETTER-TRAINED FACULTY 

Business school management can no 
longer afford to keep marginal teachers. It 
will take highly qualified, creative personnel 
to keep the business school in the running 
in the competitive seventies: Even with such 
simplified equipment as cassette tape re
corders and cartridge projectors, the private 
school instructor has his work cut out for 
him! 

An intellectual curiosity and innovative 
nature are needed to take advantage of the 
opportunities that exist. Since publishers and 
audiovisual suppliers do not have materials 
available for most of the areas just discussed, 
it is up to the business school instructor to 
create his own. Traditionally, he has been 
quicker to recognize t.he need for change and 
to pioneer new techniques tha.n has his 
-counterpart in the tax-supported institution. 
Since suppliers rarely produce new instruc
tional materials until a market is es.tabllshed 
it is frequently the private business schooi 
that ma.kes the market for the entire field of 
business education. 

The private school instructcr must· also be 
professlon~lly prep~red to handle the coun
seling duties he 1.5 expected to perfcrm. 

INDIVIDU !I.L INSTRUCTIO:• AGAIN 

Thr :m~hout the history of private business 
schools, the ability to ~ive individual atten
tion to its students has been one of that 
institution's greatest sources of strength. In 
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recent years, as schools became more col
legiate in nature, this strength was de
emphasized in outward appearance, if not in 
fact. 

Now, with programed instruction, multi
channel tape laboratories, mult~edia learn
ing carrels, and other such innovations, it is 
the "in thing" to allow a maximum of indi
vidual instruction at all levels of education. 
The business school is at the forefront of this 
movement because it has had over 100 years 
of experience with the individual progress 
system. 

New efforts will be made to improve group
ing techniques a,nd program planning. 
Diagnostic equipment, such as th.e Diatype 
for typewriting, wlll make it easier to pre
scribe indivtdualized drill assignments. The 
introduction of programed shorthand will 
help to solve the perennial problem of indi
vidual differences. 

Although it will be done within the frame
work of a college program, there wlll be a 
resurgence during the seventies of classic 
business school attention to the individual. 
This will be true in all aspec.ts of counseling 
as well as the academic realm. And this will 
be one of the major characteristics dif
ferentiating the private business school from 
other types of post-high school institutions. 

MORE IMAGINATIVE PROGRAMS 

Because the business school owes its exist
ence largely to its a.bility to discover training 
needs first and to meet them better, it must 
keep in constant close touch with both the 
business community and the youth of its 
area. When a shortage of trained backoffice 
personnel forced Wall Street to cut back to a 
four-day trading week, a chain of private 
schools quickly introduced an appropriate 
new program to train personnel for the finan
cial community; this is a good example of the 
role of the private school. 

As the secretary assumes more and more 
of her employer's managerial duties, her prep
aration must be upgraded. New academic 
specializations must also be added as new in
dustries emerge. For instance, with the ad
vent of the supersonic jet, international 
travel will increase significantly, and with it 
the demand for bilingual secretaries. Interna
tional workshops and conferences will be
come as commonplace as regional ones are 
today. The stenographer and clerk-typist, as 
we now know them, will largely disappear, 
but the demand for well-educated executive 
secretaries will continue to grow. 

In the future, business schools may be ex
pected to originate even more imaginative 
programs than they have in the past. And 
these will not necessarily be limited to aca
demics but will involve the areas of place
ment, inservice training, research, and service 
bureaus of various types. 

Sales power will play a substantial role in 
the seventies. The competitive situation wm 
emphasize the need for creative marketing 
approaches. This will be done in a profes
sional manner, however, and will attempt to 
glamorize business careers and to "sell" the 
entire field of business education, thus serv
ing an important function in our economy. 

FACILITIES WILL IMPROVE 

Many schools will continue their flight to 
the suburbs, where they can offer their stu
dents attractive, modern school plants with 
adequate parking and other such accouter
ments. More attention will be given to func
tion and design. Schools attempting to appeal 
to young adults who wish their vocational 
training in a collegiate atmosphere will offer 
on-campus dormitories, landscaped grounds, 
and recreational facilities. 

The urban institution will likely be lo
cated in one of the city's newest office struc
tures, project an air of efficiency, and spe
cialize in accelerated programs for certain 
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groups, such as the underprivileged or those 
needing retraining. The third-floor walk-up 
of yesterday faces a very limited future. 

WILL FORGE NEW PARTNERSHIP 

Over the years business school executives 
have resisted the encroachment of the gov
ernment into what they considered their 
domain. This attitude has been largely dis
pelled through participation in a number of 
government programs-the G.I. Bill, Man
power Development and Training, student 
loans, college work-study programs, and 
others. 

Happily, these programs have caused many 
busi)less schools to accelerate their efforts to
ward national accreditation. At the same 
time, government has learned that private 
business schools can make an effective con
tribution to education. 

There now exist many opportunities for 
private institutions to use their facilities 
and know-how to help solve the problems of 
the underprivileged. In Philadelphia re
cently, for instance, private business inter
ests and the federal government formed a 
consortium to undertake one of the largest 
job-training programs for hard-core unem
ployed ever attempted in that area. 

The seventies will bring fuller utilization 
of private business schools in a variety of 
federal programs. There wm also be more 
recognition from state governments in the 
form of degree-granting privileges and 
transferability of credits earned at business 
schools. 

STRONGER TIES WITH BUSINESS 

To stay in the forefront, the business 
school must maintain and even strengthen 
its ties with business. Through cooperative 
training programs, industry-sponsored schol
arships, and the development of specialized 
programs to meet specific needs, the busi
nessman and the business educator are find
ing new avenues of mutual interest. 

An especially intri~uing phenomenon is 
the advent of the big corporation into the 
independent business school field, which tra
ditionally has been dominated by family 
groups and small, closely held corporations. 
In keeping with the overall business judg
ment that education is a glamour field for 
the future, such companies as Crowell Col
lier, Lear Siegler, International Telephone 
& Telegraph, International Industries, Ling
Temco-Vought, and U.S. Industries all oper
ate business schools. 

Since these corporations are knowledge
able investors with capable research facili
ties at their disposal, there must be a future 
in proprietary education. 

Fortunately, the prevailing attitude today 
seems to be that good education is good 
business; this portends well for the future. 
To the extent that business schools are in 
the hands of publicly held corporations, one 
might say that private business schools have 
gone public. 

THERE WILL BE A CHAIN REACTION 

The activity of the big corporations is re-
sulting in multiple-unit organizations 

which, whether called "chains" or not, are 
reminiscent of the business school chains of 
old-Bryant & Stratton, Draughon's, and 
Brown's. Lear Siegler, for instance, has 
schools located from coast to coast. This 
trend will undoubtedly continue in the sev
enties, for there are obvious advantages t ·o 
industry's being able to use one source of 
office personnel on a national level and to 
graduates' having access to national place
ment facilities. 

The "topping out" of the Bryant & Strat
ton chain in the 1860's marked the beginning 
of the greatest growth period in business 
school history. Could history now be in the 
process of repeating itself? 
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SOVIET SCENE 1969: FARMERS BET
TER OFF-WOMEN CARRY HEAVY 
LOAD 

HON. TOM STEED 
OF OKLAHOMA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. STEED. Mr. Speaker, today I in
clude in the RECORD parts 3 and 4 of the 
series by Charles L. Bennett, managing 
editor of the Daily Oklahoman, Okla
homa City, describing Russia today as 
seen in his recent 16-day tour with a 
group of 10 members of the American 
Society of Newspaper Editors. 

Addi tiona! articles in the series will 
follow. Parts 3 and 4 follow: 

[From the Oklahoma City (Okla.) Daily 
Oklahoman, Sept. 30, 1969] 

SOVIET FARMERS BETTER OFF-III 
(By Charles L. Bennett) 

Nomadic herdsmen or peasants working the 
fields of wealthy land-owners only a few gen
erations ago, today's Soviet farmers produce 
more, are better housed, better educated and 
have more machinery to work with. 

But are they happier than their ancestors, 
or than their cousins working in the shops 
and factories of the Soviet cities? 

If you had seen the gay party on a collec
tive farm in Georgia, or talked with the 
piano-playing daughter of a farm couple out
side of Minsk, as our group of touring editors 
did, it might be easy to conclude that every
thing is fine, down on the Soviet farm. 

But then, hearing the problems of farming 
where winter brings months oi 50-below 
weather in Siberia, or seeing sad-faced old 
women doing heavy farm chores might have 
made you wonder. 

Kazakhstan's one-time nomads are settled 
down but still care for 30 million sheep as 
well as raising cotton, sugar beets, hogs and 
cattle. 

A Siberian agriculture experiment station 
manager showed us "the most cold-resistant 
apple in the world"-about the size of a 
pea-and told how farmers there produce a 
cash crop from 300 varieties of gladiolus. 
None could be grown there 20 years ago, in a 
climate where only one month a year is free 
from frost. 

Outside Minsk, in the Byelorussian Re
public, we visited a collective farm. We were 
eager to discuss the "big issues" of Soviet 
agriculture-like the trend away from col
lectives and toward state farms, and the 
bold "new lands" experiment that had a role 
in Khrushchev's downfall. 

But it was quickly obvious that Farm 
Manager Vasily Shemansky and his staff 
were more concerned-like farmers every
where--with whether it would rain tomor
row and how the new insecticide was work
ing. We did discuss the "big issues" there, 
though, and with the deputy minister of 
agriculture in Kazakhstan and a variety of 
other authorities across the country. 

Added to our personal impFessions, the 
comments we heard seemed to add up to 
these conclusions: The "new lands" project 
has had both successes and failures. Under 
new management that is concentrating on 
grain production, these millions of acres that 
previously had never been plowed are produc
ing fairly well, except in drought years. 

The trend away from collective farms and 
toward "state farms" on which the workers 
are paid wages, rather than being cooperative 
members sharing proceeds of the collective, 
is real. It is a slow, inexorable process and 
most of the Soviet spokesmen deny it is 
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happening. It may have slowed down from 
the pace that existed under Krushchev, but 
the fact that state farms produce more 
efficiently means-in the Soviet style of doing 
things-that the die is cast. 

Are the private plots allotted to collective 
farmers important to them? You can bet on 
it. They can raise poultry, vegetables, fruit, 
a cow, hogs, and other produce on those plots. 
Whatever surplus produce they sell is profit 
that goes into their own pockets. 

We saw the private-sale market places in 
Moscow and Minsk and were told that 80 
per cent of the eggs bought in Moscow come 
from farmers' private plots. 

(A U.S. State Department publication says 
that while the private plots comprise only 
4 per cent of the cultivated area of Soviet 
farms, they accoul}t for 33 per cent of all 
agricultural production.) 

Georgia is considered the "richest" agri
cultural republic because farmers there 
grow tea, grapes, tangerines, lemons, peaches 
and figs. The Georgian farmer who raises 
tangerines can gather a few sacks of them 
from his private orchard, take them to 
Moscow by plane, sell them, pay his fare and 
expenses, and still return with several hun-

- dred rubles in his pocket. 
A tractor driver on the collective outside 

Minsk, whose skill is considered the highest 
on the farm, or a worker on a grape farm 
in Georgia may earn 200 to 225 rubles a 
month, compared to the Soviet's average 
wage of 120 rubles a month. If profl:ts from 
a private plot are added, the member of a 
collective farm may make out quite well. 
State farm workers, on the other hand, usu
ally earn higher wages than the average col
lective farmer, but they don't have the bene
fit of an assigned private plot. 

On the Minsk collective, Shemansky said, 
"Sometimes fam111es here have much more 
living space than in the city, with three or 
four people in a 100 square meter (1,076 
square feet) home." So far, everyone at .that 
farm lives in private, individual frame 
homes. other farms, though, have apart
ments and the first ones are going up on 
the Minsk collective. • 

We visited one of those homes, halfway 
down a dirt road lined with wooden houses 
set off by fences and surrounded by luxuriant 
flowers. 

The startled 17-year-old daughter of the 
family greeted us, showed us through the 
immaculate rooms and, at our insistence, 
played a Mozart composition, excellently, on 
the living room piano. 

Modern furniture crowded the rather 
small rooms. The kitchen had an open sink, 
two wooden cabinets and a four-burner gas 

. stove. The toilet was outside. On a tree was 
nailed a wooden rack holding a wash basin 
and the family toothbrushes. Over all, the 
impression was like visiting a country farm
house of 40 years ago in America. 

A music student planning to be a teacher, 
Ga111a insisted we all have a drink of light 
Georgian wine before leaving. 

Her en.thusiasm for music was explained 
when we visited the farm's music school and 
were entertained by giggllng students from 
8 to about 16 years of age. They played, in 
accomplished style, piano, violin, accordion 
and tsambaly solos. The tsambaly is the 
Byelorussian national instrument, a zither
like harp played with mallets. 

The music school is one of eight schools on 
the farm, along with a hospital and chil
dren's nursery. Nearly half of the workers 
on state farms are women, we learned, and 
the nurseries and canteens for noon-time 
meals are a necessity in order to allow the 
mothers to work. 

Shemanksy, a one-armed war hero, labelled 
his farm "not the best, but not the worst." 
Its paved work-roads and brick barns made 
us think it might be nearer the top of the 
list, compared to others we had glimpsed 
along the way. 

With 12,250 acres, the Minsk-area farm 
grows grains, corn, potatoes and beets, has 
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a large dairy and meat operation with 3,000 
cattle, and 375 acres of pear and apple or
chards. Byelorussia exports dairy products 
to the rest of the Soviet. All crop production 
is coordinated with plans for the Republic 
and the U.S.S.R. under signed agreements 
setting out goals for each year's produc·tion. 

Some complicated figuring involving hec
tares, acres, centares, kilograms, pounds and 
bushels finally produced the fact that this 
Byelorussian farm's wheat production aver
ages 28-29 bushels an acre, an exact match 
for Oklahoma's average. They use Jubilee 
and Miranov varieties of winter wheat and 
are just begininng to use mineral fertilizers. 

There are 500 members in this particular 
collective, but 1,900 people live on the farm, 
including dependents and pensioners. Har
vest-time brings 1,000 to 1,200 part-time 
workers to the farm, including vacationing 
students. "Some of them like it here enough 
so that they return when they finish their 
schooling," one farm aide said. 

We were surprised when Shemansky said 
the average work-day was seven hours in
creasing to eight or nine in harvest-time. We 
commented that most American farmers 
would consider those hours a holiday. He 
made no response. 

When the Soviet Union s.tarted collective 
farms, wi·th peasants turning their newly
gained holdings into huge cooperatives like 
Shemansky's, political scientists looked on 
the move as the ultimate in socialism. Agri
culture experts thought the Soviets might 
have found an efficient answer to the prob
lem of providing enough food for a huge 
and growing country. 

But it wasn't long, as history goes, before 
a different approach was taken. The state 
farm, an agriculture factory paying its work
ers wages, instead of letting them share in 
the proceeds of the collective, became the 
new sys·tem for farming. 

On and off, ever since, outsiders have de
bated the merits-and future-of the two 
systems. 

At the collective farm. near Minsk, Man
ager Shemansky commented that "If we 
offered to give the people back their land, 
they wouldn't want it. They would push it 
away." He added: "The sta-te farm seems to 
predominate right now and there is a trend 
to have collectives evolve into state farms." 

There are two basic differences, he ex
plained. One is that on a collective the 
chairman (manager) is elected by the mem
bers for a two-year term, and may be re
moved on their vote. On a state farm, the . 
mana,ger is appointed by the minister of 
agriculture. The other is that, while both 
kinds of farms achieve profits which they 
can divide among the people working on the 
farm, the collective's profits are divided on 
a cooperative basis but the state farm's prof
its can be paid to the workers as bonuses. 

In the past, collective farmers only· shared 
whatever income the farm achieved after 
fulfilling its sometimes unreasonably high 
production pledge to the state. Since 1966, 
however, even the collective farmers have 
been guaranteed minimum wages similar to 
the scales paid .on state farms. 

A high official -in the planning apparatus 
for the entire Soviet Union said in Moscow: 
"It's not a problem of whether there will 
be a shift away from collective farms and 
toward state farms . The need is to raise 
productivity and effi-ciency on both types. In 
some areas, it is preferable to have state 
farms. In others, where collective farms are 
now, there may be some shi.ft to state farms 
in the future, but this is not a principle 
of our policy. 

Another official of the planning group 
added: "It is not correct to say there is a 
trend away from collectives and toward state 
farms. There are 36,000 collective farms in 
the country and 14,000 state farms. Both are 
developing satisfactorily." 

Nikolai Baybakov, a vice premier of the 
Soviet Union and chairman of the State 
(U.S.S.R.) Planning Board said: "In the 
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new lands, we did create state farms ... in 
such areas as Novosibirsk. We are building an 
BOO-kilometer canal there, and water works 
wonders. We are even setting up cotton 
farms there but it is incorrect to say we are 
trying to turn collective farms into state 
farms . The pay on collective farms is now 
close to that received on state farms, because 
collective income has grown." 

A knowledgeable Soviet citizen (who shall 
remain anonymous) said, "It will all go over 
to state farms, because they produce better 
and are easier to manage. Besides, the present 
generation doesn't remember priva,te farms 
and has forgotten about the land and ani
mals turned over by the peasants to start 
the collectives in the first place." 

High production is the hope and the goal 
and, on the plains of Siberia, bLologdcal and 
botanical miracles have had to be wrought to 
make agriculture a paying proposLtion. 

At the agriouUural experiment farm out
side Novostbirsk, Manager Andre Christo told 
us how they had developed the tiny cold
resistant wild apples of the Altai mountains 
into a normal-sized apple that thrives in the 
rigorous Si.berian climate. 

Cows have to be kept in the barn 200 days 
of the year there and beehives have to be 
cached in underground cha.tnbers in order 
to survive the winter. 

A Novosibirsk editor said he understood 
Soviet agriculture is now at a stage where 
each farmer produces enough food to support 
seven people. 

Some of the scientific institutes at Novosi
birsk devote their efforts to developing more 
heat and cold-resistant crops, better breeds 
of animals, irrigation methods and to the 
problems of making the "new lands" more 
productive. 

Under the new lands program, initiated 
by Khrushchev in 1954, 75 million acres of 
previously unplowed land-mainly in Kazak
hstan and Siberia--were put into cultiva
tion. Two-thirds of this land produces wheat. 

Kazakhstan Deputy Minister of Agricul
ture Ramazanov rejected our description of 
the new lands as "an experiment." 

Opening these lands has been a huge suc
cess, he said, increasing Kazakhstan's cul
tivated land by nearly three times and its 
production of grains by more than 3.5 times. 

Population in the new lands area has more 
than doubled, Ramazanov said. 

Bad years, caused by drought, were 1955, 
1957, 1963 and 1965. The later two were the 
years that forced the Soviets to buy $1.5 
billion worth of wheat from western coun
tries, including $140 million worth from the 
u.s. 

Ramazanov bristled when we asked him 
how Kazakhstan's new lands wheat produc
tion compared, for instance, with the Uk
raine's. He pointed out that the Ukraine has 
nearly twice as much rainfall and better 
soil." But the new lands operation has cer
tainly been profitable for us," he added. 

Days before, as we rode the fine "Red 
Arrow" train from Moscow to Leningrad, 
several of us rolled out of our berths at day
light, eager to get our first glimpses of the 
Russian countryside. 

Flat green and gold fields were broken by 
occasional patches of birch and pine woods. 
We flashed past picturesque wooden houses 
with brightly painted shutters. The most 
common early morning sight was that of a 
lone man or woman, each with a single cow, 
slowly walking to or from the fields. 

Remembering the cramped apartments 
and crowded streets of Moscow, we shared 
the thought that, S~t least, out heTe in the 
Soviet countryside, there is living room. 

SoVIET WoMEN CARRY HEAVY LoAn oF 
WORK-IV 

(By Charles L. Bennett) 
Soviet women came out of the kitchen 

long ago and into the working world of 
business and industry-but one of their con
tinuing problems is that, on top of their jobs, 
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they still have the tasks of bringing up 
their children and doing all the cooking, 
cleaning and household chores that are the 
lot of women everywhere. 

While they have a choice of whether to 
take a regular job or not, 75 per cent of them 
do and, ·as one Soviet working-housewife put 
t.t: "For us, it is much harder than for the 
men because they can rest when they get 
home." 

"Our women do not have so many ma
chines in the home as you do in the United 
States," an official of the Soviet Women's 
Committee pointed out. "We're working on 
this to try to free women from household 
drudgery. It's a national problem and we're 
trying to make services available and finan
cially feasible to ease their burden." 

Washing machine production is being 
stepped up sharply, one Soviet publication 
notes. We asked the Women's Committee 
members if they were satisfied with the at
tention being given to production of labor
saving dev1ces for homes. "We think much 
has been done," replied Ksenia Proskurni
~ova, V·ice-chiairman of the group. Most fam
ilies have a refrigerator, washing machine, 
vacuum cleaner and floor polisher now, at 
comparatively cheap prices. 

"Nevertheless," she added, ''we fe.el there 
is much still to be done to improve the 
quality, lower costs and increase production. 
Naturally, we think this is very important." 

·"Another need," she said, "is for better 
facilities for the care of pre-school children 
whose mothers work. We have places for nine 
million children now, but need places for at 
least another minton children. We also want 
to reduce the number of children under the 
care of each attendant." 

At Novosibirsk, in Siber·ia, our touring 
group of editors learned, the shortage of 
child-care centers c·reated a serious problem 
in keeping women from taking available jobs. 

A short supply of services such as dry
cleaning, laundry and shoe repair also cre
ates problems for the workiing housewife. 
Nikolai Baybakov, a vice premier of the So
viet Union and chief of planning for the 
whole country, acknowledged that "Better 
organization and improvement of the qual
tty of such serv-ices is one of our major 
problems." · 
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tend toward having our fashions reflect our 
national character. We have fashion shows 
with French, Italian and U.S. designers com
ing here to show their styles. The larger cities 
and republics also have their own fashion 
magazines." 

One of the visiting editors commented 
that, since his previous visit to Russia in 
1961, one of the most striking changes on 
Moscow's streets was the great improve
ment in the style and quality of women's 
clothes. 

Founded during World War II to mobilize 
Soviet women in support of the war effort, 
the Women's Committee recruited workers 
to replace men in the factories · and fields. 
''They also took part in the fighting," Eng
lish-speaking Lyudmlla Balakhovs~aya com
mented. Driving trucks, acting as scouts and 
snipers, and even piloting aircraft and fight
ing as partisans behind the German lines 
"they carried a large part of the war burden," 
she added. 

Care of the large numbers of war orphans 
was another task and, "in this, we received 
much aid from women of Britain and the 
U.S." 

International contacts, Madame Bala
khovskaya's particular filed, also are a large 
part of the activities of the national Wom
en's Committee. "We maintain contacts 
with the women of more than 100 countries," 
she said," and recently held a seminar under 
the auspices of UNESCO for African women. 
We also have been participating in a cam
paign of solidarity for the women of Viet
nam, by sending them medicines, food and 
textiles." 

The Women's Committee consists of 260 
delegates named by areas, professiops, and 
special-interest groups all over the country. 
They are volunteers and participate in the 
committee work in addition to their r~gular 
jobs. An elected presidium of 26 members 
is the governing body and there is a small, 
full-time stat!. Similar committees operate 
in each of the republics across the country. 

Political activity of Soviet women is il
lustrated by the fact that the national head 
of the Women's Committee, Astronaut Val
entina Tereshkova, also is one of the 11 
deputy premiers of the U.S.S.R. Nearly half 
of the elected deputies of local Soviets (city 
councils) also are women. 

"In other fields, with women representing 
Shopping for food, clothing and other 

necessities also must be an exasperating 
time-consuming burden for Soviet women. 58 percent of all Soviet citizens with high 
Most food stores still are one-item concerns • school or college educations, women fare 
such as bakeries meat markets green grocer~ well in their job opportunities," Madame 
and sweet shops. Anything r~sembling the Proskurnikova said. In the way all Soviet 
American supermarket is practically non- officials seem to have of quoting statistics 
existent except in the largest cities, where at every opportunity, she pointed out that 
they are just beginning to appear. Depart- in the U.S.S.R. women are 72 percent of 
ment stores everywhere are jammed with the teachers, 33 percent of the judges, 30 
people and service is slow. percent of the engineers, 60 percent of the 

New emphasis is being put on ready-to- economists, 45 percent of the scientific work
serve food catering shops, particularly to aid ers and even 27 percent of the construction 
the working wife, but Soviet publications workers. 
continually underline the need for faster That last statistic brought up the much-
improvement "in the services sphere." debated subject of women doing heavy, dirty 

We had insisted, to our journalist hosts, and dangerous jobs in the Soviet Union. We 
that we must be given an opportunity to saw women operating huge overhead cranes 
talk with some Soviet women about their in a factory making pre-fabricated concrete 
role in the society. When we met the Women's slabs for apartment buildings, doing house 
Committee stat!, in their Moscow office, Ma- painting and the perpetual handsweeping of 
dame Proskurnikova was smilingly curiouS" streets that goes on in all Soviet cities, driv
as to why this was so important. We ex- ing trucks and even cleaning out sewers. 
plained that our newspapers had lots of Madame Proskurnikova acknowledged 
women readers, as well as men, and that that this question frequently came up but 
seemed to answer the question satisfactorily. added, "You will find that fewer and fewer 

The Women's Committee has lots of read- women on jobs tha.t are difficult to do. This 
ers, too. One of its functions is to publish is one of the principal changes of recent 
a large variety of magazines and pamphlets, years." For example, she said, "Women can
in most of the languages of the Soviet Union, not work on underground jobs (like mining 
as well as in English and other foreign Ian- and tunnel-building) and in some of the 
guages. chemicalindustries." 

Do you cover fashions in these magazines, Our interpreter, radioman Joe Adamov, 
we asked. "Yes, naturally," Madame Proskur- later commented, "Those old women sweep
nikova replied, "We do not cover the world ing the streets hit every foreigner in the 
fashion markets directly. But we have fash- eye. But they have no skills and can't do 
ion houses with research workers. They study anything else. Those jobs--and many of 
the fashion markets of the world and we them work only part-time-give them some-
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thing to do and a little money. Anyway, it 
isn't hard work. What about your American 
housewives who have to scrub the floors and 
clean the toilets, drive the kids to school, 
do the gardening and cooking and cleaning 
and laundry?" 

Perhaps the most unpleasant work we saw 
women doing was in the sprawling new tex
tile mill at Alma Ata. In a tremendous room 
the size of a couple football fields, there were 
more than 2,000 cloth-making looms oper
ating, attended almost entirely by young 
women. The noise level made by the clack
ing, pounding looms was almost unbear
able even for a brief visit--yet, the workers 
wore no earmuffs or other protection for 
their hearing. 

It was at th81t same mill that we met an 
example of the female leadership exerted 
by Soviet women in many parts of the coun
try's economy. Her name was Raisa Panova 
and this red-haired, green-eyed dynamo was 
described by one of our group as "an 18-
cylinder woman." 

Her job is Communist party secretary for 
the plant, which means she is in charge 
of all the political education and activity of 
the workers, among other things. It was 
clear that ·she knew as much about the mill's 
operations as any official and had a major 
role in running things. 

We asked the Women's Committee if there 
was any difficulty about women being pro
moted as bosses over men, and the answer 
was a quick "Nyet." 

"It all depends," Madame Proskurnikova 
said, "on the individual's characteristics, 
not just whether it is a man or woman. We 
have women who are heads of schools, man
ufacturing plants, research centers, hospi
tals and many other kinds of enterprises." 

We mentioned the problem of jealousy 
among other women, against women bosses, 
and she commented: "Maybe that's because 
the United States has so few women bosses." 

Influencing laws proposed for the country 
is another activity carried on through the 
women's committee. They mentioned that 
when the Soviet Union's new marriage and 
family law was under consideration the com
mittee and its publications gave extensive 
consideration to all its provisions. 

Valentina Vavilina, editor of one of their 
magazines, "The Working Woman," said her 
publication received 80,000 letters comment
ing about the proposals and that such discus
sion was effective in shaping the law as it! 
was finally passed. 

We asked about the official attitude toward 
birth control and whether there is a problem 
with the population explosion. Madame 
Proskurnikova summed it up this way: 
"There is no problem of family planning here 
such as is so popular in the outside world. 
Birth rS~tes vary from republic to republic 
and it is not a problem for the U.S.S.R." (Of
ficial so advice on contraception etc. is at a 
high level and publications note that th.e 
Soviet birth rate has been declining some
what, but is s·till above the rates in most 
Western countries.) 

"Some individual families, for egotistic 
reasons," Madame Proskurnikova continued, 
"don't have enough children. There is a con
sultation center network all over the coun
try, available to all. Abortions are legal. Sta
tistics show that when abortions were made 
legal, the number did not increase. When 
abortions are forbidden, women went to peo
ple who were not qualified and this some
times led to tragedy." 

Atina Zhaketova, editor of a women's mag
azine in Kazakhstan, told us later that 
many Kazakh families still have 10 or 11 
children." 

All Soviet ci-tizens must love flowers, be
cause we ·saw scores of flower sellers along 
the streets of every city we v:islted. A fre
quent sight was a Soviet man, obviously on 
his way home from work, carefully carrying 
a bouquet to the little woman. 
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And a sign that Soviet family life has some 

similarities to that in the United States 
came when we asked a university director in 
Novosibirsk if he thought hi's pay was high 
enough. 

"I get enough," he replied. "Even my wife 
is satisfied." 

DU PONT'S PRESIDENT DISCUSSES 
THE NEED FOR POLLUT10N 
ABATEMENT 

HON. J. CALEB BOGGS 
OF DELAWARE 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. BOGGS. Mr. President, for 2 days 
last week, the Department of the Interior 
conducted a National Executives Con
ference on Water Pollution Abatement. 
Several hundred executives from the 
United States and abroad attended these 
enlightening sessions to discuss the hard 
fact and harsh realities of water pollu
tion abatement. 

One of the speakers was Charles B. 
McCoy, the' president of E. I. duPont de 
Nemours & Co. I consider his remarks to 
be important, and I would, therefore, 
like to share them with Senators. Mr. 
McCoy stresses the interrelationship 
between various forms of pollution
water, air, solid waste. Too often his re
lationship is overlooked in a fragmented 
effort to solve pollution problems, Mr. 
McCoy argues. Such a view is noteworthy 
because DuPont has been a leader in the 
field of industrial pollution abatement. 

Mr. McCoy sta t&S: 
In terms of our own manufacturing opera

tions, we adopted a firm policy many years 
ago : No new plant may be built, no new 
process approved, unless the plans include 
workable methods of waste disposal or 
tre81tment. 

Du Pont has invested $125 million in 
pollution control equipment, and the 
company spends another $26 million 
yearly to operate and maintain that 
equipment. 

Mr. McCoy's views, I believe, are most 
worthy of study and consideration by 
anyone seeking to understand the ques
tions involved with programs to enhance 
our environment. I ask unanimous con
sent that they be printed in the Exten
sions of Remarks. 

There being no objection, the speech 
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, 
as follows: 

TOWARD A POLICY ON POLLUTION 

(Remarks by Charles B. McCoy) 
It is a pleasure to be here, and to par

ticipate in an exchange of views on a sub
ject of such vital importance. All of us are 
striving for a better understanding of what 
can and should be done in the future by in
dustry and government in the field of water 
pollution abatement. The Department of the 
Interior is to be commended for sponsoring 
a conference dedicated to this purpose. 

In the organization I represent, we begin 
with the conviction that industry can be a 
partner in a joint effort with government. 
This effort involves all segments of society, 
and calls for maximum cooperation on all 
sides. 

There are some areas of action where the 
responsibility rests with us in the chemical 
industry. But our policies a.nd actions can-
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not be divorced from national considerations 
and national priorities. 

With that in mind, it is fair to say that 
all of us, in government and industry alike, 
are part of a single effort; we're all trying 
to help develop and implement a workable 
national policy for protecting and improving 
the environment. This effort has been going 
on for several years, and we still have some 
distance to go. We are aware that this job 
occupies the thoughts of a great many peo
ple in government, including the Cabinet 
level group recently formed by the President. 
As many of you know from personal ex
perience, this job also occupies the attention 
of a great many businessmen. I can assure 
you it is a key factor in our thinking in the 
chemical industry. 

None of us would want to suggest that 
industry-or indeed, any other segment of 
society-has the special wisdom to set forth 
an appropriate national policy and make it 
work. But by the same token, industry can 
contribut e to the development of sound 
policy, and has a continuing role to play in 
its execution. 

In this context, there are four points I want 
to discuss: 

The way we approach the problem; 
The costs; 
The criteria we set up; and 
The basic role that the public must play 

in deciding what the goals will be. 
Each of these factors needs to be con

sidered in setting policy, and each involves 
industry directly or indirectly. 

First, the way we approach the problem. 
If an effective national policy is to be created, 
it must be based on the pollution problem as 
a whole, and not just its separate parts. In 
some of our past actions, we have honored 
this principle in the breach. Rather than 
point the finger at anyone else, let me give 
you an example from my own company. 

At one of our plants, several years ago, 
it became necessary to remove more solids 
from plant wastes, in order to meet new 
standards that were to be adopted by a local 
regulatory agency. A filtration system was 
installed. 

The system solved the water problem, but 
the inorganic solids then had to be disposed 
of in a land:llll, and the organic solids had to 
be burned. The landfill caused no difficulty. 
However, the incinerator wasn't efficient 
enough to handle the organic solids, so there 
was an air pollution problem. 

Installing a more efficient incinerator took 
care of that, but the incinerator made so 
much noise we began to get complaints from 
the neighbors. 

Finally, we installed an elaborate muftling 
system that cut down the noise, and only 
then was the problem really solved. Perhaps 
this type of example has a familiar ring to 
some of you. 

Industry is not alone in the piecemeal 
attack on pollution. In government, too, 
there have been separate efforts to solve 
separate parts of the problem. In some de
gree this may have been inevitable, for the 
scale of the problem has made it necessary 
for the government to divide it into manage
able pieces. However, in the process of sub
dividing direction and control, we have not 
always had adequate coordination among 
agencies and programs. At times different 
agencies have given us overlapping or con
flicting guidelines to follow. Occasionally, 
one level of government or one agency has 
set forth standards at variance with the 
standards of another agency, in an area 
where both have jurisdiction. Until the con
fusion has been straightened out, progress 
has been held up. 

I don't intend this as criticism of any par
ticular agency. To the contrary, the point 
is raised only to stress the fact that many 
of us have been approaching interrelated 
problems in bits and pieces. We·have workea 
on water pollution or air pollution or solid 
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waste problems or noise problems-as though 
each existed independently. 

All the time we've been doing this, ecol
ogists have been trying to tell us that the 
environment is a closed system; that every
thing in it-including man-is interdepend
ent. We accept that idea in principle, but 
don't always carry it over to the day-to-day 
fight against pollution. 

It's time we did. We have to tackle prob
lems in terms of the total environment, and 
this would seem to be a logical first step in 
setting an over-all national policy. 

As a second element in our thinking, we 
must pay more attention to the cost-bene
fit equation. Many other people have 
brought up this subject, and it has been 
thoroughly discussed in many meetings. Per
mit me to reinforce a few points mentioned 
before. 

It is very clear to me that most of the steps 
we take together to solve our pollution prob
lems are going to have to be measured by an 
economic yardstick. Industry cannot afford, 
nor can the nation afford, to do the maxi
mum job of pollution abatement everywhere 
or all at once. 

We would all like to be more optimistic 
about this. Everybody would be delighted if 
Du Pont or some other company could re
port that it has found a way to turn the 
expense of pollution control into an asset. 
It just isn 't possible. 

To be sure, the chemical industry has been 
trying to find ways to retrieve useful mate
rials from liquid outfalls and stack gases. A 
few of these efforts have succeeded. But most 
have failed because of the economics in
volved. We'll keep on trying, but as we look 
to the future we must be realistic. Most of 
the economically valuable products that 
might be recovered from eftluents already are 
being recovered. From now on, with a few ex
ceptions, what goes down the pipe or up the 
stack has to be considered as waste with 
little or no value. The question is what to 
do with it, and that question is proving to be 
expensive to answer. 

Du Pont's total investment in pollution 
control facilities now totals more than $125 
million. We spend about $26 million a year 
to operate and maintain these facilities. The 
equivalent of nearly 1000 full-time employ
ees are engaged in pollution control work 
and antipollution research. Like most com
panies today, Du Pont considers this to be 
an integral part of the cost of doing bust-

• ness. All of us should be entirely candid 
about this, not only with each other but 
with the public as well. Any significant im
provement on a national scale is going to 
cost major amounts of money and affect the 
prices people pay for products, or show up 
in their tax bill. 

This leads to a third observation: We can 
help keep the costs within reason by setting 
goals that permit different standards in dif
ferent areas. In water pollution, for example, 
legislation must apply equitably to all juris
dictions, but if the guidelines are made iden
tical for every river or lake system, the over
all costs will be astronomical. 

In our view the best approach is to base 
laws and regulations on the uses people have 
in mind for different lakes and rivers, and 
on the specific characteristics of each water 
system. As we all know, different streams 
have different properties-width, depth, flow 
rate. They differ in their ability to purify 
themselves. Some are in densely populated 
areas where the water is used primarily as 
an artery of transportation. Others are in 
resort and recreation areas we want to pro
tect for swimming. To put all these under 
a single set of standards would be prohibi
tively expensive. To establish arbitrary per
centage guidelines would be even worse. 

Above all, we must avoid simplistic for
mulas. If, for instance, we require each indus
trial company to reduce what it is putting 
into a river by some fixed percentage, we 
would be attaching a special penalty to the 
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companies that have made the biggest ef
forts to reduce pollution. They may have 
already cut down on their aftluents by proc
ess changes and in-plant controls. To ask 
them to reduce the residual by 75 or 85 per 
cent would put them in a severe cost bind, 
and be grossly unjust. 

Other companies that have done less and 
spent less would be favored. They would 
start at a higher base point, and could meet 
the percentage requirement more easily. 
Thus, the percentage approach would have 
exactly the opposi-te effect from what is want
ed. It would help the foot-draggers and 
hurt the leaders. 

We must make improvements in the qual
ity of our rivers and streams-that is agreed 
but we want to buy the right amount of 
improvements for the right kind of money. 
Criteria based on intended use, acknowledg
ing the different characteristics of different 
bodies of water, and giving credit for im
provements already made, would help us 
meet that goal. 

That brings up an obvious question. What 
is the right amount of improvement, and 
who says so? Here, the cost-benefit equation 
moves beyond the realm of dollars alone. 

In part, the question has technical over
tones, with special reference to the chemical 
industry. We can help identify improvements 
that can be handled with existing technology. 
We can point out some areas where present 
technology has not been fully utilized, and 
where better application would save all of 
us money. We can come up with cost esti
mates on various ltlternatives, and offer some 
judgments about the types of R&D projects 
that look most promising and timely. 

We have only scratched the surface in 
R&D. To offer a few examples, I'm told that 
very little is known about the effects on liv
ing organisms of low-level exposure to pol
lutants over long periods of time. We have 
only begun to explore the relationships of 
various contaminants to our ecology. We are 
still far away from an adequate mathematical 
description of natural water systems sub
ject to pollution. We lack knowledge about 
the molecular nature of substances in these 
water systems. 

But we have made a start, and we have a 
good idea of what to do next. Just last month 
a subcommittee of the American Chemical 
Society released a major report on the en
vironment. This is much more than just 
another study. It is a technically sound 
statement of what needs to be done, and it 
includes dozens of specific recommendations 
for research, development, and engineering 
projects. A number of these fall within our 
competence in the chemical industry, and 
some are projects on which work is already 
under way. 

R&D is only part of the answer. There are 
still questions of cost and priority, and these 
are questions that only the public can an
swer. How much is the nation willing to pay? 
How much environmental improvement can 
we undertake without jeopardizing the na
tion's economic health? How much of our 
R&D should be focused here? Must we defer 
action on other national problems which may 
be just as pressing? 

These are not business or technical ques
tions. They are public and social judgments. 
The answers can come only from the people. 
Thus, to state the fourth point, it seems to 
me that the Federal Government has a pri
mary and basic .role to play in measuring the 
public's wishes, anq shaping an appropriate 
national policy. 

No other organization in society has a 
charter to speak for the nation as a whole. 
The Federal Government is the only organi
zation that can draw together the many 
views that have to be accommodated. The 
states and municipalities, and certainly pri
vate industry, must look to the Federal level 
not just for coordination and specific legis-
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lation, but first of all for a clear, consistent 
statement of the national will. 

This is hardly a new idea. As you know, the 
need for Federal leadership in setting policy 
was discussed two summers ago at a joint 
House-Senate colloquium. Support for the 
idea has come from members of both houses 
of Congress. Legislation has been introduced. 
The principle of a coordinated approach at 
a high level was recognized by President 
Nixon in his decision to set up the Environ
mental Quality Council and Citizens' Advi
sory Committee on Environmental Quality. 

Whether our basic policy is set forth by 
the existing Federal structure, or is drafted 
by some group yet to be formed, we look to 
the Federal mechanism as the coalescing 
force. 

Industry's role, as I see it, is one of active 
involvement in all aspects of this work. A 
great many corporations have had years of 
experience in pollution control, and these 
companies represent a rich source of prac
tical knowledge as well as research capabil
ity. We can apply more of this practical 
knowledge without waiting for all of the 
results to come in from research. In DuPont, 
we have been trying to make contributions 
in a number of areas. 

In terms of our own manufacturing oper
ations, we adopted a firm policy many years 
ago: No new plant may be built, no new 
process approved, unless the plans include 
workable methods of waste disposal or treat
ment. The methods must meet or exceed all 
legal requirements. We are trying to bring 
our older plants and processes into line with 
the same policy. 

On our staff, working in pollution control, 
are technologists in many fields, including 
chemistry, engineering, toxicology, medicine, 
meteorology, and the biological sciences. 
Many of these experts are active in assisting 
and advising organizations outside the com
pany. These include various industry associa
tions and civic and governmental groups 
concerned with pollution abatement. 

Du Pont has developed equipment to de
tect, measure, and analyze various pollutants 
and to help reduce or modify emissions. These 
include an instrument for monitoring stack 
emissions; a catalyst support used in fume 
abatement; fibers especially suited for use in 
dust-collecting filter bags; liners of syn
thetic rubber for brine pits in oil fields; a 
manifold reactor which greatly reduces 
hydrocarbon emissions from automobiles; 
and a reverse osmosis device which has a 
number of applications, such as desalting 
brackish water and helping to purify indus
trial waste streams. 

Other companies have also developed de
vices, products, and technical information 
which can be of great value in our common 
fight against pollution. 

All of these are available to help in the 
national effort. Perhaps if we work more 
closely with one another, on ,a cooperative 
basis, we can find more ways to pull these 
contributions together and make them more 
effective. On tha·t score we are open to any 
and all suggestions. 

We have a lot of work to do, but I for one 
am encouraged. If we're not as well orga
nized as we need to be, if we still lack a 
clear-cut national consensus on goals and 
priorities, at least we seem to be moving to
ward a coordinated approach. Our mutual 
concerns about environmental problems can 
be transformed into unified and effective 
programs. 

Industry alone can't solve these problems. 
Government agencies alone can't solve them. 
But just as each of us bears some responsi
bility for the present condition of our en
vironment, all of us-together-can meet the 
responsibility of developing sound, workable, 
affordable plans for cleaning it up. 

Speaking for Du Pont, let me assure you 
that we wm help in every way we can. 
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THE JOBS PROGRAM 

HON. FLETCHER THOMPSON 
OF GEORGIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. THOMPSON of Georgia. Mr. 
Speaker, the National Alliance of Busi
nessmen, in cooperation with the U.S. 
Department of Labor and the chambers 
of oommerce in this Nation, have jointly 
embarked upon the !audible enterprise 
of helping solve the unemployment prob
lem among the deprived citizens of our 
country by turning to the business oom
munity. We all are familiar with the Job 
Opportunities in the Business Sector pro
gram, commonly known as JOBS, which 
has proven that business can do a bet
ter job of finding jobs and job training 
for the Job Corps unemployed and over
employed, than government. 

JOBS had to tackle the difficult sit
uation of unemployment existing in the 
midst of a highly productive, affluent 
economy, and in the midst of an unfilled 
demand for workers. Each Member here 
knows about thousands of jobs available 
in his State and at the same time thou
sands of unemployed persons who can
not fit into these jobs. Past methods of 
dealing with unemployment simply have 
not worked in, so to speak, finding the 
right peg for the right hole. 

Some of the job training and employ
ment programs in the past have pro
duced people with skills which simply 
were inapplicable to positions available. 
The JOBS program has dealt with this 
problem by entirely remolding some job 
applicants so that their skills meet the 
demands of today. The program has had 
spectacular success. 

Recently, the president of the Nation
al Alliance of Businessmen, Mr. Paul W. 
Kayser, addressed the Council of State 
Chambers of Commerce in my State and 
explained to them how the JOBS pro
gram functions and why it has been so 
successful. I know my fellow Members 
are interested in the details because of 
their conviction that the business com
munity and local communities are bet
ter equipped to deal with problems in 
their own localities. For that reason and 
with the permission of the Chair, I insert 
into the RECORD the text of Mr. Kayser's 
remarks so that all may read about a 
program which is working and which is 
a step away from bureaucPatic misman
agement and waste which sadly has 
marked some programs in the past. 
ADDRESS OF PAUL W. KAYSER, PRESIDENT OF 

THE NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSINESSMEN, 
TO THE COUNCIL OF STATE CHAMBERS OF 

COMMERCE AT ITS ANNUAL MEETING, IN SA
VANNAH, GEORGIA, ON SEPTEMBER 11, 1969 
Gentlemen, I want to thank you very 

much for inviting me to be here, and for 
the opportunity to speak to you about a 
matter that is of extreme importance to me 
and, I believe, to all of us. 

I'd like to tell you about the organization 
I represent-the National Alliance of Busi
nessmen-and what the NAB is doing to help 
solve a major national problem. And I'd like 
to ask for the help of each and every one of 
you and the State Chambers you represent. 
I think you will feel as I do that the goals 
and ideals of the National Alliance of Busi-
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nessmen-and of your organizations-are 
very much the same. 

Both the Alliance and your Chambers are 
voluntary, private organizations concerned 
with the health of our country and of the 
free enterprise system. We believe that the 
energies and talents of business and profes
sional organizations offer great untapped 
potential for helping build a stronger nation. 
And we helieve that this will be a better, 
stronger country when more Americans work 
to solve problems through their own efforts
rather than turning all the big problems 
over to government--and then cussing about 
an expanding government bureaucracy. 

The National Alliance of Businessmen rep
resents a remarkable new departure by gov
ernment in turning back to the business 
community the opportunity-and the re
sponsibility-of meeting a major national 
challenge. 

The Alliance was created in response to a 
proposal by the President in his Manpower 
Message to Congress of January 1968. I think 
the title of that message is important: "To 
earn a living ... the right of every Ameri
can." 

In an er.a when many businessmen had 
been complaining about the increasing in
volvement of government in every part of our 
lives-when we businessmen were the first 
to say we thought the government was try
ing to do too much-the President threw us 
a challenge. He asked us, in the private sector 
of the economy, to take on the responsib11ity 
of meeting a major national challenge-find
ing jobs and job training for the hardcore 
unemployed and underemployed. 

The basic problem we are dealing with at 
NAB-and in the program we call JOBS
for Job Opportunities in the Business Sec
tor-is the existence of unemployment in the 
midst of a highly productive, a1Huent econ
omy-and in the midst of unfilled demand 
for workers. 

I don't need to cite the figures on the 
number of people who live below the level 
of poverty-trying to feed a family of four 
on less than thirty-three hundred dollars a 
year. But we all know that in an era of un
paralleled success, some of our people have 
been left out. Many of them are black, but 
not all-many are white, others are Mexican
American and American Indian. They are 
both urban and rural-and many are new 
urban residents who have moved from rural 
areas-such as Appalachia and the farms
since the end of World War II. 

Why can't these people find and keep jobs? 
There are a number of reasons. One is an 

inadequate education that left them without 
skills and barely able to read or write. An
other is an inadequate diet which drains 
them of health and energy. A third is a syn
drome of failure which destroys their faith 
in themselves and convinces them they're 
not wanted in the society of people who make 
decent money for a day's work. 

What can private business do about this 
problem-about those people who live in a 
different world from you and me, but in the 
same country? Does it make sense for private 
employers and private citizens to worry about 
jobs for the unemployed and underemployed, 
and about better job opportunities for the 
working poor? 

The National Alliance of Businessmen be
lieves private employers can-and should
take on a large share of the responsibility for 
finding jobs and job training for the dis
advantaged. We believe we must intensify 
our efforts to bring the left-out of the past 
into our economy----as well as to provide jobs 
and job training for many Vietnam veterans 
who will soon be returning to civilian life 
without skills immediately transferrable to 
meaningful civilian employment. 

No one argues with the fact that welfare 
is not the answer to unemployment. As Presi
dent Nixon has said, the welfare system is a 
failure. Everyone agrees that the answer is 
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jobs-meaningful, permanent jobs with a 
chance for advancement. 

The government agrees that the answer is 
jobs-not welfare--and they have turned to 
us in the private seCitor for our help. 

Six out of every seven jobs in our country 
are in the private sector of our economy. 
We businessmen are the ones who have the 
jobs. We are also the ones who best know 
what a worker needs to learn to do on a job. 
If we can place the unemployed and the 
underemployed in meaningful jobs, teach 
them how to do these jobs, and keep them 
employed, we will have z:pade a major inroad 
on poverty iJD. our nation. 

Bringing the unemployed into the main
stream of our economy is not just humani
tarianism. It pays off in dollars and cents-for 
the company, which gains a worker, and for 
the government, which saves welfare and 
gains a taxpayer. 

It pays off for private enterpris~by prov
ing that business and private citizens can do 
this job better than big government. 

And it pays off for our country. I say this 
because the events of the last several years 
have made it evident that we're not likely 
to have a country united in purpose and goals 
until the men and women who have been 
left out can find the help they need to hold 
a job and improve their lives. To this extent, 
the choice between a united nation and 
one perpeutally divided belongs to you and 
me-to the businessmen and other private 
employers of America. 

Next, let me look more closely at the Na
tional Alliance of Businessmen and what we 
are trying to do about this situation. 

As I said a moment ago, our program is 
called JOBS-Job Opportunities in the Busi
ness Sector. 

The motto of the JOBS program is "hire
train-retain". 

Most programs to help the hardcore un
employed in the past have been government 
programs focused on "employab11ity". They 
have attempted to bring the unemployed up 
to a level of education and skill that would 
enable them to then go out and find jobs. 
These programs have had only limited suc
cess. Too often, their graduates have still 
lacked the specific vocational skills they 
would need for the specific jobs available to 
them. Or else, potential employers have 
simply lacked confidence in the men and 
women referred to them from these pro
grams. 

The JOBS program of the National Alliance 
of Businessmen operates on a. "hire-first" 
principle. An individual business or private 
non-profit organization agrees to hire a. 
certain number of unemployed or underem
ployed men or women for jobs in its plants 
or o1Hce. Candidates are referred to the em
ployer by the State Employment Service or 
by the local office of the Department of Labor. 
The employer then hires the men or women 
he chooses, and is responsible for providing 
them with training, counseling and other 
special services that will help them become 
productive workers and remain on the job. 

Businessmen run the program. The na
tional office and local offices are staffed prin
cipally by businessmen on loan from their 
companies. Other executives on loan from 
their companies make up the majority of 
the job solicitors-the businesmen who call 
on companies in their area to ask for job 
pledges for the unemployed. It is up to the 
company doing the hiring-with help from 
us and from the local NAB office-to pro
vide the training and other special help that 
will keep the new employee on the job. 

Government contracts are available tore
imburse employers for the extraordinary 
costs of hiring and training the hardcore un
employed. These contracts enable many 
smaller companies to join the JOBS program, 
and help even the largest companies to make 
the full commitment of resources and man
agement skill needed for a successful train
ing program. 
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In its first year, the National A111ance of 

Businessmen began its work in the fifty larg
est metropolitan areas of the country. The 
Chairman of the NAB was Henry Ford II. 
My predecessor was Leo Beebe, Vice Presi
dent orf Ford and now Vice President of its 
Philco Division. Leading local businessmen 
took on the job of metropolitan chairman 
for each of these original fifty cities, and as
signed outstanding youngster executives, 
loaned by their companies, to take on the 
full-time job of directing the NAB program in 
their cities. 

NAB's first-year goal was to have 100,000 
hardcore unemployed and underemployed 
workers hired and on the job by June 30, 
1969. We met that goal one month ahead of 
schedule with 102,000 workers hired and on 
the job in NAB participating companies. 

As of last month, NAB had helped in the 
hiring and training of a. total of 229,679 
workers. Of these, 124,935 are still on the job. 
This means that the turnover rate for these 
workers-whom many thought could never 
be brought into the mainstream of American 
production-is not much higher than the 
turnov.er rate American industry normally 
experiences with new workers. 

When President Nixon took office, one of 
his first acts was to pledge his Administra
tion's "complete and unqualified support" 
to the JOBS program. At his urging, the pro
gram was e~panded from the initial fifty 
cities to 125 metropolitan areas. The goal 
for workers hired, trained and on the job by 
June 1971, has now been raised to 614,000. 
And we expect to be in a. position later this 
year to expand the program to cover the en
tire country. 

The Nixon Administration has backed up 
this pledge with the fullest cooperation of 
the Department of Labor-and it has greatly 
increased the funds available to reimburse 
NAB companies for the added costs of hir
ing, training, upgrading and retaining the 
hardcore unemployed and underemployed 
on the job. 

As the second year pledge campaign con
tinues, and the new "expansion" metros be
gin to get their programs established, the 
number of jobs pledged and the numbers of 
men and women hired and on the job con
tinue to grow. As of reports received this 
month we now have a total of 19,070 com
panies pledging 312,537 jobs for dis
advantaged workers. 

Now let me turn for a moment to the role 
of the National Alliance·of Businessmen un
der President Nixon's proposals for exten
sive changes in national welfare and man
power training programs. 

These proposals will greatly increase the 
role of American private enterprise in meet
ing the problems of unemployment and un
deremployment in our country. 

Mr. Nixon's proposed plan will be the first 
sweeping change in the United States' wel
fare system since it was created 34 years ago. 
It is aimed squarely at getting people off wel
fare rolls and onto payrolls. 

Under the proposed system, welfare pay
ments would be tied to a requirement that 
everyone on welfare register for employ
ment or employment training-and accept 
employment or training if it is offered. 

At the same time there will be incentives 
for those now on welfare to go to work. A 
family would be allowed to keep the first 
$720 a year of earned income without any 
reduction in its federal welfare payment of 
$1,600 a year. 

For the next $2,200 of earnings, a family 
would have its welfare payments reduced
but on a sliding scale, so that every time 
the family's earnings increase, its income 
will also increase. 

Furthermore, new day-care centers will be 
provided for the children of working moth
ers. This will give welfare mothers the op
portunity to get out and work, or at least 
train for a decent job. 
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From a businessman's point of view, these 

incentives for men and women to get off wel
fare and onto jobs make a great deal of sense. 
And whatever their controversial aspects may 
be I am sure you will agree that proposals 
designed to help men and women earn their 
own living are, at the very least, heading in 
the right direction. 

But the President's whole program will 
stand or fall on private enterprise providing 
the jobs and the effective job training needed 
to get welfare recipients onto jobs. And bear 
in mind that because the new plan will cover 
families headed by a man as well as those 
headed by a woman, the potential pool of 
people eligible for welfare will be much 
greater than at present--unless jobs and 
job training are available. 

There has been a good deal of talk in 
recent years about the government being 
"the employer of last resort"-suggesting 
that the government should go out and hire 
everybody who's unemployed. 

The President's proposal reverses this. It 
is aimed directly at the private sector and 
fits right in with the basic belief of the 
National Alliance of Businessmen that the 
private sector should be "the employer of 
first resort". 

This will add a new dimension, strength, 
and long-term involvement of the private 
sector in meeting an important problem of 
American life. 

It also puts the ball squarely in our court. 
It is up to us to prove that the private sector 
a! the economy-with the appropriate assist
ance to cover the extra costs of hiring and 
training unskilled and disadvantaged work
ers-can provide the job opportunities that 
will make the President's program work. 

The National Alliance of Businessmen will 
step up to this challenge. We are determined 
to intensify our efforts to hire, train and re
tain disadvantaged men and women for jobs 
in the private sector of our economy. 

This is not an easy task, of course, and we 
don't pretend that it is. 

When we ask a businessman to join with 
us in this program, we don't want him to 
undertake the task under any illusions. we 
have to be realistic about the difficulties. It is 
not an ordinary industry hiring program. 
If any businessman thinks he is going to do 
his part by simply hiring someone sent to 
him through a government recruiting pro
gram, and just shrug his shoulders if that 
man doesn't show up the next day or the next 
week, then he's kidding himself. 

He not only doesn't realiize what the prob
lems are, but he's piling another load of 
failure on the very person he's supposed to 
be helping. And if that's what happens, then 
the business community is bound to become 
part of the problem rather than being part 
of the solution. 

We don't intend to see that happen. I don't 
think any one of you, as businessmen and 
cl!tizens of American cities, can afford to let 
thrut happen either. The stakes are too great-
for us, for the community, for the nation, 
and most of all for the disadvantaged. 

Quite bluntly, the JOBS program means 
that we must entirely remold our hiring 
processes, our personnel and supervisory 
methods. It means taking on people we 
wouldn't even have let past the plant gate
keepers in the past. We've got to look be
neath prison records, lack of education, lack 
of steady employment in the past, poor 
health records. Instead of screening out peo
ple our tests and records define as "undesir
ables" or "misfits", we've got to start seeking 
and screening in untapped and overlooked 
potential. The plain fact is that we have to 
switch from a criterion a! qualification to 
a. criterion of need-and of long-range po
tential-and then provide the special train
ing and assistance that will turn losers into 
winners. This is not easy. But we've got to 
bit hardest wlllere the problem is toughest. 

Now, what can each of you and your State 
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Chambers do to help us step up to this chal
lenge and meet our goals? 

First, we need each of you, as individuals, 
to help us spread awareness of what it is the 
National Alliance of Businessmen is doing
of why we have taken on this task and why 
we believe it is important that the business
men of America hire and train the unem
ployed. 

A program like ours needs missionaries. To 
be perfectly frank, not every businessman in 
the country understands that the future of 
our society and of our free enterprise sys
tem depends on all of us doing our part to 
help meet major national problems. But the 
fact is that when it comes to employment 
and employment training, if we don't do it, 
the government will. That's not what we 
want-not what you want-not what any 
businessman wants. 

The National Alliance of Businessmen is 
doing a good job of contacting the large and 
middle-sized employers in NAB towns. But 
the nation is not made up of corporate 
giants-or even of employers with more than 
fifty or a hundred people on the payrolls. 
There are over 3,300,000 employers in this 
country with fewer than fifty employees. 
Hundreds of thousands of these small em
plO) ers could each train one or two or three 
of the unemployed for permanent, produc
tive and meaningful jobs. 

We will solve the problem of unemploy
ment and underemployment in this country 
only when we do have this grass-roots in
volvement of smaller employers and middle
management. The number of people small 
employers can hire, taken as a group, is 
enormous. And perhaps even more signifi
cant, the small employer or the middle 
manager in a large company or plant is in 
a position to give personal attention to the 
individual work problems and training needs 
of new employees. This kind of personal in
volvement and training is often the key to 
helping a disadvantaged individual over
come the problems of lack of education, 
skill, motivation, and self-confidence which 
have made him a member of the hardcore 
unemployed. 

In addition to the work you can do for us 
as individuals in your own communities, 
the State Chambers can help us in two 
very specific ways. 

First, in our efforts to see that important 
mailings on the JOBS program get to every 
potential employer in the country. The 
Council of State Chambers has already 
helped us greatly in this :task. We would like 
to be able to call upon the State Cham
bers-as well as the COuncil-to bring in
formation about our program to the atten
tion of every one of their members. 

For example, within the next few weeks 
we are going to begin sending out to thou
sands of employers a booklet explaining a. 
new contract under which employers can be 
reimbursed for the extraordinary costs of 
hiring and training disadvantaged workers. 

The Department of Labor has in effect de
signed these contracts to meet the sugges
tions and needs that we at the National Alli
ance of Businessmen have brought to them. 
The contracts have been greatly simplified 
over any similar job-training contracts 
available in ·the past. They are particularly 
designed to slash the red tape and the need
lessly detailed proposal and reporting re
quirements that have made lit difficult for 
small employe.rs to participate in this pro
gram in the past. We think the contracts 
will meet a real need for small and medium
sized businessmen by providing them, for the 
first time, with a practical way they can train 
new employees from the unskilled labor 
market without losing money on the costs 
involved in bringing these workers up to 
average levels of productivity. 

It would be of immense help to us-and I 
believe also of assistance to your members
if the State Chambers of Commerce would 
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send out to each member business the book
let we are preparing which describes this 
new contract and how an employer could 
use it to train new workers for his needs. 

Second, we hope that the State Chambers 
might sponsor workshops or panels for their 
members on the problems and opportunities 
businesses face in hiring and training the 
dl!sadvantaged. As I pointed out, this is not 
an ordinary industry hiring program. Just as 
hiring standards have to be revised, training 
and counseling programs must be prepared 
to meet the needs and problems of the new 
pool of workers we are reaching into for the 
first time. 

Workshops sponsored by organizations 
such State Chambers can help the exchange 
of practical ideas on how business can b:ring 
the disadvantaged into the mainstream of 
the work economy. For example, they can 
bring businessmen with experience in hiring 
and training the disadvantaged into contact 
with other businessmen who are beginning 
similar programs in their own companies, or 
who want to know more about how this kind 
of training program works before they enter 
into one. 

It may sound awesome but the task of 
NAB-and of the business community-is 
really a simple one, if all of us will but dedi
cate ourselves to it. We don't have to concern 
ourselves with legislation, with housing, or 
with other social welfare programs. What we 
are being asked to do is what business knows 
how to do better than anyone else-provide 
jobs for peof>le. 

I think the eyes of a great many people 
are on the business an.d professional com
munity today, as never before. They want to 
see, at this time of crisis in America's his
tory, just how we measure up. This is partic
ularly true of our young people. Youth is 
always idealistic, and that's as it should be. 
But this generation of youth on campus is 
more outspoken idealistic than any in a long 
time. 

And what they see in American business 
these days doesn't match the human values 
they want to see society meet. We are, they 
say, too concerned with profits and not 
enough wdth human beings. That's why it's 
so hard for business to recruit on campus 
these days. 

Whether you agree or not, we've been meas
ured by these young people-and have been 
found wanting in our social responsibilities. 

And · yet, this generation of twenty year 
olds represents the future of America. We 
must be committed to them-and that we're 
30 or over doesn't lessen that fact . It's time 
we showed them-and the rest of America
that our generation can rise to the chal
lenge-and that we can be their hope and 
salvation. 

You can help us make sure every business
man in America sees this opportunity and 
understands its importance. In this way we 
can find those jobs for the unemployed and 
underemployed. Real jobs, lasting jobs, jobs 
tha~t wdlllead a man on to a progressive path 
of success. 

Yeal"s ago, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes 
said: "It is required of a man that he feel 
the passion and action of his time, at peril 
of being judged nort to have lived." 

Gentlemen, our future, and the future of 
our country, lie a.head. 

SALUTE TO FORMER PRESIDENT 
EISENHOWER 

HON. EDWARD W. BROOKE 
OF MASSACHUSETTS 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, the Na
tional Poet Laureate of the AMVETS is, 
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I am proud to say, Mr. J 1ames G. Egan, a 
resident of Malden, Mass. One of his 
favorite tasks over the years has been 
the writing of poems to commemorate 
the achievements of American Presidents. 
None are his equal in patriotic effort and 
enjoyment. 

In order that others may also benefit 
from his thoughts and expressions, I ask 
unanimous consent that his recent verse 
commemorating the late President 
Dwight D. Eisenhower be printed in the 
RECORD. 

There being no objection, the verse was 
ordered to be printed in the REcORD, as 
follows: 

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER 

(By James G. Egan) 
Dwig.ht D. Eisenhower raised in Kansas 
Was Destined to achieve great-ness 
A West Point greduate serving in the army 
Hi~ rise was meteoric militarily 

As allied commander against Germany 
His expeditionary force gained victory 
Later he was presddent of Columbia Uni-

versity 
And was sought as a candidate for the U.S. 

presidency 

He served two terms in Washington 
Both tilllles defeating Adlai E. Stevenson 
During this administration Alaska, and Ha-

waii attained statehood 
And the Eisenhower Doctrine wat promul

gated. 

COMPREHENSIVE REFORM OF OUR 
TAX LAWS 

HON. HOWARD W. POLLOCK 
OF ALASKA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. POLLOCK. Mr. Speaker, today I 
have introduced a bill which, if enacted, 
would cure some of the inequities in our 
present internal revenue structure. 

Specifically, my bill would increase the 
personal income tax exemption of a 
single taxpayer fr.om $600 to $1,200. This 
increase would also apply to additional 
exemptions for a spouse and a depend
ent, as well as for the aged and the blind. 
Raising the dollar amount of these ex
emptions would help to alleviate the great 
burden which currently is imposed on 
all taxpayers by our ever increasing cost 
of living. The true magnitude of this in
crease is graphically illustrated by the 
Consumer Price Index which has risen 
51.9 percent since 1948 when the $600· 
exemption was :first written into the In
ternal Revenue Code. 

My bill has an additional salutary 
feature: it pr.ovides for further increases 
in the dollar amount of the exemptions 
outlined above for taxpayers who reside 
in States where the cost of living is above 
the national average. The amount of 
each exemption would be increased by a 
percentage of the amount of that exemp
tion equal to the percentage by which 
the cost of living level in a particular 
State exceeds the national average. In 
this way, beleaguered taxpayers in such 
States as Alaska, California, and Illinois, 
where the cost of living is significantly 
higher than the national average, would 
receive a well deserved tax break to com-
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pensate them for the large sums which 
they must spend to obtain the necessities 
of life. Moreover, increasing the dollar 
amount of each exemption in proportion 
to the c.ost of living in a given State would 
bring a new flexibility to our tax laws, 
that, in the past, have been incapable of 
responding to the varying cost structures 
which exist in different States. 

Mr. Speaker, in recent months, many 
Members of Congress have worked long 
and hard to reform our tax laws. These 
efforts have been very' fruitful and, there
fore, should not end with the passage of 
the tax reform bill. I feel that the legisla
tion which I have introduced today can 
contribute something of value to our c.on
tinuing dialog on tax reform, for my 
bill proposes some new approaches to 
.old problems. 

My distinguished colleagues, I respect
fully urge your careful consideration of 
the suggestions which I have made. We 
have taken some giant strides toward a 
comprehensive reform of our tax laws 
but much still remains undone. ' 

WHY NOT HELP NIXON'S EFFORT? 

HON. ED FOREMAN 
OF NEW MEXICO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. FOREMAN. Mr. Speaker, . amid 
the loud cries for "peace at any price" 
and "bring all our boys home now," it is 
sometimes difficult to hear the more 
reasonable, realistic voices which tell us 
that immediate withdrawal of all our 
troops can only lead to more violence and 
agony for a South Vietnam overtaken by 
the terrorists of the North, and loss of 
respect and strength for the United 
States throughout the world. 

One of those voices of reason may be 
heard in an editorial carried in the Cas
per (Wyo.) Star-Tribune, which urges 
support for the President's efforts to 
bring peace with honor in Vietnam. I 
am inserting this editorial in the REc-
ORD: 

WHY NOT HELP NIXON'S EFFORT? 

It is a strange and frustrating war we are 
fighting halfway around the world-and 
here at home. We all want American troops 
home if possible. The real question is: Can 
we improve our hopes for peace by just pul
ling out and leaving the Communists to pick 
up the pieces? 

President Johnson didn't think so and 
President Nixon doesn't think so. Now Nix
on confronted by a state of calls to bring the 
boys home, has announced another and 
larger reduction of our forces in Vietnam. 

Only two days earlier, Senator Mike 
Mansfield, Democratic majority leader, said 
the President by ordering resumption of 
bomber attacks on the enemy forces in South 
Vietnam had damaged peace prospects! 

Hubert H. Humphrey, defeated Democratic 
nominee for President, says the only way out 
is for the South Vietnamese to face the 
"political realities"-that is, either 
"strengthen their government or make what
ever concessions they need to." This sounds a 
lot like what Senators McGovern and Ful
bright have been saying all along-just 
get out of Vietnam and we'll have peace. 

Any more concessions, says General Ky, 
South Vietnamese vice president, would 
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bring an immediate military takeover of the 
government. Ky said he had told President 
Thieu "if we don't make a social revolution, 
someone else will." 

A military coup, even if accomplished 
without bloodshed, would certainly be fol
lowed by accelerated stabs, by the North 
Vietnamese and prolong Vietnam's twenty 
years of agony. 

It seems to us that the most vocal critics 
of President Nixon's efforts to gain peace 
with honor just haven't been paying atten
tion to the Communist record. After we 
pulled out 25,000 men in the Mekong delta 
and turned over its defense to the South 
Vietnamese, there came word that North 
Vietnam regulars were infiltrating that 
area-for the first time. Viet Cong guerrillas 
had been doing the fighting there. 

Nixon accompanied his announcement 
with a plea to North Vietnam to begin realis
tic efforts to negotiate a peace. The rude 
answer, as always, was: this is just a "manu
ver aimed at appeasing American and world 
public opinion." Hanoi reiterated that we 
should get out without any reciprocal pledge. 
Just what Senator McGovern has been say
ing. 

We doubt if there is anything Nixon could 
do that would appease some of the American 
appeasers. 

World opinion doesn't win wars, and ap
peasement has had a oorry record since 
Munich. 

In his fight for peace, if nowhere else, we 
think the President deserves united support. 

BOOM IN EVERY ROOM 

HON. WILLIAM L. HUNGATE 
OF MISSOtJQI 

IN THE HOUSE OF REP. RESENT A TIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. HUNGATE. Mr. Speaker, as part 
of our continuing interest in sonic booms 
and the SST, I would like to call to the 
attention of my colleagues the following 
article: 

BOOM IN EVERY ROOM 

If you think the W'Ol"ld is getting to be a 
pretty noisy place W'hat With trucks roaring 
by in the st/reelt, planes SCII"eaming overhead, 
power mowers howling on the neighborhood 
lawns and cOllSitrUJction machinery pounding 
in the oookground, just wait. Promoters of 
the supersonic transport plane, or SST, have 
some new jolts in store. You aJI.n't, as the 
saying goes, heard nothing yet. 

In the past, spokesmen for the SST forces 
have assured the public that sonic booms 
from the supernonic pi-ames would be l1iO J>ro~b
lem because the planes would not be fiown 
over land at supersonic speeds until the 
boom problem had been solved. But now tha.t . 
President Nixon has approved their request 
for development money they are dropping 
thrut sham. Sonic booms caused by planes 
fiying f'ast.er thoam the speed of sound and 
c81pable of brooking windows and cl'laCking 
foundlations are just s'Olllething people wm 
have to get used to, they now say. 

Colonel Robert stephens, an Air Force offi
cer on lo:an to the Federal A vi·ation Adminds
tration as technildal adviser fior SST develop
ment, doesn't see people as any great prob
lem. Except When the booms break windows 
and cliO other diam.lage, he says, people will be
oome accus1loimed to them. "It will be jUSit 
like a train passing their hotnoo," he says. So 
much for people. 

There is a Clhance, of course, that peop,le 
will prove Oolonel Stephens wrong, if and 
when they find out the noisy trick the gov
ernment is playtl.ng on them. A lot of people 
don•t want to live by a railroad tr!liCk. MilUoru; 
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of them have paid a lot of money to l!ive as 
far as possible from. the noise of trains and 
highways and they may not apprecla.Jte hav
ing their ne<rves jarred regulrarly by booms 
that sound like dynamite exploded next door, 
especially after our federal officials hrave as
sured us for years 1ftlat Lt would nev·er happen, 
and that tJhe SST would fly only over the 
oceans. 

It is all in the name of progress though it 
is a strange sort of progvess that must be 
sneaked past the public under a layer of 
offi~ial deception. It is a strange kind of prog
ress, too, that discounts, annoys or damages 
the property of hundred's of millions so thait 
a f~ dozen can fly a little faster and a little 
higher and probably be stacked up a lltule 
longer over ruirports that can't handle the 
planes we already have. But at least Congress 
knows nOIW what kind of trioky deal Lt is 
voting for if it approves the SST funds. I't is 
joining with Mr. Nixon to pUit a boom in 
every room. 

PROTEIN FROM PETROLEUM 

HON. JOHN WOLD 
OF WYOMING 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. WOLD. Mr. Speaker, the Republi
can task force on earth resources and 
population, of which I am a member, 
held a very educational briefing last 
week. 

Our guest, George A. Doumani, is an 
internationally known geologist of versa
tile background with many international 
accolades to his credit. 

The subject matter dealt with the cur
rent and future development of proteins 
from petroleum. 

In view of our international problem of 
rapid -population growth, it is encourag
ing to realize that private industry will 
be capable of marketing an inexpensive 
form of protein that will enable the 
world's population to acquire its daily 
requirement of nutrition. 

Mr. Speaker, I offer Mr. Doumani's re
marks for the RECORD for the benefit of 
my colleagues: 

PROTEIN FROM PETROLEUM 

(By George A. Doumani) 
If you can manage to visualize the figure 

6,588 with 18 zeros to the right, then you 
have a fair idea of the weight of the planet 
Earth-6 sextillion 588 quintillion short tons! 
If you strain your imagination further and 
multiply that figure 4,000 times, then you 
have a picture of the mass that can be pro
duced by one single-cell microbe in 48 hours. 

In theory, it has been calculated that a 
single-cell microbe weighing one-millionth 
of one-mill·ionth of a gram, if given limitless 
space and nutrients, could generate in two 
days a mass 4,000 times the weight of the 
Earth, about half of it protein! 

It sounds incredible. But the capability of 
these single-cell bacteri'a to produce protein 
has been recognized for many years, and 
several nations are presently engaged in ex
periments seeking the most feasible and eco
nomical way of providing man with protein 
produced by these microscopic organisms. 

Before going into the details of this prom
ising technology, let us look at the normal 
means of obtaining nutrition. By the process 
of photosynthesis, plant organisms utilize 
the energy from sunlight. These plants trans
fer their energy to animals and human be
ings through the feeding process. 

Protein synthesis by agricultural crop 
plants is notoriously slow a.nd inefficient in 
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terms of protein synthesized per unit area. 
Today, about half of the world's population 
is already undernourished. Approximately 
one sixth is depend•ent on artificial nitrogen 
(in the form of fertilizer) for its survival. 
And because the soil demands that its nitro
gen be continuously replenished, scientists 
safely assume that the world's soils, via ni
trogenous residues, can hardly be expected to 
take care of more than half of the 4 billion 
extra people expected to be alive by the year 
200().1 

At the present time world food production 
per head is declining. If we are to feed ade
quate amounts of protein to the population 
of the Earth during the remaining part of 
this century, we must seek new sources and 
more efficient methods of producing edible 
protein. 

Fortunately for the human race, green 
plants are not the only organisms capable of 
upgrading nitrogen. Most microorganisms, 
such as bacteria, yeast, and moulds, are capa
ble of utilizing simple forms of nitrogen. 
That gives them a starting point for the syn
thesis of their own cell protein. They obtai.n 
the energy for the process not from sunlight 
but by assimilating energy-rich materials, 
such as carbohydrates (starch and cellulose) 
and hydrocarbons. 

POPULATION DOUBLING 

Hundreds of thousands of years to Chris
tian Era, ~billion. 

A.D. to 1650, Y2 billion {double). 
Two centuries later (1850) 1 billion (dou-

ble). 
Eighty years (1930), 2 billion (double). 
Forty-five years (1975), 4 billion (double). 
Thirty years ( 2005) , 8 billion (double) . 
By 2200 A.D., 500 billion. 
Surface of all continents will have same 

present density as Washington, D.C. 
Most of these processes have been studied, 

and some have been in use for many years. 
The idea of producing yeast for food is al
most sixty years old. The possibility of grow
ing algae on sewage holds some promise for 
areas where there are sewage purification 
problems. Algal culture is also being con
sidered in the space program. Astronauts on 
long journeys need not only food, but also 
oxygen and waste disposal. Certain bacteria, 
for example, can utilize carbon dioxide and 
urine, give off oxygen, and produce protein. 
The prospect of perfecting and utilizing these 
potentials is simply tantalizing, but unap
petizing. 

What seexns to be a more promising source, 
however, is the use of hydrocarbons as sub
strate for single-cell protein. Simply stated, 
the process involves microorganisms that 
feed on petroleum and produce edible protein. 
These organisms feed on either the paraffin 
waxes or the cheaper gas-oil refinery cut. 

Without elaborating on the actual me
chanics of the process, one is immediately 
struok by its potential, considering the 
enormous petroleum reserves that could pro
duce protein. 

STATE OF THE ART 

Several companies are currently engaged 
in research on the production of single-cell 
protein. Among these are Esso Research and 
Engineering at Linden, N.J., working jointly 
with Switzerland's Nestle Alimentana; Bri
tish Petroleum's subsidiary, BP-France, in 
Lavera near Marseilles; Gulf Oil Corporation 
in Pittsburgh, Pa.; the Institute of Gas Tech
nology in Chicago; Shell Oil Co.; and Mobile 
Oil Company. 

Scientists in the Pittsburgh laboratories of 
Gulf Oil Corporation are already turning pe
troleum into cookies, soups, and cereals. 
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey is con
ducting small-scale production jointly be-

1 Mayer, Jean. It's the Rich Doing Crowd
ing. The Washington Post, July 20, 1969, p. 
B-1. 
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tween its Esso Research and Engineering 
Company at Linden and Switzerland's Nestle 
Alimentana. The two companies have suc
cessfully operated a small-scale pilot plant, 
and a larger plant in the United states is 
currently testing single-cell protein for its 
chemical, physical, nutritional, and toxico
logical properties. Their final product is a 
bland, white PQ!Wder with a neutral flavor 
which makes it attractive for blending with 
other foods. 

Overseas, the British Petroleum Company's 
subsidiary in France has a facility at Lavera 
near Marseilles, which will be able to pro
duce 16,000 tons of protein a year by 1970. 
The BP process was accidentally discovered 
ten years ago, by a team of French research
ers studying the biological refining of crude 
oil, by adding bacteria that would feed on 
wax. Following this discovery two pilot 
plants were built for further study, one at 
Lavera using petroleum, and the other at 
Grangemouth, Scotland, using paraffin alone. 
According to BP, 100 tons of crude oil will 
yield 10 tons of protein, leaving 90 tons 
of wax-free petroleum of higher quality. In 
other words the bacteria do some of the "re
fining", producing in the meantime, a useful 
and highly nutritious product. 

In 1963, BP began a long series of experi
ments, feeding its petroleum protein to 30,-
000 rats. Then the company advanced to 
quail, chicken, and fish, and the results in
dicated the absence of harmful effects. More 
experiments were conducted in the Nether
lands, this time on cattle, poultry, and pigs. 
At a dinner in their London office, 250 BP 
employees were served two types of ham, one 
fattened by single-cell protein, the other by 
conventional feed. Eighty people favored the 
petroleum-fed ham, 86 preferred the conven
tional, and 84 were unable to tell the differ
ence. 

Other than activities in the United States 
and Britain, plants overseas are operating in 
the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia, and 
similar research is currently under way in 
Japan and CUba. In a Russian research 
project started in 1967, cattle and poultry 
were being fattened on 1000 tons a year of 
feed stuffs processed from petroleum. In 
Nigeria, pigs on an experimental stock farm 
were being raised on similar rations. 

World interest was focused on this break
through during the World Petroleum Con
gress, held in Mexico City in April 1967, and 
·at the International Conference on Global 
Impacts of Applied Microbiology, held at Ad
dis Abruba in November of the same year. 

ADVANTAGES 

One of the most obvious advantages of ob
taining protein from hydrocarbons is the 
ready availability of the basic require
ments--petroleum and natural gas. 

I do not intend to bore you with endless 
figures, but I must give you an idea of the 
extent of our holdings. 

Current world output of crude oil is ap
proximately 35 million barrels a day, and total 
world reserves are close to 500 billion barrels. 
Of these, our U.S. reserves at the end of 1967 
were 40 billion barrels.2 Since then, the North 
Slope discovery in Alaska, according to recent 
estimates, will easily approach the 20 million 
barrel mark, and the offshore oil reserves are 
at least another 20 billion barrels. These are 
only the known reserves; recent studies esti
mate that only 12% of the total offshore area 
has been explored, and that it will take at 
least 120 more years to finish just the pre
liminary exploration work.8 

What is more significant yet is the fact that 
the majority of these reserves, the world over, 
are located in, or close to, underdeveloped 

a Petroleum resources under the ocean 
floor. National Petroleum Council. March 
1969. 

a Oceanography Newsletter, October 13, 
1969, p. 4. 
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countries where nutrition is needed most. 
[I'll have something to say on the political 
aspects of this fact later.] 

Most of the other advantages of protein 
from petroleum are technical. The production 
plants are compact, less space is needed than 
for an agricultural product, and no water. A 
yeast factory with ten fermentors could pro
duce ten tons of yeast per day, roughly half 
of which is protein. To provide the same 
amount of protein from pork, it would be 
necessary to k111 80 pigs a. day, 30,000 pigs a. 
year. It would require 8,000 acres of wheat to 
produce the same amount of protein in a. 
year.' 

In the case of natural gas the advantages 
are even more striking. Most of us have seen 
an oil field at one time or another, with its 
ever present flares, burning away an un
wanted by-product. That burning gas is 
methane. Yet some bacteria exist which have 
the a.billty to break the carbon-hydrogen 
bond and use methane to yield a. protein-rich 
product. The final product has also the added 
advantage of purity, being free from residual 
chemical contamination. 

And how much natural gas do we have? 
Current reserves are estimated at an astro
nomical figure exceeding one million billion 
cubic feet.5 It will be a. long, long time before 
the human race could dispose of that much 
natural gas. 

All this, of course, sounds like the ultimate 
promise. But there are problems yet to be 
solved and questions to be answered. These 
include the arduous task of searching for the 
right bacteria. strain that would produce the 
greatest amount of protein, the development 
of efficient technology to make the process 
economically feasible and competitive, medi
cal research into its effects on humans, psy
chological problems affecting its acceptance · 
by the masses, and a. multitude of other 
hurdles. 

Dr. John G. McNab of ESSO Research and 
Engineering assured me that his process 
would need at least 10 years to reach the mar
keting stage. Money, he indicated, was not a 
major hurdle. Testing, particularly for toxi
cology and human consumption, simply has 
to take its normal course and time require
ment. These things cannot be short circuited. 
The project is viable and the companies are 
earnestly pursuing their research.6 

Some contend that increased protein pro
duction is not the only answer to the world's 
population problem. This is obviously true. 
But the World is already short of protein, and · 
even if we could come up with an effective 
population control, the protein deficiency is 
unlikely to ameliorate. 

Although we, in the United States, claim 
to have no immediate need for increased pro
tein, it would seem most advisable to encour
age and foster development in this area.7 

Besides the social and economical impacts 
of this product, there are, of course, political 
considerations to be contemplated, both on 

'Norris, J. R. Animal proteln from unusual 
substrates including petroleum and methane. 
Advancement of Science, Dec. 1968. pp. 143-
150. 

5 Tanner, James C. Food from fuel. Wall 
Street Journal, June 9, 1967. Exact figure 
1,040,807 billion cu. ft. 

8 See also: Proteins grow on high-purity 
alkanes. Chem. & Engln. News, Jan. 9, 1967, 
pp. 46-48. 

7 In the Sunday Newspaper Magazine "Pa
rade" (Aug. 17, 1969) a question was asked if 
it were true that America's dogs are better 
fed than America's people. The answer: "Yes, 
according to many authorities, including 
James Corbin, of the Ralston Purina Com
pany, providing the dogs are fed commercial
ly prepared food. Such food is nutritionally 
well balanced, which is not true of the aver
age American diet." 
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the national and international levels. This is 
immediately related to the occurrence of the 
petroleum reserves in other countries. 

So far, in the formulation of our foreign 
policy we have considered oil merely as a fuel. 
Its potential as a major food source for a 
world population on the loose should now 
enter into the process of decision-making. 
The Middle East, for example, holds more 
than 85% of the world's petroleum reserves, a 
good portion of it in the hands of American 
interests. In formulating our policy for the 
Middle East, added emphasis should be given 
to its potential as probably the future bread 
basket of this planet. It is not unconceivable 
that in the near future our need would be 
more pressing for petroleum as a food rather 
than as a fuel. 

FBI DffiECTOR WARNS OF CONTIN
UED THREAT TO OUR INTERNAL 
SECURITY 

HON. RICHARD H. ICHORD 
OF MISSOURI 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. !CHORD. Mr. Speaker, there are 
in the United States today a number of 
subversive and extremist groups which 
·advocate force and violence. They strive 
in every possible way to disrupt law and 
order and to inculcate hatred and big
otry that breed violence. 

The Director of the FBI, Mr. J. Edgar 
Hoover, the greatest authority in our 
Nation on intelligence matters, has 'pro
vided authoritative information in the 
FBI Annual Report for fiscal year 1969 
on the continued threat to our internal 
security through the activities of sub
versive and extremist groups and other 
data of a similar nature. I feel that all 
American citizens should inform them
selves about the real nature of the 
groups in our midst, which advocate 
force and violence, in order to develop 
a greater understanding of how they 
operate and what their goals are. Such 
factual knowledge will enable citizens to 
comprehend the true nature of the 
threat and tl;us be alert to prevent these 
nefarious groups from making further 
inroads into our society. 

To help give Mr. Hoover's remarks on 
subversion and extremism the widest 
possible dissemination, his remarks on 
"Counterintelligence Activities" have 
been excerpted from the FBI Annual Re
'port for fiscal year 1969. Due to their 
importance and topical nature, I insert 
them in the RECORD at this point: 
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES: PROTECTING 

OUR NATIONAL SECURITY 

The FBI has had the primary responsibility 
of protecting the internal security of the Na
tion since September 6, 1939. On that date, 
President Franklin D.- Roosevelt issued a 
Presidential Directive calling upon all law 
enforcement agencies to promptly furnish to 
the FBI any information in their possession 
regarding espionage, sabotage and other sub
versive activities. 

In carrying out its responsibilities, the FBI 
gathers both intelligence data and evidence 
which can be used in legal proceedings. The 
FBI also has the responsibility of immediately 
disseminating the data it has secured to the 
appropriate officials of the Government. 
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NEW LEFT MOVEMENT 

The New Left movement continue to pose 
a serious threat to the Nation's internal se
curity. During the last year, this extremist 
minority group, located primarily on college 
campuses, was involved in considerable vio
lence, sabotage and revolutionary ·activity. 
Major disorders erupted on some 225 cam
puses, causing over $3,000,000 in property 
damage and resulting in over 4,000 arrests. 
Almost incredible situations developed where
by rebell1ous students armed with shotguns 
and rifles seized academic buildings and de
fied legitimate authorities. Some 61 campus 
bombings and arsons occurred. 

The militant core of New Left extremism is 
the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS). 
During the last year, this group has reflected 
an ever-increasing Marxist-Leninist revolu
tionary posture. Several SDS leaders publicly 
identified themselves as revolutionary com
munists. The SDS openly espouses the over
throw of our institutions of free society 
(called the "Establishment") through vio
lent revolutionary action. Never before in 
American history has there been such a strong 
revolutionary Marxist movement of young 
people so eager to tear down established au
thority. 

SDS has an estimated 250 chapters and 
claims some 40,000 members, but in actuality 
it has been able to influence the thinking 
and actions of many additional thousands of 
students. The SDS bitterly opposes the war 
in Vietnam, the draft, American foreign 
policy, "the military-industrial complex," 
ROTC, private industry, labor unions·, and 
our educwtional system. 

At SDS's National Convention in Chicago 
June 18- 22, 1969, the Progressive Labor Party 
(PLP), a militant pro-Red Chinese revolu
tionary group, attempted to take control of 
the SDS. The national office faction of SDS, 
fearing a takeover by the PLP, split off and 
elected its own national officers and con
tinues to function from national headquar
ters in Chicago. The PLP group elected a. 
separate slate of officers. 

The PLP-SDS faction launched an "SDS 
Summer Work-In" to penetrate and disrupt 
industry. The FBI determined that material 
issued by SDS for this purpose actually was 
identical with a "Vietnam Summer Work-In" 
sponsored by PLP during 1967. The PLP 
origin of the SDS anti-industry line mate
rially reduced its effectiveness. 

The great strength of the PLP in the SDS 
is further evidence of the shift of this New 
Left group to a hard-line Marxist-Leninst 
program. Though SDS is now split into war
ring factions, the dispute is not over alle
giance to Marxist ideology, but over power 
and prestige in the SDS. Available indicators 
point to a long-range problem of campus
based subversion accompanied by violence 
and destruction. 

RACIAL EXTREMISM 

A problem closely related to New Left 
extremism has been black extreinism, espe
cially centering around the Black Panther 
Party (BPP). Black extremists detest con
stitutional government, encourage disrespect 
for the law, and advocate violence. 

The BPP first came to national attention 
in May, 1967, when it sent an armed dele
gation to the State Capitol in Sacramento, 
California, to protest pending gun legisla
tion. In October, 1967, its Minister of Defense, 
Huey P . Newton, was stopped for a traffic 
violation, and he shot and killed an Oakland 
police officer and wounded another. On Sep
tember 8 , 1968, Newton was convicted of 
voluntary manslaughter and sentenced to 
2 to 15 years in prison. 

The Black Panthers experienced a rapid 
growth when Leroy Eldridge Cleaver became 
a spokesman and its Minister of Informa
tL<m. The author of the best seller, "Soul on 
Ice," Cleaver spewed out his bitter hatred 
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against society in a number of speeches and 
lootw-es. Cleaver is now a Federal fugitive 
growing out O!f Calil.fornia sta.te crimina.! 
oharges. 

Memlbership in the BPP is estimated as 
being between 500 and 1,200, with over 40 
chapters throughout the country. Many of 
lits mexnbers are armed and have been in
volved in aJtercations with 18/W enforcement 
officers (who are called "pigs" by the 
Panthers). The Panther political philosophy 
is based on the writings of Mao Tse-tung. 
Recently the Panthers have attempted to 
spread their dootrine O!f hate and revolution 
to college and high school students. 

The Republic of New Africa (RNA) is 
another e~trem!Sit bJ.ack nationalist group. 
WUh headquarters in Detroit, it has estab
lished "consuJ.ates" in eight ctties across the 
Na-tion. 

RNA was established for the purpose of 
forming a black nation in the United States. 
Its founders proposed that efforts be made 
for international recogni.tion wi.th assistance 
from Cuba, Red Ohina, and Tanzania. Steps 
have been taken to buy land in Miss1ssippi 
where members want to build a landing 
strip long enough for "Chinese jets to land." 
RNA p.lans to establish a black army to be 
known as the BJ.ack Legion. 

On the night of March 29, 1969, outside a 
church in Detrott where a session of the 
RNA Second National Convention had jus.t 
ended, there was a confrontation wtth police 
and two Detroit police officers were shot, 
one being killed and the other crttically 
wounded. 

The riots and racial disturbances which 
have plaguect the Natton since 1964 have 
materiaJly abated, thQugh there were some 
serious outbreaks of vdolence in 1900. The 
ingredients for racial violence remain, how
ever, and the trend toward guerrilla warfare 
advocated by black e~tremists and revolu
tionaries as evidenced by the growing num
ber of unprovoked attacks on law enforce
ment otficers by snipers and fire bolnbers 
presents a serious danger to the safety of our 
cities. 

The Student Nonviolent (now National) 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), originally 
formed as a civil rights organization in 1960, 
received a new lease on life through the ac
tivities of James Forman, a SNCC staff mem
ber, and the so-called "Black Manifesto." 
This Manifesto, which has received wide 
publicity, was adopted by the National Black 
Economic Development Conference in De
troit in April, 1969. The Manifesto demands 
reparation payments to bl.acks totaling three 
billion dollars for past alleged injustices. 
Forman's activities have involved him in con
frontations with white churches and syna
gogues. On May 4 and May 11, 1969, he per
sonally disrupted services at the Riverside 
Church in New York City and called on 
black people across the country to arm 
themselves with shotguns to stop the vio
lence of the "racist" white man. 

During this period, Stokely Carmichael, 
former National Chairman of SNCC and later 
associated with the Black Panther Party, has 
been residing abroad. 

Both black and New Left extremists have 
traveled abroad extensively. Among countries 
visited was Castro's Cuba. 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, AND OTHER OLD LEFT 

GROUPS 

The Communist Party, USIA, remains obedi
ently loy•aJ to the policies of the Soviet 
Union. When the Warsaw Pact nations in
vaded Czechoslovakia in August, 1968, Gus 
Hall, General Secretary of the Communist 
Party, issued a statement praising the ac
tion of the Soviet Union and its allies. In 
June, 1969, Hall and other otH.cials of the 
Party attended the Inte:r:national Confer
ence of Communist and Workers Parties in 
Moscow. At this Conference as well as in the 
Preparatory Committee meetings for this 
Conference, Hall and his cohorts were 
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staunch allles of the Soviet Union in its 
attempt to restore its control over the inter
national communist movement. 

The Party held its 19th National Conven
tion in New York City from April 30 through 
May 3, 1969. This Convention was viewed by 
Party leaders as "the most successful" in 
Party history. For the current leadership, this 
assessment is most accurate. Hall and Henry 
Winston, National Chairman, successfully 
stifled all opposition and criticism of their 
leadership. The Party has reflected dissident 
viewpoints, especially from Gilbert Green 
(New York) and Dorothy Healey (Southern 
California). Hall and Winston isolated this 
opposition so that the Convention adopted 
and unified the membership around their 
pro-Soviet position. 

In addition, the Convention amended 
the Party's constitution to strengthen the 
communist principle of "democratic cen
tralism,'' which means that criticism of the 
leadership and its decisions will not be tol
erated. 

The Party has been deeply interested in 
New Left and black extremism. Party mem
bers have been involved in New Left demon
strations and anti-Vietnam activities. The 
Party welcomes the anti-American senti
ments and opinions of the New Leftists but 
is distrustful of the anarchist and anti
Soviet viewpoints of many of these young 
people. 

Plans are now under way in the Party for 
the establishment of a new youth group to 
be directed toward youth in industry. The 
Part is hoping to recruit some of the young 
activists of the New Left, turning their en
thusiasm toward support of Party discipline. 

Another Old Left group, the Progressive 
Labor Party, has been highly effective in 
penetrating the SDS. The PLP, though hos
tile to the pro-Moscow Communist Party, 
is a Marxist-Leninist group which believes 
in the discipline and teachings of Mao Tse
tung. The PLP is militant and well organized. 

The Socialist Workers Party (SWP) is the 
largest Trotskyite organization in the coun
try. In January, 1969, the SWP and its youth 
atfiliate, the Young Socialist Alliance, sent 
14 members to Cuba as guests of the Cu
ban Government to observe the lOth an
niversary celebration of the Cuban Revolu
tion. During the past year, the SWP and the 
Young Socialist Alliance have been most 
active in antiwar and anti draft activities. 
Certain otficers and members of these organi
zations have been instrumental in foment
ing or perpetuating disorders on various 
college campuses. The Young Socialist Alli
ance has almost doubled its membership 
during the past year. 

KLAN AND WHITE HATE GROUPS 

The FBI has been busily engaged in in
vestigating the 14 Klan-type organizations 
with a combined membership of approxi
mately 6,800 individuals. The largest Klan 
group in the United stlates is the United 
Klans of America, Incorporated, Knights of 
the Ku Klux Klan, with headquarters in 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama. It has a membership 
of some 5,400 individuals. 

Another prominent Klan organization is a 
group known as the White Knights of the Ku 
Klux Klan in Mississippi. 

The American Nazi Party, founded by 
George Lincoln Rockwell, changed its name 
to the National Socialist White People's 
Party in December, 1966. This organization 
espouses hatred against Negroes and Jews. 
Rockwell was assassinated by a former mem
ber of the American Nazi Party in August, 
1967, and since his death, the Party has been 
beset by internal strife. 

The National States Rights Party main
tains headquarters in Savannah, Georgia. It 
is dedicated to white supremacy and is 
highly anti-Negro and anti-Semitic. It has a 
membership of from 75 to 200 persons. The 
National Renaissance Party, based in New 
York City, and the White Party of America, 
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based in Alexandria, Virginia, are other hate
type organizations whose membership is re
stricted to Caucasians. Both are very small. 

RED CHINESE AND CUBAN SUBVERSION 

During the past year the FBI has experi
enced an increase in its Red Chinese inves
tigations due to the continuing intelllgence 
activities of Communist China aimed at pro
curing both covertly and overtly needed 
technical data in the United States. In addi
tion, the Red Chinese have continued their 
efforts to infiltrate intelligence agents from 
mainland China into the United States under 
immigrant cover. 

The past year was marked by bold attempts 
on the part of the Castro Government to be
come a major factor in the direction of New 
Left and black extremist movements in the 
United States. Intelligence personnel at the 
Cuban Mission to the United Nations in New 
York City established close liaison with se
lected leaders of these dissident movements 
and participated in the guidance of the 
groups' day-to-day activities. 

The flow of refugees from communist Cuba 
continued during the past year with approxi
mately 3,700 entering the United States each 
month. Despite the fact that the majority 
of these are disillusioned with Castro, ex
perience has shown that some will have been 
given intelligence missions by the Cuban 
Government. Others will seek to oppose Ha
vana actively by becoming involved in anti
Castro activities, some of which will be in 
violation of our laws. 

In May and June, 1969, three members of 
the Cuban Nationalist Movement, a milltan.t 
anti-Castro group, were arrested by the FBI 
and indicted by a Federal Grand Jury in 
Newark, New Jersey, for conspiring to injure 
or destroy the Cuban Consulate, Cuban Trade 
Mission, and Cuban steamships in Canada. 
The conspiracy charge carries a maximum 
penalty upon conviction of three years in 
prison and a $5,000 fine. 

SOVIET INTELLIGENCE 

The Soviet Union, assisted by the intelli
gence services of Bulgaria, Poland, Hungary, 
Czechoslovakia, Romania and Mongolia, all 
of which have official establishments in the 
United Staltes, considers the United States 
as a major espionage target. As of June 30, 
1969, there were 957 Soviet and satellite-·bloc 
personnel assigned to this country, accom
panied by 1,376 dependents. A high propor
tion of these officials are also espionage 
agents. 

The FBI finds that the Soviet espionage 
services are highly professional, well tra.ined, 
and ready to expend unlimited time and ef
fort to steal confidential information in this 
country. The Soviet spy networks show no 
abatement in their efforts to penetrate our 
security. 

SABOTAGE 

The increasing violence of extre.mism in 
the United Sta.tes is reflected in the sentenc
ing (5 years) in U.S. District Court, St. Louis, 
Missouri, of Michael Sherrod Siskind, a stu
dent member of SDS, on charges of sabotage, 
on February 20, 1969. Siskind had been appre
hended while attempting to set off a fire 
bomb at the ROTC Building, Washington 
Universlty, St. Louis, Missouri. 

Between January 20 and 28, 1969, four 
high-powered transmission towers were dy
namited in and around Denver, Colorado. 
Following an investigation, a Federal Grand 
Jury indicted Cameron David Bishop on Feb
ruary 14, 1969, on charges of sa.botage. Since 
that daJte Bishop has been a fugitive and 
was placed on the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted 
Fugitives" list on April 11, 1969. He is being 
sought in the United States and abroad in 
connection with this matter. 

MINUTEMEN 

The aCitivities of the Minutemen continue 
to be investigated. This group was led by 
Robert Bolivar DePugh who at the close 
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of the fiscal year was being sought as a Fed
eral fugitive after having been indicted on 
charges of Bank Robbery-Conspiracy. The 
Minutemen desire the overthrow of the 
Government when and in the event it is 
taken over by communists. This overthrow 
is to be accomplished through guerrilla war
fare. 

REMARKS OF HON. G. ELLIO'IT 
HAGAN 

HON. THOMAS N. DOWNING 
OF VmGINIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. DOWNING. Mr. Speaker, last week 
it was my genuine privilege to partici
pate on a panel discussing the problems 
of the American merchant marine in 
the beautiful city of Savannah, Ga. The 
occasion was the annual convention of 
the National Propeller Clubs of the 
United States and it was a highly suc
cessful as well as enjoyable meeting. 

The theme of the conference was "Our 
Merchant Marine--a National Confer
ence." A number of distinguished men 
and women knowledgeable in the field of 
merchant marine affairs addressed the 
convention. 

One of the outstanding speeches given 
in Savannah was delivered by the Hon
orable G. ELLIOTT HAGAN, the Congress
man from the First District of Georgia. 
His remarks were most timely and I in
clude his speech in the RECORD: 
REMARKS OF REPRESENTATIVE G. ELLIOTT HA

GAN AT 43D CONVENTION OF U.S. PROPELLER 
CLUB, SAVANNAH, GA., OcTOBER 17, 1969 
It is a genuine honor and a privilege to 

welcome this distinguished gathering and 
my distinguished colleagues to the Hostess 
City of the South, Savannah, Geol"gia. 

We are proud of SaV!annah, as a leading 
port with some of the world's most modern 
terminal facilities for economical, fast and 
efficient shipping services. 

And I am personally proud that the U.S. 
Propeller Club chose Savannah for this con
vention, as we note the 150th anniversary of 
the sailing of the SS Savannah, the first 
vessel propelled by steam across the Atlantic, 
or any other ocean. 

As some of you may or may not know, I 
have long been an advocate and a champion 
of the SS Savannah's illustrious successor, 
the Nuclear Ship Savannah, both as Repre
sentative of the First District of Georgia in 
Congress, and as a member of the House 
Armed Services Committee. You have many 
friends on that Committee. There is no 
stronger advocate of a modern, efficient 
American Merchant Marine for commerce 
and defense, than Chairman L. Mendel Rivers 
from our Good Neighbor State of South 
Carolina. 

We on the House Armed Services Commit
tee have long realized that the American 
Merchant Marine has been on a downhill 
spiral for the past few years. 

The theme of this conference, "Our Mer
chant Marine . . . A Na tiona! Crisis: " is a 
situation With which we in Congress are all 
too familiar. 

The four of us on this panel have had 
some good company in our insistence that 
we must have a viable Merchant Marine, be
cause every war this country has been in 
relied heavily on American fl:ag shipping to 
win it. 

Where would our troops in Viet Nam be 
today, if they were not outfitted and sup
plied by American flag ships, st111 carry-
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ing ninety-eiglht percent of the war cargoes 
into Saigon? 

If the avel"age person in a foreign coun
try visited a seaport for the first time and 
saw the NS Savannah, flying the American 
flag, then he would logically assume that 
our Merchant Marine is a world leader, a 
pace-setter. But that would be the further
est thing from the truth . . . Once a world 
leader on the hi:gh seas, our merchant fleet 
now occupies a shameful sixth place; Amer
ican bottoinS now carry less than five per
cent of all U.S. foreign commerce; over two 
thirds of the ships in our merchant fleet 
are over twenty years old; and our ship 
construction picture is just a.bout as dis
mal; in that critical area, we rank eleventh 
among the maritime nations of the world. 

Our s·i.tuation was most aptly described 
in a recent article by author and syndi
cated columnist Jim Bishop, when he said: 
"The United States has cancer of the Mer
chant Marine!" 

If tha.t is true, and I think it is, then 
I must point out that we are applying 
First Aid where major surgery is indi
cated! 

Current appropriations for merchant ma
rine resear<:h and development are only 
twelve million dollars, as compared to three 
billion, 253 million, three hundred thousand 
dollars for National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration research and development. 

While we have been dragging our feet, 
the Soviet Union's merchant fleet has been 
growing to an extent thrut has been called: 
"the most startling in world maritime his
tory." 

In 1950, Russia was in 21st position in 
world merchant fleets. By 1966, she had 
jumped to seventh place, and today, Rus
sia threatens to push this nation out of 
sixth place among merchant fleets. 

Reportedly, twenty-four percent of the 
merchant shipping on order throughout 
the world is for Russia. And the most re
cent survey shows that SOviet Russia cur
rently has 297 merchant vessels on or
der, while the United States has only 
36 on order, which is over an eight-to-one 
ratio. 

One of the experts keeping a close eye on 
their merchant build-up, Naval Chief of 
Operations, Admiral Thomas H. Moorer, says 
the Russians are doing more than just trans
port cargo with their ships flying the Red 
Flag; not only do they use them for in
telligence purposes, but they aid them in 
propagating their brand of Commundsm 
around the world, as their vessels call on six 
hundred ports in over runety different coun
tries. 

The Soviet Union today has 1400 ships of 
some 10 million tons, while we have, as of 
January of this year, 842 vessels of one
thousand gross tons or over in the active 
ocean-going merchant marine, some 30 ships 
less than in January of 1968. 

I think it is obvious that the increasing 
number of Soviet vessels on the high seas 
throughout the world also symbolizes for 
many of the under-developed nations, the 
progress attainable through Communism, a 
highly advantageous political weapon for the 
Russians. 

In addition, more than 400 of Russia's 
newest ships are carrying into Hanoi over 
99 percent of North Vietnam's war supplies. 

Admiral Moorer says that Russia's sea
power buildup has taken priority over its 
space program. He feels the Soviets have 
acquired an oceanic vision, seeing clearly the 
sea is the life-giving artery connecting Com
munism to the free world. Meanwhile, this 
country appears to have gone in the other 
direction. 

I think it must be clear to thinking people 
that our merchant marine must be expanded 
and modernized, not just because of its con
tinuing logistica: importance in conflicts like 
Viet Nam, but for its commercial significance 
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in the peaceful pursuit of U.S. foreign trade, 
in improving our balance of payments pos
ture and in the overall economic growth of 
this country. 

The Russian merchant fleet can prove a 
formidable peacetdme menace, With a real 
potential for driving freight rates down to 
less than breakeven levels for ships .under 
other flags. And the Soviets plan to double 
their merchant ship tonnage in the next 
decade! 

American-flag shipping contributes gt"eat
ly to our economy, constituting a major 
contribution to the balance of' payments; 
it is an important employer, taxpayer and 
customer of' U.S. goods. 

And I don't have to point out that the 
balance of payments· affects the American 
taxpayer directly in three vital areas; in
terest rates, employment and prices. 

Shipping has been accurately described as 
the lifeline of our expanding economy and 
the American businessman's partner in for
eign trade. U.S. shipping plays an essential 
role in protecting the interests of American 
traders by assuring the availability of ade
quate, dependable shipping services at fair 
and reasonable prices. It also helps develop 
overseas marketing outlets for U.S. products. 

Shipping is e.n important political in
strument; vessels flying the American flag 
in ports around the world are symbols of 
America's strength and peaceful inten
tions-a global calling card of friendship. 

These are some of the continuing U.S. 
shipping contributions which will become 
more critical as we move into the 1970's 
and 80's. The future of· the nation's econ
omy, its very lifeblood, may well depend on 
our expanded foreign trade. 

As we stand on the threshold of the 
1970's, we face this disquieting situation; 
the United States is ahead of the world in 
flags on the moon ... but Soviet Russia is 
ahead and moving faster everyday, with flags 
on the high seas . . . 

Will we let this situation stand, or will 
we take the proper steps to correct it? 

Let's pray we have the good sense to move 
in the right direction . . . thank you. 

GSA ADVISORY COUNCIL 

HON. FRANK T. BOW 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. BOW. Mr. Speaker, congratula
tions are in order for Robert L. Kunzig, 
General Services Administrator, _for his 
successful effort to obtain top level busi
ness management advice for the opera
tion of his multibillion-dollar agency. 

Mr. Kunzig organized recently the Na
tional General Services Public Advisory 
Council and the members have just com
pleted their first series of meetings in 
Washington. He reports to me that they 
have made extremely valuable recom
mendations which can reduce the cost 
and improve the services of GSA. 

Inasmuch as the smooth and efficient 
operation of almost every civilian agency 
depends in large measure upon the 
physical and support facilities provided 
by the GSA, this should come as good 
news to all agency and bureau heads. 

The membership of the council is dis
tinguished in the fields of business and 
administration, and I am pleased to take 
note that my good friend, John W. Gal
breath of Columbus, Ohio, is one of these 
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experts. Mr. Galbreath started in the 
real estate business in Columbus in 1920 
and has become one of our State's and 
the Nation's most successful business
men, owner of the John W. Galbreath & 
Co. and other construction, insurance, 
and real esta;te operations. 

Bob Kunzig tells me that John Gal
breath's experience is proving to be of 
great value on the advisory council. 

Among Mr. Galbreath's many interests 
outside the business world are baseball 
and rMing. He is president and principal 
owner of the Pittsburgh Pi~ates Baseball 
Club and owner of Darby Dan Farm of 
Ohio and Kentucky. Thoroughbred 
horses he has raised include Cha;teau
gay, who was named "Thoroughbred of 
the Year" after winning the 1963 Ken
tucky Derby and Belmont Stakes, and 
Proud Clarion, winner of the 1967 Derby. 

Robert Kunzig has one of the most 
difficult administrative jobs in the United 
States and I believe he has taken a giant 
step forward in involving members of the 
public who can lend expert advice and 
guidance. 

END HYPOCRISY AND REFORM 
CAMPAIGN SPENDING 

HON. FRANK HORTON 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. HORTON. Mr. Speaker, for some 
time there has been much talk about 
reforming campaign spending. This is 
of deep importance to all of us since 
it directly affects our campaigns. 

Today, I am pleased to cosponsor 
legislation introduced by my good friend 
and able colleague, Hon. BARBER B. CoN
ABLE, to provide more sensible and com
prehensive regulations in financing 
Federal elections. 

At this time, there is a growing move
ment for reform in all sectors. There is 
a very healthy attitude :flourishing in 
this c'Ountry to dispense with hyprocrisy 
and "tell it like it is." 

The law, as it is presently set up, en
courages juggling and disregard of 
spending limits. I believe that a break
down of our system is the tendency to 
disrespect the law. As lawmakers, we 
should obey the law and not avoid it be
cause the law is a bad law, or because 
it is not practical, or because penalties 
are easily avoided. We have a double 
responsibility: to make good laws and 
to obey the laws. 

The bill that I am cosponsoring with 
Congressman CoNABLE would restrict 
donors, candidates, and committees, and 
at the same time set a realistic limit on 
campaign expenditures. 

The Election Reform Act, as this bill is 
called, sets a 25-cent limit per person 
that a candidate can spend in the area 
represented. For an average congres
sional district, this would mean a candi
date could not spend over $100,000. 

In addition, the Election Reform Act 
prevents campaigns from being domi
nated by large donors. It limits a donor 
from contributing more than $5,000 to a 
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Senate or House candidate, and $10,000 
for a presidential candidate. This bill 
pl81Ces a limit of $50,000 a yea;r that a 
person can contribute to political causes 
and candidates for election. 

The 8idministration of this act would 
be in the hands of an independent regu
latory agency, the Federal Election Com
mission. This five-member bipartisan 
commission would have the power to in
vestigate, to compel disclosure, to compel 
cessation of an illegal 8/Ct, and to impose 
civil penalties up to $25,000 for a viola
tion. 

Currently, campaign limits are easily 
avoided through the budding of numer
ous and varied committees. My bill re
quires all political committees, intra
state, as well as interstate to :file a state
ment of organization with the commis
sion. Political committees must report all 
contributions they receive and all contri
butions they make to a candidate, both 
during convention and election cam
paigns. 

The possibility of any candidate 
claiming his campaign expenses were un
known to him will be eliminated through 
this act. By requiring a candidate's au
thorization specifically on all contribu
tions and expenses, he will be responsible 
for all expenditures. He will be required 
to file his campaign contributions re
ceived and spent with the Commission as 
well as with his local Federal district 
court. 

Let me repeat, this bill is designed to 
enforce full disclosure of campaign cost, 
close the loopholes of avoidance, and 
limit the total amount which may be 
spent during a campaign. 

Mr. Speaker, these spending limits may 
seem high, but they give a realistic pic
ture in this age of electronic media of 
the cost of a campaign. I urge my col
leagues to favorably consider this legis
lation as a means of protecting our in
tegrity and presenting a true picture of 
the cost of campaigning to the people we 
represent. 

WE MUST STAND WITH OUR 
PRESIDENT ON PRINCIPLES 

HON. GLENARD P. LIPSCOMB 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Mr. Speaker, many 
Americans did not view October 15 as a 
day of opposition. In its editorial on this 
day, the Post Advocate of Alhambra, 
Calif., saw October 15 as a day to urge 
support for our President in his efforts 
to end the American involvement in Viet
nam. It saw this day as a day of decision 
for the American people, a choice be
tween the reality of Vietnam and the 
fantasy. I feel that this editorial states 
with particular emphasis the actuality 
of the choices facing our Nation. 

Under leave to extend my remarks, I 
call this editorial to the attention of my 
colleagues with the hope that they will 
all join in supporting President Nixon 
in his endeavors to bring the conflict in 
Vietnam to an honorable conclusion: 
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WE MusT STAND WITH OuR PRESIDENT 

ON PRINCIPLES 

Today the United States of America stands 
at a crossroads. 

On the one hand we have a declared na
tional policy to bring our participation in 
the Vietnam war to an honorable end as 
swiftly as our own national interest will 
permit. 

On the other hand, we are confronted with 
organized groups which have propagandized 
United States citizens to join in a general 
condemnation of our participation in the 
Vietnam conflict. 

Their protest is negative in every sense-
simply a demand upon the President of the 
United States to withdraw all troops from 
Vietnam in pell mell fashion without regard 
to reality, practicality, the effect on our own 
future or the effect on mankind. 

The people of the United States must look 
on the choice presented by this day in the 
hard context of reality. 

It is reality that the war in Vietnam was 
brought to its present state by conditions 
that have festered for nearly two decades. 

And it is reality that we cannot change 
that history; not by wishful thinking, by 
magic, Inirrors-or by cowardice, either. 

We will certainly not find the answer to 
Vietnam through a precipitated retreat, with 
all the bitter heritage that any retreat brings. 

The answer will only come from a positive 
program-a cool evaluation of what the Viet
namese can do for themselves and what their 
allies must, on a declining scale, do to bring 
them to the point where they can stand up 
against the threat of enslavement. 

This is the sound of the drum that Presi
dent Nixon hears. Marching to that sound, in 
nine short months he has done more to point 
the United States undertaking in Vietnam 
toward an honorable end than anybOdy be
fore him. 

In the face of apathy at home· and an 
enemy who really does not want peace, the 
President is standing firm on the principles 
that have made the United States of America 
great. 

The people of our nation should stand with 
him. 

RIGHT TO MARCH 

HON. DAN KUYKENDALL 
OF TENNESSEE 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. KUYKENDALL. Mr. Speaker, I was 
impressed recently by some thoughts 
expressed in a letter to the editor of 
the Memphis Press-Scimitar. I would 
like to share these thoughts with you. 
The letter was written by Paul E. Boyce 
of Memphis and follows as a part of 
these remarks: 

MARCHERS REMINDED OF HOW RIGHT To 
MARCH WAs WoN 

So you are going to march for peace? 
That's great and you have every right to do 
so. Please remember though you have this 
wonderful freedom because other young 
marchers from Bunker Hill to Vietnam heard 
a different drum and marched to a step that 
their conscience also dictated. 

As you march, think too of how many 
governments besides your own allow those 
who are conscientiously opposed to war im
munity from combat duty. Think also how 
Hanoi, Havana, Moscow and Peking would 
react if you even privately expressed your 
criticism of their "establishment," much 
less demonstrated it in the streets. 

Contrary to popular opinion, some of us 
old squares understand your disgust with 
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the rocking chair generals both in and out 
of the service who scream "Go get 'em boys" 
while they clip their coupons. We understand 
because we heard the same noise ourselves 
not too many years ago. 

So if your judgment and conscience tell 
you to be against war, you be just that. But 
please don't just be half against war, the 
United States half. You are not merely ex
pressing dissent and conscience when you 
knowingly or unknowingly join with those 
who burn our :flag, :fly the Viet Cong colors 
and cheer for Communist leaders. 

If you are caught in this trap, you are 
cursing a principle and a dream of a govern
ment of, by and for the people. Imperfect 
as it is, to many of us and you, too, it is still 
the one best hope of mankind and we'd like 
to study its suggested replacement before we 
completely do away with it. 

PAUL E. BoYCE. 

WE CAN'T LEAVE, NOT YET 

HON. J. GLENN BEALL, JR. 
OF MARYLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. BEALL of Maryland. Mr. Speaker, 
Western Maryland College is located in 
my district and, as was the custom~ fol
lowed the lead of a number of other 
schools in holding a number of meetings 
and marches on October 15. One of the 
young men attending Western Maryland, 
Robert Chapman, of Frederick, Md., 
·served in our armed services in Vietnam 
and chose to speak out during the mora
torium in support of President Nixon. 

This took no small courage in the face 
of the emotional climate that seemed to 
prevail on that day. I am, therefore, sub
mitting a copy of his rebuttal to the pro
testers, entitled "We Can't Leave, Not 
Yet," for inclusion in the CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD: 

[From the Gold Bug, Oct. 24, 1969] 
WE CAN'T LEAVE, NoT YET 

(By Bob Chapman) 
During the Vietnam Moratorium of last 

week many constructive issues were dis
cussed, but several points were brought up 
that did a great injustice to both the men 
who have served and are presently serving 
there, and the South Vietnamese people as a 
whole. I feel it my duty to see thiat these 
points a.re made clear largely from my own 
personal experience with these people. 

First, I believe that credit should be 
given where credit is due. The South Viet
namese soldier is gaining in ability and con
fidence every month. Fighting a guerrilla 
war with out-of-date weapons is a tremen
dous burden for any soldier to bear. However, 
his morale is improving with his ability and 
training with new material and fighting tech
niques. The figures for desertion of ARVN 
forces stated at the Moratorium are ficti
tious. These figures are at present unavailable. 
Even if the figures were available, I feel cer
tain they would come nowhere near the 
117,759 Viet Cong and North Vietnamese 
Army Regulars who hiave come over to our 
side in the last five years under "Chu Hoi" 
and various other open arm's policies. This 
does not even include any of the desertions 
of Communist forces who just left their units 
never to return. Thirty-six thousand, so far 
in 1969 alone, have come over under open 
arm's policies. When the present strength 
of Viet Cong and NV A troops is put at 200,-
000, does such a high defection rate lead 
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one to believe that the VietCong and North 
Vietnamese sincerely believe in the war they 
are waging? 

The idea of a "sterile death" is a label 
given by those who have no idea of what it 
means to risk his life to defend his country
men. These same men who drop bombs on 
Communist forces have helped relocate the 
bomeless of Vietnam. In my own Squadron 
in Vietnam we regularly participated in help
ing the loca.l orphanages in Hue. We insured 
that each child had his own bed, that there 
was enough food so that none would be 
hungry, and we made sure that these chil
dren were taught to read and write. These 
same men :flew helicopters and fighters and 
performed their duty not with an inhuman 
detached efficiency, but because they knew 
the task must be done and they valued the 
lives of their countrymen and allles more 
than those who would destroy them and 
Freedom if given the opportunity. Whether 
or not we are morally right cannot be judged 
by us. When we are judged, may our cause be 
seen as just; I think it will be. 

Lastly, I believe an immediate pull out of 
American troops would result in a terrible 
slaughter of innocent people. The fellows 
who bave been there have seen the terror 
with which the Viet Cong rule. We also feel 
that the ARVN troops may not be militarily 
ready to handle the entire burden at present. 
A gradual pull out is the only answer, and 
that is taking place now. It must be done 
slowly at first, but as the ARVN's take up 
the slack, it can be increased. Before we 
resort to tagging the President with inappro
priate names and throwing verbal rocks at 
him, we must look at what he has done thus 
far. Considering the circumstances, I think 
President Nixon has come a long way. Maybe 
if we remain patient we will see a faster 
tempo, after all has he really been given a 
chance? 

THE TRUE SPffiiT OF OUR 
NATIONAL PURPOSE 

HON. MANUEL LUJAN, JR. 
OF NEW MEXICO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. LUJAN. Mr. Speaker, in this time 
of searching questions about our coun
try's involvement in Vietnam, as in other 
instances throughout our country's his
tory in conflict situations, there are 
moments of poignant reflection which 
seem to clear the clouds of doubt a way 
and express so vividly the true spirit of 
our national purpose. 

It has been my great pleasure this week 
to experience such a moment when I re
ceived from one of my constituents a 
copy of a letter written by a New Mexico 
father to his son stationed with an Air 
Force unit supporting troops in Vietnam. 

I wish to share these vivid thoughts 
with all of my colleagues and with our 
fellow citizens as part of this great Na
tion's record: 

MY DEAR SoN: First, before I forget, for 
short-memory seems to be such an integral 
part of the "American way" ... my heart
felt "Thanks!" to you and to the men who 
work for you and to the men for whom you 
work every day in your llne-of-duty assign
ments. Our thanks to all of you for working 
those long hours, seven days a week. Your 
Mother and I thank you for having a sense 
of purpose in your work, a sense bigger than 
self. Our thanks for being proud enough of 
yourself, as a man, to give only your best to 
your job without promise of soft living, 
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handouts, or pay raises for overtime. Thanks 
for doing your job so well that others your 
age may be free to do their "thing" under 
peaceful skies here at home. 

Thanks to you for understanding that a 
promJ.se made by honorable men is a promise 
without compromise, without excuse, a prom
ise with a history of hard-won freedom to be 
passed on with pride to the rest of the 
world. Thanks, Son, for learning to win
and that losing can become habilt forming. 
Thanks for learning compassion and to care 
about others, the losers, after winning. 

Thanks, for volunteering to take on prob
lems bigger than yourself. With men such as 
you on guard tonight, even the dissenter is 
free to set fire to our hardwon sym.bols of 
libel"ty. He may, in time, do us, who do not 
speak up, do not participate, a real favor. 
He may, finally, trigge,r in our hearts a re
sponse which, as has happened so many times 
in our stormy history of survival, may be his 
complete and total undoing. 

Americans are, my Son, the "Great Un
predictables" of an the Earth's people. We are 
the "proud mongrels" of today's hyphen
ated-to-pieces world society. Thank God, our 
national bloodstream runs With the best and 
the worst of all races .... because, within 
that bloodstream surges the one predominant 
element basic to every man, a desire to stand 
big, stand proud, to stay free I 

To you, Sir, and to every Airman, Soldier, 
Sailor, Marine, Seabee and Coast Guards
man, from an old, but never too old, Ameri
can who knows from experience why you're 
there .... humbly, sincerely ... "Thank 
you!"-Dad. 

THE SILENT GOOD 

HON. JERRY L. PETTIS 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. PETTIS. Mr. Speaker, in these 
times of youth unrest, it is like a breath 
of fresh air to know that some young 
men are dedicating their time and energy 
to helping those less privileged. I some
times wonder if the silent good are not 
the world's greatest hope. By the "si
lent good," I mean those who pass their 
lives in silent, often unrecognized, but 
persistent efforts to help fellow humans 
and make this a better, kindlier world 
for all. 

One such person is Mike Meadows of 
Colton, Calif., a fifth-grade teacher at 
Woodrow Wilson Elementary School and 
a 1967 graduate of California Polytechnic 
College at San Luis Obispo, who is or
ganizing parents and citizens to help his 
youngsters have a midget foo·tball team. 

This is not the first of his efforts in 
the area of helping those who most bene
fit from it. Mike assisted some 300 
children through "Operation Summer
time." 

Students in grades one through six 
attended cultural enrichment classes 6 
hours a day, 5 days a week during their 
summer vacations. At the close of the 
"Operation," these young people made 
their own costumes and put on a show 
for their parents and the public in the 
San Bernardino High School auditorium. 
Norton Air Force Base hosted these chil
dren giving them a chance to visit the 
huge hangars and see the missiles and 
planes. 
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Mike said that: 
The idea of the program was to take 

youngsters from low-income families and try 
to make it possible for them to associate 
with all socio-economic groups at school. 

A recent "Mexican Potluck" dinner 
raised some $300 toward the $2,000 
needed for buying the uniforms and 
equipment for the midget football team. 
Hometown citizens and businessmen are 
contributing to the fund. 

When Mike recently married, the wed
ding and reception were held in the mu
nicipal park so his students and their 
families would be able to participate in 
the ceremonies and reception hosted by 
relatives, friends, and students. 

I take real pleasure in commending 
this young man in his efforts and draw 
attention to other young people to what 
can be done when the spirit is there. 

REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

HON. MICHAEL A. FEIGHAN 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. FEIGHAN. Mr. Speaker, the re
cent 58th anniversary of the founding 
of the Republic of China is worthy of 
recognition for the great leadership this 
Republic is providing those people of 
Asia who desire freedom from tyranny 
and a return to normalcy on the main
land of China. On this occasion, Presi
dent Chiang Kai-shek, leader of the 
Republic of China, speaking before a 
National Day rally including some 1,200 
leaders of the Chinese overseas commu
nities from all parts of the world dedi
cated to a return to mainland China 
stated: 

The day of National recovery is drawing 
near. We should strengthen solidarity and 
strive toward the goal of national salva
tion. We shall continue and intensify this 
struggle. Whatever else may happen in the 
world, our determined confidence in main
land recovery and the liberation of our 
compatriots can never be shaken. 

It has been exactly 20 years since the 
Republic of China was forced by the 
Communists to leave the mainland and 
establish itself on the offshore island 
of Taiwan. Since that time, the record 
of the Republic of China has been one 
of near miracles. The agricultural eco
nomy has been developed .to a fantastic 
level, and through U.S. aid, Taiwan has 
become industrialized. 

U.S. private investments on the is
land now exceed $250,000,000. The Re
public of China on Taiwan is now an 
exporting nation with a favorable ba
lance of payments. Its military establish
ment with its 600,000 soldiers is rated 
as one of the best in the western 
Pacific. 

The Republic of China is not reaping 
the harvest for itself alone. In 1968, 
the Chinese on Taiwan helped some 18 
African nations in agricultural develop
ment projects teaching the Africans the 
lessons they learned so well. In many 
respects, the Republic of China has 
proven to be a true friend of freedom 
and a real embarrassment to Mao's 
China. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 

CALENDAR FISCAL YEAR 

HON. ODIN LANGEN 
OF MINNESOTA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. LANGEN. Mr. Speaker, I have 
spoken many times on the waste and 
inefficiency which has been caused by 
the failure of the Congress to complete 
its business on a timely basis prior to 
the beginning of the fiscal year. I have 
also pointed out that the complexities 
of our present Federal Government re
quire considerably more study than was 
the case when the Congress could com
plete its business and adjourn within 6 
months. We are in a new era where the 
Federal Government pervades in some 
way every part of our national life. . 

In one of my previous statements be
fore this body I outlined reasons why 
the present fiscal year raises the overall 
level of governmental spending, deprives 

, the poor of effective and efficient pro
grams, delays cooperative Federal pro
grams by as much as a year and casts 
doubt on the credibility of governmental 
statistics. Now I note an editorial in the 
October 25 issue of the Armed Forces 
Journal which outlines this all-pervasive 
problem from the Defense Department 
point of view. I present this editorial now 
for your consideration: 

MERGE THE FISCAL AND CALENDAR YEARS 

(By James D. Hessman) 

Now we're finally down to the nitty-gritty. 
After months of spectacular parliamentary 
thrashing about, House and Senate Con
ferees are getting set to wind up the great 
debate of FY 1970 on the pending Defense 
procurement authorization bill. 

There's already general agreement (in the 
authorization bill aJt least--there is likely to 
be a renewed fight when the appropriations 
bill comes up for debate) on such major sys
tems as ABM, AMSA, CVAN-69, etc. Agree
ment still has not been reached, however, 
on such items as the billion dollar ship add
on inserted into the House bill by Armed 
Services Committee Chairman L. Mendel 
Rivers (D-SC), the Heavy Lift Helicopter, 
the A WACS, and other such incidentals. 

There's much more at stake in the $21.3-
billion measure (give or take a blllion, as the 
boys in the back room at the Budget Bureau 
are wont to say) than the weapons systems 
themselves. 

One big thing at stake, for example, is the 
common sense of the Congress, which must 
recognize, sooner or lruter (preferably sooner) 
that it cannot indefinitely continue the pres
elllt financially irresponsible system of de
laying action on appropriations bills until 
well into the fiscal year in which the funds 
appropriated are to be used. (With debate on 
the Defense authorization bill not likely to 
wind up prior to the end of this month, for 
example, it likely will be half past November 
before the FY 70 Defense appropriations bill 
is passed by both houses and goes to the 
White House for the President's signature
and this is only if there are no major tieups 
on the funds measure such ru:; bedevilled the 
authorization request.) 

The system is ridiculous. Agency admin
istra;tors are almost half way through the 
fiscal year before they know how much 
money they'll have to spend during the year. 
Programs are delayed-long leadtime items 
on a new carrier, for example, can't be or
dered with any assurance that money to pay 
for same will be available when the b1lls fall 
due. 

The system is also wasteful. If an ongoing 
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program is cancelled late in the fiscal year, 
there's no way to recover the money already 
spent. If funding for a program ~s reduced, 
rather than cut altogether, the entire reduc
tion must be absorbed within a six or seven 
months period, rather than spread over the 
entire fiscal year. "It's a lot like being forced 
to go on a two-week crash diet to lose 15 
pounds," one Pentagon budget analyst told 
The Journal, "but not being able to start the 
diet until Saturday of the first week." 

(Another analogy that appeals to our do
mesticated ears is that of the husband half
way through the week's shopping before his 
wife presents him the shopping list and the 
grocery money-husbands everywhere will 
know what we mean.) 

It is palpably a poor way to run a railroad, 
much less the greatest country in the world. 
No sensible Congressman (the phrase is not 
necessarily redundant) would run his own 
household in this manner. 

We would not advocate that future legis
lative debates on the Defense procurement 
authorization and appropriations bills be 
cut short to satisfy the arbitrary 1 July dead
line marking the start of the fiscal year. We 
think, in fact, the sessions are likely to get 
longer instead of shorter. And, despite the 
buffeting the m111tary has received this past 
year from some of less-than-objective critics, 
we think this will be a good thing-the more 
the Congress and the public in general know 
about and are involved in defense affairs, 
the better we say. 

But if the legislators can't change them
selves, they can change the system. What 
Congress must do--quickly, in our opinion
is to scrap the fiscal year concept and put 
appropriations on a calendar year basis, with 
the proposed budget plan being submitted 
by the executive branch to Congress a full 
year in advance, instead of six months, as 
is now the case. 

Under such a system (which has been sug
gested earlier by others-we merely second 
the motion), the President would submit his 
fiscal/calendar year 1971 budget to the Con
gress in January 1970, for example, and Con
gress would debate, amend, and finally ap
prove the budget by October or November 
1970. Agency heads thus still would have 
one or two months of orderly planning time 
left before the new budget year starts. 

It is never easy to get action on any pro
posal-no matter how sensible or how meri
torious-which requires our legislators to 
overcome their own inertia. But this is an 
idea whose time has come. 

We submit that Congress and the Execu
tive Branch must act, and act quickly, tore
store order to the presently chaotic appro
priations process. 

BIG TEN SHOULD WAIVE PROHIDI
TION-SEND BUCKEYES TO ROSE 
BOWL DURING 100TH ANNIVER
SARY OF COLLEGIATE FOOTBALL 

HON. ROBERT TAFT, JR. 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. TAFT. Mr. Speaker, at the risk of 
alienating some of my colleagues, who 
might be backers of other Big Ten uni
versities, I believe the league should 
waive its prohibition against a team's 
consecutive participation in the Rose 
Bowl, and permit the 1969 Ohio State 
Buckeyes to go to the grandaddy of all 
bowl games, should they win the Big 
Ten t1 tie again this year. 

I believe it would be unfortunate to 
deprive the Nation's football fans of 
the privilege of watching Coach Woody 
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Hayes' team during the annual bowl 
games, in this, the lOOth anniversary of 
collegiate football. 

For the benefit of my colleagues, I 
would like to review the Buckeyes' rec
ord, so far: 

Ohio State 62, Texas Christian 0. 
Ohio State 41, Washington 14. 
Ohio State 54, Michigan State 21. 
Ohio State 34, Minnesota 7. 
Ohio State 41, Illinois 0. 

HOOSIER JOURNALIST VIEWS MOR
ATORIUM WITH ALARM BUT 
NOTES IT IS NOTHING NEW 

HON. EARL F. LANDGREBE 
OF INDIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. LANDGREBE. Mr. Speaker, Frank 
A. White of Indianapolis is one of the 
most respected elder statesmen of Indi
ana journalism. His column, "The 
Hoosier Day," is printed in many news
papers throughout Indiana, including 
several in my own district, and his opin
ions are read and quoted by a vast, richly 
deserved audience. 

In a recent column, which I have 
cUpped from one of the many papers that 
carry his columns, the Monticello Daily 
Herald-Journal of October 20, 1969, Mr. 
White has some wise things to say about 
the ·recent day of infamy we know as the 
Vietnam moratorium. 

One word of advice from Mr. White 
that I pass on to all my colleagues is 
this: Before hastily calling for a uni
lateral surrender in Vietnam, consider 
the consequences. Are you who supported 
the moratorium willing to accept the en
slavement of millions of Vietnamese by 
Communist tyranny, the enslavement of 
a nation that trusted our Nation's word? 
Are you willing to mock the supreme 
sacrifice of 40,000 young Americans who 
died for the freedom of the Vietnamese 
people? If these consequences cause you 
no anguish, then, by all means, support 
the moratorium's goals. If, on the other 
hand, you value freedom, then support 
our Nation's efforts to defend it. 

To those who see the moratorium as 
the wave of the future, I would also rec
ommend careful reading of Mr. White's 
column. His pers·pective on history shows 
that the moratorium is nothing new, but 
is merely a rehash of the old isolation
ism of other years--the isolationism that 
led to the rise of Adolf Hitler. 

Mr. Speaker, at this point, I am insert
ing into the RECORD the text of Mr. 
White's column: 

THE HOOSIER DAY 

(By Frank A. White) 
We cannot believe thinking Readers can 

rejoice with Hanoi, the Communist party 
and our Yippies over the way the Vietnam 
Moratorium all but paralyzed our Nation. 

More appropriately this shameful affair 
should have been a day of national shame 
and mourning ... mourning for 40,000 of the 
bravest and best of American youths. Th~y 
were killed in Vietnam and more than 250,000 
maimed. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
These youths, cream of the crop, wanted to 

live and we know from having been with 
jungle fighters. Yet, they had to die in a 
politically bungled "no win" war. One would 
be naive indeed to believe other than our 
Nation, most military powerful in the world, 
has lost the war, against a fifth rate nation 
or worse. It was lost through politics and 
fear. 

On campuses of Indiana colleges commu
nist oriented Mark Rudd, Jerry Rubin, 
Rhennie Davis of the "Conspiracy" group on 
trial in Chicago became men of the hour by 
addressing the students. 

One hundred students on I.U. campus 
marched in a premoratorium demonstration, 
singing: "Ho Chi Minh, The Viet Cong are 
going to win." What does winning by the 
communist VietCong entail? 

Consider Asia of which Vietnam is a door
way, has 2/3 of the population of the world. 
It is an enormous land mass, with untold 
natural resources. It lies astride of the world 
waterways. Turning Asia over to the commu
nists committed to our destruction well may 
decide whether our children and children's 
children are free or communist slaves. 

We dare say we belonged in Vietnam. We 
went into that war to guarantee that South 
Vietnam a small nation had the right of self
determination as it should have. 

In connection with the Vietnam Mora
torium hysteria, with bitterness we look back 
on history of our times. We heard the phony 
World War One slogan to make the world 
safe for democracy. 

Washington echoed then as now, with the 
cry of get the boys home. We lost the peace. 
We recall front covers of national magazines 
in color picturing hospitalized legless vet
erans with a caption "Sucker." 

Then and now the hue and cry was to de
stroy our military. Our professional military 
had saved us from enslavement by Hitler. To
day it had the proud achievement of making 
it possible to land a man on the moon. 

The Eisenhowers, Pattons and MacArthurs 
are vanquished in this mad thrust at our 
military, with exposures of a few crooks of 
an honorable profession. A Cuban communist 
MIG lands undetected next to the Presi
dent's Air Force 1 in Florida. 

The Soviets have a space platform in orbit 
that can drop hydrogen bombs anyplace in 
the world. The Soviets exploded a 5 Megaton 
nuclear bomb more powerful than any we 
have. The Soviet is building hundreds of 
Polaris type submarines that could destroy 
all big American cities. Awake America. The 
hour is late. 

Is anyone stupid enough to be puzzled by 
the Viet Cong deadlock in Paris negotiations? 
Our bombing stopped a year ago. The Viet 
Cong is getting everything it hoped. 

The President is undercut in his Paris 
negotiations by the clamor in the U.S. Sen
ate and the country to bug out in Vietnam. 
The "peace at any price" advocates in Wash
ington are falling over each other to get on 
the bandwagon of isolationism. Yes, 1970 and 
1972 are election years. The prevailing wind 
is isolationist. 

We are ashamed that names of some of 
Indiana's delegation in Congress have ap
peared prominently in the endorsement ot 
the Vietnam Moratorium. 

It is frightening to contemplate what will 
happen to a future America with a small mi
nority of students, draft card burners, com
munis-ts, anarchists and their dupes crippling 
our defenses. Louis Johnson, a popular past 
National Commander of the American Le
gion, as Defense Secretary disarmed us. Then 
came Pearl Harbor and his glamor evaporated 
before anger of the populace. History can re
peat, often does. 

"To allow government policy to be made 
in the streets would destroy the democrat 
processes'' and invite anarchy. 
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GEORGE WYTHE, THE FATHER OF 
AMERICAN JURISPRUDENCE 

HON. WILLIAM L. HUNGATE 
OF MISSOURI 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. HUNGATE. Mr. Speaker, I would 
like to call the Members' attention to an 
outstanding speech made recently by our 
colleague, Hon. THOMAS N. DOWNING, at 
a meeting of the Capitol Hill chapter of 
the Federal Bar Association: 

GEORGE WYTHE, FATHER OF AMERICAN 
JURISPRUDENCE 

(By Hon. THOMAS N. DOWNING) 

Using the timetable of world history as a 
guideline, the United States has had to date 
only a short life as a nation. Yet in her al
most 200 years of existence she has been 
blessed by the dedication of numbers of na
tive sons and daughters who devoted a ma
jor portion of their own lives to her service. 

As a Virginian I take what I hope is a 
pardonable measure of pride in the accom
plishments of certain of "our boys." Wash
ington, Jefferson, Henry, Mason, Marshall, 
Madison and Monroe are comparatively well 
known. They have not suffered any lack of 
press coverage despite the fact that their 
years of great service were approximately 
two centuries ago. 

Of all of the eminent Virginians of the 
pre-Revolutionary, Revolutionary, and post
Revolutionary period, however, George Wythe 
is especially entitled to recognition. His ac
complishments and particularly his influence 
were strongly eff,ective in our quest for lib
erty. Regrettably he left no descendants. 
Unfortunately, few of his papers survive. 
To date he has had no Biographer. He lives 
only in scattered, brief writings of a few 
contemporaries. He is, however, enshrined 
in the character of the nation which he en
dowed. 

Being a native like he was of the lower 
tip of the Peninsula between James and 
York Rivers, and serving from that section 
of the Commonwealth in the Congress of the 
United States as he did in the Continental 
Congress. I welcome this opportunity to talk 
about George Wythe and the impact that he 
has had on our lives today. 

George Wythe was born on the family es
tate known as "Chesterville" in what was 
then Elizabeth City County, Virginia. The 
house survived until it was destroyed by fire 
in 1910. The land is now part of Langley 
Air Force Base. 

The year of his birth was 1726. The actual 
date has been lost in history. 

The old law of primogeniture decreed that 
the estate of Thomas Wythe, the father, 
would pass to his elder son Thomas. Mar
garet Walker Wythe, an educated woman her
self, determined early in George's life that 
her younger son must be prepared to make 
his place in the world. She gave him the 
benefits of her learning. As has been the 
case with many men, it was at the knee of 
his blessed mother that he gained his basic 
education. She taught him to read and write 
and gave him his foundation in mathemat
ics, latin and greek. It was from this begin
ning that at the age of 14 he entered William 
and Mary. 

This was followed by valuable apprentice
ships in the law offices of Stephen Dewey 
(his uncle by marriage) in Prince George 
County and Benjamin Waller in Wi111ams
burg. 

He was admitted to the bar at Caroline 
Courthouse February 13, 1746, and was asso
ciated in practice with John Lewis. In De-
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cember of the following year he married 
John's sister Ann. She died less than a year 
later and, unfortunately, there was no issue. 

The courts in those days arranged their 
schedules so that attorneys could practice 
in one county after another, and Wythe was 
soon licensed to plead in county after county. 
He pursued a most active and productive 
career at the bar. 

On January 21, 1754, due to absence in 
England of Peyton Randolph, Wythe was 
commissioned as Attorney General of the 
colony and Judge of the Court of Vice Ad
miralty of Virginia. Even though we do not 
know his actual birth date, it is safe to 
assume that he had not reached his 28th 
birthday. Virginia has had no other Attorney 
General at such a tender age before or since. 

The elder Wythe had died when George 
was three years old. In 1755 his brother 
Thomas who had inherited the estate passed 
on, and George Wythe suddenly found him
self a substantial landowner in Elizabeth 
City County. He made Williamsburg the seat 
of his practice, married Elizabeth Taliaferro, 
and moved into the fine brick home which is 
known today at the Wythe House. The house 
was devised to Wythe by his father-in-law. 

George Wy·the served in the House of 
Burgesses, was Clerk of the House, was a 
Member of the Continental Congress and 
the first Virginian to sign the Declaration 
of Independence. The honor of being the 
first to sign gives some indication of the 
esteem in which he was held by his fel
low delegates; especially when it is consid
ered that they included Thomas Jefferson, 
the author of the document, and Richard 
Henry Lee who moved its adoption. 

Subsequently he was Speaker of the House 
of Delegates, one of the two prime codifiers 
of the laws of Virginia, a member of the 
three-judge high court of chancery, for ten 
years a member of the Virginia Supreme 
Court of Appeals, and finally the sole 
chancellor of Virginia. 

He served as one of Virginia's delegates to 
the Constitutional Convention in 1787 and 
was Chairman of the Committee on Rules. 
He doubtless would have been a signer of the 
Constitution had the fatal illness of his wife 
not forced his return to Williamsburg. Their 
only child previously had died in infancy. 

It is not possible today to give proper at
tention to all of the accomplishments of 
George Wythe. It is important, I feel, that 
we spend a few moments on a significant 
few of them. 

As a landowner in Elizabeth City Oounty 
he was appointed to the Court of Gentle
men Justices. Thes·e were not the simple 
magis•trates of later years. They were the 
leaders of the respective counties. Washing
ton and M~;~.son were justices in Fairfax 
County. So was Jefferson in Albemarle; Rich
ard Henry Lee in Westmoreland; and Ed
mund Pendleton in Caroline. 

It was in this capacity that Wythe pre
sided over the session of the Elizabeth City 
County Court when the Reverend Mr. Thomas 
Warrington brought forward his claim in 
one of the parson's cases. You w111 doubt
less recall that Patrick Henry pleaded against 
the clergy in Hanover County in the most 
celebrated case of its kind. The Hanover Court 
found for the minister, but granted him 
only one penny in damages. The Elizabeth 
City County case has escaped significant no
tice; yet the court with Justice Wythe pre
siding found against Mr. Warrington. 

His most far-reaching judicial opinion was 
delivered in 1782 in Caton vs. Commonwealth 
when he held that a court could undo an act 
of a legislative body. It is most interesting 
to note that among those who had gathered 
In the courtroom to hear him · read his 
opinion was a young Richmond attorney 
named John Marshall who 21 years later as 
Chief Justice of the United States would de
liver a similar opinion in the more celebrated 
case of Marbury vs. M-adison. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
When Virginians sat in convention to rat

ify the Constitution of 1787, it was George 
Wythe who presided over all of the debates 
as Chairman of the Committee of the Whole. 
His leadership is credited with providing the 
slim majority by which Virginia ratification 
was gained. This is considered the most sig
nificant action by any state. Without it, 
union would have been impossible. 

As a leading figure in the colonial capt tal 
of Williamsburg, in 1762 George Wythe per
mitted a 19-year old redhead from the h111 
country surrounding Charlottesville, re
cently graduated from the College of William 
and Mary, to come into his home to read 
law. This was young Tom Jefferson who in 
later years would say, "Mr. Wythe continued 
to be my favorite and beloved mentor in 
youth and my most affectionate friend 
through life. In 1767 he led me into the prac
tice of the law, at the bar of the general 
court, at which I continued 'til the Revolu
tion shut up the courts of justice." 

This was not a one-sided friendship. 
Wythe remained devoted to Jefferson 
throughout his life. When he drew his will 
in 1803, Jefferson was President and his for
mer teacher willed him his library and "phil
osophical apparatus," expressing a hope that 
they might be worthy of inclusion in Jeffer
son's holdings. 

In 1779 Governor Jefferson was a member 
of the Board of Visitors of the College of 
William and Mary. Having reaped the bene
fits of his law education under Wythe, it was 
only natural that at the first meeting of the 
board Jefferson successfully proposed the 
establishment of a chair of law and police 
as part of a reorganization of the curricu
lum. Wythe was immediately elected to fill 
the chair, making him the first professor of 
law at an institution of higher learning in 
America. Only Sir William Blackstone, who 
filled the vinerian chair of law at Oxford, 
preceded him in the English-speaking world. 

Jefferson was by no means the only prom
inent Virginian who had studied in Wythe's 
home. Both James Monroe and Edmund Ran
dolph, the latter our first attorney general 
and later secretary of state, had had the ad
vantage of his training. 

His students at the college included many 
who would become Members of Congress, 
governors, and high-ranking judges. Chief 
among them was a young Virginian who had 
served as a Captain in Washington's Army. 
His name was John Marshall, and the six 
weeks that he attended Professor Wythe's 
lectures in 1779 were the beginning of his 
legal education. Marshall's law notes, which 
still exist, give eloquent testimony to the 
importance of Wythe's teaching. 

Wythe undoubtedly considered teaching 
his main purpose in life. During his tenure 
at William and Mary he wrote his good 
friend, John Adams, referring to Williams
burg as the place "where I have again set
tled, assisting, as Professor of Law and Police 
in the university there, to form such char
acters as may be fit to succeed those which 
have been ornamental and useful in the 
national councils of America." 

Even then the teaching of the master was 
not limited to the classroom. Littleton Waller 
Tazewell, later Member of the House of Rep
resentatives, Senator, anti Governor of Vir
ginia, lived with Wythe and began study in 
his home as a mere boy of ten. This was most 
appropriate. Benjamin Waller, one of Wythe's 
early teachers, was Tazewell's grandfather. 

Jefferson's reorganization at William and 
Mary had eliminated the study of Latin 
and Greek, supplanting them with modern 
foreign languages. Wythe obviously disap
proved, knowing by personal experience the 
value of the classics to anyone who sought 
a career at the bar. He was considered Vir
ginia's foremost classical scholar of his day, 
so he decided to teach Latin and Greek at 
his home, and advertised his classes in tl:ie 
newspaper. 
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Among his students was Peter Carr, Jef

ferson's nephew. When Jefferson was serving 
as Ambassador to France, Wythe wrote him 
that young Carr, while enrolled at William 
and Mary, was "learning French and Spanish 
languages, and with me he reads Aeschylus 
and Horace one day, and Herodotus and 
Cicero's orations the next." 

Education under Wythe was certainly not 
restricted to lectures and reading. He held 
moot courts, participation in which was re
quired of all those who were reading law. 
The Capital of Virginia having moved to 
Richmond, the old colonial capital building 
was left vacant. Wythe put it to good use, 
holding mock assemblies in which he gave 
practical lessons in debate and parliamentary 
procedure, thus equipping his students for 
careers in the legislative halls of the nation. 

Discipline was Spartan. If you studied with 
Wythe, you started work at 5:30 in the 
morning and your attention was devoted to 
the physical sciences and religion until 8 : 00. 
After a breakfast break the study of law was 
pursued until noon. The afternoons were 
devoted to history, and according to Jeffel'son 
from "dark to bedtime belles letters, criti
cism, rhetoric and oratory." This was the 
discipline which made men great. College 
and ·university curricula today represent at 
the very least a radical departure. This de
parture is perhaps significant in the failure 
of the United States to produce in recent 
years statesmen who might compare favor
ably with Jefferson, Monroe, Marshall, and 
the others. 

After ten years with William and Mary, 
Wythe's judicial duties took him to Rich
mond. His influence never·theless was still 
present at the college. In 1771 St. George 
Tucker had come from Bermuda to William 
and Mary to begin his education. It had al
ready been decided that after his undergrad
uate days he would go to Oxford to study 
law and had already been entered there at 
the Inner Temple. A year after his arrival in 
WilliamGburg, however, he wrote his father 
in Bermuda, requesting permission to re
main in Virginia for his law education, feel
ing studies with George Wythe would be more 
beneficial to his career. Paternal permission 
was quick, and Tucker followed the route 
taken by Jefferson. After Wythe left William 
and Mary, Tucker succeeded him as the sec
ond Professor of Law and Police. Like Wythe 
he went on to a great career on the bench. 

Wythe's teaching continued in Richmond. 
He engaged a 16-year old lad named Henry 
Clay as a clerk. For the next five years Clay 
attended him frequently, took his dictation 
and wrote the reports of all of Wythe's cases 
in the court and then departed for Kentucky 
to pursue his own career. 

Almos't 50 years later, reflecting UJpon his 
own service which had seen him as Speaker of 
the House of Representatives, Secretary of 
State, and one of the five foremost United 
States Senators of all time, Clay wrote, "I 
conclude it by an acknowledgment, de
manded of me alike by justice and feelings of 
gratitude, that to no man was I more in
debted, by his instructions, his advice, a.nd 
his example, for the little intellectual im
provement which I made ... " 

These are by no means all who benefitted 
from the knowledge of George Wythe and 
his desire to transmit that knowledge to 
younger men. Many, many studied with him 
and countless others who spent no period of 
formal training under his tutelage gained im
measurably from their daily association with 
him. He was not only one of our founding 
fathers hiilliSelf; he was indeed father to so 
many of our founding fathers. 

When one considers Wythe's own contri
butions to the Declaration of Indepencience, 
the Constitution of the United States, and 
his momentous legal opinions, they rate as 
sufficient accomplishment for any man of 
any age. He was, however, above everything 
else a teacher of young men. When one 
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considers Jefferson's authorship of the Dec
laration and of the Virginia. Statutes for 
Religious Freedom, Marshall's far-reaching 
opinions as Chief Justice, the Monroe Doc
trine, Clay's contributions to the Missouri 
Compromise and the Compromise of 1860, 
and Tucker's first American edition of Black
stone, it becomes obvious that Wythe's influ
ence was more remarkable than he probably 
ever dreamed. Many disciples through the 
years have followed in his footsteps; yet it is 
doubtful whether any has been able to llll8itch 
his stride. 

George Wythe loved to learn. At the time 
of his death in his 81st year, he was attemp.t
ing to master yet another language; he was 
studying Hebrew with a rabbi in Ric:bmond. 
And Wythe, like so many men who have no 
sons of their own, loved young men. To him 
the two of them, learning and young men, 
were perfect companions and he spent most 
of his life introducing the latter to the for
mer. Had it not been for his interest in young 
men and for his desire to see them learn, one 
is inclined to doubt whether the names 
which we recognize quite readily as the key
stones of our government would be recog
nized at all. lt is decidedly worth remember
ing that the alumni of Wythe's law classes 
include two Presidents of the United States, 
our grea;test Chief Justice, our first and three 
subsequent Secretaries of State, and our first 
and one additional Attorney General. 

Of everything that has been and could be 
said about George Wythe, Jefferson made the 
great summation, "He was the honor of his 
own and model of future times." 

ORDERLY MARKETING 
LEGISLATION OVERDUE 

HON. LOUIS C. WYMAN 
OF NEW HAMPSHmE 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. WYMAN. Mr. Speaker, it is diffi
cult to understand why there should con
tinue to be foot-dragging in the Congress 
and outright opposition in parts of the 
executive branch of the Government on 
the matter of legislative provision for or
derly :flow of imports into the American 
marketplace. The Orderly Marketing Act 
of 1969 <H.R. 733) provides a :flexible 
basis for the adjustment by the U.S. 
economy to expanded trade and gives 
foreign nations a fair share of the growth 
or change in the U.S. market but no 
more. They are taking more than their 
fair share today and at the expense of 
the American working man and woman. 

Representatives of congressional dis
tricts with either shoe or textile prob
lems in this :field should join forces in 
discharging this legislation from the 
committee that has it under considera
tion and which has steadfastly refused 
to report it. If they do join forces there 
will be more than a majority of the 
House which is a sufficient number. 

Illustrative of the shoe problem is the 
following report on U.S. footwear im
ports from the Foreign Trade Committee 
of the National Footwear Manufacturers 
Association, covering the period of Jan
uary to August 1969: 

U.S. FOOTWEAR IMPORTS, JANUARY-AUGUST 

1969 
August imports of leather and vinyl foot

wear totaling 13.9 million pairs were nearly 
15 and a half percent ahead of last year. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 

Leather and vinyl imports were 28.9% of an 
estimated domestic output of 48.0 milllon 
pairs. Shipments from Japan and Italy, in 
excess of nearly . 7 milllon pairs each over 
last August, accounted for most of the gains 
in men's and women's leather and vinyl 
footwear. 

To-date imports of leather and vinyl foot
wear of 139.1 milllon pairs have increased 
to nearly 14% ahead of last year. Average 
value per pair (f.o.b.) increased by 15.7% to 

Shoes and slippers (leather and vinyl) 
1969 pairs 

(thousands) 

From: 
45,212. 4 
44, 329.3 
14,513.5 
2,144. 2 

17,457. 0 
15,425.5 

Japan.~--- - _______ ____ ___ -- - -- __ ----- ---- -Italy _____ _____ _______ ___ __ ___ ____ ____ ____ _ 
Spain ___ ____ __ ___ ________________ ______ __ _ 
France .• . __ __ __ _______ ______ ___ ____ ___ ___ _ 

g~~~~ Jou<Jt~i::.~~~~== = = ==== == == == == == == == = 
Total pairs __ ________ __ _________________ _ 139,082.0 
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$2.06 per pair. Shipments from foreign 
ports were 36% of domestic output, esti
mated at 390.8 million pairs and 26% of new 
supply (domestic output plus imports). 

August gains of 23% for Spain and 7% · 
for Taiwan indicate a softening of pace. 
Italy's increase of 24% indicates her grip 
continues strong in the market place. Japan's 
increase of 13% over last August has moved 
her another notch closer to last year's rec
ord. Details are shown below: 

January-August 

Percent Percent share of total 
1968 pairs 

(thousands) 
change, pairs, 

1969-68 t 1969 1968 

45,770.9 -1.2 32.5 37. 4 
42, 361.3 +4.6 31.9 34.7 
8, 948.3 +62.2 10. 4 7. 3 
2, 210.4 -3. 0 1.5 1.8 

10,149.3 +12. 0 12. 6 8.3 
12,812.6 +20.4 11. 1 10.5 

122,252.7 +13.8 100.0 100.0 

TOTAL IMPORTS OF OVER-THE-FOOT FOOTWEAR 

Percent 
change, 8 months, 1969 

August August Percent change, 1969/1968 
1969, 1969- Average 
pairs August Pairs Value value Dollar 

Type of footwear (thousands) 1968 (thousands) (thousands) per pair Pairs value 

Leather and vinyl, totaL __ _______ 13,238.8 +13.9 134,438.6 $282,248.2 $2. 10 +13. 0 +31.3 

Leather excluding slippers. _____ 6, 227.3 +20.3 69,628.1 231,543. 9 3. 33 +15.4 +32.3 

Men's, yout~s', bpys'---- ----- 2, 111.0 +15. 7 20,480. 8 84,466.0 4.12 +29.1 +42. 0 
Women s, m1sses --- - - -- ----- 3,654. 7 +27.4 43,238.3 132,723.7 3. 07 +6.8 +25.8 
Children's, infants'--- - --- - --- 181.6 -6.8 4, 086.8 6, 338.3 1. 55 +94.2 +115. 1 Moccasins ____________ _______ 61.4 +30.1 450.9 547.0 1. 21 -2.5 +9.1 
Other leather (including work 

and athletic) _____ ___ ___ ____ 218.6 -9.7 1, 371.3 7,468. 9 5. 45 -2.1 +13.6 
Slippers. ________________________ 44.6 -.4 224.3 443.1 1. 98 +3.2 - -6.5 
Vinylsupported uppers __ __________ 6, 996.9 +8.9 64,586.2 50,261.2 . 78 +10.5 +27.5 

Men's a,nd boys'.- ---,---- -- -- -- - 797.3 +31. 7 6,608. 6 7,465. 0 1.13 +22.1 +40. 8 
Women sand m1sses ----------- 5,454. 2 +7.0 50,989.9 38,243. 5 . 75 +6.9 +24.0 
Children's and infants'---------- 551.0 -2.5 5, 753.1 3, 918.8 .68 +35.4 +42.8 
Soft soles .• _____ --------- _____ 164.4 +28.3 1, 234.6 633. 8 . 51 +13. 7 +17.3 

Other non rubber types, totaL ____ _ 652.8 +55.1 4,643. 4 4,677. 0 1. 01 +41.2 +87.6 

Wood. ______ --------------- ___ 88.9 +391.2 662.7 1, 578.7 2. 38 +271.9 +300.6 Fabric uppers __________________ 468.9 +25.0 3, 435.3 2,477.1 .62 +22.2 +33.2 
Other, not elsewhere specified. __ 95.0 +245. 5 545.4 621.2 1.14 +82.8 +160. 0 

Nonrubber footwear, totaL _______ 13,891.7 +15.4 139,082.0 286,925. 1 2. 06 + 13.8 +32.0 
Rubber-soled fabric uppers __ ______ 3, 252.0 -12.9 30,773.0 23,028. 1 . 75 -11.0 +10.3 

Grand total, all types ••..•.• 17,143.7 +8.7 169,855.0 309,953.2 1. 82 +8.3 +30.1 

Note: Details may not add up due to rounding. Figures do not include imports of waterproof rubber footwear, zories, and slipper 
socks. Rubber-soled fabric upper footwear includes non-American selling price types. 

Source: National Footwear Manufacturers Association estimates from census raw data. For further detailed information, address 
your inquiries to the National Footwear Manufacturers Association, room 302, 342 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017. 

CRIME-SOMETHING MUST BE 
DONE 

HON. BERTRAM L. PODELL 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. PODELL. Mr. Speaker, today the 
specter of violent crime haunts all ur
ban citizens as never before. In Brook
lyn, the small shopkeeper has often had 
to alter his business life to lessen dan
gers posed by holdup artists. Once tran
quil neighborhoods are invaded by nar
cotics addicts seeking cash or merchan
dise to fence for drugs. New York City 
Police Department statistics reveal a 
growing menace. 

In August 1969, crimes against per-

sons and property totaled 42,454. Crimes 
against the person increased 4.2 percent 
in August. Our police recorded increases 
in :five of seven major categories, includ
ing murder, nonnegligent manslaughter, 
forcible rape, robbery, aggravated as
sault, and motor vehicle theft. For the 
8-month period ending August 31, 1969, 
the crime index rose 2.7 percent. 

New York City possesses the best po
lice department in the land. Such in
creases cannot be laid at its door. Yet 
physical danger mounts to the average 
New Yorker, and it is inhibiting and 
deleting from the overall quality of their 
daily lives. We can and must do some
thing about this situation, and solutions 
are available. 

More police who are better paid, more 
visible, better educated, and on the 
streets is a major solution. You cannot 
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patrol the city through a car windshield. 
To make a law enforcement officer's life 
more worth while and motivated can, and 
should be, a prime goal of every urban 
jurisdiction. 

The social causes of criminal behavior 
are well known, yet we are placing less 
emphasis on curing or preventing them 
than ever before. Slums spread while we 
spend money on war rather than hous
ing. Urban recreation areas are losing 
ground compared to what we are allot
ting to weapons. Instead of better tran
sit in the cities, we allocate vast sums 
to the SST. Drug education programs 
take a poor second place to subsidies for 
rich farmers. Our educational plant is 
deteriorating before our eyes. Libraries 
and hospitals are being deferred. All of 
these can be factors in reducing breed
ing grounds for criminals. 

Causes or crime are by and large 
known to all of us. Elementary knowledge 
of this area can produce significant solu
tions, particularly in the area of educa
tion, both on the part of the average 
citizen and the felon. These avenues are 
not being explored, particularly in the 
area of prison reform. If we instituted 
more measurable rehabilitation pro
grams within our institutions, numbers 
of repeaters or recidivists could be low
ered appreciably, with an attendant gain 
by all society. Why must we place such 
reform last on society's list · of priorities, 
when it costs us so much to ignore it? 

Better lighting of all city streets is a 
goal easily within reach of almost every 
urban jurisdiction. Criminals do not op
erate too effectively in such well-lit en
vironments. Here again, costs are mini
mal compared to consequences suffered 
by inattention. New equipment for law
enforcement officers would be a major 
aid. Today criminals too often operate 
with far better technical equipment than 
those charged with preventing their acti
vities. Why should our police not have 
first-class equipment? 

The drug problem is corroding the very 
foundations of our society, and I con
sider it the greatest internal menace fac
ing America today. Yet instead 6f attack
ing it in the schools, on the streets, and 
at its source, we are ignoring it. Yet, to 
the people on the streets and doing busi
ness, the addict and his habit are a grow
ing and omnipresent terror which in
hibits their daily routine and pursuit of 
a decent life. We must mount a nation
wide series of programs aimed at chok
ing it off. This must be done, aiming at 
such poison peddlers domestically and 
abroad. I believe this to be so important 
that I shall address myself to it in a sep
arate message entirely. 

There is still another area where im
mediate reform is swiftly available. Ire
fer to gun control specifically, because 
recently the Senate voted to repeal cer
tain hard-won provisions of existing gun 
control legislation. 

During the 1968 congressional gun con
trol debate, the Justice Department re
leased statistics showing States with 
strict gun control laws and lower murder 
rates than those without: 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 

Overall murder rate 
Percent of per 100,000 

murders by-------
firearms 1966 1968 

Strong gun law 
States: 

·pennsylvania _____ 43.2 3.2 4. 0 
New Jersey ______ 38.6 3. 5 5.1 
New York ________ 31.8 4. 8 6. 5 
Massachusetts ____ 35.5 2. 4 3.5 
Rhode Island _____ 24.0 1.4 2.4 

Weak gun law States: 
66.4 6.1 6.3 Arizona __________ 

Nevada __________ 66.9 10.6 5.5 
Texas ___________ 68.7 9. 1 10.6 
Mississippi__ _____ 70.9 9. 7 9.9 
Louisiana _____ ___ 62.0 9. 9 9.5 

In New Jersey, with strict control," in 22 
months authorities approved 94,221 
weapon permits. Simultaneously, crimi
nal records appeared in 7 percent of all 
applications; 1,659 were denied. In 1 
year in California, police checks of deal
er purchases thwarted more than 800 
illegal buyers. Six hundred and ninety
seven were ex-convicts. 

Dr. Milton Eisenhower's National 
Commission on Causes and Prevention 
of Violence connects firearms availability 
and violent crime, especially handguns. 
Firearms are virtually the only weapons 
used to kill police officers. From 1960 to 
1967, 411 officers were killed in the line 
of duty. Guns were used in 96 percent of 
such fatal attacks. Of nine assassination 
attempts on American Presidents and 
candidates, all involved firearms. 

The average citizen and small busi
nessman lives in fear of a criminal with 
a gun for good reason. In 1968, 23 per
cent of all aggravated assaults were com
mitted with guns, opposed to 13 percent 
in 1963. Two out of every three armed 
robberies are committed with guns. 

Dr. Eisenhower's Commission called 
for Federal-State cooperation to remove 
24 million handguns in private hands 
from circulation. Tight restrictive licens
ing is essential, yet the President op
poses further gun-control legislation. 
There are now 90 million firearms in 
America. Of 60 million households, Bit 
least half own one weapon. Firearms 
purchases this year will be quadruple 
those in 1965. 

Hunters have their rights, but at last 
report no one was stalking deer with 
22-, 32-, 38-, and 45-caliber revolvers. 
Now even the weak controls enacted 
after the terrible spate of assassinations 
are under attack. Dealers now must re
cord names and addresses of ammunition 
buyers. Yet the Senate recently repealed 
registration requirements on ri:fie and 
shotgun ammunition, coming close to re
pealing them on 22-caUber rimfire car
tridges, which accounted for 37 percent 
of all handgun murders last year. Under 
the recent Senate action, ammunition 
used to kill President Kennedy, Dr. 
King, and Medgar Evers can again be 
sold over the counter with no questions 
or registration. Does anyone therefore 
wonder why our streets are unsafe and 
crime rates soar? 

Our cities and suburbs cannot toler
ate a situation which allows any lunatic, 
juvenile, or criminal to purchase deadly 
. weapons and ammunition with impu-
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nity. Tight gun laws in one jurisdiction 
are negated by loose ones elsewhere. To 
buy and possess is to eventually use. 

Nor can we give credence to illogical 
blatherings of the professional gun lobby 
cowering behind the Constitution in 
order to defeat or water down essential 
national legislation. 

There were 4,500 murders committed 
in the United States in 1967 with am
munition, which, under the recent Senate 
amendment, no longer would need to 
have its sale recorded by dealers. In 
the name of sport, we are legalizing 
murder in our cities. We are encourag
ing other invisible riflemen similar to 
those who murdered President Kennedy, 
Dr. King, and Mr. Evers. 

YOUTH IN POLITICS-A NEW 
CHAPTER 

HON. RICHARD L. OTTINGER 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. OTTINGER. Mr. Speaker, the 
young people of America have always 
been in the forefront of movements for 
social and political change, but in recent 
years their activities have been given 
more attention and notoriety than ever 
before. Politicians at every level have 
learned-sometimes painfully-that to
day's young people are not only informed 
and concerned, but prepared to actively 
involve themselves in the political system 
to accomplish their goals. Unfortunately, 
a few have insisted on destroying the 
system and their efforts have, to some 
extent tarnished and prejudiced the work 
of the majority. 

One young man who has taken some 
dramatic steps to point out the rieed for 
changes within our political system is a 
constituent of mine, 14-year-old George 
C. Whipple lli, who is campaigning for 
the office of supervisor of the town of 
Kent in Putnam County. 

Under the law, George's name may not 
appear on the ballot in next week's elec
tion, and even should this write-in cam
paign prove successful, he could not 
serve. Nevertheless, his activities during 
the past 2 months have served to focus 
attention on a number of issues of vital 
concern to the citizens of Kent, and he 
has demonstrated a ge~uine awareness 
of the need for government to be respon
sive to all points of view within our 
society. 

The Wall Street Journal and Life 
magazine this week gave prominent cov
erage to Whipple and his campaign. I 
know these articles will be of interest to 
my colleagues and I present them for in
clusion in the RECORD: 

LET'S WIN THIS ONE FOR THE WHIPPER 

The youth movement is out of hand in the 
town of Kent, N.Y., 60 miles north of New 
York City. There George the Third, as young 
Mr. George c. Whipple m sometimes calls 
himself, is campaigning for supervisOr. It is 
Saturday afternoon, the only time the board-
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ing school he goes to will let him off. His 
campaign team, a bell-bottomed, beaded, 
mixed bag of 12- to 16-year-olds, has assem
bled a caravan of 10 parent-driven cars for 
a motorcade through the town. 

The very idea is hopeless, of course; a 
write-in campaign by a 14-year-old against 
two major-party candidates. Whip, or Whip
per-as the Third is more commonly 
known-manages to appear quite serious 
about it all. He has been at it, off and on, 
for four months. 

Election laws on age requirements prevent 
him from being listed on the ballot or even 
serving should he win on a write-in. Never
theless, Whipper has spent $500 he earned 
himself on the campaign. Is he serious? 
What is he trying to accomplish? 

Whipper has given some thought to those 
questions. "The voting age should be low
ered to 18," he says. "Young people are a 
real political power now, and are old enough 
to vote and be elected. A mature electorate 
isn't going to elect a 3-year-old !" 

As the cars honk their way through a hous
ing development, two loudspeakers on top of 
the Whipples' old blue Mercedes (they also 
have a newer cream one) bark out George's 
plea for write-in votes. Occasionally someone 
appears from behind a glass-and-aluminum 
storm door, bewildered but amused. Whipper 
jumps from the car, brushing the hair out of 
his eyes, and introduces himself. He is earnest 
as he asks for their votes. 

In the supermarket parking lot a few 
housewives ask him why he is running. His 
answer is ready: "Not all the youth in Amer
ica today are rioting," he says. "Some of 
us want to' work peacefully within the sys
tem." The mothers smile indulgently and 
pat him on the shoulder and wish him luck. 

Not everyone in town is as tolerant of the 
campaign. Some think Whipple's parents are 
spoiling him by "letting him play this game. 
He's going to be crushed when he loses. " 
Others are angry because they think he is 
making a joke of serious town problems. 
Their language suggests the gulf between 
themselves and "the rich people up on Gipsy 
Trail,'' where the Whipples live. A local editor 
vows: "He isn't going to indulge himself 
on the pages of our paper !•' Over the loud
speaker, Whip is heard to say: "A lot of the 
problems in Kent are youth-oriented: police, 
education and recreation. We should be al
lowed to help politicians solve them." 

The motorcade swings through another 
development and the kids jump out of the 
cars to stuff mailboxes. Then suddenly the 
parents are tired of honking their horns. 
Whipper's voice is cracking, the kids are 
getting a bit silly. Besides, everyone is starved 
They head for home, where piles of sand
wiches are waitiag. 

A 14-YEAR-OLD BoY RUNS FOR TOWN SUPER
VISOR; SCHOOL RULES, LAW ON AGE HANDI
CAP EFFORT 

(By Frank J. Prial) 
KENT, N.Y.-When the election for town 

supervisor is held here next week, the can
didate least likely to win is George C. 
Whipple III. Oh, he's campaigning hard. It's 
just that he's 14 years old. 
·~ut," he hastens to note, "I'll be 15 when 

it comes time to take office next January." 
Kent is a fast-growing, still semirural com

munity of about 7,000 people located 60 
miles north of Times Square. The supervisor 
is Kent's equivalent of a mayor. Kent has 
all the classic problems of a community rap
idly changing from cow pastures to split
levels. There aren't enough roads, enough 
sewers or municipal services; the schools are 
on split schedules and taxes are zooming. 

What makes a 14-year-old think he can 
handle these problems? "I'm young," says 
George, or Whipper, as his friends call him, 
"but many of the problems facing the people 
i• Kent are caused by the young-our 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 

schools, recreation, pollee protection, even 
dope. Taxes are high largely because of young 
people." 

The chances that a plurality of Kent voters 
agree and will vote for George are exceed
ingly slim. For one thing, he's not on the 
ballot; for another, it would be illegal for 
him to take office. He had collected at-out 
half the signatures he needed to get on the 
ballot when someone pointed out that New 
York State says you have to be old enough 
to vote to be old enough to hold office. 

CITING PRECEDENTS 
This didn't bother Whipper. He decided to 

go for a write-in campaign. 
But there are other problems. He can't 

drive, which means that his mother or an 
older teen-ager must chauffeur him around 
the hustings. Moreover, he has been able 
to spend almost no time on the hustings 
because he's a freshman at a preparatory 
school 80 miles from home that won't let 
him out to campaign. 

Actually, the Choate School, in Welling
ford, Conn., did unbend a bit. It gave George 
48 hours, the weekend of Oct. 11 and 12, to 
race home and run for office. There was time 
for a motorcade, some meetings and a cock
tail party at which the candidate couldn't 
drink. "We usually don't give them any week
ends," says a Choate official, "but then, we've 
never had a freshman run for office before." 
The Whipper shrugs. "William McKinley ran 
from his front porch," he says, "and Michael 
Curley ran from jail, and they both won." 

George's opponents are the incumbent, 
George Krauss, who's running on the Repub
lican and Conservative tickets, and Democrat 
Frank Barbarita, a real estate man and 
former Putnam County Democratic chair
man. Neither admits to taking the boy seri
ously. However, Mr. Barbarita has made a 
point of promising to give special attention 
to youth problems, and Mr. Krauss agrees 
that George could pull important votes. "It's 
going to be a close one," he says, "and a 
couple of hundred votes could be vital." 

Will Whipper Whipple get that many write
in votes? "At first, I would have been sur
prised if he got two votes,'' his father says. 
"Now I hear people saying 200 or 400. I 
wouldn't dare to guess." 

A TELEVISION APPEARANCE 
The two regular candidates are running 

traditional campaigns, with plenty of news
paper coverage, colorful posters on Route 52 
through town and speeches before local 
groups. Young George hasn't had time for 
the rubber chicken circuit. But before the 
school term started he did manage to appear 
on network television on NBC's Tonight 
Show. 

"The kid's father is a big-shot advertising 
man in the city," says a local newspaper edi
tor, "and he's putting the boy up to this." 
"Not true,'' says George C. Whipple Jr., a vice 
president at Benton & Bowles. "I'm very 
proud of what he's doing, but he's doing it all 
by himself." The elder Whipple does admit 
that a few family friends and associates have 
helped. One is Ted Allegretti, an experienced 
political campaign organizer who worked for 
George Romney and Robert F. Kennedy. "He's 
the only adult on my team," insists young 
George. 

The Whipples are members of the Gipsy . 
Trail Club, a private residential community 
and social club in Kent. There is consider
able feeling among other Kent citizens, who 
include many retired New York City em
ployes, that the Gipsy Trail people are un
concerned about rising taxes and other in
flationary pressures that beset the less af
fluent. 

"My dad's taxes are high, too,'' says Whip
per, "and I don't see either of the other can
didates offering a solution." His solution: 
"New industry, particularly corporate head
quarters. The new highways coming through 
here will halve the driving time to New York, 
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making this an ideal place for firms to 
locate." 

While some people question Whipper's sin
cerity in running, no one can doubt his en
thusiasm for politics. "I swung a solid LBJ 
fourth grade over to Goldwater with one 
speech," he boasts. 

Like most political candidates, the slight, 
fashionably long-haired Whipple boy's big
gest problem is money. "I made $300 working 
for a mail-order house last summer," he says, 
"but that's all gone.'' 

He had hoped that the appearance on the 
Tonight Show with Johnny Carson would 
net some cash from viewers, and it did
about $30. Unfortunately, there are two 
Kents in New York, and only the other one 
has a post office. The Whipples' post office 
is the town of Carmel. As it happens, the 
other Kent has a supervisor named Whip
ple-Manley Whipple-and he got a few of 
the dollars from Carson viewers. He sent 
them along to Whipper with his best wishes. 

Young George sent out several campaign 
literature mailings, and his aides spread 
Whipple buttons and bumper stickers around 
Kent before the money ran out. "He's got 
another letter going out, asking for money," 
his mother, JoeAnn, a petite brunette, says. 
"I'd like to help him," she adds, "but I'm no 
Rose Kennedy." 

Young George readily admits he'd be in
eligible to take office if elected. "We'd have 
to go to court on that,'' he says. "After all, 
if I can't serve, it's a denial of the rights 
of the people who voted for me." 

READING MATERIALS FOR THE 
HANDICAPPED 

HON. CLARENCE E. MILLER 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. MILLER of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, the 
Ohi:o system of public libraries is one of 
the oldest and most extensive in the Na
tion. A lesser known but very worthwhile 
service provided ' by many Ohio libraries 
is the furnishing of special reading and 
information materials for handicapped 
persons. 

Mrs. Claudine Smith, editor for the 
State Library of Ohio, has written an 
excellent article in the October 1969 
issue of the Wonderful World of Ohio 
magazine that describes the eff·orts made 
in Ohio, to insure that library materials 
are made available to the handicapped. I 
offer the article for insertion in the REc
ORD at tills point: 

SPECIAL LIBR!\RY SERVICES FOR OHIOAN'S 
SPECIA·L NEEDS 

(By Mrs. Claudine Smith) 
"Let's go to the Ubrary!" is o.ften heard 

in Ohio, and library visitors carry home some 
70 million books a year for their reading en
joyment. Ohio's libraries are among the 
most-used in the nation, and they are popu
lar with people of all ages, from pre-school 
children to senior citizens. 

But thousands of Ohioans can't get to the 
library-so the library goes to them. Ohio 
librarians have pioneered ways of taking col
lections of books to people who need them 
but are unable to get to the library. First, 
horse-drawn wagons and then bookmobiles 
carried books to people in neig.hborhoods and 
rural areas remote from libraries. Librarians 
took books to settlement houses and adult 
educ!liti·on centers, rest homes and hospitals, 
where they were needed. 

The needs that reading satisfies for the 
average person are every bit as real for the 
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handicapped. This group, too, needs library 
service--as children to become acquainted 
with the world; as students in school; as 
adults learning a trade or profession; to 
get information, to fill leisure, to grow; and, 
above all, as people, to "push back" the four 
walls which often bound the limits of their 
existence. 

Now, libraries have special materials and 
services for the thousands of Ohioans who 
are blind, physically handicapped, home
bound or hospitalized. They encourage read
ers to use regular library servl·ces if they 
can, but to ~ke use of special materials 
where necessary. Important differences arise 
from the need to compensate for physical 
handicaps, and "getting the right book in 
the right format" to these readers offers per
sonal and rewarding relationships. 

Technology has produced wonders to help. 
Talking book machines, recordings, tapes, 
mechanical page turners, bed specs and 
prism lens glasses are now available. The lat
ter are a great comfort to bed patients; they 
serve as "periscopes" by angling the vision 
for reclined reading. Books come in braille, 
in large types, on records (talking books and 
maga.zlne·s recorded on unbreakable micro
groove records) and tapes. The most popular 
and widely used of the special materials are 
the talking book machine and talking books. 
The talking book machine is a specially de
signed record player which plays the recorded 
books and magazines at 33¥3, 16% and 
8 ¥3 R.P .M. Most talking books are recorded 
at 16 % R.P.M., while magazines are or will 
be at the space saving 8¥3 speed. With talking 
books there is no need to learn to read braille 
"dots." Immediate participation is possible. 
Involvement comes through listening, and 
frequently talking book "readers" develop 
preferences for certain narrators, which in
fluence their choice of "books." 

The hand'icapped have the same diversified 
reading tastes as the sighted. A w'ide variety 
of reading is often the greatest source of 
profitable and recreational occupation open 
to them. Thus, the library's objective is to 
provide the widest range of subject material 
possible. That many libraries are success
ful in this is evidenced by thre fa,ct that 
many readers have developed a full range 
of reading tastes only after becoming handi
capped. 

The Cleveland Public Library's compre
hensive service to the 111 and handicapped is 
known throughout the world, annually at
tracting foreign librarians and social serv
ice workers. It maintains libraries in 54 
agencies, such as hospitals and institutions; 
and for twenty-eight years has operated a 
monthly schedule of home visits by librari
ans to handicapped children and adults 
throughout the metropolitan area. 

The Cincinnati Public Library, which also 
provides extensive service to the handi
capped, is engaged in a special project of 
service to exceptional children (here mean
ing all children who are physically and men
tally handicapped) . The project has attracted 
nationwide attention from librarians and 
educators, as well as psychologists who work 
with handicapped and disturbed children. A 
film, "Reaching Out," based on this project 
is inspiring similar programs in libraries 
throughout the nation. 

Smaller libraries in Ohio also give individ
ual services to the homebound or hospital
ized . Many send a staff member w'ith books 
and records to county homes, hospitals or 
people's homes. Some cooperate with Grey 
Ladies, Junior League and other community 
groups in giving this service. In Alliance, the 
Women's Division of the Chamber of Com
merce assists w'ith delivery of talking book 
machines. In Marion, the Junior Service 
Guild transports materials from the public 
library to and from shut-ins. 

Ohio public libraries work with other agen
cies and volunteer groups to serve the handi-
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capped. In Cleveland, replies to braille letters 
received from blind readers are transcribed 
into braille by a volunteer. For a variety of 
reasons, blind patrons only rarely visit the 
libraries; and, even when they do, usually 
prefer that the materials they select be 
mailed to them, since both braille and talk
ing books are difficult to carry. 

The services of two regional libraries for 
the blind and physically handicapped at 
Cleveland and Cincinnati are extended 
throughout the state w'ith help of a number 
of volunteers and public agencies. Among 
them is the Ohio Bureau of Services for the 
Blind, which distributes talking book ma
chines. The American Red Cross transcribes 
braille; some chapters of the Lions Club and 
the Multiple Sclerosis Society and private 
agencies for the blind also issue talking book 
machines. The Kingsbury Chapter of the 
Telephone Pioneers of America, a national 
volunteer group of senior telephone employ
ees, repair and restore the talking book ma
chines throughout the state. Ohio people who 
enjoy reading aloud often volunteer to make 
recordings of books and materials; others 
have learned how to transcribe in braille. 
Some organizational groups make this a com
munity service · project. Such programs are 
in operation in Akron, Canton, Cincinnati, 
Cleveland, Columbus, Toledo and Youngs
town. The two regional libraries in Cleveland 
and Cincinnati regularly assist volunteers in 
getting started in this project. 

Large type books especially designed for 
the visually handicapped (but also helpful 
to slow learners and persons with "tired 
eyes") are available in many libraries. A 
400-volume collection of large print books, 
made possible through a grant from the 
State Library, rotates among libraries in 
Ashland, Crestline, Galion, Loudonville, 
Mansfield, Marion, Shelby and Willard. Many 
library reading rooms also include periodi
cals in large type (for example, the Reader's 
Digest and the New York Times.) 

Ohio has two regional libraries for the 
blind and physically handicapped. The re
gional libraries in Cleveland and Cincinnati 
are part of a nationwide system working v,rith 
the Library of Congress to serve the blind 
and physically handicapped. The librarian of 
any public library can put a reader in touch 
with the regional library. 

As a result of a new Federal law, anyone 
with a physical or visual disability who can
not comfortably use a conventional book is 
eligible for this service. The law recognizes 
that many people have physical ailments 
or visual problems which incapacitate them, 
even though they are not blind. For example, 
anyone suffering from severe arthritis or the 
effects of a stroke, is eligible (as are victims 
of cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy, mul
tiple sclerosis, polio and diplegia). Tem
porary immobility which makes the use of 
conventional reading materials impossible, 
such as an injury resulting from an accident 
or a fracture, makes a reader eligible for this 
service, whether he is convalescing at home, 
in a hospital or in an institution. 

The service is free. As many talking books 
as desired, plus a free record player, are 
available at no cost. Books in braille and 
tapes are also supplied. Supplied free are 
subscriptions to the Braille Book Review and 
Talking Book Topics, bimonthly publications 
of the Library of Congress which describe 
new books and contain order forms and 
articles on library resources. All materials are 
sent through the mail free of charge. 

The State Library of Ohio also plays a role 
in providing services to the handicapped. 
The General Assembly appropriates money 
to the State Library Board to underwrite 
the costs of the statewide library service 
for the blind. From this, payments are 
made by the State Library to Cincinnati and 
Cleveland public libraries, which operate the 
regional libraries. Further expansion of the 
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services to the handicapped is possible under 
the new program in the Federal Library Serv
ices and Construction Act, which is admin
istered by the State Library. 

The partnership among Ohio Libraries, the 
State Library, the two Regional Libraries for 
the Blind and Physically Handicapped, and 
a variety of volunteer agencies is making cer
tain that more and more of the Ohioans who 
can't "go to the library" can still have the 
many advantages of public library service. 

PAN AM IS STILL TOPS IN AIR 
CARGO 

HON. JOHN M. MURPHY 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. MURPHY of New York. Mr. 
Speaker, it always gives me a great deal 
of pleasure to cite American leadership, 
particularly in the :field of international 
air transportation. With the economy of 
our country presently in such a sensitive 
state, our ability to trade conveniently 
and effectively in order to maintain a 
favorable balance of payments should be 
of the gravest concern to all of us. 

I am, therefore, proud to report that 
our international flag carrier, Pan Amer
ican Airways, is maintaining its pre
eminence as the largest carrier of air 
cargo in the world. 

It is most :fitting that Pan Am display 
this leadership because it represents 
what might well be the beginning of a 
comeback by this great U.S. flag inter
national airline which has been plagued 
by every conceivable hindrance during 
the last 2 years. Not only were new U.S. 
carriers put on its route-in one instance, 
the case of Hawaii, :five--but Pan Am 
went through some of the most severe 
labor negotiations in the Nation's his
tory. Hopefully these negotiations will 
result in labor peace between the com
pany and the great unions which repre
sent its employees for the next 3 years. 

As a company it has pioneered many 
innovations in this :field-all-cargo air
craft, containerization, worldwide mar
keting, computerized cargo terminal fa
cilities to name just a few. Additionally, 
in the national interest Pan Am has most 
recently displayed its capability and 
willingness to serve by providing the 
greatest amount of civil airlift of both 
mail and material to our :fighting men in 
Vietnam. 

I include the article which appeared 
in the October issue of the Air Transport 
World, "Pan Am Is Still Tops in Air 
Cargo," in the RECORD: 
PAN AM Is STILL TOPS IN AIR CARGo-UNITED 

MovED INTO No. 2 SPOT IN 1968; 21 CAR
RIERS TOP 100 MILLION TKMS 
Pan American has moved far out in front 

as the top airline of the world in air cargo. 
Its 851,881,000 tonne kilometres represents a 
a 29 % edge over second-place United Air 
Lines. 

There was only a 2% spread, however, be
tween United and third-place American Air
lines which UAL overtook in 1968. 

Twenty-one of the lATA carriers topped 
the 100-milUon tonne kilometre mark, and 
of these, 10 were U.S. airlines. The top non
U.S. airline in cargo is Lufthansa at 312 mll
lion tonne kms, a 12-million edge over 
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BOAC which was hampered by strikes in 
1968. 

The two U.S. lATA-member all cargo air
lines-Seaboard World and Flying Tiger line 
ranked No. 9 and No. 16 respectively. Trans
Mediterranean Airways, Lebanese cargo car
rier, has moved up to 24th in the lATA rank
ing in cargo. Here's how each carrier fared 
in declining order of tonne kms: 

Freight 
(000) 

Rank and Airline: Tonne Kms. 
1. Pan Am--------------------- 851,881 
2. United --------------------- 659, 867 
3. American ------------------- 644, 335 
4. TWA ----------------------- 546,407 
5. Lufthansa------------------ 312,706 
6. BOAC ---------------------- 298, 807 
7. KLM ----------------------- 283, 782 
8. Northwest ------------------ 247, 348 
9. Seaboard World ______________ 246,067 

10. Air France------------------ 231, 727 
11. Japan ---------------------- 197,979 12. Air Canada __________________ 190,070 

13. Eastern -------------------- 179,599 
14. Autalia --------------------- 173, 568 
15. SAS ------------------------ 170, 000 16. Flying Tiger _________________ 163,902 

17. Delta ----------------------- 146, 251 
18. Sabena --------------------- 118,047 
19. Swissair -------------------- 107, 584 
20. Braniff International-------- 105, 065 
21. Qantas --------------------- 104, 294 
22. Varig ----------------------- 81,512 
23. UTA ----------------------- 79, 976 
24. TMA ----------------------- 77, 094 
25. BEA ------------------------ 70, 618 
26. National -------------------- 68, 850 
27. Air-India --------------·----- 61, 617 
28. Pakistan InternationaL______ 54, 915 
29. Air Afrique__________________ 54, 850 
30. Iberia ---------------------- 54, 444 
31. CP Air______________________ 53, 130 
32. El Al------------------------ 50,998 
33. Avianca --------------------- 47, 668 
34. Continental ----------------- 46, 721 
35. South African --------------- 37, 723 
36. Irish Int'l ------------------- 37, 188 
37. Ansett ---------------------- 35, 213 
38. Aerolineas Argentinas-------- 27, 671 
39. Trans-Australia ------------- 26, 507 
40. Olympic-------------------- 24,257 
41. BUA ------------------------ 23, 505 
42. East African ---------------- 22, 040 
43. Philippine ------------------ 20, 936 
44. MEA------------------------ 19, 476 
45. Lan-Chile ------------------- 19, 050 
46. Air New Zealand ------------ 18, 719 
47. Aeronaves de Mexico -------- 17, 180 
48. TAP ------------------------ 16, 933 
49. Ethiopian------------------- 16,359 
50. Viasa ----------------------- 14,056 
51. Indian ---------------------- 10, 462 
52. CSA ------------------------ 8, 900 
53. NZNAC --------------------- 7, 975 
54. Cubana --------------------- 6, 511 
55. BWIA ---------------------- 6, 203 
56. Aerolineas Peruanas --------- 6, 096 
57. United Arab ---------------- 6, 056 
58. Finnair --------------------- 6, 050 
59. Cruzeiro-------------------- 5,844 
60. VASP ------------~---------- 5,556 
61. Mohawk -------------------- 4, 982 
62. Saudi Arabian -------------- 4, 909 
63. Nigeria --------------------- 4, 422 
64. Kuwait --------------------- 4, 229 
65. LOT ------------------------ 4, 024 
66. JAT ------------------------ 3, 635 
67. Iran------------------------ 3,612 
68. Air Vietnam ----------------- 3, 579 
69. Austrian -------------------- 3, 101 
70. Air Algerie ------------------ 2, 863 
71. Eastern Provincial ----------- 2, 821 
72. THY (Turkish) ------------- 2, 425 
73. Flugfelag ------------------- 2, 285 
74. Air Ceylon ------------------ 1, 933 
75. China ---------------------- 1, 848 76. Ladeco ____________________ _:_ 1, 795 

77. Malta ----------------------- 1, 793 
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Freight 

(000) 
Rank and Airline: Tonne Kms. 

78. Sudan ---------------------- 1, 712 
79. CAT ------------------------ 1, 673 
80. Air Mali -------------------- 1, 426 
81. Cyprus --------------------- 1, 267 
82. Libyan Arab ----------------- 1, 197 
83. Iraqi ----------------------- 1,141 
84. DTA ------------------------ 1, 018 
85. Caribair -------------------- 929 
86. Quebecair ------------------- 926 
87. Royal Jordanian ------------- 829 
88. DETA ----------------------- 455 
89. Air Malawi ------------------ 375 
90. Tunis ------------.0---------- 281 
91. Comair --------------------- 192 
92. Syrian Arab ----------------- 165 
93. Air Guinee ------------------ 80 
94. New York ------------------- 23 
95. Central African ------------- 10 

PARENTS RESENT BURYING NAMES 

HON. JOHN J. DUNCAN 
OF TENNESSEE 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. DUNCAN. Mr. Speaker, the letter 
I am placing in the RECORD is one for 
study, not just reading. Having lost a son 
in Vietnam, Mrs. F. J. Sherrod and her 
husband know agony and sorrow that 
does not strike many, and the questions 
she raises are good ones for all of us to 
ponder. 

I recommend this letter to each Mem
ber of Congress, and especially urge 
those who were sympathetic to the peace 
moratorium to read and think about the 
searching questions my constituent 
poses. 

The letter follows: 
OCTOBER 14, 1969. 

Congressman JOHN J. DUNCAN, 
House Office Building, 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR CONGRESSMAN DUNCAN: I do not 
know if other mothers have written their 
government to express their feelings and ask 
the questions I am asking. Perhaps I am 
just one of many. 

It will, no doubt, be quite a surprise to 
some that parents can be confused. There 
also comes a time when they can no longer 
remain silent. 

We have an article dated Sept. 19 which 
states that the names of the Americans 
killed in Vietnam were to be deposited in a 
casket in November in Washington. 

My husband and I resent this. We do not 
want our son's name used. We feel we have 
every right to ask the government's help. How 
much more are the parents supposed to 
take? Was not the loss of our son enough? 
The very thought of .this action taking place 
has truly upset us. 

We lost our son Aug. 8, 1966. It does not 
seem possible that our son is gone. I keep 
hoping that it was a mistake and that our 
son will come home altho I have been told 
there was no mistake. 

Our son was in Korea at the time he 
volunteered to go to Vietnam. While home 
on leave he told me he was an American 
soldier, he owed it to his Country and gov
ernment and that it was his wish that all 
little boys growing up now would never 
be in uniform. 

It is obvious that we have in our gov
ernment those that feel that our sons are 
no less than animals and feel no respon-
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sibility where they are concerned except to 
use them politically. 

When men in our government have their 
names called at the Paris peace 1Ja.ble and 
Hanoi speaks openly of the help given them, 
as well as others you see on TV and read 
about, one can hardly keep from wonder
ing where free speech stops and treason 
starts. 

Every American who has ever served in 
Vietnam and those who are there now had 
every right to expect their government to 
be behind them. After all, who is responsi
ble for them being there? Certainly not 
the Pentagon. I truly feel that this shows 
how little value has been placed on our 
sons' lives. Or is it only who dies that is 
important? 

I can only ask where were these men 
when the first fighting troops were sent to 
Vietnam? 

Where were they February, 1962 when 
Senator Robert Kennedy was in SaJ.gon and 
said "We are going to win this war in Viet
na~. We will remain until we do win." 

Isn't it true that it was not President 
Johnson who broke away from the Truman
Eisenhower policy? 

Is it true that the statement was made, 
after the troops were sent to Vietnam, that 
it would show Khrushchev we meant busi
ness? 

President Eisenhower's remark about "Mili
tary Complex" was brought up, but was his 
remark about the Communists or the one 
that no politician could conduct a war. Isn't 
it true he would not endorse sending the 
fighting troops to Vietnam? 

The pressure was put on President John
son to halt the bombing. Then we were told 
they would talk seriously about peace. Our 
sons died. 

Has Hanoi ever shown any signs of wanting 
to stop fighting or to agree on anything that 
has been suggested? 

If this is a civil war, as some say, why do 
they have troops in Laos? Why is there fight
ing there? Isn't it true that Hanoi does not 
tell its own people the truth? That they 
have wounded troops in Laos to keep them 
from being seen? 

Isn't it true that they did not keep the 
agreement made with the French on with
drawing all Red forces north of the 17th 
parallel? Didn't they refuse an "on site" 
inspection and hid their weapons of war? 
Isn'·t it true that Canadian observers said 
the Reds murdered 11,500 South Vietnamese, 
these by terror? 

In 1961 the Communists had a full-blown 
offensive mounted against Laos. Isn't it true 
that President Kennedy announced that he 
would never permit a Red . dominated Laos? 

At the time of the Pueblo affair there were 
those who instead of dliscussing the true 
seriousness of it used it to slap our country 
around and did not show any concern for 
the men. This also included the men lost 
on the plane and those in North Korea at 
the present time. How many Americans have 
been killed by the North Koreans altho 
there isn't much said about it? 

How many men have died and how many 
times has the military been blamed for po
litical mistakes? 

I have an article, very small, which says, 
"Russia assures Washington that although 
it will build a base for its missile firing nu
clear submarines no missiles will be stored 
on Cuban soil. None will be in Cuban hands." 
How much is truly known about what Cuba 
does have? What will the Americans have 
to pay for the advice given President Ken
nedy? 

And for those who only think of money, 
remember the cost of the Bay of Pigs? 

I can't remember how many times I've 
heard men in our government talk about 
the cost of the Vietnam war-money-wise-
and never mention the loss of our sons, the 
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injured, the prisoners of war, or the ones 
lucky enough to live through the hell. 

Because money came first with them, I will 
ask them to do thi~r--think about how much 
your children mean to you, money-wise, now 
multiply it by 40,000. 

I've heard the remarks made that some 
volunteers had done so for the extra money. 
This will, no doubt, come as a surprise. To 
get home from Korea before going to Viet
nam, our son had to pay his own way. I have 
the papers, the cost was $627.00. This he was 
paying off at so much a month. His duffel 
bag was lost on the way to Vietnam; he was 
never paid for it. We sent him the things he 
asked for. He also asked me to send him a 
gun cleaning outfit, which I did. I wrote the 
airline, after our son's death, to see if his 
duffel bag had been found. I wanted his 
things back in his room. I was informed it 
had not been found. 

Why do we hear the phrase "American 
barbarism." Yet silence prevails at the bar
barism of the enemy. Perhaps these bleed
ing hearts do not feel that what happens to 
our sons could be called barbarism. Yet you 
see and read about them upholding every
thing in the book, here at home. 

We hear so much about "moral obligation," 
but where is it where our fighting men are 
concerned? Could it be that they expect our 
sons to salute them and say, "Oh, wonder
ful ones, we who are about to die, salute 
you." 

How many of them have had or have at 
the present time sons fighting in Vietnam? 

I heard the Vietnam war called "poor man's 
war." Our three sons and son-in-law were 
volunteers for the military service, but who 
can ignore the unfairness of the draft. When 
our government asks young men to put their 
lives on the line it has no right to play God 
and say you fight and die because of their 
financial situation. The draft should include 
all. Now we hear that we should have all 
volunteers. Would the situation be the same? 
By this I mean, those that can't get jobs, 
etc.? Wouldn't it still be more of the same-
the hav:es and the have-nots? 

We heard the words, "I'm sorry" by one 
in regard to the Gulf of Tonkin agreement. 
I think it is a condition rather than an 
expression of regret. 

How many laws are passed by our govern
ment which they do not consider includes 
"me" and "mine?" Or has it becotne the 
"UiSed" and the "UISers?" I saw my husband 
go through hell before, at the time our son 
was in Vietnam and our youngest in Italy 
and after our son's death, and only God 
knows how many Americans found them
selves in same position. I wrote 1Jo Washing
ton in 1965 and 1966. Our son died without 
knowing the truth. Our state could not be 
blamed. 

How many known Communists are there 
in our Country? Isn't it true they can even 
work in our defense plants? Yet our sons 
died thousands of miles from home fighting 
them. 

I think hundreds of our sons would be 
alive today if miUtary decisions had not been 
ignored. The "arm chair generals" made the 
decisions. Yet some of the loudest critics 
were in on the "ground floor." Perhaps they 
thought that because they had not declared 
it a "war" they could change their minds. 
But wasn't it too late? Let them tell the dead 
and injured, not only of Vietnam but also 
of Korea, that it wasn't a war. I have heard 
that they do not receive full benefits because 
it wasn't a "declared" war. Is this true? 

But how qudck they are to criticize Prest
dent Johnson, President Nixon, the military 
or any one else that doesn't agree with them. 
Or isn't it just to make themselves look good 
in the public eye and to "cover up" their 
poor decisions? 

These great humanitarians at home with 
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the blood of our sons on thedr hands. Why 
should the Reds talk about peace? It gives 
you plenty to th:ink S~bout, your son fighting 
thousands of miles from home and the 
enemy being given encouragement by his 
own countrymen. What about our sons' 
rights? How can those in our government 
censor a member over money and not a.sk 
questions about the aid and comfort given 
North Vietnam? 

My last two questions are: When is murder 
a murder? wm all the little boys, growing up 
now, be in uniform? 

Sincerely, 
Mrs. F. J. SHERROD. 

DR. GEORGE H. HEARN SPEAKS ON 
TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY 

HON. HUGH L. CAREY 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. CAREY. Mr. Speaker, on October 
1, Commissioner George H. Hearn of the 
Federal Maritime Commission addressed 
the International Federation of For
warding Agents Associations at the Wal
dorf-Astoria in New York. 

Concentrating on the controversial 
subject of containerization and its in
terrelationship with the "nonvessel op
erating common carrier" and the inde
pendent ocean freight forwarder, Com
missioner Hearn describes the Commis
sion's concern for innovation and its ef
forts to create conditions that will per
mit the realization of its full potential 
for the industry and consumer alike. 

I insert the full text of his remarks at 
this point in the RECORD: 
COMMISSIONER GEORGE H. HEARN ADDRESSES 

11TH WORLD CONGRESS OF THE INTERNA
TIONAL FEDERATION OF FORWARDING AGENTS 
AsSOCIATIONS AT THE WALDORF-ASTORIA 

I have been looking forward with a great 
deal of personal pleasure to this meeting. 
It has been over a year now since my good 
friend, Jan Ramberg of Goteborg, had ex
tended the tentative invitation to address 
this Congress and since he and your New 
York FIATA Committee Secretary, Cliff 
O'Hara, formalized this invitation, I have 
been waiting to visit and discuss with you 
the important international transportation 
problems of the day. I am honored not only 
to address you and moderate this panel on 
Container Transport, but I have arranged to 
spend severalo days here attending the Con
gress and seeing you all individually. 

Three segments of the transportation in
dustry have become major topics of discus
sion and controversy. These are containeri
zation, the "non-vessel operating common 
carrier", and the independent ocean freight 
forwarder. To one or another member of the 
transportation industry one of these three 
areas seems most important; but it cannot 
be denied that it is the magnitude and in
terest in the activities of ocean freight for
warders and nonvessel operating common 
carriers. 

Because of this causal connection the 
three areas have become so interrelated that 
none can be ·fully analyzed without refer
ence to the others. As I present my com
ments to this panel I shall seek to explore 
that interrelationship. 

I am sure you are all familiar with the 
concepts of the containerization, independ
ent ocean freight forwarder and non-vessel 
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operating common carrier. For clarity, how
ever, I will include some basi~ thoughts on 
the subjects. 

Modern transportation, like other aspects 
of society, relies on speed. Very often-per
haps too often-the measure of success is 
directly proportione.l to the increase in speed 
by which our activities proceed. In transpor
tation we seem to have found in containeri
zation the key to rapidity. 

Utilization of the container has resulted 
in time reductions in many stages in the 
process of transporting goods by water. For 
example, the movement of the goods from 
shipper to ship has been simplified; ship 
loading and unload.ing times have been 
sharply reduced; ship turn-around and 
transit time have been significantly short
ened. When goods are transported in inter
modal movements, their transfer from one 
mode to the other has been greatly facili
tated. 

These transportation advantages are of 
considerable importance; but containeriza
tion has not been the instant panacea for 
the problems of transportation which many 
had predicted. Containerization has not 
solved all transportation problems, and even 
has given rise to new ones. 

I have already mentioned that speed is the 
essence of containerization. Unfortunately, 
however, the race for speed may have been 
too rapid. Containerization cannot replace 
break-bulk operations completely. In many 
situations containerization is not possible or 
desirable. I certainly do not substitute my 
opinion for that of management in moving 
into the container age. Yet a large part of 
the shipping industry has plunged headlong 
into containeri~tion and as a result there 
are the problems of the industry sometimes 
overreaching itself, sometimes causing detri
ment to shipper requirements, and often 
creating conflict with other segments of the 
transportation industry. 

The development of new technologies re
quires careful analysis; it is not enough to 
be first with the fastest. Containerization 
requires large capital expenditures; and an 
ill-planned and uncoordinated commitment 
to container operations can forestall the flow 
of their full advantages to the carrier and 
his customer. Consequently, containeriza
tion has not yet produced some of the re
sults expected by many. As yet, decreased 
freight rates, lower insurance costs, mini
mized cargo theft and reduced damage in 
transit have not resulted to the extent an
ticipated. 

In addition, the planning for a new tech
nology must consider not only its own en
hancement, but also the repercussions. 
Areas in which the effects of containeriza
tion have been widely felt include the activ
ities of independent ocean freight forward
ers and non-vessel operating common car
riers-or NVO's. The freight forwarder and 
NVO provide essential services in the ship
ping industry; and the portent is for the op
erations of both to change substantially 
with the development of containerization. 
The f·reighrt forwarder and NVO .may play 
new roles in transportation and may offer 
new services, and perhaps must do so in 
order to survive. 

For example, the NVO has always possessed 
an ambiguous status in the transportation 
industry. Soon, however, his role may be 
clarified and even altered. 

The Federal Maritime Commission re
cently instituted a non-adjudicatory pro
ceeding tq investigate matters relating to 
NVO's by water operating in our domestic 
off-shore and foreign commerce. The purpose 
of the investigation is to inform the Com
mission concerning the operation, current 
problems, or any need for regulatory changes 
with respect to NVO's. 

NVO's have long been held by the Federal 
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Maritime Oommission to be common carriers 
by water subject to the shipping acts. As 
common carriers by water NVO's must file 
their over-water, or port-to-port, rates with 
the Commission. This, however, may be an 
artificial filing because NVO's do not gener
ally operate on a port-to-port basis. NVO's 
offer a through rate for a through transpor
tation service, often originating and termi
nating at inland points; and such service 
usually includes a land or air movement. 
Shippers are interested only in the through 
rate, and not in its various segments such 
as the port-to-port segment. The Federal 
Maritime Commission accepts for filing the 
NVO's through rate but requires the NVO 
to separately state the port-to-port segment 
for filing and Commission scrutiny. 

The value of NVO tariff filings is compli
cated further by the fact that NVO's operate 
in a dual capacity-as carrier and as ship
per. NVO's are carriers when they offer and 
contract to transport goods for shippers. They 
are shippers when they purchase the services 
of vessel operators to actually carry the goods. 

These circumstances surrounding NVO op
erations give rise to numerous problems con
cerning the appropriate status of the NVO 
in the shipping industry and the role of the 
Federal Maritime Commission in properly 
exercising its responsibilities. Consequently, 
the Commission has, as I have mentioned, 
begun an investigatory proceeding to provide 
the Commission with information for deal
ing with those problems. In general, the 
areas under investigation include: 

1. whether NVO's must be licensed or cer
tificated; 

2. the extent to which common ownership 
of NVO's and vessel operating carriers should 
be permitted; 

3. what tariff filings should be required; 
and 

4. how NVO's should be related to carrier 
conferences. 

The rapid growth of containerization has, 
of course, added to the difficulties in dealing 
with NVO prbolems by fostering NVO growth 
and widening the scope of possible NVO serv
ices. NVO's operate by soliciting cargo at in
land points and consolidating small ship
ments. Such services benefit from and, in 
fact, may now depend upon the use of con
tainers for their profitability. The shipper is 
charged a through rate involving a single bill 
of lading. The NVO either adds a profit factor 
to the comhined transportation coots of the 
underlying carriers, or consolidates small 
shipments and then avails himself of full 
container rates of the underlying carriers. 

The Federal Maritime Commission hopes 
that through its investigatory efforts, and 
with the cooperation of various segments of 
the shipping industry, it will be able to de
velop some viable solutions to problems such 
as I have mentioned concernng NVO's. 

Independent ocean freight forwarders have 
also been affected by the growth of contain
erization. The challenge to the forwarder, 
however, differs from that to the NVO. In 
fact, containerization may work to the ad
vantage of the NVO at the expense of the 
forwarder. 

NVO services involve door-to-door full con
tainer shipments and consolidation of less 
than container load shipments at inland 
points. Freight forwarders feel the impact 
of such operations because shipper utiliza
tion of NVO services reduces the demand for 
traditional forwarding services. The position 
of the forwarder is compromised further by 
the fact that inland operations usually re
quire operating rights granted by the Inter
state Comme·rce Commission. 

For persons holding such rights the com
mencement of NVO activities is easy because 
the offering of ocean transportation does not 
require the permission of any agency. Ocean 
freight forwarders, on the other hand, often 
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have difficulty in obtaining rights to operate 
inland. 

Furthermore, in their efforts to expand in
land, forwarders are met with additional 
competition. Ocean carriers are now offering 
cargo handling services by direct solicitation 
to shippers. To accomplish this the carriers 
are utilizing container operations to effec
tuate door-to-door or door-to-port delivery. 

Forwarders must, therefore, seek to ex
pand their activities into new areas and make 
containerization work to their advantage. 

In New York the ocean freight forwarders 
have sought to do this by combining their ef
forts to form container consolidation sta
tions. Success in their efforts will result in 
increased shipper participation in modern 
shipping methods. Labor difficulties have be
come involved there, however, and no judg
ment can yet be made of the project. 

Efforts of forwarders should also be di
rected toward break-bulk cargo operations. 
Despite some predictions, I do not believe 
that all cargo is containerizable or that all 
trades are conducive to complete container 
systems. As trade experts, forwarders should 
be able to gain the advantage in such areas. 
Forwarders can assist in encouraging exports 
and developing new markets. They can as
sist government agencies a.nd departments 
in export expansion programs. Many poten
tial exporters and export markets remain un
aware of each other and could well use for
warder services. 

There is one further point which I would 
like to make concerning freight forwarders. 
I have stated it publicly many times and do 
so again now. I believe f·orwarders should be 
permitted to finance exports. The Federal 
Maritime Commission considered this issue 
several years ago in Docket No. 66-31. A ma
jority of the Commission ruled that to per
mit forwarders to finance exports requires 
legislation. I disagree with that conclusion 
and believe the Commission's rules can be 
changed to allow this forwarder activity with
out legislative action. 

While forwarder services are being en
croached upon by new transportation sys
tems, and our export commerce is in need 
of expansion, the restriction on export fi
nancing is an unnecessary burden for for
warders and for our international trade. If 
new legislation is indeed required, the Federal 
Maritime Commission should cooperate in 
pr.oposing such action to the Congress. 

While I would support such action by 
the Federal Maritime Commis.sion, I must 
remind you of the limits on my freedom to 
comment in certain areas. I may not pub
licly express opinions or announce conclu
sions as to matters or issues which I might 
later be called upon to adjudicate. Conse
quently, to avoid pre-judgment, I approach 
with caution new problems and new con
cepts within the sphere of authority of the 
Federal Maritime Commission. But this 
quasi-judicial admonition certainly does not 
prevent me from attempting to observe and 
possibly contribute to the efforts to solve 
our transportation problems. 

Modern containerization is a new con
cept; and the problems it engenders have 
been and continue to be brought before the 
Commission. The difficulties and uncertain
ties created for NVO's and freight forwarders 
are a sampling of these new problems. 

There are many others, and I do not, by 
my caution, intend to give the impression 
that the Federal Maritime Commission is 
hesitant to deal with innovation in trans
portation. 

We expressed our views on this subject 
last year in a famous case involving through 
lntermodal rates· proposed by Container Ma
rine Lines in the United States/United King
dom trade. In its report of the case, the 
Commission said: 
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can and must play an important role in en
couraging impro•red services for shippers ... 
Enlightened regulation is the key to effec
tive regulation ... Progressive regulation 
is required in the interest of encouraging 
the modernization of shipping services. 

As to this, and bef'Ore concluding, I would 
like to comment briefiy on a matter currently 
before the Commission. That is the matter 
of joint rates for transportation between 
points within the United States and foreign 
points. In Docket No. 69-33, a proceeding 
pending before the Commission, a group of 
carrier conferences in the United States/ 
South America trade are seeking to expand 
their authority to include joint rate cargo 
movements. 

The Interstate Commerce Commission also 
has the matter under consideration in a 
rule-making proceeding, and has intervened 
in our Docket No. 69-33. 

In addition, there is a different but re
lated situation which has recently arisen. 
Less than two months ago the Federal Mari
time Commission approved an agreement 
bearing F.M.C. number 9804. That agree
ment provides for a cooperative working 
arrangement whereby three carriers will op
erate LASH service. LASH stands for Lighter
Aboard-Ship. The LASH system enables ves
sels to carry their cargo in fioating contain
ers--or lighters. These containers can be 
loaded and discharged directly into the water 
by a traveling shipboard crane. This particu
lar LASH operation will serve the trade be
tween Europe and the United States South 
Atlantic and Gulf ports. 

What is significant is that the port-to-port 
service will include service to and from places 
on inland waterways. I emphasize the word 
"places" because it could encompass loca
tions which are not ports. 

Thus the new LASH carrier probably will 
file tariffs naming through rates from for
eign ports and places on inland waterways 
to ports and places on United States inland 
waterways. While no Joint rates are involved, 
there will be service between inland points 
in the United States and abroad. 

Here again you may note the challenge 
presented to NVO and freight forwarder 
operations. 

This is the first such agreement to be filed 
with and approved by the Federal Maritime 
Commission. It represents an apparently log
ical extension of new transportation systems 
in our foreign commerce; and the new serv
ice will enable shippers, carriers and gov
ernment agencies to gain experience upon 
which to base future a.ction. 

Now returning to the question of joint 
rates, both the Federal Maritime Commission 
and the Interstate Commerce Commission 
are seeking to establish rules and principles 
to facilitate the use of joint rates. The Fed
eral Maritime Commission, it should be clear, 
is attempting to pursue its congressionally 
delegated authority to advance the public 
interest in improved cal'go transportation. 
Traditional methods of moving cargo are 
rapidly being replaced by new techniques -in 
transportation. The Federal Maritime Dam
mission is well aware of these developments 
and seeks, wherever possible, to encourage 
the implementation of improved transporta
tion systems. 

Once again, however, I am constrained to 
say that this joint rate matter is sub judice; 
and I must be circumspect in my remarks. 

Nonetheless, I have brought to your atten
tion some of the important issues arising out 
of the container revolution, and also the 
manner in which the Federal Maritime Com
mission seeks to assist in their solution. 

Despite the legal limitations I am at liberty 
to express my and the Oommission's general 
views on the changes occurring in trans
portation. We at the Federal Maritime Com-
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mission favor all changes in transportation 
which constitute an advancement in the 
state of the art. 

As a matter o( fact the Federal Maritlime 
Commission has been and should continue 
to be in the forefront of the efforts to ad
vance such concepts as intermodalism. 

The Federal Maritime Commission is al
ready involved in intermodal transporta
tion through its regulation of NVO's; and 
I have already pointed out the Commission's 
efforts in that area. Also, the Commission 
took a great step forward in regulation by 
its decision in the famous Container Marine 
Lines case of last year involving rates be
tween United States ports and inland points 
in the United Kingdom. Currently the Com-

·mission is considering the South American 
trade case, Docket No. 69-33, which I have 
discussed. 

Thus the Commission has not sat idle and 
let transportation advances out-strip regula
tion. Such action is, moreover, consistent 
with our experience and expertise in interna
tional trans porta tlon. For over fifty years 
we and our predecessors have been engaged 
in the regulation of this nation's foreign 
waterborne commerce. The experience and 
expertise developed over so lengthy a period 
should not be considered lightly. The Fed
eral Maritime Commission continues, there
fore, to be the primary source of regulatory 
activity in the area of international water 
transportation. This is not to say that we 
would infringe on the domain of another 
regulatory body. We do, however, strongly 
adhere to the principle of keeping our regu
latory policies in step with modern trans
portation. 

Further, ocean carriers should be and are 
the carriers which are taking the initiative 
in intermodal transportation. As the domi
nant carriers in such cargo movements, 
ocean carriers have been moving rapidly 
into this area. The LASH operation and 
the South American conferences are two 
examples of this. A more recent development 
is that in which American President Lines 
has initiated discussions with American Air
lines to provide a sea and air intermodal 
service. This parallels a long existing service 
offered by Farrell Steamship COmpany and 
Pan American World Airlines. 

Ocean carriers provide the dominant leg of 
intermodal services and also assume the great 
risks and investments required in our foreign 
trade. Consequently, I foresee the ocean 
carriers being the leaders in the growth of 
intermodal movements, and the Federal 
Marl time Commission as the agency best 
equipped to provide the regulatory leader
ship and guidelines for that development. 

The Federal Maritime Commission has re
ceived no high popularity ratings among 
those subject to its jurisdiction. This is true 
of all regulators and is a natural consequence 
of regulatory activity, especially in the sphere 
within which the Commission functions. The 
Commission does not, however, seek popu
larity with any particular group or interest. 
We ac·t without regard to fiag, not favoring 
one interest over another, but dispensing 
fairness to all. 

The Federal Maritime Commission is con
cerned not only with each individual com
ponent of the transportation industry; but 
we are equally considerate of the consumer 
or user of transportation services. From 
every point of view the Commission is ob
ligated to recognize innovation, and help 
create condition which will permit realiza
tion of its full potential for the industry and 
consumer alike. 

To this end the Commission has under
taken to analyze the NVO so as to be able to 
encourage the greatest benefits to fiow from 
this segment of the transportation industry. 
Similarly, the Commission is responsive to 
freight forwarders in exploring new areas of 
operation; and in this effort the Commission 
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approved, under its statutory authority, the 
agreement among the New York freight for
warders which I have mentioned. As I have 
discussed also, there will soon be forthcom
ing Federal Maritime COmmission action in 
the area of joint rates. 

Thus, the Federal Maritime Commission 
is ever watchful for opportunities to pro
mote the benefits of containerization. You 
are aware, I am sure, that the Commission 
is not a maritime promotional agency for 
any nation. What we do promote is equal 
access for all to advances in ocean trMlspor
tation. 

I hope my remarks have set the tone for 
this panel and opened areas for discussion. 

MANPOWER TRAINING FOR WATER 
QUALITY CONTROL PERSONNEL 

HON. WILLIAM C. CRAMER 
OF FLORIDA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. CRAMER. Mr. Speaker, on M.arch 
10 of this year;- I introduced a bill, 
H.R. 8516, to amend the Federal Water 
Pollution Control Act, as amended, to 
provide improved operation of the Na
tion's water quality control facilities. 
This bill was cosponsored by virtually 
all of the minority members of the Public 
Works Committee and was incorporated 
verbatim by the whole committee into 
H.R. 4148, which passed this body on 
April 16, 1969. 

I have been in extensive correspond
ence with the Governors of the States, 
their administrators of education de
partments and natural resources de
partments, State water quality control 
boards, and educators. 

For the benefit of those Members who 
have asked to be informed of the views 
of the States in regard to this legislation, 
I have culled some pertinent quotes from 
some of the answers to illustrate the 
general approval of the State authori
ties. I believe that they will find these 
quotes of great interest and if any Mem
ber would like a copy of the correspond
ence from which an extract is made, I 
would be delighted to provide him with it. 

The quotations follow: 
QUOTES 

We have traineeships, provided by the 
USPHS, which have gone to waste for lack of 
interest or qualified applicants . . . In short, 
we have the staff, laboratories, and willing
ness to have a good program-we lack the 
students. 

Another problem has been encountered in 
the stipend level for the graduate students. 
We have been unsuccessful in getting the 
federal government to raise these to a level 
whereby a student can exist in the Fairbanks 
economy. Our stipends are identical to all 
others, and they stipulate the recipient can
not engage in any other work. (Dr. Sage Mur
phy, Director of the Institute of Water 
Resources, University of Alaska.) 

You are to be commended for your efforts 
in the water quality control field and the 
objectives that you have established in your 
sponsorship ot H.R. 4148. (Russell W. Peter
son, Governor, State or Delaware.) 

The critical need in California, however, is 
the training of waste-water treatment plant 
operators and maintenance personnel. At 
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present the bulk of this training is being 
provided by the local sections of the Cali
fornia. Water Pollution Control Association, 
large municipalities or districts, and dedi
cated individuals. Training is also being con
ducted for seven educational institutions. 
These institutes do not provide degrees for 
this program but some provide cP-rtifl.cates. 

Your bill should provide a much needed 
stimulus to the training of waste-water 
treatment plant personnel and we, therefore, 
wish to compliment you on its initiation. If 
you need additional information, please do 
not hesitate to contact this office. (Norman 
B. Livermore, Jr., Administrator, Secretary 
for Resources, The Resources Agency of cali
fornia, Sacramento, California.) 

From the above, it is obvious to me that 
H.R. 4148 would indeed be a major assistance 
in stimulating institutes in this State to 
enter the field of training of water quality 
control personnel. 

As a former Member of the Board of Com
munity Colleges and Occupational Education, 
I will do all that I am. able to stimulate fur
ther offerings in the water quality control 
field by our community college system. 

Please forgive the delay in the response to 
your inquiry. I hope this information, meager 
though it is, will lend support to your efforts 
toward passage of H.R. 4148. (J. W. TenEyck, 
Executive Director, Department of Natural 
Resources of Colorado.) 

This is legislation in which we all should 
be very much concerned, and it is interes·ting 
to note that it has passed the House. (Lester 
Maddox, Governor of Georgia, Atlanta, 
Georgia.) 

We appreciate your interes·t in this prob
lem and expect that H.R. 4148 will help 
towards its solution. (Walter E. Washington, 
Commissioner, District of Columbia.) 

We believe the critical needs today are for 
training and upgrading (on-the-job instruc
tion) of present operators and developing 
additional manpower through programs pro
vided by two-year colleges and technical 
schools. Professional training of engineers, 
biologists and chemists could be supported 
by a scholarship program. 

We agree that legislation such as that con
tained in H.R. 4148 is sorely needed to meet 
present and future water quality control de
mands. We appreciate the opportunity to 
comment on this matter. (R. S. Howard, Jr., 
Executive Secretary, State Water Quality 
Control Board, Atlanta, Georgia.) 

We in Hawaii are most interested in par
ticipating in the programs to be supported 
under Section 21 of H.R. 4148 and look for
ward to the enactment of this legislation and 
its funding by Congress. (John A. Burns, 
Governor, State of Hawaii.) 

Idaho, a.s has the rest of the nation, has 
felt the shortage of personnel in the water 
quality control field. (Don Samuelson, Gov
ernor, State of Idaho.) 

I wish you the best of luck with your bill. 
I think it will be a most useful instrument 
in helping to provide personnel in this all 
important area. I feel that whatever efforts 
the Federal Government can make to combat 
water pollution and to improve water quality 
must be done. (Kenneth M. Curtis, Governor, 
State of Maine.) 

Nevada has prided itself on the percentage 
of its population that is being provided with 
a high degree of sewage treatment. Our small 
communities as well as our major popula-
tion areas have invested large sums of money 
in modern treatment plants to protect the 
limited quantities of water in this state, but 
operational difticulties in several plants this 
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year has pointed to a serious need for highly 
trained, well qualified individuals that are 
capable of running these modern complex 
plants. 

Neither the University nor the Health Di
vision has adequate funding to provide the 
training courses which we now believe are 
necessary for proper operation of modern 
plants and receiving water quality control. 

We concur with your opinion that the 
training grant or contract provisions of H.R. 
4148 would be of value in meeting this vital 
need in training and enhancement of the 
profession to attract additional personnel. 
(Dr. John H. Carr, Acting State Health Of
ficer, State of Nevada.) 

I am pleased to note that H.R. 4148 has 
passed the House, and I am calling the at.:. 
tention of the schools here to this excellent 
legislation. (Tom McCall, Governor, State of 
Oregon.) 

Your letter of 26 May 1969 to Governor 
Tiemann relative to H.R. 4148 was referred 
to me foJ' comment. This subject is of vital 
importance to programs of water quality con
trol and, therefore, we are glad to see this 
support from the national level. 

The water pollution program, in our opin
ion, is not being realized because of the poor 
operation of the existing facilities. In short 
the best plant will not produce a satisfac
tory effluent unless properly operated. Prop
erly trained operators are lacking in every 
area. Therefore, a support to this program 
will greatly enhance this responsibility. 
(T. A. Filipi, Exec. Sec., Water Pollution Con
trol Council, Nebraska.) 

We strongly support your aims and agree 
that proper technical training is an integral 
part of combating water pollution problems. 
If we can be of ·any assistance to you in this 
matter, or if you need additional informa
tion, please do not hesitate to call on us. 
(Paul W. McKee, Director, Dept. of Water 
Resources, MaryLand.) 

The State Department of Health is pre
paring a request to be made to the Federal 
W-ater Pollution Control Agency for funds 
for a. project under which cooperative educa
tional programs at two-year community col
leges and instl!tutes will be established for 
the training of individuals in water re
sources. Graduates wm be granted an Asso
ciate Degree in Applied Science and will be 
qualified as wastewater treatment plant op
erators. Under the proposal, students would 
be given financial support in the form of tui
tion and stipends during attendance at 
school. They would be paid a salary from the 
project funds during the on-the-job train
ing periods at wastewater treatment plants. 
(Alton G. Marshall, Exec. Officer to Governor, 
State of New York.) 

It appears that one of the most serious 
water quality control problems nationally, 
as well as in New Mexico, is the inadequate 
training of water treatment plant opera
tors ... 

With best wishes for success in your effort 
to improve the education and training of 
personnel who will be responsible for the 
operation, design, maintenance and func
tioning of our water quality control f.acilities. 
(David F. Cargo, Governor, State of New 
Mexico.) 

Many of our masters degree students have 
been partially supported by either Public 
Heallth Service or Federal Water Pollution 
Control Traineeships. Without these student 
support-funds, the program would- not be 
large enough to provide the high caliber fac
ulty we now have. 

Because of the growing problems of main
taining· a quality environment in our urban 
areas, there is a great need to continue to 
train engineers and technicians in this spe
cialized field. Student support-funds should 
continue to be made available for the train-
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ing of engineers at the graduate level in both 
sani·tary and environmental engineering. We 
also strongly support the concept of making 
training stipends available for water quality 
control facility personnel. Universities wi:th 
existing programs can contribute to the 
training of plant operators by establishing 
one or two year programs in schools of tech
nology much as the one we propose here at 
New Mexico State University. (R. B. Corbett, 
President, New Mexico State Univ., New 
Mexico.) 

I am very encouraged by H.R. 4148, which, 
if enacted, will be another great step toward 
pollution abatement. (John P. BadaUch, 
P.E., Exec. Dir., Minn. Pollution Control 
Agcy., State of Minnesota.) 

I ·also enclose a copy of a circular describ
ing the Clean Air and Water Scholarship 
Intern Program of this Department for your 
information. This Department has a vital 
interest in H.R. 4148 and we will follow the 
legislation and promote its use by New Jer
sey schools and colleges. (Ralph T. Fisher, 
Director, Office of Program Planning & Edu
cation, Dept. of Health, State of New Jersey.) 

The provision for scholarships in H.R. 4148 
will encourage secondary school graduates to 
take advantage of this training and enter 
the field of W!llter pollution control opera
tion. (Claude R. Kirk, Governor, State of 
Florida.) 

Congratulations on your bUl that was 
passed by the House which would provide 
scholarships and stipends for the training of 
persons to enter the water quality control 
field. This would be, I feel, a great step for
ward in the fight a.gainst wSiter pollution. 
(Arch A. Moore, Jr., Governor, State of West 
Virginia.) 

While we anticipate the need for a con
tinued training and upgraiding program un
der DNR auspices, it is our hope that the 
technically oriented educational institutions 
(vocational schools) will establish training 
programs to provide replacement personnel 
in both the waterworks and waste tre!lltment 
plants. Some interest has already been shown 
by vocational schools in our high popula
tion areas. 

The question is, however, whether local 
officials are as yet adequately aware of the 
need for hiring trained personnel and willing 
to pay a wage commensurate with the skills 
required. 

To be successful, a financial assistance pro
gram should probably include both (1) in
structional aid, and (2) an on-the-job 
training stipend which could be used as an 
incentive for communities to employ gradu
ates of these technical schools. (Warren P. 
Knowles, Governor, State of Wisconsin.) 

We concur with your concern over the lack 
of training and personnel in the field and 
are anxious to expand our program. Your 
comments and suggestions are encouraged. 
(Irvin D. Dunmire, Assistant to the Dean, 
Utah State University, Logan, Utah.) 

We believe, as you do, that there is need 
for more technical personnel to combat the 
problems of controlling water pollution. 
(Robert K. Thomas, Academic Vice President, 
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah.) 

I am hopeful that in the interpretation of 
H.R. 4148, if it is enacted into law, scholar
ships and stipends will be available for the 
training of pollution biologists as they too 
are essential water quality control personnel. 
(W. E. Norris, Jr., Dean, Southwest Texas 
State College, San Marcos, Texas.) 

Improving the education and training of 
personnel responsible for the design, opera
tion, maintenance, and functioning of water 
quality control facilities is a most important . 
topic, and I sincerely appreciate the oppor
tunity to comment on this subject as it re
lates to South Carolina. 
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Section 21 of H.R. 4148 could provide a 

means by which South Carolina might very 
well expand its existing training programs 
in order to meet the future need for water 
quality control personnel. An appropriate 
approach for South Carolina under provisions 
of Section 21 of H.R. 4148 could very well be 
to expand these existing programs and wpere 
possible impleJ;nent new training programs in 
South Carolina technical education centers, 
vocational schools, or other educational in
stitutions. 

It should also be noted that there is a con
tinuing need for high education that will 
provide for a larger number of degrees in 
Sanitary Engineering. 

I am in complete agreement with you that 
Section 21 of H.R. 4148, if enacted into law, 
will serve as a valuable tool in combating the 
problem created by the lack of trained water 
quality control personnel. (Robert E. McNair, 
Governor, State of South Carolina.) 

With the passage of the Mandatory Certi
fication Act (Pennsylvania Act 322 on No
vember 18, 1968) there will be a tremendous 
increase in the need for training of existing 
and new water and wastewater treatment 
plant operators. There is also a need for addi
tional consultants, technicians and faculty 
members in the water resources field. Your 
proposals incorporated in H.R. 4148 recog
nizes those needs. 

I would suggest in order to broaden Sec
tions 20-23 of H.R. 4148 that you include 
provisions to make State agencies providing 
training in the water and wastewater treat
ment field eligible to receive funds. We have 
found th!llt many institutions of higher 
learnings in Pennsylvania are not interested 
in providing training to existing and new 
water and wastewater treatment plant oper
ators. In Pennsylvania the Public Service 
Institute of the Department of Public In
struction has a dynamic program consisting 
of short courses for training of water and 
wastewater treatment plant operators. The 
Public Service Institute receives funds from 
the George-Dean and George-Barden and 
Perkins Act No. 88-210. The total program re
ceives 50 % Federal and 50% State funds. 
(Raymond P . Shafer, Governor, State of 
Pennsylvania.) 

The State of New Mexico has a training 
program for Wiater treatment plant and 
waste water treatment plant operators. It is 
sponsored by the New Mexico Water Supply 
and Pollution Control Associ•!lltion, the 
Health and Social Services Department, and 
New Mexico State University. The Program 
receives no State funding and is sponsored 
solely by water utilities personnel. The pro
gJ.'Iam is far short of what is needed in the 
state to assure the delivery of safe drinking 
water and the proper treatment of waste 
water. 

The establishment of a school, such as the 
one in Neoshow, Missouri, is an important 
step in the training of water ut111ties operat
ing personnel. Personnel in the field see the 
need for more highly trained personnel in 
the operation of water related fac111ties. Gen
erally speaking, we feel that operating per
sonnel training should be at the college level 
with a sub-baccalaureate degree. Two years 
training, subsequent to high school, would 
be reasonable. 

To date, salary ranges in the industry; as 
paid by municipalities, are not sufficient to 
attract well-trained personnel and the stu
dent enrollment would not be sufficient to 
support the program. 

I would like very much to see some pro
gram developed whereby water utilities op
erator training could be supported during the 
interim period until sufficient awareness is 
developed to support the program through 
student participation. I would like to say that 
it will probably be futile to train water ut111· 
ties personnel unless salary scales paid by 
municipalities comes into line with reality 
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of today's technological problems involved 
with water and wastewater treatment. (David 
F. Cargo, Governor, State of New Mexico.) 

You are to be congratulated on your inter
est in this important area. (Warren G. Hill, 
'Director of Higher Education, State of Con
necticut.) 

We seriously doubt that formal training for 
an extended period of time would serve the 
need of many small cities in Kansas, but 
rather we feel that training through state
approved courses in the immediate area of 
operators can be of greater value. 

Both the University of Kansas and Kansas 
State University have undergraduate pro
grams in sanitary engineering and allied wa
ter quality fields. The University of Kansas 
also has M. S. and Ph. D. programs in this 
field. 

As I read H.R. 4148, it would appear that 
scholarships and stipends would be limited 
to plant operators. I feel that in Kansas, there 
is a greater need for graduates in sanitary 
engineering to enter the state regulatory 
agencies as well as related positions. The 
tremendous competition for ' these people 
with the federal government has been dis
abling at the most productive level. (Robert 
Docking, Governor, State of Kansas.) 

Auburn has a unique opportunity to con
tribute to the development of engineers and 
scientists in this area of endeavor for the fu
ture as it has in the past. Funding is a major 
obstacle. Perhaps this HB 4148 will assist 
Universities such as Auburn reach a higher 
level of service. (Rex K. Rainer, Head Profes
sor, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama.) 

I am sending to you a report on Manpower 
Needs at Water Pollution Control Facilities 
in New England prepared by the Federal Wa
ter Pollution Control Administration in co
operation with the New England states. 
Copies of the report have been forwarded to 
Mr. Cleveland and other members of the New 
England Congressional Delegation. 

This report emphasizes the urgent and 
rapidly expanding need for trained and com
petent water pollution control fac111ties op
erators in New England. The report suggests, 
quite properly, that even the best-designed 
waste-water treatment fac111ty will produce 
little in the way of clean water unless it is 
efficiently operated and maintained. The lack 
of a skilled pool of water pollution control 
fac111ties operators is presently a weak link 
in the entire water pollution control effort. 

The report indicates that strong Federal 
and State leadership and new legislative ac
tion will be required to make satisfactory 
progress toward a solution to this problem. 
S. 7 and H.R. 4148, currently before the Con
gress, are constructive efforts in this direc
tion. (New England River Basins Commission, 
Boston, Massachusetts.) 

BIG TRUCK BIDL 

HON. FRED SCHWENGEL 
OF IOWA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. SCHWENGEL. Mr. Speaker, my 
editorial for today is from the Natchez 
(Miss.) Democrat, in the State of Missis
sippi. The editorial follows: 
(From the Natchez (Miss.) Democrat, July 24, 

1969] 
MISSISSIPPI AAA OPPOSES TRUCK BILL 

Club, a division of the Ainerica.n Automo
bile Association, has joined with other af
filiated clubs in voicing strong opposition to 
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a bill now pending in Congress which would 
permit operation of larger and heavier trucks 
on highways. 

"The present bill is alm:ost identical with 
last year's measure which was swamped by 
an avalanche of public opinion and vigorous 
editorial criticism in the nation's press," Mr. 
R. C. Lawrence, Division Manager, com
mented. "The only difference is that a length 
limitation has been added-but this limit of 
70 feet is higher than that allowed, except 
under special permit, in 48 of the 50 states. 
And history has shown that Federal maxi
mums soon become state maximums." 

The bill as its stands would apply only to 
the interstate System, Mr. Lawrence said, but 
truck trips do not begin or end on the In
terstate highways so they have to enter or 
leave by roads not a part of the system. 

"The heavier vehicles will prematurely 
pound to pieces the pavement of the high
ways in which we have invested so many bil
lions of dollars," the AAA official said. "It 
will place dangerous overstresses on many of 
the nation's bridges not built to sustain such 
heavy loads. 

"There also is the matter of danger. Pass
ing a passenger car on a two-lane highway 
is perilous enough; attempting to overtake 
and pass a 70-foot truck-train on anything 
less than a four-lane road will mean taking 
one's life in his hands." 

Mr. Lawrence urged all motorists in the 
Mississippi Division to write to their Con
gressmen promptly to express their views on 
the current big truck bill, H.R. 11870, which 
is described in the following article: 

WASHINGTON, D.C., July 15.-Bigger, heavier 
trucks on the highways would result in pre
mature damage to pavement and bridges and 
would constitute a major hazard to others 
using the traffic lanes, the American Automo
bile Association told Congress today. 

In testimony prepared for presentation to 
the House roads subcommittee, George F. 
Kachlein, Jr., AAA Executive Vice-President, 
said this was an "anti-safety bill" almost 
identical with the big-truck bill which 
failed of passage last year. 

Basic research into the accident hazards 
posed by larger, wider trucks is lacking. 
Mr. Kachlein charged. "It does not seem 
logical to us," he said, "that Congress should 
be called upon to make a decision on this 
important matter without the factual in
formation enabling it to estimate the safety 
effects of that decision. The lives and prop
el'ty of over 100 Inillion drivers are in
volved in such a decision and we cannot ask 
them to be guinea pigs by increasing the 
sizes and weights and then researching the 
effects. The research should be done first." 

Public opinion, as reflected in the news 
media, was strongly against last year's bill, 
he said. A review of editorial comment, he 
told the subcommittee, leads to the "ines
capable conclusion that Americans were not 
last year, and are not this year, ready to ac
cept the proposition that bigger trucks are 
good for them. 

Mr. Kachlein quoted trucking industry sta
tistics showing that heavy trucks account for 
only 1.54 percent of vehicle registrations and 
5.33 percent of total mileage, but are in
volved in 11.6 percent of fatal accidents. 

"When a truck collides with a passenger 
oar, it is the operator and passengers in the 
smaller vehicle who are most likely to be 
killed," the AAA official S81id. 

He reported that there are 9.3 fatal injuries 
per 100 persons in coll1sions between pas
senger car and a tractor-trailer combination, 
but "when the coll1sion is between a pas
senger car and a tractor-two-trailer combi
nation-a vehicle encouraged by the 70-foot 
length limit in this bill-the rrute increases 
drastically to 13.3." 

On the basis of extensive studies of the 
effect of heavier loads and axle weights on 
pavement and bridges, the AAA official said: 
"Men who have been cha.rged with the re-
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sponsibillty of constructing and maintaining 
our highway plant at both the state and the 
Federal level have made it known that the 
increases in axle loadings permitted by the 
legislation will not only reduce the life of 
pavements in use, but will also necessitate 
the expenditure of billions of dollars for re
construction of older pavements, and addi
tional costs in highways yet to be con
structed." 

AMERICAN YOUTH: HOPE FOR THE 
COUNTRY'S FUTURE 

HON. WILLIAM G. BRAY 
OF INDIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. BRAY. Mr~ Speaker, American 
youth never ceases to be an inspiration 
to me. A recent example of the excellence 
of American youth is found in our own 
State of Indiana. 

Gregory S. Gray, 17 years old and a 
student at Emerson High School, Gary, 
Ind., was elected govemor of Boys State 
of 1969, that great youth program spon
sored by the American Legion. Members 
of Indiana Boys State were 921 out
standing junior boys from 651 high 
schools in Indiana. 

Gregory was senrt from Indiana Boys 
State as one of the State's two repre
sentatives to Boys N:ation in Washing
ton, D.C., which was composed of two 
high school juniors from each of the 
50 states. Gregory was elected president 
of 1969 Boys Nation. 

Gregory is also president of his high 
school student council and quite active 
in other school, church, and community 
activities. Gregory did not come from a 
family of wealth and influence. He came 
from a religious, patriotic, working fam
ily-the type of family that has produced 
so many of America's great. His father 
has been employed at the Pullman 
Standard Car Manufacturing Co. for 
more than 20 years. Gregory is the mid
dle child of five. 

As president of Boys Nation, Gregory 
Gray was invited to speak at the 1969 
national convention of the American 
Legion in Atlanta. At the close of his 
speech that great gathering rose as one 
and cheered wildly. His remarks, de
livered in great sincerity, were an in
spiration to all. 

Gregory Gray is a Negro. But Gregory 
received his honor and acclaim from 
his high school colleagues, his fellows 
at Boys State and Boys Nation and from 
the American Legion national conven
tion because he is a youth with ideals, 
with leadership ability, with a gift of 
giving inspiration and service to his fel
lowmen. That is the way it should be in 
Amertca. It is as wrong to give anyone 
recognition and honor because he is black 
as it is to deny him the same because 
he is a member of a minority group. 

Certainly Gregory Gray may have been 
given slights and insults in the past, and 
he doubtless will receive many through
out his lifetime. But who has succeeded 
in life, regardless of race or color, who 
has not received many slights and insults 
in that long battle to success? All who 
work and build, all who contribute to the 
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well-being of our society and the great
ness of our country will suffer from the 
barbs launched by the unthinking, the 
cruel, the inferior and the jealous. 

Today our country and our way of life 
faces many serious challenges. There are 
and always will be those at home and 
abroad who for various reasons would 
destroy America and all that it means. 

Our country and its citizens do make 
mistakes, but despite those mistakes our 
country, our society, our economy, have 
given more people a higher degree of 
freedom and dignity, a greater oppor
tunity, the highest standard of living the 
world has ever known. Our country and 
its citizens have unselfishly assisted more 
countries and people than any other 
country that has ever existed. 

America is great, the greatest country 
on earth. It can and must become 
greater, developing and growing by the 
spiritual strength, dedication, efforts and 
leadership of young people such as 
Gregory Gray. 

The speech by Gregory Gray that 
electrified the American Legion national 
convention in Atlanta follows: 

National Commander Doyle, Members of 
the Clergy, Legionnaires, Auxiliary Members, 
Ladies and Gentlemen: Our youth play a 
leading role in our country. As the country's 
leaders of tomorrorw, great tasks will grad
ually confront our youth. The American 
Legion through its dedication to peacetime 
service' to God and Country, gives its youth 
participants the preparation needed for life 
now, and in the future through its vari~us 
annual youth training programs whic-h 
teach the principles of American self-govern
ment, its Baseball program, the National 
High School Oratorical Contest, its Boy Scout 
Troops, its support of Boys' Clubs of Amer
ica, sponsorship of the Sons of The Ameri
can Legion and, of course, its Boys State
Boys Nation program. Though youths are 
somewhat divided in ideas, because of or
ganiz;ations such as The American Legion, 
we are more united in our efforts than ever 
before. The various programs of The Ameri
can Legion help teach young men and 
women: 

To think, knowing always where :ve ·are 
going, why we are going, and how were go
ing to get there. 

To know no discouragement, and to pre-
sent no alibi. 

To know how to lead, without being dic-
tatorial; for true leaders are humble. 

To lead for the good of the most concerned, 
and not for the personal gratification of our 
own ideas. 

To play, with concern, not mainly on vic
tory on the scoreboard, but victory as far as 
conquering the most difficult fundamentals 
of the game. 

To march with the group, interpreting cor
rectly the signs on the parthway tha:t leads 
to success. 

To seek the best for those we serve. 
To work, looking 'upon all obstacles we 

are confronted with, not as problems, but 
as chailenges; that we might go about solving 
them with enthusiasm. 

To speak, remembering to always put our 
brains in gear, before putting our mouths in 
motion. 

To hold our heads in the clouds, but with 
our feet on the ground. 

Summing it all up, through American Le-
gion programs, youths learn how to live. 
In this world of ours, what more can any 
institution do for a young man or woman, 
than to teach one how to live? In a sense, 
The American Legion is indirectly working 
to answer a particular prayer written by Gen-
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eral MacArthur during the early days of 
World War II. It goes thus: 

"Build me a son, 0 Lord, who will be strong 
enough to know when he is weak, and brave 
enough to face himself when he is afraid; 
one who will be proud and unbending in 
honest defeat, and humble and gentle in 
victory. 

"Build me a son whose wishes will not take 
the place of deeds, a son who will know 
Thee-and that to know himself is the foun
dation stone of knowledge. 

"Lead him, I pray, not in the path of ease 
and comfort, but under the stress and spur 
of difficulties and challenge. Here let him 
learn to stand up in the storm, here let him 
learn compassion for those who fail. 

"Build me a son whose heart will be clear, 
whose goal will be high; a son who will mas
ter himself, before he seeks to master other 
men; one who will reach into the future, yet 
never forget the past. 

"And after all these things are his, add, I 
pray, enough of a sense of humor so that he 
may always be serious, yet never take himself 
too seriously. Give him humility, so that he 
may always remember the simplicity of true 
greatness, the open mind of true wisdom, 
and the meekness of true strength. 

,"Then I, his father, will dare to whisper, 
'I have not lived in vain.'" 

In closing, I would just like to say, praise 
be to God, encouragement be given to man, 
and hats off to The American Legion. 

THE VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION 
PICKS NEW HOSPITAL HEAD AT 
BUFFALO 

HON. THADDEUS J. DULSKI 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. DULSKI. Mr. Speaker, the Vet
erans' Administration Hospital at Buf
falo has a proud record of service to the 
veterans in our area of western New 
York State. 

It has pioneered in several areas of 
hospital care and is a credit to the effort 
being made by our Government to take 
care of those who have served their coun
try in time of war and conflict. 

This week, the hospital gained a new 
director, Eugene E. Speer, Jr., a career 
employee of the VA who came to Buffalo 
from the position of administrator of 
the VA hospital in Louisville, Ky. 

M·r. Speer has made a fine impression 
in his first few days on the job in Buf
falo and we look forward to continuing 
progress in veterans' care 8/t Buffalo 
under his leadership. He carries excellent 
credentials. 

Mr. Speer succeeds Dr. M. Herbert 
Fineberg, who has retired after long 
service in VA hospitals. He had headed 
the Buffalo hospital since August 1962. 

Mr. Speaker, I am well aware of the 
responsibilities which our citizens feel for 
these veterans. And, through my mem
bership on the Committee on Veterans' 
Affairs, I am in close touch with the 
progress that is being made generally in 
veterans care. 

I am the fifth ranking member of the 
full committee and am a member af the 
Subcommittee on Hospitals. 

An interview with the new director at 
Buffalo, Mr. Speer, appeared in the 
October 23 edition of the Buffalo 
Courier-Express, as follows: 
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MAGNrrunE OF BuFFALo•s VA HosPITAL CoN

STITUTES CHALLENGE TO NEW CHIEF 

(By Mary C. Rahill) 
A 900-bed hospital with a $15 million 

budget should prove no more difficult to 
manage than one half that size and with 
half its budget, the new director of Buffalo 
Veterans Administration Hospital believes. 

Eugene E. Speer Jr., who assumed his post 
Monday, said bigness and complexity are not 
synonymous. His previous position as ad
ministrator of the Louisville (Ky.) Veteran 
Administration Hospital entailed half the 
number of beds and half the budget of the 
Buffalo facility. 

"The problems of management," he con
tends, "are about the same and on the plus 
side, in a larger facility you have a lot more 
people to help you worry about them.'' 

Short of stature and robust of figure, 
Speer brings 23 years' experience to his role. 
He exudes the confidence of that experience 
when he speaks. 

THREE ESSENTIALS OF CARE 

For instance, when stressing the impor
tance of research in a hospital: "Patient care, 
research and education have to be viewed as 
the three essentials of good hospital man
agement. All three aspects are interdepend
ent, and the end result for the patient is bet
ter care and treatment." 

He added 1.hat it's sometimes impossible 
to attract some of the good medical men 
without research facilities. As for a hospi
tal's connection with educational facilities, 
Speer said the best way of ensuring good 
patient care is to see to it that those being 
educated in the medical profession are ex
posed to the newest techniques and latest ad
vances. 

Buffalo veterans at present has 41 persons 
engaged in research and the hospital is af
filiated 1n a training program with the Uni
versity of Buffalo School of Medicine. Many 
staff physicians are on the UB Medical 
School faculty. , 

PACEMAKER DEVELOPED AT BUFFALO 

The pacemaker-a battery operated device 
for keeping a defective heart in operation
as Speer pointed out, was developed by Dr. 
William E. Chaddock when he was on the 
staff of Buffalo Veterans Hospital. 

The new director noted an aspect of 
management often neglected-the impor
tance of the "pat on the back.'' He argued 
that a good administrator finds ways of ex
tending his influence down through all the 
various levels of employment so that each 
individual comes to realize the importance 
of his role in the general operation. 

"Regardless of the job," he said, "if it's 
sweeping down a back stairwell, it's necessary 
to the good operation of this institution. I 
hope to get that across." 

NEED TO SAY THANKS 

From his experience it's not too difficult an 
idea to get across to employes, he said. "It's 
just a 'thank you,• a word or two about a job 
well done, something to make them know 
they belong and that what they do is 
needed." 

Within the next few months, he expects to 
make himself known to all of the hospital's 
more than 1,200 employees. 

A native of Decatur, Ala., the director 
earned a bachelor's degree in mathematics at 
Athens College, Athens, Ala., and did grad
uate work at the University of Alabama and 
George Washington University. 

From 1934-39 he served in the Decatur 
public schools as principal and vocational 
adviser. His entrance into the medical field 
came as a field representative with the Amer
ican Red Cross in 1942. From 1942-46, he 
served in the Medical Administrative Oorps 
of the USAAF. He entered service as a private 
and was discharged as a captain. He was dec
orated with the Army Commendation Medal 
with one oa,k leaf cluster. 
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JOINED VA IN 1946 

He joined the Veterans Administration 
upon his discharge in 1946 as executive officer 
of the physical and rehabilitation program in 
the upper Midwest area. From 1951-55, he 
was medical administrative officer, hospital 
operations, at the Veterans Administration 
Central Office, Washington. 

He became special assistant to the man
ager, Veterans Hospital, Augusta, Ga., 1955-
57, and assistant manager of the Veterans 
Administration Domiciliary, Clinton, Iowa, 
1957-58. He was assistant manager of the 
Veterans Hospital, McKinney, Texas, 1958-
59, and assistant cUrecilor, Veterans Adminis
tration Consolidated Center, Wadsworth, 
Kan., 1959-63. 

He headed the Registrar Service of the Vet
erans Administration Central Office from 
1963-66, at which time he was named direc
tor of the Louisville Veterans' Hospital. 

RECEIVED HIGH HONORS 

Speer received recognition awards for his 
work, inoluding the Veterans Administra
tion Chief Medical Director's Commendation 
in 1965 and the Agency Administrator's 
Commendation in 1963. 

He was presented a special meritorious 
Commendation by the national commander, 
American Veterans of World War II, in 1967 
and was cited by the Veterans of Foreign 
Wars of the United States for service and 
dedication earlier this year. 

In his 23 years with the Veterans Adminis
tration, Speer and his wife, Jessie Pridmore 
Speer, have moved 13 times. They are living 
in the home provided by the hospital in Le
Brun Rd., Eggertsville. 

The couple has no children. Through the 
years both have devoted a good deal of time 
to youth activities. He likes fishing and oc-

. casionally a little golf for relaxation, and 
Mrs. Speer enjoys gardening. He said he 
would rather be involved in civic affairs. He 
likes working with organizations with a "de
finite mission and practical goals." 

In the last few years, he has become in
terested in a special hobby, the building of 
electronic hi-fi and stereo equipment. He 
has an ambition which he expects to realize 
in Buffalo-that of building an organ. Does 
he play? No, but he will worry about that 
after he builds the organ. 

Earlier, the Buffalo Courier-Express 
had an article on the retirement of Dr. 
Fineberg, in part as follows: 

DmECTOR OF VA HOSPITAL HERE TO RETIRE 

Dr. M. Herbert Fineberg, 69, is retiring as 
director of the Buffalo Veterans Administra
tion Hospital. 

The physician-administrator said he and 
his wife, Louise, wm make their home in the 
Boston, Mass. area. They have one daughter, 
Mrs. Norman Spector, of Malden, Mass. 

NATIVE OF CLEVELAND 

A native of Cleveland, Dr. Fineberg has 
been associated with VA hospitals since his 
discharge from the Army with the rank of 
colonel in June, 1946. He served with the 
Student Army Training Corps at Columbia 
University during World War I and spent five 
years in military service during World War 
II. 

After a period of service as chief of medi
cine at the Aberdeen Proving Ground, Aber
deen, Md., in World War II, he served for 
two years as commanding officer of an Army 
hospital that moved with the troops through 
the Pacific. For a time, he was chief of medi
cine at Camp Columbia, Brisbane, Australia. 

Following his discharge from the Army, he 
directed veterans hospitals in Dwight, Ill., 
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and East Orange, N.J., be
fore coming here to succeed Howard E. Fuller 
as director of the 951-bed Buffalo VA hos
pital. 
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HONOR STUDENT 

Before entering the Army during World 
War II, Dr. Fineberg was in private practice 
for 12 years in Cleveland and then served as 
director of Beth Israel Hospital in Boston. 

After a period as a student at Harvard Uni
versity, where he played violin in the Harvard 
Orchestra, he entered Western Reserve Uni
versity where he received his bachelor's and 
doctor of medicine degrees. 

He was an honor student at Western Re
serve and a member of Phi Beta Kappa. 
Following internship in a Cleveland hospital, 
he was a resident in i~ternal medicine in 
Montefiore Hospital, New York City. 

Dr. Fineberg is a diplomat of the Ameri
can Board of Internal Medicine, and a fellow 
of the American College of Physicians and 
the American College of Hospital Adminis
trators. He belongs to the American Medical 
Assn. and is assistant clinical professor of 
medicine a:t the University of Buffalo Medi
cal School. 

ELIMINATING THE SOURCES OF 
ILLEGAL DRUGS 

HON. CHARLES H. WILSON 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESEN7ATIVES 
Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. CHARLES H. WILSON. Mr. 
Speaker, international law consists of a 
body of rules governing the relations 
between states. It is a system of juris
prudence which, for the most part, has 
evolved out of the experiences and the 
necessities of situations that have arisen 
throughout the world from time to time. 
It has developed and progressed as civ
ilization has grown and advanced. In
ternational law has been the framework 
for foreign policies and actions with the 
increasing realization by nations that 
their relationship, if not their existence, 
must be governed by and dependent 
upon rules of law that are fairly certain 
and generally reasonable. Prof. J. L. 
Brierly in 1936 wrote: 

We must expand our interpretation of 
the term "international law." We must cease 
to think of it as merely a set of principles 
to be applied by courtS' of law, and under
stand that it includes the whole legal or
ganization of' international life on the basis 
of' peace and order. 

But what happens when a state en
counters a situation that does not fall 
within the contemporary conception of 
international law's jurisdiction and yet 
effect~ the relationship between nations. 
Specifically, I am referring to the tre
mendous domestic difficulties in the 
United States directly brought about by 
the illegal importation of narcotics into 
it. How should the United States pro
tect its citizens from this evil when the 
countries where the narcotic materials 
originate cannot or will not take meas
ures to eliminate the source of supply? 
What action should our Government 
take to combat it? What should our ap
proach be to the foreign ministeries of 
the other countries involved? 

Undoubtedly, we must strengthen our 
port of entry surveillance and detection 
procedures. We must also crack down on 
organized crime here within the United 
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States. We must work- to identify the 
underlying causes of narcotic addiction 
and drug abuse and then eliminate them. 
These, however, are domestic actions. 
We must also deal with Mexico, Turkey, 
Syria, Lebanon, Nepal, and other drug
producing nations. International law 
provides some assistance in combating 
the problem but it is not the proper ve
hicle for action within those countries. 
Our State Department must take cog
nizance of the fact that in certain areas, 
cultivation of the poppy is a legitimate 
agricultural endeavor of that region and 
has been an honest enterprise for the 
natives of the area for generations. While 
it is to the benefit of the United States 
to destroy the sources of illegal supply, 
we must not simply demand the destruc
tion of the livelihood of thousands of, in 
their own society's terms, honest and 
hard-working farmers. The Agency for 
International Development has acted as 
our agent in this area and has taken 
steps to establish viable farming enter
prises to replace destroyed narcotic-pro
ducing crops. Through diplomatic chan
nels our concern is communicated to the 
law enforcement agencies of these na
tions. National and international police 
agencies are cooperating to stop the 
worldwide traffic in narcotics, including 
Interpol, the Surete, and Scotland Yard. 

But not nearly enough is being done. 
We are dealing with a coordinated inter
national criminal organization, the af
fluence of which is staggering. Foreign 
policy considerations must take this into 
account. Graft and corruption of officials 
is a favorite modus operandi, the method 
of operating of this sinister criminal 
brotherhood. Multimillion dollar profits 
are reaped by it from illicit sales within 
the United States and Western Europe. 
Many addicts need $150 a day to support 
their habit. And the only way for them to 
raise that type of money is to burglarize 
homes, rob stores, and assault people on 
the streets. Thousands die because of 
overdoses and innocent people cannot 
walk the streets of our cities without 
fear. The situation is intolerable and 
must be corrected. To do so requires a 
concentrated domestic effort. It also re
quires a coordinated international attack 
on the globetrotting hoodlums responsi
ble for bringing death and misery to 
thousands. 

Our allies and friends must help us 
defeat this profitable conspiracy of the 
underworld. They must act within their 
own environs to destroy the drug source. 
We must help them, providing the eco
nomic assistance necessary to divert the 
growers, who receive little money for 
their stock anyway, to other more profit
able and acceptable crops. Our Treas
ury Department agents, our customs 
personnel, our FBI operatives must co
ordinate their efforts with not only Mid
dle Eastern and Southeast Asian na
tions, but with European law enforce
ment agencies and Far Eastern police 
departments as well. It is a worldwide 
problem and it is time for the world to 
declare war on the underworld, on these, 
the international peddlers for profit of 
disease and death. 
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OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. LUKENS. Mr. Speaker, every 
American is concerned about the future 
of air traffic control and the apparent 
lack of air traffic safety in many in
stances. 

I have had the occasion to appear on 
the Dennis Wholey television show and 
have been very impressed by this young 
man's depth and concern for public 
causes. Recently a former air traffic con
troller, James Knecht, who worked at the 
Indianapolis airport, the site of a recent 
major air disaster, appeared on the Den
nis Wholey show. I believe that Members 
of this body would be very interested in 
the transcript of this public interview 
with a gentleman who used to be involved 
daily with air traffic safety. 

For the information and possible use 
of my colleagues and the average air 
traveler, I include the transcript in the 
RECORD at this point: 

INTERVIEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER JAMES 
KNECHT 

DENNIS WHOLEY. For a long time, we've 
been hearing newspaper and television re
ports about air traffic controllers, and their 
job, and sometimes the slowdowns that 
they've caused, supposedly to make flying 
safer for those that fly. 

I have with me a gentleman by the name 
of James Knecht. Mr. Knecht is a former 
air traffic controller, because I understand, 
Mr. Knecht, that you have been fired from 
your job at the Indianapolis Airport. Is that 
correct? 

JAMES KNECHT. In essence, that is correct. 
About the only thing I do right now is an
swer a telephone. 

WHOLEY. Um-hmm. Let us go back and 
investigate that crash. I understand that you 
had just gone off duty about a half hour 
before the crash. Is that true? 

KNECHT. That's correct. I got off at three; 
the accident occurred at approximately 3:30, 
and by four o'clock I was contacted by the 
national office of the NAGE-National Asso
ciation of Government Employees, and they 
asked me what went on and I'd already made 
some checks, and I informed them that the 
information available to me indicated that it 
was the fault of radar-lack of good radar
that prevented the controller involved from 
seeing the smaller aircraft, and, as a result, 
he could not warn the larger aircraft of the 
presence of the smaller, and they collided, 
and I made a statement before the press 
about the quality of our equipment. I spe
cifically stated that it was in essence a killer 
radar and that because of poor radar, people 
had needlessly died. 

WHOLEY. Um-hmm. Let's kind of jump 
around for a moment. About how many ma
jor airports are there in the country? 

KNECHT. There're approximately 100 air
ports that you might call major. The degree 
of importance varies, from the busiest, at 
O'Hare, to some of the medium-sized fac111-
ties as at Indianapolis and here at Cincin
nati, also. 

WHOLEY. And how many air controllers are 
there that work these airports throughout 
the country? 

KNECHT. The total number of air tra:fllc 
controllers such as myself-those people that 
actually separate aircraft-try to keep them 
from running together-is approximately 8,-
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goo--roughly. And this includes the control 
tower operators, and the aircraft control 
center operators. 

WHoLEY. Now, do they work in different 
locations? I don't quite understand what 
they do. 

KNECHT. Well, the differences in their area 
of responsibility: in the control towers, 
they're responsible for the aircraft imme
dia·tely around the airport or landing wt the 
city or departing, and the center takes care 
of them while they're flying between cities. 

WHOLEY. I see. I understand that now. 
Now, how many planes might be in the area 
of one airport 8.Jt one time--say an airport 
like Indianapolis? 

KNECHT. We might have, normally, six to 
ten controlled aircraft, and fifteen to twenty 
or more uncontrolled within a 20-25 miles 
radius of Indianapolis Airport. 

WHOLEY. What is with the radar that are 
in most airports? We don't want to frighten 
people that fly, but from talking, I suppose, 
with other controllers that you must do from 
time to time, what is the quality of radar 
control? What are the chances of crashes at 
these 100 airports around the country? 

KNECHT. The qua~Uty, in our opinion, is 
substandard, because there are weak spots 
and there're spots Where we cannot see air
craft. I've seen some very large aircraft, 
supposedly, five miles from the radar antenna, 
and they're not apparent on the scope. The 
danger of collision increases every day
every day. 

WHOLEY. Because of the added air traffic? 
KNECHT. The num:ber of aircraft that we're 

trying to control with the equipment and 
the number of people we've got-the equip
ment nor the amount of people. 

WHoLEY. Now, there was a very serious ac
cusation made in newspaper articles that I 
had read a;bout that particular plane crash, 
that the controllers at the IndtJ.anapolis Air
port had advised the FAA M to the poor 
quality of radar some months prior to that, 
and that the FAA had investigated and found 
that those complaints were indeed legitimate 
and yet, nothing was done. Do I understand 
that correctly? 

KNECHT. Yes. Air traffic controllers-I've 
been in this business quite a few years, and 
we've constantly complained about the 
quality of the radar, the radios, the entire 
system, because it just isn't adequate to 
handle today's traffic, and the only thing 
that keeps it as safe as it 1s is the air traffic 
controller himself. He constantly has been 
complaining to hds supervisor, to the FAA, 
his employer, about the system, about the 
equipment, and as a matter of routine, the 
FAA :fllghtchecks their radar. They take a 
small aircraft out-or a large one, as the case 
may be, and they actually run certain pat
terns and watch it on radar and grade the 
qua11ty of it, and in this particular system, 
about four months ago or so, in Apl'lil, ap
proximately th.ey took a small aircraft-a 
Beechcraft Bonanza-and ran a flightbheck, 
an extensive :fllghtcheck, and they said right 
then and there tha.t they couldn't see him 
in all cases. This is a matter of their own 
records. 

WHOLEY. Well, now, to force the issue--and 
you're probably not the person to answer the 
question-why, if they ran thds check, did 
they not correct it? Why didn't they correct 
it? 

KNECHT. That is an excellent question. An 
excellent question. 

WHOLEY. Who does one put that question 
to, though? 

KNECHT. The law, the 1958 Federal Avia
tion Act, commissioned the FAA with air traf
fic safety. 

WHOLEY. Um-hmm? 
KNECHT. I think it's rather specific. It says 

the FAA's in charge of air traffic safety. 
WHOLEY. Well, now, the FAA is a govern-
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mental agency, and air controllers, I was 
surprised to find out, are also governmental 
employees. 

KNECHT. Yes. There are very very few non
government air traffic controllers in the 
United States-very few. Probably less than a 
hundred. 

WHOLEY. So--but I mean if you're in the 
government already, who do you complain to 
to get something done? 

KNECHT. We have been complaining to the 
government, to the branch that we work for, 
the FAA, for years. And now we're starting to 
talk to Congress, because these people control 
the purse strings that would provide us with 
the money that's needed to buy this radar. 

As an example, a radar installation, includ
ing the transponder and the communica
tions for it, installed, costs a little bit less 
than a mlllion dollars. Now, the more elabo
rate, the better gear, is going to cost more 
money. That price I gave you was on current 
equipment, but we're talking about a pro
gram here of systems that need in the neigh
borhood of five billion dollars now. 

WHOLEY. Throughout the country. 
KNECHT. Right. Throughout the country. 

It's going to take $25 billion over the next 
ten years if we're going to guarantee that 
people are going to live when they take off 
from here and they go to there. 

WHOLEY. How many hours a day does a. 
controller work? 

KNECHT. Eight hours a day. 
WHOLEY. But now what I've heard of the 

people who work the New York airports is 
that they complain of putting in twice that 
amount of time sometimes. 

KNECHT. Ten-hour days in some areas are 
not uncommon at all, six days a week. Not 
uncommon at all. And it's pathetic. You 
work the position for eight solid hours or 
ten solid hours without relief, and in some 
cases, when I was working in the Air Traffic 
Control Center, I would take my lunch home 
with me--not enough people to provide re
lief for lunch. Been too busy to cut down the 
staffing temporarily so thaJt people can 
get out .for lunch. 

WHOLEY. Do you see any hope for the im
mediate future as far as-I had a curious re
action. Many people from the Cincinnati 
area died in that crash, and the controllers 
have been kind of in the public eye for the 
last year or two, because of slowdowns and 
walkouts, especially in the New York air
ports. I had a curious reaction when I saw 
it, that possibly this plane crash might be 
the single thing that would trigger some 
good. Do you see thaJt as a possiblllty? 

KNECHT. Hopefully. 
WHOLEY. I mean . . . 
KNECHT. Hopefully. 
WHOLEY .... that's a very hard thing for 

me to say when, you know, famllles ... 
KNECHT. Right. 
WHOLEY .... of those people ... 
KNECHT. Right. 
WHOLEY .... may be watching. 
KNEcHT. But all air tra:fllc controllers are 

gravely concerned about air traffic safety, 
and this is why there's been such an uprqar 
coming from air tra:fllc controllers in the last 
year or so. We've finally realized that our 
branch of the government, the FAA, appar
ently isn't going to do anything about it. 

WHOLEY. So what you're suggesting is we 
need better radar, more men ... 

KNECHT. Definitely. We need twice the 
men ... · 

WHOLEY .... Highly trained. ... 
KNECHT .... that we have right now. 
WHoLEY. Highly trained men, and better 

working conditions, and in that, I mean 
number of hours ... 

KNECHT. Right. Right. Very definitely. As 
an example of the pressure that's put on an 
air traffic controller abOut this time a year 
ago, a 32-year-old man in Kansas City Air 
Traffic Control Center died of a heart attack 
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on duty after a very heavy period of traffic. 
Thirty two years old, on duty: he just fell 
dead. 

WHOLEY. How do you think that we could 
do something with the power of this pro
gram or ... 

KNECHT. Congress has ... 
WHOLEY .... through the medium of tele

vision? 
KNECHT .... before it a bill-a user-tax 

bill-wherein those people that use the sys
tem will pay for it, and they want the public 
to be willing to pay this tax: when you buy 
a ticket, an airline ticket, you pay a tax on 
that ticket. If you own a private aircraft 
and you buy gasoline for that aircraft, you'll 
pay tax on that gasoline, and this can pro
duce $2% billion a year. Congress wants the 
public to be willing to shoulder the burden 
of this additional tax, so the people can 
write to their Congressman for as little as 
six cents on a stamp, for as little as a dollar 
with a Western Union telegram ... 

WHOLEY. You did say-you were saying 
airmail stamp ... 

KNECHT. I was almost ready-most of the 
first class mail goes by air mail. 

WHOLEY. Yes. I just found that out the 
other day. 

KNECHT. And they can write to their Con
gressmen, tell them that they want air traffic 
sa.fety,if they're really ... 

WHOLEY. I suppose that ... 
KNECHT .... willing to pay that extra three 

dollars on the airline ticket or extra ten 
cents on a gallon of gas. 

WHOLEY. I'd be glad to pay it. 
KNECHT. Because I ask private pilots and 

the general public: how much is your life 
worth? Is it worth three dollars to you? Or 
ten cents on the gallon of gas? 

WHOLEY. I've flown quite a bit in the past, 
and every single--well, you get to talk to the 
stewardesses on the plane more than ever 
talking to the crews; maybe at the end of 
a ride you might ... 

KNECHT. Yeah, right. 
WHOLEY .... thank the crew or say some

thing to them on the way out, but being 
in the kind of business that I'm in, I some
times will introduce myself to crews and 
pilots and always to the girls, and ask them, 
"do they sympathize with the controllers," 
and I've not yet found one crew member or 
anyone who consistently flies who knows the 
inside of the story that you have been tell
ing us, who has anything negative to say 
about the position of the controllers. 

KNECHT. That's correct. There was a docu
mentary on one of the national TV outlets, 
and they-it was about air traffic control and 
the problem with it, and a TWA pilot, a 
transcontinental pilot, stated that he 
wouldn't have an air traffic controller's job 
for twice his salary, and that would be be
tween $50 and $60 thousand dollars-twice 
his salary. 

WHOLEY. And now, because you have spok
en out on this, to newspaper people and now 
on television, you're a; telephone operator? 
Is that what you told me before? 

KNECHT. That is correct. !-that's all I do, 
is answer telephones. 1-the criticism I have 
voiced is not new; by fellow air traffic con
trollers have been saying the same thing for 
years. I realized that because of this acci
dent attention would be focused on air traf
fic control systems, and I said, "I hate to see 
those people die, but I think it's e·ven a big
ger disgrace if they die without any good 
coming from it," so I must speak out now, 
that unless we change this system, more peo
ple will die in accidents quite similar to 
this, and in accidents where two airliners 
are run together, and it's just a matter of 
when and where, and if it's far enough into 
the future when the jumbo jets are flying, 
it is quite possible that two jumbo jets wm 
collide and six to eight hundred people will 
die needlessly, because we know now that 
the possibility exists and we know now how 
we can eliminate this possibiilty. It takes 
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money; it takes work; and the ideas are pres
ent. They have been present for quite some 
time, but I cannot honestly say that the 
FAA has done its level best to assure air 
traffic safety. 

WHOLEY. Thank you, Mr. Knecht. 

THE NATO COMMITI'EE ON CHAL
LENGES OF MODERN SOCIETY 

HON. PAUL FINDLEY 
OF ll..LINOIS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. FINDLEY. Mr. Speaker, the Presi
dent's message to Congress on legislative 
programs did not, of course, deal exten
sively with foreign affairs or overseas 
programs. 

But it did refer to a "great goal of this 
administration"-and part of that goal 
was "to make old institutions respon
sive." 

I want to call briefly to the attention 
of my colleagues one example of what 
this can mean in the international field. 

One of the first things President Nixon 
did after taking office was to visit 
Europe-and his first stop was the North 
Atlantic Council in Brussels. The Presi
dent said in effect that he wanted to 
raise the level and quality of political 
consultation in the council-that his ad
ministration wanted to listen to the views 
of our allies before reaching fixed policy 
positions. The allies were responsive, and 
we have since had highly successful con
sultations on the question of the East
West strategic balance, preparatory to 
negotiations with the Soviet Union on 
strategic arms limitations. 

In addition, the allies are now seri
ously engaged in working out concrete 
proposals for balanced mutual force re
ductions in Europe-against the day 
when the Eastern side is ready to discuss 
this subject. 

Filially, the President proposed that 
the NATO allies start considering how to 
deal cooperatively with problems com
mon to modem industrial societies. A 
preliminary conference already has been 
held, further work is being done in 15 
capitals, and a deciRion will be made by 
the ministers in December on how best 
to proceed in new areas of common con
cern. 

Mr. Speaker, it seems to me that this 
is an excellent example of what can be 
done "to make old institutions respon
sive" to new conditions and new oppor
tunities. 

I am including at this point the very 
excellent remarks of Dr. Daniel P. 
Moynihan at the North Atlantic Assem
bly: 
THE NATO COMMITTEE ON CHALLENGES OP 

MODERN SOCIETY 
(By Daniel P. Moynihan) 

There is to be encountered 1n one of 
the novels of Benjamin Disraeli a gentleman 
described as one "distinguished for ignor-· 
ance" as he had but one idea and that was 
wrong. As with much else, this curiosity of 
the 19th century has become rather a com
monplace of the 20th. It is the nature of the 
complex technological societies that have de
veloped 41 our century that no one thing 
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about them is so specially and importantly 
true that other truths are of necessity sub
ordinate. This in turn has had its effect on 
the way we think about our societies, of 
those problems we inherit from the past, 
and those we have created in the present. 
Every truth has its antitruth, its qualify
ing truth, its mediating truth. Hence the 
only certainty is that the man with a single 
truth is not only sure to be wrong, but likely 
to be disastrously so. 

It is in this spirit that I rise to address 
the North Atlantic Assembly, conscious both 
the honor of doing so, and the trust, implic
itly imposed and explicitly acknowledged, 
that in speaking of the Committee on the 
Challenges of Modern Society, to be estab
lished as the newest subsidiary body of the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization, I shall 
do so with careful regard to the earlier 
and still primary tasks of the Alliance, and 
also of the necessary interrelationship among 
all its activities. 

The proposal for the creation of the Com
mittee was, of course, first put forward by 
President Nixon in his address last April on 
the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of 
NATO. "The industrial nations," he de
clared, "share no challenge more urgently 
than that of bringing 20th century man and 
his environment to terms with one another
of making the world fit for man, and helping 
man learn how to remain in harmony with 
his rapidly changing world." 

Article II of the North Atlantic Treaty 
may have envisaged such activity, pledging 
the parties to cooperate in "promoting condi
tions of stability and well-being." But that 
was 1949, and for Europe, as for much of the 
world, stab111ty and well-being meant m111-
tary security, combined with the rudiments 
of economic recovery. It is only as these two 
conditions have gradually been secured. 
especially that of economic growth, which 
is to say technological development, that a 
third dimension of the great All1ance has 
emerged not only as a feasible and possible 
effort, but increasingly as an urgent and nec
essary one. 

Military defense and political consultation 
are, and will continue to be the first func
tions of the Alliance. But the time clearly is 
at hand to add a third dimension, provided 
for from the outset, but only now emerging 
as a concern and activity in i'~s own right. 
That the United States regards this as a 
matter of the highest importance will have 
been obvious from the Presiflent's proposal, 
and subsequent consultations that have 
taken place with Allied governments. It 
would seem important, however, to go be
yond the simple assertion of this concern 
to a fuller explication of it. 

There could be no more appropriate 
forum in which to do so than the North 
Atlantic Assembly. It is, in general, the tra
dition of our democracies that the executive 
branch of function in government is ac
countable to the legislative component, and 
that this responsib111ty is in part met by 
periodic expositions as to what is proposed 
and why. The North Atlantic Assembly, if 
not the parliament of NATO, is unquestion
ably composed of NATO parliamentarians. 
It is owed a measure of accountab111ty: by 
virtue both of the general principles of gov
ernance which shape and inform our actions, 
and of the specific nature of the work of the 
Committee on the Ohallenges of Modern So
ciety which will require, in such great 
measure, the assent, support, and judgment 
of the legislatures of our several nations. 

In speaking to this point, I would hope 
to reflect, without of course in any way 
committing, the views of the representatives 
from other nations with whom I was associ
ated in the meeting of the Preparatory Com
mittee that drew up a charter for the Com
mittee on the Challenges of Modern Society. 

The first and continuing challenge of 
modern society is to safeguard freedom and, 
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in an important sense, to expand it. The 
history of freedom in the Western world is 
not that of a fully formed idea gradually 
Winning wider and more complete accept
ance. To the contrary, the meaning of free
dom, the content of the idea, has evolved 
through two eal'ly stages amd is now mani
festly entering a third. This evolution has 
been from simple to complex forms. It began 
with the securing of personal Uberties for 
the individual. It went on to the assertion, 
and gradrual estaJblishment, of pollrticaJ Uber
ties of the kind we associate With the demo
cratic state. It has now moved beyond that 
into the elusive, oftten am;biguous, but ex
waordinarlly challeng.ing effort to ~ovide a 
quality of life that releases the unique po
tential of every individual while maintaining 
a coherent and sustaining sense of com
munity that binds one individual to an
other. 

It Will be evident enough that this is not 
an easy thing to do; it is not even an easy 
thing to define. But neither, then, were civil 
rights, or political freedoms, in the eras when 
they were evolving in the face of persistent 
incomprehension, hostility, and resistance. 
(Attitudes thatt continue to rule in far too 
great a portion of the world today.) What 
is different, what is singular, about the evo
lution of this newest dimension of freedom 
is that it is so enraordinarily dependent on 
the element of time. This is new; different. 
It is a fact, moreover, indispensable to an 
understanding of the challenge before us. 

The newest dimension of freedom arises 
in the context of advancing technology. More 
accurately, it artses from advancing · tech
nology. First the folk technology of the early 
industrial revolution, and later the eve·r 
mounting and more systematic application 
of scientific knowledge to practical prob
lems, has created an almost worldwide vision 
of societies of material plenty in which indi
vidual men become all they are capable of 
being. Personal liberty and democratic gov
ernment would be the preconditions of such 
societies, but their unique achievement 
would be measured by the degree to which 
the men and women comprising them lived 
large, creative and fulfilling l'ives. This is a 
very large vision indeed. The difficulJty With 
it is thart it exists in the context of time 
constraJints that make it, for a vision at once 
so powerful, also extraordinarily fragile. This 
is so, in a word, because the technology that 
created it only hours ago, in the history of 
mankind, threatens to destroy it only hours 
from now. Therein lies the difference be
tween the evolution of this dimension of 
freedom and that of earlier ones. If habeas 
corpus was slow in coming, the reality, once 
it did arrive, was not diminished by the time 
that elapsed. And if thereafter it disappeared 
in this place or that, it could still return, 
again undiminished. Much the same can be 
said of the processes of political democracy. 
We have seen democratic societies broken, 
only to be made agaJin and made whole. But 
technology has seemingly little patience with 
mankind. It seems to be offering us every
thing or nothing, and demanding that we 
make our choice almost this very moment. 

There is, I believe, a not especially com
plJicated explanation for this. Just as advanc
ing technology has given rise to the central 
social vision of our age, so also has it become 
the central J>TOblem of the age. In massive 
and dominant proportion, the things that 
threaten modern society are the first, second, 
third, of whichever order effeots of new tech
nology. Lt is not that man has ohanged, has 
become any more irrational, any less inhib
ited by concerns of moral right and wrong. 
One must assume that man is no different 
now than he has ever been with respect to 
these primal failings. What has changed, sim
ply, is th3Jt teohnology has created a world 
sltuaJtion in which irrational and immoral 
behavior can and does lead to cataclysmic 
consequences. For a quarter century now, 
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mankind has lived with the possibility of the 
ultimate technological disaster, that of the 
nuclear holocaust. But more recently, it has 
come to be perceived thart this would be OnlY 
the most spectacular of the fates th3Jt might 
await us. The perils of the modern age are 
wondrous and protean, and if anything, ac
cumulating. An ecological crisis is surely upon 
us; and developing at quite extraordinary 
raltes. Thus we may expect that by the year 
2000 the carbon dioxide content of the at
mosphere, the result of the burnling of fossil 
fuels, will have increased by a quarter. This 
could raise the temperature of the earth's 
atmosphere by 7 degrees Fahren!hett. This 
would likely raise the level of seas by ten 
feet. Thereby solving some of the urban prob
lems of the world, but hardly improving the 
circumstances of mankind. No one is certain, 
of course, that this will happen. The com
puter will doubtless figure lit out but has 
not yet done so. In the meantime, alternate 
theories, and some evidence, suggest that 
the earth's albedo is being affected by pollut
ants in such a way as to lower temperatures. 
Fire or Ice, as Robert Frost said. Either way, 
trouble. 

In another area, the populartion trend 
makes its steady way toward cultural, if not 
biologic, catastrope, and very possilbly oo bOth. 
Exam.ples a;bound. A publication of the Euro
pean CUlturaJ. Foundation, headed by Prince 
Bernhard of the Netherlands, recently ob
served thart industrial technology, which waa 
the creartion of European civilization, had be
come the foremost threart to its sunrival. As 
much or more may be said of the United 
states. Technology has been the great Ameri
can art: the true Apollonian passion of our 
people. (I speak, pari passu, as a member of 
the American Philosophical Society which 
Benjamin Frankllin founded in 1743 in Phila
delphia, not for the pursuit of large aJbstrac
tions concerning man's frute, but rather, in 
the words of our charter, "for promoting use
ful knowledge . . . .'') Our passion has rarely 
flagged, and it may, I think, be fairly stated 
that few peoples have been more successful 
in that quest. Nor got more things they 
hadn't bargained for. (Only three days ago a 
symboLic pinnacle of sorts was reached. The 
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare 
announced that an ingredient in soft drinks 
used by mi111ons of Americans to ward off the 
perils of overweight in an affiuent society has 
on closer examination turned out with dis
turbing frequency to cause cancer in ani
maJ.s.) 

Increasingly these separate phonomena 
are seen and described as crises. Yet it would 
be the most profound mistake to view them 
separately. In the worlds of the American 
physicist John Platt, "There is only one 
crisis in the world. It is the crisis of trans
formation." That is to say, of the change 
wrought in society by the introduction of 
technology. "Technology," Platt contlnues, 
"did not create human conflicts and in
equities, but it has made them unendur
able." And it has raised questions as to 
whether man himself will endure. Some years 
ago Leo Szilard estimated the half of man
kind-to employ that useful term of the nu
clear physicist--at something between ten 
and twenty years. Platt would argue that 
situation is worse today. 

I think multiplication of domestic and 
international crises today Will shorten that 
short half-life. In the continued absence of 
better ways of heading off these multiple 
crises, our half-life may no longer be 10 
or 20 years, but more likely 5 to 10 years, 
or less. We may have even less than a 50-50 
chance of living until 1980. 

And yet our situation, if sorely pressed, 
is anything but hopeless. To the contrary 
we may be approaching the leve111ng out 
point of a great S curve. If we get through 
the next thirty years or so we may just 
have accomplished that great transforma
tion, whence we would enter a new period 
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of stability offering the utmost promise for 
mankind. 

There is no reason this should not be so; 
no reason the outcome should not be that. 
But such deliverance is not certain prob
ably not even likely to come to pass lf 
modern societies do not begin a quite un
precented effort to ensure that it does. 
The impact of technology on society can 
only be mediated by the effective use of gov
ernment. This amounts to saying that mod
ern government must be made to direct 
itself to these issues, and to do so success
fully. It must be made to work. 

It isn't working very well. Or perhaps the 
more accurate thing is to say that it isn•t 
working well enough. There is, I would haz
ard, hardly one of our nations that is not 
seized with the extraordinary difficulty of 
making modern government work: of bring
ing about the actual results which the so
cieties in question desire, and which they 
were thought able to command. 

Why is this? Again I think there is a not 
especially complicated answer. Modern gov
ernments fail because they are not modern. 
They face the problems created by technol
ogy With the mentality and the organization 
of a pre-technological society. 

A variety of responses can be made to such 
a condition: all but out of which would seem 
doomed, even committed to failure. The de
mands on pre-technological systems of gov
ernment cannot be met by rendering them 
even more simplistic and disoriented, or yet 
by making them more rigid and ideological. 
Only technology can cope with technology. 
What science has wrought only a higher sci
ence can reshape. 

Modern government requires first of all the 
application of knowledge to problems. It re
quires, if you will, the art of technology. The 
essence of that art is the steady production 
of new knowledge, and the rapid transition 
from new knowledge to new realities in the 
form of changed technology. The task of gov
ernment is to keep abreast of such new real
ities, which is to say that government has 
got to learn to respond to new knowledge 
at at least something like the rate at which 
technology does. Otherwise technology is al
ways ahead on creating problems, and gov
ernment is always behind on resolving them. 
(To take the process a further step, modern 
government must learn to respond to tech
nologically induced difficultt.es with some
thing of the same economy of talent that 
technology has devised. We cannot go on 
devising government arrangements that only 
extraordinary men can make work. Most of 
the work of the world has to be done by men 
of average endowment, energy, and social 
vision.) 

Each of our governments is in one way or 
another struggling with this situation. With 
the advent of the North Atlantic Alliance 
Committee on the Challenges of Modern So
ciety, however, it becomes possible to intro
duce a further measure of international co
operation into such efforts. 

Why NATO? 
There are any number of complex and 

subtle subsidiary answers to this query, but 
the primary answer could not be more direct: 
because it is there. NATO is unique. For al
most two decades now it has carried on, at 
ever increasing levels of complexity, a mas
sive system of technology transfer. There 
has been no such sustained experience in 
the history of the world. If technology is 
the issue, NATO is uniquely the forum in 
which to raise it. Moreover, if the issue is 
one of pressing urgency, which somehow does 
not seem to command the attention it de
serves, NATO is doubly appropriate, for here 
is an institution which year in and year out 
has been able to command attention andre
sponse at the highest levels of government. 

What are the specifics? 
This will of course be for the Council of 

NATO to decide, having received proposals 
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from the Committee, but the interests of 
the Allies are already emerging. They deal 
with the degradation of the environment 
through pollution, the complex interaction 
of technology on individual and group moti
vation; the compelling issues of nutrition; 
the pressing matter of population growth 
and the use of space. It may be possible, for 
example, to begin a systematic inquiry into 
the impact on modern society of the automo
bile, which may be said to have had led to 
more of what economists call externalities 
than any phenomenon of the age save mod
ern warfare itself. Surely it will be necessary 
to consider the whole matter of inadvertent 
weather changes. And very early one would 
hope to see some recognition of the matter of 
ocean poHution, for the North Atlantic itself 
is no more immune to environmental deg
;rada tion than the now pruthetic streams 
that once proudly flowed by the great cities 
of our nations. But examples abound, the 
question is really one of operating procedure. 

Our opportunities are twofold. First we 
can envision a kind of trade springing up 
among the Allies. The law of comparative 
advantage can come into effect: as one na
tion lrearns better to cope with this problem, 
another with that, these abilities can be ex
changed to the benefit of both. To some 
extent this process already takes place: ours 
are anything but closed societies, and two 
decades of the Alliance have brought them 
much closer together. But the great fact of 
the age is that time is short, and govern
ments get about their business with far 
greater urgency and effectiveness than they 
have done. The second benefit will come 
from common undertakings, agreements to 
act in concert with respect to this or that 
difficulty or opportunity as such present 
themselves. This has been the great feat of 
the Alliance with respect to matters of de
fense and political consultation. It can be
come a not less important feature of our 
response to the common peril of a threat
ened and threatening environment. 

Perhaps our first need is to develop tal' 
more complex and yet workable analyses of 
just how our economic, social and political 
systems work. The possibilities of technology, 
the requirements of society, and the struc
ture of policy making have to be coupled 
with far greater sensitivity than has ever 
been the case in the past. (This is not at all 
to suggest that any one component must 
direct the other, but only that they must be 
related. In the words of President Kennedy: 
"Scientists alone can establish the objectives 
of their research, but society, in extending 
support in science, must take account of its 
own needs.") In doing so, these couplings 
become critical: more interesting and in 
ways more important, as Dr. E. Pestel of the 
NATO Science Committee has observed, than 
the components themselves. An enormous 
task, but it is almost the nature of technol
ogy that what can be described can be 
created, and we should not in the least doubt 
that it is something we can do if we will it. 

It is at all evenrts, the view of the American 
governmerut that we can and should. Not 
every nation will see the Comml·ttee on Chal
lenges of Modem Society in these terms, and 
the committee when it comes into being will 
not only reflect the views of all governments, 
bUJt will doubtless evolve in ways none can 
now foresee. (Most certainly for one thing it 
will be the desire of many nations to see that 
the activities of the North Atlantic Alliance 
COMS draw upon and add to the work of 
bodies such as the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development. Hopefully the 
OCMS will lead to much wider and more 
generaJ. forms of international cooperation, 
looking, for example, to the United Nations 
Conference on the Environment to be held in 
1972.) 

It would be unforgiveable to announce re
sults before the Committee has even met. It 
is precisely such avoidance of reality that bas 
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brought us to this time of immediate if only 
dimly perceived crisis. But the committee 
will meet; efforts will begin; results will or 
will not follow. In President Nixon's words, 
those results will in no small measure deter
mine our ability "to enhance our environ
ments rather than destroy them." As man
kind itself is part of those environments, the 
full implication of the outcome would seem 
evident. 

AN URGENT NEED FOR SOME 
RATIONAL THINKING 

HON. 0. C. FISHER 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. FISHER. Mr. Speaker, in this 
time of emotionalism and panic concern
ing the war in Vietnam, there is urgent 
need for some rational thinking. America 
is at the crossroads and history is to be 
the judge of our capacity to deal with an 
extremely difficult si,tuation. 

In a recent article written by Ward 
Just he gives us something to think about. 
He concludes that the solution of Vie·t
nam cannot be oversimplified; that we 
must face up to a responsibility that can
not be escaped. This discussion by Mr. 
Just is very thought provoking, and 
should be widely read. The 'article 
follows: 

A REBUTTAL 

(A commentary by Ward Just) 
I suspect that Nicholas von Hoffmrun is 

right when he says that people in their heart 
of hearts don't care whether we bug out, run 
out, march out, stumble out, crawl out or 
fade out of South Vietnam. Who wants to 
negotiate about cancer? He is talking about 
a substantial minority in this country, peo
ple who have had it, as the President once 
said in another connection, up to here; thus 
frustrated, convinced the nation is acting im
morally, they want to quit. 

It would not be difficult to do, a.nd sure as 
shooting there is a paper in the White House 
describing the soenrurio, how Kennedy and 
Johnson were responsible for the war, how 
Nixon, Kissinger and Company gave it the 
good college try but saddled with an impos
sible Sadgon governmerut and an intransigent 
and seemingly inexhaustible enemy, had con
cluded, for the good of the country, that 
losses must be cut. Add a few juicy oha.rges of 
past mismanagement of the war (God knows 
there is enough evidence of it), and conclude 
that the South Vietnamese must now proceed 
on their own. America has done all it could, 
and Godspeed to the survivors. And the kids 
and their parents are pacified. They won't 
have to go to war in South Vietnam. 

It is a pointless exercise to argue the poli
tics of it, whether or not the loss of Vietnam 
will lead to the loss of Waikiki or even of 
Bangkok. Even so, that's a detail-arguable 
either way with most thoughtful men prob
ably believing that yes, a loss in Vietnam 
probably means the "loss" of Southeast 
Asia, but if it did, when it might, so what. 
Southeast Asia, like China, is not our's to 
lose. "In the last analysis it's their war," 
President Kennedy said, blah blah blah. So it 
is necessary to set up the argument another 
way, to make it relevant, as they say, to 
what's happening now. This 1s to speak of 
the war in terms of its morals, and to do 
that is to examine it from the perspective of 
the Vietnamese. 

Many of the Americans who so vehemently 
oppose the war do so from the position that 
the United States has virtually destroyed 
what it has tried to save. It is a fair point 
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and an accurate one, far fairer and more ac
curate than they might suspect. 

The Vietcong had all but won the war in 
early 1965, before the introduction of Amer
ican combat troops. The test of strength 
was decently fair, with the indigenous South
ern army with American support fighting the 
indigenous Southern guerrillas with North 
Vietnamese support. It seemed clear then that 
the Communists had the support of the peo
ple of South Vietnam. Theirs was the strong 
tide, and in that Buddhist nation, a nllltion 
with an ear tuned to the flow of history (in 
American political argot it means riding 
with the winner), the strong tide was the one 
that would win. The ordinary citizen, not 
wishing to be out of harmony, would go 
along; to refuse was to commit an unusual 
act of defiance. Defiance in that sense is 
not the Vietnamese way. So in 1965 the 
Saigon government was playing out a very 
weak hand, with little support in the 
country. 

The Americans changed all that, first with 
the money and the men and then, in 1966, 
by taking charge of the prosecution of the 
war. What that did was free the South Viet
namese from the necessity for choice. The 
Americans ran the war now, and the South 
Vietnamese were obliged to go along with 
it--whether they wanted to or not. Many of 
them did. Others did not. Some of those who 
had managed to sit on tbe razor's edge were 
now forced to ante in with the allies. In a 
society as astoundingly resilient as South 
Vietnam's, many more continued to play both 
ends. But it became increasingly more dif
ficult as 100,000 men became 200,000 men 
and finally half a million and $30 billion a 
year. What this means is very simple. It is 
that the responsibility for prolonging the 
war is this country's, not Saigon's nor 
Hanoi's. 

The problem is that the tragedy is much, 
much deeper than Nicholas von Hoffman and 
others would have it. It would be wonderful 
if we could just walk away from it, pull the 
boats up to Camranh Bay and steal away 
into the night, leaving Satgon and Hanoi to 
work things out their own way. But if you 
did that you would want the journalists to 
leave along with the soldiers because the 
stories that would come with the Communist 
victory would be pretty grim stories, 20 years 
of scores to settle. 

Our responsibility is not to Thieu or Ky 
or any of the other generals or merchants, 
nor is t:t to the South Vietnamese constitu
tion nor to Freedom, nor even to the Amer
icans who have died there, almost 40,000 now 
and 250,000 wounded. The responsibility is 
to those South Vietnamese who have been 
obliged to fight or otherwise resist the Com
munists because the Americans disturbed the 
normal course of events and changed the war. 
That is why the responsibility goes so deep, 
and it is a responsibility that will not be dis
charged by importing three million Viet
namese and parking them in the middle of 
Utah. But it is either that or stand by and 
watch the slaughter. 01' course there may be 
no slaughter. Possibly not, but I know of one 
who would make a bet on that. Twenty years 
of scores to settle. 

That is not an argument bound to find 
much favor anywhere, because the Viet
namese are not nature's noblemen and we 
have had them around our necks for too long. 
For God's sake, for how much longer are we 
going to pick up the morning paper and find 
Vietnam all over page one? Whoever heard of 
Danang before 1965? The bitterness and 
anger sifts down and finally people say the 
hell with it. Get out, get out; get out, and we 
don't care how; get out, and get out right 
now; get out, or we'll blow the house down. 
And we don't care what happens later. What 
happens 1n the future doesn't matter, be
cause nothing could be worse than the 
present. 

But huh uh, k.iddies, it don't work. This 
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particular tragedy isn't going to go away be
cause American college students are excused 
from duty in the rice fields. It's there with us 
now, and is going to be there for a generation 
and the question the moralists ought to ask 
themselves is where they intend to assign the 
responsibility for the blood left in the wake 
of the American boats, pulled up there in 
such haste at Camranh Bay. When the news
paper displays the photographs of those 
killed, what do we do then? Avert our eyes? 
Blame Lyndon Johnson? Perhaps pretend it 
isn't as bad as it looks, that the victims are 
war profiteers, or corrupt generals, or pimps 
or double agents. To the neurotic young it 
won't matter; American imperialism will be 
to blame, and that will be that. But what of 
the rest of us? 

All we can do now is play out the tragedy, 
and try to learn the right lessons. On the 
ground in South Vietnam, revise the rules of 
engagement, initiate a cease-fire, keep with
drawing troops, but keep security as well; try 
to keep people alive, our and theirs; wind all 
of it down, but in the winding be mindful 
that there are people whose lives are at the 
mercy of the Americans. What is entirely mis
understood in the current flight from reality 
is that this war is not Kennedy's war or 
Johnson's war or Nixon's war, it's America's 
war and we all bear some responsib111ty for it, 
and for its decent resolution. And the heroes 
of it are not in Sweden. The heroes are dead. 

Our accounta.bility to the South Viet
namese is not without end, but it is there for 
the immediate future. That is the price you 
pay for undertaking the direction of someone 
else's life. What extraordinary courage and 
toughness it w111 take now for Americans to 
be decent. 

LASPAU 

HON. SILVIO 0. CONTE 
OF MASSACHUSETTS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. CONTE. Mr. Speaker, this is a 
crucial time in our relations with Latin 
America. The course of events down 
there attests to just how crucial this pe
riod is. 

President Nixon recognizes this. On 
October 31, he will release the Rocke
feller report. I am hopeful that it will 
go a long way toward readjusting U.S. 
policy to the realities of the current sit
uation in Latin America. 

It seems clear to me that our foreign 
aid pro6ram plays a big pax:t in our rela
tions with Latin America. I have studied 
this program closely during my 11 years 
on the House Appropriations Subcom
mittee on Foreign Operations. One thing 
I have lea:rned is the importance of self
help measures geared to the needs of the 
people. 

The Latin American Scholarship Pro
gram of American Universities, or LAS
PAU, is just such a program. Under it, 
Latin Americans study at U.S. universi
ties in preparation for a teaching career 
back in their own universities. It is a 
good program, and it has worked well. 

Mr. Speaker, I would like at this time 
to include some remarks that I prepared 
on LASPAU and on the Alliance for 
Progress: 

SPEECH OF HON. SILVIO 0. CONTE 

I am honored to be with all of you at 
LASPAU's Third Annual Meeting. You have a 
tremendous program, and are to be congratu
lated for doing such an excellent job. 
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I only wish we had more AID programs 
like LASPAU. It represents a cooperative self
help effort at its finest. This is the way our 
foreign aid program should-and hopefully 
will-be moving. So in one respect, I look 
upon LASPAU as leading the way. 

The goal of the program is noble-to 
strengthen the teaching staffs of Latin Amer
ican universities. 

The way the program is working out is 
equally admirable. At the moment, 75 per
cent of LASPAU students are pursuing 
studies declared to be of the highest priority 
to Latin American development-science and 
technology, teacher training and educational 
administration, and agriculture. 

The Foreign Operations Subcommittee, on 
which I have sat for 11 years, is generally not 
known for its praise of the foreign aid pro
gram. However, in our report on the fiscal 
1969 bill, we specifically noted the success of 
LASPAU and urged maximum funding for 
the project. 

Those of you who read these reports should 
recognize that this was a rare and high 
compliment. I think special credit should be 
given to David Henry for his fine contribu
tions to this project. Without it, such support 
would probably not have been forthcoming. 
I hope similar action will be taken on your 
$3.1 million request for fiscal 1970. 

Earlier this month, the highly acclaimed 
Pearson Commission Report was released. 
This comprehensive study of foreign aid 
comes at an important time-a time when, 
the report notes, enthusiasm for foreign aid 
is dwinding just as the drive for economic de
velopment is beginning. 

The Pearson Report also gives a good an
swer to the question of "Why Aid?" when it 
appeals not only to morality but also to en
lightened and constructive self-interest. 

No country in the world has given out in 
aid what the United States has. From 1946 
through 1968, our Economic Assistance Pro
grams totaled $94.7 billion. When you take 
away repayments and interest totaling $16 
billion, you are still left with $78.7 billion. 
That represents quite an effort and commit
ment to world development. -

Yet, as you all know, there are many prob
lems in our foreign aid program. Some are 
related to misconceptions about the purpose 
of aid. One of these misconceptions is that 
aid would buy friends. Others are related to 
the administration of the program. 

It is difficult to point a finger at any one 
overriding failure. However, at least over the 
past 15 to 20 years, there is one serious mis
understanding that cannot be overlooked. 
Simply stated, the United States has ex
pected too much, too soon from the aid 
program. 

We were successful beyond our wildest 
dreams with the Marshall Plan and post-war 
European developmelllt. Therefore we 
thought, rather naively, that if we could do 
it there, we could do it anywhere. We failed 
to acknowledge the all-too obvious differ
ences between Europe and the underdevel
oped world. The foremost differences were, 
of course, a strong industrial base and a 
highly advanced political and economic 
structure. 

This brings me to Latin America and the 
Alliance for Progress. It is a vitally important 
part of the world to us. It is also an area 
which, perhaps more than any other, has 
failed to live up to the high expectations we 
set for it back in 1961. 

The Rockefeller Report will be released, in 
one form or another, in two days. I have 
worked for many years with our AID pro
gram, and I am sure that some of the prob
lems I have seen wm be mentioned in that 
report. 

Sol Linowitz, former U.S. Ambassador to 
the OAS, stated, "What it all boils down to 
is that we cannot help Latin America solve 
its economic problems with bargain-base
ment tactics. We cannot do it on the cheap." 
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At the same time, although we cannot be 

cheap, we also cannot be lavish and wasteful 
in our spending. This would hurt the pro
gram just as much. Thus, as is so often done 
in so many other facets of life, a delicate 
balance must be struck between too much 
and too little. 

In striking this balance, we should not be
come obsessed with money figures. They can 
be very deceiving. For example, since the 
Allianoe was founded in 1961, we have pro
vided $8.3 billion worth of economic assist
ance. The net flow, after repayments and 
allowance for undelivered goOds, amounts to 
less than $4.1 billion or less than half the 
gross flow. 

A good place to start improving _the pro
gram would be to clear up a big misunder
standing that some people have. The Alliance 
for Progress is not a bilateral American aid 
program. It is a cooperative, self-help pro
gram to be carried out primarily by the peo
ple of Latin America. 

This is something that LASPAU recognizes, 
but that many other programs unfortunately 
do not. 

The picture, however, is not all bleak. 
There has been some progress in the Alliance. 
For example, economic growth has averaged 
about 5 percent per year. Farm output has 
expanded. Educational opportunities have 
been broadened. Far-reaching internal re
forms have been initiated in the redistribu
tion of land and the collection of taxes. 

But very serious and very old problems 
remain. Some long-time observers of the 
Latin American scene maintain that the 
problems today are the same ones that 
existed ten years ago. This is how they ex
plain the similarity between the way Presi
dent Nixon was received in 1958 and Gover
nor Rockefeller in 1969. I must admit that 
there seems to be some element of truth to 
this analysis. 

I think the key drawback to progress in 
the Alliance is a staggeringly high birth rate. 
It permeates everything. It neg.ates advances. 
It overshadows hopes for the future. 

Population increases average between 2.5 
and 3.5 percent per year. They cut an en
couraging annual economic growth rate of 
5 percent down to a per capita rate of 1.5 
percent. This is a pitifully low rate, and one 
that prevents any dramatic and long range 
economic improvement. 

This high birth rate also has added some 
750,000 primary school-age children for whom 
there is no room in the schools. You can well 
imagine the effect this has had not only on 
the educational systems but also on the en
tire social environment. 

To state the problem even more graphi
cally, the population of Latin America 
equaled that of the United States in 1950. It 
will be double ours by the end of this century. 

It is quite clear that this high birth rate 
must be slowed down if there is ever to be 
substantial progress. I am happy to see that 
the AID program will continue to give it 
the highest priority under the fiscal 1970 
program. 

While the population explosion may be 
the principal impediment to progress within 
Latin America, our AID program and trade 
policies are the principal source of friction 
between the two lands. 

Those who argue that the Rockefeller trip 
was unnecessary point out that we already 
knew whiat the P'roblerns were. The Latins 
want higher prices in, and easier access to, 
U.S. markets for their exports. They want 
more aid and investment capital with fewer 
strings attached. They want more control 
over American corporations operating within 
their borders. And all of this, they go on to 
say, was made abundantly clear to President 
Nixon in the so-called Vina del Mar mani
festo. 

I agree that the current trade relationship 
between Latin America and the United States 
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could be vastly improved. In fact, it prob
ably should be overhauled from top to bot
tom. 

The subject of trade, however, cannot be 
dissociated from the subject of foreign aid. 
Complaints here focus on the strings we at
tach to this aid. 

We tie aid to U.S. procurement to protect 
our balance of payments and to stimulate 
employment at home. We have succeeded in 
this respect. In fiscal 1969, for example, 98 
percent of AID expenditures for goods fi
nanced with loans and grants to Latin Amer
ica were tied to U.S. procurement. 

But we have succeeded at the expense of 
the Alliance. The Latins bitterly resent this
and quite understandably so. 

Moreover, AID opposes the lists of goods 
that Latin Americans are forced to buy from 
our assistance. This became apparent during 
hearings before the Treasury-Post Office Ap
propriations Subcommittee, on which I am 
the ranking minority member. 

There is disagreement over these lists. 
Treasury favors them for economic reasons. 
AID, however, questions the need for them 
for foreign policy reasons. 

So you can see that these "strings" have 
caused a stir_ up here as well as down in 
Latin America. The administration took a big 
step in the right direction when it recently 
terminated the "additlonality" policy. I am 
hopeful they Will continue to move in this 
direction to the extent that it is possible 
to do so Without seriously affecting our bal
ance of payments or domestic employment. 

Another problem is that until recently 
most of our aid went to central govern
ments for rapid industrialization rather than 
to the people for education, agriculture and 
various social programs. This has been chang
ing during the past two years. The program 
for fisoal 1970 will continue this process and 
emphasize technical assistance geared to the 
needs of the people. 

The problems in our relations With Latin 
Amerioa do not end with aid and trade 
policies. There is a rapidly rising tide of na
tionalism. The focus of this nationalistic fer
vor is often the American corporation doing 
business within the borders of every one of 
these countries. 

United States business interests have a 
great stake in Latin America-more than $10 
billion worth. They employ almost 2 million 
Latin Americans. They account for 10 percent 
of the total output of goods in Latin America. 
They pay one-fifth of all taxes. And they pro
duce one-third of all Latin exports. 

American business has done a tremendous 
amount for Latin America. On the other 
hand, and not surprisingly in view of its 
magnitude, it has created problems. Some 
make the headlines, like Peru's seizure of 
oil properties or Chile's "negotiated national
ization" of copper interests. Some do not. But 
the problems persist. 

The time has come for a thorough reevalu
ation of the role private American business 
should play in Latin America. I think the 
companies involved are quite aware of this. 
They are considering, or have made, some of 
the necessary adjustments. I also think the 
administration realizes this. Its emphasis on 
private aid seems to be based on a new ap
proach to U.S. business interests abroad--an 
approach giving new recognition to internal 
development. 

Finally, I would like to mention something 
that has troubled me for many years. I am 
referring to our military programs and mis
sions in Latin America. 

In 1967, I was successful in amending the 
foreign aid bill to prohibit the sale of sopl11s
ticated weapons to underdeveloped coun
tries. In 1968, I was successful in tacking the 
same amendment on to the Foreign Assist
ance Act. 

This was a step in the right direction, but 
only a first step. I do not see why we have 
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to maintain large, or for that matter any, 
military programs in Latin America. 

As I already have pointed out, the United 
States shares responsibility for some of the 
problems in Latin America. And I believe 
our mlUtary assistance programs have con
tributed substantially to these problems. 

Latin Americans do not have money to 
waste on military equipment. They should be 
putting that money into economic and social 
development-into agriculture, education, 
family planning, and the many other things 
they so desperately need. 

No one has ever been able to explain to 
me why our military people have to sit 
around down there dreaming up things to 
do. 

The recent Soccer War between Honduras 
and El Salvador had its roots in social and 
political problems of long duration. Even so, 
why do we need to have 18 military officers 
and men in Honduras and 22 in El Salvador? 
What possible function do they serve? I 
have yet to receive a satisfactory answer to 
those questions. 

Whether or not necessary changes are 
made in the overall AID program to Latin 
America, one thing is clear. Congress today 
is in no mood to increase aid appropria
tions. That is a fact of life we must learn 
to live with. 

This should not discourage LASPAU. As I 
said at the outset, . LASPAU represents a 
cooperative self-help measure at its finest. 

Self-help still remains the chief prereq
uisite to growth. There is no easy or short 
way to get around this. 

The principal value of an in~rnational 
program in educational cooperation like 
LASPAU is two-fold. 

First, it recognizes the importance of self
help. 

Second, it focuses upon an absolutely es
sential area-education. 

Therefore, LASPAU fits right in front of 
the kind of foreign aid program we will have 
in years to come. For this reason, I would 
guess that Congress will continue to look 
upon it with favor. 

Thank you again for inviting me to be 
with you on this Third Annual Meeting of 
LASPAU. It has been an occasion that I will 
long remember. 

THE VIETNAM WAR MUST END 

HON. GEORGE E. BROWN, JR. 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. BROWN of California. Mr. Speak
er, our tragic adventurism in Vietnam 
bears down hard upon this. Nation's con
science. Despite all we have heard, all 
we have read, "victory" in Vietnam is no 
closer today than it was over 6 years 
ago. 

The price of our adventurism can 
never be fully measured. What value 
can we put on the lives of the 40,000 
Americans sacrificed for the sake of up
holding a repressive minority military 
junta? What value can be estimated for 
the hundreds of thousands of Vietnam
ese dead and dislocated? What is the 
true cost of the over $100 billion allocated 
for this senseless war? 

And yet, if we listen to the pleas of 
the Thieu-Ky government and its friends 
in the American Military Establishment, 
the cry is still for "more time," for con
tinuation of present efforts. 

Who among us is willing to pay the 
price of this bloody procrastination? 

I cannot speak on the mood of our 
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entire Nation, but, here in Washington 
and as I travel, more and more people 
are saying that positive and rapid steps 
must be taken now to bring about a just 
and honorable settlement in Vietnam, 
and that the first move must be that of 
faster troop withdrawals, the pace of 

·withdrawal limited only by steps to in
sure safety of our forces. 

Throughout this year, I have joined 
with my colleagues time and again in 
calling for a more rapid deescalation of 
our troop forces in Vietnam. On March 
26, I cosponsored with the gentlemen 
from Pennsylvania (Mr. MooRHEAD) and 
15 other Members, House Concurrent 
Resolution 186, which proposed that we 
begin to reduce military involvement in 
Vietnam; on July 2, I joined with my 
friend from New York (Mr. KocH) and 
six colleagues in House Concurrent Res
olution 298 asking for immediate cease
fire and withdrawal of 100,000 American 
troops; recently, I was a sponsor of the 
House version of the McGovern resolu
tion. 

Now, what we in Congress have been 
calling for-and, of course, for many of 
us, we are repeating the same things we 
have been suggesting for 2 to 3 years-is 
gaining momentum throughout the 
Nation. 

One excellent and most thoughtful 
commentary which I have read recently 
on Vietnam is a recent editorial by Mr. 
Eli Isenberg, editor and publisher of the 
Monterey Park, Calif., Progress. 

I commend Mr. Isenberg for taking a 
courageous and forthright stand on this 
most important of all issues before our 
country. I think that the sentiment and 
recommendations made by Mr. Isenberg 
are both realistic and imperative, and I 
specifically endorse his asking for com
ments by the readers. The article 
follows: 

THE VIETNAM WAR MUST END 

Early in his term of office, President Nixon 
expressed the sentiment of the American 
people when he said the war must come to 
an end. 

In a policy statement on Vietnam, the 
President said no useful purpose would be 
served by repeated inquiries into how and 
why we became involved, how and why we 
have not won or ended that conflict. 

Our primary concern, said the President, is 
to get out of the war. 

Political scholars will concern themselves 
with our Vietnam involvement so the errors 
of that experience-costly in blood and 
treasure-Will not be repeated. 

Today the American people, almost unani
mously, yearn to be free of war. 

It may not be possible-and we should face 
it--to end the war by treaty. Any settlement 
reached would have .to provide for retention 
of the present Saigon government in power. 
America's future must not be inextricably 
intertwined with that regime. 

And there is the matter of courage. 
Do we have enough courage-as the strong

est, richest and most powerful nation on 
earth-to say: 

We cannot solve this problem. 
We entered the Vietnam conftict with the 

best motives. We have not been able to solve 
the problems through war. We propose to 
withdraw our troops-all of them-unilat
erally by June 1, 1970. 

We hope the President of the United States 
will go before the United Nations and de
clare to all mankind that we cannot solve 
the problem, and that we are leaving this 
war. 
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We ask the United Nations--and this is 

not a condirbion of our withdrawal for we are 
withdrawing anyway-to establish a peace
keeping force in South Vietnam. And to carry 
on negotiations with Hanoi to establish a 
peace. 

The United States, with its money, will 
support this peace-keeping effort. Once the 
peace is secured we will make our skills and . 
resources available to all Vietnam-North 
and South-for reconstruction. 

Americans love to win. But we win and lose 
every day, every week in our jobs, at school, 
on the sports field, in the stock market. 

This war must come to an end. 
The way to end this war is to withdraw. 

Unilaterally. Hopeful that the United Nations 
will try to win the peace. But if the U.N. 
shrugs its shoulders, to withdraw anyway. 

This is our point of view. 
Do you agree, disagree? 
The Progress is interested in how you feel. 

So are members of Congress. So is the Presi
dent. 

You can reach President Nixon, Senator 
Alan Cranston and George Murphy, and Con
gressman George E. Brown by addressing 
them by title and adding Washington, D.C. 
Make a copy of the letters and send them 
to us. 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE IS THE ONLY 
WAY TO SAVE QUALITY PUBLIC 
EDUCATION 

HON. CHARLES H. GRIFFIN 
OF MISSISSIPPI 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. Speaker, public ed
ucation received a damaging blow today 
when the U;S. Supreme Court decided 
that ill-advised, hastily drawn desegre
gation school plans by HEW should be 
placed into effect immediately rather 
than at a later date so that adequate 
consideration could be given the issues 
involved. 

Even though the case before the Court 
concerned 30 Mississippi school districts, 
the impact will be felt throughout the 
other 49 States. For example, last week 
the Ohio Civil Rights Commission re
ported that an overwhelming majority of 
Ohio schoolchildren were victims of dis
crimination because they were denied the 
classroom association of children of dif
ferent ethnical, racial, and cultural 
backgrounds. 

Mr. Speaker, that is the trend today. 
What about religious backgrounds? 
When this trend peaks, and surely it will, 
what will be the future of public educa
tion in Ohio, or in Mississippi? 

Unless the Supreme Court is curbed, 
the answer to that question is obvious. 

Mississippi has a history of surviving 
trials and tribulations. The latest will be 
no exception, and I predict that we Will 
solve our educational crisis before other 
States in similar circumstances. There 
are educational jungles in multiple urban 
areas outside the South. The people of 
Mississippi are determined that it will 
not happen within its borders. 

As I have said many times--the issue 
is education, not race. 

Freedom of choice is the only way to 
save quality public education. Freedom 
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of choice--what can be more American? 
Or more democratic? 

I include as a part of my remarks a 
statement I released to the news media 
this afternoon. It follows: 

MISSISSIPPI SCHOOLS 
(Statement of Representative CHARLES H. 

GRIFFIN, Demoor8it of Mississippi, Oct. 29, 
1969) 
The Decision was hardly unexpected, be

cause the Supreme Court has followed the 
same pattern since 1954. 

I am confident the p8irents of Mississippi 
will calmly accept the decision with a re
newed determination to preserve quality 
public education. 

Distorted as its view is, the Court has had 
the power to interpret the Constitution 
since the early history of our country. The 
only remedy, in my opinion, is through the 
process of Constitutional Amendment. 

On January 6 of this year, I introduced 
H.J. Resolution 183, which would require re
confirmation of Supreme Court Justices 
every six years. My amendment would make 
the Court responsive to public opinion. 

On March 31, I introduced H.J. Resolu
tion 613, a proposed amendment to the Con
stitution, which would prohibit interference 
with the power of any State to regulate 
health, morals, education, and elections with
in its borders. This amendment would re
move education from the jurisdiction of 
Federal Courts. 

As I have done on many occasions, I will 
again insist that any HEW desegregation 
plans have the support of both the white and 
black parents of the school involved. 

Most regrettably, the Court has lost sight 
of the fact that the education of children 
will be determined by parents--not Congress, 
State LegtslatUTes, or Courts. 

The people of every State in the Union 
are directly involved in this decision. They 
are aware of educational jungles in many 
places and I feel sure they will not sanction 
additional ones under the guise of anti
discriinination. 

ELWYN INSTITUTE 

HON. JOSHUA EILBERG 
OF PENNSYLVANIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. EILBERG. Mr. Speaker, Elwyn 
Institute was founded in 1852 as a non
profit private school and provides the 
most advanced and effective methods of 
care, education, and treatment for chil
dren and young adults with learning 
difficulties or problems in social and 
emotional adjustment. 

The school has 1,100 resident students 
as well as 250 day students from the 
surrounding community. Many of the 
1,100 resident students work in the com
munity, which shows the student how to 
live independently. The 250 day students 
are those mentally retarded students 
from school districts that do not have 
facilities for these children. 

Since 1959, the president, Dr. Gerald 
Clark, has instituted many new inno
vations at Elwyn Institute. The goal of 
ElWYn is "Independent Living in the 
Community." This goal is achieved 
through six giant steps: First, evalua
tion; second, academic school program; 
third, work study program; fourth, 
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contract works; fifth, trade courses; and 
fifth, community work-halfway house 
program. The brain damage, academic, 
and work study projects are the three 
major programs at Elwyn. 

Recently my good friend, Michael von 
Moschzisker, of the Philadelphia In
quirer devoted his column to the work 
study program at Elwyn Institute. 

Therefore, without objection, Mr. 
Speaker, I would like to enter his column 
in the RECORD at this point: 
THERE Is MUCH To LEARN AT ELWYN INSTITUTE 

(By Michael von Moschzisker) 
Earlier generations locked up what they 

called their "mentally retarded," provided 
them wi,th cusr00di8il tre8itmenlt only, ruled 
them with an iron hand, and kept them be
hind closed doors for life. 

It no longer has to be that way. At Elwyn, 
Pa., just south of Media, this country's old
est private institution for students with 
severe learning difficulty, or dire social and 
emotional handicaps, has made an aboutface. 

Instead of serving as a place where these 
children are locked up and forgotten, Elwyn 
Institute helps them prepare for independent 
living in the community. And it achieves this 
through educational programs that ordinary 
schools might well look to, if they want to 
improve. 

Take Elwyn Institute's work-study pro
gram. Approximately one-half the teen-age 
boys and girls in it are from among those who 
board at the institute, but the rest of them 
come by day from the city of Chester, from 
Yeadon, from Upper Darby, from Marcus 
Hook, and from more than twenty other 
school districts. 

Far from being the sons and daughters of 
the rich, they are children of various ethnic 
backgrounds, all of whom are too handi
capped to benefit from the regular public 
schools, and whose school districts pay to 
have them go to Elwyn. 

When Elwyn's work-study program opens, 
the children meet not with Director Earl 
Wilkie and other staff members, but with 
graduates, who explain the program, and how 
it helped them. 

Wilkie says this starts the youngsters in 
orderly fashion, but without the feeling that 
authority is being rammed down their 
throats. These students are near drop-outs, 
remember, and sick of authority that comes 
from above and seems unresponsive to their 
particular needs. 

After this the students are divided into 
groups, and for two weeks they rotate be
tween staff members, discussing what rules 
the program should have, what social ac
tivities, and what special learning experi
ences (music, photography, dancing, etc.). In 
this way, the boys and girls learn that open 
communication with the faculty is the rule. 

The student groups draft reports on the 
conclusions reached in their discussions. 
Then the staff meets---a.s they do every day
to discuss the reports. The recommendations 
are taken seriously, and some are adopted. 
This spirit of change and responsiveness to 
what the students feel they need last 
throughout the program. 

At about the report evaluation stage, stu
dents begin to notice that no OIIle is educat
ing them yet. When they ask why, s'tafl 
members for the fir&t time mention the need 
for 8/Chievements tests ood psychological 
examina,tion. 

Introduced in this way, the . teSits are not 
resented. Instead of being a vehicle for stig
matizing children by showing how retarded 
they are, the tests a.ppear to the youngsters 
as a way of finding out where to start in 
their new educational program. 

Then the children react well to being di
vided into groups for reading and mathe-
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matics, even though the groups are set up 
to meet different levels of educational need 
and therefore refieot degrees of retardation. 
There is much movement up .and down be
tween groups, incidentally, as experience 
shows what the tests may have missed. It 
is all flexible. 

There is training in sc;tence, in health and 
in community skills such as money-manage
ment too. In this, students of varying degrees 
of adva.ncement mix freely. And the entire 
program operates in conjunction with voca
tional training so that the boys and girls can 
eventually get jobs as carpenters' helpers, as 
beauticians, as stock clerks, etc. 

It works. The children acquire the skill 
to hold paying positions, which matters, and 
a feeling that they are here for a purpose, 
which matters even more. They are not 
".turned off" at Elwyn. If our regular schools 
progress as much in the next ten years as 
Elwyn has 'Ln the l!Wt five, we will be all 
right. 

HAWATI TO CLAIM WORLD'S HIGH
EST RESEARCH LABORATORY 

HON. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA 
OF HAWAII 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. MATSUNAGA. Mr. Speaker, where 
else but in Hawaii can one's view sweep, 
in a matter of moments, over the pano
ramic beauty of lush valleys of tropical 
and semitropical foliage to the snow
covered peaks of the highest mountain 
in the world. This distinctive contrast 
can be found on the "Big Island," the Is
land of Hawaii, where the highest island 
peak in the world-Mauna Kear-rises 
32,000 feet above the ocean floor and 13,-
796 feet above sea level. 

Amidst the languid beauty of old 
Hawaii there is also evident the growing 
power of the new Hawaii, particularly in 
its importance as a center for space sci
ence activities. 

As we know, Hawaii has played an out
standing role in space vehicle and missile 
tracking operations, and was the first 
landfall of the returning moon voyagers 
in July of this year. Research and devel
opment activities continue to expand, and 
research in solar radiation and other 
astronomical phenomena is being carried 
on by several organizations. 

In this regard, it is a distinct pleasure 
for me to call to the a;ttention of my 
colleagues that on Mauna Kea's 13,796-
foot summit, the University of Hawaii 
will shortly install and operate the high
est telescope in the world. 

Lawrence E. Davies has written a most 
interes•ting special report on the Mauna 
Kea Observatory for the New York 
Times. In his article, Dr. John T. Jef
feries, the distinguished head of the In
stitute for Astronomy of the University 
of Hawaii, is quoted as saying that for 
astronomers, observing conditions at 
Mauna Kea are unsurpassed anywhere 
else in the world. 

In order that my colleagues and 
others may read more about the highest 
research observatory in the world, I sub
mit for inclusion in the CONGRESSIONAL 
RECORD the article, "Highest Observa
tory Being Built in Hawaii," from the 
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Tuesday, October 28, 1969, issue of the 
New York Times: 
HIGHEST OBSERVATORY BEING BUILT IN HA

WAII: BEST CONDITIONS IN WoRLD ARE SEEN 
BY ASTRONOMER 

(By Lawrence E. Davies) 
MAUNA KEA OBSERVATORY, HAWAII, October 

24.-Here in balmy Hawaii, 3,500 air miles 
from Al·ask.a's frigid North Slope, the world's 
highest research observatory is being com
pleted after work under rugged weather 
conditions. 

Crews on the Arctic tundra in recent win
ters have built airstrips, living quarters and 
roads to facilitate the extraction of a rich 
store of crude oil in tempemtures as low as 
65 degrees below zero. 

In Hawaii, the average February tempera
ture at sea level is 72 degrees above zero. 
But the construction crews working nearly 
two and one-half miles up on this mountain 
peak not only had to put up with tempera
tures that reached 13 degrees below zero but 
they also had to contend with l"arified atmos
phere that made breathing difficult. 

Dr. John T. Jefferies, an Australian-born 
astrophysicist who heads the Institute for 
Astronomy of the University of Hawaii, looks 
forward, however, to an eventual community 
of observatories dotted about the volcanic 
cones at the summit of 13,800-foot-high 
Mauna Kea, on the island of Hawaii. 

For astronomers, he says, observing oon
di.tions here are unsurpassed anywhere else 
in the world. 

$6-MILLION COST SO FAR 

An 88-inch mirror built by the Corning 
Glass Works is to be installed later in the 
year at the new facility. The total cost to 
date is about $6-million, and the Hawaii 
Legislature bas authorized the expenditure 
of $2.5-xnillion more for an access road, power 
lines and a support building lower down on 
the mountain where the staff will eat and 
sleep. 

Of the money spent so far, $3-milllon has 
been contributed by the National Aeronau
tics and Space Administration under a con
tract calling for the use of 25 per cent of the 
time on programs of interest to NASA. 

"We anticipate spending considerably more 
than that for ourselves," Dr. Jefferies said 
during a trip to the observatory a few days 
ago with a party including the university 
regents. "People from other universities have 
written me asking for time on the instrument 
and I'm sure, when it is checked out, more 
and more will be interested." 

The Air Force Research Laboratory at 
Cambridge, Mass., operates a 24-inch tele
scope near the new observatory. NASA has 
an identical one here with a program oper
ated by Lowell Observatory to help provide 
selected coverage around the world for Mars 
and Jupiter. 

On another cone of Mauna Kea is an 
eight-inch telescope of the University of 
Arizona, but it is not now operating. And 
on the rim of Haleakala Crater, 10,000 feet 
high on the island of Maul, are several ob
servatories, one operated for the Department 
of Defense. 

GOVERNOR SEEKS CONTROLS 

In an interview at Honolulu, Gov. John A. 
Burns said: "We had a good science city at 
Haleakala but the place is being polluted by 
radio and television trans~i tters. 

"I think we should restrict Mauna Kea to 
scientific usages compatible with one an
other and not interfere with it as a science 
center. There is considerable argument on 
where to put a paved road. People in Hilo 
and elsewhere want to drive up there with 
autos spewing contaminants." 

Hans Boesgaard, project engineer for the 
new Mauna Kea Observatory, directed the 
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attention of visi.tors to a necklace of clouds 
at a 9,200-foot level to which crews employed 
by the contractor, Stewart Enterprises of 
Seattle, descend for meals and rest. 

"Those," he said, "are typical trade wind 
clouds from the northeast, no higher than 
9,000 or 10,000 feet. The air above them is 
always clear." 

Paul Krausnick, general foreman on the 
job here two years related: 

"It is hard to keep personnel. Guys who 
have trouble breathing the first couple of 
days give up and go back. The altitude takes 
about 35 per cent of a man's efficiency and 
we have recorded winds of 85 to 90 miles an 
hour. The maximum time a man is allowed 
to work is 14 hours. He is subject to the 
bends if he works longer. We work six days 
a week, 10 hours a day, then go down and 
lie on the beach for a day." 

Mr. Krausnick said that on one occasion 
concrete being poured froze and work had 
to stop. He predicted snow in about three 
weeks. 

Dr. Jefferies reported that from among the 
institute's staff of 100 persons, including 21 
with the doctor of philosophy degree, he 
would assign astronomers to come up for 
periods from the Honolulu campus. 

"It hits you hard if you come up from 
sea level," he said, "so that a man will come 
up about noon one day, stop at the lower 
level camp, come on up and observe during 
the· night and go back to sleep the next day 
in a darkened room. We'll have a recreation 
area with television, books and so on." He 
added: 

"Lunar and planetary astronomy will be a 
significant part of our activities. This is un
doubtedly the highest research observatory 
in the world of any consequence, although 
maybe some one in the Andes has a three
inch telescope in his backyard." 

BACKING FOR STATE ROLE IN REG
ULATING SAFETY STANDARDS 
FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 

HON. ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER 
' OF WISCONSIN 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Speaker, 
support for strengthening the State role 
in the regulation of nuclear power plants 
was voiced by Federal Power Commission 
Chairman John Nassikas during the cur
rent hearings of the Joint Committee on 
Atomic Energy on environmental ef
fects of producing electric power. The 
views of Chairman Nassikas reflect the 
concern of many citizens regarding the 
safety regulations of nuclear plants and 
their desire to have their own States 
adopt standards which are more strict 
than those required by the AEC. 

For a report of the Nassikas remarks 
to the JCAE, I call to the attention of my 
colleagues an article by Victor Cohn ap
pearing in the October 29 Washington 
Post: 
STATE ROLE IN POWER PLANT WASTE ASKED 

(By Victor Cohn) 
Tougher state regulation of pollution

producing power plants-nuclear and con
ventional-was backed yesterday by Federal 
Power Commission chairman John N. Nas
sikas, despite a current Atomic Energy Com
mission fight with the state of Minnesota 
over such regulation. 
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Both Nassika.s and presidential science a.d- On October 15, activities varied in vari
viser Dr. Lee A. DuBridge forecast grow- ous parts of the country, but the theme 
1ng public agitation against electric power was consistent--peace in Vietnam. 
plants that people think are despoUing their I should like to call to the attention 
environment. 

"I think" public protest is "going to get of my colleagues the program for mora-
worse before it gets better," said Nassikas, a. torium day in one community-Exeter, 
Manchester, N.H., utmty and corporation N.H., where a committee of business and 
lawyer named by President Nixon to succeed professional men, clergy, housewives, 
Lee c. White as federal power chief. and students of Exeter High School and 

Both Nassikas and DuBridge testified as the Phillips Exeter Academy worked out 
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy be- details of the observance. 
ga.n a. major series of · hearings on power On October 15 participating churches 
plants• environmental effects, an issue now tolled their bells at 6 a.m. and again at 
triggering fights in several states. 

"Today," DuBridge said, "the problem 7, when they held services. A third toll
is most intense in the Northeast, but it is ing at 9 o'clock summoned marchers to 
just a. matter of time-if in fact that time assemble at the Swazey Parkway for a 
has not already arrived-when less crowded silent march to Shaw's Hill in Kensing
areas wm point the ranks of those putting ton, a distance of some 3 miles. There 
up 'not welcome here' signs." th h t' · ted 1 " 1 1 The United States must double power. e marc ers par 1c1pa n a spec a 
Nassikas reported that 23 new coal- or oil- program of dedication to peace in Viet
burning plants and 23 nuclear plants are now nam." Dominating the hill was a 30-foot 
being delayed, partly by technical problems figure representing the spirit of the war, 
and partly by environmentally oriented which was constructed by local artists 
groups. and students. Upon their return to 

Delays or not, Nassikas in effect challenged Exeter the marchers joined with other 
the concept of complete federal control over townspeople in signing a resolution op
nuclear power-the issue now alive in Min- posing continuation of the war. 
nesota.--by praising "the initiative some 
states are taking to strengthen or institute I include at this point in the RECORD 
new procedures" to maintain their environ- the statement of purpose of the Exeter 
ment. Town Committee for the October 15 

Minnesota is trying to make new nuclear Vietnam moratorium which was written 
plants observe radioactivity controls tougher ' by Anne Murphy of Exeter High School 
than the AEC's, although both the AEC and and William Forbath of Phillips Exeter 
members of the Joint Committee maintain Academy. 
that federal law gives the AEC exclusive • 
regulation over radioactive discharges into EXETER TOWN COMMITTEE FOR THE OCTOBER 15 
air and water. VIETNAM MORATORIUM: STATEMENT OF PUR-

Nassika.s did not specifically refer in his POSE 
remarks to the Minnesota. fight but did say, Every member of the Exeter community 
"I regard effective states regulatory review, has some feeling concerning the Vietnam 
including coordinated review by all affected war; every student, every housewife, every 
state agencies, as a most essential comple- businessman, and every future draftee has 
ment to the process of regulatory participa.- formulated some opinion concerning the 
tion envisioned by FPC." presence of American troops in South Viet-

He praised Maryland legislation requiring nam. It is an issue that cannot be ignored. 
all new plants to win a state certificate of Arguments have been presented both in sup
necessity. This in itself is not unusual, he port and in opposition to the war. The Mora
pointed out, but "it is unusual" that the torium of October 15th is not a day of public 
Maryland Public Service Commission will debate on this issue. We feel that after 7 years 
consider "esthetics, historic sites and effect of war, every individual should be prepared 
on air and water." to take a stand on Vietnam, according to the 

This could make even more trouble than dictates of his own conscience. The Mora
Minnesota's rules, conceded AEC Commis- torium of October 15th will be a nationwid£" 
stoner James T. Ramey, "depending on how statement of opposition to current govern
tough Maryland gets." Several Maryland ment policy. 
scientists and legislators--concerned over a Today, the situation in human terms is 
new nuclear plant on Cllesapea.ke Bay started worse than it has even been before. One third 
before the new Maryland law took effect-- of Vietnam's rural population have become 
have urged a tougher look at future plants. refugees. Hundreds of thousands of acres of 

Nassikas likewise described a new Califor- fertile land have been defoli!llted and count
nia State Power Siting Committee that is to less villages razed. B-52 raids alone have torn 
review sites and intervene, if desired, before 2¥2 m111ion holes 40 feet in diameter and 30 
the California Public Ut111ties Commission or feet deep, holes that serve as breeding 
AEC. He said New York state has given its grounds for malarial mosquitoes. More tons 
Atomic and Space Development Authority of explosives have been dropped on this small 
"significant authority" over nuclear sites. country than were dropped on all the axis 

VIETNAM MORATORIUM OBSERV
ANCES AT EXETER 

HON. WILLIAM F. RYAN 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. RYAN. Mr. Speaker, the October 
15 moratorium was observed by millions 
of citizens in the cities, suburbs, towns, 
villages, and campuses of America. 

This outpouring of concern across the 
Nation reflected the deep desire of our 
people for an end to the war in Vietnam. 

powers during World War II. 
A moratorium by definition means a ces

sation of normal activities. We do not expect 
public institutions or businesses to take any 
stand on this issue because of its political 
nature. It is rather the moral questions in
volved that Will make October 15th a day of 
individual participation and personal in
volvement. We hope that every citizen in the 
Exeter cotnmunity understands his respon
sib111ty in this democratic society to make 
that personal commitment. 

The proposed activities for the Moratorium 
in Exeter call for a full day of withdrawal 
from normal daily schedules. The program is 
completely nonviolent and wm be conducted 
in silence to emphasize the fact of personal 
commitment. (A day of silence is a day of 
reflection-we hope that every individual will 
reconsider his preconceived opinions and 
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justify them to his own mind.) The Mora
torium will not be a political rally; it will 
consist of prayers for peace and for the na
tions, a day of fasting, a silent march, and 
signing of a prepared statement. 

We hope that many people whll participate 
in this nationwide protest on October 15th, 
the Vietnamese war affects us all, directly or 
indirectly. Most deeply concerned of all are 
young men who face induction in a few years 
or a few months. For them, the war is very 
close. It is close also to everyone whose 
friends or relatives have become statistics on 
a mortality list. The question, "Has the U.S. 
a right to be involved in this war?", concerns 
every American. On October 15th, every 
American will have the opportunity to make 
a public statement of his answer to that 
question. 

The above statement was written by Anne 
Murphy, a Senior at Exeter High School and 
William Forbath, a Senior at Phillips Exeter 
Academy. We the undersigned adult and stu
deillt members of the Exeter Moratordum 
Oommittee, participate in support of this 
view and encourage others who agree to &up
port our students and their nationwide efforts 
for peace. 

MEMBERS OF THE TOWN COMMITTEE 
Kelley Bates, M.D., Newfields Road, Exeter. 
David Barnet, P.E.A. 
Rev. Randolph Dales, Exeter Road, Hamp-

ton Falls. 
WllUam Draper, P.ElA. 
Libba Fonvielle, 7 Nelson Drive, Exeter. 
Rev. Lloyd Fonvielle, 7 Nelson Drive, Exeter. 
William Forbath, P.E.A. 
Albert C. Ganley, 13 Main Street, Exeter. 
Robert A. Grey, 11 Spring Street, ExeteT. 
W1lliam Hymes, P.E.A. 
Mrs. Elizabeth Lameyer, Runawit Road, 

Exeter. 
Kim Laviolette, 13 stoney Brook Lane, 

Exeter. 
Brooks R. Leawltit, P.E.A. 
Mrs. Marcia McGill, 140 High Street, Exeter. 
Anne Murphy, 45 Pine Street, Exeter. 
Jon Sawyer, P.E.A. 
Mrs. Nora Tuthill, Shaw's Hill Road, Ken

sington. 
Sumner Winebaum, Hampton Falls Road, 

Exeter. 
I also include the text of the petition 

which was signed by those who marched 
silently from Exeter and which was for
warded to the President and Members 
of Congress: 
TEXT OF THE PETITION SIGNED BY EvERYONE 

WHO MARCHED FROM ExETER ON OCTOBER 15 
We the undersigned-residents of Exeter, 

New Hampshire, and of neighboring towns
have in various ways interrupted our day's 
occupations to bear solemn witness against 
continued American involvement in the Viet
nam War. In our judgement the war is de
stroying the country it purports to defend; 
it is weakening American prestige and ca
pacity for good in the world at large; it 
is wasting our resources; and it is tearing 
apart the fabric of American society. 

CONGRESSMAN ROBERT TAFT, JR., 
COMMENTS ON THE U.S. FOREIGN 
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM AND 
HIGHER EDUCATION AT HOME 
AND ABROAD 

HON. CHARLES W. WHALEN, JR. 
OF OHIO 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 
Mr. WHALEN. Mr. Speaker, last Sat

urday, our colleague, the Honorable 
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ROBERT TAFT, JR., addressed the College 
Day Convocation at Western College for 
Women in Oxford, Ohio, on the subject 
of "The U.S. Foreign Assistance Program 
and Higher Education." 

As a distinguished member of the For
eign Affairs Committee, Congressman 
TAFT is eminently qualified to speak on 
the present status and the prospectus of 
this Nation's efforts. in this most im
portant area of foreign relations. I believe 
his remarks, particularly his observations 
concerning the redirection of U.S. excess 
counterpart foreign currencies to educa
tional efforts of less-developed nations, 
will be of interest to all Members of the 
House. I insert Congressman TAFT's 
speech at this point of the RECORD: 
THE U.S. FOREIGN AsSISTANCE PROGRAM AND 

HIGHER EDUCATION 

President Spencer, distinguished scholars, 
members of the faculty and student body of 
Western College for Women, and ladies and 
gentlemen. 

It is an honor and challenge to address 
this convention today on a subject which I 
feel sure will be of interest and a concern to 
all connected with this institution and one 
which should be of interes·t and a concern to 
all Americans. 

Serving as I do on the Foreign Affairs 
Committee of the House of Representatives, 
over the last three years, I have been offered 
an overview of the relationship and problems 
of the U.S. Foreign Assistance program and 
the field of higher education in both the 
United States and abroad. The long-time in
ternational connections of this college with 
the tnternational field, although it has not 
encompassed any formal partnership with 
the Agency for International Development, 
as far as I know, should make the subject 
appropriate to consider here. The contribu
tion made by this institution, through its 
foreign student program over many years, 
has indeed been a forerunner of the world
wide efforts whi·ch have increased lat'ely and 
which seem likely to expand further in the 
future. 

Your tradition, I know, has been distin
guished in training young leaders who could 
take from Oxford to their nations a better 
understanding of the United States Sind l:ts 
educational ideas and concepts that, could 
be adapted to other nations and societies, 
particularly in the less developed areas of 
the world. In doing so, I feel sure you have 
learned, and that others will come to realize, 
that direct transplant of Western ideas to 
SU!Ch nations is often difficult and unreward
ing, if not impossLble. But the faJilures should 
not dim the dawning light of the broadened 
educationru opportunity that is essential 
to the successful progress of the millions of 
peoples of these nations. At the same time, 
we must realize that there must be a good 
deal of imagination and ingenuity in a-pplica
tion of our techniques. 

Just recently, I read in Atlas magazine an 
article entitled "Holy Polygamy" in which a 
bright Kenyan author challenged the now 
Constitutional requirement of monogamy in 
Kenya and contrasted it to the accepta.biUty 
and strength of a polygainist fainily tradi
tion in parts of th81t country. 

I was reminded of a story my father used 
to tell of the Mormon Senator-elect whose 
seating 1n the Senate was questioned on the 
basis of his beliefs, even though he had only 
one wife. The furor was considerably quieted 
down when one reflective solon allowed that 
he would have far less objection to sitting 
with a polygamist who didn't "polyg" than a 
number of monogainists who d!id not 
"monog." But the point is that our frustra
tions over setbacks and delays 1n educatdon.al 
and other progress in less developed countries 
must not bind us into thinking, "W111 all be 
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solved, if only our precepts of education and 
society are adopted?" Too often, it seems, we 
are like Professor Henry Higgi.ns of "My FaJir 
Lady" in his plea of the opposite sex: 

"Why can't a woxnan be more like a man? 
If I forget your sllly birthday, will you fuss?" 

"Nonsense!" 
"Would you complain if I took out an-

other fellow?" 
"Never." 
"Why can't a woman be more like us?" 
This approach, of course, is only one of 

the pitfalls in the present and future ex
pansion of our foreign aid program in the 
field of higher education. Before commenting 
on other traps and suggesting a few cautious 
guidelines, a review of the present scope of 
U.S. aid seems appropriate. As of December 
31, 1968, the Agency for International Devel
opment had 293 active technical service con
tracts valued at $211 million for projects in 
40 countries, which were held by 114 U.S. 
colleges and universities. In almost every 
case, these contracts call for cooperative 
services between a U.S. college or university 
and a host country institution in one Df the 
nations receiving technical assistance under 
our AID program. The purposes of such con
tracts ranged over such areas as eduC:a~tion, 
agriculture, economic development, medical 
education, human resources, community de
velopment, veterinary medicine, sanitary 
engineering, industrial education, and public 
health. 

The 1970 foreign aid program, as proposed 
by the Administration and presently pending 
before the House Foreign Affairs Committee, 
would increase materially the technical as
sistance program with a request for a total 
grant of 463 million dollars, as compared to 
last year's request for $253 million. This has 
occurred, not th:rough a general increase of 
the AID econoinic assistance budget, which 
at $2.2 billion is the lowest economic assist
ance requested in 10 years, but by transfer 
of emphasis and support from development 
loans and other AID programs to technical 
assistance. This would seem to bode well Ior 
continuing a substantial program of assist
ance to American colleges and universities 
and similar sister institutions abroad through 
the technical assistance program of AID. 

Before discussing special problems of such 
assistance through higher education grants 
of AID, it would be remiss not to mention a 
number of other important efforts being 
made by national and international agencies 
in this field. In particular, the Fulbright
Hayes Act for the Mutual Education and 
Cultural Exchange Program, instituted in 
1961, continues to have a major impact in 
training scholars and promoting exchange 
of ideas in many fields of learning. Also, 
UNESCO, The International Bank for Re
construction and Development, and our own 
Military Assistance Program, all have efforts 
in the field. It should be noted as well that 
Ohio has at least two important participa
tions in the AID program in higher educa
tion, in the Ohio State contract in connec
tion with Punjab State University at Lud
hiana in India, which is part of a six-nation 
consortium that has had outstanding suc
cess in Indian agricultural research, and in 
the Ohio University International Education 
Institute's fine work in Northern and West
ern Nigeria in the teacher education pro
gram in that country. It is of current inter
est that Ohio University is also working 
closely with the Vietnam Government in de
veloping faculties of pedagogy and teaching 
fac111ties at Saigon and Hue, as well as at 
the University of Can Tho. Whatever else 
we may feel about the U.S. presence in South 
Vietnam, it has triggered a geometric 
growth there of educational lnstLtutions and 
opportunity. 

I should mention the International Edu
cation Act, which is still in embryo form, 
having been passed in 1966, but yet to be 
financed by the Congress. It would call for 
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a grant program for advanced and under
graduate in-ternational studies and has been 
budgeted in the 1970 budget for $2 million 
dollars. Its fate this year in Congress as yet 
remains undetermined. The same objective 
has led the Congress to establish the Wood
row Wilson Institute of the Smithsonian. 
This, too, is at an unfinanced state, but its 
prospects seem good. I know that you rea
lize that, despite the broad nature of these 
public programs and their many ramifica
tions, the world-wide educational challenge 
is only being scratched. 

Phillip H. Combs in his recent book, "The 
World Education Crisis," Oxford University 
Press, 1968, reported that educational assist
ance accounts for only about a tenth of total 
world development assistance effort, and this 
general average would seem to be borne 
out by the figures requested in our U.S. 
AID program. Of course, it must be recog
nized that while there is a rough correla
tion between amounts and effectiveness of 
the assistance, even small specific efforts 
can, at times, have a beneficial impact out 
of all proportion to their cost if directed 
by the right personnel and located in the 
right place at the right time. Thus, rapidly 
changing aspects of the problem are some
times the most challenging. For example, 
teacher training programs and establishment 
of teacher training institutions are a "sine 
qua non" of the building of an educational 
system in a developing country, and our 
efforts in AID are frequently so directed. In 
a number of African nations, for instance, 
as in Tanzania, wide-scale use of Peace Corps 
Volunteers from the United States in ele
mentary and secondary teaching has been 
entirely eliminated and teacher training 
programs have been substituted to fill the 
gap as quickly as possible and to go on 
broadening the educational resources of the 
country on its own. 

Another major challenge that must be 
considered in connection with progress on 
the educational front is that of population 
control. Here a major breakthrough in ac
ceptance and progress in research in popu
lation control programs are a hand, but 
much more research and effort are needed to 
implement the attitude changes. In many 
of the developing countries it is coming to 
be recognized that no matter how great an 
effort may be put into the improving literacy 
and education generally, it will be futile if 
at the same time some attack is not made 
upon the burgeoning number of children 
appearing on the scene and needing educa
tion and training. I am happy to report 
that earmarking for this purpose in the For
eign Assistance Acts in 1967 of 335 million 
dollars and in 1968 of $50 million, and in the 
Committee in 1969 of $100 million, in which 
I have been instrumental along with other 
concerned members of Congress, appears to 
have directed our program with new vigor 
tA>ward this problem. Moreover, the research 
funds made available under the Foreign As
sistance Act this year, if passed, will not be 
llmited to any particular title for university 
research, which funds only 15 m1llion dollars, 
but, rather, will run the entire gamut of the 
technical assistance program. 

Another interesting concept that is being 
carefully studied and presents a real pos
sibility in some less developed countries is 
the redirection of U.S. excess counterpart 
foreign currencies to educational efforts of 
the nations. In some such nations, as a re
sult of our Food for Peace Program, large 
amounts ·of money have been built up. For 
instance, in India it amounts to approxi
mately 1 billion dollars, and in Pakistan, 
Poland, and Yugoslavia there are very sizable 
amounts. However, the use of such funds is 
generally subject to host government re
strictions and agreement, and this often re
sults 1·n rejections of our proposals because 
of the possible inflationary impact, or other 
undesired impact. There is also, of course, 
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an unfavorable foreign exchange impact for 
the host nation as compared to a U.S. dollar 
grant. But expenditures in the educational 
area would seem to be the least inflationary 
because it is certainly one of the most pro
ductive uses of such excess funds. Especial
ly would this be true if they were directed 
toward other than physical facilities. It is 
a promising concept because U.S. agricul
tural surpluses seem likely to continue to cre
ate a disposal problem and thus could offer 
the chance to feed not merely the stomachs 
but also the minds of peoples of less devel
oped nations. It should also be examined be• 
cause our Food for Peace Program seems less 
likely to encounter increased resistance in 
Congress than our Foreign Assistance pro
grams through loans, grants, and technical 
assistance. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In sum, we have an opportunity and a 
challenge that remain for the more advanced 
countries, and especially for the United 
States, to make a major contribution to the 
educational growth of the newer Ilaitions, a 
growth that is essential to thel.!- stabilLty and 
viability in the free world. The contribution 
must necessarily involve hi~er education in 
America and elsewhere to an even greater 
extent than at present. To benefit from this 
effort, a flexible and imaginative alpproach is 
essential. As Combs says: 

"There is one thing that virtually every
one has learned by now-namely, the right 
solution to educational reform in developing 
countries does not lie simply in importing 
standardized educational models from ad
vanced countries, including the Uni·ted 
States." 

Ways must be found to maximize the im
pact of the efforts of higher educational 
training of scholars from less developed 
countries through minimizing the "brain 
drai-n" that results when trained nationals 
continue indefinitely to work or study 
·abroad. 

Public and private grants for the purposes 
of research and application should be co
oJXtinated by country and area .and programs 
should be adapted to the desires, skills, and 
needs of the target peoples, as determined by 
them and only where they participate in the 
effort. To maintain the necessary support 
from the developed world and the United 
States especially, it will be necessary to bet
ter identify the nature of the project .and to 
employ means of support, such as counter
part funds, that meet the least resistance. 
This should include an identification of the 
very real benefits, not merely dollars, to 
higher education in this country resulting 
from participation by our colleges and uni
versities in these undertak·ings. The key to 
success both for the parti<:ipating institu
tions for the U.S. and for the host countries, 
as in most human problems, lies in assign
ment of dedicated, first class human talent 
to the tasks. Western College for Women 
can do and is doing much to help provide 
that talent. 

ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND THE 
PUBLIC 

HON. GLENARD P. LIPSCOMB 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Mr. Speaker, academ
ic freedom is a topic which has received 
much comment. Mr. Houston I. Flournoy, 
State controller of California and a for
mer assistant professor of government, 
recently delivered an address on this 
subject which was excerpted in the Los 
Angeles Times on October 24. I feel that 
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Mr. Flournoy's article emphasizes an 
area which we sometimes seem to forget, 
the importance of communication be
tween the public and the university. Al
though Mr. Flournoy specifically dis
cusses the California system of higher 
education, I feel that his comments can 
certainly be extended to cover higher 
education as a whole in the United 
States. 

Mr. Flournoy feels that a disregard for 
public attitudes by the university society, 
such as in the case of Angela Davis, j eop
ardizes not only academic freedom but 
also the quality of education. However, 
he goes on to state that it is vital to the 
continuance of "quality, public, higher 
education" that the public recognize the 
ability of students to differentiate and 
their ability to subject divergent ideas to 
which they are exposed to close scruti
nization. Mr. Flournoy further believes 
that fear must be replaced by confidence 
in order for the public and the university 
to effectively understand each other's 
objectives. 

Under leave to extend my remarks, I 
enter this article in the CONGRESSIONAL 
REcORD and call it to my colleagues at
tention: 

ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND THE PUBLIC 

(By Houston I. Flournoy) 
One of the more important challenges of 

the moment, for higher education and the 
people of California as a whole, is the chal
lenge of mruintaining and improving a sys
tem of quality, public, higher education. I 
emphasize quality and public with good rea
son. I have no doubt that California will 
maintain a system of public higher educa
ti-on, no matter what may ensue upon our 
campuses, or how we meet the challenges 
today. But I think it is far from certain 
that we will maintain the quality of our 
institutions-a quality we have always as
sumed as a matter of course. 
· As one who spent 10 years teaching in 
higher education, and as one who is cur
rently in my lOth year in elected public 
office, I am appalled at the ••understanding 
gap" which separates our campuses and the 
general public today. It is an understanding 
gap which goes in both directions: it is re
flected in facu1ty members' lack of under
standitlg of the public's attitude towards 
the campuses, as well as in the public's lack 
of understanding of th·e attitudes of faculties 
and students. 

There is no more reality in the attitude of 
some faculty members that the state colleges 
or the university are really no concern of 
the public or, if you will, the poUticians, 
than there is in the attitude of many citizens 
that individuals who hold views alien to 
their own ought not to be allowed to set 
foot on any campus, much less be a part 
of the faculty. 

One of the most critical aspects of the 
current challenge to quality higher educa
tion is the all-too-common notion among 
fiaculty members and students that the 
"public" as such should keep i-ts nose out 
of their business. They too frequently ignore 
that we are talking about public quality 
higher education. By definition the public 
is involved, and furthermore, whether the 
public should interfere or not, they are 
involved if for no more than the prosaic 
reason that they are being asked to pay 
the bill. 

PUBLIC HAS THE POWER 

So long as we are trying to preserve and 
expand a system of public quality higher 
education, the public will, through its elected 
representatives at the very least, have the 
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ultimate power to effectuate its reaction to 
campus doings through the power of the 
purse, or through pressure upon the citizen 
governing boards. 

In this context it is unbelievable that the 
chairman of the philosophy department at 
UCLA would assign Angela Davis to teach a 
course this quarter after the regents had 
initiated proceedings to dismiss her under 
circumstances where she was not originally 
scheduled to teach this quarter. 

Whatever the final disposition of the Davis 
case in the courts, Prof. Kalish's action was 
unnecessarily provactive and inflaming. It 
showed a marked disdain for the public's in
terest and power, whether it resulted from 
deliberate intent or total lack of judgment. 

The UCLA faculty, having chosen to defend 
academic freedom by challenging the regents' 
actions, now finds itself caught in the addi
tional "flack" caused by Kalish's action. De
fending academic freedom to the public 
upon the grounds of flagrant interference is 
difficult enough. Here the faculty is placed in 
the virtually impossible position of at least 
appearing to defend an at best dumb action 
in the name of academic freedom. 

My point is not to denigrate the impor
tance of academic freedom-because I 
feel it is absolutely necessary for any quality 
institution of higher education. My point is 
how unnecessarily it was jeopardized by the 
action of a faculty member either unmindful 
of, or oblivious to the public interest and 
power to downgrade that freedom if it so 
chooses. 

On the other hand, I am equally concerned 
by the frequently manifested public attitude 
that attacks individual faculty appointments 
or guest appearances which result in the ap
pointment or appearance of individuals of 
different viewpoints--often radically differ
ent from general public assumptions or val
ues. This, too, is an attack upon the academic 
freedom which is so vital to quality in our 
public institutions of higher education. 

In addition, it is based frequently upon a 
misconception of the function of higher edu
cation and a false assumption about the 
susceptibility of college students to a "pled 
piper" in the classroom or on the podium. 

One of the great purposes of higher edu
cation is to provide the opportunity to eval
uate and critique values and philosophies. 
It is a time for challenge and re-examina
tion of basically inherited values and norms. 
I am not the least surprised that many of 
the students find it difficult to communicate 
with their parents and other elders. I am 
surprised to find that so much emphasis has 
been put upon the discovery of a "genera
tion gap." There's always been a generation 
gap. It may be wider today because of the 
more rapid explosion of knowledge and the 
vast technological and social change. Their 
world and the one they face is far different 
than the one their parents grew up in. 

If that seems difficult to understand, con
sider my own experience. I was born in Oc
tober, 1929. I've been told that the day was 
"Black Monday" on the New York stock mar
ket. I lived through the depression years, 
but what little I remember of them of my 
own experience is almost of the "happy 
childhood memory" category. I will never 
have the appreciation for the depression that 
my parents had. Nor will I ever experience 
the nagging sensation that the next one is 
right a;round the corner because so many 
of the optimistic, "It can't happen," type 
forecasts are reminiscent of the prophesies 
of the booming Twenties. 

To the students today, World War II has 
about as much meaning and relevance as 
World War I had to me. Korea, where I 
served, was happening about the time they 
were born. Computers and desegregation 
both came along after I graduated from col
lege but these students have grown up with 
them. 
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So I'm not at all surprised that their out

look is different than their parents and 
elders. Furthermore, I think it is evidence 
that our system of higher education is not 
stagnating in a time of rapid change. I do 
not, however, consider the difference in out
look the result of being exposed to or cap
tivated by "radical" professors. I have too 
great a regard for the ab111ty of stud·ents to 
separate the wheat from the chaff, or to 
examine a virus without catching cold. I 
have talked with, and taught, too many stu
dents to believe that they are sponges merely 
absorbing and retaining what their profes
sors and others propound to them as truth
at least in theory. 

NO REAL THREAT EXISTS 

The point is that the appointment of a 
particular faculty member of divergent views 
is hardly the threat to infect a whole in
stitution or student body with their views 
that many often tend to fear. If the ideas are 
that effective, or the philosophy that infec
tious, I suspect that there are some fatal 
flaws in the assumptions and values of the 
objecting parties. 

Yet the furor or threat or retribution over 
a single such appointment or invitation to a 
guest lecturer can do extensive damage to 
academic freedom and quality public higher 
education. 

The challenge for higher education today 
is to replace fear with confidence. On the 
one hand, to restore the confidence of the 
faculties and administrators that the people 
of CaHfornia are in fact committed to quality 
public higher education and the academic 
freedom that it requires. On the other hand, 
to restore the confidence of the public that 
the role of quality public higher educ·ation 
requires the interchange and examination of 
widely d1vergent views, the academic freedom 
necessary for any effective exchange and 
exposure. 

Perhaps, above all, we need to restore our 
confidence in the values and ideals of the 
American nation, so that we are neither so 
concerned that they Will lose in a critical 
comparison With any other philosophy that 
we fear their examination, nor so concerned 
that our youth will not have the requisite 
critical faculties to reaffirm their commit
ment to them. 

FEDERAL CITY COLLEGE 

HON. CHARLES H. WILSON 
OF CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. CHARLES H. WILSON. Mr. 
Speaker, the birth of institutions of 
higher learning are joyful occasions. The 
struggling first steps of infancy are ones 
that will eventually be looked back on 
with pride and a sense of accomplish
ment. Here in Washington, we have wit
nessed the birth of Federal City College, 
a college that will serve the people of 
Washington, D.C., and be responsive to 
the needs of the community. It is an in
stitution that will grow and expand and 
one whose graduates will bring honor 
and praise to it and to our Nation's 
Capital. 

Innovation, experimentation, and cre
ativeness characterize the atmosphere of 
leatning and outlook of FCC. In the Oc
tober 25 issue of the Christian Science 
Monitor, staff correspondent Lucia Mouat 
reports on the college as it enters its 
second academic year. She points out 
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that the faculty, administration, and the 
student body are attempting to combine 
a first-rate curriculum and an open ad
mission policy without offering remedial 
programs. Voluntary tutoring is offered 
with a skills center in English and read
ing in existence and mathematics assist
ance available to desirous students. · It is 
an effort of determined young individ
uals to get the most out of their college 
experience and should be commended. 
I am including the text of the article into 
the RECORD along with my best wishes 
for continued success to Federal City 
College: 

FEn CITY: "WE'RE GoiNG To Do IT" 

(By Luoia Mouat) 
Some would say Federal City College was 

attempting the impossible. · 
This predominantly black public institu

tion, now heading into its second academic 
year, 1s trying to combine a first-rate cur
riculum and an open admission policy with
out offering remedial programs. 

Acting President And·ress Taylor admits 
frankly that college officials do not yet know 
how they will go about achieving this goal. 

"Nobody has done it before," comments 
Dr. Taylor (who is an associate professor of 
English), "but we're going to do it." 

One ingredient, he insists, is Federal Oity's 
provision that no graduate assistanrt.s are 
allowed to teach courses a:nd that all Federal 
City professors must teach freshmen courses. 
Also, the ftOur-year oolleg,e now has a skills 
center with backup services 1!ll English and 
reading. The math department also offers 
some special help in mathematics. No one is 
forced to accept the tutoring offer of the cen
ter, but Dr. Taylor estimates that about 10 
percent of the srtudent body takes advall!tage 
of it. 

As an urban land-grant institution, Fed
eral City faces the awesome challenge of 
translating into city terms the whole land
grant approach of the county agents and 
extension service. Dr. Taylor, who serves as 
assistant dean in community education de
velopment, interprets the task as designing 
educational programs for dope addicts, jail 
inmates, the aged, and the like. The college 
offers a complete freshman program for credit 
at Lorton Reformatory. 

Recently Federal City's faculty, after a 
lively controversy on the issue, voted to take 
the college's interdisciplinary black studies 
program out of the college and into the black 
community. Dr. Taylor points out it was only 
one of 26 degree programs offered by the 
college, and for an institution. 97 percent 
black it was "a bit redundant anyway.'• 

"We don't like the term black studies
that's for white universities." 

Federal City's student body, he affirms, 
poses a special challenge to faculty. Forty 
percent of the student body is over 25. Many 
are married With grown children. 

"It's a real challenge to deal with people 
who often lack the basic skills but may be 
more sophisticated than their teachers. We've 
had a lot of teachers who've simply buckled 
under in trying to meet the challenge. Peo
ple who come in with a missionary attitude 
get thrown for a complete loop. It creates 
nothing but hostility for them.'' 

Although Federal City now has no black 
studies per se, the nature of its student body 
has influenced other curriculum develop
ments here. This year for instance a Carib
bean studies program will be introduced. 
The history department combines the tradi
tional historical approach with area studies 
to offer courses in the history of South 
America, the Caribbean, the Middle East, and 
Africa. Another course developed by two 
Federal City professors compares the history 
of slavery in United States with that in Latin 
America. 
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THE ADMINISTRATION PASSES 

THE BUCK 

HON. JOSHUA EILBERG 
OF PENNSYLVANIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. EILBERG. Mr. Speaker, the ad
ministration continues to fill the air with 
charges that the Congress is dragging 
its feet on passing needed legislation. 

The fact remains that action in every 
committee of Congress has been stalled 
by the failure of the departments, agen
cies, and the Bureau of Budget to re
spond promptly and intelligently to con
gressional requests for reports on pend
ing bills. 

Unfortunately the American public 
does not fully understand this crucial 
part of the legislative process. The Amer
ican public does not fully understand 
that a responsible Congress has no de
sire to write legislation which is incon
sistent with the needs of the Nation. The 
Constitution mandates that the execu
tive branch enforce and administer the 
laws that we in Congress write. 

Subcommittee No. 1 on Immigration 
and Nationality of the Committee on 
the Judiciary, on which it is my privilege 
to serve, has been treated to the spectacle 
of a confused and disorganized admin
istration impeding the legislative 
progress. 

After waiting almost the complete 
first session of this Congress for admin
istration views on a specific but critically 
important bill, our subcommittee finally 
received the administration reports. 

Thee departments in a :flurry of ac
tivity this month produced reports, only 
to discover that within days a fourth 
department would reverse their position 
and administration witnesses would re
pudiate from the committee witness 
stand the earlier position. 

Suspense and surprise has its place 
in the theater and I enjoy a good cliff
hanger as much as anyone. But Presi
dent Nixon's scenario writers should turn 
these talents elsewhere. The spectacle to 
which I and my colleagues have been 
treated recalls a relay race in which the 
baton is passed clumsily and the mem
bers of the team run in opposite direc
tions. 

It all started back in February. 
On February 25, 1969, the Committee 

on the Judiciary requested the Depart
ments of State, Justice, and Labor to 
submit reports on H.R. 7022. This bill 
would amend section 101(a) (15) (H) of 
the Immigration and Nationality Act, 
first, to allow nonimmigrant aliens who 
possess distinguished merit and ability 
to enter the Ur:ited States temporarily 
to perform services of an exceptional 
nature requiring such merit and abil
ity; and second, to allow nonimmigrant 
aliens to enter the United States tem
porarily to be employed on permanent 
type jobs. The existing law restricts 
both classes of aliens to temporary ad
mission for employment that is only of 
a temporary nature. 

Not until October 10, 1969, did the 
committee receive any departmental re
port in response to its request of Febru-
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ary 1969. On October 10, 1969, the De
partment of Justice submitted a report 
on H.R. 7022 w!1ich was cleared by the 
Bureau of the Budget and supported 
the enactment of this legislation. 

On October 14, 1969, the General_ 
Counsel of the Department of Com
merce wrote tc the committee fully sup
porting such amendments with the hope 
the committee would take early action 
to approve appropriate legislation. This 
letter had also been cleared through the 
Bureau of the Budget. 

On October 20, ·1969, a report was re
ceived from the Department of State, 
also favorable t0 the enactment of this 
legislation, and stating that there was 
no objection from a foreign policy point 
of view to the enactment of this legis
lation, but the Department would defer 
to the Department of Labor on the do
mestic labor policy implications. 

On October 22, 1969, the U.S. Depart
ment of Labor finally submitted a re
port on H.R. 7022 opposing that part 
of H.R. 7022 which would allow nonim
migrant aliens to enter the United States 
temporarily to be employed on perma
nent type jobs. 

Finally, on October 27, 1969, the De
partment of L~bor presented a witness 
to the committee. Several previous hear
ing dates had to be canceled because the 
Department was unable to agree on a 
definite policy relative to the temporary 
admission of alien workers. The follow
ing colloquy took place during the 
hearing: 

Mr. FEIGHAN. Mr. Weber, the Department 
of Commerce sent a letter to the Judiciary 
Committee in support of H visa revision and 
the addition of the proposed L category. The 
state Department testified favorably on 
both proposals. Now the Department of 
Labor opposes revision of the H-2 category 
and qualification of a new L category. It 
seems peculiar to me that the four agencies 
involved would assume differing posi-tions 
on such a fundamental aspect of legislative 
proposal under consideration. Do you know 
what the position of the Administration is, 
or is each agency refiecting its own views? 

Mr. WEBER. In this case all I can say is we 
are refiecting our view. We have conveyed 
and did convey our view on this iSsue to the 
Bureau of the Budget. We hope we did it in 
a timely fashion. In terms of which player 
is really the quarterback, that is something 
I am not prepared to pass judgment on. 

On October 28, 1969, a witness from 
the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service representing the Department of 
Justice appeared before the committee 
to testify on the above legislation and 
in the course of his testimony he found 
it necessary to depart from the Depart
ment of Justice position of October 10 
and stated that the position of the De
partment of Justice now was the posi
tion of the Department of Labor. He 
commented, "The position has ma
tured." 

The committee is cognizant that in 
many areas of industry there is a definite 
shortage of skilled workers. H.R. 7022 
would have the effect of alleviating 
critical shortages by the temporary ad
mission of alien workers. The committee 
has diligently sought an expression on 
this legislation from the executive branch 
of the Government. After waiting for 8 
months, we find that several expressions 
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have been received-contradictory and 
confusing, buckpassing and irresponsible. 

PRISONERS OF WAR IN VIETNAM 

HON. G. WILLIAM WHITEHURST 
OF VIRGINIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. WHITEHURST. Mr. Speaker, I 
would like to call attention of the Con
gress to a statement of great importance 
on the cynical exploitation of American 
prisoners of war in Vietnam by Hanoi in 
collusion with elements of the so-called 
"peace movement." 

I refer to a statement by the gentleman 
from California (Mr. BOB WILSON), a 
distinguished member of the Committee 
on Armed Services. Since my own con
gressional district is the home of wives 
and families of PW's, I am personally 
aware of the heartbreak involved when 
Hanoi uses human suffering in this ne
farious manner. I share Congressman 
WILSON's views and wish to identify my
self with his statement. Under unanimous 
consent I submit the statement for the 
information of all Members, as follows: 
FROM THE OFFICE OF REPRESENTATIVE BOB 

WILSON, OCTOBER 28, 1969 
Asserting that American prisoners of war 

in North Vietnam are being "cynically ex
ploited" by "Hanoi-selected anti-war lead
ers", Rep. Bob Wilson, California Republican, 
today asked the New MobilizaMon Committee 
To End The War in Vietnam to demonstrate 
sincerity by turning over its now PW role 
to the American Red Cross. 

Referring to the designation by Hanoi of 
the New Mobilization Committee as its agent 
in the issue of PW's, Wilson, who is a mem
ber of the House Armed Services Committee, 
said that if Mobilization leaders David T. 
Dellinger and Rennie Davis "are truly moved 
by humanitarian considerations, rather than 
calculn.ted political objectives exploiting the 
PW's, they will see to it that the New Mo
bilization Committee invites the Red Cross 
to take over the PW functions offered the 
Committee by North Vietnam." 

Representative Wilson charged that the 
release of PW's may be made contingent 
upon release of cermin convicts and the 
exoneration of defendants in the current 
Chicago conspiracy trial. He said that a sit
uation was being created in which Americans 
would be made dependent upon extremists 
"to obtain a list of living PW's or to corre
spond wLth the men or have any prospect of 
their ulti-mate release." 

Envisaging a form of blackmail at the ex
pense of PW's and their famil1es, Wilson said 
"we are not Witnessing a compas&i<mate de
sire of humanitarian individuals to aid PW's 
and their families but a calculated interna
tional ploy to give greater clout to certain 
sections of anti-war activism." 

Representative Wilson's statement follows: 
"Elements of the anti-war leadership in 

the United States, in collusion with the Gov
ernment of North Vietnam, are attempting 
to use American prisoners of war as pawn.s 
in a cynical maneuver. It is a power plray to 
make certain leaders of the 'peace move
ment' a state within a state by forcing the 
wives and children of U.S. PW's to rely upon 
such persons as David T. Dellinger and Ren
nie Davis rather than the State Department 
and Defense Department. 

"There have even been suggestions by the 
Black Panthers that release of American PW's 
become contingent upon the release of per
sons convicted of crimes in the United States 
and defend.1tnts facing Federal charges in the 
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Chicago conspiracy trial. The PW's would 
become hostages, in effect, to protect extrem
ist agitators in the United States. Mr. Del
linger and Mr. Davis, among others, are being 
tried with Panther leader Bobby Seale in the 
Chicago conspiracy case. 

"We are torn with mixed emotions by the 
latest developments. The hearts of the Amer
ican people go out to the famil1es of the 
PW's. The PW's, numbering possibly over 
1,000, have been held virtually incommuni
cado for as long as five years. 

"But we are naw confronted by a diaboli
cal exploitation of human suffering. To 
strengthen the Hanoi-selected anti-war lead
ers, Mr. Dellinger and Mr. Davis, and the 
New Mobilization Committee To End The 
War in Vietnam, the North Vietnamese tac
ticians designated the Committee as its 
agent. The American people must depend 
upon this Committee to obtain a list of living 
PW's or to correspond with the men or have 
any prospect of their ultimate release. 

"I find it shocking that Americans would 
trade on the brutal confinement of fellow 
citizens held in total contempt for the civil
ized requirements of the Geneva Convention. 
We are not Witnessing a compassionate desire 
of humanitarian individuals to aid PW's and 
their families but a calculated international 
ploy to give greater clout to certain sec
tions of anti-war activism. 

"The office and staff that would handle 
information and communications pertaining 
to PW's should in all decency be removed 
from politics and turned over to the Ameri
can Red Cross. The Red Cross could then 
establish normal relations with the inter
national Red Cross. 

"The test of sincerity of Mr. Dellinger and 
Mr. Davis is in whe·ther they are agents of 
Hanoi or agents of humanity. If they are 
truly moved by humanitarian considerations, 
rather than calculated political objectives 
exploiting the PW's, they will see to it that 
the New Mobilization Committee invites the 
Red Cross to take over PW functions offered 
the Committee by North Vietnam. 

"American PW's must not be used for 
blackmail. They and their fa.m111es have suf
fered enough. 

"Hanoi apparently intends to dribble out 
some PW information to strengthen the 
New Mobilization to bolster the forthcoming 
mid-November demonstrations. Let the New 
Mobilization prove its humanity to the 
American people, to the millions of decent 
anti-war Americans, by referring its PW role 
to the Red Cross. 

"Lives are involved. People on both sides 
are dying every day. We need honesty and 
humanity, not manipulation and maneuvers." 

DR. PAUL A. MILLER, PRESIDENT 
OF ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY, DELIVERS INSTAL
LATION ADDRESS AT GALLAUDET -

HON. HUGH L. CAREY 
OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

~Vednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. CAREY. Mr. Speaker, in 1857 
Amos Kendall, who had been Postmaster 
General in Andrew Jackson's Cabinet, 
persuaded the Congress to incorporate 
his school as the Columbia Institution 
for the Deaf. James Buchanan became 
its first Presidential patron. He hired 
Edward Miner Gallaudet, son of the 
founder of the first school for the deaf 
in the United States which still exists 
in Connecticut. In 1864 Congress, by an 
enabling act, granted authority for the 
corporation to "grant and confirm such 
degrees in liberal arts and sciences, as 
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are usually granted and conferred in 
colleges." 

In the history of this institution, 1887 
marked a milestone, women were ad
mitted to the college making it coedu
cational. 

In 1894 at the request of the alumni 
the college was renamed Gallaudet Col
lege in honor of Thomas Hopkins Gallau
det, father of the college's president and 
founder of the first school .for the deaf 
in the United States. 

Under Dr. Percival Hall who became 
the second president of the college in 
1910 and Dr. Leonard Elstad who suc
ceeded Dr. Hall in 1945, Gallaudet has 
prospered and flourished. Gallaudet Col
lege reached a high point in its ,history 
in 1957 when it was first accredited by the 
Commission on Institutions of Higher 
Education of the Middle States Associa
tion of Colleges and Secondary Schools. 

I had the honor and pleasure of at
tending the installation of · the fourth 
president of Gallaudet College, Edward 
Clifton Merrill, Jr., on Thursday, Octo
ber 23, 1969. Dr. Merrill, in whom we 
place our trust that Gallaudet College 
will continue to serve the deaf young 
people of our Nation, has accepted the 
challenge of all of us who have had an 
interest in Gallaudet. Dr. Paul A. Miller, 
president of Rochester Institute of Tech
nology has eloquently outlined that chal
lenge in his address to install Dr. Merrill 
in the high office of academic president. 

So that our colleagues may have the 
benefit of Dr. Miller's remarks, I include 
the full text of his address at this point 
in the RECORD: 

Few, if any, of our public ceremonies have 
a more civlllzing quality than the academic 
inauguration. To install a college president 
is to review the relation of learning to the 
social order, and, therefore, to pledge anew 
that the search for understanding by man
of himself and of his world-will be pre
served and enlarged from one generation to 
the next. Accordingly, to install a man in 
the high office of the academic president is 
in one sense not the chief purpose of the 
inauguration. Rather, the inauguration is a 
ritual which helps all of us-patrons, facul
tys, students, leaders-to renew our loyalties 
for the highest ideals of a human institu
tion. Thorstein Veblen once said that aca
demic ceremony is nothing more than a 
vestige of antiquity; one may say also that 
it is nothing less, for the inauguration is 
rightly symbolic of time and purpose-an
cient and new alike. The ritual is necessary 
for mortal man, because the college, more 
than most institutions, lives within the 
whipsaw of high esteem and devastating 
disloyalty. Its patrons are wont to stray 
from the path of continuous learning and 
truth; sometimes the very members of the 
college do also. 

This meaning of the academic inaugura
tion must have seeped into our minds and 
hearts as we prepared for this moment of 
calllng ourselves aside and together at Ken
dall Green. For this is an unusual moment. 
As we reach out to Edward Clifton Merrill, 
Jr., and draw him to us, we join in a cove
nant--one and all-that has been made but 
three times before across more than a cen
tury of devoted leadership at Kendall Green. 
There is but one Gallaudet College. There is 
no other college like it anywhere in the 
world. No other center of learning devotes 
itself to sharing the liberating arts and sci
ences with those who have been denied the 
ability to use the nuances of human signals 
which sound and voice makes possible. No 
other liberal arts college is granted the pub
lic freedom of private direction, yet, and for 
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so long now, nurtured by the resources and 
understanding of the federal structure. I say 
to you that no one of us will likely join ever 
again in academic ceremony of such unique
ness. Yet, there is even a deeper and more 
lasting distinction. We must allow ourselves 
to be overcome by first the poignancy and 
then the joy of the memory of grown men 
and women who on this greensward created 
a college from having knelt down in love to 
clasp and to help a child to live fully in a 
world of silence. 

However, Gallaudet College is one with 
that international community of learning 
that would teach its members to love justice, 
do mercy, and walk humbly together. The 
additional burdens of this college, as it 
strives as aal other centers of education to 
propagate the language of evidence, makes it 
all the more historic and important that we 
proclaim the great promise of our new leader, 
Edward Clifton Merrill, Jr. Thus we are en
abled to rise above the easy alienation from 
the leader, and from our frequent denials, 
even now in the academic precinct, that the 
president, if he is truly a president, shapes 
the destiny of the college more than any 
other person. For it is he who commonly suf
fers most on behalf of the institution, and, 
therefore, in the end, comes to love it most. 

But even our throwing off the shaLlow dis
section of the human frailties of leaders d,oes 
not remove the paradox of the college presi
dent. His tasks are many and sometimes con
flicting-fiscal accountant and executive, 
scholar, politician, fund-raiser, counsellor to 
young and old, physical plant manager, pub
lic relations specialist, and, sometimes, mas
ter plumber and policeman. One might ex
pect that a person of such magic would reign 
rather than serve. But the paradox of the 
college presidency, as it has always been, is 
that despite his responsibility, the encum
bent enjoys little power. In order to function 
as a true college-a community of zealous 
companions in learning--extensive decen
tralization of power among many men must 
rule the day. Tidy and monolithic ways of do
ing things are not the earmarks of vigorous 
centers of learning. So, the college president, 
of whom so much is expected, (even de
manded, these days) and in range and depth 
of talents, is an executive who is unable to 
use much executive power. He is normally 
among the first to suggest that this is the 
way it must be. 

We gather, then, to iilSitall Edward Clifton 
Meql.ll, Jr. as the fourth president of Gallau
det College. On behalf of all his fellow presi
dents, those represented here today and all 
those who work at the worldwide perimeters 
of Gallaudet's service to deaf people, I hold 
out the hand of fellowship and aid as he 
takes up a presidency, with ramifications for 
service to academics and to the public much 
beyond our imagination. And we must em
brace him, and pledge ourselves to walk 
with him, for what we are asking him to 
d<r-to lead at the very edge of human com
munication and learning-no man can do 
alone. Every college prospers or not from the 
results of its own unique seed, a truth for 
which Gallaudet stands as an unparalled ex
ample. How that seed shall be tended here is 
being openly decided today for a long time to 
come. 

We shall want to walk with Edward when 
he encounters the hazards of every college 
president. Perhaps the most common hazard 
is the erosion 01 character by the conflicting 
views and pressures so necessary to the l!l.vely 
college. By character I mean the individual's 
capacity for high purpose and his steadfast· 
ness in pursuing it. Since the college presi
dent must preside over and respect the diffu
sion of power, he is able to express clear ideas 
but unable to claim them for his own; in
stead, he presides over an incredible maze of 
committees, councils, and interlocking 
boards, all the while interpreting the goals 
of unity, even as he is presented with the 
most special of statutes, sometimes on more 
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than occasionally trivial matters. The col
lege president must master the art of com
promise and of helping th~ half-way solu
tion to work. To live with the task of blend
ing specialities into a unified whole, the ideas 
for which cannot be his alone, denotes a 
drain, which, in the absence of intelle-.."'tual 
refreshment and renewed resolve, moves to
ward weakness and even timidity. 

The second hazard of the college president 
is to succumb to the temptation to abandon 
educational statesmanship. While respecting 
the necessity that no idea of human experi
ence should be isolated form the whole and 
thereby made vulnerable to distortion, the 
prime duty of the college president, I am 
being so bold as to suggest, is to serve as 
the chief educational leader of the institu· 
tion. Every encumbent soon knows this, but 
almost every force in his daily routine seems 
to inhibit his own growth as a student of 
the mysteries of learning. The frequent clash 
between what he should be doing and what 
he in fact does can be a debjlitating erosion 
of mind and heart. All college presidents 
must be guided in part by the knowledge 
that the truly great representatives of their 
craft-White of Cornell, Eliot of Harvard, 
Angell of Michigan, Griswold of Yale, Gilman 
of Johns Hopkins, Meiklejohn of Amherst
were ruthless in managing their time so that 
reading, reflection, and scholarship were sus
tained in their lives. To do otherwise is to 
invite ruin, both for the intellect of the 
man and the vigor of the college. 

The third common hazard of the college 
presidency is the isolation of high office. Per
haps it is necessary that isolation or detach
ment is related to rank. But it is a hazardous 
relationship, in that the college president 
may lose touch with those who see the in
stitution in ways differing from his own. In
deed, even those closest to him, for such well
meaning reasons as to spare him worry, sel
dom tell him the whole truth about the 
place. If this happens for too long, there 
results a withering of that instinctive sense 
of the possibilities and limitations of the 
institutions as a whole. Should be become too 
removed from the issues of the day, his use
fulness is threatened. Similarly, should he 
become too engrossed in routine, his useful
ness is also threatened. 

On this day, however, and in contrast to 
these hazards, it is pleasing to be able to 
report that Gallaudet College carries forward 
a history of able men who embodied long 
chapters of profound leadership and impact 
on the founding and the development of 
this distinctive center on Kendall Green. 
While times have changed to make the anal
ogy less than perfect, the whole of academic 
America could learn today from Gallaudet's 
first president, Edward Miner Gallaudet, 
who for 47 years in that post gave his every 
attention to the hopes of deaf people every
where, and brick by brick, inspiring a grow
ing faculty with both learning and compas
sion, created what we bestow upon a new 
leader today. Or speak of that initial patron, 
Amos Kendall, wealthy enough to take up 
many causes, who loved the early Columbia 
Institution with a passion, who gave so much 
of himself away that there was little left to 
die, which he refused to do until he lived 
to attend the commencement In 1869 for the 
class of three graduates. Then came Perci
val Hall, who would serve through 35 hard 
years, and remain warmly human and hum
ble, loved by students and alumni, concerned 
with the welfare of every graduate, even, in 
this day It must be said, standing at the top 
of the list of party cha.perones. 

We share also today a message of "well 
done" with the president who followed In 
1945, Leonard M. Elstad, humanitarian, never 
too busy to do something more, or to be him
self-convivial, affectionate, quick to laugh
ter-builder, Interpreter, architect of both 
academic and physical structure, who, be
cause he cannot help it, will devote himself 
to the education of deaf students for so long 
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as he breathes. Or Albert W. Atwood, man of 
affairs, who has come back and forth to 
Kendall Green as a trustee for a third of a 
century, filled merrily himself with the de
lights of learning, finding in Gallaudet his 
cause of tenderheartedness. May the history 
of this College never grow dim that we for
get Senator Clark of New Hampshire, who 
would not agree with many of his fellows in 
Congress that the education of deaf stu
dents could only be third-rate at best, and 
stood up tall in 1864 to save the legislation. 
And Congressman Homer Thornberry of 
Texas, fighting in 1954 for a modern charter 
and a change in name, to this day, with his 
wife Eloise, devoted servant of this College. 

Such is part of the Gallaudet inheritance 
created and passed on for 105 years and 
more. We honor those who remain nameless 
as well, for we are passing on to Edward Clif
ton Merrill, clothed in a generous spirit of 
congratulation, a heritage which grew from 
the gifts of the men and women who gave 
the whole of their lives to it. As simply one 
representative of the academic world today, 
I am apologetic about how little many of my 
colleagues know of the drama of Kendall 
Green. The oversight reminds us all of the 
tenacious disparity between American 
rhetoric and practice in extending equal edu
cational opportunity-how slow we are in
deed with reaching out to those who lack 
resources, some human competence, or some 
elusive state of normalcy, to the poor, the in
firm, the deprived. Spend one day on Kendall 
Green in the service of this College, and your 
interest will be captured forever; as has 
mine. This will happen to you, not because 
what occurs here is on the surface very dif
ferent from any other college or university, 
but rather, due to how you will react to the 
courage of deaf students, teachers who must 
teach themselves more skills than you have, 
the natural inclination of the deaf student 
to art and creative performance. And more
over you will find an institution going about 
being its authentic self. 

Paradoxically, the authentic institution in 
frequently unheralded, for it has found some 
consuming element in its mission that pre
vents self-centeredness, imitation, chasing 
one fad after another. It is equally ironic 
that sometimes these authentic places, 
either by design or accident, less tired per
haps from emulating what others are doing, 
wander into challenges which extend much 
beyond their own affairs. This authentic 
destiny of Gallaudet College comes now to 
Edward C. Merrill, Jr. as he prepares to ac
cept the presidential meda111on as the sym
bol of his committed leadership. But what of 
this destiny? 

Gallaudet College cannot take the deeper 
meaning of human learning for granted, no 
tool of communication can be ignored, no 
slothfulness can be tolerated in knowing 
much about those who come to the college 
and those who depart it. 

Gallaudet College is an international col
lege, a beacon of hope for deaf people every
where. The College is and must continue to 
be a center of concern for elevating com
munications as an instrument of dealing 
openly with old tensions and channeling en
ergies from self-denigration to self-help. 

Gallaudet College, a curious blend of pri
vate concern and public will, is a classic 
natural history of how educational institu
tions can manage themselves within the 
framework of both individual and govern
mental acts of benevolence. 

Gallaudet College, forced to probe far be
yond the ordinary into man thinking and 
learning, and because what most of us do 
in educational practice will not work on 
Kendall Green, is a vital development com
ponent in a society which spends billions 
on provoking new ideas in business, defense, 
health, and agriculture, but only a fraction 
of these sums on research and development 
in hun:ian learning. 
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Gallaudet College, with Kendall school and 
the unfolding Secondary School for the Deaf, 
uniquely counters the frequent snobbery 
and sometimes arrogance of higher education 
to march in partnership with the lower 
schools. 

Gallaudet College, having opened the door 
for deaf people to the productive and cre
ative efforts of man, teaches us how to re
duce our doubts of the efficacy of education 
when we sense how puny it is when the most 
grievous problems to have ever affiicted the 
American spirit are confronted: racial dis
crimination, poverty amidst affiuence, in
efficient institutions, despoilation of the nat
ural environment, and doubts of both pri
vate and public honesty. 

Gallaudet College, where chaos would 
prevail in an instant without the action of 
human relationship amongst students, fac
ulty, and administrators, has a message in 
its mission about the pridefulness which 
isolates wisdom, and reveals for us the 
urgency of restoring shared purpose between 
father and son, teacher and student, white 
and black, old and young, rich and poor. 

Edward Clifton Merrill, Jr., no man can 
be asked to do more than this. More than 
your credentials, we have come to know 
something of your demeanor, and to admire 
it, something of your willingness to listen 
and to learn, and to treasure it, something 
of your sense of proportion, and to feel the 
need for it, something of your devoted fam
ily, which we also honor. All is well at 
Gallaudet. 

The second president, Percival Hall, asked 
of the first one, Edward Miner Gallaudet: 
"A double portion of your spirit: that spirit 
which has secured for you the love and de
votion of all concerned with this institution, 
that spirit which has guided it safely through 
calm and storm for over half a centry." Ed
ward, may your proportion be doubled also 
of all those who have gone before, knowing 
as we do that in all your waking hours you 
will be answering endlessly the question: 
what is best for Gallaudet? 

Yet our prayers go with you and yours in 
the hope that you wm be yourself, and that 
your presidency will be noted for your choice, 
in Frost's immortal line, "I took the road 
less travelled by, and that has made all the 
difference." 

POPULATION 

HON. GEORGE BUSH 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. BUSH. Mr. Speaker, I recently re
ceived a letter from Dr. John A. Hannah, 
Administrator; Department of State, 
Agency for International Development, 
in which he delineated AID's progress in 
the field of population. 

I hope that every Member of this body 
will take a moment to study it. Dr. Han
nah's comparison of the interest in popu
lation at the beginning of this decade and 
the interest now is most encouraging. But 
as he points out, there is much more to 
be done: 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, AGENCY FOR 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, 

Washington, D.C., October 23, 1969. 
Hon. GEORGE BUSH, 
Chairman, House Republican Task Force on 

Earth Resources and Population, Long
worth House Office Building, Washing
ton, D.C. 

DEAR MR. BUSH: I would like to express 
the appreciation of this Agency for your in· 
terest in the population program, and most 
particularly for your remarks to the Con-
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gress on September 23. rt was interesting to 
learn from the letters of Mr. Moynihan and 
Dr. Egeberg of steps now being taken to 
implement the President's recommendations 
as defined in his July 28 message. 

Popul·ation problems loom large among the 
obsta.cles to progress in the poor countries, 
and the Agency for International Develop
ment is proud of its evolving efforts in the 
population field. Over the long run, of course, 
the poor countries must make progress 
across-the-board in economic development, 
produce more food, and raise standards of 
health and education. But work on family 
planning and other population problems is 
and will be vital while these tasks go for-
ward. · 

In many of the less developed countries, 
as you know, population matters are very 
difficult. But we have reasons to feel en
couraged. At the start of this decade, for 
example only two of the developing na
tions had policies for reducing birth rates. 
For Fiscal Year 1970, by contrast, 45 coun
tries have, as a matter of policy, requested 
population assistance from A.I.D. We hope 
to help them, and we hope that this favor
able trend continues. 

Thank you again for your continuing in
terest in the A.I.D. program. 

Sincerely, 
JOHN A. HANNAH. 

TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM 
SOLVING 

HON. GILBERT GUDE 
OF MARYLAND 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. GUDE. Mr. Speaker, the Council 
of Government of Metropolitan Wash
ington has again demonstrated its re
sponsiveness to area problems. The COG 
Transportation Planning Board and its 
staff have the ability to chop problems 
down to manageable proportions, as they 
promote better transportation through 
a spirit of regional cooperation. 

Mr. Speaker, I commend to my col
leagues the following editorial from the 
Washington Evening Star of October 23, 
1969, which focuses appropri•ate atten
tion on some of COG's most recent trans
portation efforts: 

URBAN INNOVATIONS 
While the big arguments over Washing

ton's transit and freeway programs rage on, 
the staff of the regional Oouncil of Gov
ernments has been quietly pursuing the no
tion th:at transportation improvements need 
not be massively expensive or fiercely con
troversial to make sense. 

One of its first proposals led to the cur
rent laudatory efforts to use buses more ef
fectively to get District residents to job 
opportunities in the suburbs, rather than 
merely to cart subur.banites into the city 
during rush hours. Another campaign re
sulted in the recent provision of exclusive 
lanes for buses on a portion of Virginia's 
congested Shirley Highway. Since this change 
occurred, incidentally, patronage on the bus 
line reportedly is up more than 10 percerut. 

Now, in the same vein, the regional trans
portation staff suggests a more ambitious 
but equally sound idea: To pave about three 
and a half miles of the abandoned right of 
way of the Washington and Old Dominion 
Railroad, throu~h the heart of Arlingt.Qn, 
so this natural corridor may be used by 
buses for at least a part of their run to 
the city. The estimated benefit, which is 
that this project would allow buses to cut 
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in half the time required for the present 
surface-street service over the distance in
volved, sounds to us extremely conserva
tive. 

Considering the gain, furthermore, the 
cost----estimated at between $450,000 and 
$600,000--is modest. The Department of 
Housing and Urban Development, which al
ready is informally looking at the possibil
ity of assisting the project with a federal 
gl"lant, should be entirely sympathetic. 
HUD is especi-ally anxious to support ideas 
which encourage the use of public transi-t, 
which seek the maximum advantage for dol
lars spent and which strengthen regional 
transportation planning. The l.atest COG pro
posal, as in the case of the others men
tioned above, meets each test. 

EFFECT OF TAX REFORM ON 
CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS 

HON. GEORGE BUSH 
OF TEXAS 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. BUSH. Mr. Speaker, uncertainty 
over the outcome of the tax reform bill 
has had serious effects on charitable con
tributions to our major universities. 
Many donors are putting off decisions on 
gifts until they are sure of the outcome 
of the bill. For example, Yale University 
was the beneficiary of · major gifts 
amounting to $1.6 million during the 
period July 1 to September 30, 1968. For 
the same 3 months of 1969 there have 
been no donations. 

I hope that every Member of this Con
gress will take a moment to read the let
ter from Mr. Kingman Brewster, Jr., one 
of the Nation's noted educators, on the 
problems our colleges are having in rais
ing these badly needed funds. His letter 
is most impressive: 

YALE UNIVERSITY, 
New Haven, Conn., October 13, 1969. 

Hon. GEORGE BUSH, 
Committee on Ways and Means, 
House of Representatives, 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. BusH: I know you have heard in 
great detail from the world of higher educa
tion on the subject of H.R. 13270. The pur
pose of this letter is not to comment once 
again on the substantive provisions of the 
tax reform bill, but rather to ask for help in 
solving a serious timing problem created by 
the pendency of the bill. 

The uncertainty with respect to the bill's 
final provisions and their effective dates is 
causing many donors to put off decisions . on 
gifts to charitable institutions. At Yale, for 
example, outright gifts from individuals were 
39% greater last year from July 1 through 
September 30 than this year. There were 
major irrevocable deferred gifts to Yale 
valued at $1.6 million in the same three 
months last year. This year there were none. 

What troubles me now is that it seems 
likely the Congress will not be able to com
plete its consideration of tax reform until 
the last few days of 1969-at best-and pos
sibly not until some time in 1970. Under these 
circumstances our major donors will not be 
able to make informed and timely decisions 
on all the tax consequences of their pros
pective 1969 gifts. The result will unques
tionably be a continued wait and see attitude 
on their part and an abrupt decline in gifts 
against the expectation of which we have 
long since budgeted operations for the cur
rent academic year. 

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS 
I appreciate that short of final enactment 

no one in or out of Congress can say with 
absolute certainty what kind of tax reform 
will be legislated by the 91st Congress. How
ever, it does seem to me that if all or a re
sponsible number of members of the Senate 
Committee on Finance and the House Ways 
and Means Committee were soon to join in 
a statement to the effect that they will sup
port provisions making any final tax reform 
bill inapplicable to bona fide charitable gift 
transactions completed in 1969, then we 
could hope for a resumption of the private 
support on which we and so many other 
institutions depend. 

There may be other formulations which 
would appropriately end the current uncer
tainty affecting charitable giving, but in any 
event our need is for a reasonably authorita
tive pronouncement emanating from the 
members of Congress having major respon
sibility for tax legislation. 

I am writing a similar letter to Chairman 
Long. If you and he will help oolve the prob
lem I have outlined-which is not of your 
making or ours-then I should be most 
grateful, but more importantly, the causes of 
thousands of worthy charities would be 
served. 

Sincerely, 
KINGMAN BREWSTER, Jr. 

THE GENERAL DID HIS DUTY 

HON. WILLIAM G. BRAY 
OF INDIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. BRAY. Mr. Sp£>aker, probably the 
highest yet simplest words of praise that 
can ever be given a public servant are 
these: "He did his duty.'' 

The following editorial from the Oc
tober 22, 1969, Indianapolis Star, on Gen. 
Lewis B. Hershey, makes it clear that 
General Hershey did just that: 

THE GENERAL Dm HIS DUTY 
Gen. Lewis Blaine Hershey, the homespun, 

earthy Hoosier who drafted some 15 million 
Americans for three different wars, is not the 
first man to be pilloried unjustly for doing 
his duty. Nor will he be the last. His stature 
is elevated, not lowered, by his detractors. 

His foes crowed with glee when it was an
nounced that he would retire early next year 
as director of Selective Service to become a 
presidential consultant on manpower. They 
chortled that he had been "kicked upstairs." 
They sneered that he had refused to quit 
while he was ahead. 

But like most short-sighted critics they 
overlooked important things. One was that 
the general, who enlisted in the Indiana Na
tional Guard as a private in 1911 and rode 
against Pancho Villa on the Mexican border 
has served his country as a military man for 
more than 50 years. The crackerbarrel gen
eral, who learned the facts of life as an In
diana farm boy, is 76 years old. Few generals 
of any country or any time have served so 
long, so well. 

The Selective Service System that he took 
over shortly before World War II was neigh
borhood oriented. It was, as he put it, "the 
one area in which people are more immedi
ately participating in governing themselves 
by deciding on a local level who should go, 
and not to suit a lot of people." 

It was no computerized, punch-card proc
ess. It was a hard job but a human job and 
one that had to be done. In Gen. Hershey 
the nation had a man with the heart and 
stomach for it, with no illusions about what 
was involved. 
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This brings up another matter the critics 

always seemed to forget. They acted as 
though Gen. Hershey was the draft. He was 
not, of course. The law was passed by Con
gress. The duty of carrying it out was as
signed Hershey. And he did it. 

"I'm probably shortsighted enough to 
think that in my lights I'm right," he said 
not too long ago. "I have felt that to the 
best of my knowledge and ability I was doing 
what I thought was good for my country, 
and that was selfishness because I have some 
childre~ and some grandchildren. They're 
going to have to live in this country, and 
if there isn't a country, I don't know where 
they will live. 

"And I happen to believe from what I 
know of our history and what I've lived, I 
just don't know any country I like better 
than this one. Ah, what is it? 'England, with 
all thy faults, I love thee still,' said some
body. And I could say the same thing about 
America." 

As long as enough Americans go on feeling 
this way and being brave enough to back 
their feelings up, there will be an America. 

AMERICAN ONCOLOGIC MARKS 65 
YEARS OF SERVICE 

HON. JOSHUA EILBERG 
OF PENNSYLVANIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. EILBERG. Mr. Speaker, on No
vember 7 the American Oncologic Hospi
tal, a nonprofit, nonsectarian institution, 
will celebrate its 65th anniversary. The 
hospital, located in my district in north
east Philadelphia, is truly an exceptional 
facility. 

It is one of only nine hospitals in the 
Nation devoted exclusively to the care 
and treatment of cancer patients. It is the 
only hospital in Pennsylvania with this 
exclusive specialty. 

As significantly, the work of its doc
tors, nurses, medical staff, technicians, 
administrators, employees, board mem
bers, and volunteers is truly outstanding 
and deserves our recognition. 

On the occasion of this anniversary I 
extend my congratulations to these fine 
people and to the hospital's hard-working 
executive director, L. Rodman Page, Jr. 

With the unanimous consent of my 
colleagues, I offer for inclusion in the 
RECORD this description of American 
oncologic and its achievements: 

AMERICAN ONCOLOGIC MARKS 65 YEARS OF 
SERVICE 

The American Oncologic Hospital was 
founded in 1904, and had been located at 
33rd and Powelton Ave., Philadelphia, since 
1911. 

The Hospital is one of nine in the country, 
and the only one in Pennsylvania, devoted 
exclusively to the treatment of Cancer 
patients. American Oncologic pionee,red the 
use of radium in cancer treatment, and was 
the first institution in the Philadelphia area 
to install a supervolt X-ray therapy unit. 

In May 1966, American Oncologic affiliated 
with Jeanes Hospital and the Institute for 
Cancer Research to form the Fox Chase 
Center for Cancer and Medical Sciences. The 
hospital moved to Central and Shelmire Ave
nues in December 1967. 

The Agreement was signed by George M. 
Dorrance, Jr., President of Americ.an On
cologic Hospital; An.thony H. Whitaker, 
president of The Institute for Cancer Re-
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search, and J. Franklin Gaskill, President of 
Jeanes Hospi-tal. 

The Center is loca.ted on land made avail
able by the trustees of Jeanes Hospital, 
AmericMl Oncologic is connected to Jeanes 
by an enclosed bridge. 

The Fox Chase medical complex is a multi
million dollar project developed as a major 
cancer center which combines laboratories 
and medical facilities of each organization 
tor both basic and clinical research, and hos
pital facilities for the diagnosis, study and 
treatment of cancer patients. 

Each institution retains its name and 
autonomy, and the status of the separate 
professional and administrative staffs is not 
affected by the affiliation. , 

The goal of the Fox Chase Medical Center 
is to mount a coordinated attack on cancer 
by placing at one location the very. best in 
resources, knowledge, talent and patient 
ca;re. 

Amerloan Oncologic's fac111ties and long 
experience in caring for cancer patients is 
complemented by the excellent general hos
pital facilities of Jeanes Hospital, and the 
highly developed basic cancer research pro
grams of The Institute for Cancer Research, 
ena;bling each institution to broaden the 
t;cope and effectiveness of its services. 

The highly specialized 50-bed hospital 
shares many services with Jeanes and I.C.R. 
on a 40-acre tract in the Fox Chase section 
of Philadelphia. 

Institutional overtones were cast a;side in 
the design in favor of an environment that 
unites the patient with nature and gives a 
feeling of harmony, hope, and reassurance. 

Stress has been placed on creating privacy 
for patients while offering a home-like atmos
phere to boost the patient's mora;le. 

The unusual shape of the building lends 
itself to an excellent arrangement of interior 

spaces with bed·rooms divided into small 
groups of no more than six two-patient rooms 
on each segment of the .three nursing floors. 
Every unit is served by lounges, solariums, 
terraces. 

The hospital is fiexi:ble enough to permit 
shut-ins a high degree of selectivity in the 
privacy they seek. Bedrooms look out upon 
landscaped grounds and wooded areas. Each 
bedroom has a door opening onto a continu
ous terrace. 

Because most of the hospital's activities 
center on the care of out-patients, facilities 
will accomodate 30,000 annual visits by out
patients. 

Three waiting rooms for out-patients sur
round the two-and-one-half story lobby. 
Focal points of the lobby are clusters of 
sculptured metal leaves-a gift from the 
women's board-suspended from the ceiling, 
and tubs of live plants suggesting an arbo
retum. A multi-colored glass skylight illumi
nates the central court area. 

The hospital's walls are of colored stucco, 
to match Jeanes. Clay tile roofs reinforce the 
building's residential character. The basic 

·Structure is . reinforced-concrete with waffle 
slabs. 

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1969 
American Oncologic admitted 1,239 pa;tients, 
representing a 42 per cent increase over the 
previous year. Patients received 17,546 days 
of nursing care, and the average patient stay 
was 14.2 days. 

A 14 per cent increase was registered by 
9,045 out-patient visits, and cobalt treat
ments, which came to 7,558, increased by 11 
per cent over the previous year. 

Other services included 3,632 X-ray diag
nostic studies for 2,866 X-ray diagnostic pa
tients, 56 radium placements, 614 isotope 
procedures, 47,457 laboratory studies and 
1,199 operations . 

The hospital is accredited by the Joint 
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals, 
and is approved by the American College of 
Surgeons as one of nine cancer hospitals in 
the country. 

ROY WHITI'ON'S ANSWER TO 
"VIETNAM MORATORIUM DAY" 

HON. WILLIAM G. BRAY 
OF INDIANA 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969 

Mr. BRAY. Mr. Speaker, there were 
many and varied reactions to Vietnam 
moratorium day last October 15, and 
the most fitting and unusual I have seen 
to date was initiated and put into prac
tice by Mr. Roy Whitton, of Greenfield, 
Ind. 

As the Indianapolis Star of Octo
ber 10, 1969, gave his plans: 

Roy Whitton, general manager of FM 
outlet WSMJ in Greenfield, has his own an
swer to Vietnam moratorium day, Octo
ber 15. He will broadcast a series of editorials, 
one every 60 minutes that day during the 
hours he is on the air. 

Only the editorials will be "The National 
Anthem," "The Battle Hymn of the Re
public," "Yankee Doodle," etc. 

I wish Hanoi could have heard WSMJ 
that day. Roy Whitton's attitude was 
much more indicative of general Ameri
can sentiment, I am sure. 

. SENATE-Thursday, October 30, 1969 
The Senate met at 12 o'clock meridian 

and was called to order by the President 
pro tempore. 

The Chaplain, the Reverend Edward 
L. R. Elson, D.O., offered the following 
prayer: 

Almighty God, who holdest in Thy 
hand the souls of the righteous; we give 
Thee thanksgiving and praise for all the 
generations of the faithful, who have 
served Thee in godliness and love, with 
patriotism and unselfish devotion, and 
who dwell forever in Thy presence. We 
bless Thee for all who have enriched the 
world with truth and beauty, who have 
labored in the service of their fellows, 
who have done great and noble things 
for Thee, and transmitted to us a gracious 
heritage. We bless Thee for all near and 
dear to us in sacred memory, fathers and 
mothers, brothers and sisters, for those 
who have helped and defended, loved 
and cherished us. Grant that all the good 
we have seen and known in them may 
continue to inspire and guide us. 

Make us aware of that unseen cloud 
of witnesses before whom the race of life 
is run that we may be worthy of their 
labors, and when we have fulfilled our 
time make us partners with them in Thy 
kingdom everlasting. Amen. 

THE JOURNAL 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that the reading of 
the Journal of the proceedings of 

Wednesday, October 29, 1969, be dis
pensed with. 

The PRESIDENT pra tempore. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT
APPROVAL OF BILLS 

Messages in writing from the Presi
dent of the United States were com
municated to the Senate by Mr. Geisler, 
one of his secretaries, and he announced 
that on October 27, 1969, the President 
had approved and signed the following 
acts: 

S. 1242. An act to amend the Communica
tions Act of 1934 by e~tending the pro
visions thereof relating to grants for con
struction of educational television or radio 
broadcasting facilities and the provisions 
relating to support of the Corporation of 
Public Broadcasting; and 

S. 1471. An act to amend title 38 of the 
United States Code to increase the rates of 
dependency and indemnity compensation 
payable to widows of veterans, f.l.nd for other 
purposes. 

LIMITATION ON STATEMENTS DUR
ING TRANSACTION OF ROUTINE 
MORNING BUSINESS 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I 

ask unanimous consent that statements 
in relation to the transactions of routine 
morning business be limited to 3 minutes. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 

EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I 

ask unanimous consent that the Senate 
go into executive session to consider the 
nominations on the Executive Calendar. 

There being no objection, the Senate 
proceeded to the consideration of execu
tive business. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The 
nominations on the Executive Calendar 
will be stated. 

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS 
COMMISSION 

The bill clerk read the nomination of 
Dean Burch, of Arizona, to be a member 
of the Federal Communications Commis
sion. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With .. 
out objection, the nomination is consid
ered and confirmed. 

The bill clerk read the nomination of 
Robert Wells, of Kansas, to be a member 
of the Federal Communications Com
mission. 

Mr. HART. Mr. President, during the 
course of the Senate Commerce Com
mittee hearings on the nominations of 
Dean Burch and Robert Wells to the 
Federal Communications Commission, 
questions were raised with respect to the 
views of the nominees on employment 
practices and on media concentration. 

Nothing in the replies from these two 
gentlemen indicated any previous lead-
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